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Preface

 



The Modern Mitltlie East. A Reader emerged from a series of
conversations over the years with our teacher, friend and, ultimately,
collaborator, the late Albert Hourani, who died in Oxford on 17
January 1993. In the 1970s, we had the privilege of attending Albert
Hourani's lectures at Harvard and in Oxford that were to form the
foundation of his magisterial A History of the Arab Peoples. It was
then that he first introduced us to the best periodical and other
essay- length literature on the modern history of the Middle East.
Since that time this literature has grown in size and improved in
quality, in part owing to his encouragement of three generations of
Middle East scholars. As teachers ourselves, we came to be
concerned with the difficulty of making accessible to undergraduates
and beginning graduate students some of the outstanding literature
on the modem Middle East that has appeared during the paSt forty
years. Fortunately, Albert Hourani agreed that a collection of this
literature was warranted. The Reader is designed to complement
Parts III-V of A History of the Arab Peoples: The Ottoman Age, The
Age of European Empires, and the Age of Nation-States. It expands
in one direction and narrows in another the geographical scope of
the Hourani book in that non-Arab parts of the Middle East such as
Iran and Turkey are given attention here, but Arab North Africa is
not. We have attempted to highlight a range of themes and topics
concerned with the changing politics, economy, society and
intellectual climate of the Middle East during the previous two
hundred years. Neverthe- less, we acknowledge that the Reader
does not address all relevant themes and topics. Inevitably, there are
many more articles or book chapters that we might have
incorporated had space and cost permitted; some could easily have
been substituted for those we did finally select.
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Albert Hourani made his main contribution to this enterprise far in
advance of ours. He counselled us on what to include in the Reader,



reminding us that the articles should illustrate important themes in
the modem history of the Middle East or the uses of new kinds of
sources. He encouraged us to include a few articles because their
authors have original ideas about their subject that deserve to be
considered. He also contributed the introductory essay. We wish to
thank a number of individuals for helping to make the R

ader possible. There are the authors who permitted us to include
their articles and chapters. There are the dozen anonymous
historians---our peers--who were consulted by Lynne Withey of the
University of California Press as to the desirability of such a
collection and its contents; we found her assistance and their written
comments especially useful. There is Margaret Owen, who
translated Andre Raymond's article on Cairo. There are the
individuals who assisted us in the voluminous correspondence with
authors and publishers that is required by such an enterprise: Ram
Manikkalingam, Elisabeth Stark, and Josephine Bennett, all of M.I.T.
Finally, there is the publication and editorial staff at I. B. Tauris: Helen
Simpson, Roger Wells, Deirdre Clark, Sally Crawford, Emma
Sinclair-Webb, Russell Townsend, John Crabb and, above all, Anna
Enayat, our principal editor; she was herself a close friend and
colleague of Albert Hourani, and has given unstintingly of her time
and energy. To all those who helped us, we are most grateful.

 

MARY C. WILSON PHILIP S. KHOURY

 

Leverett. Massachusetts June 1993
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Note on Presentation

 

In the preparation of this volume, the integrity of the different authors'
own systems of transliteration has been respected; and no attempt
has been made to impose uniform spelling of personal or place
names. The presentation of material like tables has been
standardized but the material itself has not Similarly footnotes have
been extracted from the text and presented in all cases as chapter
notes, but the Content of the notes has not been altered. Where
there is a reference in text or notes to another chapter of the book in
which a particular article originally appeared, the reference has been
expanded to give the full publication details of the original source.
And where there is a reference to a 'forthcoming' work that has since
appeared, full publication details are provided.
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Atherr Hourani



 

The study of the modem Middle East, by scholars trained in the
concepts and methods of modem historiography and using them in
order to throw light upon their subject, has existed for some thirty or
forty years, but it is only in the last few years that there has
emerged-in North America and Europe, as well as in the region
itself-a critical mass of scholars and students large enough to ensure
that the study is carried on at a high level. It is in these last years too
that some of the basic sources for it have become easily available. It
takes time for the ideas and conclusions of scholars, working on
materials hitherto unused in order to throw light on a more or less
unexplored and unexplained subject, to find their way into books,
and particularly into textbooks. The normal method of stating and
explaining one's conclusions. particularly if they are still tentative, is
by means of articles in specialized periodicals, and the proceedings
of conferences. It has therefore seemed to us worthwhile to make a
selection of some of the more significant and stimulating articles on
the subject, in order to supplement the few general surveys which
exist. The articles in this book have been chosen by the editors on
the basis of their own personal judgements, but also after wide-
ranging inquiries among teachers of Middle Eastern history in
several countries. They have tried to find articles which convey the
flavour of a particular author's work or the ideas of a school of
thought, which address themselves to important aspects of the
subject, or which make use of the kinds of material which seem likely
to be important for future research.
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For the purposes of this book, the 'Middle East' is regarded as
including the area covered by what are now the states of Turkey,
Iran, and Israel, and the Arab states from Egypt eastwards. This
definition, like all such definitions, is to some extent arbitrary. It would
have been possible to look westwards from Egypt to the Arab
countries of North Africa, or eastwards from Iran to Afghanistan and
south Asia, or westwards again from Turkey to those parts of south-
eastern Europe which for so long formed part of the Ottoman or
'Turkish' Empire. That the area has been defined in this way can be
explained partly by the limits and design of most university courses
on the 'modern history of the Middle East', partly by the limits of
space in this book, but also, and mainly, by the fact that this area has
a sufficient unity of historical experience to enable it to be an
intelligible unit of study. Broad similarities of physical environment
and climate have created comparable economic and social systems:
certain relationships between city and countryside, a certain fragile
balance between different uses of land, for settled agriculture and for
nomadic pasturage. The situation of the region in the world, lying as
it does between the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, with
Russia and central Asia to the north and Africa to the south, has
given it, to a great extent, a common political destiny: much of it has
formed part of great empires, some of them created within the region
itself (those of Egypt and Mesopotamia in ancient times, then of
Byzantium and the 'Abbasid caliphate, then of the Ottomans and
Safavids in early modern times) or having their centres outside (that
of Rome and, in modern times, those of Britain and France). The
region was the heartland where the religion ofIslam first appeared
and its first great empire grew up; within the empire there developed
a distinctive society, created by the formation of new links between
the countries of the Indian Ocean and those of the Mediterranean,
and a civilization in which the thought and art of the Greek and
Persian worlds were given new forms and directions by the
acceptance of the religion ofIslam, and of Arabic as a language of
high culture. The unity should not be exaggerated, however. Each
region, and even each city, had its own historical experience and its
distinctive and continuing interests. Within each district, there were
always differences and tensions between the high literate culture



and the folk-culture of the urban poor and of peasants and nomads.
In many cities and villages, although Islam became the religion of the
majority and of power, Christian, Jewish and other communities
continued to exist. A broad division gradually appeared between the
western part of the Islamic world, where Arabic was the main
language of culture and for centuries the ruling elites were drawn
from Turkish or other immigrant groups from central Asia, and the
eastern part, where Persian was a language of high culture
alongside Arabic and where other ruling elites held power,
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although they too tended to be of Turkish ongm. This division found
expression, in early modern times, in the formation of two great
empires, those of the Ottomans in the west and of the Safavids in
the east Political conflicts between them expressed themselves in
religious terms: the Ottomans maintained the Sunni form of Islam,
while the Safavids proclaimed Shicism as the official religion of their
state.

 

II

 

This book confines itself to the 'modern' period, that is to say, the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. All divisions of the continuum of
historical time are bound to some extent to be arbitrary, but the
changes which have taken place in the Middle East, as in the rest of



the world, during the last two centuries have been so great and have
gone so deep that they can be regarded as forming a new and
distinctive period in the history of the world. Of course, it would not
be correct to talk in terms of a complete break with the past, as if
what had existed earlier had been totally replaced by something
new. It is more accurate to think of the process as having been
created by a complex interaction between two rhythms of change.
On the one hand, there were ancient societies, created by certain
uses of limited natural resources, given shape and direction by the
laws, practices and doctrines of a dominant religion, Islam, and ruled
by Muslim imperial governments; this society was not static, but was
changing by processes generated from within itself and limited by
the resources made available by the technology of the time. On the
other hand, there were changes of other kinds and at different
paces, made possible by the use of new technology and the
consequent accumulation of greater resources in north-western
Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These changes
were communicated to the Middle East, as to other parts of the
world, by way of international trade, new kinds of communication and
education, and new forms of administration and law, imposed either
by indigenous governments wishing to acquire the strength of the
European states, or else by those states themselves as they
expanded their empires by means of the military strength given them
by the changes in their societies. An earlier generation of historians
of the Middle East tended to look only at this second kind of change,
and to assume that the ancient societies into which it was introduced
were stagnant or in decay, and powerless to resist. Seen in this light,
the modern history of the Middle East would be that of the imposition
of various kinds of European domination over passive and unresist- .
.. mg SOCIeties. This is the way in which European diplomatic
historians tended to look at the history of the region: as a history of
the 'Eastern Question', that is to say of the Middle East as a problem
in the relations between the great European
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states. In another sense, it is the way in which those who view
history in integral Islamic terms might see it: as the history of Muslim
societies which have their own inherited norms of communal
behaviour and for which the modern period has been marked by
attempts made by foreign powers, or by local ruling groups unfaithful
to their traditions, to impose an artificial order upon society. It would
be better, however, to see the history of this period as that of a
complex interaction: of the will of ancient and stable societies to
reconstitute themselves, preserving what they have of their own
while making the necessary changes in order to survive in a modem
world increasingly organized on other principles, and where the
centres of world power have lain for long, and still lie, outside the
Middle East.

 

III

 

When this process which we can call 'modern' began, the greater
part of the Middle East was ruled by the two great empires, those of
the Ottomans and Safavids. In spite of differences between them,
the societies which they ruled had great similarities: they were the
product of the whole process of Islamic civilization to which they
were the heirs. Except for some oudying parts- most of the Arabian
peninsula, and the regions of the southern Nile valley-they were
societies dominated by cities, and by the relations between city
populations and those who ruled them. The great cities were centres
of manufacture by traditional methods, but still more of international
trade between countries lying to the east and west of them. The
dominant elements of urban societies were a combination of three



groups: merchants, in particular those engaged in the international
trade in valuable goods; masters of crafts; and the <uJama, those
engaged in studying, transmitting, interpreting and administering the
shari <a, the body of laws derived from the teachings of Islam, which
formed the only formal legal system, the guarantee of order and
justice without which the complex life of a city, and the commercial
relations between cities far apart from each other, could not have
been carried on. The cities were the centres of political power.
Although successive dynasties had come to power by means of
military forces provided by men of the countryside, the mountains or
the steppe, and although some of those dynasties were themselves
of similar origin, to survive and flourish they had to link their interests
with those of the cities, and more specifically with those of the urban
elites. The rulers could give the city ordel and maintenance of the
fabric of law, and could defend and extend trade routes. The city for
its part could give the ruler the money, by way of taxes and special
levies, in order to maintain his government and army, the fine
products of its crafts to
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show his magnificence, and the educated officials to run his
chancery and treasury. The <uJama in particular held the keys of
legitimacy: by recognizing him as a just Muslim ruler they could turn
his power into legitimate authority. They had a common interest too
in controlling the countryside, and bringing in the surplus of rural
production on favourable terms: this provided revenue, in cash or in
kind, for the government and army, food for the urban population,
and raw materials for industry. It was by the exercise of control over
the countryside that landownership was created: the landowner was



a military officer, an official or an urban notable who was able to
establish an effective claim to part of the rural surplus. This rule by
government and landowners did not extend over the whole
countryside, however. Beyond the areas of direct rule there lay
others where the urban government could maintain its ultimate
control by supporting local intermediaries, lords of a valley or chiefs
of a nomadic group, a 'tribe'. Beyond that again there lay regions of
steppe, desert or mountain where even this degree of control was
impossible, and where small market towns lived in some degree of
subjection to the chiefs of pastoral tribes.

 

IV

 

By the late eighteenth century, the system of control by the great
imperial governments had changed. The Ottoman Sultan in Istanbul
still ruled almost all the lands his ancestors had conquered, not only
in what we have defined as the Middle East but in North Africa and
south-eastern Europe. The final authority of the central government
still existed: the Ottoman army and navy could keep the main routes
open, and local governors still maintained the major interests of the
empire. The Sultan could still claim to have legitimate authority: he
dispensed justice in the name of the shari<

the judges were appointed and paid by him and played an important
part in local administra- tion; the annual pilgrimage to Mecca, by
pilgrims gathering in Cairo and Damascus, two great cities of the
empire, was organized and protected by his government, and was
an annual assertion of his authority and unique position in the heart
of the world of Islam. The balance between central and local
authorities had changed, however. Apart from regions near Istanbul
and those on some principal trade routes, many of the provinces
were ruled by governors or ruling groups which had their own
sources of local power and in some places were able to make their
rule hereditary. In some provinces-Saida in Syria, Baghdad in Iraq,



and Cairo-power was in the hands of local military groups (mamJuu),
perpetuating their power by recruits from the Caucasus or
elsewhere. Another balance also had changed. In some pares of the
Empire, the rural
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area under direct control of the cities had shrunk, and that under
control of lords of the valleys or tribal chiefs had expanded; this
might lead to an extension of the area used for pastoralism as
opposed to sedentary agriculture. It was therefore more difficult for
Ottoman governors to collect the revenue needed to maintain their
armies and administration. It was only on the outskirts of the Empire,
however, that there was a challenge to the final authority of the
Ottoman Sultan. In the upper Nile valley, a local sultanate, that of the
Funj, was created in the seventeenth century. In central Arabia, the
rulers of a market town, the AI Sa'ud, founded a state which
expanded to include much of the Arabian peninsula. This was a
challenge of a new kind, for the AI Sa'ud were allied with a religious
reformer, Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab, who called for a return to
the purity of the first century of Islam and rejected the kind of Islam
which the Ottomans supported. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century the Sa'udi ruler occupied the holy cities of Mecca and
Madina, and thus cast doubt on one of the claims of the Ottomans to
have a special authority in the world of Islam. In Iran, the weakening
of central authority had gone further. The rule of the Safavids came
to an end in the early eighteenth century, and for a time Iran was
divided between a number of local rulers, based in one or other of
the great cities. A brief attempt at uniting the former empire of the
Safavids was made by a soldier of fortune, Nadir Shah, coming from



the north-eastern region of Khurasan and expanding his rule
westwards into Iraq and eastwards into northern India, but this fell to
pieces when he died. It was not until the last years of the century
that the ancient pattern repeated itself. A powerful leader of a tribal
coalition was able to establish a new dynasty, that of the Qpjars, and
extend its rule over the whole of Iran. In some ways, however, it was
a precarious rule. It was not based on the great cities, but in a
comparatively new regional centre, Tehran in the north; it did not
have the same kind of large, disciplined army as the Ottomans could
rely on. It could not claim the same religious legitimacy as the
Safavids had had and the Ottomans still possessed; some of the
Shi'i cuJama were willing to serve it, but others, in the Shi'i holy cities
of Iraq, lying beyond the power of the rulers, kept their distance from
it. By the last quarter of the eighteenth century, relations between the
Middle East, or at least some parts of it, and Europe were changing.
There was a different pattern of international trade: European
merchants in the main ports and trading cities were buying silk,
cotton and other raw materials, and selling spices and coffee grown
in the European colonies in the East and West Indies, and textiles
woven in their factories. The shadow of European military power
came closer. From the north, Russia had expanded to the coast of
the Black Sea, and a war with the Ottoman Empire ended in 1774
with a treaty
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which showed the unequal power of the two empires and led to the
loss of a Muslim territory, the Crimea. To the east, the British East
India Company took over the government and revenues of Bengal,
an important province of a third great Muslim Empire, that of the



Mughals, and was extending its influence in the Persian Gulf and
southern Iraq.

 

v

 

A new phase can be said to start around the beginning of the
nineteenth century, with a two-fold advance in European intluence
and power. The wars of the French Revolution generated a greater
military power, based on new kinds of organization and military
technique. A sign of this was the brief occupation of Egypt by the
French in 1798. It did not last long, but the intrusion of a European
power into the heart of the Muslim world had repercussions far
beyond; it led to the involvement of the Ottoman govern- ment in
alliances with the enemies of France. Of more lasting importance
was the advance of Russia from the north, for a time in the European
provinces of the Ottoman Empire and more permanently in the
Caucasus. The ancient Christian kingdom of Georgia and part of the
Iranian region of Azerbaijan were absorbed, and a treaty with Iran in
1828 showed Russia's superior power. The influence of British India
increased in the Persian Gulf, where the first agreements were made
with some of the rulers of small ports, and as the British expanded
westwards in India their pressure upon the Qpjars increased. There
was also a change in the nature of trade. Once the wars of the
French Revolution ended in 1815, European merchant ships
returned to the ports of the eastern Mediterranean, bringing with
them goods of a new kind, those produced in the factories of
northern Europe: above all, cotton textiles and iron products. From
the 1830s onwards these goods began to be carried in a new way,
by steamships; in the 1850s and 1860s the extension of telegraphs
brought the Middle Eastern cities closer in many ways to those of
Europe and America. The result of these innovations was a change
in the terms of trade. The Middle Eastern countries were able to pay
for the goods they imported only by producing raw materials for the
factories of Europe, in particular the high-grade cotton which began



to be produced in Egypt on a large scale from the 1830s onwards. I
ndigenous governments tried to respond to the new threats and
pressures from Europe by changing their own methods of work. The
Ottoman govern- ment began to create a new army on the European
model; its methods of administration also changed, and new legal
codes were brought in, modelled upon those of western Europe.
They carried with them the idea of citizenship, of rights and duties, of
equality between citizens of different religions, and of
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the existence of an 'Ottoman nation'; in the Treaty of Paris of 1856
which ended a war in which the Ottoman Empire was allied with
Britain and France against Russia, the Sultan was recognized as a
member of the European states-system. Such changes strengthened
the power of the central government, but only within limits. The
westernmost province of the Empire, Algiers, was occupied by
France in 1830-47. Some of the European provinces were the scene
of local revolts in the name of the new idea of nationalism; Serbia
became autonomous in the early years of the century, and Greece
became an independent kingdom in 1833, after a revolt in 1821, a
long attempt by the Ottomans to crush it, and intervention by the
European powers. Even in the regions still lying within the Empire,
the freedom of action of the central government was limited. On the
One hand, the European ambas- sadors and consuls exercised a
growing influence; on the other, some provincial rulers were able to
secure almost autonomous power. In Tunis, a local dynasty which
had ruled beneath Ottoman sovereignty since the early eighteenth
century was able to create a more modern system of administration,
in collaboration with the European merchants. In Egypt, a Turkish



soldier of fortune, Muhammad cAli, made himself governor with a
new military elite from the Balkans and Anatolia; he created a new
army and a more effective administration, established conditions in
which European merchants could work more freely, and changed the
nature of trade by encouraging the cultivation of cotton. For a time
he extended his rule into Syria and Arabia, but he met with
opposition from most of the European powers, which did not wish the
Ottoman government to be weakened too far; he was compelled to
withdraw from his conquests but was given recognition as hereditary
ruler of Egypt. (It was to check his expansion in Arabia that the
British government in India established the first British colony in the
Middle East, Aden.) Rather similar attempts at reform were made in
Iran, but in more difficult circumstances. The Qajars continued to
rule. At the beginning of the long reign of Nasir aI-Din Shah, a
reforming minister tried to initiate changes, but with little result: the
bureaucracy and army were not strong enough to impose and
administer them; the pressure of European merchants and govern-
ments was weaker than in the countries round the Mediterranean;
caught between contending pressures from Russia and British India,
the Shah had less freedom of action. How far did societies change in
the first half of the nineteenth century? There was a certain change
in the structure of social power in the cities, at least in those cities
which were centres of reforming governments and foreign trade.
Since the government was taking an increasing part in the regulation
of social life, bureaucrats-in particular the higher bureaucrats-were
acquiring greater power. In the countries under Ottoman control,
former local
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ruling dynasties were eliminated, but the urban notables who had
grown up around them continued to be influential as intermediaries
between administra- tors sent from Istanbul and the urban
population. Merchants engaged in trade with Europe grew richer and
more powerful; in the Ottoman cities and in Egypt they were mainly
Europeans or local Christians and Jews, in Iran largely Muslims. On
the other hand, merchants engaged in the older kinds of trade by
land routes lost some of their position, and so did masters of crafts
whose products were displaced by the new kinds of import from
Europe. In Istanbul, Cairo and Tunis, a class of men was emerging
educated in the new European fashion-army officers, officials,
teachers and doctors- but they were still too marginal to have much
impact on society; the moral conscience of communities was still
controlled by those learned in the religious sciences. In the
countryside, the domination of large landowners grew greater as the
control of the government extended. In Egypt, Muhammad 'Ali
expropriated many of the former holders of land and himself became
the chief landowner, but by the mid-century much of the land had
been given to officials of the dynasty and officers in the army. In the
Ottoman provinces, a land law of 1858 led to the formation of large
estates by merchants, urban notables, and tribal chieftains. The
rhythm of production in the countryside proceeded much as before,
except in those parts which were producing raw materials for
Europe: silk in Lebanon, above all cotton in Egypt, where the
extension of perennial irrigation was beginning to affect ancient
patterns of seasonal production.

 

VI

 

The half-century which stretched roughly from 1860 to the outbreak
of World War I in 1914 saw, in some ways, a continuation of
processes begun earlier in the century. The extension of control by
the government was carried further. Thanks to the coming of new
methods of communication- railways, telegraphs and steamships-it



was possible to establish direct administration at the expense of
local chieftains. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, and the
building of the Hijaz railway in the early twentieth century, made it
possible for Ottoman administration to extend to Hijaz and Yemen; in
central Arabia, a dynasty supported by the Ottomans expanded
southwards into territory controlled by the AI Sa<Ud, who had been
crushed by Muhammad 'Ali but had revived later. The power of Cairo
stretched southwards into upper Egypt and the Sudan, but a
religious reformer, the Mahdi, was able to remove Egyptian rule in
the 1880s and create a system of Islamic government Such changes
were slower and less complete in Iran until the last quarter of the
nineteenth century; communications were still
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limited, except for the opening to international trade of the valley of
the Karun river in the south-west. These changes took place within
an environment marked by closer Euro- pean control. In order to
finance the changes, indigenous governments fell into debt to
European bankers, supported by their governments, which came to
exercise a closer control over the finances. In Egypt, this control was
the first step towards something else: the imposition of rule by a
single European power, Great Britain, for which Egypt had increasing
importance after the opening of the Suez Canal, the main artery of
communication with India, East Asia and Australia. In 1882, after a
crisis in which control of the country seemed to be passing into the
hands of military officers with ideas of Egyptian independence,
Britain occupied the country; henceforth, although formally Egypt
continued to be ruled by the family of Muhammad cAli under
Ottoman suzerainty, Britain had effective control. A similar process



had already taken place in Tunisia, occupied by France in 1881, and
it was to continue as the division of the world between the great
European powers went further. Britain extended its rule southwards
from Egypt into the Sudan in the last years of the century, and it
increased its control over the rulers of the Persian Gulf by a series of
treaties in which they placed their relations with the outside world in
British hands. Similarly, France established a protectorate over the
kingdom of Morocco in 1912, and Italy began to occupy the Ottoman
province of Tripoli (Libya) in 1911. The Ottoman government was
able, however, to maintain some freedom of action in its central
provinces, because European rivalries were too strong to allow
anyone Power to occupy them, but Britain, France, Russia and later
Germany all made it clear that they had special interests in various
parts of it. In Iran, contrary pressures from the British in India and
from Russia, extending its empire in central Asia, enabled the Shah's
government to maintain a precarious independence, but in 1907 an
Anglo-Russian agreement virtually divided the country into spheres
of influence. The discovery and exploitation of oil in Iran gave Britain
a new interest in the country: by 1914 the British government had a
controlling interest in the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. The extension
of government control and of European influence brought about
further changes in society. In the capital cities, Istanbul and Cairo,
and in the centres of foreign trade there grew up a dual society:
popular quarters, where the poor lived in much the same way as
before, not yet changed by mass immigration from the countryside;
and new quarters, where high officials, European merchants, a new
class of indigenous merchants and a growing professional class
lived in houses of European design and had the amenities of
European urban life. In the countryside, the area of settled
agriculture grew larger at the expense of that of nomadic
pastoralism, particularly where cash
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crops could be grown for the European market New land laws in
Egypt and the Ottoman Empire gave greater assurance to private
property, and once more it was largely those who could make use of
urban laws and the power of the government who profited from it.
There does not seem to have been any great increase in the rural
population beyond the means of subsistence; in some regions there
may have been a rise in living standards. In this period a new
element in the population began to grow in importance: those with a
modern education, a knowledge of what was happening in the
outside world, and a mastery of one or other of the techniques
essential for thriving in modern society. By now education had
spread beyond the small number of those sent abroad by reforming
governments or trained in special schools. Governments were
creating networks of schools at every level, and European and
American religious missions also established schools, including
some higher colleges and some schools for girls. The traditional
religious schools still existed for the training of <ulama, but the
opportunities for their graduates were more limited, as codes of law
based on European models replaced those derived from the shari'a,
except in the sphere of family and personal law, and as the activities
of a modern government, army and society required men trained in a
new way. This growing literate class could now make use of different
media of communication. Printing was becoming widespread, and
the presses of Istanbul, Beirut, Cairo and Tehran were producing a
growing number of books in Turkish, Arabic and Persian, many of
them translations or adaptations from European literature, but also
works of poetry and a new kind of simplified expository prose. More
inftuential than books were newspapers and periodicals; they
imparted news of the outside world brought by the telegraph,
explained the techniques and social forms of Europe and America,
and discussed the problems and prospects of their own societies.
Thus there grew up an intelligentsia, not wholly absorbed into
government service and having its own ideas about the way in which



society should be organized. The official ideologies of the states
were those of national solidarity and unity around the ruling families:
there was an Ottoman or Egyptian or Persian nation gathered
around the throne. As the nineteenth century ap- proached its end,
however, there spread other ideas which carried within them a
criticism of existing forms of government. In the Ottoman Empire, the
idea of an Ottoman nation was developed in two directions: on the
one hand, towards the idea of a constitution and control by the
people; on the other, towards an idea of Islamic unity around the
Ottoman sultan. In 1876 a constitution was granted, but it was soon
suspended. It was restored after a revolution in 1908; this was
largely carried out by army officers. who from this time onwards were
to play an important political role. The weakening of the Sultan's
control and the growth of European inftuence gave various
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ethnic elements in the Empire the opportunity to put forward their
claims to independence. By 1914 most of the European provinces
had been absorbed into nation-states; the Armenians had made a
bid for independence but had been suppressed; Turkish and Arab
nationalism had both begun to become important Similarly, in Iran a
movement which involved various strata of the popula- tion led in
1906 to the granting of a constitution; this did not last long, however,
because it was thought by the two dominant powers to run counter to
their interests. In Egypt. the national movement which had been
suppressed by the British occupation revived in the first years of the
twentieth century. These new national movements were beginning to
acquire a content of ideas about the way in which national
communities should be organized. One of the constituent elements



in this content was the idea of the emancipation of women, put
forward by women writers in periodicals, and also by some men who
supported them.

 

VII

 

Shortly after the outbreak of war in 1914, the Ottoman government
entered on the side of Germany and Austria-Hungary; the end of the
war was to see the disappearance of the Ottoman Empire, as of
other empires of Europe. In 1914 the British extinguished Ottoman
sovereignty in Egypt and made the country a protectorate; by 1918,
military campaigns in Ottoman territory had led to British and French
occupation of the Arab provinces of the Empire, and allied control of
Istanbul and the central government. In the next few years, the Arab
regions were placed under British and French administrations
subject to some supervision by the League of Nations (the 'Mandate
system'): the French in Syria and Lebanon; the British in Iraq,
Palestine and Transjordan, with a special obligation in Palestine to
facilitate the creation of a Jewish national home'. Of other Ottoman
territories, Anatolia and the district round Istanbul became the state
of Turkey, after a strong Turkish resistance to plans of partition
drawn up by the British and their allies. In the Arabian peninsula,
Hijaz and Yemen became independent states, but in the 1920s the
former was absorbed into a larger unit, the state of Saudi Arabia,
created by a member of the AI Sa'ud, 'Abd al-'Aziz ('Ibn Saud'). Iran
had not been officially involved in the war, but in fact much of its
territory had come under Russian or British control, and by its end
the government of the Q.;.jars was very much under British
domination. Soon afterwards the dynasty was deposed by a military
officer, Reza Pahlevi, who made himself Shah in 1926. Of the states
which were formally independent, the only one which was fully so
was Turkey. Ruled by an Ottoman general who had led the national
resistance to the plans to divide it, Mustafa Kemal (Atatiirk), and with
the
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advantage of being able to build a state around the structure of the
Ottoman centtal administration and army, the new Turkey began a
policy of radical change. It was to be a national state: the main ethnic
minorities, the Greeks and Armenians, for the most part had been
eliminated, by massacre or expulsion, during and after the war. It
was to be a secular state, taking its inspiration from what its leaders
believed to be the principles of the modern civilization of Europe: it
would be secular, deriving its laws from the popular will and national
interest; it would try to acquire the strengrh necessary to survive in
the modern world by industrialization, national education and the
emancipation of women. The example of Turkey was followed by
Reza Shah in Iran, within the limits imposed by a slower process of
change and the strength of British influence. It also had a deep
impact on the nationalist movements in the countries placed under
British and French control. During the next twenty years Britain and,
more hesitantly, France moved towards accommodation with
movements demanding national independence. In Egypt, Britain was
able to reach agreement with the organized nationalist party, the
Wafd, by a tteaty in 1936 which recognized Egypt's independence
within limits but which preserved a British military presence for a
number of years. A similar tteaty had been made a few years earlier
with Iraq, where a member of the Hashimite family, the rulers of
Mecca who had been allied with Britain during the Syrian campaign
during the war, had been made king; another member of the family
was made Amir of Transjordan. In Syria and Lebanon, France tried
in 1936 to make similar treaties but failed because of the weakness
of French governments. In Palestine it was impossible to move in
this direction because of the British commitment to the creation of a



Jewish national home; by 1939 the Jewish population had increased
considerably through immigration from Europe, and Arab opposition
to the policy had also increased. During the later 1930s the British
and French hold over the Middle East was challenged by the rise of
German and Italian power. When World War II broke out in 1939,
parts of the Middle East became theatres of military operations. First
Italian then German threats to the British position in Egypt were not
decisively defeated until 1943; the danger of German control in Syria
led to its occupation by British and Free French forces, and a similar
fear in Iraq also led to British military occupation of the country.
Turkey remained neutral. Iran, although also neutral, was an
important channel of communication between the Western allies and
Russia, and it was occupied by British and Russian armies; in 1941
Reza Shah abdicated and was replaced by his son. This was a
period when the two rhythms of change in society became more
closely connected with each other. The social domination of
landowners
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and merchants continued to exist, and was strengthened by the
increasing control of governments over society, the extension of
cultivation, and the virtual end of nomadic pastoralism as an
economically viable way of using land. The spread of education was
creating an expanding middle class of small business men and
professional men and-increasingly-women. It was these two classes
which dominated the nationalist movements against foreign rule, and
the indigenous governments to the extent to which they became self-
governing. In Turkey and Egypt, more than in other coUntries,
modern industry was expanding, and there were the beginnings of



labour organization and activity. In this period the growth of
population began to be marked, and the surplus population of the
countryside was moving into the large cities. These changes were
scarcely beginning in the two main states of the Arabian peninsula,
Saudi Arabia and Yemen, where absolute monarchs claim- ing a
religious sanction for their rule governed societies that were
organized on the basis of tribal loyalties and barely touched by
modern economic and social changes. In some parts of the
peninsula, however, a new kind of change was imminent, as the oil
resources of the area round the Gulf became more important in the
economic life of the world. In addition to those in Iran, those in
northern Iraq were exploited from the 1930s by an international
company, with British, French, Dutch and American participation.
After 1945, the exploitation of wells in Kuwait and the east of Saudi
Arabia began on a considerable scale. The implications of this were
far-reaching: on the one hand, domination of the economies of the
producing countries by the foreign companies, and an increasing
strategic interest in them by Europe and the United States; on the
other, royalties to the producing countries made economic
development possible, and the training of technicians added a new
element to the educated class. An expanding literate population in
the cities was more exposed than before to new ideas, and the
spread of them was made easier by improved communications: the
coming of the automobile, even across the desert, the beginnings of
air routes, the spread of newspapers and radio, and its use by the
competing Powers during World War II. The dominant idea was that
of nationalism: the creation of independent states. The example of
Turkey was strong everywhere, particularly in Iran. In some Arab
countries, but not in Egypt, the idea of an Arab state, reuniting the
former Ottoman provinces which had been divided by Britain and
France, was stronger than that of limited nation-states. At the end of
World War II it seemed to have found its first embodiment in the
creation of a League of Arab States. In intricate relationship with the
ideas of nationalism was another complex of ideas: that of a re-
strucroring of society on the basis of Islamic law and social morality,
adapted to the needs of the modern world. This was given an



impetus by the creation of Saudi Arabia, a state based on a strict
version of
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Islam, and also by the emergence of the Muslim Brothers in Egypt, a
movement in the lower ranks of the urban literate population. In
Turkey the power of the culama and what they stood for seemed to
have disappeared; in Iran, the Shi'i cuJama were far from the centre
of political power but still had a great inftuence over the masses of
the population.

 

VIII

 

The half-century after the end of World War II saw the
disappearance of the European empires in the Middle East. After a
series of crises, France withdrew from Syria and Lebanon in 1946.
Faced with an organized Jewish community in Palestine demanding
immigration for the remnants of European Jewry and supported by
the United States, Britain withdrew from Palestine in 1948, in
circumstances which led to the creation of the state of Israel in the
greater part of Palestine, the amalgamation of most of the remainder
with Transjordan in the state of Jordan, and the dispossession of the
majority of the Palestinian Arab population. In Egypt and Iraq, the
withdrawal of British forces took place under treaty agreements; the
agreement with Egypt led to the independence of the Sudan. The



withdrawal was less complete than it might have seemed: both
Britain and the United States had a major interest in controlling the
production of oil, and Britain for a time wished to maintain its position
as the dominant power in the Middle East This gave rise to a series
of crises. In Iran, an attempt by a government led by Musaddiq to
ensure real national independ- ence by nationalizing the oil company
was thwarted by Anglo-American intervention in 1953. In Egypt, the
nationalization of the Suez Canal Company in 1956 was the
occasion for an Anglo-French attempt to reassert control over the
country, but this failed because it was opposed to the interests of the
new super-powers. In 1958, a revolution in Iraq ended the monarchy
and British ultimate domination. In the next few years, the vestiges of
British power, in the small states of the Gulf, and in Aden and the
protectorate of small states around it, disappeared. As British and
French power waned, the life of the newly independent states was
lived in the context of the 'Cold War' between the two super- powers,
the USA and the USSR, which gave them a certain freedom of
policy. Turkey and some other states were firmly in the Western
camp, but the dominant tendency in most of the other states was
towards 'non-alignment' between the two blocs. Internally, most
states began their independent life with some kind of constitutional
government, but this proved to be fragile. In Turkey and the Sudan,
there were alternations between periods of constitutional
government and military rule. In Iran, the end of Musaddiq's bid for
power was followed by 25 years of rule by the Shah. In Egypt, the
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monarchy and constitution were overturned by a military coup in
1952 and the ascendancy of a powerful dictator, Jamal <Abd ai-



Nasir; similar coups took place in Syria and Iraq. In Yemen too the
rule of the monarch, the Imam, was ended by a revolution;
elsewhere in the Arabian peninsula, however, absolute rule of a
traditional kind continued. In Jordan the monarchy continued, and
King Husayn was able to retain power in the midst of confticting
forces. Lebanon remained a constitutional republic, but a combina-
tion of internal and external pressures led to a long period of civil
war, the collapse of central authority, and the domination of Syria
over most of the country; nevertheless, the idea and forms of
constitutional government continued. Israel too maintained a
constitutional regime, the nature of which changed as new immigrant
groups altered the structure of the population. Two factors dominated
the changes in society during this period. One was the rapid growth
of population everywhere, largely because of improvements in public
health and medical services, but also because of changes in
patterns of marriage and child-bearing. This had important
consequences. First, there was an exodus of population from the
countryside, where most governments tended to give less
importance to the development of agriculture than to industry; the
capital cities in particular grew and became homes to a mass of
displaced peasantry not accustomed to the restraints of urban life.
Secondly, there was a change in the age-structure of the population;
in almost all countries, those under the age of twenty formed the
majority of the population; this had implications both for views of the
past and for expectations for the future. The second dominant factor
was the rapid and vast expansion of the oil industry. Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates and other Gulf states became very
important centres of production; together with the older- established
oil-producing states, Iran and Iraq, they held a large proportion of the
known oil reserves of the world. In different ways, all the countries
took control of production from the foreign companies during the
1970s, and the formation of a strong cartel, OPEC, gave them
considerable influence over prices. The great increase in oil prices in
the 1970s produced wealth for lavish expenditure and, in some
countries, capital development. The result was a shift in power
between countries which had oil and those which had none; the
difference was alleviated but not eliminated by loans and grants from



the richer to the poorer. Another result was large-scale migration
from the poorer countries with surplus population to the richer ones
which needed labour at various levels: Yemen is, Egyptians and
Palestinians went in large numbers [0 Saudi Arabia and the smaller
states of the Gulf. The growth of a young, literate urban population
with too few outlets for work had its impact upon ideas about the
organization of society. At least until the end of the 1970s,
nationalism continued to be the dominant
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ideology, but socialism became important in the constellation of
ideas which surrounded it: that is, the idea that social justice,
national strength and therefore genuine independence involved
control of the productive resources of the state by the government,
and division of wealth in the direction of greater equality. In some
countries, large landed estates were broken up, and landowners
ceased to play the dominant role in most societies. In Arab countries,
the dominant form of nationalism was 'Nasirism', the mixture of ideas
put forward in the name of <Abd ai-Nasir and spread by the new
mass media: Arab unity, socialism and neutralism. The desire for
restoration of the rights of the Palestinian Arabs was an essential
ingredient of it. Nasirism met with defeat in 1967, when a war
between Israel and a coalition of Arab states-Egypt, Syria and
Jordan-led to the Israeli occupation of the remainder of Palestine.
From that time, support for Palestinian claims passed mainly to the
Palestinians themselves, and to the Palestinian Liberation
Organization which spoke in their name; in the 1980s the
Palestinians under Israeli occupation were to take a more active role
in a long-drawn-out movement of virtual rejection of an Israeli role.



From that time too the nature of Israeli politics changed, as Israel
faced new problems: whether to withdraw fium the occupied
territories in return for peace, or to hold on to them and use their land
and water for Jewish settlements. In the 1970s two other significant
changes took place. One was a certain rejection, in Egypt and other
Arab countries, of the tendency towards state control of economic
life, and a new opening towards the capitalist economies of the
West. This movement was led by Nasir's successor in Egypt, Anwar
Sadat, who also opened a new phase in the relations between Israel
and its Arab neighbours by making peace in return for Egyptian land
controlled by Israel since the 1967 war. The other change was the
downfall in 1979 of the autocratic government of the Shah in Iran, in
a way which had repercussions throughout the Islamic world. It was
overthrown by a mass uprising which several political forces helped
to organize. In the event, the force which emerged as pre-eminent
was that of a movement to restore the domination of Islamic law and
social morality in society. Its leader and spokesman was a Shi<i
divine, Ruhullah Khomeini, whose ideas, circulated by the new
medium of the cassette, met with a response among the new urban
masses. Khomeini became the effective head of the government;
this was a new departure, but the content of his ideas and
programme was not new. Often described as 'fundamentalism', it
could better be called 'Islamic conservatism', the desire to preserve
the moral heritage of the past and to relate change to unchanging
principles. It linked the social morality which had been developed
over the centuries by Shi<i divines with ideas drawn from the popular
nationalism of the age: social justice for the poor, and hostility to the
super-powers. In at least one respect
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it broke with the immediate past: in its attempt to confine women to
traditional roles in society. The challenge of this kind of Islamic
revival was felt throughout the world of Islam. It gave a stimulus to
analogous movements in other countries. It had a specially close
impact upon Iran's western neighbour, Iraq, the home of a more
secular, populist, Arab nationalist regime under Sad dam Husayn. A
long war between the two (1980-88) ended in military stalemate, but
in the process Iraq had generated such military strength, with the aid
of Western states, as to make possible an attempt in 1990 to
overthrow the existing order in the Gulf states. The occupation of
Kuwait by Iraq seemed to pose a threat not only to the existing order
in the Gulf but also to two essential interests of the United States:
the security of Saudi Arabia and that of Israel. Various common
interests brought together a broad coalition of forces which
compelled Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait after a brief war. The
success of US armed forces in this war, and the simultaneous
decline in the position of the USSR in the world, left America the
dominant power in the region; but in 1991 it was still too early to say
how that power would be used.

 

IX

 

The study by historians of this long period of complex change has
passed through several stages. The first serious documented studies
concerned the relations between the great European states, their
agreements and disagree- ments in regard to the Near East (the so-
called 'Eastern Question'). The states and peoples of the region
came into the picture as passive bodies, over which the Powers
pursued their interests. In a later phase, more attention was given to
indigenous governments and elites which were trying to change
armies, methods of administration, systems of law and ways of
thought and life, in order to make them conform to the model
provided by Western Europe. Together with this, there was an
emphasis upon the work of writers, connected with the reforming



elites and rulers, who tried to give a direction to change, and to
justify it, in terms of those ideas-of civilization, of citizenship and
nationalism, of secularism and the re-formularion of religious beliefs-
which they thought to contain the secret of European strength. Later
still, more attention has been paid to changes in social and economic
structures: to the growth and changing shape of cities, changes in
patterns of production and exchange, and changes too in the
distribution of wealth and the formation of social strata or classes.
The writing of each period was marked by a distinctive use of
sources, and to some extent this is shown in the articles included in
this book. Thus stUdies of the 'Eastern Question' were based, by
necessity, on the archives of the great European governments, and
in particular those of Britain and
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France. To a great extent those of the second period also made use
of these European archives. Some historians were aware, however,
of the danger inherent in the use of them to throw light on the
process of internal change; they might reflect the views of
indigenous governments and reformers, who were eager to talk to
European diplomats in order to win their sympathy, but they did so at
one remove and with a danger of distortion. Such archives of Middle
Eastern governments as had become available were beginning to be
used by those with access to them. In particular, this was the period
when some historians (mostly Turkish) were exploring the vast
archives of the Ottoman government: for the earlier period of
Ottoman rule, tax-records and the records of business brought to the
imperial council and decisions made there; for the period of reform in
the nineteenth century, the administrative papers of the various



ministries. In a similar way, a number of historians, both European
and Arab, were able to explore the papers of the government of
Egypt, from the time of Muhammad cAli onwards. When various
regions came under British or French rule, the archives of those
governments and their local administrations took on a new
importance. The ideas which underlay, or could be used to justify,
reform were explored by way of memoirs, newspapers and cultural
periodicals from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. During the
third phase, in which more attention was given to social and
economic history, European sources continued to be important, in
particular reports of consuls and the papers of trading companies,
when they were available. Historians were aware, however, of the
danger of relying too much on such sources: the picture they gave of
the societies they described was seen in the perspective of the
commercial and financial interests of European governments and
traders, and of the indigenous merchants associated with them; they
tended to ignore other sectors of the economy and other strata of
society. In the last twenty years or so, some scholars of a younger
generation have begun to make systematic use of other kinds of
sources: the instructions (awamir) sent by the central government to
its local representatives, and the records of the mahkama, the court
of the fjatli or judge of Islamic law (the shari 'a). Until changes in the
law and its administration in the nineteenth century, the qadi had a
central role in Ottoman government and society: he not only decided
legal disputes, he was responsible for the distribution of the property
of deceased persons in accordance with the prescriptions of the
sbari'a; he kept a record of transactions between individuals and
families (marriage contracts and transfers of property); he also kept
registers of orders issued by the government in Istanbul to its local
representatives. Archives of the mahkama can be found wherever
Ottoman direct rule existed, and they are being used by a growing
number of scholars to throw light upon such matters as changes in
the distribution of property, relations between and within
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families, and 'political economy' - that is to say, the relationship
between wealth and social power. (In Iran, such documents also
exist, but the use of them has scarcely begun.) When the place of
the sharica and its judges became less important in the second half
of the nineteenth century, the papers of the new administrative units,
the ministries, can be used for similar purposes, and so can those of
European colonial administrations when and where they were
created. For the period since 1945, there is now a mass of more or
less reliable, quantitative evidence to be found in documents
produced by agencies of the United Nations and other international
bodies. It seems likely that most historians now working will continue
to be attracted to subjects of this sort and will learn to use the kinds
of sources which are now available. To a great extent, however,
Middle Eastern historiography is a reflection of what is current in
studies of other parts of the world, and it may be that more attention
will be given to two other kinds of historical enquiry which have
become important in European and American historiography of the
present day. First, there may be greater interest in the study of
movements of the collective consciousness, changes in the
menta/ites (to use a French term which has now become current) of
whole strata of society. These are particularly important in a period of
growth of urban populations and mass participation in political
activity: the Iranian revolution of 1979, for example, showed how
important and almost unforeseen such movements might be. The
study of menkllitls is rather different from the older kind of intellectual
history, which laid its emphasis upon individual thinkers believed to
be important or influential, and the relations between them.
European and American historians have found ways of writing this
kind of history, on the basis of such sources as newspaper articles,
speeches and sermons, advertisements, inscriptions on tombstones,
popular songs, and the records of the lives of 'ordinary people', and



similar sources exist in the Middle East. Secondly, there is likely to
be a greater concern with 'women's history', and by this is meant not
only the history of the changing roles of women in society, but
something broader: the attempt to discern, by the use of whatever
sources are available, the specific ways in which Middle Eastern
women have experienced historical events and processes and, by so
doing, to arrive at a new kind of understanding of them.
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Reforming Elites and Changing Relations with Europe, 1789-1918
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There were many sources of the social and political changes that
transformed the Middle East in the nineteenth century. Historians
differ in their analyses of these changes, in their judgements of the
relative importance of internal and external factors, and in their
estimations of the impact of economic, social, political and
intellectual forces. Which came first and when? Some historians look
back to the worldwide economic changes of the sixteenth century,
some only look as far as the new ideas of the French Revolution,
and some see the sultans of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries taking on problems of social disturbance and
administration in ways not unlike those of their nineteenth-century
descendants. What historians do agree about is that in the



nineteenth century the impulse to control alterations in social and
political life, and to reshape government and change its relationship
to society, came primarily from the ruler and those closest to him.
Reform in the Middle East in the nineteenth century was reform from
above. Five articles in this section are about reform in the Ottoman
Empire and Egypt which, though nominally part of the Ottoman
Empire until 1914, followed an increasingly independent path of state
formation after the brief French occupation of 1798-1801. The sixth
article presents an overview of Iran in the nineteenth century;
implicitly it invites comparison with the Ottoman and Egyptian cases.
The time frame is a conventional one. Selim III, whose reign began
in 1789, has long been viewed as the first sultan to initiate reforms
aimed at reorganizing the Ottoman government along lines
conventionally referred to as modern. That is, with his reign began
those cumulative, self-conscious changes aimed at centralizing,
rationalizing and secularizing the Ottoman state within the changed
historical context of the
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long nineteenth century. The year 191"8 marks the defeat of the
Ottoman Empire in the First World War and of those elites who had
either overseen and bene6ted from the changes of the preceding
century or been created by them. The central Story of the Ottoman
and Egyptian reforms of the long nineteenth century-the
achievements and setbacks of Selim III, Mah- mud II and
Muhammad 'Ali, the imperial edicts and laws of the Tanzimat, the
accelerated centralization of power in the hands of Abdulhamid II
and the Young Turks, the loss of control in Egypt to Britain-is well
known and will not be retold here. Rather, the articles included in this



section discuss the participation of certain elites in reform and the
impact of reform on them. They also address the part that Europe
played. Each poses questions that, at the time of writing, had not yet
been adequately addressed; some of these questions still await
investigation. Some establish analytical categories that have proven
of great use to later historians. Over 30 years ago Uriel Heyd took a
careful look at 'ulama attitudes towards the legislative and
institutional reforms proposed by Selim III and Mahmud II and made
two important discoveries. First, he found 'the elements of class
struggle within the 'ulema corps' and outlined a social gulf between
the highest 'ulama families, whose power, influence and wealth were
passed on from generation to generation, and the humble theological
student (sofia), often of provincial origin, waiting half a lifetime for a
degree and a pOSt and the wherewithal to suppOrt a wife and family.
It is still true, as he noted at the time, that class struggle among the
Ottoman 'ulama has not been adequately stUdied. Second, he found
that a signi6cant proportion of the highest 'ulama supported reform,
and did so not simply from a position of dependence on the sultan's
favour, but from the conviction that any means to ensure the survival
of the empire was ultimately justi6able. The highest 'ulama
supported reform from positions of great trust and responsibility
within the ruling bureaucracy. Heyd's conclusion, that the integration
of 'uJama into the ruling class did no great service to religion and did
not result in a more Islamic state, deserves attention. It helps to
qualify the meaning of 'Islamic' as commonly used to describe the
Ottoman state and may be useful to us in thinking about the impact
of Islamic political groups and movements in our own time. An
incident of apostasy in 1843 related by Heyd presented the highest
'ulama of the empire, who also tended to be the most reform-
minded, with an impossible dilemma. European representatives were
quick to protest at the death sentence mandated by the shari'a and
the 'ulama closest to the sultan had to give their advice in a case
where religious law and realpolitik were in clear contradiction.
Roderic Davison tells us the end of the story. In 1844 the sultan
'engaged not to enforce the death penalty for apostasy from Islam'.
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Two conclusions can perhaps be drawn from this story: that the
influence of the European powers on Istanbul was growing, and that
the customary laws and attitudes regulating religious identity and
behaviour in the Ottoman Empire were changing. The two are
related, though it is with the latter that Davison is mainly concerned.
The position of non-Muslims in the Ottoman Empire was a subject of
disproportionate concern both to European states in the nineteenth
century and to Western historians of the empire in the twentieth. In
an article published in 1954, Davison begins to redress the balance
of historical attention by focusing on Muslim attitudes towards
Christians and the attempt to legislate equality between the two.
Davison breaks with prior historians in his judgement that Tanzimat
statesmen were sincere in their attempts to legislate equality
between Muslim and non-Muslim. In the context of the changing
Ottoman state of the nineteenth century, he sees this effort as part of
the process by which Ottoman subjects, grouped into corporate
identities in varied relationships to the state, were to be redefined as
individuals sharing equally in the rights and duties of citizenship.
Osmanhhk, the new ideology of identity propagated to subsume the
corporate identities of the past, was most warmly received, however,
not by the Christians of the empire, but by a new Muslim
intelligentsia which emerged towards the end of the Tanzimar, the
Young (or New) Ottomans. It failed to bind errant Christians to the
empire-they came to prefer independence to equality-but helped
instead to lay the intellectual foundations for the later development of
Turkish and Arab nationalism. If Davison attempted in 1954 to shift
the light of historical attention from Christians to Muslim attitudes
towards Christians, Albert Hourani in 1966 turned the spotlight full on
the neglected Muslim town-dwellers of the empire. In the process he
established a category, 'urban notables', and named a type of politics



'the politics of notables', which have proved of lasting value to
historians of the Ottoman provinces and the successor states in the
period from the eighteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. The
urban notable was a man of local prominence who occupied an
intermediary position between the distant power of Istanbul and local
society. As a man of property and substance, he was interested in
maintaining the status quo. Hence he remained loyal to a
government that guaranteed the customs of the country and served,
when necessary, as a conduit for its power. As a man of local
standing and leadership, he hoped to keep governmental
interference at bay and voiced, when unavoidable or when useful to
himself, his clients' interests to the central government The
legislative and administra- tive reforms emanating from Istanbul
throughout the nineteenth century which aimed at the centralization
of power and the breakdown of corporate identities tended to
encroach on the urban notable's range of independent
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action. With his own interests threatened, the urban notable was
moved to expression, and we can hear through him the voices of
Muslim urban society raised at moments of crisis precipitated by the
vast changes of the period. The emergence of new types of historical
sources not only makes new types of history possible, but may
indicate historical shifts themselves. Hourani points out that,
beginning about 1760, European diplomatic and consular
correspondence assumes importance in the writing of Ottoman
social and political history; the proliferation and increased accuracy
of such sources signals 'the growing weight of European interests in
the Middle East', which Roger Owen demonstrates in his 1972 essay



on imperialism in Egypt. European interests in Egypt expanded
rapidly throughout the nineteenth century. As a classic case of
European expansion, the British occupation of Egypt became, in
Owen's words, 'a battleground for rival theories' of imperial- ism. He
eschews that battle to look behind the immediate crisis which
brought British troops to Egypt in 1882, and beyond questions of
motive. In the century before the British occupation, Egypt was
subject to two forces, themselves related: the expanding capitalist
economy of Europe and the centralizing state of Muhammad 'Ali and
his descendants. The interaction of these two-the government's
newly imposed control of the countryside and its need for revenue,
and the extension of European laws and financial practices-
transformed Egyptian society. In the process Europe was drawn
increasingly into Egypt's affairs, ending finally in the British
occupation. In this, Owen sees a pattern. 'The loss of economic
independence not only preceded the loss of political independence,
it also prepared the way for it.' The Ottoman Empire followed a
similar pattern, with differences of rhythm and timing. Outright loss of
political control was put off until the occupation of Istanbul after the
First World War, though some historians argue that the substance of
political independence had been lost before that. Feroz Ahmad
describes how the Young Turks, convinced that the empire could not
survive without a European protector, managed finally to sign an
alliance with Germany on the eve of the First World War. Economic
dependence on Europe was such that the Ottoman economy was
paralyzed when the war interrupted the supply of European goods
and capital. Despite great economic hardship, the war gave the
empire new opportuni- ties for freedom of action; the capitulations
were abolished and, in Ahmad's words, 'the Turks were finally
masters of their house'. The Young Turk policies of the war years-the
forays into mass political mobilization, economic planning, new
social services and the encouragement of women in the labour
force-laid the foundations, both social and psychological, for the
creation of a citizenry that had been the goal of the nineteenth-
century reforms all along. That the citizen-state which finally
emerged did not conform geographically with the boundaries of the
empire was perhaps
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inevitable. The Ottoman Empire had travelled a long way from 1801
when, as Heyd tells us, 'softas armed with slippers and stones
attacked and expelled the Russian ambassador and his party,
including other diplomats and a few ladies, who by special
permission of the Ottoman Government were visiting the
Suleymaniye Mosque'. Qajar Iran, beyond the eastern border of the
Ottoman Empire, experienced the changes of the nineteenth century
differently. There, the governing elite did not attempt to rake change
in hand through a programme of reform as happened in the Ottoman
Empire and Egypt. In Ann Lambton's 1981 analysis, social change in
Iran in the nineteenth century was bounded by two things: the Shi'i
attitude towards temporal power and the intrusion of Euro- pean
powers. The former caused a gap between the 'uJama and
government and a certain abdication of responsibility on the part of
the 'ulama. The latter provided the impetus for change. As a result,
official engagement with change was superficial. For example, when
Britain requested redress of certain Christian grievances, the specific
matter was settled to the satisfaction of Christians and the European
powers, but no general statement of policy or new legislation
ensued, as had occurred in the Ottoman Empire. As the century
passed there was a melding of elites-upper 'ulama, large- scale
merchants, court bureaucrats, tribal leaders and large landowners-
through intermarriage and shared interests. There remained,
however, deep vertical cleavages among the peoples of Iran and a
vast social and political gulf between the elites and their subjects. By
the end of the century, in Lambton's words, 'the fundamental issue in
social change, which concerns the relationship of man to man and
the purposes of society, [had] received little consideration and it was,



perhaps, because of this that social change still remained very
limited'.

 

The Ottoman <Ulema and Westernization in the Time of Selim III
and Mal:tmiid II

 

URIEL HEYD

 

'My Sublime State is a Muhammedan State.' (Sultan Ma

miid II to Grand Vizier

ili

Pasha, Apri11821) 'The Turkish Empire is evidently hastening to its
dissolution, and an approach to the civilization of Christendom
affords the only chance of keeping it together for any length of time.'
(Stratford Canning, British Ambassador at Constantinople, to Lord
Palmerston, 7 March 1832)

 

THE ATTITUDE OF THE (ULEMA

 

The real 'Eastern Question' of the nineteenth century was the
success or failure of the attempts at modernizing the Ottoman State
and society on Western lines; the problem usually so termed actually
was, to a large extent, a reflection of this process in the 6eld of
international politics. The outcome of the attempts at modernization
depended greatly on the attitude of the 'ulema, the powerful corps of
Muslim learned men who dominated the religious institutions, the



judiciary and education of the Empire, and, in addition, held most
important positions in public administration, diplomacy and politics.
An investigation of their attitude and the reasons why they adopted it
is important not only for the study of this particular period in Ottoman
history. It may also be of some relevance for the understanding of
the position taken by Muslim religious leaders in general with regard
to modernization and Westernizanon. 1

 

Support of Westernization The early modernizing reforms of the
Ottoman Sultans were carried out with the active cooperation of
many of the highest 'ulema. Printing, for instance, was introduced in
1727 after the

eybu)l-islam of the time had issued a fetva permitting the use of this
European invention within certain
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limits and several leading 'ulema had also expressed a favourable
opinion of the new art. 2 Almost fifty years later a

eybii'l-islam blessed the Western bayonets with which Baron de Tott
had armed the soldiers of his new artillery corps, the sur'atfi. J Sultan
Selim III, who initiated systematic reforms in the Empire was strongly
supported by several

eybii'l-islams as well as by the

aQi-'askers, Veli-zade Me



med Emin and TatafCIk 'Abdu'llah. The

eybii'l-islams, Mel)med Tahir (1825-28), <Abdii'I-Vehhab (1821-22,
1828-33) and Munara <A

lm (1818-19, 1823-25, 1833-46), the mollas, Mel)med Es<ad,
Munara Behcet and many others, loyally cooperated with his
successor, Sultan Mal)miid II, in destroying the Janissaries,
abolishing the Bektashi order and modernizing the army and State.
Leading <ulema not only sanctioned and supported the innovations
initiated by the Sultans and their military and civil advisers, both
Ottoman and European. Some of them also played a major role in
conceiving, suggesting and planning reforms on European lines.
Tatarclk 'Abdu'llah, in a project (Jayil}a) of reforms he submitted to
Sultan Selim, ardently demanded the adoption of Western military
science and drill, the systematic translation of European technical
works into Turkish and the employment of foreign instructors and
experts. of Even more novel and statesmanlike ideas were put
forward a generation later by Molla Kefeci-zade Mel)med <izzer5 in
a less known memorandum written after the destruction of the
Janissaries in 1826. He proposed payment of fixed salaries to all
officials, including the <ulema; establishment of a consultative
assembly of <ulema and high officials; and reorganization of many
other aspects of public administration. Among the most noteworthy
of his recommendations are perhaps those relating to economics. He
stressed the need for arousing a greater interest in trade and
industry among the (Muslim) population of the Empire and appealed
in particular to the upper classes of Ottoman society to give up their
traditional disdain of profit-making. The Government should
consistently support new enterprises by providing them with capital
and exempting them from taxation during the first three years, as
was customary in Europe. Imports should be drastically curtailed and
many commodities hitherto imported should be produced in factories
to be established chiefly outside Istanbul where wages were lower.
Moreover, the standard of living of the upper classes (which included
his own, the 'ulema) should be lowered and the unproductive
building of luxurious houses be restricted. 6 The exposition of such



ideas by a high-ranking molla more than ten years before the
beginning of the Tanzimat period deserves attention. It is a very
instructive example of the important contributions made by 'ulema at
that time to progressive political and economic thought. In the early
nineteenth century the large majority of the educated Muslims in the
Ottoman Empire still belonged to the 'ulema class. For the
propagation
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of new ideas the reformers therefore largely depended on support
given by the 'ulema in their writings, and such support several of
them gave to a considerable extent. Sultan Mabmiid's early reforms
were fervently defended by Mebmed Es'ad, one of the mollas
mentioned above, in his chronicles of the Empire for the year 1241
(1825-26) and in his work entitled Oss-i iafer, the famous accoUnt of
the extirpation of the Janissaries. He was not the only 'alim who
wrote official history with this tendency. The major imperial
historiographers (

'a-niivis) of the reign of Mabmiid II-

ani-zade 'Ata)ullah before Mebmed Es'ad, as well as Al)med Cevdet
and Abmed Lutfi in the following generation-were also 'ulema and in
their works wholeheartedly emphasized the advantages and legality
of the Westem innova- tions. On a popular level a similar function
was often fulfilled by the imams of the various quarters of Istanbul
who were instructed by the cadi of the capital to act against any
criticism of the new military institutions expressed in coffee-houses
and other places.? When the fez was introduced in the new Ottoman



army in 1243 (1827-28), several prominent public preachers (ders- i
'amm) not only approved the innovation in the Council of State but
also took it upon themselves to explain its legality to the people. 8
The imams and lJOcas were the main instruments of Government
propaganda until the first Turkish newspaper, the official Tatvim-i
Vetayi

appeared in 1831. Approxi- mately a hundred years earlier 'ulema
(and a dervish

yb) had been appointed proof-readers, assistants, and, later,
directors of the newly established printing press of ibrahim Miiteferri

a, which had aroused so many misgivings among the reactionaries.
It was probably for the same reason that Sultan Mabmiid now made
Molla Mebmed Es'ad editor of the newspaper and another <alim its
proof-reader. 9 Similarly, when in 1830-31 the first modem general
cenSUS of the Ottoman Empire was to be carried out, 'ulema were
appointed to head many of the regional teams (Mebmed Es<ad, for
instance, in Sofia) in order to dispel the suspicions of the people. 'o
Another valuable service rendered by this same molla was
connected with Sultan Mal)miid's revolutionary measures against the
plague. The popular religious belief in predestination prevented the
taking of any precautions against this disease, which from time to
time caused havoc among the population of the Ottoman Empire. In
1812, for example, over seventy thousand people were estimated to
have died from it in Istanbul and the vicinity." The most effective way
to fight the plague was of course to keep it from being imported from
abroad. Mebmed 'Ali had introduced quarantine in Egypt earlier in
the century, but in Istanbul the 'ulema were reported to have
opposed Sultan Mabmiid's wish to follow his example. 12 The young
Prussian officer, Helmuth von Moltke, who in the 1830s spent
several years in Turkey, wrote in a letter of February 1837, 'Die Pest
wird bestehen, so
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lange es Ulemas giebt'.13 He was, however, soon to be proved
wrong. In 1838 the Sultan overrode all opposition and decided to
establish a quarantine station near Istanbul with the help of Austrian
experts. A fetvii sanctioning this innovation was obtained and an
article in the official newspaper Ta

vim-i Ve

ayi( put forward a series of religious and logical arguments against
the popular prejudice.... Among the three officials charged with
launching the project were two (ulemii, Mel)med Es(ad and the Chief
Physician of the Sultan (l,ekim-blJfl), (Abdii'I-l:Ia

 

"s Their cooperation with the Government helped without doubt to
overcome the opposition among the people and the lower (ulemii.
The fact that for many years to come these laudable decisions
remained largely on paper t6 should not detract from the importance
of the liberal attitude of the 'ulemii leaders with regard to this delicate
question. Though less devastating than the plague, cholera, tOO,
took a large toll among the Ottomans in that period. By order of
Sultan Mal)miid, his Chief Physician and confidant,

iic,ii-(asker MUHafa Behcet, wrote a treatise in Turkish on the
cholera morbus in which he made use of an Austrian manual. After
giving an account of the history of the disease, the author described
its symptoms and recommended precautionary measures and
modes of treat- ment'" Several thousand copies of this treatise were
printed at the Imperial Press and in August 1831 were distributed
tree of charge among the civil population and soldiers in Istanbul and
the provinces. t8 The same (iilim, MUHafa Behcet, also took an



active part in the early development of medical studies. During his
third term as Chief Physician, and largely on his initiative, the new
army medical school, the (tbb-pane or (tbbiye, was founded in
1827"9 The new institution had to overcome a strong traditional
prejudice against the dissection of human bodies. A few years before
the opening of the medical school Sultan Mal)miid had, by a 911ft-I
hiimiiyun, ordered the printing of a work on anatomy entitled Mir'iit al-
Abtliin fi Tashril, A(

' al-Insiin, written by

iini-ziide Mel)med (Atii'ulliih, the mollii mentioned above. This book,
which was published in 1820 and aroused much interest in Europe,
as well, contained a large number of engravings illustrating the text.
20 The publication of pictures of the human form was also contrary
to Ottoman-Muslim tradition. It is certainly worthy of notice that the
man who ignored two such powerful religious prejudices and
composed this pioneer work on modern medicine was a high-ranking
member of the (ulemii corps. The (ulemii did not limit their
cooperation in educational reform to the medical school. In 1838-39
the first steps were taken to establish riiftliye, i.e. middle schools,
and imiim-ziide Mel)med £Scad, titular

iic,ii-'asker of Anatolia, was appointed their superintendent with the
title of (mekteb-t) ma'izrif-i 'atlJiye niiitn. 21 A few years after Sultan
Mal)miid's death the above- mentioned 'iilim and historian,

al)l)iiflar-

eybj-ziide Mel)med £Scad, con- cluded his career as first Ottoman
Minister ofEducation,zz
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In their support for, or their acquiescence in, the Westernizing
reforms of Selim III and Mal;1miid II the 'ulema leadership joined
forces with certain dervish orders. Traditionally, many high 'ulema
had strong

iifi inclinations. Several

eybii)l-islams of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries are
known to have belonged to the Na

shbendi order or to the Mevlevi order,23 while others built or
supported dervish convents. 24 The Mevlevis enjoyed the special
favour of Sultan Selim III and therefore of high society in his time.
They became the most powerful order politically, thus superseding
the popular Bektashis who were closely associated with the
reactionary Janissary COrpS.2S Under Mal;1miid II the Mevlevis
continued to support reforms. During his reign some adherents of the
order occupied very influential positions in the Government and at
Court. The most important among them. Mel;1med Sa'id l;Ialet, was
for many years the Sultan's chief confidant and the virtUal arbiter of
the Empire's destiny.26 In Mal;1miid's later years one of his favourite
courtiers and companions was 'Abdi Bey, a devout MevleviP Another
one, Abmed Siidi

Ziver Efendi, was appointed one of the six members of the new
meclis-i viiJa-YI aqkam-I 'aJliye set up in 1838. 28 Strong rumours
circulating in Istanbul in the late 1830s had it that the Sultan
continually obtained secret information on home affairs through
Mevlevi channels. 29 According to the assertion of the Moldavian
prince, Ghika, the

eyb of the famous Mevlevi convent at Galata (Pera), also a personal
friend of Mal;1miid II, did more than anyone else to help the Sultan
overcome the opposition of the 'ulema to his reforms. 3D



 

Opposition to R1Qnns The attitude of the mollas who supported the
Westernizing reforms of Selim III and Mal;1miid II was certainly not
typical of the entire 'ulema corps. As a result of the revolution of
1807 reactionary elements in the 'ulema leadership succeeded
temporarily in stopping these reforms by force. The rebellious
Janissaries were actively helped and guided by

eybu)l-islam Mel;1med 'Afii)ullih, 'l'Ame de la revolution', his teacher
Mel;1med Munib, the cadi of Istanbul Murid-zade Mel;1med Murad
and several other molliis who signed a I;iiccet-i fer'iye condemning
the reforms of the New Order (niUm-1 ceJitl) as unprecedented
illegal innovations (bid'at) and reprehensible imitations of the infidels.
31 After the accession of Sultan Mal;1miid in the following . year,n
the conservative 'ulema were, however, increasingly forced into a
purely defensive position, offering only passive resistance to, or
acquiescing in, the reform policy of the Government. Yet, on one
issue, which at first sight may seem to be of rather minor importance,
the 'ulema leadership successfully opposed Mal;1miid's wishes. In
1828 the Sultan is said to have demanded that the 'ulema should
also wear
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the red fez, the new headgear which was made compulsory for all
Government officials and soldiers and was worn by the sovereign
himself.



eybii)l-isliim Mebmed Tahir, who had cooperated with the Sultan in
the destruction of the Janissaries and had sanctioned all subsequent
reforms, staunchly refused to agree to this innovation. 33 Mabmiid
dismissed him, but the war with Russia which broke out at about that
time made any serious quarrel with the 'ulemii most inopportUne.
The project was therefore laid aside 34 and the 'ulemii saved their
white turbans, which distinguished them from the rest of the people,
until Atamrk's reform a hundred years later. After the end of the war
in 1829 Mabmiid felt free to resume his reforms with greater vigour
and on a much larger scale. His introduction of another European
custom led to a new clash with the 'ulemii, but this time the Sultan
completely ignored their opinion. Mabmiid, like Selim before him, had
his portrait painted several times, though the

eYbii)l-isliim is thought to have objected to this offence against reli

ous tradition. J5 In 1832 the Sultan went so far as to send the

eybii)l-isliim his pOrtrait set with brilliants as a sign of his favour,36
and such presents to high officials and foreign rulers became
customary.J7 When, however, in 1836 the monarch's portrait was
solemnly displayed in various barracks and Government offices,
many people, especially among the 'ulema, reportedly expressed
their discontent. 38 The exhibition of the portrait was preceded by a
great military procession and was accompanied by music, gun
salvoes and fireworks. But it is interesting to note that the religious
ceremonies in its honour were performed by dervish

eybs and not by 'ulemii. 39 The opposition of the 'ulemii seems to
have stemmed from their fear that the public display of the portrait
might give rise to the impression that it was to be worshipped by the
people. 40 Though the leadership of the 'ulemii corps generally
supported Sultan Mabmiid or at least submitted to his will, many
'ulema in the lower ranks remained extremely hostile to European
innovations. UnfortUnately, the opinions of the opponents of
Westernization cannot be adequately studied, since very few of them
dared to express their views in writing. Even if they had, the copying
or printing of their works would hardly have been allowed. Some



informacion on opposition to the reforms is found in European
sources, but many of these, in particular the innumc!rable travel
books of the period under review, are not reliable and are to be used
with great caution. However, even the Turkish chronicles for the
years of intensive reforms following the Peace of Adrianople record a
number of disturbances in which reactionary 'ulemii were involved. In
1829, for instance, several bods were exiled for criticizing the new
institutions in their RamaQiin sermons in the mosques. 41 One of
them, a Bosnian miiderris, had publicly objected to the new
European dress and pronounced those adopting it misbelievers.
There is evidence that he later joined a dangerous rebel in the Aydm
region who
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claimed to have been sent by Allah to defend the poor and drew into
his force remnants of the Janissaries and other outlaws. 42 A little
later the mufti and another (iilim at Tosya, south-east of Kastamonu,
supported local rebels, many of whom were said to have been
Janissaries expelled from Istanbul in 1826. 43 One of the main
centtes of opposition to many reforms of Ottoman Government and
society on Western lines was the students of the religious colleges
(medrese), the so-called takbe-yi 'uliim or sofras. Their number was
very large. According to detailed lists for 1784,.... there were about
1500 sofras in Istanbul, not counting their fiJmez or 'fags', who
served the students in return for board, lodging and private tuition. In
addition there were many external students, who lived outside the
medreses. More than three thousand sofras, it is claimed,45 took
part in the annihilation of the Janissaries in 1826. In the 1830s and
1840s the total of medrese students in the capital was estimated at



about five thousand. 46 The sofras pursued their studies over a long
period of years, ofren living in very difficult conditions. Many of them
were undernourished, receiving-according to European observers 47
- only one free meal a day. Though a considerable number were no
longer young, they were generally unmarried. Many of them had to
wait a long time before they were able to obtain any remunerative
pOSt. Throughout the history of the Ottoman Empire the softas had
been a breeding ground of discontent and trouble-making. 48 In the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries their dissatisfaction grew
as a result of the scandal- ous corruption in the 'ulema leadership. It
may safely be assumed that the poor sofras (and low-ranking 'ulemii)
regarded with deep envy the enormously rich heads of their corps,
most of whom belonged, as will be pointed out later, to a small
number of aristocratic families. The abuse they resented in particular
was the ever increasing tendency to grant the higher positions in the
corps to members of these clans, in many cases ignorant and
otherwise unworthy.49 While the softa of lower, especially provincial,
origin had to study ten or twenty years and to pass several difficult
examinations before becoming a miiderris, the son of a high mollii of
a distinguished family was sometimes granted that rank at the age of
six!SO Similar discrimination was evident in subsequent promotions.
Instead of rising to higher positions in accordance with the traditional
consideration of seniority, members of this privileged group often
'jumped the queue' (tafra).51 As the chiefs of the 'ulemii corps
occupied high positions in Government, the animosity of the softas
and lower 'ulema naturally turned against all authority. These
elements of class struggle within the 'ulemii corps-a struggle not yet
adequately studied-were bound to lead to serious trouble in periods
of military disasters, great political and social changes, and drastic
attempts at reforms, as in the days ofSelim III and Mal;1miid II.
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During the first part of Mabmiid's reign the softas several times
openly challenged the authority of the Government, including that of
the high 'ulemii. A famous example is the Incident of the Candle (va

'a-y' mum) in winter 1817-18. A quarrel resulting from the refusal of a
grocer to sell more than one candle to each customer led to a
serious clash between Janissary guards and students of the famous
medrese of Mebmed the Conqueror who from olden days had
enjoyed the privilege of possessing arms. The softas rose in protest
and caused the resignation of the

eybii'l-isliim.52 A few years later, in 1821, many hundreds of softas
demonstrated before the palace of the

eybti)l-isliim, demanding the liberation of one of their professors who
had been condemned to exile because of his anti-government
speeches. The Grand Vizier was compelled personally to assuage
the angry and dangerous crowd. 53 Moreover, since the studies at
the medrese were strictly limited to the traditional subjects of Muslim
learning, the softas objected violently to European reforms; in all
probability they considered them a danger not only to their religious
beliefs but also to their economic prospects. It is therefore not
surprising that their fanaticism and narrow-mindedness often far
surpassed those of the 'ulemii leaders. In April 1801, for example,
softas armed with slippers and stones attacked and expelled the
Russian ambassador and his party, including other diplomats and a
few ladies, who by special permission of the Ottoman Government
were visiting the Suleymiiniye Mosque. Deeply embarrassed, the
Porte ordered several softas to be executed and many others to be
bastinadoed and banished. 54 When in spring 1833 French-
supported Mebmed 'Ali Pasha threatened the very existence of the
Ottoman State and the Government had to appeal to the Russians
for help, measures were considered to expel fanatical anti-foreign
softas from Istanbul,55 JUSt as the progressive attitude of the 'ulemii
leadership did not affect the opposition of the softas and lower 'ulemii
to Mabmiid's reforms, so the cooperation of the Mevlevis and other



orders with the Sultan was not shared by all dervishes. In particular,
many members of the popular orders and unattached itinerant
dervishes objected violently to the policy of reforms. During the
Friday prayers in the Stileymiiniye Mosque in 1829 an ecstatic
dervish loudly cursed and reviled the

eybii)l-isliim, who attended the service together with other State
dignitaries, for influencing the Sultan to adopt 'false rites'.56 Even
more outrageous was the outburst of another fanatical dervish,
known as

eyb Sa

h, who in 1837 stopped Sultan Mabmiid on the new Galata bridge,
called him 'infidel Sultan' and accused him of destroying the religion
of Islam. The dervish, whom the people considered a saint, was
arrested and executed, and a martyr legend quickly sprang up
among the masses. 57
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TIN ltIeoJogy of Reform The high 'ulema who in their writings or their
speeches in the Councils of State expressed approval of the reforms
defended their attitude by arguments either taken from religious law
and early Islamic history or based on reason and common sense. S8
Djihiid, the holy war against the infidels, they argued, was one of the
foremost duties of he Ii evers. To strengthen the army ofIslam by
every means was therefore an important religious obligation. It had
become a most urgent necessity in the days when the Ottoman
State, the last bulwark of Islam, suffered defeat after defeat at the



hands of superior Christian forces. The existence of the Empire and
therewith ofIslam could no longer be safeguarded without the
adoption of European military technique. To learn from the infidel
enemy would not constitute a religiously illicit innovation (bitlcat) but
would be an application of the legitimate maxim of multabek bi->I-
mi!,1 or reciprocation, that is, fighting the enemy with his own
weapons. Such conduct was sanctioned by several passages in the
Qur'iin, such as chapter VIII, verse 60, '... and prepare against them
(the enemies) what force ye are able'. The passage (ch. IX, v. 36), '...
and fight against the idolators altogether (!4ffatan) as they fight
against you altogether' is tradition- ally understood as allowing the
Muslims to make war 'in all' months, including the four sacred ones.
59 Apologists for Mal)miid's reforms, however, interpreted it as
permitting them to make use of all the arms and tactics used by their
opponents, or even explained !4ffatan in the sense of fighting 'in a
united and compact formation'.60 The last interpretation was
specifically meant to legalize the new European drill officially styled
taWm-i fere;, i.e. drill according to the religious law,61 and the
Western battle order introduced by Selim III and Mal)miid II. An even
more explicit basis for them was discovered in ch. LXI, v. 4, 'Verily
God loveth those who fight for his religion in battle array, as though
they were a well compacted building (bunyQn mar.rii.()'.62 Further
arguments were based on precedents in ancient Muslim history. Ibn
Khaldiin had already shown, they said, that the early Muslims gave
up the pagan Arab custom of individual combat in the 'hit and run'
fashion (al- /torr 'Wa-'J-farr) and adopted the higher military
technique of their Persian and Byzantine foes who fought in lines of
battle (fufUf).63 Similarly, Al)med Cevdet added,64 the Prophet did
not hesitate to learn from the Zoroastrian Persians the technique,
until then unknown in Arabia, of digging a trench (khantla

) round his capital, Medina. Others asserted 6S that the early
Muslims borrowed the use of bilrUt invented by the infidels, referring,
it seems, to the Greek fire or similar incendiary material hurled at the
enemy,66 but possibly also to gunpower which the Ottomans
adopted many centuries later. The
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Prophet of Islam, it was further argued, did not limit his borrowings
from the unbelievers to military matters. After the battle of Badr he
employed several prisoners taken from the infidel Meccans to teach
reading and writing to Muslim children in Medina. 67 Learning from
the infidels should not give rise to any feeling of inferiority among the
Muslims. They should keep in mind that the progress of Christian
Europe in military science was but the reaction of the frightened
West to the superiority of Ottoman arms and Muslim heroism over
many centuries. 68 Also Western economic principles which the
Ottomans should adopt, such as payment of fixed salaries to
Government officials, were ideas which the Europeans 'had taken
from our (Islamic) religious law'.69 The Muslims would only take
back what originally had been borrowed from them. The ideologists
of Western reforms among the <Ulemii'° hotly rejected the argument
of their adversaries that man tllShabbaha bi-qawm fa-huwa minhum,
'Who imitates a(nother) people becomes one of them', meaning that
the imitation of Europe by Muslims would lead to the complete loss
of their identity. A more practical and apparently widespread
objection which the reformers had to meet was the contention that
since Western methods were contrary to those customary in the
Muslim world their adoption was bound to end in disastrous failure.
To invalidate this argument, Ke

eci-zade71 quoted the example of Egypt, likewise a Muslim country,
which in his opinion had been ruined evcn morc than Turkey. But 'an
illiterate vizier of our Padishah (referring to Me



med 'AIi, the ruler of Egypt), a man of mediocre intelligence, has
turned that old Egypt into a new country'.72 It is after all well known,
Ke

eci-ziide added, 'that our (Turkish) <Ulemii are in every respect
superior to the 'ulema of al-Azhar and that our high Government
officials and clerks are more intelligent than his (Me

med 'A Ii's) Divan Efendisi'. Keteci-ziide strongly rebuked those
fatalist Muslims who claimed that nothing could be done until the
arrival of the Mahdi. Quoting the Arabic proverb, 'Men's exertions
uproot mountains', he rejected the pessimism of those who did not
believe that the old Ottoman Empire could be reorganized. He drew
their attention to the infidel Austrians, Prussians and French who,
'though deprived of divine support', had succeeded by rational
measures (tetlabir-i 'a#iye) in reconstructing and rejuvenating their
states after most serious defeats. 73 In his last memorandum written
shortly before his banish- ment and death,'4 the mollii called on the
Ottomans not merely to rely on divine help, which was not always
forthcoming, but to devise ways and means to reform their State.
The final argument of all the <Ulemii who favoured modernization
was the religious obligation of every Muslim to follow the orders of
the Sultan, as long as they were not contrary to the holy law. Verse
59 of the fourth chapter of the Qur'iin, '0 true believers, obey God,
and obey the apostle and those
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who are in authority among you', was a stock phrase in the polemic
arsenal of all reformers. Many of the arguments presented by the



'ulema in favour of reforms were certainly no more than an
ideological 'superstructure' which concealed the real reasons for
their attitude. Retrospectively, the support given by the high <ulema
to the policy of opening the Ottoman Empire to European secular
ideas and institutions seems a suicidal policy from the point of view
of the interest of their corps. Why then did the 'ulema leadership
cooperate with Selim III and Mabmiid II and, in the teeth of very
strong popular opposition, help them to carry out their reforms? The
reasons for their attitude, which form the subject of the second part
of this paper, cannot be understood without an inquiry into the
position of the <ulema in the Ottoman Empire, the character of the
State and the policy of the Sultans in this period.

 

II REASONS FOR (ULEMA SUPPORT OF REFORM

 

Decline of Power One reason for the attitude of the high 'ulema was
their fear of the Sultan, particularly of Mabmiid II. This strong ruler
ruthlessly eliminated the power- ful feudal lords (tlere-beyl) and local
notables (ayan). He crowned his establish- ment of an absolute and
autocratic monarchy by the annihilation of the Janissaries, who had
so often been the collaborators or instruments of the (ulema in
checking the power of the Sultans. On various occasions Mal}miid
showed that he demanded submission to his will from all his
servants, including the 'ulema, and dismissed and banished

eybu>l-islams and other moll as who refused to comply with his
wishes. In this way he succeeded not merely in silencing their
opposition to his reforms but even in having them help him to carry
out his policy. A number of examples quoted above show how the
Sultan made use of the <ulema's spiritual influence on the people in
order to obtain religious sanction and secure popular respect for his
innovations. Mal}mud II's success in mastering the <ulema is
spectacular in view of the enormous power this corps had wielded
for many generations, especially after the decline of the military



classes. In the middle of the eighteenth century a British
ambassador at Constantinople 7s was deeply impressed by the
political influence of the 'ulema. In his opinion their discontent alone
would be enough to shake the Sultan's throne. His French colleague
reported in 1786 that 'ce n'est pas ici comme en France, 00 Ie roi est
Ie seul maitre; il faut persuader les ulemas, les gens de loi, les
ministres qui Soot en place, et ceux qui n'y sont plus'.76 A few years
earlier the Prussian envoy claimed in one of
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his despatches that the 'ulemii dreamed of the establishment of a
kind of aristocratic government of which they would be the main
pillars and the Sultan a mere decoration. 77 However, towards the
end of the eighteenth century the 'ulemii's power gradually declined.
Lack of unity among them was one of the fundamental causes for
this. Not only, as mentioned above, were the leading 'ulemii families
and high molliis separated by a deep gulf from the rank and file, but
within the leadership itself the struggle for promotion to the highest
positions led to constant intrigues. These became particularly violent
when in the eighteenth century an excessively large number of
muderrises and mollas were appointed because of favouritism and
nepotism, thus increasing the number of candidates for the few top
positions in the COrps.78 Hence it should not be surprising that a
mollii was often willing to yield to the Sultan's wishes and even agree
to innovations of Western origin, as the price for gaining ascendancy
over a rival. Moreover, the prestige of the 'ulema had declined
greatly during preceding generations because of the growing
corruption in their ranks. 79 Posts were given or even sold to
unsuitable men, such as followers and servants of high 'ulema. In



some cases people who were not even able to read their names
were appointed cadis. 80 The venality of the judges had become
proverbial. While in olden times, a leading 'iilim Sl lamented, people
came to the cadi to complain of oppression by the governor and his
subordinates, it was now the other way round. Instead of the 'ulemii
restraining the Government from infringing upon the holy law, the
Sultan had to issue innumerable firmans warning the judges not to
violate the shari'a. 82 The moral fibre of the 'ulemii corps had
weakened to an alarming extent. When during the military and
financial crisis of the first years of his rule Sultan Selim III ordered all
subjects to deliver their gold and silver objects to the mint, many rich
'ulemii refused to do so, though the use of such utensils was also
forbidden by religious law. Some of them even dared to express
criticism of the Sultan's order. 83 According to 'A

lm.84 at the beginning of Selim Ill's reign an 'iilim and his students
enthusiastically volunteered to join the war against the Russian
infidels. But such cases appear to have become rare in the early
nineteenth century. In the Great Council held in 1821 the

eybu)l-isliim dramatically declared that he himself would pick up a
rifle, bind a shawl around his head and go to war against the Greek
rebels. 8s Needless to say, he never left his comfortable palace. The
moral decline of the 'ulemii corps lost it some of the traditional
respect and trust of the common people and thereby further
weakened its power of resistance to the Sultan's pressure.
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Hostility to 7llnirsari



s anti &lttashir A further reason for the support of the reform policy
by the high 'ulema was their hatred of the Janissaries and their
associates. True, in the revolutions of 1703, 1730, and 1807-8 many
leading 'ulema had made common cause with the Janissary
insurgents. But such short-lived cooperation should not conceal the
basic conflict and hostility that existed between the Janissaries, who
belonged to the illiterate working class, and the higher 'ulema, who
formed the only aristocracy in Ottoman society. Until Mabmiid II's
time the mollas were the most privileged class in the State. They
could be dismissed and exiled but, unlike other Government officials,
were almost never executed. Their great fortUnes, not subject to
taxation. could be freely left to their descendants, whereas those of
other dignitaries were-until 1826 86 -confiscated by the Sultan after
their owner's death, if not earlier. No wonder that the mollas,
especially the leading families among them, were staunch
supporters of public law and order and feared all revolutionary
actions of the rabble led by the Janissaries, 'this collection of
grocers, boatmen, fishermen, porters, coffee-house keepers, and
such like persons'.87 The 'ulem& seem never to have forgotten 88
the tragic end of the famous

eYbii'l-jslam Fey

'lIah who was murdered in 1703 by the rebellious Janissaries and
whose corpse was ignominiously dragged through the streets of
Adrianople and finally thrown into the river. They knew by bitter
experience that rebels against the Government were often tempted
to vent their rage on the rich and powerful <ulema. The case of an
ex-molla of Aleppo in the reign of <Abdii'I-l:Iamid I may be
considered typical: while returning to the capital, he was attacked by
a horde of insurgents, robbed of his very considerable belongings,
stripped of his clothes, and given the bastinado to the
accompaniment of malicious sneering and laughter by the rebels."
The 'ulema writers who supported Mabmiid II's reforms made every
effort to prove that the Janissaries were bad Muslims who violated
the religious law and even CUt copies of the Qur'an into pieces
during their rebellions. 90 Even stronger accusations of this sort



were directed against the Bektashi order which was closely
associated with the Janissaries. The higher <ulema took a most
hostile attitude to this proletarian and unintellectual, or even anti-
intellectual, order in which uneducated men could rise to the highest
ranks. They strongly criticized the unorthodox behaviour of the
Bektashis, accusing them of drinking wine even during the month of
Ramac,ian, neglect- ing public prayers, rejecting the first three
caliphs in Shiite fashion, etc. The Bektashis reciprocated by heaping
scorn and ridicule upon the pompous 'ulema, imputing hypocrisy and
many other vices to them. In their contest
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with these dangerous rivals the 'ulemii won a resounding victory. In
July 1826 they, or at least many of their leaders, supported the
Sultan in abolishing the order, destroying many of its convents, and
confiscating a large part of its endowments for the Public
Treasury.91

 

Connections with the Court The negative reasons discussed so far
were not the only, and not even the principal, motives for the
cooperation of the high-ranking 'ulemii with Selim III and Mabmiid II.
Several of these 'ulemii were bound to their sovereign from early
youth by ties of personal friendship. Three examples may serve as
an illustration. Veli-ziide Mebmed Emin, who during Selim's reign
had three times held the position of



iidi-'asker of Riimeli and strongly advocated the Niiilm-t Ceatd, stood
in a peculiar sentimental relationship to the Sultan. His father, the
former

eybij'l-isliim, Veliyii>d-Din, is said to have presented to Sultan
MU${afa III a beautiful Georgian slave-girl named Mihr-i

iih who became the mother of Selim. After her son's accession to the
throne she, as Viii ide Sul{iin, had a most powerful influence on him
and, through her steward, Yiisuf Agha, on the affairs of State. She
reportedly retained an affectionate feeling for her former master and
she as well as her son, the Sultan, showed kindness to Veli-ziide. 92
His death in 1805 93 was a severe blow to Selim and the reform
party. Another striking example is Ijalil Efendi, commonly known as
yerkes Ijam. Born in Circassia of an unknown father, he was brought
as a slave-boy into the Imperial harem where his mother served as a
wet-nurse to Hibetu>l- liih Sul{iin, baby daughter of Sultan MU${afa
III. In the Sariiy, Ijalil became a personal attendant to young Prince
Selim. When the latter came to the throne in 1789, he appointed his
friend to the lucrative poSt of superintendent of his Private Treasury
(j,azille Itetj,litlim). About thirteen years later Ijalil resigned from
service in the Palace and obtained the office of Mollii of Galata, thus
joining the highest class of the 'ulemii. Though he is said to have
studied religious sciences from early youth, such appointment of a
complete outsider to a molliiship was regarded by many of his fellow
'ulemii as a shocking novelty. They did not dare, however, to object
to a friend and favourite of the Sultan. After the accession of
Mahmiid II in 1808 Halil .

    gained great personal influence on the young Sultan, who may
have known him from the time of his service in the Sariiy. He
became a member of the State Council and representative at
meetings with foreign envoys, was twice appointed

iic;li-'asker of Riimeli, and in 1819 reached the highest position in the
'ulemii COrpS.94 This irregular elevation of a Circassian slave to the
office of



eybij>l-
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islam was received by the great 'ulema families as an outrageous
affront to the traditions of their COrpS.9S But Mabmiid did not
hesitate to force his personal favourite upon them, juSt as he had
elevated the low-born clerk, l;liilet Efendi, to a dominant position in
the political affairs of the State and his Chief Barber to a similar
position at the Palace. The third 'alim of this type, Yasinci-zade
'Abdii)I-Vehhab, was of even greater importance for the success of
the reforms. As a child he, toO, was taken into the Saray and
became a companion of young Selim. After studying under a well-
known <alim at the Palace he obtained the rank of miiderris, rose in
the hierarchy, and finally twice became

eybti'l-islam. The second time he served during the most decisive
period of Western reforms, the years 1828-33. He consistently
supported Mabmiid II, who showed him much favour. When <Abdti)I-
Vehhab died in 1834 the Sultan himself attended the funeral prayers
at the Fatib Mosque. It is significant that this loyal molla wrote a
treatise entitled KhuJa.rat al-Burhim fi I{a'at al-SuI{an, 'The Essence
of the Proof concerning Obedience to the Sultan'.96 The three high
'ulema mentioned were not the only members of their corps who
maintained strong ties with the Sariiy. Close connections between
the high 'ulema and the Court existed at all times and were another
reason for their cooperation with the Sultans. According to long-
established custom, four important charges at Court were always
held by (ulemii of the highest class-the poStS of the Sultan's Chief
Physician (J,eltim-baft),97 Chief Astrologer (miineccim-bllft) and, of



course, the twO Private Imams (jJiinkiir imamt or imilm-t suJtani).
These dignitaries, who before and after their service at the Palace
filled the highest positions in the (ulema hierarchy, maintained close
contacts with the chief courtiers and in many cases with the Sultan
himself.98 An excellent example is Mu

{af3 Mes'iid, the Chief Physician whose exceptional studies at
Vienna will be discussed later on. He won Mabmiid II's confidence to
such an extent that in 1812 the Sultan instructed the new hospodar
of one of the Rumanian principalities to send his secret reports on
the international scene by Austrian diplomatic pouch and address
them to Mes'iid Efendi. The Ottoman cabinet ministers were not to
know of this arrangement by which the Sultan hoped to obtain
sufficient information to be able to supervise his Government's
activities." In Selim's and Mal,1miid's times several high 'u1emi and
Mev1evi

eybs joined a number of Court officials and formed a circle of
intellectuals interested in music and literature. They often met at the
Saray and were even allowed into the Sultan's presence. IOO During
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the traditional divi- sion
between the (ulema and the Men of the Sword, who occupied the
military and higher administrative positions, became less
pronounced. Many pashas were said to have one or more of their
sons join the 'ulema corps with
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a view to being able to transfer their property to their heirs, thus
safeguarding it against confiscation after their death. 10 I ibrahim,



who was

eybii'l-islam in 177+-75 and 1785, carried the tide Bey Efendi,
because he was the son of a pasha, Grand Vizier 'iva:? Me

med. One of his brothers, ijalil Pasha, also became Grand Vizier.
10Z Similarly, both the father and grandfather of ibrahim 'i

met Bey Efendi, one of the chief 'ulema in Selim Ill's time, were
pashas of vizier rank.'O) An Austrian diplomat who met him as
Ottoman plenipotentiary at the Sistova peace conference in 1791
describes him as haughty and very proud of his illustrious origin.'04
Under Mabmiid II's reign a son of Grand Vizier Ijalil l;Iamid Pasha,
Me

med 'Arif Bey Efendi, was repeatedly

a4i- 'asker of Riimeli. 'os Many more such cases could be added.
The fact that many of the leading 'ulema had close relatives who had
served or were serving in the highest secular offices of the State was
bound to influence their outlook. It brought them into personal
contact with the political and military leaders of their time and helped
them to gain clearer insight into the major problems of the Empire.

 

'Ukmiz in Government

 

Inasmuch as their corps was strongly represented in the
Government and the supreme consultative bodies of the Ottoman
State, the high 'ulema needed understanding of current political
affairs. As of old, the two

ac;li- 'askers were prominent members of the Imperial Divan.
Another member, the ni



ancl, at times also belonged to the 'ulema class. The State Council
(enciimetl-i mtfVeret or meclis-i furii), which was convened to discuss
important political questions, often met at the palace of the

eybii'l-islam. Among those usually invited were, apart from the

eybii'l- islam,I06 the present and former

ac,ii- 'askers, the cadi of Istanbul, and many other 'ulema, such as
the

eybs of the Aya Sofya and other Imperial mosques, the na

ibiiJI-e

raf (the head of the descendants of Mu

ammad), the Chief Physician, bocas of the Palace, public lecturers,
and others. 'o7 These 'ulema often regarded themselves as a
separate group within the Council, deliberating among themselves
before their spokesman expressed his opinion. lOB The inclusion of
the chiefs of the 'ulema corps was also considered necessary in
order to make them share the responsibility for grave and unpopular
decisions and to prevent them from subsequently criticizing the
Government's policy either openly or secretly.'" On the other hand, in
Council meetings the 'ulema often tried not to commit themselves or
their corps on delicate questions. I 10 'Ulema also took an active part
in the new councils set up by Selim III and Mabmiid II to enact their
reform programme. The earliest of these was the
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special council of high officials which was established by Selim for
the execution of the Niiam-t CeJitl and for some time superseded the
Divan in imp

)ftance. Among its three chief members was a well-known 'iilim,
Tatarclk 'Abdu'llah. He and his two colleagues- Yiisuf Agha, the
superintendent of the mint, and Me

med Ra

id, favu

-ba

1 and later re'isii'l-kiittab- secretly discussed and decided upon all
major problems and, in the words of the Austrian envoy at
Constantinople, 'really governed the Ottoman Empire'.'" In the
permanent councils set up towards the end of Ma

miid Irs rule the <ulema were represented on a rather limited scale, a
sign of their declining political power. The new Military Council (tlar-t
fiira-yt (askeri), which was opened in 1837, consisted of military men
and civil officials. It had only one member from among the <Ulema,
the mufti of the Council, who according to its statutes was to fulfil
twO functions-to examine and solve problems of religious law which
might arise in the Council, and to lead the prayers of its members at
the fixed hours. 1I2 In the meclis-i valiz-yt al,kam-t (atlliye set up in
1838 there was one 'alim among six and in the tlar-t fiira-yt ball-t 'iJi
one among (at first) seven members.'u A miiderris was appointed
member of the new niifi'a meclisi. 114 During the whole period under
review the <ulema exerted a considerable influence on the foreign
policy of the Empire. This was due not only to their participation in
the various councils but to the fact that many leading <ulema held
important diplomatic posts. When in 1810--11 Ma

miid II wanted to establish a common Muslim front against Russia
which was threatening both the Ottoman Empire and Persia, he sent
a high-ranking 'alim, the future



eybii'l-islam Yasinci-zade 'Abdii'l- V ehhab, as ambassador to Iran.
1IS The same position was entrusted twenty-five years later to the
famous historian, Me

med Es(ad, at that time Cadi of Istanbul."6 'Ulema were apparently
not willing to serve as visiting or-after the late eighteenth century-
resident diplomatic representatives in Christ- ian countries. They
were, however, conspicuous among the Ottoman plenipotentiaries at
armistice and peace negotiations with European Powers. Yasinci-
ziide (O

man, father of the above-mentioned ambassador to Persia and at
that time preacher of the Aya Sofya Mosque, was in 1772 appointed
second Ottoman representative at the abortive peace talks with the
Russians at Foc

ani.1I7 Molla ibrahim (hmet Bey Efendi, also mentioned above, was
one of the Sultan's plenipotentiaries at the peace conference with
Austria at Sistova and with Russia at Jassy in 1791-92. Under Ma

miid II one of the Turkish representatives who negotiated with the
Russians at Bucharest (1812), Akkerman (1826) and Adrianople
(1829) was in each case a molla. lls In the capital, <ulema took a
leading part in official talks and negotia- tions with foreign diplomats.
Their participation at such meetings was
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institutionalized by the appointment of a high-ranking member of the
corps as 'commissary at conferences' (miiltaJemeye me'miir. meclis-i



miikaJeme me'miiru)."9 In despatches sent by Austrian envoys from
Constantinople these officials are termed 'president des (aux)
conferences'. Among those charged with this function in the late
eighteenth century were the future

eybii'l-isliims, Muffi-zade Abmed, Mebmed Kamil, and l:Iamidi-zade
Mu

tafa.lZo At the turn of the century the above-mentioned Molla ibrahim
'i

met held this position and showed considerable diplomatic skill in the
negotiations with Russia and England after the French invasion of
Egypt 121 The Sultans often appointed <Ulema of their confidence
to this post in order to control talks with foreign diplomats. So, for
example, TatarClk 'Abdu'lIah, a fervent supporter of Sultan Selim's
reforms, took part in such meetings over a long period of time. In the
beginning of Mabmiid II's reign his confidant, Uc;li-'asker JJalil
Efendi, for many years fulfilled this duty. According to despatches in
the Austrian archives, some of these <ulema representatives
remained silent spectators but others played an active role in the
talks and sometimes took a more intransigent position than their
colleague, the re'isii'l-kiittab. 1ZZ Such difference of opinion among
the Ottoman representatives may not always have been real. It
certainly allowed the Re'is Efendi to demonstrate to the foreign
diplomat the pressure of Ottoman public opinion or the willingness of
his Government to make concessions even to the point of
disregarding the religious scruples and objections of the 'ulema. IZ3
The great influence of the 'ulema on foreign affairs continued through
the period of Mabmiid's reforms. The presitlent ties conferences,
Mebmed <Arif, a distinguished <alim mentioned above, was said to
be a most important member of the Government in 1829. The
Austrian Internuntius of that time reported lZ4 that in order to
influence the Sultan he approached Mebmed 'Arif (and the Chief
Astrologer, another high-ranking 'alim). In the early 1830s the same
position was held by Mu

tafii Behcet, repeatedly Chief Physician and



ac;li-'asker of Riimeli, who also wielded great influence in the Divan.
To be able to discharge diplomatic functions of such responsibility
the top members of the 'ulema hierarchy had to be carefully
selected. In his memorandum to Sultan Selim, Tartarclk 'Abdu'llah
stated in reference to the high 'ulema:1ZS 'Some persons who have
come from the provinces (tllf"a), however much learning they have
acquired and studies completed, are uncouth and uncultured people
(niI-pulJte ve bi-terbiye) who are unaware of the customs of
Government and careless of the established usages of social
intercourse and intimacy. When such persons are all at once
promoted to high <ulema positions they sometimes conduct
themselves in an improper manner.' These responsible posts could
be adequately filled only by men who, in the words of the historian,
Siileyman 'izzi,126 'possessed knowledge of
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worldly concerns and were familiar with external affairs'. Such
<ulema were not many, especially after the decline of the corps in
the late eighteenth century,127 but <ulema like Tatarclk <Abdu'lIah,
ibrahim <hmet and several others certainly left their mark on the
conduct of Ottoman foreign policy. Only towards the end of the reign
of Ma

miid II were the <ulema superseded as diplomats by the !JOcegan-I
divan, the higher 'civil servants', who in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries had grown in numbers, education and political
influence}28 They had a better training and longer experience in
international affairs and in particular knew foreign languages which
in the 1830s 'ceased to be, as in former times, a reproach and



became a distinction in Turkey'}29 In addition to their positions in the
highest Government councils and diplomatic service, the <ulema
fulfilled most important governmental func- tions in their capacity as
cadis. As is well known, the authority of an Ottoman cadi was not
limited to the administration of justice. He was at the same time head
of the civil administration of his district aa

) and had to deal with taxation, the census of population and land,
the supply and prices of various commodities and many other
subjects.

 

Raison tlctat

 

In view of these facts, it is hardly surpnsmg that the Ottoman
<ulema, especially of the higher class, were deeply convinced that
not only the fate of Islam but their own depended on the existence
and stability of the Empire. They knew that the Sultans were right
when, in appealing to them and the other high dignitaries, they
declared, 'We are all in the same boat' (ciimkmiz bir sefine ifintle).l3o
The raison tlCtat was therefore a primary consideration in their
minds. A high <alim of the eighteenth century is reported l31 to have
stated that the religious law could be accommodated to the
circumstances of the State whenever this would yield any
advantage, because in his opinion the shari<a had been laid down
with a view to helping in the propagation of the Muslim faith and not
to placing obstacles in its way. The more the Ottoman Empire lost its
former might and had to submit to the will of the Great Powers, the
oftener the high <Ulema, who took part in deciding its political affairs,
faced a difficult choice between the requirements of the holy law and
the needs of the State. Several articles of the Ottoman- Austrian
peace treaty of Sistova of 1791, for instance, could hardly be carried
out without violating the shari<a. According to the treaty, Austrian
citizens who had been captured and made slaves by the Turks were
to be returned; but the



a4i-<asker negotiating with the Austrian envoy strongly objected, on
religious grounds, to the liberation of those who in the meantime had
embraced Islam, though in many cases under duress or as children.
13Z
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Other problems of this kind were the status of the non-Muslim
subjects who had entered the consular service of a European
country; the status of children of Frankish residents in Turkey and
Ottoman Christian wives; and the status of Christian subjects who
had spent some time in Austrian territory and had become
naturalized citizens there before returning to the Ottoman Empire.
The claims of the Sultan's Government that all these people were to
be considered his subjects clashed with treaty obligations and the
objections of the European Powers. 133 A similar problem arose as
to the right of foreign residents in the Ottoman Empire to possess
real estate without thereby becoming !immis, i.e. non- Muslim
Ottoman subjects. The 'ulema members of the Government pointed
out that this was contrary to the religious law, but had to acquiesce in
the natus quo granting the foreigners certain rights in this respect.
134 But there were even more serious questions. Alliances with
Christian Powers, though according to some 'ulema contrary to a
Qur'anic injunction, became impera- tive and were sanctioned by the

eybu>l-islam and the highest molliis. 13S Since the shari'a forbids
ceding any part of the Muslim dominions to the infidels, the
recognition of Russian rule in the Crimea, a Muslim-populated
province, brought the 'ulema into great difficulties,u6 Similarly, when



in 1830 the Ottoman Government could no longer resist the pressure
of the Great Powers, the

eybii'l-isliim had to issue a f etva l37 in which he agreed to the
recognition of an independent Greek State. Thus the high 'ulemii
were willing to bow to political necessity even where it conflicted with
the holy law. They quoted the old maxim, al-t/arUrat tubi!? al-
ma"zurat, 'Necessity permits what is prohibited', and claimed that
according to the shari<a one had in certain circumstances to choose
the 'lesser of two evils' (ftTTeyniii ehvent).138 This problem reached
its breaking-point a few years after Mabmiid Ii's death. In 1843 the
execution of an apostate from Islam, as required by the religious law,
aroused the strong protests of ambassadors of friendly states,
especially Stratford Canning, the powerful British envoy. The Grand
Vizier at first refused to budge and told the Interpreter of the British
Embassy that it had been 'necessary to obey the (holy) law,
otherwise the Ulemas would have risen against US'.139 However,
the

eybii'l-islam, Mu

taf3 <A

lm, who had served many years under Sultan Mabmiid, took a more
liberal attitude than some members of the Divan did. He was
reported to have advised the ministers not to bring such cases to his
norice, as he had no choice but to state the religious law. Yet, he
added, where State necessity existed, the Sublime Porte would
herself be found the most competent judge. '40 This attitude of the
<ulema leadership found classical expression in the later part of
<Abdu>I-Mecid's reign. When Mebmed <Arif, the liberal

eybii'l-islam, was asked in the Privy Council for a fetva legalizing a
proposed innovation, he is said to have replied to the
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minister, 'Sir, don't ask our opinion on everything. If we are not
asked, we do not interfere with what you are doing.'J41 Unlike the
fanatical masses of the Muslim population, including the softas and
many lower 'ulema, most members of the higher classes of the corps
understood, in the period under review, the need for good relations
with the European Powers. They also seem to have generally taken
a friendlier attitude than the average Muslim towards the Christian
foreigner, resident or visitor. As far back as the middle of the
seventeenth century the French diplomat and traveller, d' Arvieux,
established a personal friendship with the learned cadi of Sidon who
often supped with him and after the local people had retired freely
discussed with him various matters, not excluding religion. '4z
Travellers in the eighteenth century made friends with their teachers
of Turkish, in one instance a molla of Istanbul who invited the
foreigner into his home. '43 Baron de Tott, who lived many years in
Istanbul during the third quarter of the eighteenth century, became
very friendly with rich Molla Murad of the famous Damad-zade family
of

eybii>l-islams. The molla often spent long hours in de Tott's company
and, animated by several bottles of good maraschino, talked with
him about various subjects in the frankest way.'.... Foreign tourists
had similar experiences in the provinces. A Frenchman who travelled
through Anatolia in the time of Ma

miid II reported 14S that both at Amasya and Osmanclk the local
cadi invited him to come secretly to his house, so as not to arouse
the people's suspicion. Both these 'ulema, one of whom originated
from Istanbul and the other from Smyrna, told him how happy they
were to spend some hours with an educated guest, complaining
bitterly about the ignorant and uncultured people in whose midst they
had to live. The increasing interest in, and closer contacts with,



Europe and European culture in Selim Ill's time affected even the cul
ema class. In 1801 es-seyyid Munara Mes<iid, son of the

ekim-ba

' Nucman Efendi, suddenly left Istanbul for Vienna to study medicine
there. The event caused a sensation in the Ottoman capital. This
was the first time, it was pointed out, that a member of a
distinguished Muslim family, an calim and emir (descendant of the
Prophet), had gone to study in the lands of the infidels. The young
Efendi, whom the Austrian envoy at Constantinople describes '46 as
a very studious young man of high morals and an ascetic behaviour,
is said by Turkish sources l4 ? to have spent his time in Vienna at
theatres and balls instead of studying. In any case, the course of
studies of this calim, who, as mentioned above, obtained his father's
post as Chief Physician under Ma

miid II, remained an exception.

 

Islamic Character of the State Despite Westernizing reforms and
growing contacts with Europe and Europeans, the <ulema under
Selim III and Ma

miid II apparently were not
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apprehensive of any serious threat of secularization. Indeed, until the
last third of Mabmiid's reign, and in many aspects even longer, the



Ottoman Empire remained a Muslim State based on Islamic law,
permeated by Muhammedan ideals and actually based upon its
Muslim population only. The disasttous wars against European
states in the second and third decades of the nineteenth century
even increased the Ottomans' feeling that they faced a concerted
attack of the Christian world on the last bulwark ofIslam. The French
invading Egypt in 1798, the Russians defeating the Turkish armies in
1810 and later, the Greeks revolting in 1821-all of them were
considered and styled a(tli-yt din, 'enemies of the faith', whose aim
was the destruction of Islam.'48 Very illuminating is the wording of an
official Ottoman note sent in August 1821 to the Russian
ambassador. It refers to 'this Muhammedan State and Abmedi (i.e.
Muslim) nation [which] .,. was born 1200 years ago. . . and from
absolute nOthingness has become such a powerful body'.149 Even
in a document like this, which was not intended for home
consumption, Sultan Mabmiid's Empire was not regarded as a
successor to the State founded by 'O

miin and made great by Mebmed II, Selim I and Siileyman I; the
Ottomans prided themselves rather on being the heirs of that tiny
Arab body politic of Medina established in 622 by the founder of
Islam. The frequent reference of European statesmen of that time to
the need for Christian solidarity against the barbarian Muslim Turks
and the important role Orthodox priests played in leading the Greek
revolt were bound to strengthen the conviction of Ottomans of all
classes that they were fighting religious wars. In particular the joint
attack of the British, French and Russian fleets at Navarino in 1827
seemed to them once more to vindicate the old Muslim saying that
all infidels were milia wm,ida, 'one [hostile] nation'. ISO It is
significant that even after the decisive step towards the
modernization of the Empire, the destruction of the Janissaries in
1826, Mabmiid II named his new European-styled army 'The
Victorious Muhammedan Troops' ('asikir-i manfiire-yi M
uqammediye). In a State so strongly pledged to continuous holy war
against the infidels, the 'u1ema rightly felt that they were a most
important and leading class. In 1825-26 a Turkish translation by a
contemporary molla, Mebmed MunTh, of al-Shaybani's al-Siyar al-



Kabir (with al-Sarakhsi's commentary) was printed and distributed by
order of Sultan Mabmiid 'to arouse the believers to fight against the
polytheists and to urge them to obey the Leader of the Muslims (the
Sultan)'.1SI On the eve of a new war against Russia 'ulema were
sent in 1827-28 to Albania, Uzistan and other provinces to call the
people to join the holy war. 1S2 However, the shattering victories of
the Russians in this war, their occupa- tion of Adrianople and threat
to Istanbul brought about a deep change. With the Peace of
Adrianople of 1829 a completely new era opened in Ottoman
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relations with Europe. Now the Turkish leaders understood that
without maintaining very close relations with at least one major
Christian Power the Empire was 10st.'53 In November 1828 the
Re'is Efendi, Pertev, in a conversation expressed the surprising idea
of convening a general European congress to settle the Ottoman-
Russian confict The Austrian Internuntius in Constantinople
understood him to wish that the Ottoman Empire be admitted into,
and guaranteed as part of, the political system ofEurope.'s4 Under
these circumstances the traditional hostility to the Christian world as
a whole could nO longer be maintained. The time-honoured slogan
of holy war against the unbelievers could no longer be the main, or
at least the only, appeal to the people in times of foreign wars. Nor
could the faithful from now on be called upon to heed the precept of
the Qur'an (ch. IV, v. 144), '0 true believers, take not the unbelievers
for [your] protectors', or similar sayings in the ijadith. 1SS The
change was brutally driven home to the consciousness of the
Ottomans when a few years later, in 1832-33 and again in 1839-40,
the very existence of their State was threatened by a Muslim foe, Me



med 'Ali of Egypt, and they were rescued only by the intervention of
the infidels- first the Russians, then the British and their allies.
Parallel to this development and closely interrelated with it, the
attitude of the Ottoman Government towards its non-Muslim citizens
began to change in the late 1820s. Ma

miid II seems to have become convinced that the traditional gulf
between the Muslim community and the re'aya had to be bridged,
both for political and economic reasons. The last instance of large-
scale anti-Christian measures was the expulsion of the Armenian
Catholic community of Istanbul early in 1828. After the end of the
Russian war in the following year the Sultan made many effortS to
prove his liberal and benevolent attitude to his non-Muslim subjects.
However, in Ma

miid's life- time this policy did not go so far as to frighten the 'ulema
by undermining the predominance ofIslam and the Muslim citizens in
the Empire. Moreover, some of the modernizing reforms even
strengthened the Islamic institutions of the State. An example is the
firman issued shortly after the destruction of the Janissaries which
prohibited the governors from inflicting the death penalty without a
formal sentence of a competent cadi. 1S6 Similarly, with a view to
separating the executive and judicial powers, the tribunal of the
Grand Vizier was abolished in 1838 and its functions transferred to
the highest 'ulema. 1S7 Nevertheless, many 'ulemii, especially of the
lower ranks, were, as has been shown, strongly opposed to the
reforms. In order to appease these 'ulemii, Selim III and Ma

miid II did their best to convince them, and the people, of their-at
least outward-attachment to religion. Both rulers repaired and
restored a very large number of mosques, holy tombs, dervish con-
venes, and other religious buildings in the capital and the provinces.
1S8
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Two new mosques were built by Mabmiid in Istanbul, the Hidayet in
1813- 14 and the Nu

ret in 1826.'59 The Sultans scrupulously observed their obligation to
attend public prayer and frequendy also visited convents of dervish
orders, especially of the Mevlevis and Na

shbendis.l60 StriCt orders were repeatedly issued by the Sultans
enjoining all Muslims to perform the daily prayers in groups, either in
the mosques or in their offices, houses and mansions. 161 Particular
attention was given to providing religious services and instruction to
the soldiers of the new army. Special imams were attached to every
unit of Selim's Nii8m-, CeJid trOOpS.16Z According to the first
paragraph of the Regulations of Ma

miid's modernized army,163 the imams of every regiment are to
teach the soldiers in their free time the elements of Islam (furU{-t
faJat, 'ilm-i "at, etc.) and see to it that they observe their religious
duties. The Sultan also gave orders to appoint special imams and
religious teachers for various Government departments.'64 Mabmiid
demonstrated his respect and support not only for religion but also
for its representatives, the 'ulemii. To the ceremony of the beginning
of the religious studies of his son and heir, 'Abdiil-Mecid, in 1831 he
invited a much larger number of 'ulema than had been customary in
the past. 16S In Ramac.liin 1251 Oanuary 1836) the fudur dersi, a
discussion of Qur'an verses among the foremost 'ulemii in the
presence of the Sultan, was reintroduced after it had been
abandoned for a long time. l66 On frequent occasions the Sultan
bestowed gifts on the 'ulemii, softas and loyal dervishes.'67 Mabmiid
probably knew that one of the reasons for the dissatisfaction and
agitation of the lower 'ulema in the past was their poverty.l68 He
ordered increases in the salaries of the imams and other employees



of the waqf institutions. Shortly before his death he also raised the
salaries of the politically important public preachers (va'ii) who,
unlike the I}u{lJba, addressed the people in simple Turkish and often
discussed topical issues in their sermons. 169 In recognition of the
support of the 'ulema leadership in suppressing the Janissaries in
1826 the Sultan assigned the palace of the Janissary commander-in-
chief as residence of the

eybii'l-islams and abrogated the old rule according to which a

eybii)l-isliim after his dismissal was CUt off from all contact with
officials in active servicepo Mabmiid II is said to have contemplated
following the example of Mebmed 'Ali in Egypt and taking over the
enormous waqf properties which to a large extent were administered
by, and conferred benefits on, the 'ulema. He did not dare, however,
to harm their economic interests so openly and limited himself to
establishing some form of State control over the waqf income of
certain major religious and charitable institutions.111 Nevertheless
these changes, together with some other economic factors,m
eventually led to impoverish- ment of the 'ulemii. In the late 1830s
and the 18408 European travellers already claimed that many
medreses were declining, their professors living in great
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straits and their students starving. 17J In 1847 an observer stated,
possibly with some exaggeration, that 'the higher class of Oulema,
who derived large incomes from the endowments of the mosques,
are nearly all sunk into poverty'.174 However, this serious
deterioration became obvious only under cAbdii'I-Mecid. Until the



end of Mabmiid's reign the <Ulema generally suc- ceeded in
maintaining most of their economic and social privileges. When
Mekki-zade Mu

J3fi 'A

lm, the last

eybii'l-islam to serve under Mabmiid II, died in 1846 he was reported
to have left property worth twenty million piasrers. 17S

 

III

 

CONCLUSION The support of the <Ulema leaders for the
Westernizing reforms of Selim III and Mabmiid II is understandable in
view of their integration in the ruling class and their active
participation in the Government of the Ottoman Empire which still
retained its strongly Islamic character. In their hostility to the
reactionary Janissaries and Bektashis they found themselves to be
natural allies of the reforming Sultans. They feared Mabmiid II and
realized that the internal weakening of their corps had made open
resistance to his policy no longer possible. The consistent efforts of
both Sultans to prove their religious orthodoxy and appease the
<ulema also made it difficult for the latter to oppose innovations and
helped them set their conscience at rest. Finally, the great changes
under Selim III and Mabmiid II were not made in the name of a new
ideology; they were not based on, or accompanied by, a novel set of
values. On the contrary, all the important reforms were, as has been
shown, presented as being required and sanctioned by Islam.
Everything was done 'for the sake of religion and State'. It has often
been observed that the 'ulema in various periods and different
countries were more concerned with upholding the ideas and
theoretical values of Islam than with fighting for the preservation of
Muslim institutions in practice. From far back they were accustomed



to bowing to the will of the secular rulers and tolerating the violation
of the holy law by Muslim society. What mattered in their opinion
were the divine doctrines of Islam, while reality was in any case
temporary, fleeting and morally evil. They believed, as Snouck
Hurgronje put it, 176 that 'on devient mckreant, non pas en
negligeant presque toute la loi, ni en la violant, mais bien en doutant
de la valeur eternelle d'un de ses principes, en voulant les ameliorer
ou les reformer'. Selim III and Mabmiid II went out of their way to
stress that nothing could be funher from their mind than doing the
latter. Legal reforms staned only under 'Abdii'l-Mecid, open
discussion of religious reforms even much later. Yet, it remains
somewhat astonishing that the leading 'ulemii in Selim's and
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Ma

miid's time were not farsighted enough to realize that the
Westernizing reforms supported by them would eventually destroy
the Islamic character of the Ottoman State and society. This lack of
perspicacity was, nO doubt, due to their unbounded confidence in
the superiority and eternal strength of their religion and, at the same
rime, to their limited knowledge and understanding of historical
developments in the West Even those among them who were aware
of the decline of religion and the power of the clergy in contemporary
Europe failed to draw the logical conclusion that modernization might
lead to a similar result in the lands of Islam. By making the 'ulema an
essential part of the Government, the Ottomans had largely
succeeded in bridging the traditional gulf between the umarii and the
fu



ahii, between political-administrative reality and religious-legal
theory. However, while thus preventing a clash of the European type
between Church and State, they caused a deep split both within the
'ulems corps and in the minds of the leading 'ulems. The integration
of the 'ulems in the ruling class of the Empire may have been
beneficial for the unity of the Ottoman State but had most serious
consequences for religion, at least in its official form. It caused the
higher 'ulems to devote their main attention to politic

and administration and, along with other factors, hampered the free
spiritual development of Islam during the decisive period of its
confrontation with Western civilization.

 

This article is reprinted from Uriel Heyd (ed.), Stutlie.r in Islamic
History Oerusalem, 1961), pp. 63-96. Reprinted with permission of
Magnes Press.
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Turkish Attitudes Concerning Christian- Muslim Equality in the
Nineteenth Century RODERIC H. DAVISON

 



Every modem society has been faced with problems arising from
inequalities among the various groups of which it is composed,
particularly since the eighteenth-century proclamation in America
that 'all men are created equal,' and the elaboration in France of the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen. The differences
which produced inequality have been various- economic, social,
racial, linguistic, religious, political-and variously intertWined. In the
Near East until very recent times the major boundary lines between
groups, and therefore the principal barriers to a homogeneous
society of equals, have been religious. Although today social and
economic disparities in Near Eastern society have vastly increased
as modem technology and finance have provided greater
opportUnities for getting and spending, and although nationalist
rivalries now challenge the primacy of religious rivalries, it is still
often true that religion is the dividing line, and that a man's creed is
his distinguishing mark. In the Ottoman empire of the early
nineteenth century his religion provided a man's label, both in his
own conceptual scheme and in the eyes of his neighbors and his
governors. He was a Muslim, Greek Orthodox, Gregorian Armenian,
Jew, Catholic, or Protestant before he was a Turk or Arab, a Greek
or Bulgar, in the national sense, and also before he felt himself an
Ottoman citizen. The Ottoman government, by granting official
recognition to these millets, as the religious communities were
called, had preserved and even emphasized the religious
distinctions. The empire itself was governed by Muslims; its law was
based on the religious law of Islam. But within this
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empire the several Christian communities and the Jewish community
enjoyed a partial autonomy, whereby the ecclesiastical hierarchy
which administered the millet supervised not only the religious,
educational, and charitable affairs of its flock; it controlled also such
matters of personal status as marriage, divorce, and inheritance, and
it collected some taxes. This mosaic pattern, in which a Christian
and a Muslim living side by side in the same state under the same
sovereign were subject to different law and different officials, had
served the Ottoman empire well for four centuries. In the Near East
law was still, as it had formerly been in the West also, personal
rather than territorial. The semiautonomy of the Christian miJJels did
not, however, mean complete equality among the subjects of the
empire. The Muslim millet was dominant. This did not lead to any
systematic persecution of Christians by Muslims, nor to any
systematic oppression of Christians by the Ottoman government.
Indeed, inefficient or corrupt and extortionate government in the
empire often bore more heavily on Muslim Turks and Arabs than it
did on Christians. Pasha and tax-farmer alike found the piastres they
could squeeze from Muslims just as sound as Christian money and
did not vary their harshness or their methods with the religion of the
victim. Despite all this, it was still incontestable that Christians were
looked down upon as second-class citizens both by the Muslim
public and by the government. They suffered unequal treatment in
various ways. Their dress was distinctive, and if Christian or Jew
wore the fez he was required to sew on it a strip of black ribbon or
cloth, not to be concealed by the tassel. Sometimes the unequal
treatment was in purely ecclesiastical matters, as for example on
those occasions when the Sublime Porte denied permits to one of
the Christian sects for the repair of churches. One aspect of religious
inequality was particularly galling, though it arose infrequently as a
concrete issue- Christians could not so easily make converts from
among the Muslims as could Muslims from among the Christians,
since Islamic law demanded that apostasy be punished by death. In



addition, the Christians suffered certain specific disabilities in public
life. They were, for example, denied opportunity for appointment to
the highest administrative posts, they could not serve in the armed
forces but had to pay an exemption tax; Christian evidence was
discounted in a Muslim court of law. Neither the concept nor the
practice of citizenship, involving equal rights and duties, existed in
the Ottoman Empire before the nineteenth century. I After 1800, the
attention of the Ottoman government was forcibly directed toward
the question of equality in several ways. First, as Christian groups in
the empire absorbed Western ideas ofliberty and nationality, and as
education and literacy increased among them, they complained
more frequently and loudly about the lack of equality. Second, they
found ready hearers among the several great powers who
traditionally acted as protectors of Christians in
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the Near East and who, for mixed motives of humanitarianism and
power politics, magnified the volume of these complaints in the
Sublime Porte's ear and pressed for changes. Third, Ottoman
statesmen who were concerned to check the territorial disintegration
of the empire, and its internal decline, embarked on a program of
reorganization and incipient westernization which inevitably brought
them up against the same problem of equality as they moved to
adopt or adapt elements of the Western state's political pattern. The
question of the equality of Christian, Muslim, and Jew was by no
means the major question faced by these statesmen, but it ran like a
thread through many phases of the larger problem of Ottoman
reform and westernization. Should Christians be given equal
opportunity as students in the schools to be established in a



reformed educational system? Should they be allowed to serve in a
rejuvenated army? Should they be admitted to the highest
administrative posts as the bureaucracy was improved? Should the
contemplated revisions and codifications of law apply equally to
Christian and Muslim? And, if any sort of representative government
were established, whether on a provincial scale or in the form of a
constitutional monarchy, should Christians be represented, and
how? It is, therefore, one of the most significant aspects of Ottoman
history in the nineteenth century that the doctrine of equality did, in
fact, become official policy. Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839), who rook
some crucial steps toward reform in his own vigorous way, frequently
made it plain that in his view all his subjects, of whatever creed, were
equaJ.2 But it was during the Tanzimat period of 1839 ro 1876, a
new era in Ottoman effortS at reform and westernization, that the
doctrine of the equality of Christian and Muslim was proclaimed in
the most solemn manner and came to playa prominent role in the
central question of Ottoman revivaJ.3

 

An imperial edict of reforms, the Hatt-i Sherif of Giilhane, opened the
new era on November 3, 1839. 4 After public proclamation before an
impressive assembly of diplomats and Ottoman notables, the edict
was sworn to by the young sultan Abdul Medjid [Abdiilmecid] and his
high officials in the room where the mantle of the prophet
Muhammad was preserved. Much of the Hatt-i Sherif had a
profoundly Muslim ring. It laid the decline of the empire direccly to
the nonobservance of 'the precepts of the glorious Kuran.' In the next
breath it then attempted to reconcile Muslim tradition and progress,
promising new institutions which should not contravene Muslim law
but should conform to its demands. Security of life, honor, and
property was guaranteed, along with reforms in taxing and
conscription methods. But the Hatt-i Sherif was most remarkable
neither for its Muslim overtones, for its
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promises of 'life, liberty, and property,' nor for its pledge to correct
specific evils, though all this was important. The most novel aspect
of the hatt arose from its official declaration of equality. 'These
imperial concessions,' affirmed Abdul Medjid in his edict, 'are
extended to all our subjects, of whatever religion or sect they may
be.' The new policy was confirmed in a more extensive Hatt-i
Humayun of 1856, which promised equal treatment fur adherents of
all creeds in such specific matters as educational opportunity,
appointment to government posts, and the administration of justice,
as well as in taxation and military service. s An interesting
antidefamation clause was included also, forbidding 'every distinction
or designation tending to make any class whatever of the subjects of
my Empire inferior to another class, on account of their religion,
language, Or race.' Legal action would ensue against anyone,
whether public official or private individual, who used 'any injurious or
offensive term.' Even name-calling was forbidden in the name of
equality. At frequent intervals the theme was restated, with
variations. The next sultan, Abdul Aziz [Abdulaziz], opened his new
Council of State [

uraY-I Devlet] in 1868 with a speech which referred to adherents of
all creeds as 'children of the same fatherland.'6 His successor,
Murad V, echoed these sentiments in his first hatt. 7 The trend
culminated in December, 1876, with the promulgation of the first
written constitution in Ottoman history, establish- ing a limited
monarchy all of whose subjects were considered 'Osmanli, whatever
religion or creed they hold.' The constitution further affirmed that 'all
Osmanli are equal before the law. . . without distinction as to
religion.'8 From 1839 to 1876 many efforts-some valiant, some half-
hearted, some merely for the record; some spontaneous, some
under diplomatic pressure-were made by the Ottoman government
to translate the promises of equality into fact. The sultan in 1844



engaged not to enforce the death penalty for apostasy from Islam.
Some Christians were appointed, and some later were elected, to
local advisory councils [mecliskr] established in each province, and
also to the Grand Council of State [Meclis-i Valn-y, Ahkam-t AtlJiye]
in 1856. Christians and Muslims were accepted together as students
in the newly established imperial Iycle of Galata Saray in 1867.
These and many other measures did something to raise the status of
the non- Muslims of the empire, but the advance was slow and
piecemeal. No genuine equality was ever attained. Many European
writers of the time, and many Western historians since, have dealt
with the Tanzimat period, and the equality question that ran through
it, in one of twO ways. Some look on it from the outside as a phase
of the Eastern Question, during which European diplomats in the
service of their own national interests had constantly to prod the
Ottoman government to live up to its professions of reform and
equality, and to carry them out in a
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French, Russian, or English fashion. Others consider it primarily as a
phase of the long-continued internal decay of the empire, when all
efforts to restore the 'sick man' to health were unavailing. In either
case, most writers have assumed the inability or the unwillingness of
the Turks to carry out any significant change. Measuring
achievement against promise, they have frequently concluded that
the Ottoman statesmen either publicly professed what they did not
believe or publicly promised what they knew they could not effect.
Such viewpoints, tOgether with the abundant evidence of partial
successes, failures, and sins of omission in the Ottoman reform
efforts, have often led to the judgment that the promises, particularly



the promise of equality, were largely hypocrisy-dust to throw in the
eyes of the West, to ward off foreign intervention in favor of the
subject peoples of the empire, and to blind observers to the
continuance of an oppressive Turkish rule over downtrodden
Christians. 9 Careful reassessment of the Taozimat period is likely to
show that such views are based on an inadequate understanding of
the aims of the Ottoman statesmen, of the results actually obtained,
and of the formidable obstacles to progress and equality. There is
need for more penetrating investigation and analysis of the Tanzimat
period than has yet been undertaken either by Turkish or Western
histOrians}O Among the subjects demanding attention is that of
Turkish attitudes on the various phases of reform. An inquiry into the
attitudes of Turkish statesmen and people on the subject of Muslim-
Christian equality can help to explain what changes the then climate
of opinion might or might not accept and why the official program of
equality was only partly realized. A complete explanation would of
course involve all aspects of the reform question. It would involve
also a reconsideration of the degree and nature of Ottoman lag
behind European civilization, of the impediments which great-power
diplomacy offered to Ottoman reform, and of the situation of
multinational empires in an age of clamoring nationalisms. But
Turkish attitudes were obviously among the most important forces at
work in this period. Some useful indications can be given in answer
to three crucial questions: what in reality were the attitudes of
leading Ottoman statesmen toward these promises of equality? what
traditions and what experience shaped the basic attitudes of Turks
tOward Christians, a century ago? and what attitudes were then
current among them on the proclamation of Christian equality with
Muslims?

 

II

 

Four Ottoman statesmen initiated and carried through most of the
reform measures in this period-Reshid, Ali, Fuad, and Midhat. 1I



Each was grand vizier [satlrazam] at least twice, and each occupied
high public office
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throughout most of his adult life. As individuals they were completely
different, and often rivals for power. But they were alike in their lack
of bigotry and fanaticism. 12 Each had a fair acquaintance with
Western political ideas and practices, and with some phases of
European life and culture, though Ali was less 'Europeanized' than
the others in his manner of life and of speech. Each of the four, in his
struggles with the administration of the unwieldy empire, came to
believe that a degree of westernization was necessary to strengthen
the empire. They agreed, further, that this process of reform
demanded that all subjects of the empire be treated alike, regardless
of creed. They differed as to how fast and by what measures the
goal of equality might be reached. Often they waited to be pushed by
events. Midhat, who had the greatest energy but the least finesse of
the four Tanzimat statesmen, was the most inclined to brush aside
legitimate doubts and the cautions born of experience, and to
shoulder his way ahead against general prejudices. It is quite true,
as their Western critics charged, that the Tanzimat statesmen used
SOme of the great declarations involving the principle of equality as
weapons of diplomacy in times of international crisis, and not solely
as programs for domestic reform. The Hatt-i Sherif of 1839 was
proclaimed at a time when Muhammad Ali of Egypt threatened the
empire's integrity and when the Ottoman government sorely needed
the European support which such a promise of reform might help to
secure. The Hatt-i Humayun of 1856 was issued under diplomatic
pressure as a means of avoiding foreign supervision of Ottoman



reform after the Crimean War. Again, the constitution of 1876 was
announced dramatically just as a confer- ence of European
diplomats got under way in Constantinople to draw up a reform
program for parts of the empire. Midhat, who was both the principal
author of the constitution and grand vizier at the moment, used his
constitu- tion to thwart foreign intervention by proclaiming that the
empire was already reforming itself in fundamental fashion. But
specific crises alone did not dictate the content of reform promises or
the views of the Ottoman statesmen, although they often dictated the
time and manner of proclamation. Sometimes, as in 1876, crisis
facilitated reform, since at other less turbulent periods there might be
more objection from the sultan, from other ministers, or from the
public, on the score that no such radical measures were warranted.
Crisis, therefore, helped to crystallize and precipitate reform projects
already considered by responsible viziers, and also to induce a
readier reception. The impact of crises on the Tanzimat statesmen
was also, naturally, a strong influence on their attitudes toward
equality, but their attitudes did not then fluctUate constantly. Ali was
the most conservative Muslim of the four and cautious in moving
ahead with reform measures. His views, therefore, are probably the
most significant gauge of the advance of attitudes among leading
statesmen on
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Muslim-Christian equality. Ali believed firmly that the Ottoman Turk
was best fitted to govern the conglomeration of peoples in the
empire,u He believed further that the prestige of this government
rested on the prestige of Islam, against which he would allow no
propaganda, though he was quite willing that Christians should enjoy



freedom of belief and worship.'4 But under the pressure of events,
including both the rebellions of native Christians and the
interventions of the great powers, Ali's views on the status of
Christians changed slowly. In 1867, when he was dealing with the
rebellion in Crete, Ali wrote for the Sublime Porte a remarkable
memorandum reCOm- mending a speedier application of the policy
of equality. The Christians would cease to be revolutionaries, said
Ali, as their hopes were fulfilled. Therefore they must be given every
opportunity for education and tenure of public office, for which they
were well fitted, even better prepared than Muslims generally at the
moment. The Christians would then no longer regard themselves as
held in subjection by a Muslim state but as subjects of a monarch
who protected all equally. 'In short,' concluded AIi, 'the fusion of all
subjects .,. with the exception of purely religious affairs ... is the only
means.'1S There is no reason to question Ali's sincerity here, though
it is obvious that he was pushed to his conclusions by the rush of
events and not by thinking in a vacuum about the virtues of equality.
The other three statesmen came more easily to such opinions.
Reshid was certainly influenced by a desire for praise for his liberal
views from European courts but was apparently convinced that
reforms which should guarantee equality to all peoples of the empire
would ensure their devotion to the Ottoman government}6 Fuad
expressed in a private memorandum his belief that the grant of
liberties to the non-Muslim peoples of the empire would dull their
nationalist and separatist enthusiasms. 17 Midhat had as a provincial
governor in Bulgaria (the Tuna or Danube vilayet) shown that he
believed in treating Christians and Muslims on an equal basis, while
at the same time he suppressed ruthlessly any separatist or
revolutionary moves among the Bulgars. He continued to maintain,
even after his political star sank in Abdul Hamid II's reign, that the
chaotic condition of the empire could be remedied only by a rule of
law under which Christians were brought to complete equality with
Muslims. ls What the four Tanzimat state men believed boiled down
to this-that to save the empire, a new egalitarian citizenship and
concept of patriotism, Osman/,M or 'Ottoman ism,' had to be created.
Sometimes they expressed this as the 'fusion,' sometimes as the
'brotherhood' of all Ottoman subjects. Official documents began to



speak mOre of 'imperial subjects,' 'subjects of the Sultan- ate,' and
'subjects of the Exalted [Ottoman] state,' in a composite or collective
sense, as if to convey a concept of Ottoman citizenship unbroken by
miJlet boundaries. '9 The idea of patriotism, or 'com patriotism,' was
also expressed in
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the Hatt-i Humayun of 1856. z0 Though the statesmen knew that the
concept of Osmanltltk was a break with the past, it is hard to say
whether they fully realized what a tremendous revolution in
traditional views was involved here, and what the logical outcome
would be. They were not consciously trying to undermine the
dominant position of the Muslim Turk. Yet by fostering an egalitarian
citizenship, and by attempting to blur the demarcation lines between
millels, they were taking a significant step on the road to a purely
secular concept of state and citizenship. A nationality law of 1869,
intended to combat the evils of the foreign protection of native
Ottoman subjects, had also the effect of putting the acquisition and
retention of citizenship on a purely territorial basis, unconnected with
religion. z, When the 1876 constitution specified that all peoples of
the empire were to be called Osmanl

the unspoken corollary ran that henceforth their primary allegiance
was to the state, and only secondarily were they Muslim,Jew, or
Greek. With this program of Osmanltltk, which would swallow up the
narrower concept of Christian equality with Muslims, the Tanzimat
statesmen sought to promote reform, fend off the powers, and
forestall rebellion. They knew that reform measures would be hard to
put across. 'L On ne saurait improviser la rifonne des mtmrs,' said



Fuad in 1867, eXplaining to the European powers why mOre had not
been accomplished in the way of reform since the Hatt-i- Humayun
of 1856. ZZ But in the view of the statesmen, Ottomanism was
necessary for the salvation of the empire. They wanted to regain a
viable and competitive status in a world increasingly ordered by
European power and civilization and to prevent the Balkan provinces
and Egypt, in particular, from breaking away. Like Winston Churchill,
none of them took office in order to preside over the liquidation of
empire. Because this was a self- interested version of the doctrine of
equality, it was no less honestly meant by its proponents. They are
open to criticism not so much on the grounds of hypocrisy as
because they failed to understand the driving force of the
nationalistic spirit which at this very period was growing stronger
among the Greeks, Serbs, and Rumanians of the empire and
beginning also to infect Bulgars and Armenians. Because the virulent
forms of modern nationalism were not fully comprehensible to them,
the Tanzimat statesmen tended to regard such movements as
discontent with local conditions, or the product of foreign agitators,
Or plain insolent rebellion. One might proceed from this point to
argue that the program of equality between Christian and Muslim in
the empire remained largely unrealized not because of bad faith on
the part of leading Ottoman statesmen but because many of the
Christians wanted it to fail. The demand in Crete was basically for
autonomy or union with Greece, not for equality. Other Greeks in the
empire wanted the same thing. In 1862, for instance, five thousand
of them held a banquet on the Bosporus, agitating for the extension
of Greek rule to
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Macedonia and Thessaly.n Serbs wanted not equality but union with
the autonomous principality of Serbia. Serbia and Rumania, still
within the empire, wanted no sort of equality but national
independence. When Midhat Pasha in 1872 began work on a
scheme of converting the Ottoman Empire into a federal state like
Bismarck's new Germany, with Rumania and Serbia playing Bavaria
and Wiirnemberg to the Porte's Prussia, he got a blunt rebuff from
them. 24 They were not interested even in a sort of corporate
equality within the empire. The ecclesiastical hierarchies that ruled
the Christian mil/els also opposed equality. O.mt8l,ltk would both
decrease their authority and lighten their purses. This was especially
true of the Greek Orthodox hierarchy, which had the most extensive
prerogatives and by far the largest flock. When the Hatt-i Sherif was
solemnly read in 1839 and then put back into its red satin pouch it is
reported that the Greek Orthodox patriarch, who was present among
the notables, said, '/"falJah-God grant that it nor be taken out of this
bag again.'25 In shorr, the doctrine of equality faced formidable
opposition from Christians of the empire who were leaders in the
churches and the nationalist movements. Ottoman brotherhood was
only a remote possibility, if the Christians continued in these
directions. But equality and brotherhood had also to contend with the
fundamental Turkish view of Christians. Not only the specific
reactions of the Muslim Turks to the proclamations of equality but
their basic attitudes toward Christians showed from the beginning
that Osman"',k would have hard sledding.

 

III

 

If there were a possibility that Muslim Turks could accept an Ottoman
fusion in which Christians were their equals, it would be owing to
twO strong currents in their religious tradition and development. As
Muslims, the Turks inherited an attitude of toleration for 'peoples of
the book' [ehl-i kitap]- those who, like Christians and Jews,
possessed a book of divine revelation and paid tribute to the Muslim



government. At various times the Ottoman government had offered
sanctUary to non-Muslims, notably in the sixteenth century to the
Jews driven from Spain. A Turk was likely to say to a Christian that
'your faith is a faith, and my faith is a faith.' The tolerant attitude was
often reinforced among the people by the remarkable degree of
religious syncretism which had existed in Anatolia, and also in the
Balkans, since the earliest days of Turkish penetration. The racial
mixtures of the Ottoman Empire had been accompanied by religious
mixtures of all sorts. Folk-Islam among the Turks was unorthodox in
many ways, bearing marks not only of Shiite mysticism but of belief
in various Christian
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miracle stories, saints, and shrines. The widespread Bektashi order,
which claimed some seven million adherents, embodied in its beliefs
many heterodox notions and helped to provide a climate which might
be sympathetic to Christianity and Christians. During the Tanzimat
period, American missionar- ies at work in the Ottoman empire were
occasionally excited to discover what they at first thought might be a
fertile field for their evangelism-groups of Muslims who read the
Christian scriptures or heard Christ preached by their leaders. Some
of these were Bektashi. One such group, not specifically Bektashi,
was reported to have 10,000 adherents and twice that number of
sym pathizers. Z6 Despite the toleration and the syncretism,
however, there remained among the Turks an intense Muslim feeling
which could sometimes burst into open fanaticism. Such outbursts
characteristically came at times of political crisis, particularly in the
1870s, when the internal chaos in the empire, and the external
pressures on it, produced a distinct Muslim reaction, the counterpart



of what later would have been a nationalist reaction. More important
than the possibility of fanatic outbursts, however, was the innate
attitude of superiority which the Muslim Turk possessed. Islam was
for him the true religion. Christianity was only a partial revelation of
the truth, which Muhammad finally revealed in full; therefore
Christians were not equal to Muslims in possession of truth. Islam
was not only a way of worship, it was a way of life as well. It
prescribed man's relations to man, as wen as to God, and was the
basis for society, for law, and for government. Christians therefore
were inevitably considered second-class citizens in the light of
religious revelation-as well as by reason of the plain fact that they
had been conquered by the Ottomans. This whole Muslim outlook
was often summed up in the common term gavur (or kafir), which
meant 'unbeliever' or 'infidel,' with emotional and quite
uncomplimentary overtOnes. To associate closely or on terms of
equality with the gavur was dubious at best. 'Familiar association
with heathens and infidels is forbidden to the people of Islam,' said
Asim, an early nineteenth-century historian, 'and friendly and
intimate intercourse between twO parties that are to One another as
darkness and light is far from desirable.'27 Islam embodied also a
strong prejudice against innovation [bid'atJ. A declaration of equality
might encounter this prejudice not only among Muslim theologians
but among the ruling group of the empire who tradition- ally served
faith and state, not state alone. And to the popular mind the
promotion of second-class citizens to equal status would
undoubtedly be inno....ation, even if considered only against the
background of popular conservatism, rather than as the sOrt of
innovation proscribed by Islam. The whole reform program of the
Tanzimat period inevitably ran up against these two intermingled
conservatisms of inertia and Islam. Not only that, but the
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trend of the Tanzimat toward new institutions carried a profound
psychologi- cal shock in its implication that the traditional Ottoman
way of life was not in aU respects the best, and that in Christian
Europe some things were done better. Imponderables like these
confronted the doctrine of Muslim-Christian equality. Attitudes from
their Muslim and Ottoman past were strengthened by the Turks'
reactions to the recent impact of Christians on Ottoman life and
affairs. The impact seemed generaUy bad. The Christians of the
empire made constant trouble with their sectarian squabbles,
whether argument over privileges in the Holy Places, the question of
whether Bulgars should be subject to the Greek hierarchy, or the
Hassounist controversy over papal authority among the Catholic
Armenians. Some Christians made trouble by shifting from one millet
to another in search of political advantage and foreign protection.
The Christian sectarian quarrels were not only unedifying to the
Muslims; they were positive nuisances to the Porte and offered in
addition excuses for great power intervention. The other general
experience which Muslim Turks had of native Christians was that
increasingly the latter tended to become rebels against legitimate
authority. It is true that many Turkish and Arab lords had defied
central authority, but the matter was not quite the same in Muslim
eyes. Turkish derebejs, or 'lords of the vaUey,' had governed various
districts without regard to the Porte's decrees, but many were
benevolent despots who held the esteem of their subjects and
whose downfaU at the hands of Mahmud II was often regretted.
Muhammad Ali of Egypt was a rebel, but he was a Muslim, and
many Turks had thought of him as a possible saviour from the infidel
ideas of the reform edict of 1839. z8 Christian rebellion, on the other
hand, antagonized Muslim sentiment and eventually provoked
among some Turks a reaction which was Ottoman and patriotic but
would later become Turkish and nationalist. The events of 1867, for
example, when Crete was in revolt and when the last Turkish
garrison was forced to withdraw from Belgrade, aroused some Turks
to a pitch of frenzy.z9 Their anger mounted both against the rebel
Christians and against the weakness of the Ottoman government in



dealing with rebeUion. A similar reaction was natural in the critical
years 1875-76, when uprisings in Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Bulgaria
were followed by open war against the sultan by twO of his vassal
states, Serbia and Montenegro. The continuous interference of the
great powers of Europe in Ottoman affairs also angered the Turks.
These powers were aU, of course, Christian by profession, if not in
conduct. Russia, an enemy of long standing, was in a category by
itself. But England and France also, despite the fact that they had
assisted the empire with their armies in the Crimean War, and at
other times with diplomatic pressure, were often detested because
these services were
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overshadowed in the Turkish view by frequent and often high-
handed interference. One such instance, which rankled particularly
in connection with Muslim-Christian equality, was the fact that the
Hatt-i Humayun of 1856 was not purely an autochthonous edict, but
that large parts of it had in effect been dictated by the British,
French, and Austrian ambassadors. The British ambassador, Lord
Stratford de RedcIiffe, had in many ways done great service for the
Ottoman Empire, but in this period Ali three times asked London to
recall him. Stratford would not allow the sultan to reign along with
him, said Ali, and demanded that his own influence should be 'so
paramount and notorious' that the Porte lost prestige in the eyes of
its own public. 3D Years after Stratford had left Constantinople, Ali
still spoke of him with real hatred. 3 ! Fuad, who with his social
graces, fluent French, and Europeanized witticisms got along well
with foreign diplomats, nevertheless voiced almost the identical
criticism of a sympathetic French Ambassador, M Bouree, because



'whatever good thing was done must be advertised as a benefit
conferred by France. . .'32 Foreign interference rankled particularly
when it was based on the capitula- tory privileges which the great
powers stretched and abused. Many ordinary Turks became aware
of this when they saw the support given by Christian diplomats and
consuls to thousands of proteges, largely Ottoman Christians who
had never seen their protecting country but who were shielded
against the taxes and courts of their own state and were often
granted foreign passports. Many of the proteges were decidedly
shady characters, and their number was considerably augmented in
the Crimean War period by riffraff and adventurers of European
origin who raised the crime rate in Constantinople.)) At the end of the
Crimean War the Austrian internuncio felt that 'the only respectable
people, at least so it appears, are the Turks whom we are going to
civilize and initiate into the mysteries of our progress.'34 The
conduct of the more respectable representatives of Christendom in
the empire might elicit Turkish approval but might also arouse
resentment. It is not apparent that the little colonies of foreign
workers, such as the English dockyard workers at Haskoy or the
German Swiss at Amasya, had any noticeable impact. Some of the
Polish and Hungarian refugees who came after the revolutions of
1830 and 1848 fitted in welI with the Ottoman scene, and some
became Muslims. There were always respected individual western-
ers like the English merchant of Beirut, James Black. It was reported
that when a Muslim of the area wanted to use an oath stronger than
'by the beard of Muhammad' he swore 'by the word of Black, the
Englishman.'35 But westerners of the utmOSt personal respectability
could often rub Turks the wrong way. Some of the British consuls in
the empire were found even by their own superiors to be shalIow
and vain, and to supply their personal
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the national dignity,' which they then dragged into every private affair.
36 Missionaries of impeccable character often annoyed Muslims by
their evangelical persistence. An extreme example concerns two



English missionaries who one day affixed a poster to the mosque of
St. Sophia advertising that on the morrow from its steps they would
denounce the prophet Muhammad as an imposror. 37

 

IV

 

Given such a background of the innate Muslim conviction of
superiority, and the unfortunate experiences of Turks with Christians,
a preponderance of opinion against the official doctrine of Muslim-
Christian equality was natural. Turkish resistance to the doctrine
varied with the individual, the locality, and the moment Some Turks,
quite a few of them in the Ottoman bureaucracy, accepted it at least
superlicially, but wholehearted acceptance was rare. No great
uprisings against the reform edicts occurred, though in some
localities there was rioting. In part, the opposition came from the
mere fact of the proclamation of unpopular principles, whereas the
slow introduction of specific measures, with no fanfare, might have
gone unnoticed. Many Turks muttered their resentment against the
authors of the doctrine of equality and other infidel concepts. Each of
the four Tanzimat statesmen was called the 'gtivur Pfl{II,' the
'unbeliever of a pasha,' though Ali probably less frequently than the
others. The mere idea of equality, especially the antidefamation
clause of 1856, offended the Turks' inherent sense of the rightness
of things. 'Now we can't call a gtivur a gtivur,' it was said, sometimes
bitterly, sometimes in matter-of-fact explanation that under the new
dispensation the plain truth could no longer be spoken openly.38
Could reforms be acceptable which forbade calling a spade a
spade? Events which followed the two great reform proclamations
serve to il- lustrate the general antipathy to their promises of equality.
One example is related to the touchy question of military service.
Both in 1839 and 1856 the sultan proclaimed that his Christian
subjects should be equally privileged to serve in the armed forces
along with the Muslims, instead of paying an exemption tax as they
had previously done. It soon became obvious that the Christians



would rather continue to pay than serve, despite the step toward
equality which military service might mean. It also became obvious
that the Turks wanted Christians to be equally liable to service so far
as sharing the burdens and dangers went but balked at giving the
Christians equal op- portunity for promotion to the officer corps.
Muslim Turks did not want to serve under native Christian officers. In
theory the equal right to serve in the armed forces remained, but in
faCt the whole matter was quietly buried, and
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the old exemption tax reappeared under a different name. Both
Turks and Christians were satisfied to see the inequality connnue. 39
Another illustration of Turkish reactions is found in the experience of
the considerable group of American Congregational missionaries in
the empire. They reported in general a decrease in Muslim
fanaticism and in interference with their work. One missionary who
knew the country well observed that only the uJema, the Muslim
theologians, kept up any semblance of old-style bigotry by the
1860s, and that merely in order to keep what influence they could
among the people and 'spunge' off the wealthy.40 Another calculated
that 'before the Hatti-Humayoun [of 1856] there were more cases of
persecu- tion reported to us every week than there are now in a
whole year.'

1 This situation continued until the new rise in Muslim sentiment with
the recurrent crises of the 1870s. But most of the proselytizing efforts
of the Congregationalists, and most of their converts, were among
the Armenians. Muslim opinion, therefore, was not directly touched.
When, however, any case of apostasy from Islam was involved,



public fury could easily be aroused. Governmental protection might
be secured in such cases, especially in the capital, but the Turkish
public was not willing to recognize equal opportUnity of conversion in
either direction despite the Porte's assurance that 'the Musselman is
now as free to become a Christian as the Christian is free to become
a Musselman. The government will know no difference in the two
cases.'

2 The outstanding case of a fanatical Muslim outburst over transfer
of religious affiliation came in the Saloniki incident of 1876. A
Bulgarian girl of dubious morals came to Saloniki from her native
village to register with the authorities her conversion from Orthodoxy
to Islam. When some Greeks of the city kidnapped her, apparently to
prevent the transfer of allegiance, an angry Muslim mob sought her
out. In the process the mob murdered the French and German
consuls who had taken refuge, along with the Turkish governor, in a
mosque. The incident occurred at a time when the empire was under
great strain from the rebellions in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

3 When the question of religious equality and conversion involved
only competing Christian denominations, Ottoman officials were
more likely to act to preserve fair play, and undoubtedly proclaimed
equality with greater conviction and delight than when Muslims were
involved. A classic example occurred in a town near Ankara
following a local persecution of Protestants by Armenians. The
governor investigated, and then sent forth a herald to cry: 'It is
commanded by the ruling authorities that all subjects cease to deride
one another as Moslems and Rayahs, as Armenians and
Protestants, since all are equally the dependent subjects of the royal
government, and it is further commanded that mutually respecting
and honoring one another, all shall dwell together in brotherly
10ve.'44 In its way this pithy proclamation was a
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masterly summary of the official policy of equality among adherents
of all creeds, of the concept of Ottoman citizenship, and of the
antidefamation clause, revealing that the provincial governor
understood perfectly what the central government had announced.
That the civil authority should also command all men to live together
in brotherly love was undoubtedly commendable-and unenforceable.
Another measure of Turkish attitudes on the question of Christian
equality is provided by the views of participants in the conspiracy of
1859. The plot, directed against Abdul Medjid and his ministers, was
betrayed to the authori- ties. Some forty-odd participants, many of
them army officers and Muslim theological professors and students,
were arrested. Interrogation revealed that through their rather fuzzy
ideas there ran a general dissatisfaction with the Ottoman
government, caused more by the proclamations of Christian equality
than by any other single factor. The conspiracy's leading spirit and
theoreti- cian, one Sheikh [

eyh] Ahmet, indicated that he regarded the reform edicts of 1839 and
1856 as contraventions of Muslim law, the :jeriJzt, because they
allowed Christians equal rights with Muslims. According to the
deposition of another conspirator, Sheikh Ahmet had been teaching
in the medrese that the Christians got these privileges with the help
of foreign powers. 4S The Kuleli incident, as this abortive conspiracy
has since been known, provides a good index to widespread Turkish
attitudes. It revealed an ill-defined resentment against the mere
concept of equality, a conscious support of 'religious law,' and
condemnation of the government both for its reform edicts and for its
apparent submission to foreign influence. 46 The doctrine of equality
seemed bad if for no other reason than that it proclaimed to be equal
adherents of religions that were not equal. And Osmanltltk, as a
purely political concept of the allegiance of peoples of all creeds to a
ruler who treated them equally, was unreal, because the traditional
concept of 'Osmanli' had always carried strong implications of



Muslim orthodoxy as well as of loyalty to the Ottoman state. Any
sample of Turkish opinion in the Tanzimat period must include the
one group which was forward-looking, politically conscious,
constantly vocal, and therefore influential out of proportion to its
small size. This was the New Ottoman Committee, composed
principally of writers and would-be reformers who for a short time in
the late 1860s coalesced into the nearest approximation to a political
party that existed in the empire. Its members were an extra- ordinary
collection of individualists. They quarreled among themselves but
were united in their ardent desire to preserve the Ottoman Empire.
This group has often been called the 'Young Turks.' Its members
were, in fact, the spiritual fathers of the true Young Turks of 1908,
and the spiritual grandfathers of the Turks who created the
nationalist republic of today. From their writings the later
development of a genuinely 'Turkish' consciousness derived
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great impetus. But by preference the leaders of this group of the
1860s called themselves the New Ottomans [Yeni Osmanltlar]. The
name is a good indica- tion of their outlook. The New Ottomans
represented a more deeply felt patriotism, a devotion to Osman"I,! as
they conceived it, than such statesmen as Ali and Fuad were hoping
to inculcate. New Ottoman patriotism meant an equal co-operation of
peoples of all creeds in a devoted effort to preserve the empire, but
opposition to any special concessions to Christians. The New
Ottomans believed that the empire could be reformed and revived
within the framework of Muslim tradition and religious law, which they
thought was sound enough, and progressive and elastic enough, to
allow also the adaptation of new institutions from Europe. Most of



them seem also to have believed in Muslim Turkish superiority
among the united peoples of a united empire. Sometimes, therefore,
their writings seem self-contradictory. Ali Suavi, probably the most
extravagant and fanatic Muslim among them, could write that 'all the
populations composing the Ottoman Empire today form only one
nationality: the Osmanli.'47 Mustafa Fazil Pasha, an Egyptian prince
of broad views who was for a time leader of the New Ottomans
because his financial resources supported the group, said in a public
statement for them that 'it does not matter whether one is Muslim,
Catholic, or Greek Orthodox to be able to place the public welfare
ahead of private interests. For that it suffices to be a man of progress
or a good parriot.'48 In a bold letter to Abdul Aziz, he contended that
the Christian revolts in the empire were but a symptom of a malady-
backwardness and bad government-that afflicted the uncom-
plaining Muslims even more than the Christians. The line of division
ran, said Mustafa Fazil, only between oppressors and oppressed,
not between Christian and Muslim. 49 The emphasis on Ottoman
patriotism, on preservation of the fatherland from internal decay and
external attack, led the New Ottomans to voice retroactive approval
of the Hatt-i Sherif of 1839, since in their view Reshid Pasha had
with the Giilhane edict started the empire on the road to progress
and self-preservation. But they tended to regard the Hatt-i Humayun
of 1856 and most of the subsequent acts of the Porte as harmful,
seeing in them concessions to Christians in response to pressures
exerted by great powers and by domestic rebellion. This, in the New
Ottoman view, led to inequality, not equality. Namik Kemal, the most
admirable of the group, castigated the Porte and the powers for
enumerating the privileges of Christians in the edict of 1856 when,
he said, there should rather have been progress toward
constitutional government and the elimination of foreign intervention.
so Namik Kemal here reflected a view common to many Turks which
led them to argue against reform programs proposed by European
powers for particular peoples or provinces of the empire, such as the
proposals for Bosnia and
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Herzegovina in 1875-76, by saying that these measures represented
special privilege, injustice to Muslims, and therefore inequality.S! In
1867, the year when New Ottoman criticism of the government
forced many of the group into European exile, Ali and Fuad were
unmercifully excoriated for making concessions to the Cretan rebels
and for agreeing, under pressure, that the last Turks would evacuate
Belgrade. Again the New Ottomans raised the point that this was
inequality, that Muslims in Belgrade and Crete were being unfairly
created. 52 Obviously the weakness of the Sublime Porte in the face
ofEuropean pressures onl y increased the exasperation of the New
Ottomans over the inequities of the situation. Ziya, next to Namik
Kemal the most influential of the New Ottoman writers, expressed
the common complaint that equality could never be attained so long
as Christians within the empire could have recourse not only to the
Ottoman government, and to their millet representatives, but also to
foreign protectors. For example, said Ziya, if a guilty Christian is
jailed, he is suddenly released without cause because someone
influential has intervened. But if an innocent Muslim fall into the toils
of justice and be imprisoned without cause, who is there to help him?
'Is this equality?' he asks bitterly.S]

 

v

 

In the face of such attitudes, the realization of Ottoman equality,
involving the equality of Muslims and Christians, faced extraordinary
difficulties. s4 Though Reshid, Ali, Fuad, and Midhat hoped to find



salvation for the empire by creating among its peoples the bond of
equal citizenship based on Ottoman nationality, the obstacles they
faced were too great and the time too late. The Turkish mind,
conditioned by centuries of Muslim and Ottoman dominance, was
not yet ready to accept any absolute equality, much less to endorse
the grant of particular privileges to Christians. And the Christian
minorities of the empire continued to push toward separatism.
Despite the various steps taken toward it, Ottoman equality was not
attained in the Tanzimat period, nor yet after the Young Turk
revolution of 1908 when, for a few wild and enthusiastic days,
Ottoman brotherhood seemed to have arrived with the end of Abdul
Hamid's personal rule and the resurrection of Midhat's constitution of
1876. Then, after this short emotional spree, compet- ing
nationalisms again crowded out the concept of Osman/tltk. This was
true not only among the Christians of the empire but now among the
Muslims as well. While Arab nationalism developed, like the
Christian nationalisms, as a reaction to Ottoman Turkish control, the
Turks themselves found the source for a nationalism of their own in
the Osman/dtk of the Tanzimat, especially in the more patriotic
version of Namik Kemal and other New Ottomans. In the end, the
sort of Ottoman equality at which the Tanzimat statesmen aimed,
though it had never been given a full and fair trial, was discredited as
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an idea both among Muslims and among Christians. Instead of the
equality of Christian and Muslim within a heterogeneous empire,
based on 'fusion' and 'brotherhood,' there emerged finally a different
sort-the corporate equality of competing national sovereign states.
This article is reprinted from Roderic H. Davison, Essays in Turltish



History, 1774-1923 (Austin, 1990). Reprinted by permission of the
University of Texas Press.

 

NOTES

 

1. There is no adequate smdy on the stams of Christians in the
Onoman Empire. Voluminous sources exist, many of them dealing
only with a parricular district or period, and many have a distinctive
bias. Among the best accounts for the mid-nineteenth cenmry are
Abdolonyme Ubicini, Lam-r Oil Tuney, tr. by Lady Easthope (London,
1856), II; and AeroulltrllllJ Pllpn'$, 1861, LXVII, 'Reports. . . relating
to the Condition of Christians,' a collection of statements by British
consuls in different parts of the empire. 2. See the convenient
collection of such statements in Harold Temperley, ElltIa'" II'" tIN NMr
EArt: TIN Crime II (London, 1936), pp. 40-41. 3. The doctrine of
equality of course included Jews as well. But Christians were far
more numerous in the empire and provided most of the problems.
Among the 14,000,000 non-Muslims in an empire of some
35,000,000, Christians were an overwhelming majority. There were
perhaps 150,000 Jews. All figures for the nineteenth cenmry are
inaccurate approximations. These follow Ubicini. I, 18-26. His
estimates, probably low, have found the widest acceptance. For
practical reasons, I shall limit the discussion to the stams of
Christians. 4. Western writers have ordinarily referred to the edict of
1839 as the llan-i Sherif [Illustrious Rescript), which was its title in
the official French translation distributed by the Sublime Porte to
foreign diplomats. See facsimile of French as well as Turkish texts in
Yavuz Abadan, 'Tanzi mat Fermamn Tahlili' [Analysis of the Tanzimat
Edict], TIIIIZi1l/llt (Istanbul, 1940), I, following p. 48. Turkish
historians usually say f111"-' f1U/IIIIy"II [Imperial Rescript], or else
Galblllle &17111111' or 1'IIIzilllil1 FmllIIII'. A [mllllII is a decree or
edict. I shall continue here to follow the customary Western
terminology in order to avoid confusion and to provide a convenient
distinction from the Han-i Humayun of 1856 (see note 5). Similarly,



where Turkish names first occur, their Western forms are used,
followed by the modem Turkish spelling in brackets. The official
French text of the Hatr-i Sherif is available in many places, for
instance in Ubicini and Pavet de Courteille, E1tn ptTrmt de L 'Empire
omJmllll (Paris, 1876), pp. 231-34. 5. Westerners usually call this
edict the Han-i Humayun, but Turks call it the Irl4bi1t FmllllII' [Reform
Edict]. See explanation in note 4. The most useful text, both Turkish
and French, is Thomas X. Bianchi, Khlllbtby Humilloull. . . (Paris,
1856). 6. Text in Ignaz von Testa, ReeueiJ der 1nIitis de III Porte
OIIDmIlM... (Paris, 1864-1911), VII, 521-23. 7. Text in DIU
Stlllllrilrebiv, XXX (1877), no. 5702. 8. Articles 8 and 17. Text in DIU
Stlllllrllrtbiv, XXXI (1877), no. 5948. 9. Many examples might be
cited. Edward A. Freeman, TIN Onomlllt PO'WO'ill Europe (London,
1877), is a gem-three hundred pages of magnificently righteous ann-
Turkish tirade. On reform promises see especially pp. 189, 197,225.
10. There is as yet no scholarly history of the Tanzimat period. The
best account of the reforms is snll Edouard Engelhardt, LII Turfu;e a
Ie TIIIIZ;IIIiI1... (Paris, 1882-84), 2 vols. The most satisfactory
general history on the first half of the period is Georg Rosen,
Gesebicbte d" Tarkei VOII dem Sieged" Riform im Jllbre 1826 bir...
1856 (Leipzig, 1866-(7),2 vols. Many Turkish scholars have smdied
aspects of the period, but none has yet produced a full-scale
consecutive history. The most important single volume is a lOoo-
page product by some thirty Turkish
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scholars, Tllnzi/lfllt, YDzlJncil YJJ6ttlimD MUlUUdJdik [The Tanzimat,
on the Occasion of its Hundredth Anniversary], I (Istanbul, 1940).
Volume /I never appeared. 11. Mustafa R



id P

a (1800-58); Mehmed Emin Ali Pa

a (1815-71); Ke

ecizade Mehmed Fuad Pa

a (1815-69); Ahmed $e6k Midhat Pa

a (1822-84). 12. It is interesting to note that Reshid, Ali, and Fuad
were all Freemasons: Ebuzziya Tev6k, Mm,,/Uli fAiizziyfl [Ebuzziya's
Journal] (Haziran, 1911), cited in Mustafa Nihat, Mdinl

MIllIS" TUn EdmJfltl 7izribi [History of Contemporary Turkish
Literature with Texts] (Istanbul, 1934), p. 27 n. I am not sure whether
or not Midhat was a Freemason, but he came from a family with
Bektashi affiliations and heterodox proclivities. See above, p. 69, on
dIe Bektashi. 13. See Ali to Thouvenel, Nov. 28, 1858, in L.
Thouvenel, Troirllnnlu d

'" '1UtsTWn d'Orim, (Paris, 1897), p. 316. 14. Ali to Musurus, Nov.
30, 1864, enclosed in Morris to Seward, no. 108, Mar. 29, 1865,
Turkey no. 18, State, U.S. Archives. 15. Text in Andreas D.
Mordnnann, S,ambul und das motJnwe Tiinm,bum (Leipzig, 1877-
78), I, 75-90. Ali recommended also new educational measures, a
reformed civil law code, etc. 16. See for instance his memorandum
of Aug. 12, 1839, printed in Frank E. Bailey, Bntirb Po/icy IInd,IN
Tunirb Rifonn M/1VmInI'... 1826-18$1 (Cambridge, Mass., 1942), pp.
271-76. 17. Holographic draft of a memorandum on reforms for the
state, in private collection of Salih K

eci, cited in Orhan F. KoprUlu, 'Fuad Pa

a,' Mllm Ansil:/optdir

IV, 679. 18. Ylldlz Palace Archives, Midhat's reply to interrogation of
May 8, 1297 [1880), panly reproduced in Ibnulemin Mahmud



Kemallnal, Ormanl, Drorind

Son SIlIinllZilmlar [The Last Grand Viziers in the Ottoman Period]
(Istanbul, 1940-50), III, 339. 19. The Hatt-i Humayun of 1856 used all
these expressions: ,e/mai {abane. uba/li ra/Ja'lIlti. le/mai lXvkt-i
Aliyye. See the note on this trend in Reuben Levy, IntrotJumon to ,IN
Sotiolog;y of lrlllm (London, c. 1930-33),11,259. 20. The term used
was 1JIl1IlnJIIf, which Bianchi (Kba,b,by HumaToun, p. 4 and n. I)
says was a new form. The basic word, VIlla", had meant 'native
place' or 'home' but was coming to be equated to ptltri

, fatherland, since the permeation of French ideas after 1789. See
the comments on the meaning of vallln in Bernard Lewis, 'The
Impact of the French Revolution on Turkey,' Jou"",/ ofWorlti History, I
(July, 1953), 107-108. 21. Text in George Young, Corpr d

droi, oft_n (Oxford, 1905-1906), /I, 226-29. See above, p. 72, on the
abuses of the capimlations at which the law was aimed. 22.
'Considerations sur I'execution du Firman Imperial du 18 fevrier
1856,' in Gregoire Aristarchi Bey, LlgUIIl,i""
oltOmIlne(Constantinople, 1873-88),11,26. 23. Morris-Seward, no.
33, Nov. 6,1862, Turkey no. 17, State, U.S. Archives. 24. 'Zapiski
Grapha N. P. Ignaryeva (1864-1874),' lzvmiia Mininmroo
/nonrannyl:b Dyd, 1915,1, 170-12. 25. Enver Ziya Karal, O$1l//lnll
Tllribi V: NiZilm-i C

di, lie Tllnzimll' Droirlm [Ottoman History V: Periods of Nizam-i Cedit
and Tanzimat] (Ankara, 1947), p. 191. Englehardt, LII Tur'lui

, I, 142, attributes a similar remark to the archbishop of Nicomedia at
the proclamation of the Hatt-i Humayun of 1856. It should also be
pointed out that the Greek hierarchy opposed a democratiza- tion of
its own milia srrucmre whereby lay participation in mi/la
administration would increase. 26. The missionary reports are in the
archives of the American Board of Commissioners for I"oreign
Missions (ABCFM), Armenian Mission, VIII, nos. 79, 88, 92, 93, all
Schau flier to Anderson, of Mar. II, Nov. 16, Dec. 12 and 27, 1859.
On the Bektashi order see John Kingsley Birge, TIN Ikl:tarbi Order of



Dn-visINr (London, 1937). It would serve no purpose to cite here a
bibliograph)' on Islam. There is a considerable and scattered
literature on syncretism. Frederick W. Hasluck, Cbrir,ianity IInd Irkmr
under ,IN Sukllnr (Oxford, 1929), 2 vols., is full of information. 27.
Arim Tllrihi (Istanbul, n.d.), I, 376, quoted in Bernard Lewis, 'The
Impact of the French Revolution on Turkey,' Jour. WorIti His,., I, 118,
n. 35. 28. Edouard Driault, L 'EDP,utl'EuTOJN. III mr

d

1839-1841 (Cairo, 1930-), I, letter 79, Sept. 20, 1839, and II, letter 7,
Nov. 19, 1839. These Turks did not realize how much of a reformer
Muhammad Ali was in EgypL 29. Prominent among them the New
Ottomans, On whom see above, pp. 75-77. 30. Clarendon to
Stratford, Jan. 4, 1856, Private Stratford MSS, FO 352/44. Public
Record
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Office (PRO), quoted in Harold Temperley, 'The Last Phase of
Stratford de Redcliffe, 1855-58,' E"glish HiSlOritai Rroit'W, XLVII
(1932), 218. 31. L. Raschdau, ed 'Diplomatenleben am Bosporus,
Aus dem literarischen Nachlass . " Dr. Busch,' lXutrtk RUlldsthou,
CXXXVIII (1909), 384. 32. Elliot to Stanley, no. 68 conf, Dec. 17,
1867, FO 78/1965, PRO. 33. See, for example, the comments of Sir
Edmund Hornby, judge of a British consular coun in this period, in his
Autobiography (London, 1928), p. 93. (Marco Antonio) Canini, Ville
ans d



ri/ (Paris, 1868), pp. 111-42, gives a good picture of the riffraff in the
capital. 34. Prokesch to Buol, Jan. 10, 1856, Politisches Archiv
XII/56, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv. 35. Henry HarrisJessup, Fifty-
Thrtt YMrs ill Syria (New York, 1910),1,49; 11,465. 36. Bulwer to
Russell, no. 177, Sept. 27, 1859, enclosing Bulwer to C. Alison of
same date, FO 78/1435, PRO. 37. Hornby, pp. 124-25. 38. See the
Story from Abdurrahman

eref in Karal, Osmanl, Tanhi V, p. 190; also Gad Franco,
DftxloppnnmlS eonstituti""IIrls m Turqui

(Paris, 1925), p. 12. 39. Dr. K., Erillllmlllgm aus tJm /.eiJm des
Serdar f.1rnn Omer Pas,ba... (Sarajevo, 1885), pp. 47, 252. Orner
served on this commission. For a sample of Turkish complaints on
Christian exemption see Felix Kanitz, Do'lIIu-Bulgarim ulll1 der
Balltat, (Leipzig, 1875-79), III, 151. 40. Henry J. Van Lennep, Travels
ill Linle-K_ Parts of Asis Minor (London, 1870), 1, 118-19. Some of
the ulema were bigoted and narrowly educated, but not all. Jevdet
[Cevdet] is an outstanding example of one of the ukma of this period
who was a staunch Muslim but no bigot. 41. Goodell to Anderson,
Nov. 6, 1860, ABCFM, Vol. 284, no. 382. Much of the reponed
persecution was hy other Christians, not Muslims. 42. The statement
of a government commission investigating one of the rare cases of
cOnl'ersion from Islam to Christianity: Hamlin to Anderson, Sept. 5,
1857, ABCFM, Armenian Mission, V, no. 276. 43. Documentary
account of this in Oas Staalsarchi'/}, XXX (1877), nos. 5733-58. 44.
Farnsworth to Board Secretaries, Sept. 21, 1865, ABCFM, Vol. 284,
no. 33\. Raya or ITaya was the CUStomary tetm for the tributary non-
Muslim peoples of the empire, and originally meant 'cattle' or 'flocks.'
Presumably the lIatt-i Ilumayun banned this term also. 45. The
conspiracy is analyzed on the basis of documentary evidence,
chiefly the interrogation reports, in Ulug Igdemir, Kuk/i Vakas,
lIal:llllll1a bir Artlfl,rma [An Investigation of the Kuleli Affair] (Ankara,
1937). The mrdrese is a school for instrUction in Muslim law and
theology. 46. The whole reform program was of course often
condemned as contrary to religious law by men whose interest was
not at all in the $eriat but only in their vested interests in sources of



power and income. Such were numerous officials, tax-farmers,
moneylenders, etc. 47. Ali Suavi, A propos dd'Herzigoville (Paris,
1875), p. 16. 48. Letrer of Feb. 5, 1867, in Le Non/(Brussels), Feb. 7,
1867. 49. S.A. Ie Prince Mustapha-Fazyl Pacha, Lmrr admsle it S.M.
Ie SuiliJII (n.p., n.d.) [presumably March, 1867], pp. I-II. 50. In
Hurriya, no. 4 (July 20, 1868), reproduced in Ihsan Sungu, 'Tanzi mat
ve Yeni Osmanhlar' [The Tanzimat and the New Ottomans], in
Tanzimat, I, 795-96. Sungu's chapter, pp. 777-857 in this volume, is
almost entirely a collection of newspaper articles by Namik Kemal
and Ziya on questions of the day. 5\. See, for example, the
'Manifesto of the Muslim Patriots,' of Mar. 9, 1876, probably written
by Midhat or one of his entourage: LeSliJmboul,June 2,1876. 52. In
their newspaper Mubbir, date of issue not given; translation in FO
195/893, no. 120, Mar. 25, 1868, PRO. In his poem, the 'Zafer-
name,' Ziya uses heavy irony to attack Ali on the same issues of
Crete and Belgrade. He funher proclaims acidly that Ali has brought
the equality of rights to perfection not only by such concessions but
by appointing Greeks and Armenians to high office. English
translation and Turkish text of about half the poem are in Elias J. W.
Gibb, A //islOry 0fOnomall P«try(London, 1900--1909), V, 96-111,
and VI, 37

78. 53. In Hurriya, no. 15 (Oct. 5,1868), reproduced in Sungu, p.
797. 54. There were of course many obstacles to the realization of a
doctrine of equality other than those discussed here as 'attitudes.'
One of the most important, especially as it affected the relations of
Christian and Muslim in the Balkans, was the sysrem of land tenure,
with resulting
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social and economic inequalities and groups which had a vested
interest in maintaining them. A good analysis of this simation in a
pan of the Balkans in the period up to 1850 is Halillnalcik, Ttlnzi/llllt
TIe Btdfpr Mmksi [The Tanzimat and the Bulgar Question] (Ankara,
1943). AJtkJ Nolr. Note 10 says that there is no scholarly history of
the Tanzimat period. Since that was written, a book of mine
attempted to fill the gap: Rqorm ;" tbt Ol1ollfflll Empi", 18$6-1876
(Princeton, 1963), though it is not full on the early Tanzimat years
beginning in 1839. Several of the contributions to Benjamin Braude
and Bernard Lewis, eds., CbrisMIIS tIIIIi Jew ill tk 01tm/l(JII Empirr:
Tk FUllaio/I;"g of tI PIUI'III Soekty, 2 vols. (New York, 1982), bear on
the subject of this essay in one way or another. Two books help to
illuminate the more general intellectual climate of the period: $erif
Mardin, Tk Genesis of Youllg 01tm/l(JII Thougbt: A Stutly ill tbt
MoJmliZllliOll of Turltisb PoIi,;ctlllJMr (Princeton, 1962), and Niyazi
Berkes, Tk DrotIoptnmt of Sttul4ristt1 ill TurUy (Montreal, 1964). Two
others look more specifically at Ottomanism: I. L Fadeeva, OjJiuWllie
Dobrilli v IJtoIogii i PoIitl,e OSllfflIlSh!i Imperii: OSllffllli.rm-
P,,"islamism. XIX-NadmIo XX v. (Moscow, 1985), and R. A.
Safrastian, Dol:tritra OSllfflllisma v Politichesl/o; Zbizni OS1//ll/lrh!i
Imperii (Erevan, 1985).
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This paper was prtrented to a conference on the beginningr of
modernization in the Middle wt, held at the Univerriry ofChicaf/1 in



1966. It 'I/)Qf intended as a brief jirrt statement of certain ideas which
I hoped to formulate more fully and to justify in a longer 'IJJOrI:. I did
II(Jt tbere{o" think it ne&eisary at the time to provide full referencer
for what I 'lDlTJte, and now it is too late. I have given referencer only
to a f

    'WOrits which a" explicitly or implicitly mention£tl. and to one or
two mo" "cent ones in the light of which rome of my statementr might
need to be revised. I ac/mfYIDledge with thanks a number of useful
criticisms and ruggertions made by Profirrorr J Berque, P. M. Holt
and Stanford J Shaw and Dr. E. R. J Owen.

 

It is a commonplace that we cut up history into periods at our peril:
the artificial frontiers made for convenience may seem to be real,
and a new generation of historians will have to spend time removing
them. Nevertheless, to think we must distinguish, and the best we
can do is to try to make divisions which reveal something important
about the process we are studying. The old division of history in
terms of states and dynasties was not without its value; the
imposition for example of Ottoman rule on the western part of the
Muslim world was an event of great importance, however we look at
it. But it is too simple and therefore misleading to go beyond that and
make a further distinction simply in terms of the strength or
weakness of Ottoman rule; the traditional division of a period of
Ottoman greamess followed by one of Ottoman decline does not
help us much to find out what really happened. Perhaps it would be
more satisfactory to begin by making a distinction in terms of the
kind of sources which we as historians must use; this might have a
significance beyond itself, both because the sources we use help to
determine the emphasis we place within the complex whole of the
historical process, and because the appearance of a new and
important type of source, or the disappearance of an old one, may
reveal a change in the social order or intellecruallife.
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From this point of view we may make a very rough division of
Ottoman history into four phases. In the first, we must rely mainly on
Islamic literary sources (using the term 'literary' in its widest sense)
and archaeological evidence. In the second, we must add to these
the Ottoman archives; they form a unique source for the study of
how a great Islamic government worked, but one which must be
used in combination with the literary sources if we wish to study also
how Ottoman society changed. In the third- stretching roughly, we
may say, from 1760 to 1860-the relative value of types of source
changes once more. The control of the central government over
Ottoman society weakens or is exercised in a more indirect way; the
archives in Istanbul keep their value as showing what the Ottoman
government thought or intended, but that may have been very
different from what actually happened. In some provincial centres
important archives exist-Cairo and Tunis are obvious examples; but
in others those kinds of document which Professor Shaw has used
to good effect l may not have survived. In most great cities we can
probably find documents kept in the qadi's court, but once the
reforms began the qadi lost his central position in the provincial
administration, and the documents we most want to see may not
have been registered in his court. Once new courts were established
to administer new legal codes, however, their records were
systematically kept and can be used to throw light on the effects of
the reforms upon Ottoman society. In this third period the European
sources come to have the importance which an earlier generation of
historians thought they had for the second. We refer not so much to
the travellers; their books are usually to be treated with suspicion
unless like Russell they spent a long period in the place they are
describing, and in the nineteenth century they are perhaps even less
reliable than for earlier times, because the coming of the steamship



made it possible to travel rapidly and superficially, the power and
wealth of Europe cut the traveller off from the people among whom
he moved semi-regally, and romanticism cast the shadow of the
observer's own temperament across what he was supposed to be
observing. We refer rather to the reports of European diplomats and
consuls, and also of Europeans in the Ottoman or Egyptian service.
In this period they contain evidence of more direct importance than
before for both political and economic history (although rarely for the
history of thought). Even a serious and well-informed ambassador, in
the seventeenth century, found it difficult to know what was really
going on in the saray. But by the early nineteenth the ambassadors
and consuls of the major powers were not just repeating information
picked up haphazardly and from a distance. The growing weight of
European interests in the Middle East made it necessary for the
governments of Europe to be fully and precisely informed, while the
desire of the Ottoman government (and the dependent governments
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in Egypt and Tunisia) to maintain their independence and reform
their methods obliged them and their local governors to take the
representatives of the European states at least partly into their
confidence. The process of change which took place in this period
was one which, by and large, the population of the empire and its
dependent states-even the educated part of it-did not understand. It
was change imposed from above, not yet accepted by most
elements in the population, affecting the system of law and
administration but not as yet the organization of society. For this
reason the indigenous 'literary' sources change in nature and value.
The Muslim tradition of chronicles, biographies and descriptions



continues for a time: apart from al-Jabarti, we may point in a later
generation to Ibn Abi Diya)f in Tunis, aI-Bitar in Damascus,
Sulayman Fa'iq in Baghdad, 'Ali Mubarak in Cairo, and the official
historiographers in Istanbul. But those who write within the religious
tradition now have a different relationship with authority. The faith in
the continued existence of a strong, autonomous and God-preserved
Islamic umma has been shaken, and the impulse to record the
names and virtues of those who have preserved and transmitted the
heritage of Islam through history grows weaker; the men of the old
culture, looking on their rulers as alien in ways of thought, no longer
find it possible or desirable to record their acts. On the other hand, a
new school of Christian writers arises in Syria and Lebanon, the
product of a new education which has taught them both better Arabic
and the languages and ways of thought of Europe. But they too are
far from the sources of power, and (except in regard to the princely
government in Lebanon itself) possess neither the knowledge nor
the self-identification with power which is neces- sary for the political
historian. In the fourth period, which begins roughly in 1860, the
importance of this last factor changes and the historian can use a
new combination of sources. The importance of the diplomatic and
consular records continues; that of the Ottoman and Egyptian
documents increases, as the governments impose a more direct and
pervasive control over society, and thus require and are able to
obtain fuller and more accurate information. But what distinguishes
this fourth from the third period is that the changes which had been
imposed from above are now increasingly understood and accepted.
There is a new self- awareness and, linked to it, a new and more
active interest in the political process, a new concern to take part in
the movement of change and determine its direction. We are
entering the modern age of the continuously and consciously self-
changing society, and once more the indigenous literary sources
become important: not so much works of history (although modern
history-writing begins with Muhammad Bayram and Cevdet Pasha)
as the play, the novel and most of all the press-article aiming to
inform, advise, criticize or arouse feeling, written not by the 'alim
responsible to an existing
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order regarded as of eternal value, but by the politician concerned
with power or the intellectual acknowledging no sovereign except his
own vision of what should or what must be.

 

II

 

We are here concerned with 'the beginnings of modernization'; that
is to say, with the third of our four periods. What kinds of source are
important for this period we have already said, and in regard to each
of them we can ask a further question: what can we expect it to tell
us? Each of them can of course be used for one purpose at least, to
throw light on the opinions or assumptions of those who wrote it; but
can it be used beyond that, and for what? There is no need to
answer this question in detail here. Some of the main lines of an
answer are clear. The archives of governments, in a region and age
where outside the large cities custom was still king, tell us what
rulers or officials wanted to happen but not always what really
happened. To take an obvious example, that of .land-tenure: as
Professor Lambton has shown, Z the relationship which existed
between landlord and peasant was never in exact conformity with
the theory of ownership laid down by law, whether shari'a or modern
statute. Again, diplomatic and consular reports must be treated with
caution because those who wrote them were themselves actors in
the political process, and wrote their reportS not simply as a



historical record of events but, often, to justify themselves to their
government or persuade it to adopt a certain line of action;
moreover, ambassadors and consuls tended to be drawn into the
struggles of parries in central or local government, and so reflect
(sometimes more than they knew) the views of the party which
looked to them for help and to which therefore they had access. One
limitation is common to most of our sources, and it is this which
concerns us here. The voice of an important part of the population is
scarcely heard in them, or heard only in a muted, indirect and even
distorted form: that of the Muslim town-dwellers and their traditional
and 'natural' leaders, the urban notables. For example, from all our
vast documentation about the events of 1860 in Syria and Lebanon,
we can discover with some precision and from within the attitudes
and reaction of Maronites, Druzes, Turks, and European
governments, but we have scarcely an authentic record of the
attitude of the Muslim population and its leaders, except for a short
work by al-Hasibi and some passages in al-Bitar's collection of
biographies. Again, from our still vaster material about Muhammad
'AIi, we can trace in detail the development of each aspect of his
policy, and the growth of a new ruling caste, but we cannot easily
discover how the Muslim urban population and its leaders reacted to
it. Some reaction there must have been, and we come on traces of it
in the later pages of al-Jabarti or when 'Umar Makram is sent into
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exile. But it is not easy to build anything from these hints, and our
usual picture of Egypt in the nineteenth century is an odd one: at one
end, a gradual increase in the political activity of the urban
population, going on throughout the eighteenth century and reaching



its height in the period between the first revolt against French rule
and the movement which carried Muhammad cAli to power; much
later, in the 1870s, a sudden upsurge; and in between virtually
nothing, a political vacuum. This is an important gap in our
knowledge, for the urban politics of the Ottoman provinces (at least
of the Muslim provinces) cannot be understood unless we see them
in terms of a 'politics of notables' or, to use Max Weber's phrase, a
'patriciate'. There are many examples in history of 'patrician' politics.
They differ from one place and time to another, but perhaps have
certain things in common. This type of politics seems to arise when
certain conditions exist: first, when society is ordered according to
relations of personal dependence-the artisan in the city producing
mainly for patrician patrons, and the peasant in the countryside,
whether nominally free or not, also producing mainly for a landowner,
either because he cannot otherwise finance himself or because the
landowner holds the key to the urban market; secondly, when society
is dominated by urban notables, by great families which (like those of
medieval Italy but unlike medieval England and France) reside
mainly in the city, draw their main strength from there, and because
of their position in the city are able to dominate also a rural
hinterland; and, thirdly, when these notables have some freedom of
political action. This freedom may be of either of two kinds. The city
may be self- governing, and the notables its rulers, a 'patriciate' in
Max Weber's full sense; or else the city may be subject to a
monarchical power, but one on which the urban population wishes
and is able to impose limits or exercise influence. It is this second
kind of situation which we find in Muslim history. Very rare
exceptions apart, what exists is not the republic ruled by patricians,
but monarchy, rooted in one or more cities and ruling their hinterland
in cooperation with, and in the interests of, their dominant classes. In
such circumstances we find certain typical modes of political action.
The political infiuence of the notables rests on twO factors: on the
one hand, they must possess 'access' to authority, and so be able to
advise, to warn, and in general to speak for society or SOme part of
it at the ruler's court; on the other, they must have some social power
of their own, whatever its form and origin, which is not dependent on
the ruler and gives them a position of accepted and 'natural'



leadership. Around the central core of this independent power they
can, if they are skilful, create a coalition of forces both urban and
rural. But this process does not necessarily end in one notable or
one party of notables drawing all the forces of society into its
coalition. In such political systems there is a tendency towards the
formation of two or more coalitions
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roughly balancing one another, and for this several reasons may be
given: leadership of this kind is not an institution, and there will
always be those who challenge it; since the leader has to combine
so many interests, and to balance them against the interests of the
ruler, he is bound to disappoint some groups, who therefore tend to
leave his coalition for another; and it is in the interest of the ruler to
create and maintain rivalries among his powerful subjects, as
otherwise he may find the whole of society drawn up against him.
The twO aspects of the notable's power are of course closely
connected with each other. It is because he has access to authority
that he can act as leader, and it is because he has a separate power
of his own in society that authority needs him and must give him
access. But for this reason, his modes of action must in normal
circumstances be cautious and even ambiguous. At moments of
crisis direct action may be possible and even be needed. The
notables lead a revolution against the ruler, or themselves become
rulers during an interregnum; when one dynasty is displaced by
another, it is the notables who act as caretakers and surrender the
city to its new master. But at other times they must act with care so
as not to lose touch with either pole of their power. They must not
appear to the city to be simply the instruments of authority; but also



they must not appear to be the enemies of authority, and so risk
being deprived of their access, or, through the full exercise of the
ruler's power, of the very basis of their position in society. Thus in
general their actions must be circumspect: the use of infiuence in
private; the cautious expression of discontent, by absenting
themselves from the ruler's presence; the discreet encouragement of
opposition-but not up to the point where it may call down the fatal
blow of the ruler's anger.

 

III

 

Ottoman Istanbul was above all a centre of government,
comparable, as a Muslim city, not so much to those great organic
growths which held the deposit of many ages of Islamic history, but
rather to the imperial foundations by which new dynasties marked
their greatness. The greatest strength of the government was
naturally concentrated in its capital, and there was almost no local
countervailing power independent of it. Istanbul had not existed as a
Muslim city before the conquest, and the conquerors found there no
ancient Islamic society with its inner structure already full grown and
having its 'natural' leaders in ancient families with an inherited social
prestige. Trade was largely in the hands of foreigners or members of
religious minorities, who as such were not able to exercise
leadership or obtain power (except for such derived influence as the
Phanariot Greeks had for a time); and the obvious need to keep the
capital supplied with food made it necessary for the government to
prevent that growth of urban domination over the rural
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hinterland which in other places made it possible for city notables to
control the economic exchanges between countryside and town.
Moreover, the class which, in other cities, provided the spokesmen
for popular grievances and demands-the <ulama-was here very
much of an official class, owing its influence to the holding of high
religious office in the government, and therefore nearer to the ruler
than to the subject; in course of time too it tended to be dominated
by privileged families passing on wealth and the tradition of state
service from one generation to another. It is true that, at least in the
later Ottoman period, the Janissary organization gave the members
of the regiments a means of expressing their discontent. But while
they could disturb the government they could not themselves control
it, and they were themselves indeed the instruments of political
forces inside the government. The politics of Istanbul were not the
'politics of notables' as we have defined them but something
different, court or bureaucratic politics. The political 'leaders', those
who formed and led combinations and struggled for power, were
themselves servants of the ruler and derived the core of their power
from that, not from their independent position in society. But, as
Professor Itzkowitz has shown,J the path to power and leadership
within the government changed from one Ottoman age to another: in
the sixteenth century, it had led through the schools and service of
the palace, but by the eighteenth it was more common for civil
servants to rise to the top. In the provincial centres, however,
Ottoman power took a different form. Here the distinction of <askar
and ra<aya could have many undertones, ethnic, religious and other.
Ottoman governors and officials came from far off, spoke often a
different language, did not usually stay long enough to strike roots;
the standing forces they could rely on were normally not sufficient to
allow them to impose their authority unaided. To rule at aU they had
to rely on local intermediaries, and these they found already existing.
At least in Asia and Africa, the lands the Ottomans conquered were
lands of ancient Islamic culture, with a long tradition of urban life and



separate political existence; both by necessity and because of a
certain view of government, the Ottomans when they came tried not
to crush and absorb but to preserve or even revive good local
customs. In such conditions, when authority can only maintain itself
with local help, a 'politics of notables' can grow up. But who were the
'notables'? The concept of a 'notable', as we shall use it, is a political
and not a sociological one. We mean by it those who can playa
certain political role as intermediaries between government and
people, and-within certain limits-as leaders of the urban population.
But in different circumstances it is different groups which can play
this role, groups with different kinds of social power. In the Arab
provinces there were three such groups. First there were the
traditional spokesmen of the Islamic
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city, the 'ulama, whose power was derived from their religious
position. They were necessary to the Ottoman government because
they alone could confer legitimacy on its acts. But while in Istanbul
they were an official group, in the provinces they were local groups:
apan from the qadi, the others-muftir, naqibs, na'ibs-were drawn
from local families. Their positions alone would have given them
infiuence, but they derived it also from other sources: from the
inherited reputation of cenain religious families, going back many
centuries perhaps to some saint whose tomb lay at the hean of the
city; from the fact that, in spite of this, the corps of 'ulama lay open to
all Muslims; from the connection of the local 'ulama with the whole
religious order and thus with the palace and the imperial divatl; and
from their wealth, built up through the custody of waqfi or the
traditional connection with the commercial bourgeoisie, and relatively



safe from the danger of confiscation because of their religious
position. Secondly, there were the leaders of the local garrisons.
They too were necessary to the government because they had
immediate control of armed force, but they also had a cenain
independence of action. They could rely to some extent on the esprit
de corps which an armed and disciplined body of men develops; and
the leaders of the )anissaries in particular controlled the local
citadels under direct orders from Istanbul and were not responsible
to the local governor. In some places also the Janissaries in course
of time took roots in the city: they enlisted local auxiliary trOOps;
membership of a regiment became heredity; panicular regiments
indeed became closely identified with particular quaners of the city.
Thus they served not only as military bodies but as organizations for
defence or political action. Thirdly, there were those whom we might
call 'secular notables' (a)'lln. agas, amirs): that is to say, individuals
or families whose power might be rooted in some political or military
tradition, the memory of some ancestor or predecessor; or in the
'asabiyya of a family or of some other group which could serve as its
equivalent; or in the control of agricultural production through
possession of malikanes or supervision of waqfi. (This last factor
was of particular importance, not so much because it gave them
wealth as because it enabled them to control the grain-supply of the
city, and thus indirectly to affect public order and put pressure on the
government) From whichever of these three groups the local
leadership arises, we find it acting politically in much the same way.
On the one hand, its leaders or their representatives are members of
the governor's tlivan, and thus have formal access to him. On the
other, around the core of their own independent power they build up
a coalition, combining other notable families, 'uJama, leaders of
armed forces, and also the organizations which embody the active
force of the population at large: some of the groups of craftsmen (in
particular that of the butchers), the )anissaries in places where they
have become a popular group,
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shaykhs of the more turbulent quarters, and those unofficial
mobilizers of opinion and organizers of popular action who, under
one name or another, go back into the distant past of the Islamic city.
The combination may even spread beyond the city and its immediate
hinterland and include Beduin chieftains or lords of the mountains.
But it is a precarious combination: forces attracted into the orbit of
one notable can be drawn away into that of another, or can
themselves become independent agents, or can be won back to
direct dependence on the government. This much was true of all the
provincial centres, but there were great differences between the
provinces in regard to which group of the three took the lead, and
how far it could go vis a vis the Ottoman government along a
spectrUm stretching as far as complete and permanent seizure of
power. At one extreme, in the North African provinces, distance from
Istanbul and the loss by the Ottoman navy of control of the central
Mediterranean made it possible for certain local forces to take over
the government, to rule in the name of the sultan and with his
investiture, and to hand on their rule to their chosen successors. In
Cairo, however, the balance was more even. True, the local Ottoman
power was comparatively weak once the first phase was over, and
was unable to maintain a large enough standing army to impose its
authority. Neverthe- less, Egypt was too important from many points
of view for the Ottomans to let it go. Ottoman sea power still counted
for something in the eastern Mediterranean, and so did the prestige
of the sultan as defender of Sunni Islam and protector of the Holy
Places; it was still possible for the Ottoman government to assert its
authority, either by a direct act of force or by balancing local groups
against each other. But the Ottoman administration in Egypt never
rested, as it did in Anatolia and the Balkans, on a social basis of
Turkish military landholders. It was thus possible for local leaders to
rise, and hope to strengthen and consolidate their position by seizing



hold of the land and the land tax. The nature and development of this
local leadership has been made clearer by the recent writings of
Professors Ayalon, Holt and Shaw. 4 It did not come either from the
religious class or from the leaders of the military corps. It is true, the
religious leaders (not so much the teachers of the Azhar as the
heads of families which possessed a hereditary leadership of
important turuq) had certain weapons in their hands: a connection
with the Muslim merchants who engaged in the Nile and Red Sea
trade, control of waqfs, a close link with the population of the small
towns and the countryside, and of course the prestige of religious
ancestry and learning. But the long experience of military rule, and
the whole tradition of the Sunni culama, had taught them to play a
discreet and secondary role, and taught the people to look
elsewhere for political leadership. The leaders of the 'seven
regiments' also had certain obvious advantages; but it may be that,
once the military
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corps began to be drawn into Egyptian society and military discipline
to relax, the solidarity of the regiments was not enough to provide
that 'asabiyya which was necessary for one who wished to seize and
hold power. In the absence of local families with a tradition of
leadership, the only groups which could provide the needed
rasabiyya were the 'Mamluk' households: these were not military
corps but elites created by men possessing political or military
power, composed of freedmen trained in the service of the current
heads of the household, and held together by a solidarity which
would last a lifetime. The training and tradition of the household
produced individuals who knew how to gather around them religious



leaders, the commanders of the regiments, popular guilds, and
behind them one or other of the loose rural alliances Nisi Haram and
Nisi Sarti, and then, with this combination, to secure real power-to
obtain for themselves and their followers from the governor the rank
of bey and therefore access to the great offices to which beys were
appointed, and to seize control of the tax farms. But the combination
was fragile: one household might be destroyed by others, as the
Q!tsimiyya were destroyed by an alliance of the Faqariyya and
Qazdughliyya; but in its turn the new dominant party might split, as
did the Faqariyya and Qazdughliyya, or might have to face new
rivals; and the Ottoman governors, as well perhaps as other local
forces, could use their rivalries to weaken them all. In the Arab
provinces to the east of Egypt also there existed 'notables', but in
different forms. In two provincial centres, Sayda (later Acre) and
Baghdad, we find the same phenomenon of the Mamluk household
as in Egypt. In both of them, however, we find a single Mamluk
household, which has a tendency to split but still keeps its solidarity.
In each of them, the household has been formed by a strong
governor, and after his death secures the governorship for itself and
keeps it until the 1830s. Why was it that the Ottoman government
accepted this formal monopoly of power by a household? Various
reasons may be suggested. First, both Baghdad and Acre were
'frontier' posts. Baghdad lay on the disturbed frontier with Persia, and
with a potentially disloyal Shi'i population all around, and Acre lay
near the frontier of almost independent Egypt and open to the
Mediterranean, and also at the foot of the hill country of northern
Palestine and southern Lebanon, whose inhabitants had in the past
shown more than velleities of independence and a willingness to ally
themselves with outside forces; in the 1770s a combination of semi-
autonomous mountain rulers, Egyptian forces coming up the coastal
road through Palestine, and Greco-Russian sea forces in the eastern
Mediterranean had gravely threatened the Ottoman hold over
southern Syria. In both places (as in some other provinces of the
empire) it was therefore in the interest of the Porte to acquiesce in
the rule of a group which could maintain efficient armed forces,
collect taxes, and keep its province loyal to the sultan in the last
resort.
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In both of them, again, the rural hinterland had been gradually eaten
away: in Acre-Sayda by the lords of the Palestinian and Lebanese
hills, in Baghdad by such tribal leaders as the shaykhs of the
Muntafik, who controlled the greater part of the land and therefore
the collection of the land taX, as well as many custOms posts. There
did not therefore exist the same spur to the ambitions and rivalries of
urban forces as was provided by the iltizams of Egypt. Moreover,
those urban forces were weaker than in Cairo, and therefore there
was less scope for the creation of powerful combinations. Sayda and
Acre were small towns, without great religious families; their
hinterland was largely in the possession of Christian, Druzes and
Shi<is, and did not contain large waqft. In Baghdad there were great
families of Sunni <ulama, but their social power must have been
limited by the hold of Shi<i divines and tribal chiefs over the
countryside. In both of them, commerce was controlled largely by
foreigners or members of minorities, Jews and Armenians in
Baghdad, Orthodox or Uniate Christians in Sayda and Acre. Mosul
again showed a different picture. It was like Acre and Baghdad in
that a local group was able to impose itself on the Ottoman
government and insist on a governor drawn from the city itself, but
unlike them in that the governor came not from a Mamluk household
but from a family, that ofJalili, and one which as so often in Islamic
history came from outside (it was probably of Christian origin) and so
was able to serve as the focal point for many different groups.
Perhaps here too we can find an explanation for these facts in
certain characteristics of the city. Mosul had a small hinterland. The
range of infiuence of the urban economy scarcely stretched beyond
the plains and river valley immediately around it; beyond that lay



Beduin territory and the principalities of the Kurdish mountains.
Within this small enclave, almost a city-state, urban politics could
work themselves out without much interfer- ence. The city itself was
a centre of orthodox Muslim education, and around its mosques and
schools had grown up some families with a religious tradition and
prestige, like the <Umaris, the guardians of the religious orthodoxy of
northern Iraq. It was also an important centre of trade, lying on the
main route from Istanbul and Asia Minor to Baghdad and the Gulf,
and being a collecting and distributing centre for parts of Anatolia
and Persia; and its trade was largely in Muslim hands. Here once
more we find the combination of a religious group with a commercial
bourgeoisie. Moreover, it was not a military centre of the same
importance as Baghdad. The main armed forces were local ones
raised by the Jalili governors, and the Janissaries had become
mainly a political organization of the city quarters and under the
control of local leaders. There was therefore no military body which
could counterbal- ance the ascendancy of the local notables. There
remain to be considered the cities of Syria and the Hijaz: Damascus,
Aleppo, the Holy Cities and their dependencies. Here we find the
'politics of
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notables' in their purest form. On the one hand, Ottoman authority
remained real; it had to be a reality, because its legitimacy, in the
eyes of the Muslim world, was bound up with its control of the Holy
Cities and the pilgrim routes, and also because it was control of the
Fertile Crescent which determined that Istanbul, not Cairo or Isfahan,
should dominate the heart of the Muslim world. Although this
authority might appear to be ceded to a local group, as with the



'Azms in Damascus throughout most of the eighteenth century, it
could be taken back either by the time-honoured method of setting
one governor against another, or by direct military methods: the
imperial road to Syria and the Hijaz lay open. On the other hand, the
power of the notables was particularly great in these cities; and here
the 'notables' were not a Mamluk group but an ancient bourgeoisie
with its leaders, the sharift in the Hijaz, the great families in
Damascus, Aleppo and the smaller Syrian towns, some of them with
a religious and learned tradition (and in Aleppo and its province
claiming the tide and privileges of sharift). This class was strong
enough to absorb into itself families of military origin around whom
rival loyalties and Mamluk households might have grown up, to
restrain the power of the local governor or at least ensure that it was
exercised in its own interest, and at times even to revolt successfully
against the governor and itself rule the city for short periods (in
Aleppo several times, in Damascus in 1830). In both Aleppo and
Damascus, this class was represented in the governor's divan and
so had access to the governor. In Aleppo the members of the divan
included the muhassil, a local notable who had the farm of the most
important taxes; the serdar of the Janissaries who, as we shall see,
was open to influence by the notables; the mufti, the naqib, and the
principal 'uJama; and the a'yan in the restricted technical sense of
those notables who were hereditary members of the divan. In
Damascus the composition of the divan was similar. But the notables
not only had access to the governor, they also were in a position to
make it impossible for him to rule without them. They controlled the
sources of power in the city, not only the wealthy and established
classes but the populace. This control was exercised through the
religious institutions, the popular quarters, and above all the
Janissaries. In both cities there was a formal distinction between
kapikul, imperial Janissaries, and yerliye, local auxiliaries or their
descendants. In Aleppo however this distinction had lost its meaning
and both alike were local groups open therefore to local influ- ences,
while in Damascus the kapikul were imperial troops sent from
Istanbul, but the fact that they were not under the control of the local
governor, only under the distant control of their aga in Istanbul,
meant that they tOO were exposed to local pressures. In both cities



they had close connections with certain trades (once more here we
come upon the ubiquitous butcher) and with certain popular quarters
where immigrants from the countryside and
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caravan trade gathered: in Aleppo the Banqusa and Bab Nayrab
quarters, in Damascus the Maydan, which a French consul called 'Ie
faubourg revolutionnaire' of the city. They and through them the
notables could make and unmake public order; they could also
control the urban tax system, since taxes were collected through the
shaykhs of quarters and crafts. The notables derived their wealth
from two sources, trade and the land. Historians have relied so much
on consular reports that they have tended to exaggerate the
importance of the trade with Europe, with which of course the
consuls were mainly concerned. But the wealth of Damascus and
Aleppo came very largely by other routes, the pilgrimage route and
those across the desert to Baghdad, Persia and the Gulf, and at this
time the first of these was wholly and the second partly in Muslim
hands. The wealthy Muslim trader appears less in the consular
records than the Armenian or Uniate or Jew, but was perhaps more
important in this period. As for the land, the orchards of Damascus
and the rich plains around the cities were to a large extent virtUally
owned by the notables, either as malikanes or as waqfi; when they
were not so owned, the notables could hope to obtain the tax farms.
Whatever form their control of the villages took, it gave them control
of the urban wheat supply, and in both cities we can see them using
this in order to create artificial scarcities, and so not only to raise
prices and gain wealth but to dominate the governor by causing
disorders which only they could quell. In Syria as in Egypt indeed it
may be that the struggles of factions were mainly about control of the
food supply and the land tax, both for their own sake and as political
instruments. It was for this that political combinations were formed,
and because of this that they could be formed. But simply because
the prize was so great the combinations were fragile. By the
beginning of the nineteenth century, at least in Aleppo, the notables



as such seem to have been losing their hold over the combinations
they had formed, and power to be passing to their former
instruments the Janissary chiefs. It was these who were now
obtaining control of the villages and making alliances not only with
the forces of the city but with the Beduin and Kurdish chieftains of
the countryside. But their power too was more fragile perhaps than
that of the Mamluks in Egypt, because urban and settled life in Syria
was so much more precarious: the independent power of Kurd and
Beduin chiefs was eating up the countryside.

 

IV

 

It is clear that the reforms of the tanzimat period in the Ottoman
Empire and the similar reforms in Egypt (as also in Tunisia) would, if
carried to their logical conclusion, have destroyed the independent
power of the notables and the mode of political action it made
possible. The aim of the reforms was to
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establish a uniform and centralized administration, linked directly
with each citizen, and working in accordance with its own rational
principles of justice, applied equally to all. But these aims, although
they could be fulfilled to some extent, could not be carried out
completely, and in Istanbul and Cairo alike the effect of the reforms
was deflected and made more complicated by such factors as the



existence of an absolute ruler who was only willing to apply the new
ideas so far as they did not threaten but instead strengthened his
own position; the gradual development of a public consciousness
among certain groups, who were no longer willing to be ruled for
their own good from above but wished to take part in the process;
and the very size and variety of the Ottoman system of government,
which worked differently in different places. In Cairo (and also, it
would seem, in Tunis)S the reforms worked primarily in favour of the
ruler. In fact, the first and main aim of Muhammad <Ali was to
destroy all rivals to his power. The destruction of the Mamluk
notables has been much written about, although perhaps too much
attention has been paid to the famous lunch parry, and too little to an
event of more permanent importance, the abolition of the iltizams.
The control of the Mamluks over the jJtizams had been weakened by
the French occupation, and this made it easier for Muhammad 'Ali to
end the system. This act destroyed both the means by which the
military households had secured power and the goal of their
ambitions. By collecting the taxes directly, Muhammad 'A Ii ensured
that no new class of mullazims should arise; when, towards the end
of his reign, a new class of landowners began to come into
existence, they did not at first possess the same means as the
Mamluks of putting pressure on the government. It is true that they
were soon able to achieve a position of much power in the rural
economy, but landownership by itself did not create political power
once more until Isma'il began to need their help and support in the
1870s. The ascendancy of the Mamluk households in the eighteenth
century had prevented in Cairo the process which had taken place in
Istanbul, the growth of the political power of the civil servants. They
were therefore not an independent force for Muhammad <Ali to
reckon with, and they lost their importance as a new kind of
administration grew up for which new types of skill were needed. The
new administrators were often Copts or other Christians, who as
such had no power of their own, or else men of humble origin trained
in the educational missions or the special schools and owing their
advancement to the ruler's favour. The old religious families tOO,
although clearly their social prestige remained in great part, lost their
political power and freedom of action, which had been at their



greatest in the years after the French occupation. The abolition of
the iltizams (from which they had profited in the confusion caused by
the French defeat of the Mamluks), the weakening of the waqf
system, the development of new legal
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codes and Muhammad 'Ali's neglect of the old system of religious
education, aU these helped to weaken them. At the same time the
old merchant class lost much of its power and prosperity, with the
opening of the Red Sea to steam navigation in the middle of the
nineteenth century (even before the Suez Canal was made), and the
growth of the large-scale trade in cotton with Europe, which was
almost entirely in the hands of Europeans or local Christians or
Jews. The former possessors of power were replaced by
Muhammad 'Ali. Like them he built up his own army and his own
group of high officers and officials to control it. But he succeeded in
doing what his predecessors had failed to do and created around
himself a single unchallenged 'Mamluk' household: soldiers of
fortune or young boys, Turks, Kurds, Circassians and Albanians
(with a few Europeans and Armenians for special purposes);
strangers to Egypt, trained in his service, owing their advancement
to him, with something of the 'asabiyya of a Mamluk household but
with something else as well, a European education, a knowledge of
modern military or administrative sciences, and of the French
language through which it came. (Here tOO we may refer in passing
to a similar development in Tunisia: Khayr aI-Din can be taken as
typical of these last groups of Europeanized Mamluks.) No doubt
there was discontent with the predominance of the ruler and his
household, and this was to find expression much later (first of all in



the events of 1879-82), and later still to become a recurrent theme of
Egyptian national- ism. But in the time of Muhammad 'Ali it could not
express itself because the instruments of political action had also
been destroyed. The tax farms had gone; the associations of
craftsmen remained, as Professor Baer has shown,6 later than had
been thought, and so did the turuq, but the stricter policing of the
streets and bazaars made popular action more difficult. In the
countryside, the sedentarization of the Beduin, and the growth in the
power of the 'umda, the government's agent in the villages,
destroyed other possible means of action.' It seems too that
Muhammad 'Ali set himself deliberately to dispose of those popular
leaders who, in the period of confusion before he came to power,
had served as mobilizers of popular support in favour of the
contenders for power, and, in particular, 'Umar Makram; for, although
modern Egyptian historians tend to look on 'Umar Makram as a
national leader, it would be better to think of him as an intermediary,
someone who as naqib had access to the military chiefs but also had
a popular following. He had indeed used his talents on behalf of
Muhammad 'Ali himself. but in regard to him as to the Albanian
soldiers, Muhammad 'Ali knew that the first act of a prudent despot is
to destroy those with whose help he has seized power. It is these
two factors, the preponderant power of the government and the
absence of instruments of political action, which explain why politics
(except for 'court politics') virtually disappeared in Egypt, during the
period from the
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1820s to the 1870s. In the late 1870s, however, the situation
changed. The power of the ruler weakened as foreign pressure on



Isma'il grew, and new channels of opinion and action sprang up, as
an unofficial press was established, the urban population increased,
rural security broke down, the Azhar revived under the khedive's
patronage, and Egyptians of peasant origin became officers in the
army. Once mOre then we find political activity, and once more it is
the 'politics of notables'. The leaders who arise come, as might be
expected, from the 'Mamluk' household formed by Muhammad 'Ali. It
was beginning to split up, and its leading members had greater
independence of action because by now they had become
landowners, through land grants by the ruler and in other ways. Riaz,
Nubar, Sharif, Barudi are the new politicians, and behind them one
can see in the shadows different groups inside the ruling family. As
politicians they still work in the traditional way, by building up their
own 'households' and systems of clients. 'Urabi and the army officers
were not in the first instance leaders so much as instruments used
by the politicians: we have perhaps paid too much attention to 'Urabi,
toO little to Mahmud Sami al-Barudi and others like him. It was the
shock of the Anglo-French intervention which destroyed the
politicians' delicate game of manoeuvre and the balancing of forces;
the sword, struck from the hand which wielded it, for a moment
seemed to have a power of its own as it flew through the air, before
falling to the ground. 8 After the first shock of the British occupation,
however, the 'politics of notables' began once more. British rule was
indirect; its official purpose was to make possible the end of the
occupation, and for many years it was unsure of itself, it needed
intermediaries, even after Cromer had found a policy and secured
the essential positions of power in the government. Moreover, there
was a certain polarization of authority, between the agency and the
palace. In such circumstances the notables could playa pare, and as
usual an ambiguous one, supporting the British occupation but also
discreetly serving as the focal points of discontent. It was not until
the middle 1890s that their role became less important, as Cromer
began to rule more directly through British advisers and puppet
ministers, while on the other hand the new khedive began to
experiment with a new type of politics, that of the nationalist students
and the urban mass. In Cairo then the effect of the reforms of
Muhammad 'Ali was to destroy the old political leadership and



replace it by an absolute ruler supported by a new military
household; but in Istanbul the process was not so simple, for many
reasons but mainly perhaps because of the existence of old and
deeply rooted institutions. The reforms brought about the destruction
of one such institution, the Janissary regiments. Another was
weakened, but only up to a point. The palace was no longer the only
source of fear and favour: its wealth was more limited, its men fewer
and it could only rule through a skilled and
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specialized bureaucracy, although, on the other hand, the house of
Osman was still the focal point of loyalty, and a whole complex of
political habits still gave the sultan a final ascendancy over his
officials and subjects. But a third institution increased in power: the
higher bureaucracy. Their military rivals had been eliminated. Apart
from that, they were needed more than ever because they were the
only people who could work the new administrative system; and, as
Sharif Mardin's classic book has made dear,9 that system largely
embodied their ideas, or at least the ideas of those who had been
trained as diplomats or translators, about how society should be
ruled. They were a solid enough group to remain in control; they
were held together by certain common values-belief in the empire,
belief in modern European civilization, a certain interpretation of the
strength of Europe in terms of justice, rationality, efficiency; to a great
extent they were a hereditary group, belonging to families with a long
tradition of public service, and when the ancient system by which the
property of dead or disgraced officials was seized by the state came
to an end, their wealth and therefore their stake in the existing order
grew. The division of power between palace and civil service, the



differing interests and intervention of the European powers, and the
very size and complexity of the civil service, allIed to a certain
political activity. But it was still couiT or bureaucratic politics rather
than that of notables: the politics of men whose power was based
ultimately on their position in the public service, struggling to ensure
their dominance and that of their ideas. Here, even more than in
Egypt, the conditions of a more open type of political activity had
been destroyed. The Janissaries had gone, and, apart from a few
isolated incidents, the mob of Istanbul played no great political part
until towards the end of the century. The new army officers were not
drawn into politics by contending groups, perhaps because the
memory of the Janissaries was still there to teach the danger of it.
The <ulama lost much of their importance, as in Egypt, as their
official functions in the systems of law and education dwindled. The
upper <ulama, as Professor Heyd has explained,lo were to a great
extent supporters of reform, for many different reasons: they too in
their way wished the empire to be strong again, some of them
understood the conditions of its becoming strong, out of conviction
and interest they were on the side of established order, and the
bureaucratic ideal of rule from above in the light of a principle of
justice was not without its appeal to men brought up in the Sunni
tradition of politics. To make up for the loss of internal instruments of
action there were, it is true, certain outside forces which could be
brought in. Different groups of officials were linked with different
European embassies. There were also links with powerful forces in
the provinces or dependencies of the empire. The relations between
Muhammad 'Ali and the reforming groups in Istanbul need
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to be studied further, but it is dear from the diplomatic sources that
between 1838 and 1840 one aim of Muhammad cAli's forward policy
in Syria and Asia Minor was to bring to power in Istanbul his own
friends among the Turkish court politicians. Again, the possibility that
there were links between groups in Istanbul which were opposed to
the reforms and such movements as that of Damascus in 1860
needs to be explored. But such external forces could not make up for
the lack of instruments of political action inside Istanbul. Here as in
Cairo the period of the tanzimat was one of political quiescence, but
here too a change begins in the 1860s and 1870s, and for similar
reasons: on the one hand the weakening of the power of the
government and the growth of European pressure; on the other, the
appearance of new instruments of action-the press, the intelligentsia
(officials and officers of humble origin and rank, students and
graduates of the higher schools), and the new ideas of the Young
Ottomans, forming as they did a powerful critique of the principles
underlying the reforms. Thus once more there was scope for the
politicians, but who were the politicians? Here as in Cairo they came
from inside the system of government. For all his panoply of a
traditional Muslim despot, Sultan AbdUlhamid II was in a sense the
foremost politician of the empire: the first sultan who descended into
the political fray, using various means to generate popular feeling
and mobilize support vis it vis his own government as well as the
European powers. But once the monarchy became political, it could
no longer serve as a rallying point for all the forces of society. Other
members of the Ottoman family, and of the related Egyptian
khedivial family, began to come forward as points around which
loyalty or discontent could crystallize. What was more important still,
Abdiilhamid broke the connection between palace and higher
bureaucracy which had continued in spite of strains throughout the
period of the tanzimat: some of the high officials, with an inherited
position and wealth, supported by the official class and one or other
European embassy, became rallying points for discreet opposition.
The situation was radically changed by the process which began
with the Young Turk Revolu- tion and brought Turkey into the modern
age of mass-politics. But it is significant that the leaders of the Young
Turk Revolution, and of the Kemalist Revolution which followed it,



were also drawn from the ranks of the Ottoman officials and officers.
Modern Turkey like the later Ottoman Empire was built around the
framework of strong and well-rooted institutions of government. Both
in Cairo and Istanbul therefore the reforms worked in favour of the
power of the government as against that of the subject, although in
each city a different element in the government drew the main profit
from the change. In the provinces of Arab Asia however this
development was not to come until towards the end of the century,
and even then not completely. Before this, the
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reforms, in so far as they were applied, did not weaken the power of
the urban notables and in some ways strengthened it. There were
many reasons for this. It would not be enough to explain it by the
distance of Damascus, Aleppo, Baghdad and Jidda from Istanbul.
Distance may it is true have counted for something in regard to
Baghdad, but Syria and western Arabia felt the impact of modern
means of communication even before the Suez Canal was opened
and the first railways were built. Steamship lines were opened from
the 1830s onwards (at the time of the events of 1860 in Syria, it was
possible to reinforce the Ottoman army there rapidly by sea), and
telegraph lines were laid in the 1860s. For the main reasons why the
Arab provincial cities reacted in a different way to the tanzimat we
must look elsewhere, and first of all to the very fact that they were
provincial cities. The hand of the government was less heavy there
than in the capital, and there is plenty of evidence that, as the
century went on, it came to be regarded as in some sense alien, as it
had not been earlier when political thought and sentiment naturally
took a religious form. Both the Egyptian government which ruled



Syria and the Hijaz in the 1830s, and the Ottoman government which
replaced it, were regarded by the Muslim city-dwellers as
westernizing governments going against religious tradition and
against the ancient principle of Muslim supremacy; and it seems that
this view of the new Turkish officials as innovators, almost infidels,
sharpened the perception that they were Turks. Moreover, the long
tradition of leadership by the local a'yan and tulama was too strong
to be broken. It is true, in each of the provinces Ottoman control was
sharply imposed or reimposed: in Baghdad and Mosul by military
expeditions in the 18305, in Syria and the Hijaz after the Egyptian
withdrawal in 1840. This experience certainly left its mark. It meant
that old ruling groups or families lost the power they had had in the
eighteenth century, but it did not necessarily mean that they were
destroyed, and during the nineteenth century there was perhaps a
tendency for families of 'Turkish' or Mamluk military origins to blend
with those of 'Arab' and religious origin to form a single class with
social prestige. This class still had at its disposal the instruments of
political action which had been weakened in Cairo and Istanbul. The
<ulama remained more important than in the capital, both because
they were largely drawn from a locally rooted aristocracy and not an
elite of service, and because the religious schools, although in
decline, still had a monopoly of religious education. There were no
modern professional high schools in the provincial centres, and it
was not until towards the end of the century that Muslim families of
standing began to send their children to the French and American
mission schools or the professional schools of Istanbul. The 'popular'
organizations still remained. Ottoman policing of the cities was less
effective than Egyptian, and the quarter remained very much of a
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unit with its local leadership. The associations of craftsmen still
existed, and there is some evidence that they had more autonomy in
Syria at least than in Cairo or Istanbul: for what it is worth, Iliya Qudsi
speaks of the sbaykhs of the Damascene crafts as being elected by
the members, II and it seems that in Jerusalem the sbaykbs were
drawn from the poorer sbarift and under the control of the tIIlIJib. The
Janissaries also, although formally dissolved in the 1820s, continued
to be an important political force for at least another generation.
They were largely responsible for the rising of 1854 in Mosul, and
they were reported to be still meeting secretly in Aleppo in 1860.
There was perhaps greater popular discontent to build on than
before. The coming in of European textiles led to a rapid decline of
local crafts: raw materials which had previously been manufactured
for a wide market in Aleppo or Damascus w

re now exported to the factories of western Europe. The number of
looms fell sharply: in Aleppo, from 10,000 to 4,000 at most during the
1850s. This meant a decline in the prosperity of the artisans and of
the merchants whose work was bound up with theirs: a decline the
more sharply felt because at the same time a new merchant class
was rising to deal with the trade with Europe, and this class tended
not be drawn from the local Muslim population. In Damascus, it is
true, some Muslim merchants held their own even in the European
trade. BUt in Baghdad it was Jewish and Armenian merchants who
prospered; in Aleppo, 10calJews and Christians and Europeans; in
Beirue, local Christians; in Jidda, Europeans as against the Hadrami
merchants. Again, in spite of efforts the Ottoman control of the
Syrian and Iraqi countryside was to remain limited and precarious
until much later. It gradually spread over the more accessible plains,
but in the hills some degree of autonomy continued, and the power
of the Beduin chiefs remained as it was. As late as the 1850s
indeed, when in Egypt the process of sedentarization was well under
way, the opposite process was still taking place in some parts of
Syria, and peasants were abandoning their lands to the pastoral
nomads. The traditional connection of the urban a'yan with the
mountain or Beduin chiefs could still therefore playa role in the
politics of the cities. In some ways indeed the influence of the



notables was even strengthened in the first phase of the tallzimat.
The Ottoman governors needed them more than before. A governor
was sent, usually for a short period, to a city he did not know, with a
small number of officials to help him, no organized police force or
gendarmerie, and inadequate armed forces. He was sent not simply
to carry on as before, but to apply a new reforming policy which was
bound to arouse opposition. In these circumstances, he could only
rule with the help of the local notables: without their local knowledge
and their credit with the population he could scarcely hope, for
example, to raise conscripts or new taxes. Some at least of the new
governors moreover were men out of
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sympathy with the reforms and for that reason exiled by the central
govern- ment to posts in different provinces. It was no doubt for
these reasons that, with the acquiescence of the government, the
local maJUs in most provincial centres came to be controlled by the
notables. The maJlis included several Muslim notables either
appointed by the governor or in some sense elected, as well as the
qadi and the mufti and perhaps the naqib ex officio. All the consular
reports agree that, at least until the 1860s, this local Muslim element
dominated the maJlis. The Jewish and Christian members, who had
played an active part during the Egyptian occupation, were reduced
to silence, and in one way or another the ayan were able to do as
they wanted with the Turkish officials. Not only were the notables
needed more by the government, their interven- tion was also more
sought after by the population in its dealings with the government.
Conscription, new legal codes, new methods of assessing and
collecting taxes, the establishment of garrisons or government



offices in smaller towns, the attempt to weaken or destroy the local
autonomies, all meant that more than ever before the population was
brought into connection with the government and the notables could
play their traditional role of intermediaries. This strengthened their
control over the city, and extended it over the countryside. Notables
became 'patrons' of villages, and this was one of the ways in which
they came to establish their claims to ownership over them. They
also created useful alliances with country notables. In Lebanon, for
example, the abolition of the princedom meant that the government
in Beirut and Damascus could intervene more than before. Different
families or factions in the mountain began to find powerful friends
and supporters in the provincial capitals: it was in this period for
example that the connection between Druze chiefs of the Shuf and
Muslim notables of Beirut grew up. The destruction of the Kurdish
principalities had similar effects. Disaffected Kurdish chiefs like Badr
Khan formed alliances with discontented urban notables in Mosulj
some of the Kurdish ruling families, like that of Baban, themselves
settled in Baghdad, became urban notables, but from the city still
had a certain influence over their former territories. In those
territories, their place as local leaders was taken by the hereditary
shaykhs of religious orders, like the Barzanji shaykhs of the Qadiri
order and the Naqshbandi sbaykhs of Barzanj these too had
connections through their orders with the religious aristocracy of the
cities. The notables used their possibilities of action fully in this
period. On the whole they threw their influence against the reforms,
not only from prejudice or conviction, but because the general
direction of the reforms ran contrary to their interests: the political
conception underlying the tanzimat was that of a direct and identical
relationship between the government and each of its citizens, and
this was not compatible either with the privileges of Muslim
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notables or with their role as intermediaries. As was to be expected,
they also used their power to increase their wealth. They no less
than other classes were deeply affected by the change which was
taking place in the trading system. The trade from which their wealth
had come was in decline. Long before the Suez Canal was opened,
steam communications between Istanbul and Egypt, as well as the
disturbed state of Persia and of the desert routes, had cut down the
number of pilgrims going to the Holy Cities by the difficult overland
route from Damascus: as early as 1843 it was reported that no
pilgrims had come to Damascus from Persia, and only 200 from Asia
Minor, compared to several thousand in previous years. The
merchants of Damascus suffered most from this; those of other cities
in Syria, Iraq and the Hijaz suffered also from the decline of the old
textile crafts, the insecurity of the transdesert routes, and the
opening of steamship communications between Iraq and India. On
the other hand there were new possibilities of becoming wealthy
from the land, and notables and merchants made the most of them.
After the restoration of control by the central Ottoman government,
many of the malikanes seem to have been abolished, but the land
tax as well as other taxes was farmed annually. When the farms
were auctioned, the large merchants and notables, in collusion with
Ottoman officials, were in a good position to obtain them. The land
tax was now paid in kind, while previously it had been paid in money.
The tax-farmer would delay levying the tax, under some pretext or
other; but the cultivator could not send the rest of his produce to the
city market until the tax had been paid. This caused an artificial
scarcity in the city, prices went up, and the merchants could then
release the stocks of grain they had stored up for this purpose and
sell them at a high price. Such manoeuvres, which we find described
again and again in the consular sources, were the more profitable
because the control of the government was being extended from the
city over the more accessible countryside; regions like the Biqa',
which had for a long time been under the control of the mountain
lords, now came under that of Damascus, and their tax-farms went
to Damascene families or Ottoman officials. Later, when the new



Land Law was issued, it was used from the beginning by members
of the majlis and their partners in the Ottoman administration to
obtain the title to villages. In the Syrian and Iraqi provinces, the
balance of power between notables and government did not swing
decisively in favour of the latter until towards the end of the
nineteenth century, when the control of Istanbul grew much more
effective for various reasons. But even then this did not mean the
end of the local predominance of the notables. Under Abdiilhamid
they began to send their sons to Ottoman professional schools and
from there into the civil or military service; they could preserve their
position by becoming part of the Ottoman aristocracy of service.
Later, under the Young Turks and then the
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Mandatory governments, the idea of Arab nationalism provided them
with a new instrument of resistance. Here indeed we find one of the
ways in which the history of Syria and Iraq in modern times has
differed from that of Turkey and Egypt. The nationalist movement
was led by the urban aristocracy and moulded in their image; the
change did not begin to come until afrer 1945.

 

v

 

Thus far we have talked in terms of two factors: the government, and
the urban notables acting as a focus for local forces and able either



to oppose the government or else oblige it to act through them. But
there was a third factor involved: the European embassies and
consulates, particularly those of England, France and Russia. Their
influence was changing in scope and nature. Since the early
seventeenth century the European states had had interests of their
own to preserve, and had done so by allying themselves with one or
other party in the palace, the imperial tlivan or the provincial tlivans.
But in the nineteenth century a new situation came into existence.
Their power and interests were now so great that they were no
longer willing simply to act through whatever government existed, or
in other words to allow the Ottoman central or local governments to
provide the framework within which the activities of Europe should
be conducted. They were now in a position to put pressure on the
government to become the kind of government they needed. In
particular, they were not willing to deal with the various populations
of the empire through the government. European trade with the
empire (in particular the textile trade) was growing quickly, and this
meant, not only that European merchants should be protected, but
that those involved in the trade with Europe, whether foreigners or
Ottomans, should be able to deal directly with the population: to
travel freely, not to bear vexatious burdens and impositions, to widen
the market for imports, to collect materials for export, to tell
producers what to produce and lend them the money to do it. At the
same time, for various reasons different groups in the population
wanted the protection of the European powers, who were willing to
give it them. Rich and prominent individuals could be protected by
attaching them in some way to the consulates and embassies, and
during the 1830s something new happened: for the first time
Ottoman subjects were themselves made consular agents. But
beyond that, whole communities were taken under protection. A
policy of protection, which had been pursued by the French since the
seventeenth and the Russians since the late eighteenth century, was
pursued by them and others more consciously and deliberately in the
1840s and 1850s; it was then that the British government, which had
no obvious proteges of its own, established a connection with the
Jews in
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Palestine, some of the Druzes in Lebanon, and the new Protestant
churches. Behind the protection of trade and religious minorities
there lay something else, the major political and strategic interests of
the powers, and these also might make necessary a direct
connection with the peoples of the empire: British communications
with India must be kept open, and for this purpose British consuls
must have direct and friendly relations with the chiefs of Beduin
tribes which lay across the routes. In their own interests therefore the
European powers needed a certain kind of Ottoman government and
a certain position for themselves inside the empire; to obtain this
they were prepared to pUt pressure on the government, and they
were able to do so both because of their military strength and
because of their connection with different groups in the empire. The
Ottoman government for its part needed them: only the armies of
one European power could protect it from the threats of another. In
addition, political groups inside the government looked more than
before to the support of European embassies and consulates in their
struggles with other groups; this in its turn strengthened the position
of the ambassadors and consuls even further. In general, their
influence was used in favour of the reforms of the tanzimat. They
wanted a better position for their Christian and Jewish proteges, and
they wanted an efficient and rational government with which to deal.
(This is probably true of the Russian not less than other
governments, although we shall not know definitely until the Russian
sources are fully used. We should beware of what is written about
Russian policy on the basis of British and French sources; there
seems no reason to doubt that in this period of change Russia like
other states wanted reform, so long as that did not mean the



domination of some other power.) But European help to the
reformers was given on one condition: that the reforms did not harm
the interests of the European states, and in particular their free and
direct access to the peoples of the empire. The decisive struggle in
this connection was that between the British government and
Muhammad cAli in the 1830s. The aim of Muhammad cAli's policy,
so far as his relations with Europe were concerned, was to create a
new framework within which European activities could be pursued,
but to make sure that Europe would deal with his territories through
him, not only as ruler but as merchant-in-chief, principal broker
between the rural cultivator and the European market. This claim
was not acceptable to the British government, and battle was joined
over a number of matters: the rights and privileges of consular
agents, the British expedition to open up the Euphrates to
navigation, and above all the question of monopolies. After the
defeat of Muhammad cAli, the claims of Europe were generally
accepted. Ottoman and Egyptian reform- ers needed European help
too much to risk a major quarrel, even had they had the strength to
pursue it.
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this was not only that foreigners and proteges secured a better
position, and that merchants, consuls and missionaries could travel
and work more freely than before, but also that ambassadors and
consuls came to have a larger role in the politics of the empire. Once
more the role was different in Istanbul, Cairo and the cities of the
Fertile Crescent. In Istanbul, no power could allow any of the others
to establish a permanent ascendancy; the embassies remained in a
permanent tension, each on its guard against the others but all (until
the last years before World War I) conscious of the overriding need
to prevent the outbreak of war and to preserve the common interests
of Europe in the Middle East. Since Istanbul was the capital and its
politics, as we have seen, were primarily those of a court and a
bureaucracy, the embassies served as centres not so much for the
independent forces of society as for groups at court or in the



government In Cairo, at the other extreme, the British military
occupation of 1882 meant that one of the foreign representatives
became in effect ruler of Egypt, in uneasy collaboration with the
palace; this conferred on the other representatives, in particular that
of France, and on the Ottoman high commissioner, a new
importance as the only possible foci of opposition but also limited
their efficacy, since the presence of a British army gave the British
consul-general a power which they could not challenge. In the cities
of the Fertile Crescent the influence of the consuls was exercised
within a different framework again. Because they were known to
have power with the government, and because they had free access
to the population, their intervention was sought, and they began to
play the part of intermediaries which had belonged for so long to the
notables. Innumerable examples of this could be given. To take a
few at random: in 1822, after the great earthquake in Aleppo, the
a'yan asked the French consul to intervene with the government so
that the city could be exempted from taxation for five years; in 1830,
the sbaylths of the Mawali and Anaza tribes asked him to make
peace for them with the governor of Aleppo, who himself was willing
to accept this intervention; in the 1850s the revolt of Jabal Druze
against conscription was ended by the intervention of both the British
and the French consuls. Such intervention tended to place the
consuls in direct opposition to the interests of the notables. It gave
the consuls, whether or not they wanted it, a role in local politics.
Both in the town and countryside they could mobilize political forces
for local political ends: in fact, they could scarcely avoid doing so.
The famous intervention of 'Abd ai-Qadir in the Damascus
massacres of 1860 is a good example of this. His action to save and
protect Christians has usually been regarded as an act of Muslim
noblesse, and no doubt in a sense it was. But it is clear from the
French records that it was the French acting consul who, in
anticipation of what happened, distributed arms to the Algerians and
agreed that they should act as they did. Seen in this
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light, it is the French consulate which now plays the traditional part of
the notable, and 'Abd al-Q,!ldir and his Algerians that of his clients.
The noblesse of 'Abd al-Qadir's action remains, but mixed with it is
something else: the desire to win the favour of the government of
Napoleon III, through whom his own political plans might be
accomplished. The rise of the consulates also threatened the
economic power of the notables. While the old trading system
declined, the growth of the European trade gave wealth and
economic power to Christian or Jewish merchants who Were for the
most part either formal proteges of one or other consulate or morally
attached to it. Even the hold of the notables over the land was
challenged. As Chevallier has shown,1Z in parts of Syria the
merchant from the seaport was replacing the local landowner as
provider of capital for the peasant and organizer of his production.
Even more widely, Christian and Jewish merchants were becoming
moneylenders and thus acquiring some of the claims of landowners,
and were looking to the foreign consulates to support their claims
against the peasant in the early 1860s a large proportion of the
village debts in the province of Damascus were owed to Jewish
proteges of the British consulate. The opposition of the notables to
the centralizing tendency of reform was in this way coloured with
anti-European and anti-Christian feeling, and the growing influence
of the European governments and their local proteges provided a
common grievance through which the notables could hope to
mobilize popular support. The great disturbances of the 1850s
(Aleppo in 1850, Mosul in 1854, Nablus in 1856,Jidda in 1858,
Damascus in 1860) follow a common pattern. In Mosul for example
the events were organized by the relics of the J anissaries, in
agreement with the 'ulama, aiming to restore their own former
position, linked with the Kurdish agas who were fighting for their own
position in the mountains, strengthened by control of the tax-farms of



the villages, which the governor had given back to them, and using
anti- Christian feeling to win popular support. Again, in Jidda in 1858,
those who set on foot the revolt were some of the large mer

hants and culama, with the help or acquiescence of some Ottoman
officials, and they used the grievances of the Hadrami traders
against the foreign merchants who were replacing them. After 1860
the fire dies down for a generation, but the rivalry of notable families
and consulates as intermediaries, political organizers and potential
claimants to rule continued. As one Arab province after another fell
under European rule it came to the surface in a new form, the
opposition of alien ruler and nationalist movement.

 

This article is reprinted from Albert Hourani, The Emergence of the
Motlern MitldJe East (London, 1981), pp. 36-66. Reprinted by
permission of Macmillan Press Ltd.
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Egypt and Europe: from French Expedition to British Occupation
ROGER OWEN

 



The absorption of a COUntry as a dependent state within the
imperialist system was more protracted than dramatic occupations,
like that of Egypt in 1882, might suggest. In Egypt it involved a long-
term transformation of the economy. Effons to use the state to
promote independent industrialization failed as the economy was
dragged into the international division of labour; and, as in India, the
state lost its autonomy in relation to outside powers (see Pamaik,
IX). Owen argues that much of what happened in Egypt in the
nineteenth century is well accounted for in the theories of Marx,
Hobson, Luxemburg, Hilferding and Baran. But there remain three
areas where the theories do not provide an adequate framework: the
role of the metropolitan states in relation to their capitalists, the
nature of the Egyptian state and the changes in the Egyptian social
structure which imperial penetration produced.

 

The bombardment of Alexandria and the invasion of Egypt by British
troops in 1882 roused something of the same passions that were
later to be let loose by the Anglo-French attack on Suez in 1956.
Government policy was bitterly attacked in Parliament by Radical
and Irish M.P.s. It was also the subject of hostile comment in a series
of books and pamphlets such as J. S. Keay's Spoiling the Egyptians.
A minister, John Bright, resigned from the cabinet in protest. Among
the opponents of the attack on Egypt a single theme predominated:
the assertion that it was undertaken to insure that the Egyptian
government continued to pay the interest on the country's large
external debt. 'It is a srock-jobbers' war', wrote one of John Bright's
friends, 'we shall very likely have more of this sort of thing.'J For the
first time in Britain's history it was the financial community rather than
the soldiers or colonial officials who were held to be chiefly
responsible for an act of imperial expansion. This point of view was
soon to become the stimulus to a new and more radical critique of
empire which paid increasing attention to the notion that colonies
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were obtained because they were a source of profit to certain groups
of businessmen and financiers, one which found its most vigorous
exponent in J. A. Hobson, whose Imperialism: a study appeared in
1902. The invasion of Egypt thus occupies a central role in the
genesis of theories of capitalist imperialism. It was for reasons of this
same type that the invasion continued to be seen not merely as just
another example of European expansion but as one of its classic
cases. As such it has an important place in the books of early writers
on capitalist imperialism like Hobson 2 as well as those who have
continued to write in the same tradition, such as John Strachey.3 It
follows that the invasion also occupies a central position in the works
of writers like Robinson and Gallaghert and D. C. M. PlattS who are
concerned to demonstrate that Egypt was taken for strategic rather
than economic motives. Once the British occupation was presented
as one of the prime exhibits of nineteenth-century imperialism it was
inevitable that it should become a battleground for rival theories.
Whether this is a particularly fruitful way of looking either at the
phenomenon of imperialism or at Egyptian history is another matter:
my belief is that it is not. It is a major argument of the present case
study that the British occupation cannot be studied in isolation, that it
can only be under- stood in terms of an important series of
developments which had been taking place since ] 798, most of
which were related to the transformation of the economy as a result
of the policies of the Egyptian state and of its incorpora- tion, as a
producer of raw materials, within the European economic system.
Seen in these terms an analysis of the relations between Egypt and
Europe in the nineteenth century becomes a very different type of
case study from those which concentrate simply on the events
leading up to the British occupation. It is concerned with changes in
the character of European economic expansion over many decades
and with the impact of these changes on all sections of Egyptian



society. Again, it involves a study of the crisis of the years between
bankruptcy in 1875 and occupation in 1882, not so much in its own
terms but rather as one of those periods in which, under the
pressure of events, basic processes of economic and social change
are laid bare for our examination. An approach of this type has a
number of advantages. It allows us to focus attention on one of the
special characteristics of nineteenth-century imperial- ism: the way in
which, in many cases, the colonization of an African or Asian territory
was preceded by a breakdown of local political and social institutions
resulting from a period of enforced contact with the European
economy. Again, it enables us to take a new look at major works on
the theory of imperialism to discover which of them provide useful
guidance not simply about the occupation of Egypt but also about
the whole character of European expansion and its effect on non-
European societies. In addition, such a study
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is made more interesting by two other considerations. First, Egypt
contained what was certainly one of the most varied societies which
Europe encountered in Africa. This was pardy a function of the fact
that there had been settled life in the Nile valley for so many
thousands of years. Furthermore, Egypt had always stood across
important routes of international trade. It had been occupied many
times and incorporated in a series of world empires. In the early
Middle Ages it was Egyptian merchants who had introduced such
vital commercial techniques as the bill of exchange to Europe. Even
in 1798, when little of its former political or economic importance
remained, when Napoleon is credited with having reintroduced the
wheeled carriage to Egypt, its long history continued to be reflected
in the fact that it contained one of the oldest universities in the world,
a complicated system of municipal organization, a high degree of
commercial consciousness and an agricultural population, many of
whom were well used to growing cash crops for export or for sale in
numerous market towns. Second, more information exists about
nineteenth- century Egypt than about almost any other African or



Asian country. From the Description de l'Egypte produced by the
scholars of Napoleon's expedition and the works of the great
Egyptian historian al-Jabarri to Ali Mubarak's voluminous
encyclopaedia, al-Kbitllt al- Taujiqiya al-Jadida and the works of
contemporary Egyptian writers like Anouar Abdel-Malek, there are a
vast number of books by authors anxious to trace the impact of
Europe on Egyptian society. In addition, there is a wealth of material
in the Egyptian, Turkish and other government archives. What
follows is a brief analysis of the major economic and social develop-
ments in Egypt between 1798 and 1882. It will begin with a
description of the transformation of the economy. There will then be
an account of changes in the position of certain important social
groups inside Egypt. Finally, it will conclude with a schematic
account of the prolonged crisis of the years 1875 to 1882.

 

I. THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ECONOMY 6

 

Egypt in 1798 was a country of some 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 people,
of whom perhaps a tenth lived in Cairo, far and away the largest city.
The great bulk of the population worked in agriculture. In Upper
Egypt peasants concentrated on the cultivation of winter cereals
watered by the annual Nile flood. But in Lower Egypt (the Delta) one-
eighth or so of the cultivated area was devoted to the production of
high value crops like flax and short-staple cotton which required
larger amounts of capital and a more complex system of irrigation to
provide them with water through the summer months when the river
was at its lowest. Another difference between Upper and Lower
Egypt lay in the fact that in the Delta taxes often seem to have been
collected in cash rather than
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kind with the result that cultivators were forced to sell a portion of
their harvest in the nearest market. For this and other reasons most
peasants in the Delta had some experience of operating on the
fringes of a money economy, while in a number of areas cash seems
to have been as important as custom or tradition as a basis for rural
relations. Meanwhile, the towns served as markets for rural products
as well as centres for the production of those manufactured articles,
notably linen and silk, which required greater skill, capital and
organization than could be provided at village level. Some of the
larger ones were also important centres of consumption of the luxury
goods which made up the greater part of the merchandise which
then entered international trade. By the end of the eighteenth century
the power of the government was weak. Not only was the central
administration unable to maintain security in country areas or to
supervise the upkeep of the major canals but it had also virtUally lost
control over the system of rural administration and tax collection. As
a result the bulk of the agricultural surplus did nOt reach the
government treasury but remained in the hands of a caste of
hereditary tax-farmers who used it largely to provide themselves with
the private armies they required in their endless struggles with one
another for wealth and power.' In the early years of the nineteenth
century this predominantly agricultural economy was acted on by two
new sets of forces. One was the efforts of a series of rulers-
Muhammad Ali (1805-49), Said (1845-62), and Ismail (1863- 79)-to
modernize the army and the bureaucracy or, as they saw it, to lay
the foundations of a modern state. The other was the impact of the
expanding European economy, first through increasing trade, then
through the export of European capital. Let us take them in order.

 



Muhammad Ali. Once he had seized power in 1805 Muhammad Ali's
basic aim was to preserve his own rule by building up a large army
and navy. During the first years of his regime he relied almost
exclusively on foreign mercenaries. But during the 1820s he began
to recruit native Egyptians and by the early 1830s he may have had
as many as 100,000 men under arms. Such an army obviously
required large sums of money and he was quick to see that the key
to this was to increase the amount obtained from the land tax by
replacing the tax-farmers with a system of direct collection by
government agents. This had the further advantage of destroying
alternative centres of political power and allowing the government to
put an end to the anarchic conditions in the countryside. In addition,
further sums were raised by an extension of the state monopolies to
cover almost every type of agricultural produce. Crops were taken
from the peasants in lieu of taxes and sold abroad on government
account, leaving the cultivator little more than enough for bare
existence. Finally, a labour tax, the corvee, was imposed on every
adult
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male. In this way Muhammad Ali sought to perfect a system by
which the government was able to appropriate the greater part of the
rural surplus, using it either for military purposes or for an ambitious
attempt to develop the country's resources. Unlike his predecessors
Egypt's new ruler seems to have been fully aware of the fact that a
continuous increase in government revenues was impossible without
a continuous expansion of economic activity. It was for this reason
that he was so anxious to encourage the introduction of new crops
like long-staple cotton which had a growing market in Europe, to
build new canals, and to improve communications. Later, in an effort
to reduce importS, Egyptian textile workers were taken from their
workshops and placed in government factories producing cotton
cloth (much of it for army uniforms) with European machinery.
Meanwhile an increasing number of young Egyptians were sent
abroad to learn the most modern industrial techniques. However,



Muhammad Ali's attempt to set the state at the centre of the
development of the Egyptian economy soon proved too much for the
country's rudimentary system of administration and from the late
1830s onwards factories began to be closed or handed over to
private individuals and much of the land assigned to senior officials
and members of the royal family who themselves were made
responsible for supervising agricultural production and collecting
taxes. This process was hastened by the Anglo- Turkish Commercial
Convention of 1838 which outlawed state monopolies and
established a low external tariff of 8 per cent. Three years later the
size of the Egyptian army was reduced, by order of the Ottoman
government, to 18,000 thus depriving Muhammad Ali of a protected
market for the products of his factories. As a result further
industrialization was made very much more difficult while, once
Egypt's ruler was finally forced to abandon his monopolies in the
mid-1840s, the government lost the considerable sums it had
derived from its control over agricultural exports.

 

European commercial expansion. Muhammad Ali's attempts to
develop the economy required European assistance and European
markets, but he was anxious to reduce the impact of Europe to a
minimum. European merchants were confined to Alexandria and
forbidden to make contact with the peasants in the interior.
Professional schools were established and young Egyptians sent
abroad in order to reduce the need for European technical expertise.
Strenuous efforts were made to replace European imports with
locally manufactured goods. This policy came to an end in the
1840s, however. As a result of European political pressure, first at
Istanbul, then on Egypt itself, the country was rapidly opened up to
foreign trade, a process which was undoubtedly assisted by Egypt's
own large landed proprietors who were anxious to end the monopoly
system so that they could sell their produce
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direct to European merchants rather than to the government. The
export of cottOn increased by 300 per cent between 1840 and 1860
as moneylenders established themselves throughout the Delta to
provide the credit previously supplied by the government, as steam
gins were introduced, and as the first railway was built linking Cairo
with Alexandria. This paved the way for the rapid expansion of
production during the American Civil War (1861-65) when the area
placed under COttOn increased five times and the size of the
harvest by four. Meanwhile, the growing importance of the close ties
which were being developed with the British economy can be seen
from the fact that between 1848 and 1860 Egypt rose from twenty-
sixth to twelfth place as a market for British exports while between
1854 and 1860 it moved from being the tenth most important
supplier of British imports to the sixth.

 

European financial expansion. Increasing trade with Europe was
followed by a rapid growth in the import of capital. During the 1850s
the first European banks were established in Alexandria. At the
same time the construction of more public works, further
modernization of the army and of the bureaucracy, and, above all,
the need to finance the great part of de Lesseps's Suez Canal
project meant that government expenditure rapidly began to outstrip
current receipts. Said began to borrow heavily from local bankers
and merchants, then (perhaps at de Lesseps's suggestion) to issue
treasury bonds. Finally, in 1862, he obtained his first foreign loan.
This was followed by many others until by 1875 Egypt had borrowed
a nominal sum of nearly £100 million from Europe, of which the
Treasury had actually obtained no more than £68 million. David
Landes has described this process from the European side: how the
end of the railway boom in the 1840s was followed by the



development of new financial institutions, notably the finance
company, which were able to obtain large sums of money from new
groups of investors; how the particular character of these institutions
drove them to seek speculative outlets for their capital abroad; how
European money was drawn to the Middle East by the lure of the
fabulous rates of interest which, it was supposed, could be obtained
from lending money to merchants and agriculturalists. 8 Other
writers, notably J. Bouvier, have described the way in which in the
early 1870s, a number of French finance companies became heavily
dependent on lending money to the Egyptian government. 9 But how
was the money borrowed from Europe used? In brief, Ismail had the
same general aims as his grandfather, Muhammad Ali. These were:
to build up a modern state, to assert Egypt's independence against
both Turkey and Europe, and to diversify the economy. Unfortunately
they proved to be mutually contradictory. All his efforts to use
European capital to build up a state and an economy strong enough
to withstand European pressures only
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led to increasing dependence on Europe. This can be seen dearly in
his efforts to develop the economy. Here three factors were
important. First, in so far as the money borrowed from Europe was
put to good use and not juSt wasted it was employed in
infrastfUctural investment of a type which could only benefic
government revenue in the medium to long term. Meanwhile
government efforts to raise more money from the land tax were
thwarted by an inefficient system of collection and the fact that the
bulk of the land was passing into the hands of powerful officials. In
these circumstances, failure to meet interest payments On the
foreign loans was inevitable. Second, efforts to diversify the
economy were inhibited by the growing strength and importance of
the COttOn sector. As an ever-increasing proportion of Egypt's
resources were being devoted to the production and export of this
one crop it became more and more difficult to develop alternative
forms of economic activity. The rich landed proprietors who grew the



cotton, the merchants who sold it, were all united in their efforts to
defend their particular interests and to make sure that they were the
first to benefit from expenditure of government money, changes in
the legal system or any other aspeCt of state activity. Third, unlike
the rulers of Japan after 1868 Ismail was unable to place any
barriers between the Egyptian economy and that of Europe. His
attempts to create a sugar industry, for example, were hindered by
the fact that he was unable to prevent the import of cheap
government-subsidized sugar from Russia and Germany. The result
of all these three factors was Egypt's incorporation, as a producer of
cotton and a market for manufactured goods, within the European
economic system. However hard he may have striven for
independence Ismail was destined to end up by serving the
purposes of Europe.

 

2. CHANGES IN THE POSITION OF IMPORTANT SOCIAL
GROUPS 10

 

The transformation of the Egyptian economy during the nineteenth
century led to significant changes in the position of a number of
social groups. Four are of particular importance.

 

The foreign community. The number of Europeans in Egypt rose
from approxi- mately 8,000 to 10,000 in 1838 to over 90,000 in 1881.
The majority were concerned with the production and export of
cOttOn or with banking and finance. But there were a growing
number who were employed by the government itself, either as
officials or experts. By the end of the 1860s, for example, there were
over a hundred Europeans in the police. I I Later, as a result of the
report of the Commission of Inquiry in 1878 over 1,300 foreign
officials were brought into the administration. 1Z The Etuopean



community occupied a privileged position as a result of the
Capitulations, the treaties
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governing the status of foreigners within the Ottoman Empire.
Europeans were virtually beyond the scope of the Egyptian law until
the introduction of the Mixed Courts in 1876. They imported goods at
their own valuation. They could only be taxed with the greatest
difficulty. In addition, with the support of their consuls, they became
an increasingly powerful pressure group, committed to defending
their own interests as bankers and exporters as well as, by virtue of
their extensive holdings of Egyptian bonds, to ensuring that the
government maintain payment of interest on the various loans.

 

Egyptian landed propn"etors. The growth of a class of Egyptian
landed proprie- tors came about in three ways. First, in the late
1830s and early 1840s much of the best land in Egypt was parcelled
out in estates and placed under the control of members of the royal
family and senior officials. Although some of these estates were
taken back from their OWners during the rule of Abbas (1849-54) a
large number remained in private hands. At the same time many
local notables, particularly the village shaikhs, were able to take
advantage of their position as agents of the central government to
obtain land for themselves. There was every incentive to do this, of
course, Once the production of cotton and other crops became
increasingly profitable. Finally, during Ismail's reign palace
favourites, army officers, bureaucrats and others were given land



either as a gift or in lieu of a pension. Meanwhile, the ruler himself
added extensively to the lands owned by the royal family until, at the
end of his reign, he controlled something like a fifth of the whole
cultivated area. As yet no historian has been able to make a
satisfactory distinction between landed proprietiors of various types,
but there is no doubt that, as a group, they occupied a particularly
favourable position, often working their estates with corvees of local
labour, diverting water from the canals to their own fields whenever
they needed it, and paying lower taxes than their peasant
neighbours. In addition, it was the landed proprietors who were the
major beneficiaries of all the public money spent On digging new
canals and building the railway system" It was they, as much as the
European consuls, who were responsible for the abolition of
Muhammad Ali's agricultural monopolies; they too who may well
have put pressure on successive Egyptian governments to pass the
laws necessary to create a system of private property in land. For
the most part the large and medium-sized estates created between
1840 and 1880 came from land formerly worked by peasants on their
own account. The majority of these peasants remained as
agricultural labourers in their villages, or were grouped together on
the new estates in hamlets known as ezbas. Cotton production is
particularly labour-intensive and the landed proprietors seem to have
been concerned to maintain the old labour force
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more or less intact. These labourers were either paid in kind or, more
usually, by being allowed to cultivate a tiny plot of land.

 

The bureaucrats. Efforts to create a modern state required an
increasing number of civil servantS. These were found at most
levels, from among the graduates of Muhammad Ali's and Ismail's
schools and from the many young Egyptians sent to Europe to study.
As time went on the bureaucracy was subject to a process of
rationalization. Separate ministries were formed; jobs were made



more specific; pensions were introduced. As a result there
developed something which Abdel-Malek is certainly right to
characterize as a special bureaucratic interest. 13 Civil servants
tended to share common ideas about the role of the state. Further, in
the 1870s, they were more or less united in their desire to prevent
any increase in the numbers and the privileges of Europeans within
the government service. On the other hand, it is often difficult to
make a clear distinction between the bureaucrats as a group and the
landowners, once the former began to be given estates of their own.

 

The Turco-Circassian ruling class. During the eighteenth century
almost all the senior posts in government and in the army were held
by a Turkish- speaking minority, the descendants of Mamluk slaves
or of officials sent from Istanbul. Later, during the early nineteenth
century many of them were replaced by Ottoman soldiers of fortune
who had served in Muhammad Ali's army. In the course of time their
importance as a separate group began to diminish, particularly once
the administration became more 'Egyptianized' as a result of the
increasing employment of native Egyptians and the regulations
providing for the use of Arabic in the government service.
Meanwhile, for their pan, more and more of the Turco-Circassians
married Egyptian wives, took up posts in the district administration or
in other ways became more closely incorporated within Egyptian
society. Nevertheless, their power and prestige waS still resented
particularly in the army where, in the 1870s, they held every position
above that of colonel.

 

3. BANKRUPTCY AND OCCUPATION 1875-1882 14

 

Egypt's bankruptcy in 1875 marked the beginning of a seven-year
period of rapidly accelerating change in many areas of Egyptian
government and society. A series of financial arrangements



designed to enSure that the country paid its debts paved the way for
increasing European control over the administration. This, in turn,
provoked a strong Egyptian response, led first by Ismail, for which he
was deposed in 1879, and then by a growing number of soldiers and
officials. Finally, the emergence of a popular, national move-
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ment in 1881 and 1882 seemed sufficiently threatening to European
interests to call for the occupation of Egypt by British troops. Efforts
to explain these developments generally concentrate, on the one
hand, on tracing the genesis of the national movement; on the other,
on seeking to discover what were the motives for increasing
European interven- tion. This method has two major drawbacks.
First, it encourages writers to ignore the socio-economic context in
which these developments were taking place. Second, most
accounts of the crisis, by concentrating either on the Egyptian or on
the European side of the story, tend to underestimate the importance
of the constant interaction between these two elements. What
follows is an attempt to make a few brief points about the crisis in the
light of these two considerations.

 

(a) The Egyptian national movement is best seen as a coalition of
different groups all of which were, in some way, affected by the
financial regime imposed on Egypt by its European creditors after
the declaration of bankruptcy. These included the landowners (who
were anxious to block the attempts being made by Egypt's European
financial controllers to raise more revenue by increasing their taxes),



the bureaucrats (disturbed by the numbers of Europeans being
employed in the civil service), the Egyptian army officers (many of
whom were threatened with premature retirement as a result of plans
to economize On military expenditure), and the ulama or religious
notables.

 

(b) In the late 1870s the fears of members of these four groups were
encouraged by the Khedive Ismail for his own purposes but, just
before his deposition in 1879, they began to cooperate more closely
on the basis of a programme aimed at limiting the powers of the ruler
by the introduction of a liberal constitution. This movement continued
under Ismail's successor, Taufiq, even though it remained largely
ineffectual until the summer of 1881. It was only when the civilian
constitutionalists began to ally themselves more closely with the
nationalist army officers led by Colonel Arabi that they obtained
sufficient power to force a change of regime.

 

(c) The coalition of different interests which went to make up the
Egyptian national movement was at its most cohesive in the last
months of 1881 and the early part of 1882 when its strength was
constantly being revived by the efforts of the British and French
government to maintain Taufiq's failing authority. It also gained
strength from a constant appeal to social groups which had
previously had no part to play in the country's politics, notably the
small landowners who were worried about the amount of land which
was being seized for non-payment of debt following the introduction
of a European
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type of mortgage law in 1876. Later, however, as the threat of
European intervention became more real and as the leaders of the
national movement became more successful in obtaining



widespread popular support, many of those with important economic
interests to defend left the movement and went over to the side of
the Khedive and the Europeans.

 

(tI) From a European point of view a distinction must be made
between the interests and activities of the British and French
bondholders and the British and French governments. In the first few
months after the announcement of Egypt's bankruptcy it was the
bondholders, not their governments, who managed to patch up their
differences sufficiently to obtain a financial settlement which would
protect all their interests. This was the so-called Goschen-Joubart
arrangement of 1877. It was only when this arrangement threatened
to break down that the British and French governments intervened
more directly, first by instituting a Commission of Enquiry into Egypt's
financial situation, then by forcing Ismail to accept a cabinet
containing two European ministers to implement the
recommendation of the report. The next year they intervened again
when it seemed that he was about to alter the existing
arrangements.

 

(e) Anglo-French cooperation hid important differences of aim. On
the whole the French were more anxious to protect the interests of
their bondholders, the British to prevent the situation deteriorating to
such an extent that another power might intervene in Egypt and thus
stand across the route to India. Nevertheless, both governments
were able to act in concert, first in support of a programme of
upholding whatever financial arrangement had been made on the
bondholder's behalf, then in 1882, in seeking to strengthen the
authority of Egypt's ruler against the national movement. It was this
last policy which led directly to the British occupation.

 



if) Finally, the events of the years 1875 to 1882, cutting as they do
across a period of rapid economic and social change, help to expose
the essential nature of the transformation then taking place. The
nature of the links which bound the Egyptian economy to that of
Europe are clear; so too is the way in which they were reinforced by
the presence of powerful groups within EgypL Again, the
composition of the national movement shows the extent of hostility to
European encroachment present in almost all sections of Egyptian
society, just as it also reveals something of the division between
those who were prepared to resist further foreign intervention by
force if necessary and those who were not.
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4. CONCLUSION

 

What I have been trying to describe in this case study is a process
analysed in part by a number of theorists. Marx and Hobson have
provided an account of the way in which Europe entered the non-
European world by means of trade and the export of capital,15 while
Rosa Luxemburg has written of the economic and social dislocation
which this caused" 6 Baran and others have described the process
by which a country's enforced incorporation within the European
economic system imposes a straitjacket on further development by
forcing it to concentrate all its effort and resources on the export of
primary produceP Hobson and Hilferding pointed to the way in which
the expan- sion of Europe led, inevitably, to the creation of
movements of national liberation. ls But I have also been trying to



suggest, if only by implication, that a study of relations between
Egypt and Europe in the nineteenth century reveals a number of
areas in which existing theories give little guidance. Three of these
are of more than usual importance. The first concerns the role of the
European state and, in particular, its relations with its Own business
com- munity. To take only one example, in the period after 1815
Britain, and, to a lesser extent, France, consciously used state power
to open up the Eastern Mediterranean to their own ttade. This
process was marked, among other things, by the Anglo-Turkish
Commercial Convention of 1838, which established what was
virtually free trade for British and French goods in the area. Again,
each state was willing to use its local representation to intervene On
behalf of its own nationals in their pursuit of profit. One way of
character- izing these efforts might be to say that a primary aim of
the capitalist state in the nineteenth century was to extend its own
economic system-its own laws, its own commercial practices, its own
panern of relations between government and merchants and
industrialists-out beyond its own borders. But tOO linle work has
been done on the relationship between economic and political power
to be dogmatic. (See, however, Plan's 'Economic imperialism and
the businessman: Britain and Latin America before 1914' [ch. XIII of
Studies in the Theory of Imperialism].) A second area in which there
is linle theoretical guidance concerns the nature of the Egyptian
state. Rosa Luxemburg's characterization of it as an 'oriental
despotism'19 is certainly misleading. For one thing there is the fact
that, throughout the nineteenth century. Egypt's rulers made
continuous efforts to organize the machinery of government along
more rational lines and to provide it with the expertise to carry out an
increasing number of ever more complicated tasks. Again, in the
sphere of ideology, there was the introduction into Egypt of the new
and increasingly powerful European notions that growth was natural
to an economy and that this growth could be
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Egypt was necessarily committed to a 'European' pattern of
development along capitalist lines? The question remains an open
one. Finally, there are the problems posed by the attempt to analyse
the changes produced in Egyptian society by the country's
incorporation within a world economic system. How far, for instance,
is it possible to talk about the creation of classes in Egypt before
1882? To some extent this is part of the general difficulty surrounding
the use of such terms when talking about a pre-industrial society. It
also stems from a situation peculiar to Egypt in which there was no
definite category of 'landowner' and in which many of those who held
agricultural estates were also merchants or bureaucrats or army
officers or religious notables. In these circumstances it may be better
to look at nineteenth-century Egyptian social development less in
terms of classes, Strictly defined, more in terms of the creation of a
number of overlapping interest groups the members of which 'form a
class only in so far as they have to carry on a common battle against
another class'.zO Nevertheless, these problems aside, the broad
lines of the developing relationship between Egypt and Europe in the
nineteenth century are dear. Once Muhammad Ali's attempts at
economic autarchy had been brought to an end, the international
division of labour rapidly asserted itself and Egypt was drawn into
the world capitalist system as a producer of industrial raw materials,
as a market for manufactured goods, and as a field for the
investment of European capital. This, in turn, had a profound effect
on the structure of Egyptian society and led, among other things, to
the emergence of a movement of national protest and then to foreign
occupation. The pattern is simple: the loss of economic
independence not only preceded the loss of political independence,
it also prepared the way for it.

 

This article is reprinted from Roger Owen and Bob SUtcliffe (eds),
Studies in the Theory of Imperialism (London, 1972). Reprinted with
permission of the author.
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Anyone seeking an appropriate period in order to study the impact of
war on society is unlikely to nnd one more suitable for this purpose
than the decade 1908-18 in the history of the late Ottoman Empire.
This decade wimessed political strife, violence, and war on an
unprecedented scale; throughout these ten years, and beyond to at
least 1922, there was hardly a year when the empire was at peace.



The Turks were no strangers to warfare, having built their state and
empire on the foundations of conquest extending to three continents.
Later, they were forced to engage in a long rear-guard action as
European armies pushed them back towards the borders of their
original state in Asia Minor. In a sense, Ottoman society was already
organized as a military society and therefore one should not expect
any substantial impact during the decade under discussion. In fact,
there was a dramatic difference in the way society was mobilized for
war by the Young Turks, reflecting the radical character of the new
regime spawned by the constitutional revolution of 1908. The impact
of the new regime is almost comparable to that of the revolutionary
governments in France after 1789, especially the Jacobins. In any
case, the most radical wing of the Young Turks, the Unionists-
members of the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) which led
the constitutional movement-were deeply inspired by the Jacobin
example and tried to emulate their policies, though not with similar
success. Following the establishment of a constitutional regime by
the Young Turks in July 1908, they were confronted with a number of
crises which threatened the new regime. Bulgaria threw off the
authority of the Sultan and declared itself independent on September
5, 1908; next day, Austria announced the annexation of Bosnia-
Herzegovina, provinces she had occupied in 1878. On
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the same day, Crete announced its decision to unite with Greece.
There was little that the Sublime Porte could do but protest to the
Great Powers who had signed the Treaty of Berlin in 1878, since the
first two acts were a violation of that treaty, while the status of Crete
was also guaranteed by the Powers. The Powers, however, informed



Istanbul that they would not interfere on behalf of Turkey. As a result,
the Turks were forced to fend for themselves. In the next three years
there were rebellions in the Yemen, Macedonia, and Albania
requiring military intervention. By 1911, the Turks were at war with
Italy in Libya, abandoning that province to Rome when they were
attacked by a coalition of Balkan states in October, 1912. The Balkan
Wars of 1912-13 were a disaster on a scale that neither the Ottoman
general staff nor the people had imagined possible. Not only did the
Ottoman Empire lose virtually all its European possessions to the
enemy, but invading armies penetrated to the outskirts of the capital
and threatened the very existence of the Empire. Istanbul did not fall,
and the Turks even regained some territory in Thrace in the second
Balkan War. But it is impossible to exaggerate the impact of these
military and diplomatic disasters on the Young Turks. Some amongst
them had become so demoralized and so full of despair that they
were convinced that the Empire could survive only under Western
tutelage. Others, notably the Unionists, believed that the Empire
could be saved through a program of radical reform. They were also
convinced that, in order to buy time to implement such a program,
the Porte had to become a member of one of the two alliances that
divided Europe, preferably the Triple Entente. Neutrality meant
isolation, and isolation, as the Porte's experience during the Balkan
Wars had demonstrated, would spell total disaster in another major
conflict. Therefore, the Young Turks tried to end their diplomatic
isolation by seeking alliances in Europe during the brief interlude
without war between the summer of 1913 and August, 1914. With
great difficulty, they finally managed to sign an alliance with Germany
on August 2, just as the First World War broke out. Initially, Istanbul
observed a precarious armed neutrality which lasted three months;
by November, she was forced by circumstances, not completely in
her control, to enter the War. For the next four years, Turkey was
engaged in a struggle that required the mobilization of all its
resources, human and materiaL I

 

II



 

Confronted with such a series of crises, any regime would have been
hard put to provide suitable responses. The old regime of the Sultan
would have succumbed to partition under international pressure after
making token protests, and would have accepted the fait accompli,
so long as the regime was
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permitted to survive in some form or other. Its interests were
restricted to those of the Ottoman family and a very small elite that
monopolized power in the Palace and in the upper reaches of the
civil and military bureaucracy. The Unionists, who constituted the
most radical wing of the Young Turk movement, represented what
may be described as Gramsci's 'subordinate class.' In the late
Ottoman Empire, this class had become politically organized and
articulate, demanding a place for Ottoman Muslims in the social and
economic structure, a constitutional state, and a new intellectual and
moral order to go with it Thus, immediately after the constitution was
restored, the Unionists began to discuss the need to carry out a
social revolution. They talked about transforming their society to
bring it to the level of advanced societies of the West or Japan which
had become a source of inspiration for them. They were proud to
consider themselves as the Japan' of the Near East (Ahmad, 1969:
23, n. 1). The setbacks they suffered as a result of the crises and the
defeats in war forced the Unionists to push for reform. Only after
they had seized power during the Balkan Wars through the coup
d'etat of January, 1913, could they implement a program of reform
and reorganization. Even then, they could not go very far without



running into the barrier of the capitulations, unequal treaties which
restricted Ottoman sovereignty and which the Great Powers refused
to abrogate. The outbreak of war in 1914 provided the Porte with the
opportunity to abrogate the capitulations unilater- ally without the
fear of intervention from Europe. These hated treaties were
abolished in September, 1914, and the Turks were finally masters of
their house, free to guide their own destiny. Even before they had
acquired the power and the autonomy to transform their society, the
Unionists introduced new methods into politics. The restoration of
the constitution had been marked by an explosion of popular
sentiment for the new regime. Some of this may have been
spontaneous, but much of it was organized by the CUP wherever it
had its dubs. Thereafter, organized crowds and mass meetings,
addressed by popular figures in the Committee, such as Hiiseyin
Cahid, the journalist, Riza Tevfik, the 'philosopher,' or Halide Edip,
the feminist novelist, soon came to play an important role in the
political activity of the CUP. This was especially true during crises
and in wartime. The Unionists used urban masses for the first time
when they organized boycotts against Austria's annexationist
policies and Greece's union with Crete (Quataert, 1983; Yavuz,
1978). Later, during the Balkan Wars, organized demonstrations
were used to keep off balance a government hostile to the CUP.
Finally, a popular demonstration was organized against the anti-
unionist government of Kamil Pasha (thought to be arriving at a
consensus to sign an ignoble peace with the victorious Balkan
coalition) in preparation for the coup ofJanuary 23,1913.
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It is worth emphasizing that the initiative to mobilize urban crowds
and use them for political ends came from the Committee of Union
and Progress and not from the government. In fact, the governments
of the period were opposed to popular participation in politics, fearing
that such activity might provide the foreign powers with the pretext to
intervene. Nevertheless, the CUP organized boycotts against
Ausman and Greek enterprises, and the boycott of Austrian goods
played a significant role in forcing Vienna to pay compensation for
the territories it annexed. Defeat in war, or even a major diplomatic
setback, forces the defeated society to assess its strengths and
weaknesses. There is a tendency to try to make better use of
existing resources, to remove defects in the internal fabric-in the
social structure, in the instrument of power, and, above all, in the
armed forces. Talk of reform becomes the order of the day. Defeat
can also trigger an imperialist response as a way to seek
compensation in another area. This was the case with Russia after
the Crimean War, and with France under the Third Republic. In
Turkey, too, the rise of an aggressive nationalism which took the
form of pan- Turkism or pan- Turanism, may be seen in similar
terms. But it was a weak impulse and did not dominate politics,
except briefly in 1917-18 during the revolution in Russia, simply
because the Ottoman state lacked the power and the means
necessary to implement an aggressive policy. Instead, defeats, first
in the Balkan Wars and then during the World War, led to the rise of
a populist movement inspired in part by the Russian Narodniks. This
movement, known as 'To the People' (Halka dogru), began to
emphasize a Turkish nationalism rooted in Ana- tolia rather than the
Balkans, so recently lost, or Central Asia, under Russian occupation.

 

III

 

After this brief introduction, it is time to look more closely at how the
Young Turks responded to the problems of mobilizing society for
actual war. The Turco-Italian conflict broke out on September 29,



1911. The government of Ibrahim Hakki Pasha was taken by
surprise and resigned. The new govern- ment responded in the
usual bureaucratic manner: it tried to parry the Italian blow 'by
raining telegrams upon its ambassadors and diplomatic notes upon
the Powers' (Pacha, 1924: 136). But, as usual, the European powers
refused to lift a finger in defense of Ottoman sovereignty.z
Meanwhile, the CUP had been making preparations to hold its
annual congress in Salonika, the site of its headquarters until the city
was lost to Greece in 1912. On the day the Italian ultimatum was
delivered (September 28), delegates from all over the empire had
begun to arrive. The issue of war naturally became the principal
concern of the Congress. On October 5, after
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days of heated discussion, the Committee issued a manifesto
inaugurating the Committee of National Defense (CND-Mutlafaa-i
MiJJiye Cemiyett). This body was composed of eight members from
the Salonika CUP, the organization that had provided the leadership
of the constitutional movement both before and after 1908. Generally
speaking, the CND's main function was to aid the war effort in any
possible way. But it was an unofficial body, acting independently of
the government in Istanbul, which soon became openly hostile to the
CUP. The inspiration for this populist method of mobilizing for war
came directly from the example of the Jacobin Republic of 1792-94.
However much the Unionists may have wanted to emulate the
Jacobins, their actions could only be superficial. They lacked the
support of any independent mass organization like that of the sans-
cuJuttes, though they did use the guilds, like those of the porters and
the boatmen, to build the semblance of a popular power base. More



importantly, they did not attempt to win over the peasantry by
distributing land as the Jacobins had done, thus rejecting the
classical path ofthe bourgeois revolution, of which the French
Revolution was the archetype (Soboul, 1965: 163-64).3
Nevertheless, the analogy of the French Revolution and the
Jacobins continued to be applied to Unionist methods of
mobilization, especially after they seized power in January, 1913.
The British ambassador observed in his dispatch of February 5: I
have the honour to note that the Comminee of Union and Progress,
which styles the Mahmoud Shevket Pasha Cabinet as the 'Cabinet
of National Defence,' has also formed a comminee of national
defence on the lines of the French revolutionaries of 1793 and the
Communists in 1870. They have issued rousing appeals to the
'nation' and all parries to rally to the cry of the 'country in danger,'
and have declared the whole Onoman nation in a state of
mobilisation . . . The comminee of national defence. . . is raising
subscrip- tions and organising the country for a 'last ditch' effort. . .
The new Sheik- u1-ls1am {Esat Efendi] has sent a religious appeal,
for the defence of the Moslem fatherland, to his subordinates in the
provinces, while comminee agents have been preaching a holy war
in Saint Sophia and other mosques (pacha, 1924: 136):4 The
Committee of National Defense remained an unofficial body, without
any power, until the Unionist coup. In late 1912, the position of the
CUP, which won the fraudulent election in the spring, had become so
precarious that it was threatened with destruction by an opposition
movement with support in the army. The disaster of the Balkan War
gave the CUP a new lease of life, enabling it to appear as the only
body with a program and the will to fight. On Friday,January 31,
1913, a week after the Unionists formed the cabinet with General
Mahmud

evket Pasha as grand vezir, they held a meeting at the darUlfiiniin,
the university in Istanbul, to formally establish the CND. Prior
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to the meeting, the CUP had issued a proclamation inviting the
opposition as well as the Armenian political organizations-the
Dashnaks and the Hun- chak-to cooperate in the defense effort,
declaring that the entire nation had to be in a state of total
mobilization in order to meet the threat from the enemy. The
formation of the CND under these circumstances suggests that the
Unionists intended to undertake tasks that would touch upon almost
every aspect of Ottoman society. The primary goal was to raise
volunteers for the army and money for the war effort, but sub-
committees were formed to take charge of sanitation and health or to
carry out propaganda. Thereafter, sub-committees were created on
an ad hoc basis to meet new needs and solve problems as they
arose. During the First World War, some of these committees
became deeply involved in economic activity in order to create what
was described as a 'national economy.'s It should come as no
surprise to us to find that the inevitable outcome of the CUP's
involvement in the economy was widespread corruption. Patronage
was one way to reward and enrich loyal party members and to
create the bourgeois class missing from the Ottoman-Muslim social
structure. It would be more accurate to say that rather than creating
a new class out of nothing, the Unionists were providing economic
opportunities for established groups and attempting to instil in them
the spirit of capitalism. Being a Unionist naturally improved one's
chances of benefiting from patronage. A reading of the diary of an
American diplomat in wartime Istanbul gives us an idea of what was
going on in this sphere. On August 6, 1915, Lewis Einstein noted
that, 'The Committee of National Defense is now making money
rapidly by its monopolies of sugar and petrol et cetera. Their
declared intention is to accumulate a capital which they can
afterwards use to get the trade of the country in Moslem hands.' On
the 17th, he observed that, 'The Committee . . . has monopolized all



commodities and doles them out at enormous profit' (1918: 218,
243).6 The corruption and profiteering led to tension between

eyhulislam Hayri Efendi and Ismet Bey, Prefect of Istanbul. The
cause seems to have been the scarcity of bread in the capital while
the sub-committee responsible for this commodity was said to be
making 'four thousand [Turkish] pounds daily.'

iikri.i Bey, the Minister of Education, was asked to investigate the
matter, but it seems that he too was involved in the profiteering!
(Einstein, 1918: 247). Not missing a trick, the CND ordered M. Weyl,
director of the French Tobacco Regie, to sell tobacco to the Ottoman
army through the agency of the committee. Weyl complied. But
instead of the tobacco being sold to the army at regulated prices, it
was sold in the towns at great profit. The army blamed M. Weyl
whom the CND denounced as a French spy, forcing him to leave the
country (Einstein, 1918: 260-(1). Warrime necessity forced the
Unionists to be creative and rational in
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regulating the affairs of state at every level. Money was raised at
home and abroad, and missions were sent off to distant India and
Egypt for this purpose. At home, the most common method was
public collection, which not only raised substantial sums of money for
various purposes, but also raised public consciousness about politics
and foreign affairs. For example, the Fleet Committee (Dkonan a
Cemiyetl) was reinstituted in February, 1914; it had been originally
set up in June, 1909, in response to the crisis with Greece over the
island of Crete. But it became defunct and was revived in order to



collect funds for the purchase of ships to meet the Greek naval
challenge in the Aegean Sea. Branches were set up in almost every
town, and government officials were expected to give up a month's
salary for the cause. Even European companies were being asked to
contribute, and those with business interests in the Empire did so.
Much of the money used to order the two battleships from British
shipyards came from public subscription. That is why Great Britain's
decision to confiscate these vessels on July 31, 1914, before the
outbreak of war and before the signing of the alliance with Germany,
aroused great indignation among the Turkish people who saw it as
'an act of piracy' (Gilbert, 1971: 193).7 After this event, it was easier
to manipulate public opinion against Great Britain and in favor of
Germany, and the 'purchase' of the two German ships, the Goeben
and the Breslau, was greeted with jubilation, as though an insult had
been avenged. Propaganda and intelligence came to be taken more
seriously as a result of war. The T4ilat-1 Mahsusa (the 'Special
Organization') had been set up by the CUP in 1911 and had played
an important role in organizing resistance to the Italians in Libya.
This body continued to grow during the war in the Balkans and came
into its own after the Unionist seizure of power. On the advice of Riza
Bey, the former mutassanf of Gumiilcine, a town recently lost to the
Serbs, the functions of this organization were broadened. Guerilla
bands were formed from the local Muslim population of Macedonia,
very much in keeping with the tradition of the region, as a way of
keeping up resistance while Istanbul negotiated. The Te;ilat became
more active in collecting intelligence, reconnoitering, and carrying
out acts of sabotage, even assassina- tions. The CUP had used
assassins in order to achieve its political aims both before and after
1908; that tOO was in keeping with the political traditions of the
Balkans where the Committee was born. When Noel Buxton,
President of the Balkan Committee, arrived in Sofia in mid-
September, 1914, the Istanbul press became paranoid, convinced
that he had come to intrigue against the Porte. There was
speculation that London, using the good offices of the Balkan
Committee, was attempting to resurrect a new Balkan alliance
against Istanbul, hoping to purchase Bulgaria with the offer of Edirne
and Thrace. The Unionists responded by dispatching a Special



Organization assassination team to kill Buxton, 'whose name is
enough to spell hostility to Turkey,'
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Taroir-i Eflar had noted on September 17, 1914. The attempt on
Buxton's life failed and he was only wounded; but Taroir-i EflJr,
believing that Buxton was dead, opined that 'he had received his
punishment,' marking 'the end of an enemy ofIslam' (OCt. 16, 1914).
During the period of armed neutrality, the CND was placed under the
supervision of the War Ministry under Enver Pasha, no doubt to
strengthen the hand of the war minister against his civilian rivals
within the CUP. This body was no longer to concern itself with
anything political; instead, it was to devote all its efforts to advancing
agriculture, industry, commerce, and education. And as though to
add prestige to this body, the Sultan was made president, and the
heir apparent a member of the board of directors in Istanbul (Tanin,
Aug. 1, 2, 1914). Throughout the war, the CUP, using a variety of
affiliates of the CND, continued its efforts to organize the Ottoman
Muslim masses and introduced all sorts of innovations to Turkish
society. The CND, working with the Red Crescent, the Muslim
counterpan of the Red Cross, organized orphanages in Anatolia to
teach trades and modern farming methods to the ever-increasing
number of war orphans. In June, 1915, the government passed a law
to establish educational institutions, scientific and technical, to meet
the needs of orphans. The budget in these institutions was to be met
by taxes on alcoholic beverages and tobacco, as well as by taxes on
letters and telegrams. War also caused much destitution among the
families of soldiers killed in battle. An association of women was set
up to help such families, and its president was the wife of a



prominent Unionist, ismail Canbulat. Members of the committee
included the daughter of the German general, Liman von Sanders,
as well as the wives of other Unionists and high officials. Whatever
the committees may have lacked, they did not lack prestige,
provided in abundance by members of the Unionist elite!

 

IV

 

It is not at all dear how much solace such organizations brought to
the population suffering from the hardships of war. But one may
conclude from all these initiatives that the Young Turks recognized
the need for social peace if the Empire was to survive a long and
terrible war. The situation of the Ottoman Empire was in many ways
far worse than that of any of the other belligerents, and it was least
equipped to wage war on such a scale. The Turks may have had an
empire, but it was an empire dominated and exploited by all the
Great Powers of Europe and totally dependent on them. The
dependent character of the Empire was soon exposed in a dramatic
manner as Europe prepared to go to war in August, 1914; the
Ottoman economy was completely paralyzed.
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The first consequence of the outbreak of the crisis in Europe in late
July, 1914, was the closure of the foreign-controlled bourse in
Istanbul and Izmir, with disastrous effect on the commerce of both



cities. There was panic on the market, and the Porte was forced to
intervene on July 31, suspending all transactions in transferable
commodities. Foreign-owned shipping companies, operating in the
coastal waters of the empire, suspended their services, disrupting all
imports and exports. Insurance companies, again all foreign- owned,
refused to insure goods that they believed might be confiscated as
contraband of war by belligerent powers. The premium for goods
that they were willing to insure rose sharply, naturally affecting prices
for the consumer. All these factors led to shortages and an explosion
in prices; to make matters worse, the situation was exploited by
merchants and traders who were still predominantly non-Muslim.
This aggravated the chauvinism among Muslims and Turks. The
outbreak of war between the Great Powers during the first week of
August increased the panic in Istanbul. There was a run on the
banks- again all European-owned-which were rapidly running short
of cash because no more was available from their headquarters in
Europe. The people with money stopped making deposits,
aggravating the crisis. On August 4, the government intervened, and
a moratorium on payments went into effect. People in the cities,
especially in the capital, speculated that there would be shortages of
all commodities and began to hoard, as did the shopkeepers.
Naturally prices rose out of control, particularly food prices; by
August 5, the price of bread in Istanbul had risen from 5 to 55 para. s
Faced with shortages in the capital, the Porte began to requisition
grain in the provinces and made arrangements to import wheat from
Romania. The social-democrat revolution- ary, Alexander Israel
Helphand, better known as Parvus, who was residing in Istanbul at
the time, is said to have made a fortune by organizing the import of
Romanian grain for the Porte. The government tried to regulate
prices and stamp out hoarding, but with little success. Despite raids
by the police in the capital, the press continued to complain that
shopkeepers were charging whatever they wished. There are reports
of fines being imposed, but that did not deter the profiteers. Apart
from the price of bread, which kept rising, the price of potatoes rose
40 per cent during the first week of August; sugar imported from
Austria rose 200 per cent, and kerosene 100 per cent. If the price of
imported commodities rose sharply, that of local products that could



neither be exported nor brought to the capital fell equally sharply.
The fruit harvest was bountiful in the Marmara-Aegean region that
summer, but it remained unsold. Bursa peaches and izmir grapes
rotted for the want of buyers. The silk industry of Bursa suffered a
similar fate.
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The situation in the capital may have been bad. But it seems that the
situation in the provincial towns, about which there is a dearth of
information because the local press has yet to be studied, was much
worse. But the consular reports of the foreign powers provide a
sketch of the provincial scene. There too, the European crisis and
the outbreak of war led to economic paralysis. In Baghdad, where
Anglo-Indian trade was dominant, all business came to a standstill.
The same was true for towns in Syria as well as Anatolian
commercial centers such as Adana. Money was in such short supply
in the provinces that even the staff in a number of American
consulates could not be paid their salaries. The situation of the
treasury in Istanbul was equally critical; the French loan of TL
35,200,000, negotiated earlier in the summer, had been virtUally
exhausted, and the Finance Ministry was left with a mere TL 92,000
as petty cash on August 3, 1914. The bankruptcy of the treasury
became an important factor in bringing about Turkey's entry into the
war on the German side three months later. The Turks had long
been aware of their total dependence on, and subordination to, the
Great Powers. The outbreak of war served only to confirm the depth
and extent of their subjugation. Western domination over the empire
was maintained through the institution of unequal treaties known as
the capitulations. The Sublime Porte, especially after 1908, had



made great efforts to negotiate the abrogation of these treaties, but
with no success. Whatever their differences, the Powers were
unanimous about maintaining their control over the Turks. The
outbreak of hostilities prevented them from intervening in Turkey's
affairs and provided the Unionist government with the opportUnity to
denounce unilaterally the hated capitulations. Thus, on September 9,
1914, the ambassadors of all the Powers received a note informing
them that privileges acquired through the capitulations would no
longer be recognized on October 1. The Ottoman Empire had
become a sovereign state at last. 9

 

v

 

One has only to read the Turkish press of the period to sense the
great psychological impact of this unilateral act on the population at
large. It seemed as though Turkey, far from being an empire, was a
country that had just been liberated from generations of colonial rule;
that is how oppressive the capitulations had been. There was a
feeling of euphoria which the Unionists exploited by organizing
marches and rallies, and making patriotic speeches in the main
squares of the capital. September 9 came to be regarded as a
national holiday and was given the same status as July 23, the day
the constitution was restored. Here was another event-the recapture
of Edirne and the 'purchase' of the two German ships being earlier
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occasions-that enhanced the collective charisma of the CUP and
increased its popularity among the Muslims of the empire. Freed
/Tom the restraints of the capitulations, the Unionists set about the
task of nationalizing or Turkifying their state and society by
eliminating cosmopolitan elements. Ironically, this process gathered
momentum precisely at a moment when the empire was threatened
with destruction by Allied forces at Gallipoli and the Russian army in
eastern Anatolia. Just to give a few examples of this process: the
official news agency was described as 'national' rather than
'Ottoman'; Turkish was prescribed as the language to be used by the
post office, as well as the language to be used in all communica-
tions with the Ministry of Finance. This was followed by a decree
requiring all shop signs to be in Turkish. These messages helped to
instil a sense of national awareness in the population.. But some
ideologues among the Union- ists understood that Turkish
nationalism without strong socio-economic foundations would be a
futile experiment. In August, 1917, Yusuf Ak

ra, one of the most important nationalist thinkers of the period, again
issued the warning to the Turks that if they failed 'to produce among
themselves a bourgeois class by profiting from [the example of]
European capitalism, the chances of survival of a Turkish society
composed only of peasants and officials [would] be very slim'
(quoted in Berkes, 1964: 426).1 0 This warning had been heeded,
and towards the end of the war, thanks to a variety of wartime
measures to encourage commercial and industrial activity, it was
possible to observe the emergence of a 'national economy.' Not only
was there a nascent Turkish bourgeoisie to complement this
development, but also a small working class. The author of an article
entitled 'The Phase of Capitalism is Beginning' noted this fact and
remarked that 'this state of affairs could not fail to provoke conflict
between capital and labor in our country' (iktisadiyat MecmuMI, Nov.
8, 1917: 1-2). There may be some exaggeration in this observation,
but it aptly describes the great transformation that had taken place in
Turkish society during this brief period often years. Since 1914, the
government's principal concern may have been the war, but its
preoccupation with economic matters was never far behind. Anyone



perusing the press of wartime Istanbul is bound to be struck by the
amount of column space that was devoted to social and economic
issues. Despite the war, or perhaps because of it, the problems of
agriculture, commerce, or industry were always in the fore/Tonr; in
fact some journals were founded specifically for this purpose,
iktisadiyat Mecmuasl (Journal of Economics), published in February,
1915, being the most notable. Alongside articles on the military
situation, there were invariably articles on all sorts of issues that
affected the economic life of the country and the war effort. The size
and quality of the harvest in various provinces was always worthy of
attention; so were the measures taken by the peasants, the
authorities, or even
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experts brought from Germany or Austria-Hungary to combat vermin,
which seemed a constant threat to crops and cattle. There are
reports of meteorologi- cal stations being set up in the capital and in
the provinces for more accurate forecasting, and discussions of new
laws for the preservation of forests. Chambers of commerce were
being founded by the 'new bourgeoisie' in towns around Anatolia and
organizations set up to promote this or that industry. One also reads
reports of local fairs where peasants were shown new implements
and encouraged to adopt modern techniques. In the past, students
had been sent to Europe to acquire a western education; during the
war, workers were also being sent to Germany to learn to use
modern machines. From all this evidence, it is no exaggeration to
conclude that wartime Turkey was in the process of a social and
economic renaissance.



 

VI

 

Onoman- Turkish society paid a heavy price for this renaissance,
though the burden was shared unequally by the various segments. A
small minority, the 'nascent bourgeoisie,' derived almost all the
benefits of this transformation, retaining the lion's share of the wealth
accumulated from wartime profiteering. It is no coincidence that the
K

family, still the owner of the foremost commercial-industry holding
company in Turkey today, traces its rise from modest circumstances
during the First Wodd War,u The people who bore the heaviest
burden were the urban consumers and the peasants. The
consumers paid exorbitant prices for shoddy goods and enriched the
new class of war profiteers; the '332 tuccan or 'the merchants of
1916,' as they were called, became notorious for their exactions.
Such was the popular outcry against their activities, the government
was forced to set up commissions of investigation and pass laws to
control prices. The peasantry, on the other hand, having no collective
voice that could be heard in the capital, suffered silently though not
without bitterness and hatred towards the state. The wars had the
most detrimental effect on agriculture. Not only were the peasants
conscripted and sent off to fight, but their animals-buf- faloes,
donkeys, and horses-were also requisitioned. Thus the task of tilling
the soil became even more formidable. Ottoman agriculture had
suffered, not from the lack of land, but from the scarcity of labor, and
constant warfare made the problem more acute. There was great
disruption in the countryside during the Balkan Wars, and again in
August, 1914, when the Pone declared general mobilization. Once
Turkey became a belligerent and had to prepare to fight a long war,
the Unionist government responded by virtually legalizing forced
labor in order to maintain agricultural production, enforcing these
measures ruthlessly throughout the war. With the men being
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killed and wounded in the different theaters of war, women and
children were forced to assume some of the heaviest tasks on the
home front. One cannot talk about the 'liberation' of peasant women
because they always worked, though perhaps not as hard as they
were forced to work during the war. But there was a certain amount
of 'liberation' -if 'liberation' is the appropriate term-for urban Turkish
women, especially in the capital, as a result of war. Ever since the
revolution of 1908, the Young Turks had attempted to involve Turkish
middle-class women in activity outside the home. There was a
conviction, often expressed in polemical articles, that Turkish society
could not be transformed until women were permitted to play an
appropriate role. The new regime had tried to improve the situation,
but with limited success in the major cities like Istanbul and izmir.
The government opened schools, trained women teachers, and
prepared better text books. The liberal Islamic establishment close to
the CUP interpreted Islam progressively for this purpose. Supported
by Sultan Mehmet Re

ad and the

eyhiilislam, the u/ema-the doctors of Islamic law and theology-
argued that Muslim women were not being treated as the Prophet
Muhammad had intended them to be, and that He had also opposed
polygamy, as quotations ITom the

ran demonstrated. But Turkish-Muslim society as a whole remained
conservative, and in some towns of Anatolia a man speaking to a
woman in public was still liable to be fined and the woman flogged.



Wartime necessity forced Turkish society to utilize female labor on a
substantial scale. Women began to work in factories, and middle-
class women in offices or establishments like the new telephone
exchange, until then the domain of non-Muslim women. Women had
become such an active part of the labor force in the greater Istanbul
region that an organization, whose name may be translated roughly
as 'The Society for Muslim Working Women,' was set up in the
capital in August, 1916. It had three branches: in Istanbul, Pera, and
Oskiidar, which gives us some idea where their working places were
con- centrated. Its president, no doubt serving in an honorary
capacity, was Enver Pasha's wife, Naciye Sultan, while the Pasha
himself was listed as a patron. 12 The Istanbul daily, Tanin,
commenting on the founding of this body, noted that thousands of
women were doing jobs they had never conceived of doing before
the war. This was especially true in Istanbul. The object of this
society was to publicize this activity, to give it official support in order
to make it more acceptable-thus the patronage ITom the highest
circles of Turkish society-and to organize and promote work for
women by opening more work places (Aug. 12, 1916). The initial aim
was to provide work for another ten thousand women. Peasant
women played an even more vital role, particularly during the harvest
of 1916. Tekinalp eulogized their contribution, observing that:
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While the men found themselves at the front struggling heroically for
the very life and existence of the country, the women have remained
at home struggling equally hard with all their might to provide food
for the country and guaranteeing its economic future. In several
places, women have suc- ceeded through their labour in not allowing



the shonage of men to be felt. This activity of peasant women [he
observed] is to be noted above all in the province of Konya. Semih
Bey, the vali of Konya, had decided to build a monument to
perpetuate the memory of this noble activity by Turkish women
during the historic epoch through which we are passing (1916: 1-
2).1)

 

Despite the imposition of forced labor and the massive contribution
of peasant women to agriculture, the area under cultivation
continued to decline throughout the war. When the Chamber
discussed a new law for compulsory agricultural service in February,
1917, the minister reported that the area under cultivation had
declined dramatically from 60 million tlonums in 1913- 14 to 30
million in 1914-15, and to 24 million tlonums in 1916. The
government hoped to restore cultivation to 30 million donums in
1917. 14 The Unionists intended to meet the acute shortage of labor
by mechanizing agriculture, and farm machinery as well as Austrian
and German experts were imported for this purpose. This was bound
to have a great impact on peasant society in Anatolia. The Unionists
were in fact trying to carry out a structural change in agriculture,
which undermined the position of the small peasant. In 1916, the
government passed a decree introducing the regimentation of
farming. The German economic review, Wirtschaftszeitung der
Zentralmachte wrote that The farmers will not be able to sow and
work as they please, but everything will be done in common under
State supervision. The State will supply all appliances, manure, and
other necessaries in sufficient quantities, and even labour where
required. By this means one of the greatest drawbacks of Turkish
agriculture, 'small farming' as it is called, will be abolished. In
Anatolia the land is very much broken up among small owners,
hence intensive cultivation is difficult, but it will now be made
possible by the nationalisation of agriculture and the joint cultivation
of the soil (Oct. 16, 1916; quoted in Daily Review of the Forni!' PTfII,
Oct. 28, 1916). Thus, despite the exploitation of the vast majority of
the peasantry, a small class of prosperous 'middle peasants' began



to emerge, at least in western Anatolia where capitalist agriculture
was most developed. An interview with Dr. Nazim, a high-ranking
Unionist, provides an illustration of this phenomenon. Dr. Nazim, who
had just been instrumental in setting up an association in izmir for
'the moral and physical improvement of the peasantry,' claimed that
the war had enriched the population of Turkey, and this was
especially true of the region around izmir.
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In nearly all parts of the town one can see traces of our economic
revival. The coffee-houses which used to line the quayside before
the war have made way for shops. Wherever you look you see signs
of newly formed limited companies. The value of money has fallen to
such an extent that our peasants, who have made fonunes through
the unwarranted rise in the price of food .., , can pay three liras for a
pair of stockings for their daughters (1918: 2-3).

 

Wartime policies resulted in strengthening the position of the
landlords who had emerged as a political force following the Land
Code of 1858. Their position was further bolstered by the newly
created 'middle peasant.' Both groups benefited by acquiring lands
left vacant by peasants killed in war, and by the expulsion and
massacre of Greek and Armenian peasants. However, most of the
vacated land was resettled by Turkish peasants fleeing ITom the
Balkans and the Caucasus. In contrast, the position of the Turkish
peasantry as a whole deteriorated sharply. How did they respond to
their increasing eXploitation and oppression? In most cases they



seemed to bear their loss with a large dose of fatalism. But sources
also reveal a massive increase in banditry and brigandage, not new
phenomena in Anatolia. News about this activity is abundant in the
press of wartime Istanbul, especially after political and military
censorship was lifted in June, 1918. Thereafter, the press carried
reports of bandits who were hampering the vital activity of the
summer harvest as the peasants were constantly threatened by
marauding bands. IS Many of the brigands were deserters from the
army, and there are reports of Turkish deserters seeking refuge with
Greek bands in the Black Sea region. By 1918, brigandage
(efkiyalik) had become so widespread that small provincial towns
were insecure, and public life was threatened. The situation became
sufficiently serious for the Talat Pasha government, which came to
power in February, 1917, to appoint ismail Canbulat, a retired officer
and dedicated Unionist, Minister of the Interior. He was expected to
deal with this problem energetically, but he too failed to crush the
bands. He resigned in September, 1918, after bandits had attacked
the train at Bandirma for the second time. He complained that the
government was simply not strong enough to cope with the situation
(Cavit, 1945). After the war, the nationalist movement inherited the
problem of a disgruntled and alienated peasantry and therefore had
to rely on the traditional notables to mobilize the countryside. This
proved to be an unfortUnate legacy for the Republican regime after
1923, as it prevented virtUally any reform that threatened the
interests of the landlords from being passed in the Assembly.
Another important contribution made by wartim

Unionist practices to the Republican regime was the role that the
state began to play in social and economic engineering. The Young
Turks, including the Unionist wing,
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intended to follow, as closely as circumstances permitted, the path of
individual initiative and free enterprise in creating a modern capitalist
economy. But the situation created by a long war forced the State to
intervene in order to guarantee the very survival of its people. The
ruling party- the Committee of Union and Progress-and the state
became involved in every sphere of social and economic activity,
from organizing companies to protecting consumers. The proponents
of capitalism, inspired and reassured by Germany's wartime
example, recognized the necessity of state intervention in a
backward society. They began to talk of a 'new' economic model,
which was described as 'devkt iktisadiyati,' or state economy, in
which the state would assume those responsibilities that private
enter- prise could not or would not. These ideas were adopted by the
republic in the 1930s, becoming 'devletcilik' or itatisme, one of the
'six arrows' ofKemalist ideology. One must also consider how and to
what extent the mentality of Turkish Muslims was altered by the
events of this decade, especially under the impact of war. This
matter needs to be studied and, like so many topics in modern
Turkish history, awaits its historian. For the moment, one can only
note the observations of a contemporary. Dr. Riza Nur, who played a
very active oppositional role in the Young Turk period and was also
an acute observer of events and trends, remembered how
conservative his society had been as the constitutional period
commenced. When Riza Tevfik proposed in parliament the
introduction of European time, the conservatives came out in
opposition claiming that 'the abolition of our time [based on the
movements of the sun] will mean the end of prayer.' When the voters
of Samsun saw a picture of their deputy in a hat, they said
reproachfully: 'The deputy for Samsun went to Europe and wore a
hat. He became an infidel. The dirty pig.' Ten years later, in 1919,
Riza Nur returned to his old constituency, Sinop on the Black Sea,
after his long exile in Europe. He was apprehensive about his
reception, especially as he now had a European wife. But he was
pleasantly surprised when people asked: 'Did you wear a hat, did
your wife move around without a veil?' Riza Nur noted that ideas had



changed greatly in the ten years and remarked how attendance to
the Alaerrin Mosque in Sinop had dropped sharply (Nur, 1967: 281-
82). One can see how the ground had been prepared for the reforms
of Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk.

 

VII

 

Such, in broad outlines, is the sketch of war and society during the
Young Turk decade. Despite the great transformation that took place
during this brief period, the historian must resist the temptation to
exaggerate the accomplishments of the Young Turks. Much of
Anatolia and Turkish society
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remained unchanged, indeed untouched, by the reforms, because of
the failure to ameliorate the lot of the peasantry, the vast majority of
the population. Nevertheless, the reform of society was sufficient to
create classes, both in the towns and in the countryside, with a
strong commitment to the survival of a Turkish nation state in
Anatolia, 'discovered' during the war. These classes sided with the
nationalists in the struggle against imperial- ism and in the civil war
against the old regime. They were the dynamic element in Turkish
society, the creation of wartime policies. The Tanin recognized this
and acknowledged the benefits war had brought, liberating the Turks
from the strait-jacket the Powers had forced them to wear (Sept. 19,



1917). A German journalist, who spent the years 1915-16 in Istanbul,
provides a fitting conclusion to a discussion of the impact of war on
Turkish society: The war with its enormous intellectual activity has
cenain1y brought all the political and economic resources of the
Turks ." to the highest possible stage of development, and we ought
not to be surprised if we often find that measures, whether of a
beneficial or injurious character, are characterised by modem
exactness, clever technicality, and thoroughness of conception... No
one can doubt that it will enormously intensify zeal in the fight for the
existence of the Turkey of the furore, freed from jingoistic
outgrowths, once more come to its senses and confined to its own
proper sphere of activity, Anatolia, the core of the Empire (Sroermer,
1917: 1-2).

 

This article is reprinted from Revit"W XI, 2, Spring 1988, pp. 265-
288. Reprinted by permission of Revit"W.

 

NOTES

 

I. For the diplomacy of this period see Kent (1984), Heller (1983),
Trumpener (1968), Weber (1970), and Ahmad (1966). 2. Only the
International Socialist Bureau tried to mobilize European public
opinion against Italian aggression, but with no success (see Haupt,
1972: 56-68). 3. On the reason for Unionist failure to carry out a
radical policy towards the peasants see Feroz Ahmad (1983). 4.
Lowther to Grey, no. 92 con., Constantinople, 5 February 1913, F.O.
371/1788/6200. The American Embassy also described the
Committee of National Defense in similar terms as 'Co",itl J

Sa/III P"Mic.' See the dispatch from Constantinople, February 13,
1913, 867.00/485 no. 412. Some documents on the CND may be
found in Tank Zafer Tunaya's invaluable study TUriiye'J



    Siyasa/ Pani/er(1984: 448-57). See also Ta"in,Jan. 30, 31, Feb. I,
1913. 5. On the question of ' national economy' see Toprak (1982).
This must be the last word on the subjecL See also Ahmad (1980).
6. Such a work has a tendency to belittle the Turks since it was
obviously published as a part of the U.S. propaganda campaign
against Turkey. But Einstein is quite accurate about the corruption
prevailing in the capital at the time. Plenty of other sources could be
cited. 7. The DorIan"", Ct1//iytti, modelled on the German 'Flotten
Verein' and the British 'Navy League,' was founded on June 9,1909,
according to its proclamation, given to me by Dr. Aydotan
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Demir of Izmir University, to whom sincere thanks. However, Fahir
C;:oker, a retired admiral and naval historian, gives July 19, 1909, as
the date (1965). 8. 10 paras were worth roughly one cent. 9. It is
worth quoting the note of the Turkish ambassador in Washington,
Ahmed Rilstem Bey, to the Secretary of State to have a sense of
what the capitulations and their abolition meant to the Turks.

 

Sir. 1 have the honor to inform you that by Imperial irade the
Ottoman Government has abrogated as from the first of October
next the conventions known as the capitulations restricting the
sovereignty of Turkey in her relations with certain powers. All
privileges and immunities accessory to these conventions or issuing
therefrom are equally repealed. Having thus freed itself from what
was an intolerable obstacle to all progress in the empire, the Imperial
Government has adopted as basis of its relations with the other



powers the general principle of international law (U.S. Go\'ernment,
1914: 1090).

 

10. A French translation ofthis article, which originally appeared in
TUrit Yllroll (No. 140, 12 Aug. 1333 (1917]), is available in Fran

ois Georgeon's excellent monograph on Yusuf Ak

ura. 11. See Yehbi Ko

's autobiography Hayal Hik4yem (1973) and the more entertaining
but historically-accurate fictionalized account by Erol Toy (1973). 12.
'Kao,""'" 9""(11""'" Cmriyet-i islamiym' translated in French as
'Societe du travail des femmes mussulmanes,' ik,isaoiyat MmnU/lSI,
Yol. I, no. 23, 10 Aug. 1916: 2-3 and Yol. I, no. 25, 31 Aug. 1916: 7.
For women's organizations in this period see Tunaya (1984: 476-
-82). 13. On Tekinalp see Landau (1984). A telegram from Istanbul
published in the Rhei"iseb Wertf"'isehe bitllng (n.d.) and quoted in Tb

Ntar East (London), reponed that: 'Women are being admitted to the
Turkish army. The Ottoman Association for Women's Work publishes
a call to all women between 18 and 30 to join the recently created
Women Workers' Battalion. The battalion was to be attached to the
First Army Corps and would work eight hours daily behind the front.
The overseers and officers would first be men, but would gradually
be replaced by women' (Feb. 22,1918: 153). 14. Ecboot Blilgarit,
Mar. 1, 1917, excerpted in War Ministry (London), Daily RnJit'/D
oftbe FomfJI Prrss DREP, Mar. 17, 1917; Novichev (1935: 19--20).
Novichev provides a most interesting account of wartime Turkey. 15.
Ahmed Emin [Yalman] writes that in many regions: 'peasants had to
pay regular tributes to brigands in addition to their official contribution
to the Government' (1930: 80).
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Social Change in Persia in the Nineteenth Century ANN K. S.
LAMBTON

 

It is, I think, impossible to understand the attitude of the Persian
people to social change in the nineteenth century or towards the
government and political change without some consideration first of
the Shi'i doctrine towards the holders of political power and secondly
of the intrusion of the Great Powers into Persia. In this paper I shall,
therefore, first examine these two matters in order to indicate how



they limited social and political change, and how the latter also
encouraged such changes. Inevitably, there is much that I shall have
to omit. J shall not discuss the intellectual movements which led up
to the Constitutional Revolution-I have touched upon them
elsewhere and others have discussed them more fully. Nor shall I
discuss literary movements, partly because these are concerned, for
the most parr, with political rather than social change. Another
omission, and perhaps a more important one in the context of social
change, is a discussion of the position of women and of slaves.
Persia is a country of great variety. Generalizations, inevitably
inaccurate, are likely to be especially so with regard to Persia.
Change there has been, sometimes in one field and sometimes in
another, but on the whole the basic patterns of society and
administration have shown a striking continuity. The fragmentation of
the Abbasid empire and the rise and fall of the Saljiiq, Ilkhanid,
Timurid and Safavid empires all brought about political, economic,
social and cultural changes, but the dominant feature has
nevertheless been continuity in political and social life. The rise of
the Safavid empire, the last of the great empires before the

jars, was, at least in one respect, an exception to this. The
establishment of Ithna'Ashari (Imami) Shi'ism as the official religion
of the country by Isma'il
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led to a profound change in the ethos of society and the attitude of
the people to political power. Prior to this the majority had been
Sunni, Shi'ism being confined to certain districts only. Under the
Safavids Persia became a national state with recognizable frontiers,



separated by its acceptance of Shi'ism from its neighbours. Whereas
the Sunni 'ulama' so far as they accepted office under an unjust
government, i.e. a government to which power had not been lawfully
delegated, deliberately sought to give validity to its exercise of power
in order that shar'i government might continue, the Imami fuqaha',
although they co-operated for specific purposes with the holders of
power, refused to accept any responsibility for the existence of an
unjust government-for them all governments during the occultation of
the hidden Imam were unjust, even if they were Shi'i. They were not
concerned, as were the Sunnis, with the valid delegation of power;
and their acceptance of office at the hands of unjust rulers in no way
legitimized the power of the lauer. Practising taqiyya, they saw
themselves as deputies of the imam, not of the ruler, who thus
became in their theory, in a sense, irrelevant. In order to understand
the ambivalent attitude of the 'ulama' (and to some extent of the
population in general) towards the government, it is appropriate to
consider the views of the early leaders of the Imami Shi'a, views
which continued down to, and throughout, the nineteenth century to
influence the attitude of the faithful towards authority. In his
discussion of the duty to enjoin the good and to forbid evil, which is a
duty incumbent upon all Muslims who are mukaJIaf, i.e. fully
responsible and therefore bound to fulfil religious duties,
MUQammad b. al-I:fasan al- Tiisi (d. 460/1067), whose work lies at
the base of the writings of almost all later Imam! fuqaha', illustrates
both the limitations placed upon the believer's actions by taqiyya and
the political irresponsibility which results from its practice. He states:
It is incumbent to enjoin the good and to forbid evil in the heart, by
the spoken word and by act whenever the multaiJafis able to do this
and knows, or considers, that it will not lead to harm to him or to a
believer at that time or in the future. If he knows that it will lead to
harm to him or to a third party at that time or in the future, or thinks
this probable, it is not incumbent upon him in any way-it is only
incumbent if he is safe from harm in all cases,\

 



The circumstances in which a believer might accept office from a
usurper are laid down by al-Murtaza 'Alam al-Hudii (d. 436/1044)
and were broadly accepted by later authorities. According to him, if
the one accepting office knew or considered it likely on the basis of
clear indications that he would be able, through his tenure of office,
to support a right or to reject a false claim or to enjoin the good and
forbid evil, and that nothing of this would be
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accomplished but for his holding office, it was obligatory upon him to
accept office. If he feared for some property of his or was afraid of
some harm befalling him, the like of which could be borne, it was
permissible for him to accept, but if he was forced by the sword, or if
he considered it likely that his blood would be shed if he did not
accept, he was obliged to accept. AI- Munaza claims that

 

Pious men and scholars have always at various times accepted
offices on behalf of the unjust rulers for some of the reasons we
have mentioned. The tenure of office on behalf of an unjust ruler is,
when there is something of the aforementioned in it that makes it
good, only in appearance on behalf of the unjust ruler. Intrinsically, it
is on behalf of the true imams--peace be upon them-because they
have given permission for the tenure of office under the conditions
we have mentioned. . . Sound tradition has been transmitted that it is
permissible for anyone in this situation to administer the legal
punishments, cut the hands of thieves and do whatever the law
requires in these matters.



 

AI-Murtaza's argument in justification of acceptance of office
continues as fol- lows:

 

If it is said: Is it not the case that through his tenure of office he is
strengthening the unjust ruler and giving the appearance that
obedience to him is a religious duty? '" We say: If the unjust ruler has
gained control of the religion, it is inevitable for everyone who is in
his country and belongs in appearance to his subjects that he extol
him, display reverence to him, and submit to his orders as if
obedience to him were a religious duty. . . His holding office thus
does not lead him into anything which would not have been
necessary for him if he had not accepted the office, while through the
office he is enabled to order what is proper and to prohibit what is
reprehensible. Thus it is obligatory that he seek to attain to that
through the office. Z

 

On the question of giving judgement al- Tiisi states that

 

The true imams, upon them be peace, have cast [the mancle of]
judgement (l,ukiima) on the [uqaha' of the Shi'a during such time as
they themselves are not in a position to exercise it in person... If
afaqih exercises authority (wiJiIya) on behalf of a tyrant, let him think
that in applying the penalties of the law in giving judgement he is
acting on bebalf of the true imiim and let him undertake [these
duties] according to the requirements of the fhariCa of the faith. .. It
is not permissible for anyone to choose to exercise oversight on
behalf of tyrants unless he has [first] determined that he will not
transgress what is obligatory and will only execute what is right and
that he will allocate things such as fa4ll1fal, akhmas, and so on to
their proper use. If he knows that he will not be able to control these



things, it is not permissible for him to undertake that work voluntarily,
but ifhe is compelled to do so, it is permissible.
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Following the example of the early Imiimi fuqaha', the doctrine of 'the
prevention of harm' (tlaj'-i maiarrat) was developed. Under this
doctrine it was held that co-operation with, and the acceptance of
office from, an unjust ruler was permissible in order to prevent harm.
This gave rise to an ambivalent attitude towards government, not
only on the part of the religious classes but also on the part of the
population generally, while the practice of taqiyya, both by the
religious classes and the population at large, encouraged and
fostered a general reluctance to accept moral and political
responsibility.3 Whereas the Safavids had claimed descent from the
Imam Miisa al-Kii

im and the early Safavid rulers, or their partisans, had claimed that
they ruled in succession to, or on behalf of, the imams, the Qiijiirs
could make no such claim. As a result the demarcation between the
religious and the political institution became clearer. There was once
more a religious institution standing over against the state and not
wholly incorporated into it. The balance, however, was a delicate
one. The fuqaha', who asserted their claim to be niz>jJ, <amm of the
imam more openly in the nineteenth century, could, if they so
wished, declare the ruler to be the niz>ib Ithil.rf of the imam for some
special purpose, as indeed Shaykh Ja'far Kiishif al-Ghita' did when
he declared Fad} 'Ali Shiih the nil'jJ, khilu for the purpose of
defensive war against the Russians.. Broadly speaking, obedience to
the government, although it was illegitimate, was normal, because it



gave protection against insecurity and disorder. It would
nevertheless appear that the question of war against rebels, which
had been forbidden during the occultation by earlier Imami fuqaha>,
was re- opened. Shaykh Ja'far widened the issue, which had earlier
been seen essentially in terms of rebellion against the imam. For him
tyranny (

uJm) was rebellion and every tyrant (

im) was a rebel. 'Anyone', he states, 'who rebels against the imam or
his nil'jJ, <amm or his nil>ib khil.rf in what he commands or prohibits
and whoever acts contrary [to his command and prohibition] in
withholding zakat or khums or in performing his due obligations [

uqiiq] must be fought.' The only question was at what moment action
should be taken against the rebel. Since no process was devised

o decide when the ruler became a rebel or how a tyrant could be
called to account, the question remained largely theoretical. But by
the end of the nineteenth century the position of the <ulama' had
undergone considerable change; the gulf between them and the
government had widened, and it was unlikely, if not inconceiv- able,
that one of the great muftahiJs of the day would have declared the
ruler the nil>ib khil.rf of the imam. Aqa Mubammad Khiin and Fatb
'Ali Shah treated the <ulama' with great respect and sought to
secure their support Mubammad Shah and his minister l:liijji Mirza
Aqasi were Siifis and less attentive to the orthodox <ulama>. Nii

ir ai-Din Shah and his minister the Amir Ni

iim (Mirza Taqi Khan), in their attempt to increase the power of the
central government, sought to reduce that of the rulama>. Shaykh
Ja'far had written
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beginning of the century that every tyrant (;.RUm) was a rebel and at



the end of the century it was still tyranny (¥ulm) which eventually
provoked action against the holders of power. As the movement for
constitutional reform spread, the feeling that the weight of tyranny
was intolerable and that it was threatening the Islamic way of life
rallied religious and popular support to the movement. From the end
of the eighteenth century Persia, situated on India's western borders,
assumed in the eyes of those concerned with the affairs of the East
India Company in London and Calcutta an importance which grew in
relation to their concern about the threat from external enemies to
their possessions in India. This involved Britain to an ever increasing
extent in Persia. Afghanistan, France and Russia, in turn, appeared
to threaten India and the primary British interest in Persia was seen
to be the maintenance of the independence and integrity of Persia as
an element in the defence of their Indian empire. Britain had no
territorial aims in Persia and in the nineteenth century her interest in
Persia did not arise primarily OUt of her relations with Persia but
rather out of her relations with those powers which had gained or
might gain influence in Persia and might threaten India. This
accounts, in part at least, for the vacillations in British policy towards
Persia. It was not a situation which Persia could be expected either
to understand or to appreciate and it created resentment. Russia, on
the other hand, had expansionist designs in Persia and deprived her
of all her provinces north of the Aras River in the early years of the
century and of territory in the north-east in the middle of the century.
This gave rise not only [0 resentment but also to fear. By the middle
of the century, if not considerably before, both the realization by
Persians that Persian independence and territorial integrity
depended upon the balance of power between Britain and Russia
and the fear of foreign intervention limited political experiment and
economic and social change. The Persians did not wish for the
tutelage of either power and much energy was devoted to playing off
the one power against the other. At the same time, the humiliation of
military defeat in the Russian wars at the beginning of the century
and in the Anglo-Persian war of 1856-57 produced a desire to
emulate the progress and technical advances of Western Europe in
order to resist the encroachment of foreign powers. It also
heightened the sense of distinctiveness and separation felt between



Persia as an Islamic society and non-Islamic societies. It produced
hostility towards the alien civilization of Europe among all classes,
but especially among the religious classes, by whom it was most
openly expressed. Ultimately, it also produced nationalism, but a
nationalism articulated in terms of Islam. The memory of the old
Persian empire had lived on in the works of Firdawsi, though the
details were blurred and legend triumphed over history. A sense of
'being a Persian' (iraniyyat), which was kept alive largely by
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literary traditions expressed in the Persian language, ran through
Persian society, but the emphasis was on culture rather than
nationality and this memory and sense of 'being a Persian' did not
provide an adequate basis for nationalism in the modern sense.
There was no clear and definite memory of common government or
of 'good' government and because of lack of com- munications no
close contact between individuals of different regions or of different
classes. Many towns and districts were also rent by faction.' Such
contact and common interests as there were came mainly from a
sharing of interests belonging to the locality, the craft or the tribe
and, among the educated classes, a sharing ofliterary interests.
Transcending all were religious interests and such common feeling
as there was among the people as a whole was religious, not
national, and came primarily from the sense of sharing a common
religious background. At the same time it was also in the sharing of
their literary tradition that Persians, especially the educated classes,
felt a common bond and a superiority to other peoples. As Western
techniques were gradually applied to Persia in the nineteenth
century, political organizations were able to make their authority



effective to an increasing degree, and with this there was to some
extent a transition from the old religious loyalties to national loyalties,
though patriotism still remained largely a religious sentiment. So far
as loyalties transcended the quarter, the city, the craft or the tribe,
they were still primarily to Islam. The shah was still padishah-i islam
and Persia the mamalik-i islam. When eventually in the late
nineteenth century the desire among the intellectuals for
modernization became stronger, it was largely as a result first of
military and diplomatic pressures and then of economic pressure.
The religious classes and others continued their resistance to foreign
intrusion in a new form, equating modernization with a return to
Islam. In other words, they attempted, as Malkam Khan had already
done in some of his essays, to clothe modernization in an Islamic
garb, just as the Islamic philosophers had sought in the early
centuries to equate the learning of the ancient world with Islam and
to incorporate it into Islam. In both the early centuries and the
nineteenth century the religious classes in general were opposed to
change, but as the pressures grew they adopted new tactics in order
to control and nullify the demands for change. A somewhat extreme
example of the attempt to equate Islam with modernization is the
Ifuquq bayn al-islilm by Sayf al-Saltana, written about 1904 or 1905.
His thesis is that all knowledge (including modern sciences) is
summed up in the

r'iin and that Western nations in their modernization were putting into
practice the precepts of the

r'an and that the reason for the backwardness of Islamic nations was
their failure to put such precepts into practice. He claims that all
European progressive ideas were borrowed from Islam: the concepts
of justice, equality and a consultative assembly were all, he alleges,
foreshadowed in the Qur'an.
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Other writers, such as Fu

at, were more moderate and contented themselves with equating the
government of the law with the rharifa. Already in the late eighteenth
century there is some evidence of new trends in political thought,
notably in the Rustam aJ-ta'Wilriih, in which the author, Rustam al-
l:Iukami', shows, for example, an incipient awareness of the
interaction of political and economic affairs. There is also evidence in
his work of fear of British intrusion coupled with a recognition of the
decay and tyranny prevalent in Persia. Rustam al-l:Iukami' lived in I

fahin. Those in the south and south-east tended, on the whole, to
look to India and therefore to be especially conscious of British
influence. At the time the British had no diplomatic representative in
Persia: any business that might arise was dealt with by the
representatives of the East India Company, whose headquarters had
been transferred from Basra to Bushire in 1778. It is unlikely that
Rustam al-l:Iukamii"s book had widespread influence but its
composition suggests that there was a 'reading public' not merely
among men of letters but also, perhaps, among those who were
beginning to question traditional atritudes. 6 By the middle of the
nineteenth century the desire for change had become more broadly
based. Lady Sheil, a percipient observer of the Persian scene,
writing of 1850 and the civil and religious disturbances which took
place in Persia in that year, states: 'There is a spirit of change
abroad among the Persians.' Elsewhere, remarking on the growing
demand for luxuries, she noted that the satisfaction of this would
increase Persia's dependence upon Europe. She writes:

 

With all their alacrity to endure a life of roughness, or even hardship,
they [the Persians] have a vast aptitude for luxury and enjoyment.



Their wants are increasing daily, and these wants must be supplied
from Europe.'

 

The patterns of change in the nineteenth century were complex. The
first impulse for change almost certainly came from contact with the
alien civilization of Europe in the military and diplomatic fields. A
series of diplomatic missions, foreign military instructors, advisers
and adventurers were to be found in Persia in the early years of the
century. A curious feature of the Persian army in the reign of Fatb
cAli was a corps of Russian (Muslim) deserters, until it was
disbanded in 1840. The influence of the military missions in the
military field was small. Some progress was made in elementary
tactics and organization but none, or almost none, in the matter of
discipline, regularity of pay, supplies and the formation of a
professional officer corps. Indirectly, however, the military missions
encouraged political and social change. As a result of their presence
and the need felt for military reform, 'Abbis Mirzi sent two young
Persians to study in England in 1811 and five more in 1815. One of
these, Mirzi Silib, who later played an important part in spreading
knowledge of Western Europe in Persia, was to
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learn English and French, a second was to study medicine, a third
engineering and fortifications, a fourth the duties of an artillery and a
cavalry officer, and the fifth the art of the gunsmith. 8 Indirectly, the
military and diplomatic missions also played a part in overcoming
suspicion of Western medicine, though there were no modern



medical services run by the Persian government until towards the
end of the century, and even then they were of an elementary and
very limited nature. The British missions, military and diplomatic, had
attached to them doctors, many of whom by their medical skill
attracted the confidence of the ruling and other leading families. At
first they met with opposition both from Persian doctors and from the
government. In the winter of 1811-12 the surgeons of the British
mission endeavoured to introduce vaccination. Cowpox was
obtained from Constantinople and some 300 children were
vaccinated in Tehran. Women, mainly from the poor, thronged their
premises bringing their offspring to be vaccinated. This apparently
aroused the opposition of the Persian doctors and, perhaps, also the
suspicion of the government. Whatever the reason, the government
placed farrizshcs at the gates of the premises of the mission,
ostensibly as a mark of attention to the head of the mission but in
fact to prevent the entry of the women. 9 Among the first English
surgeons and doctors who worked in Persia was Dr. Charles
Cormick, who had been a member of the military mission provided
under the Preliminary Treaty between Persia and Britain and had
stayed in Persia after the mission left. He married an Armenian lady
and settled in Tabriz and became 'Abbas Mirza's physician. His son
William, who was trained in England and practised in London and
Paris, was summoned back to Persia by Mubammad Shah in 1844.
He, too, settled in Tabriz and in addition to treating the late 'Abbas
Mirza's family had a flourishing apothecary's business. One of the
most successful of the doctors was John McNeill, who first came to
Persia as assistant surgeon to the legation in 1821 and later became
British minister. He successfully treated Taj al-Dawla, Fatb 'Ali
Shah's favourite wife, in 1826. Thereafter he regularly attended
members of the shah's qaram. After the rupture of Anglo-Persian
relations in 1838 a succession of French doctors were employed by
the royal family, among them a French surgeon, M. Labat, who
treated Mubammad Shah successfully in 1844, and Dr. Cloquet. In
1845 a young Persian, Mirza

adiq, was sent by the shah to England to study medicine. Shortly
afterwards three or four other young men were sent to France to



study general science. Dr. Joseph Dickson, who became doctor to
the British legation in 1848 and held his appointment until 1887, was
called in from time to time to treat Na

ir aI-Din Shah, and at the latter's request accompanied him on his
first European tour in 1873. In 1890 Dr. Hugh Adcock was appointed
personal physician to Mu

affar aI-Din, the va/i 'ahtl, who was then residing in Tabriz. When he
succeeded in 1896,
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Adcock accompanied him to Tehran and for ten years held the
position of consulting physician in chief to the shah. Medical
treatment was also given by the doctors of the British military and
diplomatic missions to the poor in Tabriz and Tehran. In 1837 a
visitor to Tabriz remarked that: from morning to night the steps of the
British Palace were thronged with sick, who sought relief from the
European skill. Both here and in Tehran the good which is done by
the medical gentlemen belonging to the Embassy is in- ca1culab1e.
'o The medical treatment offered to the poor first in Tabriz, Tehran
and Bushire was later extended to other parts of the country where
British consulates were opened. The Indo-European Telegraph
department, which became operational in 1865, also had doctors
attached to it; they, too, ran dispensaries for the poor. II Although a
medical class was opened in the Dar al-Funiin, which was founded in
1851, the Persian government did not concern itself with public
health until 1868. In that year a Sanitary Council was established on
which doctors from the British, French and Russian legations also



served. The first modern Persian hospital was opened with German
help in Tehran in the following year: 2 The development of hospital
services was slow. Among the first modern hospitals a!1d
dispensaries were those set up by Christian missionary societies.
The first to be opened was a dispensary in Uriimiyyeh, where the
American Justin Perkins of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions founded a mission, which worked mainly among
the Armenians and Nestorians, in 1835. Mary Bird of the Church
Missionary Society opened a dispensary for Muslim women in the I

fahan bazaar in 1891. Despite much opposition from the mullas, who
preached against her and sought to prevent her access to the
bazaar, she won the devotion of her many patients and appears to
have had access to familics of all classes. In 1896 a hospital and
dispensary were opened by the Church Missionary Society in Julia (I

fahan) and between 1897 and 1900 they established hospitals in
Kirman, Yazd and Shiraz. In the first half. of the nineteenth century
there were virtually no modern schools in Persia. Education was
given in maktabs and madrasas. In the former, Persian and a little
Arabic sufficient for reading the Qur'an, and sometimes a littlc
arithmetic, were taught. The pupils were mainly, though not entirely,
boys. The maktabs, run by muJJas, were not under any kind of
government control. The pay for tuition varied but was usually small.
Matlrasas existed in many towns; some were attached to mosques
and the teachers, who were 'ulamii', were paid from the awqiif of the
matlrasa or mosque. In them young men were taught, fed and
frequently lodged. They were instructed in all or some of the
following: the religious sciences, Arabic, logic, philosophy and
Persian literature. Modern sciences were neglected. Families with
means
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employed private tutors or arranged small private classes for their
sons; female tutors were sometimes employed to teach their
daughters. It was again under the influence of military considerations
that some of the early steps to modernize education were taken. In
1851 the Dar al-Funiin college was founded by Na

ir al-Din's minister, the Amir Ni

am (Mirza Taqi Khan). Irs purpose was [0 train officers for the army
and officials for the bureaucracy. Da'iid Khan, an Armenian, who had
once been a Russian officer and was subsequently appointed chief
military instructor by Mu

am- mad Shah towards the end of his reign, was sent to Vienna to
engage military and civilian teachers. Seven men, four of whom were
military men, the fifth a mineralogist, the sixth a chemist and the
seventh a doctor, came out. A few days before their arrival Amir Ni

am was dismissed. His successor, Mirza Aqa Khan Niiri, was not in
favour of the college. The Austrians began work under difficulties in
1852. The results of their work in the military field were negligible. A
number of books on military sciences and scientific matters were,
however, translated into Persian and published between 1853 and
1858. By 1859 the Austrians had all left, except the doctor,). E.
Polak, who became the shah's physician. He resigned in 1860,
having been supplanted by Dr. Tholozan, a surgeon-major of the
French army, whom the French government had sent out to Persia
and who had become the chief medical adviser to the shah in 1859
and remained so until Na

ir al-Din's death. Pupils entered the Dar a1-Funiin at fourteen after
passing an elementary examination. In addition to military classes,
civilian classes were also formed for geology, medicine,
mathematics, Persian, Arabic, English, Russian, music, physics and



geography. Although few of the pupils were in fact enrolled in the
army, a modern education was given to numbers of young men,
many of whom entered the bureaucracy. In the later years of Na

ir ai-Din Shah's reign, the Dar al-Funiin decayed for lack of finance
and interest, but revived later and became one of the foremost
schools of the country. A rival college, the Na

iri College, was founded by the Na'ib al-Saltana, Na

ir al-Din's third son, but it had little more than a nominal existence
and virtually ceased to exist with the retirement of its founder on the
death of Na

ir aI-Din. Another military college, the Madrasa-i Ni

iimiyya, established at the prompting of Mirza I:Jusayn Khan Mushir
al-Dawla, one ofNa

ir al-Din's ministers, also had a very short life. As in the case of
hospitals, the Christian missionary societies played an important part
in the foundation of modern schools. Justin Perkins founded schools
in Unimiyyeh and the neighbourhood. By 1841, 17 schools had been
set up in 16 villages and by 1851 the number had increased to 45.
Their pupils were mostly Assyrians (Nestorians) but a school for
Muslims was also run. In 1840 Perkins received a farman from Mu

ammad Shah, on the instigation of Malik Qasim Mirza, requesting
him to increase his efforts and
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instruction among the young, and with an even greater zeal than
hitherto to teach them the science of history, geography, geometry
and mathematics. U The American Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States also founded schools in
Tehran (1872), Tabriz (1873) and Hamadiin (1880). Their educational
work was at first confined mainly to the Assyrian and Armenian
minorities. A start was also made in female education, a school for
girls being opened in Tehran in 1874. The London Society for
promoting Christianity among the Jews also set up small schools in
Tehran (1876), I

fahiin (1889) and Hamadan (1889). None of these, however, initially
had influence among the Muslim population. The Archbishop of
Canterbury's mission to the Assyrians, founded in 1886, also carried
on educational work among Assyrians. In 1896 Dr. Jordan of the
American Presbyterian Mission to Persia arrived from America and
founded a new school, which by 1901 had all the classes necessary
for a complete high school and had among its pupils Muslims as well
as members of the minorities. This college, together with the Smart
Memorial College, later founded by the Church Missionary Society in
I

fahiin, played an important part in education in Persia in the first half
of the twentieth century. Few steps were taken by the Persian
authorities to make modern education available. Mu

affar aI-Din, shortly after his accession, expressed a desire that
something should be done for public instruction and in the following
year a committee was set up. In 1898 a number of schools were
opened in Tehran and other places and were placed under the
ministry for public instruction in 1899. Modern education, however,
was still only provided for a small minority. There were also a
number of Europeans who were employed as tutors to the sons of
Qiijiir princes and well-to-do families. They may have had some
influence in the introduction of new ways of thought. Probably the
first of these was Charles Burgess, who came to Persia in a
commercial capacity in 1828 and was later for a period tutor to some



of the royal princes in Tabriz. 14 Apart from the European diplomatic
and military missions and the mission- ary and merchant
communities, occasional travellers also visited Persia- some like
Martyn and Wolff were freelance missionaries, some like Layard and
Browne were scholars, others, like Curzon, were persons travelling
to gather information, and a few, like Isabella Bird, were women.
Their impact was confined to the fairly small circle of persons they
met on their travels. In the middle of the nineteenth century there
were some 150 Europeans in Persia; by the 1890s there were some
800 and by 1900 about 1,000. The increase in their numbers was
due mainly to the growth in the activity of European trading firms and
other companies. ls They were mainly con- centrated in Tehran and
only thinly scattered through the provinces. Their contacts were
mostly with the official and trading classes. Some had wider
contacts, notably the employees of the carpet companies, which in
Sul

aniibiid
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were in close contact with the weavers in the town and the
surrounding vil- lages. It was not only the advent of foreigners to
Persia which aroused interest in the outside world and stimulated a
desire for change and led to the provision of some modern education
and medicine-even if it produced at the same time hostility.
Increasing travel abroad by Persians for diplomatic, commercial and
educational purposes was also of great importance in stimulat- ing
change, but this was primarily, perhaps, in the intelleCtual rather
than the social field, though dearly it led to some, perhaps rather



superficial, changes in dress and household furniture. It was largely
through the channel of foreign travel that the main currents for
reform came in the second half of the nineteenth century. 16 The
growth in foreign trade and new patterns of internal trade were other
factors which influenced social change. Here again, the attitude of
the government towards the extension of commerce was equivocal.
Although not opposed to it on economic grounds, they had a lively
fear, induced partly by the example of the British in India and by
Russian action in the north, that the extension of foreign commerce
would be a prelude to political domination. For this reason they
resisted the consular articles of the treaties of Gulistan and
Turkomanchay and were reluctant to conclude a commercial treaty
with Britain. Foreign trade in fact increased. However, there was also
in the second half of the nineteenth century a settlement of Persian
merchants in Istanbul, Cairo, Damascus, Karachi, Bombay and the
neighbouring Russian territories; and members of these Persian
commercial communities in foreign cities played an important role in
the transmission of ideas and in stimulating modernization in Persia.
Although communication with the outside world increased during the
nineteenth century, inside Persia the lack of roaqs and transport was
a major constraint on development and movement and, perhaps,
also on social change. Famine in one region could not easily be
relieved by the transport of surpluses from another region. 17 Troops
could not be quickly moved to deal with disorders or rebellion in
outlying districts. There were no metalled roads until the 1870s and
by the end of the century their aggregate length was less than 800
mileJ. Three metalled roads, the first from Tehran to

zvin, Rasht and Enzeli, the second from Mashhad via Qiichan to
Ashqabad, and the third from Julfii to Tabriz, linked Russian
territories with northern Persia. There was also a metalled road from
Tehran to Sul!anabad. The first three roads were constructed with
financial help from Russia and the fourth with help from the Imperial
Bank of Persia. 18 The Indo-European Telegraph, mentioned above,
the construction of which began in 1862, became operational in
1865. Apart from providing revenue for the Persian treasury, it
enabled the central government to make
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its influence more effectively felt in the provinces and brought Persia
into contact with the outside world in a way which had not been the
case before. The belief that the telegraph wires ended at the foot of
the Persian throne, incidentally, made the telegraph stations into a
place of asylum (ban). In 1893, for example, 2,000 people, following
bread riots, marched on the telegraph office in Shiraz, insisting that a
message be sent to the shah demanding the dismissal of the mayor
of Shiraz and a cut in the price of bread. The crowd swelled to about
10,000 and held the telegraph staff prisoner until an answer was
received from Tehran. 19 The reluctance on the part of the Persian
government to improve com- munications, like their reluctance to
improve foreign trade, was also a reaction to the intrusion of foreign
powers. Because of the weakness of Persia vis-a-vis foreign powers,
it was the concern ofNa

ir ai-Din and his ministers to maintain, not to remove, the obstacles
to movement. In 1882 W.J. Dickson, who first went to Persia in 1852,
referring to the fact that the want of carriageable roads still
obstructed trade, wrote: The fact is that a feeling still prevails
amongst some of the inftuential classes that Persia's safest policy is
'to let well alone'; that the requirements of the State are sufficien1y
[sic] satisfied by the present limited resources of the country, and
that so long as it remains in its actual conditions, they will be allowed
to manage their own affairs: whereas every step towards improve-
ment might rend to increase the influence of the foreign, to the
detriment of the native, e1emenr. zo

 



The culamiz' also objected to the construction of new roads and
railways because they feared that the development of
communications would open the COUntry to Europeans, who by
their activities would threaten the way of life ofbelievers. 21 The
introduction of the printing press in the first half of the nineteenth
century22 and the foundation of the official gazette in 1851 were also
factors making for modernization. In the second half of the
nineteenth century a considerable number of books were
lithographed in Tehran and Tabriz. But there was no growth in an
independent Persian press until the twentieth century. The Persian
press published abroad-in Calcutta, Istanbul, Cairo and, briefly, in
London-had a great effect in stimulating political change towards the
end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century but
had perhaps less effect in encouraging social change. Demographic
changes, especially in the latter years of the century, may have
increased the contact of different classes and different regions with
each other, and may thus, at least marginally, have contributed to
social change. Dr. Gilbar has shown that the urban population had
increased from about 8 to 9 per cent in the middle of the century to
18 per cent in the early 1900s, though only three towns had 100,000
inhabitants or more: Tehran (about
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280,000), Tabriz (about 200,000) and I

fahan (about 100,000). The bulk of the increase in population came
from the rural areas and the small towns. Many of the tribal groups-
Shahsivans, Afshars, Kangarliis and Qarachurliis, who had been
living in the vicinity of the capital in the middle of the century-also



moved into the city in the 1870s and 1880s as a result of the
increasing demand for unskilled labour. 23 The growth in the
numbers of the latter in the capital increased the danger of bread
riots in time of scarcity; it also made it easier for the discontented to
mount demonstrations against the government. Apart from
immigration into the towns there was also some migration of
labourers and peasants, sometimes of a permanent, but often of a
seasonal, nature. In the middle of the century numbers of Armenians
and Nestorians migrated from Khwuy, Salmas and Unimiyyeh to
Russia as labourers, though many returned after a few months. It
appears that some of the Armenians taken to Russia after the wars
in the first quarter of the century also came back to Persia. 24 In the
famine years of 1871-2 many thousands of peasants and townsmen
emigrated from the central and southern provinces to the Caspian
littoral in search of food. In the 1890s there was also a movement of
peasants from A

arbayjan, and to a lesser extent from Kirman and Yazd, to villages in
the north-east because of the greater prosperity at that time in
Khurasiin. 2s At the beginning of the nineteenth century Persia was
still a traditional Islamic society. Despite the tribal ethos of the

jars and their entourage and the apparent laxity in some circles in
the observation of some, at least, of the precepts of Islam, the
supremacy of the sharita was never openly challenged, however
much it might be contravened in practice. In the course of the
century the scope of turf jurisdiction widened,26 but there was a
great reluctance to commit to writing anything which might be
regarded as conflicting with, or encroaching upon, the sharita. This
was illustrated at a meeting in 1881 between Mirza Sa'id Khin, the
minister for foreign affairs, and Ronald Thomson, the British minister,
at which the question of Nestorian grievances with regard to
inheritance and testimony in the courts arising out of regulations
issued by the Persian government in 1864 and confirmed in 1881
was discussed. Speaking on the former point, Mirza Sa'id Khan
positively stated that neither the Shah nor any of his Ministers could
view with satisfaction or could have any special object in preserving



a Regulation which inflicted manifold injustice on the Christians, and
by which a family could be reduced to beggary by one of its
members turning Mussu1man, and then claiming and obtaining the
whole inheritance, to the exclusion of the other relations. Mirza Said
Khan said that positive orders would be sent to Azerbaijan to have
the existing practice discontinued, but he objected to communicating
the orders officially to the Legation, as they were in opposition to the
religious law, and all he consented to do was to address a
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note to Her Majesty's Minister stating that orders had been sent to
the proper authorities with regard to the question of the Nestorian
grievances, which had formed the subject of discussion between him
and Her Majesty's minister; but that, as these orders referred to
delicate matters connected with the Mussu1man religious law, it was
not advisable to refer to them more specifical1y.17

 

That which held society together was Islam, and that which moved
the populace was an appeal to defend Islam against the
encroachment of infidels made by one of the great mujtahids. So far
as reform was advocated it was seen by the population, except for a
small minority, as a return to the norms of Islamic life. Few felt any
need for fundamental change in the bases on which society rested.
Change was for the infidel, not for the Muslim. There was much
latent hostility towards non-Muslims and suspicion of foreigners on
the grounds that they would subvert Islam. Invariably, in view of the
political situation, religious hostility became bound up with the



resentment aroused by the political intrusion of foreign powers.
There was much resist- ance to the adoption of European customs in
matters of dress, manners and everyday intercourse. For example,
in spite of the repeated outbreaks of cholera and the heavy loss of
life in these outbreaks, precautionary measures advocated by
Europeans for the prevention of disease were opposed as being
aimed at the overthrow of Islam. The strict quarantine required by
inter- national regulations, for the administration of which in the
pores along the Persian Gulf British doctors became responsible in
1896, was little understood. It provoked intense hostility among local
merchants and others whose liveli- hood waS affected, and among
pious Muslims, who had to obtain a sanitary certificate before
shipping the bodies of their dear ones to Basra for burial at Kamala.
Resentment at foreign interference in these matters is equally clearly
seen in the cholera outbreak of 1904. At this time the customs
administration was in the hands of the Belgians, and the quarantine
organization set up on the Turco-Persian border during the epidemic
was run by them and aroused much ill-feeling. Their activities in
other fields had already given rise to much annoyance and
opposition to foreign intervention had become largely focused on
them. 28 Large numbers of pilgrims normally passed over the Turco-
Persian border on their way to and from Kamala and Najaf. The
holding of pilgrims in quarantine posts was regarded as an
interference with religious duties. At least one of the leading
mujtabidr and his followers refused to submit to the regulations. 29
Precautionary action to control the spread of the epidemic by
assuring clean water supplies and the prevention of the
indiscriminate washing of the dead, were also regarded as attempts
to subvert and suppress Islam. Another matter which caused
irritation because of its supposed infringement of Islamic law was the
question of the abolition of the slave trade. The British
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government made strenuous effortS in the 1840s to put down the
slave trade in the Persian Gulf and sought to obtain from the Persian
and Turkish governments farmans prohibiting the trade in their
respective partS of the Persian Gulf. When the application was made
to the Persian government in 1846, Mu

ammad Shah refused to give such a farman on the grounds that it
would be contrary to Islam, which, he maintained, sanctioned
slavery. His refusal to prohibit the trade was probably due not so
much to religious scruple as to the bitterness he felt towards the
British government because of the affair of Aqa Khan Mal;tallati JO
and various other matters. Many of the 'ulamii' however, appear to
have supported him in his refusal. Eventually a compromise was
reached, but the question of the slave trade and the searching of
Persian vessels suspected of slave-trading continued to give rise to
disputes into the reign ofNa

ir ai-Din and later. Apart from hostility to the infidel-though
paradoxically great hospitality and friendship were often shown to
individual foreigners- there was no room in society for dissident
groups, Islamic or otherwise, as shown by the severity and cruelty
with which the Babi rebellion was suppressed in the middle of the
century. Political opposition and heresy were still, as they had been
in the Middle Ages, inextricably mixed. Christians, Jews and
Zoroastrians were second-class citizens, they lived in conditions of
insecurity and fear and were subject intermittently to persecution.
The most numerous of the minority groups were the Christians,
consisting mainly of Armenians (orthodox and catholic) concentrated
in A

arbayjan and I

fahan, and Nestorians in Uriimiyyeh and Kurdistan. Because of the
fundamental insecurity of their position, they sought foreign



protection. So far as they were successful, their circumstances were
temporarily alleviated, but because of the protection they enjoyed
they were almost inevitably suspected of being spies and traitors.
Their integration into society was thus made even more difficult than
would, perhaps, otherwise have been the case. In the course of the
nineteenth century the protection of

immis became confused with the issues of protection generally and
asylum, which latter was an old-established custom. The most
common place in which asylum was sought was a mosque or shrine.
From Safavid times onwards the tombs of the great religious leaders
had been regarded as sanctuaries. The gateway of the royal palace
at I

fahan, the royal kitchen and the royal stables were similarly
regarded. In Qajar times, apart from shrines and mosques and the
houses of religious leaders, the royal stables and the telegraph office
were recognized as places of asylum, as also was the
neighbourhood of a cannon, though this was not of very general
validity. Sanctuary was taken both by those who sought refuge from
injustice and also by those who sought to escape the law. In the
latter case it was not infrequent for them to be removed from their
place of sanctuary. As the century progressed, asylum was
increasingly used to protest
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injustice or supposed injustice. Its use to make a collective protest
and a demand for reform reached its culmination in the early years of
the twentieth century at the time of the Constitutional Revolution.
Mu\}ammad Shah and N

ir ai-Din Shah both sought, without success, to limit or abolish
sanctuary. With the establishment of foreign missions in Persia in the
nineteenth century a new aspect was given to asylum, which was
now also sought in the premises of the foreign missions. This was
not normally granted to common malefactors but rather to political



figures, princes of the royal house, governors and ministers, who
had fallen into disfavour and whose lives were in danger, and it was
normally accompanied by protection at least as long as the individual
concerned remained on the mission premises. It was recognized by
society at large that because of the arbitrary nature of the power of
the Persian government and the absence of any generally accepted
processes of law, asylum provided some protection to the subject.
Foreign missions also claimed the right to grant asylum, partly
because of the arbitrary nature of the government and partly
because the practice was commonly accepted in Persia. Initially their
claim to do so does not appear to have given rise to any objections.
Towards the end of Mul;tammad Shah's reign, however, it became
the subject of acrimonious discussion between the government and
foreign missions, partly, perhaps, because it had become bound up
also with the question of succession to the throne. It remained a
bone of contention into the twentieth century. In the nineteenth
century although writers on the state no longer put forward the
medieval theory of the organization of society, its basis was in fact
still hierarchical. Each class had its own functions and norms of
behaviour. In this respect society was extremely formal: each person
was expected to dress and conduct himself according to what was
expected of his class. A failure to do so threatened the status quo
and this caused alarm. There were, however, no impassable barriers
between the different classes and men of humble origin could and
did rise to the highest positions of state. The traditional dichotomy
between 'the men of the sword' and 'the men of the pen' still, broadly
speaking, existed. The former were not, however, in any sense
professional soldiers; they were also administrators. To them
belonged, first and foremost, the Qjjiir princes (the shiihzadebs),
other tribal leaders (khans and begs) and the great landlords. Their
power derived from the number of their followers. They tended to
keep large trains of servantS and to extort from the peasants in the
villages which they owned or farmed the means to provide for their
retinues. The

jar princes were, although proud of their origins, accessible to
Europeans and fond of their society.31 Para- doxically it was mainly



from 'the men of the sword' that the early moves for modernization
came. The reasons for this, as suggested above, were political
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and not social, deriving from the reaction to the intrusion of the Great
Powers into Persia and their military preponderance. Under Aqa
Mubammad Khan the structure of the empire was that of a loose
tribal empire. In the reign of Fatb cAli Shah the most important posts
in the army and many of the provincial governments were held by

jars. His Court was composed of the khans of the

jir, Afshar, Shaqaqi and other tribes. To these were added, according
to Jaubert, the French traveller, who was in Persia in 1805

, hostages from those districts in which Fat!} cAli Shih had been
challenged on his accession and which he had subdued. These
hostages,Jaubert alleges, were obliged to present themselves to the
shah daily and were held responsible for the slightest disorder in
their home districtsY The practice of taking hostages was one of the
traditional ways of maintaining security and continued to be followed
by the

jars. In the middle of the century the Giiklan were compelled to
furnish 40 or 50 families, who lived in one of the districts of Tehran.
33 By the end of the century the custom of taking hostages had been
somewhat modified but had not entirely disappeared. The 'men of
the pen', comprising men of letters and those in the higher echelons
of the bureaucracy educated in the traditional branches of learning,



were men of education and polish, the heirs of a long tradition of
bureaucratic skills. Already under Fatb 'Ali Shah the bureaucracy
began to reassert its position-it had been unimportant under Aqa
Mubammad Shih-and to establish a centralized organization based
largely on the practice of the past, which was further expanded in the
reign of Na

ir aI-Din Shah. The existence of a highly centralized bureaucracy did
not, however, mean that the

jars were able to bring the powerful provincial governors and tribal
leaders fully under their control. The great empires of the past, the
Saljiiq, I1khanid and Safavid empires, had all had a centralized
bureaucracy, but only the strongest rulers had been able to exert
control over the outlying regions. Time and again after the foundation
of new empires and kingdoms the 'men of the pen', many of whom
came from families who had served successive governments,
succeeded in reasserting the traditional bureaucratic forms, but
highly centralized and elaborately organized though the bureaucratic
administration was, no effective system of financial control was
devised. In practice this resulted in a high degree of provincial
independence. As the century progressed, the relative importance of
the 'men of the sword' and the 'men of the pen' changed. The latter
came to play an increasingly important part in affairs of state and in
the entourage of the shah. But whereas the 'men of the sword' had a
power base, the 'men of the pen' were the servants of whatever ruler
was in power. Their position was fundamentally insecure and their
rise and fall subject to the caprice of the ruler. High position
inevitably made them the object of the jealousy of their
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fellows and often of the suspicion of the shah also. Many of those in
the highest positions suffered disgrace and humiliation and some
lost their lives. In this situation they tended to bend with the wind, to
prefer compromise to confrontation. They themselves would,
perhaps, have argued that it was their very suppleness and
readiness to compromise which enabled Persia to survive political
convulsions and which made it possible for them to preserve a
balance between Russia and Britain in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Theirs was predominantly the world of theory; their
weakness was a contempt for practical experience and action,
though this was not always the case. Hajji Mirza Ibrahim and Amin
al-Dawla both rose, in the early

jar period, to the position of fatlr-i a<

m after experience in local administration in Shiraz and I

fahan respectively. In the later years of the century the tendency was
for the high officials of the bureaucracy to be to a greater extent than
formerly lacking in experience of local government. It was,
incidentally, from them that the early attempts to initiate political
reform in the second half of the nineteenth century came, and it is,
perhaps, because of their background that they paid little attention to
the pragmatic aspects of reform. 34 In addition to the dichotomy
between the 'men of the pen' and the 'men of the sword' there was
also a tendency on the part of the 'men of the pen' to regard the
artisans and craftsmen, 'those who made things' in everyday life, and
the peasants and nomads, who had experience in the cultivation of
the land and in stock- rearing respectively, with contempt. Beside the
'men of the sword' and the 'men of the pen' there was a third group,
the <uJama', ranging from the great mujtahids down to itinerant
muJlas. The <ulamil> held a position of great influence in society
and among the families of the great <ulama' there was often a
certain continuity. Some of the <uJamil', the shaykh al-islilm and the
imam jum<a of the major cities, the kha{ib and sometimes the pish-
namilz, were paid by the state and were, to that extent, government



servants like the members of the bureaucracy. But apart from those
who held such major offices, the government depended upon the
general body of <ulamil' for the performance of many public services:
they held the shar7 CoUttS, performed marriages and burials,
witnessed documents and acted as guardians for orphans and
widows. Their position in society was different from that of any other
group: their prestige derived not from secular but from religious
learning, and the more learned among them were regarded as the
representatives of the Hidden Imam, who was, for most of the
population, the 'true king'. For these various reasons, and because
the mass of the population looked to the <ulamil' (though not to
those who had compromised their position by association with the
ruler) for support and who were, therefore, the potential leaders of
popular discontent, the rulers treated them with respect, even if,
when they felt strong enough, they sought to reduce their influence.
Thus, Na

ir ai-Din Shah made various attempts to
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clip their wings. 3S All classes deferred to the great mujtahids, but
even the lesser muniis had influence among the labourers and
peasants, and in the incitement of mobs. That large numbers of
religious students (taJaba) lived together in the matlrasas in the
great Shi<J centres and in other large cities enabled the culama' to
muster supporters for some cause to which they gave their blessing
more easily than other groups. The attitude ()f the religious classes
towards the government was, however, ambivalent. Holding that all
governments were usurpers during the absence of the imam, some,



especially the great mujtahids, held themselves aloof from the
authorities for fear of jeopardizing their salvation in the next world;
others, either because they were venal and corrupt or because they
believed that stability best served the interests of the Muslims, co-
operated with the authorities on the basis of the principle of da['-i
maZarrat. The fourth important group in society was that constituted
by the big merchants (lujjar), those who traded on a large scale and
were engaged in the import-export trade and the bazaar and
shopkeepers. Many of them were also money-lenders. Rates of
interest were high and considerable riches were accumulated by
moneylending. In the absence of banks, the government needed the
services of the big merchants both for the provision and the
transmission of funds. Armenian merchants from northern Persia
and Russian Armenia played an important part in trade, in particular
the silk trade, as they had in the eighteenth century. By the second
half of the nineteenth century the wool trade between Persia and
Transcaucasia was also in their hands. Some of the Armenians were
Persian subjects, others Russian, and as such they received
Russian protection which often placed them in a favourable position
vis-a-vis Persian merchants. In southern Persia there were a small
number of Indian merchants, who by the middle of the century
enjoyed British protection. In the large cities there was a malik al-
tujjar appointed by the government but not in receipt of a salary. His
duty was to settle disputes, investigate claims and give certificates of
solvency. In a farman dated 27 Shawwa11259/ 20 November 1843
issued by Mubammad Shah to Bahman Mirza, the governor of X

arbayjan, and in one to l:Iusayn Khan, governor of Yazd, issued in
Jumada I 1260/May-June 1844, it was stated, inter alia, that a maJik
aJ-tujjar would be established wherever there was a flourishing
commerce. 36 Where a malik al-tujjar existed both Persian and
foreign protected merchants were under his nominal charge. In
Tehran and Tabriz the malik al-tujjarcame into conflict with the
Russian authorities during the reign of Mubammad Shiih over the
protection of merchants, a matter which continued to give rise to
disputes later also. In some places the merchants were subject in



the early years of the nineteenth century to certain disabilities, but
this was unusual. SCOtt Waring,
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who visited Shiraz in 1802, states that the merchants were prohibited
from wearing scarlet or crimson robes or having silver or gold
buttons on them. He contrasts the character of the merchants with
that of the military and bureaucratic officers of the state. Whereas
the latter were, he alleges, often rapacious, and were accustomed to
spend what they acquired, the merchants were 'always intent upon
gain'. They were, he states, 'a shrewd, sensible, and thrifty class of
people, willing to undergo any hardship if they had a prospect of
making money'.37 Similarly Justin Perkins states that their style of
living was frugal, never extravagant and not often beyond their
means. Many of them went on the pilgrimage to Mecca and acquired
the dignity and sanctity of ilajjis.38 It was not uncommon for
government officials and others to go into partnership with
merchants, Mul].ammad l:Iusayn Khan Amin al-Dawla, governor of
I$fahan under Aqa Mul].ammad Khan, was said to be in partnership
with almost every shopkeeper, farmer and merchant in the town,
setting up those who were in want of capital and increasing the
means of others who were already in trade. 39 Members of the royal
family, including the shah, and occasionally members of his J,aram,
from time to time engaged in mercantile transactions, putting money
out with merchants to be worked by them. Such transactions were
presumably carried on under a muzaraba contract, for which .
shar'ilaw lays down detailed conditions. Persian merchants,
especially those dealing in the import-export trade, became
increasingly influential in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Dr.



Gilbar has indicated that the big merchants played a central role in
bringing about growth in certain sections of the agricultural sector, in
traditional and modern industry, transportation and other services. 40
Elsewhere he has shown the importance of their role in the events
leading up to the Constitutional Revolution. 41 The interests of the
big merchants did not, however, always coincide with those of the
bazaar merchants, the shopkeepers and the craft guilds, who played
a rather different role in society. The various groups and classes
were not in any way 'closed' groups. Two things in particular served
to unite them: marriage alliances and landowner- ship. The 'men of
the sword', through inheritance, family connection and especially
provincial office, acquired large estates. Often a governor would
settle permanently in the province of which he had become the
governor and himself and his family after him would become one of
the major local landowners. The Nuri family in Kirman, who originally
came from Mazandaran, is a case in point. The members of the
bureaucracy similarly acquired through purchase large estates and
in this way the two classes, the 'men of the sword' and the 'men of
the pen', became assimilated to each other. The big merchants also
tended to invest surplus funds in land, not only or perhaps primarily
for economic gain, but because land gave social prestige. Thus the
three groups were drawn together by a common interest. But this
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was not all: the culamii>, because of the administration of a7JJqii[,
and because some of the more venal among them used their
position as mutlJvaJlis to acquire private estates, also shared a
common interest with others who owned or held land. The second
factor which united the leaders of the various groups was



intermarriage. At all levels marriage alliances played an extremely
important part in political life. The shah, the provincial governors,
tribal leaders and government officials took into their J,arams the
daughters of local notables and gave their women to those whose
support they wished to secure. Leading Culama> and merchants
similarly sought to assure their positions and to increase their
influence by marriage alliances. The ramifications of the great
families were thus often very considerable. As a result of this mobility
the differences between the classes were less sharp than might
otherwise have been the case. By the end of the century members of
the

jiir family were to be found in almost all walks of life; they were not
only provincial governors and military commanders, but also
ministers and members of the bureaucracy, writers, poets and

iifjs (but very rarely cuJama'. Basically, however, the structure of
society had not greatly altered by the end of the nineteenth century.
All still lived in the same world. The gulf which was later to appear
between the western-educated and the rest was not yet widely felt.
In the early years of the twentieth century change was much more
rapid. politically, economically and socially. The Constitutional
Revolution, the roots of which go back to the nineteenth century,
can, perhaps, be regarded as a watershed. It was not so much that
the constraints of the nineteenth century had weakened or
disappeared, but that contact with the outside world had increased,
not only in the political and commercial fields, but also in the
educational and cultural fields, and that economic conditions inside
the country were changing-oil was beginning to be exploited and
industry to grow. These various developments made for a loosening,
and even a disintegration of the bonds of society as they had existed
for centuries; but the fundamental issue in social change, which
concerns the relationship of man to man and the purposes of society,
received little consideration and it was, perhaps, because of this that
social change still remained very limited.
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Transformations in Society and Economy, 1789-1918
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MAR Y C. WILSON

 

The outcome of the reforms initiated by Middle Eastern elites and
encouraged by European powers was varied. It included results both
desired and inadvett- ent and had effects which were experienced
differently across the social spectrum. The transformations in society
and economy that took place in the nineteenth century were not,
however, solely the result of self-conscious programmes of reform.
Rather, the reforms took place in a world historical context and were
themselves in part an attempt to control the powerful impact of that
changing context This section looks at the nineteenth-century Middle
East as shaped both by internal reform and by the changing relation-
ship of the Middle East to the rest of the world. It outlines structural



change in social and economic relations and describes the way such
change altered individual lives. The lead article by Charles Issawi
draws a picture of the nineteenth- century Middle East as profoundly
affected by its integration into the expanding world economy
dominated by European capital. He gives an overview of change in
areas where it can best be quantified: population, investment,
transportation and trade. His signal contribution is in comparing the
Middle East with India and Japan. He finds that the Middle East had
a 'specific pattern of economic development', and suggests several
reasons why this might have been so, 'proximity to Europe ..., social
and political backwardness, and the nature of foreign economic and
political control'. All of these crippled the growth of a bourgeoisie,
and in its absence he sees foreigners as the active agents of change
in the Middle East. The picture which he draws of Middle Eastern
economic change in the nineteenth century is one of discontinuity
with previous Middle Eastern economic
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patterns, both in its causes and in its effects. Kenneth Cuno takes
the opposite view. Looking at land use in Egypt, he finds that the
origins of private ownership lay not in the nineteenth-century
expansion of European capitalism, but in seventeenth-century local
conditions of a weak state and a raise in agricultural prices. The two
together encouraged individuals to act as if land were privately held.
Against this backdrop, the early reforms of Muhammad cAli
resurrected 'the Ottoman land system originally established in
Egypt', in order to reassert state control over land. The requirements
of state formation, however, caused Muhammad cAli and his
successors to make a compromise between maximizing revenue



through state ownership of land and its produce and co-opting the
support of important groups in Egyptian society. One result of this
compromise was the legislation of 1854-8 which strengthened
ownership rights and represented 'the ascendancy, once again, of
landed classes in Egypt'. For Cuno, nineteenth-century legislation
did not create private land ownership; rather the practice of private
ownership evident from the seventeenth century on was recognized,
finally, by nineteenth-century legislation. Thus, in his view, reform-or
at least the land reforms of the nineteenth century- exhibited
continuity with past land use patterns. How these pictures of
economic and legal change translated to changes in individual
economic activity, material life and social organization is the topic of
Judith Tucker's inquiry. In her conceptual framework, the motor force
of change in nineteenth-century Egypt is the penetration of
capitalism. She finds that the reforms legislated in response to this
force were not beneficial to all or even to the majority. For peasants,
by far the largest group in Egyptian society, nineteenth- century
reform brought increased demands: conscription and forced labour
(corvee). Reform also brought loss of control over land and crops,
and a drop in peasants' material standard of life. Peasant resistance
to these changes included attempts to consolidate family property in
order to protect it from state interference. Looking at coun cases,
Tucker finds that this consolidation was carried out at the 'expense of
those family members whose legal and customary rights were
weakest', at the expense, in other words, of women. According to
her analysis, the assumption that women benefited from 'the impact
ofthe West and the rise of "modern" society should be re-examined'.
The inclusion of women's historical experience and activities can
lead to shifts in historical judgement. Reform becomes less positive
and, in Donald Q!1ataen's article, the decline of Middle Eastern
textile manufacturing in the nineteenth century becomes less
absolute. He looks at women's textile production in both city and
countryside and concludes that although manufacturing activities
changed, owing to the impact of European manufactured goods,
they did not cease. He faults prior historians for looking
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solely at the urban manufacturing sector and, within that, only at the
(male) guild srrucmre. The production of silk thread in Bursa, for
example, increased ten times by mid-century thanks to
mechanization and a female labour force. Over-expansion thereafter
meant that silk-spinning factories did not work at full capacity. Owing
to the social view of women workers as supplemental wage-earners,
however, the factories stayed open, using women as a flexible
workforce. Cotton spinning did drop off dramatically under the impact
of European imports, but this did not entirely halt local spinning and
weaving. Women who could afford to buy imported yarn wove that
into cloth. Women who could not afford it continued to spin and
weave for home use. At the end of the century handlooms were still
a common feature in most Ottoman homes, testifying to the 'flexible
responses to changing market opportunities' of the Ottoman
household and to continuing textile production. Women and
peasants are often absent from the historical record and are often
wrongly judged in their absence as outside history, passive or
traditional. Yet their historical experience and sometimes even their
voices can be recovered by a careful assessment of known sources
and by access to new ones, as has been demonstrated by Tucker
and

ataert. The urban scene, and in it the sites of (male) power, of
bureaucracy, of schools, is better documented. Yet it, too, has its
silences. Paul Dumont shatters one such silence by uncovering the
daily life of an Ottoman functionary. His subject, Said Bey, lived in
Istanbul at the beginning of the twentieth century. Said Bey has
reaped the benefit of a century of reform: he has had an excellent
modem education, he knows French, and he holds several posts.
His activities are noted in his ledgers-not what he thought and felt,



but how he spent his time and his money. These records are
eloquent testimony to the material and cultural life of a certain rank in
society and of social relations within that rank. They also testify to
the continuities and to the transformations of that century of reform.
Said Bey was comfortable, even well-off. He and his wife had active
social lives, each in its proper gendered sphere following the classic
lines of Ottoman society. In his material and cultural life European
forms jostled but did not overpower the Ottoman. From time to time
he went to the theatre to see plays of Western type and to balls and
the opera, but he regularly went to Karagoz and Arabic and Turkish
musical events and theatre. He bought a blue stoneware stove and a
mangal (brazier) in the same year. He and his family observed all
religious holidays, although he does not appear to have been
personally pious. He also observed public holidays, smoothly accom-
modating himself to the flow of political events; he celebrated the
sultan's accession annually before 1908 and the Young Turk
revolution thereafter. The momentous political changes of the new
century do not appear to have registered in his daily life. The
accumulated change of the past century;
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however, can be clearly seen in the particular eclecticisms of his
material surroundings and of his social and cultural life. It is even
more obvious in his political and religious life, which has a decidedly
civic Cast. Ervand Abrahamian's article turns from an individual to
'the crowd', from the Ottoman Empire to Q!tjar Iran, and from the
apparently apolitical Said Bey to the pointedly political crowd of the
1905-9 Persian revolution. Of this crowd he asks the question: who
took part and why? His theoretical framework is bounded at one end



by Gustave Le Bon's 'monstrous mob', activated by irrational and
murderous group instinct; at the other end is George Rude's 'single-
minded', 'not fickle [or] peculiarly irrational' crowd. He finds that there
was not one crowd in the Persian revolution but two. The first, the
'constitutional crowd', controlled the streets between 1905 and 1907;
the second 'conservative crowd' controlled the streets after 1907. He
finds both crowds to be of identifiable social make-up with rational
goals according to their interests. Thus he comes down firmly on the
side of George Rude. What his article demonstrates is less the
changes that had taken place in Iran by the turn of the century,
although the slogan of a constitution surely suggests some change,
than changes that had begun to take place in the study of Middle
East history in the 1960s when it began to branch OUt from the
established fields of political and diplomatic history towards social
history. The city was the site of the Persian revolution of 1905-9; the
urban crowd was, for a moment, the arbiter of power. Although
Middle Eastern cities had long been the sites of power, they had not
always been the sources of power. Cairo, the subject of Andre
Raymond's essay, had seen a succession of rulers whose power
came from outside-the mamluks, the Ottoman governors, the French
(brieRy), Muhammad 'Ali and his descendants, and the British.
Although from outside, each had to come to terms with important
groups within the city, in particular with 'ulama and merchants, in
order to stay in power. These two groups were the local groups to
reckon with from the time of the medieval historian Maqrizi (1364-
1441) until the mid-nineteenth century, and this stability of social
organization perhaps accounts for a Cairo relatively unchanged in
size or shape from the medieval period until 1863. In 1863 the
Khedive Isma'il began to build a new, Europeanized Cairo. His
efforts ended with the creation of a classic colonial city, the dual city,
ana with the chain of events that led to the British occupation of
Egypt in 1882. The changes wrought by Isma'il in Cairo reRected not
only his own mentality but also the changed relationship between
Egypt and Europe. The new Europeanized quarters with their banks
and embassies marked the end of that stable world of 'ulama and
merchants and a shift of power in favour of Europe and its clients.
Britain's occupation solidified and made rigid the division of Cairo



into two cities begun by Isma'il. The European city expanded
westward to the
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Nile and across it owing to the 1902 Aswan barrage, which made
possible closer control of Nile flooding and the building of new
quarters on the banks and islands of the river and of bridges
connecting the western bank to the new city centre. The initial years
of growth and prosperity under the British, however, hid the ill effects
of a colonial economy. After Wodd War I the population of Cairo
began to grow at a rate which outstripped the population growth of
Egypt. Overpopulation of the countryside and a consequent decline
in rural standards of living brought rural migrants to the city in large
numbers. In 1927 only 64 per cent of Cairo's population had been
born there. But work in Cairo was not easy to find because
industrialization had been little encouraged by the British. Thus the
seeds of Cairo's twentieth-century crisis lay in the nineteenth
century's need for rural workers, brought on by an expanding state
and the need for increased revenues on the one hand, and by the
industrialization of Britain and the need for increased raw materials
on the other. Cairo's burgeoning population, without sufficient work
or sufficient urban services for its numbers, has filled and spilled out
of the colonial dual city. New suburbs and satellites built since the
1960s never quite meet the needs of the growing middle-class
population; the poor live in slums. This third Cairo, the metropolis,
has become the symbol of the legacy of imperialism and of the
shortcomings of independent governments in the twentieth-century
Middle East to which we turn in the second half of this book.



 

Middle East Economic Development, 1815-1914: the General and
the Specific CHARLES ISSA WI

 

In the century between the Napoleonic and First World Wars a world
economy, based on western Europe, was built. Two aspects of this
process may be distinguished. On the one hand, the various regions
were successively integrated in a world-wide economic and financial
system, through mechanical transport, mass migration, vast capital
flows and a huge expansion in inter- national trade. And on the other,
the economy of the non-European countries was profoundly
transformed. Thanks to the spread of security, the introduction of
modem hygiene and the reduction off amine, death rates fell and
population increased severalfold. In response to rising European
demand for raw materials and helped by a sharp reduction in
transport costs, agricultural output greatly expanded and export of
cash crops multiplied; this in turn had deep repercus- sions on
systems of land tenure, generally resulting in a shift from communal
or tribal ownership to individual property rights. Handicrafts, exposed
to the competition of European machine-made goods, were for the
most part eliminated; and since, for a variety of economic, social and
political reasons, modem factories did not rise to take their place, a
process of de-industrializa- tion occurred in many parts of the world.
Social systems were also transformed and the already great
inequality prevailing in these countries increased. For although the
level of living of the masses probably rose in most places over the
greater part of the period, the income and wealth of the upper strata
grew much more rapidly. Lastly, the active agents of change were
mostly foreign-either Europeans or Americans or immigrants from
neighbour- ing countries, e.g. the Chinese and Indians in south-east
Asia. The above description fits the Middle East very closely for the
period under review. The purpose of this paper is to examine
whether and in what
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respects the region diverged from the prevailing patterns and trends.
For this purpose four topics that lend themselves to quantitative
analysis will be examined in some detail: population growth, foreign
capital investment, mechanical transport and foreign trade. Five
other topics will also be briefly discussed: agriculture, industry, levels
of income, educational progress and agents of economic change.
Wherever possible, comparison will be made with world totals and
with figures for tWO other regions with sharply contrasting
experiences, India and Japan; Japan was chosen as the most
successful example of development in recent history while India, on
the contrary, represents a country that failed to develop rapidly in
spite of a promising start in several fields. Lasdy, an attempt will be
made to determine whether the Middle East had its own distinctive
pattern of development. It goes without saying that this paper
represents only a tentative first approach to a field that has received
very little study. Essentially, it raises questions rather than providing
answers. Its main purpose is to stimulate discussion and suggest
topics for further research.

 

Population In the nineteenth century population growth occurred in
almost all parts of the world, but its extent varied considerably. The
following table gives some crude estimates made by Carr-Saunders
and Willcox, respectively.'

 

Compound Annual Rate oflncrease per 1,000 1800-1850 1850-1900
1900-1920 Africa 1-1 0-0 4-7 6.9 7,7 - 04 N. America 29.8 29.8 HO



HO 18.6 18-6 Latin America 11-1 7.2 no 13.0 18.6 18.6 Asia 4-3 2.0
54 2.8 2.8 6'1 Europe & USSR 7'1 7.0 8'7 7.0 7.0 7.0 Total 5'1 34 7'3
5-9 5,9 7'1

 

For India, the population has been guessed at about 120 million in
1800. The 1872 census gave a total of 206 million, the 1911 census
of 315, and the 1921 census of319 million; about half the increase in
1872-1911 is attributable to improved methods of enumeration and
additional areas covered 2 and the negligible growth in 1911-21 is
due to the influenza epidemic. The 'real increase in population
(allowing for the inclusion of new territory) in 50 years has been 88.6
million, i.e., 34.9 per cent',J giving a compound rate of growth of 6
per thousand. Accepting the 1800 guess of 120 million would imply a
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the Specific 1 79 rate of growth of 7 for 1800-72, which may err on
the side of exaggeration. Japan's population in 1800 was probably
around 30 million. The 1872 census showed a figure of 33 million
(which should probably be raised to 35 or 36 million) and that of
1920 of 56 million,4 indicating rates of growth of I and 11 per
thousand, respectively; however, the first figure should be slightly
raised and the second reduced. For the Middle East estimates are of
the very roughest. Egypt's population in 1800 is usually put at 2.5-3
million, but good reasons have been given for raising the figure to at
least 3.5 million. s The first reliable census, that of 1897, put the total
at 9.72 million and the 1917 census at 12.75 million, indicating rates
of growth of 11 and 14 per thousand, respectively. For Iraq, where
the first census was taken in 1947, Hasan's estimates show annual
rates of growth of 13 between 1867 and 1890, 18 in 1890-1905 and
17 in 1905-19. 6 No reliable figures are available for Syria-which
term is used through- out this paper to cover 'geographical' or
'greater' Syria. British consular estimates in the 18305 ranged from
1,000,000 to 1,864,000, but most of them fall between 1,250,000
and 1,450,000. Estimates for 1910-15 cluster around 3.5 million.'



Assuming a figure of 1,350,000 for 1835 and 3.5 million for 1914
would suggest a rate of growth of 12 per thousand; putting the 1835
figure at 1,864,000 would reduce the growth rate to 8. If these
figures are at all correct, they would indicate that the rate of growth
of the population of the Arab countries was distinctly higher than
those of Asia and AfTica in general and India and Japan in particular.
If this is so, it would mean that a large share of the increment in
income achieved during the period under review was swallowed up
by population growth. Available data on Algeria point in the same
direction. s However, it should be remembered that not even an
indication of the trend of population in Arabia is available, while that
of the Sudan is usually believed to have fallen during the Mahdist
period, following an earlier growth under Egyptian rule. 9 Data for
Turkey and Iran are even more fragmentary. The 1831 Ottoman
'census' put the number of males (erkek) in Anatolia at 2,384,000. If
one assumes this to refer to adult males, a population of some 10
million is indicated-a figure of the same order of magnitude as other
very rough estimates given by various European sources. 10 On the
eve of the First World War, the population of the territory of what
became the Republic of Turkey was put at 14,549,000. 11 Accepting
these two figures at their face value would indicate the low growth
rate of 5 per thousand in 1831-1914 (but see note 15, below). For
Iran it is not even possible to say whether the population in the latter
half of the nineteenth century was larger or smaller than it had been
at the beginning of that century. Thus Rawlinson put the total in 1850
at 10 million but in 1873 'after two desolating visitations of cholera
and famine' at 6 million. 12 Other estimates for the 1880s range
between 5 and 10 million, the
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two least unsatisfactory showing 7,654,000 for 1884 (by Houtum
Schindler) and 6 million for 1888 (by a Russian scholar, Zolotarev). A
later estimate by Houtum Schindler put the population in 1897 at 9
million, while Lorini gives a figure of9,332,000 for 1899. 13 As a very
rough check on these figures, one can attempt some backward
extrapolation. In 1956, when the first nation-wide Iranian census put
the population at 18,955,000, that of Egypt was 23,532,000 and that
of Turkey 24,771,000. 14 Assuming the same ratio to have prevailed
in 1890 would indicate a figure of around 7 million for Iran, compared
to about 9 million for Egypt. However, it seems highly unlikely that in
1890-1956 the Iranian rate of growth was as high as the Egyptian.
This might indicate that the higher estimates given by Sir A. Houtum
Schindler-a British-German general in the Iranian army, who knew
the country well-are nearer the mark, a conclusion that tallies with
Curzon's and Lorini's.1S As for Iran's rate of growth, for what it is
worth, one can quote Curzon's guess, presumably based on the
India Office records on which he drew so heavily, that at the time of
his journey, a period 'free both from war and famine', the population
was growing at 0.75 per cent per annum}6 And for what they are
worth, most of the estimates of town populations quoted by him
show some increase in the period 1800-90, often following sharp
declines in the eighteenth century; however, there were some
important exceptions, e.g. Isfahan and Meshed, whose populations
seem to have declined.

 

Capital ;nvestmetlt A United Nations study, Capital Movements
during the Interwar Period, has put total long-term foreign investment
outstanding in 1914 at $44,000 million. Of this over $2,000 million, or
as much as one-twentieth, was in the Middle East. Total investment
in Egypt on the eve of the First World War was over E £200 million,
of which 94 million represented the outstanding public debt and the
rest investment in the private sector.!' For Turkey, the outstanding
government debt at the time of the Lausanne conference was 161
million Turkish gold pounds, a figure not too significantly different
from the one for 1914. Private foreign investment in 1914 was £66.4



million}S In Iran the only important private investment was that of the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company, whose capital was raised to £4.2 million
in 1914; the addition of the few Russian, British and other
enterprises (banks, mines, transport, telegraphs, fisheries, etc.)
would bring the total to well over £10 miliion. 19 As for the public
debt, at the outbreak of war some £2 million was owed to Britain and
the equivalent of about £4.8 million to Russia. zo The magnitude of
foreign investment in Turkey and Egypt may be gauged by
comparing it with the following figures, which represent total foreign
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1913: India about £360 million, Japan about £200 million, China
about £150 million, Brazil a little over £150 million, Mexico a little
over £100 million. Relative to their population, the Ottoman Empire
(and, still more strikingly, Egypt) had received an enormous amount
of foreign capital. In Iran the scale of foreign investment was much
smaller. It may be added that hardly any of the investment in the
Ottoman Empire percolated to the Persian Gulf-Red Sea areaj the
exceptions were the Hijaz railway and some railway and irrigation
construction in Iraq. Similarly the Sudan was only just beginning to
attract foreign capital at the outbreak of war. When, however,
attention is turned to the use made of this foreign investment, the
picture looks much less favourable. For whereas the bulk of the
Indian and Japanese public debts helped to finance economic
development, most of the Ottoman, Egyptian and Iranian public
debts was either taken up in commissions and charges, or was used
to repay earlier debts or to finance wars, or for indemnity payments,
or was spent by the monarchs in various unproductive ways.ZI As a
result these countries found themselves saddled with debt charges
that absorbed one-eighth of the Iranian budget, nearly a third of the
Ottoman and almost half the Egyptian, and yet had very little to show
in return.

 



Transport Three factors shaped much of the development of
transport in the Middle East: the region's location, the pattern of
growth of steam navigation and the rivalries of the Great Powers.
The high fuel consumption of steamships confined them to rivers and
narrow waters for many decadesj it was not until the 1870s that the
greater part of international trade was carried by steamers rather
than sailing ships. But within such waters steam navigation spread
rapidly and by the 1830s the Mediterranean was criss-crossed by
several lines. In the late 1830s British, French and Austrian lines
provided regular services to Egypt, Syria and Turkey. After that
progress was swift. Describing the situation around 1860, Farley
reported: 'The mails leave London for Syria every Friday via
Marseilles and every Monday via Triestej while English steamers run
regularly between Beirut and Liverpool'zz-to which he could have
added the Russian Black Sea line, which started operations in 1845
and served the Levant and Alexandria. And by 1870, there were
three Egyptian, three British, five French, four Austrian, two Italian,
one Russian and one Turkish steamship lines maintaining regular
services to Egypt, and many others with ships calling at irregular
intervals. Z ) In the meantime, regular steamer services between
India and Suez had been established in 1834, and between India
and the Persian Gulf in 1861. It may be added that
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the opening of the Suez Canal not only attracted a vast volume of
traffic to the eastern Mediterranean but also strongly stimulated the
development of steam navigation in general, by greatly facilitating
fuelling on the Europe-Far Eastern route. 24 Thus one may say that
the Middle East was very adequately served by steamship lines



connecting it with the outside world. It also had commercial
steamboats on its navigable rivers at fairly early dates: the Nile in
Egypt by 1841 and in the Sudan by the early 1860s,2s the Tigris-
Euphrates in 1862 and the Karon in 1888. As regards railways, the
other principal means of transport in the nineteenth century, the
Middle East (with the definite exception of Egypt) was far less well
equipped. In 1913 total railway track in the world was over 1,100,000
kilometres; of these 4,300 were in Egypt, 3,500 in the Ottoman
Empire and 2,500 in the Sudan, i.e. less than 1 per cent of the world
total, a figure commensurate with neither the region's area nor its
population. By that date India had 56,000 kilometres of railway and
Japan 11,000. Two further facts stand out: the high development of
railway transport in Egypt (which accounted for nearly half the
regional total) and its absence in Iran. By 1913 Egypt had a higher
railway mileage per unit of inhabited area than almost any country in
the world, and per unit of population than most counmes. 26 It owed
this position to an early start: Egypt had its first railway before
Sweden or Japan, and it was not until the 1870s that the total railway
mileage of Argentina and Brazil surpassed that of Egypt, while Japan
did not catch up until the 1890s and China until after 1900. This in
turn was largely due to the British desire for swift connections
between Alexandria and Suez, the two steamship terminals on the
route to India. A combination of factors made it possible for the
British to push their railway scheme, against French opposition-just
as the French were later to carry out the Suez Canal project, much
more slowly and laboriously, against British obstruction. And after
that the rulers of Egypt-first the viceroys and then the British- had
enough freedom of action and sufficient resources to build a large
network. The completion of the trans-Egyptian railway greatly
reduced the attraction of the rival route, through Mesopotamia, which
also had its supporters in Britain. Other factors holding up railway
development in Turkey, Syria and Iran were the weaker financial
positions of these countries and the intensity of Great Power
rivalries. One has only to read the diplomatic history of the Baghdad
railway, or to follow the various projects and counter-projects for
railways in Iran drawn by the British and Russians, to realize what an



important impediment this constituted. Here, too, except for Egypt
and the Sudan, the contrast with India andJapan is striking.
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Fomgn trade International trade grew rapidly in the period under
review. Rough estimates put the total (exports plus imports) in
current prices at £320 million in 1800, £560 million in 1840, £1,450
million in 1860, £2,890 million in 1872-3 and £8,360 in 1913. Since
prices were much higher in the period 1800-40 than in 1880-1913,
the increase in real terms was greater than the twenty- five-fold rise
registered in the above figuresP Taking the Middle East as a whole,
the expansion of foreign trade did not match the general advance.
The Egyptian figure may indeed have been higher than the world
average. The first reliable statistics put total trade in 1823 at E£2.l
million; by 1860 the total stood at E£5.l million, by 1880 at E£21.8
million and by 1913 at E£60 million, a thirty-fold increase; moreover
the 1823 level was probably higher than that of any of the previous
fifty years or SO.28 But Ottoman trade almost certainly did not rise
as fast, though comparison is vitiated by the fact that the area
covered shrank steadily. In 1829 Ottoman trade with Britain and
France amounted to £2.6 million, and total trade may be guessed to
have been around £4 million. In 1876 the total was estimated at £54
million and in 1911 it stood at £63.5 million-per- haps a fifteen-fold
increase 29 -and for the other parts of the region the growth in trade
was surely much smaller. The only available series for Iran, compiled
by Entner, refers to that country's trade with Russia and shows a
drop from an average of 10 million gold roubles in 1830-1 (a figure
higher than that of previous years and reflecting the effects of the
Treaty of Turkmanchai of 1828) to 6.9 million in 1860 and a recovery
to 10.4 million in 1880; after that there was a rapid rise to a peak of
101.3 million in 1913. 30 In fact, however, Iran's total trade must
have risen much less than ten-fold over the whole period. First,



because the figures are in gold (1896) roubles, and therefore deflate
the value of the 1830- 1 totals, when prices were higher. (The figure
for 1830-1 in account roubles was 25.2 million.) Secondly, because
Russia's share of total trade probably rose appreciably over this
period-it grew from 45 per cent of the total in 1901/2 to 63 per cent in
1912/13,31 and in the late 1880s Curzon had estimated it at about
£2 million (a figure that agrees fairly well with the Entner series) out
of a total Iranian trade of some £7-8 million,]2 or say 30 per cent.
The few available data on Arabia and the Sudan also indicate that
the rate of growth must have been rather 10w. 33 Both India and
Japan showed faster growth in their foreign trade than did the Middle
East. Following the abrogation, in 1813, of the monopoly hitherto
enjoyed by the East India Company 'the increase of trade with India
[in 181

32] has been enormous'.34 By 1835-9 total trade averaged £18.7
million
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per annum (or about twice the 1814 level)3S and in 1909-14 slightly
over £250 million, a more than twenty-five-fold increase in one
hundred years. In Japan total trade rose from an average of 36.0
million yen in 1868-70 to 1,511.4 million in 1913, a more than forty-
fold increase. 36 But although Middle Eastern foreign trade grew
more slowly than did that of India and Japan, it played a relatively
larger part in the economy of the region. Thus per capita trade in
Egypt in 1913 amounted to $24.3, in the Ottoman Empire to $15.2,
and in Iran to $10.3; the corresponding figures for India were $4.3
and for Japan $12.6. As a proportion of gross national product trade



must have been far higher in the Middle East than inJapan and India.
37 No less important is the difference in the composition of trade. By
1913 the Middle East's exports consisted almost entirely of
agricultural produce, with some minerals from Turkey and a very
small amount of oil from Iran. The same was true for India, except for
some textiles. But Japanese exports already contained an
appreciable proportion of cotton and silk textiles and other
manufactured goods.

 

Agriculture This large population growth and increase in exports
presupposes an expansion of agricultural output, and all available
evidence points to such a trend in most parts of the region. Generally
speaking this was accomplished within the framework of peasant
farming rather than plantation farming, and by extension of cultivated
area rather than by intensification. J8 Hardly any attempts were
made to improve methods of cultivation other than the foundation of
the Ottoman Agricultural Bank in 1888 and one or two irrigation
projects such as the Konya and Hindiyya dams, and there is no
evidence of a rise in yields per acre. The major exception to this
statement was of course Egypt. Here extension of cultivation was
impossible without irrigation works, which became steadily more
elaborate and expensive in the course of the century. Conversion
from basin to perennial irrigation naturally increased total annual
yield per acre, since more than one crop could be grown on the
same patch of land in a year and there was a shift to more valuable
cash crops, especially cotton. But there is also evidence of a sharp
rise in yields per crop per acre. 39 And at the turn of the century
systematic efforts at intensification by means of selective breeding
and application of chemical fertilizers were begun. 40 India's
experience recalls both that of Egypt and that of the rest of the
Middle East. In most regions there was simply an extension of the
cultivated area, with a switch to cash crops unaccompanied by a rise
in yields. But there was also an enormous expansion of irrigation,
and by 1913 government irrigation works watered an area of 25
million acres while private works
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around 1900 systematic research and experimentation was
undertaken. 41 Japan's development was completely different. Since
moSt of the cultivable land was already under cultivation, growth
could come only by raising yields, through intensification. This began
as early as the 1870s and has been sustained to a remarkable
degree ever since. 42

 

Industry 'In India there was a much more definite hiatus than in the
West between the decay of the handicrafts and the establishment of
factories, during which certain types of demand were largely met by
imports.'43 In the Middle East the hiatus was even greater. For on
the one hand the decline of some handicrafts, under the impact of
European competition, began as early as the eighteenth century and
was sharply accelerated from the 1830s on. And on the other the
advent of modem industry was greatly delayed-indeed it was only
just beginning to appear at the outbreak ofthe First World War, and
did not really gain a foothold until the 1930s. 44 India, on the other
hand, continued to export handicraft textiles to Europe and
elsewhere until early in the nineteenth century-it is worth recalling
that Alexander Hamilton's report of 1791 demanded protection as
much from Indian as from British goods; the decline of its handicrafts
started around 1820 and modern industrialization began earlier than
in the Middle East, in the 1860s, gathered strength in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century and reached large proportions by 1914, in
spite of a slackening after the 1890s. 4s As for Japan, there was
practically no hiatus. For the handicrafts were immune to foreign
competition until the opening of the country in the 1850s, and after
that were greatly helped by the governmellt to modernize and play
an important part in the economy. And on the other hand, as early as
the 1850s, and much more so after the Meiji restoration of 1868,
modem industries were



et up by the government or private enterprise, making of Japan a
significant industrial power by 1914. 46

 

Levels of living Only the most tentative statements are possible
regarding trends in levels of living. In Egypt it is possible that there
may have been a fall in levels of living (but surely not in per capita
income) under MuI,ammad 'Ali, followed by a rise under his
immediate successors. In the 1860s the cotton boom seems to have
appreciably raised levels of living and during the British occupation
there is also evidence of a distinct improvement. 47 For Syria, twO
scholars believe that there was a general impoverishment in the
184Os-50s,48 but the
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decline in levels of living, if any, may well have been confined to the
towns. It seems probable that from the 1860s until the First World
War a steady, if slow, rise in per capita incomes and levels of living
occurred. As for Iran, 'in periods of peace before the mid-nineteenth
century the peasants were appar- ently better off than they are
today'.49 Clearly, one cannot draw conclusions for the region as a
whole. The course of events in India is at least as obscure. The most
recent and authoritative survey of the state of knowledge in this field
observes: 'It is dismaying to realize that even within very broad
ranges of error we do not know whether during the past century-and-
a-half the economy's performance improved, stagnated or actually
declined,' and adds, 'This is true whether we attempt to measure
performance in terms of per capita income or by any reasonable



combination of qualitative-quantitative elements.'so As for Japan,
'some advance in living standards is evidenced in the decline of
mortality rates, in increased per capita consumption of food and
clothing supplies, and in the growth of public services of various
kinds-especially in the cities', but most of the increase in national
product was absorbed by population growth, capital investment and
armaments. sl

 

Educational progress Here one can be much more definite. Both in
mass and in higher education the Middle East-which had started at a
very low level in 1800- lagged behind other regions with distinctly
lower per capita incomes. Thus Egypt's illiteracy rate in 1907 was 93
per cent, a figure equal to that of India but well above Burma's 71
per cent, Ceylon's 69 per cent and the Philippines' 51 per cent-not to
mention Japan, where already in the 18505 a male literacy rate of
40-50 per cent had been achieved and by 1914 'virtually the entire
population had attained functional literacy, and compulsory school
attendance was as close to 100 per cent as it could be'.S2 Illiteracy
among the Turks (though not among the minority groups) must have
been still higher, since the 1927 figure was 92 per cent (by which
time Egypt's had fallen to 85 per cent) and in Iran higher still. As for
higher education, by 1914 Egypt had only an embryonic university in
Cairo, and Turkey a young and anaemic one in Istanbul,53 in
contrast to the small but far superior Indian universities (three of
which were by then over sixty years old) and technical institutes, not
to mention the excellent Japanese universities. The one exception to
the above statement is Lebanon, where illiteracy rates were almost
certainly not above 50 per cent and which had two good foreign
universities.
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Agents of economic and social change Here too the main facts are
clear, and very significant. In Japan the impetus for economic
development came from the ruling circles, who kept a firm hold over
the whole process. Foreign capital investment in the private sector
was negligible and although foreign skills played an important part
they did so under Japanese supervision and control. S4 In India, by
contrast, the main impetus was British-not only through the
government, which built the railways, ports and irrigation works, but
also in the private sector: in foreign trade, plantations, finance and
several industries. But much of the development was carried out by
Indians, e.g. the cotton textile industry, which was almost entirely
Indian, the steel industry and other branches. In this process
Parsees played a leading parr, but Hindus, notably the Marwaris,
also had their share. The role of Muslims was negligible. ss In the
Middle East the development that took place before 1914 was
achieved almost entirely by foreigners or members of minority
groups- Armenians, Greeks, Jews, Christian Lebanese and Syrians.
The lack of interest of the Muslim majority-whether Egyptian,
Turkish, Arabian or Iraqi-is striking, and has often been commented
upon. Only in Syria, Iran and Hadramaut is there any evidence of
commercial entrepreneur- ship among Muslims. 56 It may be added
that the only country to receive any appreciable immigration was
Egypt, which by 1914 had nearly a quarter of a million Europeans
and somewhat fewer Armenians, Lebanese, Syrians and Jews, all of
whom played a dominant part in the economy; mention should also
be made of Jewish immigration to Palestine.

 

Conclusion In drawing conclusions from the foregoing analysis, to
see whether there was a specific pattern of economic development
in the Middle East, an initial distinction should be made between the
Mediterranean portion and the Persian Gulf-Red Sea portion of the
region. The latter, which includes Iran, Iraq, Arabia and the Sudan,
was relatively little affected by the changes taking place in the world
until the exploitation of oil made of it, suddenly, the centre of the
Middle East economy. Until the First World War, the impact of the



world upon it had been mainly negative since European competition
had severely hurt its shipping tradeS? and handicrafts without
developing com- mensurately its other resources. As for the
Mediterranean region, here too there was much diversity, the trends
observed being far more advanced in Egypt than in Syria or Turkey;
the result of the foregoing discussion may be summarized as follows:
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Population growth probably started earlier than in other
underdeveloped regions (including India and Japan) and therefore,
even assuming that rates of increase were no higher than
elsewhere, may have reached greater overall dimensions; this was
certainly true of Egypt and possibly of Syria and Iraq.

 

Foreign capital bomJ'Wing this was extremely high, and the
proceeds were largely used unproducrively, in contrast to India and
Japan.

 

Transport regular steamship connections with Europe were
established very early; railways were highly developed in Egypt,
much less so in Syria and Turkey.

 

Foreign trade growth was rapid, though slower than in Japan and,
except for Egypt, slower than in India; however, both in per capita



terms and as a percentage of gross national product, foreign trade
was far greater than in India or Japan.

 

Agriculture expansion of output was obtained by the extension of the
cultivated area, not by intensification as in Japan. In Egypt even
more than in India, irrigation played a leading part.

 

Industry Middle Eastern crafts seem to have suffered more from
foreign competition than did those of India and Japan; in addition,
modem industry came much later.

 

Education remarkably little progress was made in this field, probably
less than in India, not to mention Japan.

 

Agents of growth these were drawn almost solely from foreign or
minority groups, in sharp contrast with Japan and, to a far lesser
extent, India.

 

Underlying the pattern formed by these trends are three basic, and
partly interrelated, factors: the region's proximity to Europe and
strategic location, its social and political backwardness, and the
nature of foreign economic and political control. To them should be
added a fourth: the scarcity of those resources on which industry
was based until the end of the nineteenth century, notably water-
power, wood, coal and iron. Almost the only raw material available
for industrialization was cotton. Proximity accounts for the early date
at which Europe began to impinge on the economy of the Middle
East. It helps to explain the forging of transport links with Europe, the



exposure of Middle Eastern handicrafts to devastating foreign
competition, the expansion of Middle Eastern agricultural output in
response to foreign demand, and the consequent rapid growth of
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Europeans to help in establishing quarantines and other hygienic
controls in the Middle East, to prevent the spread of epidemics, and
in this way may have stimulated population growth. s8 It facilitated
the migration to the Middle East of European entrepreneurs and
technicians, who made an important contribution to the region's
development and imposed on it a certain direction and pattern. And
proximity certainly facilitated European economic and political control
over the Middle Easl s9 The social and political backwardness of the
region helps to account for the nature of its response to the impact of
European economic expansion. Three aspects of this may be
distinguished. First, the educational and cultural level of the Middle
East was very low, even compared to other underdeveloped regions
such as Japan and India, not to mention south- eastern Europe and
Latin America. 60 Secondly its social structure was unfavourable for
development. For various historical reasons, it had failed to produce
a vigorous bourgeoisie and lacked autonomous bodies, such as city
states, guilds and other corporations which could express, and
defend, the interests of classes or groups interested in economic
development; instead, control remained firmly in the hands of the
military and civilian bureaucracy. Thirdly, and no doubt at least partly
as a consequence, the economic ideas and policies of the
government were singularly unenlightened. In Europe, the basic
tenet of the Mercantilists was the need to promote exports in order to
increase the output of local industry, and various measures were
used to achieve this end. In the Ottoman Empire, however, exports
were taxed at a higher rate than imports. Here prevailed a 'policy of
provision', to use Hecksher's expressive term describing the
medieval European attitude. The main objectives were not to
promote local production but to meet the fiscal needs of the



government and to ensure that the principal towns, and in particular
Istanbul, would be adequately supplied. Some signs of a more
enlightened policy appeared under Selim III but little came of it. And
after that Middle Eastern statesmen, such as Reshid Pasha,
swallowed the liberal prescription for economic growth and did little
to help the economy until the latter part of the nineteenth century.61
The very low educational and cultural level of the Middle East, its
social structure, and the form of its political institutions, meant that it
had neither a half-way efficient government nor a native bourgeoisie
that could take dle country's economic development in hand and
help to guide its course along the desired path. Hence when it was
struck by the Industrial Revolution, with its demand for the
exploitation of its raw materials, market and transport possibilities,
development had to be carried out by Europeans assisted by
minority groups-if it was to be achieved at all. But development
through such an implanted bourgeoisie had four fatal defects. First, a
very large share of the fruits of progress went to foreigners or
members of
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minorities; to take an extreme case, just before the First World War
these two groups may have owned 15-20 per cent of Egypt's wealth
and absorbed well over 10 per cent of its income. Secondly, the
presence of educated foreigners or minority groups weakened the
main pressure on the governments for the spread of education and
the development of human resources in these countries. Thirdly, the
existence and power of this bourgeoisie inhibited the growth of a
native Muslim one. Lastly, because of this factor, the whole process
of capitalist development in the region remained alien and was



regarded as such by its inhabitants, a fact that helps to explain the
measures taken against foreigners and minority groups in Turkey in
the 1920s and in Egypt in the 1940-50s. It should be added that in
Syria and Lebanon foreigners played a different and far smaller part
and development was much more indigenous. Lastly, as regards
foreign economic and political control, in a way the Middle East had
the worst of both worlds. Japan, never having lost its full
independence, was able to carry oUt the 1868 revolution and
thereafter to guide the economy in the direction demanded by the
national interest, as interpreted by the ruling group. India, by
contrast, was subjected to outright British control. This had many
drawbacks, which have been rightly stressed since the time of Adam
Smith. But it had some advantages, which were strikingly foretold by
Marx (see his brilliant 'The Future Results of British Rule in India',
published in the Ne'W York Daily Tribune, July 1853) though
carefully ignored by his followers. After the initial plunder and
dislocation, British rule provided honest and efficient administration.
It also ensured that the foreign debt was used productively, to build
the largest irrigation system in the world and the third largest railway
network, and to provide some education, and it transformed the land
tenure system. And while not encourag- ing, and indeed often
positively impeding, industrialization it 'laid down the material
premises' for it. In the Middle East, however, there was no complete
foreign political control, except in Aden and in the Sudan after 1896.
In the rest of the region there was much influence by rival powers,
which jealously watched and checked each other. This led to the
abortion of Mubammad (Ali's attempt at development and of two
promising revolutions, the Egyptian in 1882 and the Iranian in 1905-9
and to the stultification of much progress that might otherwise have
taken place in Turkey, Iran and Syria. Even in Egypt the
Capitulations and Caisse de la Dette thwarted many of Cromer's
reforms. 6Z Yet foreign economic control was overwhelming and led
not only to the buttressing of the existing social order and to the
creation of a deep feeling of discouragement but also to the sucking
out of vast sums from the region in the form of payments of interest
and dividends. This drain, together with the rapid population growth,
wars, royal extravagance and possibly the rise in
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physical and human capital. The disastrous results of such a
situation showed themselves most clearly in Egypt after the First
World War, when the limits of cultivation had been reached and
terms of trade deteriorated. Fortunately for the Middle East, it got a
second chance, in the form of the discovery of its oil resources and a
huge amount of foreign aid, and this is enabling it today to carry out
a new programme of industrialization and modernization of its
economy and society.

 

This article is reprinted from M. A. Cook (ed.), Stutlies in the
Economu History of the MitJdle Eon from the Rise of Islam to the
Present Day (London, 1970), pp. 395- 411. Reprinted by permission
of Oxford Unversity Press.
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increase in current prices in the siXty years preceding the First World
War. Since price levels in the 18505 were close to those prevailing in
1913, the increase in real terms must also have heen about three-
fold. Some increase must also have taken place in the first half of the
nineteenth century. This is suggested by the fact that in 1831-56
trade through Trabzon, almost all of which was in transit to or from
Iran, multiplied twelve-fold (Blau, 01. &il., pp. 235-6). In the early
18505 Trabzon accounted for almost half oflran's imports and a sixth
of its exports. Earlier figures are contradicrory. In 1834). B. Fraser
estimated Iran's total trade with Europe, including Russia, at £1
million (ibid, p. 165). In 1836, W. Stuart put Britain's exports to Iran at
just over £] million and stated that Russia's were two-thirds higher
(Curzon, op. ci,., vol. ii, p. 564). 33. See Issawi, ulJ/IDmic History,
Part V, Introduction, and Part VII, Introduction. 34. Liverpool East
India Comminee, quoted in I. Durga Parshad, Some Arp«fs of I""ian
Forrifll Trade, 1757-1893, London, 1932, p_ 132. 35. Ibid, p. 215. 36.
Bank of Japan, Historical SlIIIinicr of,he Japanese Etonomy (1966).
37. See Issawi, 'Asymmetrical Development'; the foreign rrade and
population figures were taken from the League of Nations Statistical
YearlJooi, 1928. 38. For details see Issawi, 'Economic Growth', also
Hla Myint, The ulJ/IDmics oflhe Droeloping Countries, London, 1964,
chapter 3_ 39. See A. E. Crouchley, 'A Century of Economic
Development', L 'Egyp« ConmrrporaiM, (Cairo) 1939, and E. R. J.
Owen, 'Conon Production and the Development of the Egyptian
Economy', D. Phil. Thesis, Oxford University, 1965. 40. See Robert
L. Tignor, ModemiuriDII a"" Britirh Colonial Rule in Egypt, Princeton,
N.J., 1966, chapter 7. 41. See Anstey, 01. cit., chapter 7.
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42. See chart in US Department of Agriculture, Agriculture;n 26
Devt/Qping Nations, 1948 trJ 1963, Washington, D. c., p. 45. The
most recent discussion of this question is in James I. Nakamura,
Agriculturtll Production a'" IIx &_,C Devefqpmmlo{Japlln, 187J--1922,
Princeton, N. j., 1966. 43. AnStey, 01. dr., p. 207. However, the
following judgement by a highly qualified scholar should be noted.
'The vast expansion of British cloth exports to India skimmed off the
expanding demand. The handloom weavers were at least no fewer
in number and no worse off economically at the end ofthe period
than at the beginning. .. The traditional sector, generally speaking,
did not decline absolutely in economic significance,' Morris D. Morris,
'Towards a Reinterpretation of Nineteenth-Century Indian Economic
History', Jounud o{EcrmOll/;c History, 1963. 44. See Issawi,
£ctmDIII;c History, pp. 38-59, 452-60. For Mu

ammad 'Ali's attempt at industrialization see ibid., pp. 389-402. 45.
See Anstey, 01. &it, chapter 9, CambriJgt &OII011/;C H;swy, pp.
908-19, and Krishan Saini, 'Some measures of the economic growth
of India, 1860-1913', unpublished paper, Columbia University. 46.
See CllmbriJgt &tmom;c H;SfDry, pp. 875-99, and William W.
Lockwood, The EtDllom;c Dew/opmmlo{JllpIIn, Princeton, NJ., 1954.
47. See Owen, 01. &il., and Issawi, &tmom;c History, p. 365. 48. I.
M. Smilianskaya, 'Razlo!eniye feodalnikh otnoshenii .. .', translated in
ibid., pp. 226-47, and Dominique Chevallier, 'Western Development
and Eastern Crisis in the Mid-Nineteenth Century', in Polk and
Chambers (eds), op. &it. 49. Nikki R Keddie, HistrJriuJ OIJflll&kf to
Agrarian CbII"gt ;" Irll", Claremont Asian Studies, Claremont,
California, 1960, p. 4. See also A. K. S. Lambton, Lo"JlorJ anJ
Ptflfan' ;" Pmill, London 1953, pp. 143-5. 50. Morris, 01. dl.; see also
Anstey, op. &iI, chapter xvi. However, there is evidence of distinct
progress in the forty or fifty years preceding the First World War-see
Saini, 01. &ir. 5 I. Lock wood, 01. &ir., pp. 34, 138-50. 52. Herbert



Passin, s«;ny """ EtllKarion ;n Japlln, New York, 1965, p. II-for details
see Issawi, 'Asymmetrical Development'. 53. At that time Robert
College drew its students almost solely from minority groups- see
Mears, 01. dt., chapter 5. 54. Only one field was at first dominated by
foreigners, the export trade. But even here 'by 1913 the bulk of
overseas commerce was handled by Japanese finns, and half of it
already moved inJapanese ships', Lockwood, op. &il., p. 329. 55.
See Morris, 01. dr., Anstey, op. &iI, pp. 109-17, and D.I-I. Buchanan,
The DtvtIopmml o{ CIIp;1IIlis

Elfltrprist;" I"JiII, New York, 1934, chapters vii-xiii. 56. See Issawi,
EconOll/ic History, pp. 114-25, 505-13,Jamilzide, 01. &il., pp. 93-117.
57. Thus the total tonnage of vessels from the Persian Gulf entering
Indian ports rose from nearly 100,000 tons per annum in the late
18505 to over 200,000 in the early 1900s and then fell well below its
original level by the First World Wat-see SIIIIin;CaJ Abftr/l&f Rn/l1;"g
to Brilifb 1"";/1. Since these figures cover not only Arab and Persian
craft but British and other steamers plying between India and the
Gulf, the fall in the fonner must have been very great The same
process occurred in the Red Sea region. 58. For a detailed stUdy
see Robert Tignor, 'Public Health Administrarion under British Rule,
1882-1914', unpublished doctoral dissertation, Vale University, 1960.
Rudimentary quarantines were established in several Ottoman ports
in the first half of the nineteenth century. 59. The following judgement
deserves consideration: 'Had Japan been situated in closer proximity
to the great industrialized nations of the West, her pattern of growth
and structural change after 1868 would probably have been
somewhat different Both the pressure to industrial- ize, and the
opportunity to do so, might have been somewhat diminished. She
would have enjoyed more favorable access to large external markets
for her coal, marine products, and high- value farm crops. Western
consumer manufactures might also have competed more strongly in
Japan than was the case, delaying the progress of industry.'
Lockwood, op. C;I., p. 353. 60. See Issawi, 'Asymmetrical
Development'. 61.IJ"", &DIfOm;c HistrJry, pp. 52-3. 62. Another
important factor was the restrictions imposed on the Middle Eastern
governments by international commercial conventions, which



prevented them from giving tariff protection to their industries. But
these restrictions had their counterpart in India and, until 1899,
inJapan.

 

The Origins of Private Ownership of Land in Egypt: a Reappraisal
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In the historiography of Egypt it has long been accepted that private
ownership of land was introduced in the nineteenth century.' This
develop- ment in statute law has often been linked analytically to a
process of 'modernization.'z Modernization theory posits a
fundamental dichotomy between two ideal-type societies, the
traditional and modem, which implies an equally sharp discontinuity
between historical eras: before and after the beginning of
modernization. In this view, traditional societies lack the potential for
generating significant social change from within. Change results
rather ftom the expansion of communications and diversification of
technology worldwide ftom modern Europe and North America. In
the process of modernization, traditional norms and structures break
down in the host societies, and new, rational values and institutions
emerge in their place. The development of Egypt's new land regime
is usually considered one such change. In most historical studies to
date, the impact of Europe and/or the rise of powerful reformers
influenced by European ideas have been seen as crucial to the
beginnings of modernization in the Middle East. For Egypt, the two
events most symbolic of this are the French occupation of 1798-
1801 and the reign of Muhammad Ali Pasha, 1805-1848, the
'founder of modern Egypt.'3 On closer examination of the sources,
however, the evidence shows not historical discontinuity but its
opposite; not the shattering and replacement of institutions but their
dynamic evolution, due as much to indigenous forces as to outside
influences.. This calls for a reappraisal of socioeconomic change in
Egypt, of its relationship to European influences, and of the
significance to it of reform legislation.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF PROPERTY RELATIONS

 

Contrary to the received tradition in most history texts, the
transformation of property relations in Egypt and other Ottoman
lands was already underway, and had led to the appearance of
forms of private ownership of land, long before the famous reforms
of the nineteenth century. This becomes evident upon examination of
the behavior of landholding elements in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, of their struggles to acquire or maintain control
of the land at three levels: as a source of revenue, as a disposable
source of income, and as a means of production and subsistence.
As these different levels of utility of the land indicate, a hierarchy of
shared rights or claims to it and/or its produce existed in the period
before Muhammad Ali's rise to power, similar to other precapitalist
orders in Europe and Asia. S Political, economic, and social relations
were intimately connected with property relations. Or, to put it
another way, property relations were social relations in the broadest
sense of the term, sanctified in law. The establishment of private
ownership of land in place of this system was not the creation of
'rights' where none existed before, nor simply a matter of their
transfer from the state to individuals. Rather it involved the
consolidation of these shared claims into one sphere and their
appropriation by individuals. It represents the establishment of
exclusive control of the land by individuals as the prevailing system
of property relations in place of shared control. Ottoman
administration of land tenure in Egypt embodied the principle of



shared rights. 6 The sultan (i.e. the state) was by law 'owner' of most
agricultural land. State authority over the land was in fact limited to
taxation and enforced maintenance of the irrigation works through
use of the corvee. Second, to carry out taxation and administration in
the countryside, the state had turned to a variety of intermediaries
who w.ere made responsible for one or more villages, and who
received a portion of the revenues from them and from privately held
sections of land in them in return for their services. Finally, peasants
held traditional rights to till the land and remain on it. In Lower Egypt
and parts of Middle Egypt peasants held their land sections for life,
and passed them on to their heirs, as long as taxes were paid
(hence the term athar or athariyya, loosely: 'that which remains').
The annual Nile flood caused more extreme variations in the area of
cultivable land in Upper Egypt and the remainder of Middle Egypt,
and so land here was annually surveyed and redivided within the
village community (art! misillla, 'survey land'). Thus individual
security of tenure was guaranteed the holder of athar land, and
village clans must have maintained a similar continuous claim to
their due portion of misal)a land. Neither the state nor intermediaries
interfered in the production process except indirectly, through tax
demands and irrigation works.
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197 J. C. Scott has noted that peasants value greatest and defend
most tenaciously these two conditions: security of tenure and control
of decision making in the production process. The peasant
community's direct control of land and production is its means of
maintaining security in face of unpredictable forces-such as weather,
or a market economy-and of guaranteeing to itself a culturally
defined, minimum, acceptable subsistence. Interference with these
traditional rights, or rigid tax/rent demands which threaten to push
peasants below the acceptable subsistence level, are more resented
and more likely resisted than systems of exploitation which are more
flexible but which siphon off a greater amount of their surplus.?
Ottoman law, significantly, provided for lowered taxes in years of



drought or disastrous floods, and also guaranteed the terms of
traditional peasant tenure. 8 Ottoman regulations likewise provided
for checks on the intermediaries, to prevent them from tyrannizing
the peasantry, from usurping state prerogatives in control of the land,
and from pocketing more than their legal share of revenues. Salaried
officials were originally employed to oversee cultivation and the
collection of taxes. During the seventeenth century tax farms,
iltizilms, appeared. 9 They were acquired for a year or more through
an auction held by the Treasury. With the iltizam, its holder, the
multazim, received a tax-free section of land, Usya, which he had
cultivated for his own profit by wage or corvee labor, or which he
rented out. His personal profit,ja'iq, from iisya land and excess taxes
collected could come to four or five times the taxes remitted,
indicating the profitability of iltizams. 'o Law must be backed by force
to be effective, however, and in a situation such as this where the
state is weak, its formal regulations provide little indication of actual
practices. Each party to the shared rights to the land of Ottoman
Egypt, as elsewhere, could assert or defend them only according to
its command of means of coercion-its political power. As Ottoman
authority in the provinces weakened, its land laws became
increasingly irrelevant, while intermediaries gained increasing control
of the land at the state's expense. By the early eighteenth century
they had acquired landholding rights in Egypt that established them
as landlords in every sense of the term. These included: (I) lifetime
possession of the iltiziim, as long as taxes were paid; (2) inheritance
of it by descendants, wives, or white slaves; (3) the ability to convert
land into waqf, thereby guaranteeing the family's continued
possession of it; (4) the ability to mortgage the land, (5) to pawn it, or
(6) to sell it outright. I I These criteria are precisely those used in
previous studies of nineteenth- century Egypt to show a movement
toward private ownership.'2 Paradigms that see private ownership as
appearing in Egypt during the nineteenth century at the earliest
should thus be discarded. The intermediaries' usurpation of state
authority over the land was marked
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by a proliferation of legal fictions used to get around the formal,
legally inalienable status of the land. Mortgage and pawning were
conducted under the euphemism of 'transfer,' isqizt; sales were
called 'indefinite transfer,' isqat ita al-abad u Similar fictions were
employed in transactions involving waqf land. 14 The resort to legal
fictions should not be surprising since they were used in various
times and places, for example to circumvent Quranic prohibitions of
risk-taking and interest,ls and were also used to circumvent
restrictions on landownership in parts of contemporary Europe. 16
Develop- ments that caused land to be treated as an alienable
commodity led to the use of these fictions, but the continuation of old
legal terminology for land tenure on the surface has obscured this
transformation. The re-establishment of a strong state in nineteenth-
century Egypt arrested the development toward private ownership in
part. Yet, paradoxically, it facilitated this movement over the long
term. The state concentrated control of the land as never before in a
single sphere, in its own hands. Second, it violated the traditional
terms of peasant tenure by interfering in production and transferring
tenures as it saw fit. Finally, the weakening of the state after 1840
allowed a new generation of intermediaries and privileged
landholders it had created to influence land tenure policies to their
own benefit If land tenure issues can be appreciated in terms of
competition or struggle among various actors over the land and its
product, then developments in the nineteenth century appear as but
a continuation of trends in the eighteenth century. The legislation of
private ownership of land came toward the end of this long-term
struggle for control of the land. It legitimized the new order this
struggle had wrought, firmly establishing the positions of those who
had gained in the process: the large landowners in particular, but
also a stratum of wealthy peasants. Finally, it represents a late stage



in the transition from shared to exclusive rights to the land. The
circumstances that led to this transformation will require extensive
investigation in the future. Here is presented evidence that this
process was, in fact, in train, as well as the factors that appear to
have influenced it and its outcome. Local and regional economic
trends are considered, as well as changes in the nature of the state
and its ability to regulate land tenure. The changing relationships
among peasants, intermediaries/landlords, and the state, and
between them and the land are also followed.

 

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN BEFORE 1800

 

The lands of the eastern Mediterranean under Ottoman rule, while
separated politically and culturally from Europe, appear to have been
linked to it as part of a larger region subject to similar broad
economic and demographic trends. The Ottoman Empire felt the
effects of the sixteenth-century 'price
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199 revolution' and experienced a rise in population then at
approximately the same time as did Europe. Population in Europe, at
least, began to increase again in the eighteenth century}? This and
the beginnings of industrial revolution led to a nearly century-long
rise in the absolute price of agricultural commodities which is visible
in both Europe and the Middle East. The price of land increased in
turn, and speculative trading in it-even where legally prohibited-
appeared in both regions. 18 New elements shouldered their way in
among the landholding classes, and local landholding and/or
commercial aristocracies often were able to increase their political
strength vis-II-vis their monarch and peasantry. The changing
composition of landowning classes is marked in Europe by
commoners acquiring noble estates-sometimes openly-even where it



was prohibited by law, and in the Ottoman Empire by the entry of
merchants into landholding. 19 Landed aristocracies (or their
equivalents) were enticed by rising prices and enabled by weakened
state authority to increase their control over their holdings. The
established sociopolitical orders, connected closely with property
relations, were being undermined, and at the same time state
aUthority over land tenure was being whittled away. Both
developments laid the bases for institutional change at a later date.
In the sixteenth century, rising prices in the Mediterranean region
had led to increased exports of foodstuffs and raw materials from the
Ottoman Empire. Venetian ships loaded grain in Egypt's ports at
mid-century. Thereafter the Empire's population seems to have
caught up with production, and the export of grain to the West was
prohibited. The Greek archipelago then became a center for
contraband grain trade which flourished in the eighteenth century.zo
Egyptian wheat, rice, and beans found their way to the West
according to shifting market demand and the relative ability of the
Porte to enforce its trade regulations. Industrial crops-wool, silk,
cotton, flax, leather, oils, and dyestuffs- acquired a new importance
in the eighteenth century owing to Europe's industrial expansion. zl
In addition, both regional and European demand for the Levant's fine
cottons and silks, and for its spun cotton and wool, led to increased
textile production in certain areas. All of this resulted in expanded
cash crop production, especially in cotton, producing yet another
effect: a trend toward greater regional specialization. The planting of
mulberry trees in the Lebanon and Macedonia and expansion of
cotton cultivation in Macedonia, Anatolia, and Palestine were
accompanied by the development of food and vegetable-dye
production in other areas. The Biqa( and Hawran became important
grain-producing regions fought over by the amirs of the Lebanon and
the walis of Sidon and Damascus. Egyptian foodstuffs supplied
Syria, Macedonia, and Istanbul, as well as being marketed in Egypt
and the West. Egypt also produced indigo and safflower dyes for
internal and export
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markets. Crop specialization in Egypt is somewhat problematic, as
more than one crop per year could be raised in many areas.
Different districts did tend to specialize, however, in cotton, /lax,
dyestuffs, oilseeds, sugar cane, or food crops.zz While only a small
part of Egypt's external trade was conducted directly with the West,
price movements in Cairo during this century clearly show that the
country was feeling the effects of the overall increase in trade and
the rise in agricultural commodity prices, suggesting that the factors
behind the price rise may have been generalized, and not simply a
matter of Europe's influence. The price of beans, wheat, rice, cattle,
and camels rose two and a half times during the century. Mutton
increased three times. Butter, oils, cheese, sugar, and honey rose
twofold. Industrial commodities also show price increases: the price
of raw cotton increased nearly fivefold, while the price of flax and
spun cottOn doubled. 23 The export price of safflower dye increased
nearly threefold. 24 In Egypt as elsewhere, rising prices enhanced
the value placed on land, a major factor in its transformation into
private property. In the sixteenth century the Ottomans had begun to
convert Balkan and Anatolian timar lands into iltizams which court
circles and urban 'commercial-usury capital' acquired. At the same
time these elements began to illegally purchase timars. Weakening
state control and economic opportuni- ties also led those timarlzs
who could to COnvert their holdings, illegally, into iltizams. The
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw the appearance of life-
term tax farms, malikanes, following the development of a
speculative market in landholdings. These centuries also saw the
appearance of the Balkan fiftliks, privately owned commercial
estates devoid of any obligations to the state. The



ifdik holder owned the land outright, and often the tools, animals, and
seeds his tenants used. 25 Here, the process of usurpation of state
control was complete, and the terms of peasant tenure had also
been altered. <;iftliks spread rapidly throughout the Balkans in the
late eighteenth century, associated closely with 'the diffusion of the
cultivation of new colonial products: cotton and maize.'26 The
production and trade of such cash crops were the economic basis of
the rise of powerful provincial notables, the a'yiin. 27 In the Lebanon,
the expansion of sericulture was organized by Maronite and Druze
shaykhs and the Maronite monastic orders. As in the Balkans, the
concentration of land in fewer hands and the increased exploitation
of tenants are associated with the spread of market-oriented
agriculture. In both regions the conversion of holdings into waqf-
property set aside for the ostensible support of pious works-played
an important role in the alien- ation and concentration ofland. 28 The
rise of Shaykh

ahir al-<Umar in Palestine is associated with the spread of cottOn
cultivation. As multazims,

ahir and other shaykhs were able
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201 to monopolize cotton by serving as middlemen between
peasants and French merchants. His successor as local strongman,
the Wali of Sidon, Ahmad Pasha al-jazzar, sought to acquire as
much land as possible in the form of malikane. His monopolization of
all production and trade anticipates the methods of Muhammad Ali.
Z9 Ottoman officials were aware of the fiscal and political dangers of
develop- ments in landholding, though not always able

o stOp them. Attempts to reform the land regime which appear
'modern' in inspiration were actually efforts to re-establish a greater
degree of state control over the land. In the seventeenth century,
reform-minded Ottomans criticized the malikane syStem, and it was
decreed abolished under Ahmad III in 1714/1715. 30 Military



reverses weakened his position and led to the decree's reversal
three years later. He later attempted yet another reform, turning
maliUne lands back into short-term iltizams and placing some under
the administration of salaried state officials. Also, 'for the first time in
over a century extensive cadastral surveys were made. . .'31 Efforts
to curb the power of local notables and re-establish state control
over the land were revived under Sultans Mustafa III and
Abdulhamid pz Administrative and military reforms were always
accompanied by fiscal reforms affecting landholding: the well-known
reforms of Selim III and Mahmud II followed this pattern. To study
Ottoman landholding in this period is to study a multifaceted struggle
for the land itself, both between the political center and the
provinces, and among the actors in each locale.

 

THE SITUATION IN EGYPT

 

While the agrarian history of Egypt in this period has yet to receive
detailed examination, it is possible to reconstruct a partial picture of it
from the evidence already available. The twO more or less constant
political-economic factors favoring change in late Ottoman Egypt
were the secular rise in agricultural prices and the weakness of state
authority. But if conditions favor change, it is still human action and
interaction which determine its course and outcome. Under the
conditions of the eighteenth century, intermediaries and peasants
responded in a variety of ways affecting landholding and land use.
Parallel to changes elsewhere in the Ottoman Empire, multazims in
Egypt succeeded in transforming their iltizams into a form of private
property in land. Early in the eighteenth century, their new rights of
disposition were expressed in the term 'malikane,' indicating that
lifetime tenure had become common. Conver- sion of the land into
waqf, and bequest, mortgage, pawning, or sale of it- through the
device of isqat-were within the multazim's power. The earliest
register devoted to isqat in Egypt dates from 1728, indicating that by
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this time this legal fiction was commonly used 10 transactions
involving landholdings. H Cairo's merchants appear among the
holders and purchasers of iltizams in these registers, and
speculative transactions appear to have often occurred within an
absentee landholding class there. A merchant appears in court
records as 3 holder of three villages in Daqahliyya province as early
as 1673,34 and the Shara'ibi merchant dynasty in particular
increased their landholdings throughout the eighteenth century.35 T.
Walz's study of the glllJaba merchants, those engaged in the Sudan
trade, shows that some lesser merchants also acquired iltizams.
Others rented sections of iltizam or waqf lands, or held mortgages of
Fallah land. 36 Egypt's wealthier ulama were also active in acquiring
iltizams, primarily in their home districts, in addition to their
administration of waqflands. 37 The wealthy merchants' involvement
in land was part of a general trend of investment in urban and rural
properties and tax farms. 38 The wealthiest ulama are hardly
distinguishable from the large merchants in these financial dealings.
39 Such investments made sense. The relative stagnation of coffee
and textile prices undermined the most profitable commerce in the
hands of indigenous merchants,40 while agricultural commodity
prices rose. It is pres- ently impossible to ascertain the extent of
merchant involvement in landhold- ing. A. A. Abd al-Rahim's figures
show merchants comprising only slightly more than 1 per cent of the
total number of multazims on the eve of the French invasion, as
opposed to none a century and a half earlier. 41 But the size of their
holdings is unfortunately not indicated, nor is the number and extent
of the mortgages that they undoubtedly held. The evidence is also
inconclusive concerning the accumulation of iltizams. Many holdings



appear to have been small and scattered: between 1658-1660 and
1797, the total number of mulcazims increased by more than 250 per
cent, although the extent of fractionalization of their holdings varied
from one area to the nexr. 42 On the other hand, some multazims
were converting fallah land into iisya land,43 a process reminiscent
of the engrossment of dememe holdings in contemporary eastern
Europe, under similar conditions. The conversion of holdings into
waqf is another example of the growth of de facto private property in
land through the use of legal fictions. Waqf lands paid only a
'protection tax' in this period to safeguard their status. Legally, they
could not be divided or sold, nor were they commonly subject to
confiscation. 'Family,' or ahli, waqfs, furthermore, remained in the
possession of the makers' descendants. They received the bequest's
income until the extinction of the line, and only then did the revenues
from an ahli waqf revert to the designated charitable work. Thus
conversion of land into ahli waqf guaranteed the family's continued
possession of it, along with important tax exemptions, and many
mult3zims were able to convert their iisya holdings
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203 into waqf. Here, toO, the growth of a market in land resulted in
the exchange of waqf lands-despite the law-by what amounted to
sale. Waqf lands were exploited in a way similar to iisya lands: the
na;ir, administrator, either leased them to a village shaykh or had
them cultivated by means of wage labor.'" Jabarri reportS that
waqflands surveyed in 1813 came to 600,000 faddans in Upper
Egypt and the Cairo vicinity. Thus the amount of land converted to
waqf in these areas alone came to some 20 per cent of all of Egypt's
cultivated land,"s a measure of the extent to which land was taken
out of the state's control in this period. If Jabarri's remarks are any
guide, the concentration of waqf lands in the hands of wealthy na:?
irs and notables was indeed common. He mentions one Shams ai-
Din b. l;Iamiida, a shaykh of the village of Birma, Minufiyya, who told
him that his family held 1,000 faddans of waqf land for which no tax
was paid, in addition to other lands for which he paid a nominal



amount. 46 Despite the consolidation of property rights and a
tendency toward concentration of the land, multazims and na

irs do not appear to have been directly engaged in agricultural
production nor did they attempt to alter the relations of production.
Under the right conditions, investment to raise the productivity of
land would have been a plausible response to the era's price trends.
But the adequately large income that many iltizams appear to have
offered, and the possibility of losing an iltizam with a change of rulers
in Cairo, probably discouraged investment. As occurred in the
Balkans, the evidence so far indicates that increased exploitation
rather than an increase in surplus production was the most common
result of these rentier/ activities. 4 ? At the village level a variety of
responses to the conditions of this century can also be observed.
These encompass not only competition for control of the land, but
also activities in the sphere of production which indicate a potential
for agricultural development. At the present state of our knowledge it
will have to suffice to present three situations illustrating these
responses. In Giza and much of the central Delta the Mamluk beys
were able to maintain the greatest authority, indicated by the
presence of 'Mamluk houses'-residences for their local
representatives-in the villages. 48 These regions produced a variety
of crops for the market-cotton, flax, oil seeds, dyestuffs, and various
food crops.49 Here, social stratification was visible at the time of the
French occupation, the result of control of local political and
economic resources. Local police and administrative offices were
monopolized by the wealthier village families and tended to be
hereditary, starring with the position of village shaykh. He usually
represented the most powerful clan in the village and was the
supreme police and judicial authority in the village. so In villages
where the multazim rented out his iisya land, it was leased by
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one of the village shaykhs at a price reflecting the market in land.
This varied according to its quality and proximity to a market town:
the iisya lands near Bulaq went at the highest rate. If the multazim
had the iisya cultivated for his own account through wage labor or
corvee, the shaykhs and khiilis were responsible for assigning the
land and were paid for their services. The khiili, an official drawn
from the village, was also charged with checking the survey and
assessment of village lands performed by the multazim's officials-a
position of considerable power and potential wealth. 51 The
economic position of the wealthy families was also strengthened
through important tax exemptions. The shaykhs, khiilis, and shizhitls
(local, professional wimesses for tax purposes) were exempt from
barralli taxes on ponions of their land. These were extraordinary
taxes in kind which the multazims levied in different villages
according to their ability to impose them and the villagers' ability to
pay. Butter, sheep, cheese, grain, honey, chickens, and other farm
products were taken, all of whose prices were increasing in absolute
terms and drastically so in terms of the continually debased coinage.
Barrani accounts appear in the tax registers from the seventeenth
century on, but along with other taxes they increased greatly during
the eighteenth. 52 The financial and political power of these families
also enabled them to acquire additional lands which were kept off
the tax registers with the connivance of other local officials. 53 This
was facilitated by the land system in the villages of Lower Egypt,
since transactions also took place at this level, though legally only
concerning usufructuary rights. In these districts, then, a wealthy
peasant stratum in alliance with the ruling elite used its political and
economic resources to acquire additional lands and tax exemptions,
and were also in a position to rent land from absentee holders, either
to produce more for the market or to profit from the rising price of
land by subleasing. A quite different phenomenon was the
appearance of what could be termed militant peasantries in cenain
areas. As a political-economic phenomenon, these peasants were



protecting and sometimes extending their control over areas of
market-oriented agriculture and commerce, as well as using their
strength to resist the increasing burden of taxes and fees levied by
the multazims and the provincial administration. As a sociological
phenomenon, this development is associated with the
sedenrarization of certain bedouin tribes. Once they have become
cultivators, bedouin are nearly indistinguish- able from peasants-
some even adopted the fallahin's brown woolen dress. Still, they
retained a tribal identity and solidarity vis-a-vis outsiders. 'Bedouin
influence' seems to have been the common factor in those areas
which maintained a quasi-independence from the beys.54 In parts of
lower Sharqiyya and Daqahliyya a sort of bedouin-fallah symbiosis
occurred. North of Bilbays, bedouin were described as the 'caste
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camped adjacent to fallah villages, engaging in stockbreeding and
cultivation as well as in escorting caravans along the route [0 Syria
and the Hijaz. French observers described this region as rich in
various field crops, orchards, and especially date groves. The
peninsula of Manzala rivaled Damietta as a rice-growing region. S6
The mutual interests of the bedouin and fallahin here led [0 military
alliances. 'Village wars' were jointly conducted against neighboring
districtS, and the frequent mention of peasants carrying arms to the
fields and of fortified towns and villages attest to this strife. s7
Despite such conflict these reports are silent about any resultant
'devastation.' Village wars were fought for control of water and land,
no doubt provoked by the increasing value of land and herds and by
occasional variations in the flood level. An equally important
dimension of this symbiosis was the ability to resist the bey's
exactions. Tax payments and other relations were a matter of
negotiation between the bedouin shaykhs and the Mamluks. s8
Unlike the central Delta region, there is no mention of 'Mamluk
houses' for lower Sharqiyya and Daqahliyya, indicating that the beys
and their subordinates could establish nO permanent presence



there. The presence of a militant peasantry in Middle Egypt also
appears to be related to the increasing importance of cash crops, but
here the settled bedouin, 'arabes cultivateurs,' subjugated the
fallahin and usurped their land. From about the middle of the century
one tribe had established itself and taken up cultivation on the right
bank of the Nile in the regions of Atfib, Ashmunin, and Manfalii{. At
the time of Jomard's observations (1799-1801) they were expanding
their control of land across the river. Already they held most of the
islands of Middle Egypt and a strip of land a quarter league wide on
the left bank. The land seized was planted in tobacco, indigo, sugar
cane, date palms, and forage crops, as well as melons, grains, and
legumes. The first group of crops was the most important, grown for
local and regional markets. Sugar, indigo, and wool were the
principal industries of the villages, and these as well as dates were
sold to Cairo merchants. Large tracts of forage crops were also
planted, as summer cultivation required a supply of cattle to turn the
waterwheels, and the military power and communications of these
villages depended upon large herds of horses and camels. 59 In
these and other bedouin villages of Middle and Upper Egypt the
shaykhs acquired a preponderant political and economic role. It is
primarily in these regions that small amounts of village shaykhs)
masmu

land appeared, land held by them free of any tax, said to be 'vols
faits par des Arabes qui soot etablis par force daDS divers villages,'
and passed on to their heirs. 60 This observation lays bare the way
in which privileged landholding rights could be created at the village
level through the exercise of local political power. The
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displacement of fallahin by bedouin in these districts is one of the
most obvious forms that the struggle or competition for land between
cultivators took. It was no less real, however, where wealthy
peasants, here or in the Delta, acquired land through receiving
pawns or mortgages, or through purchase of usufructuary rights-
again, aided by their command of local political and economic
resources. In the militant peasant districts of Middle Egypt, 'Mamluk
houses' were also unknown, and at the time of the French
occupation taxes were collected from them with difficulty or not at
al1. 61 Here and in lower Sharqiyya the extent of the bey's authority
versus the villagers' independence must have been fluid, depending
on the military strength either side could marshal at any time. Title to
the land in these areas remained in the hands of multazims and
taxes were paid,6z although these peasants may well have escaped
the full weight of the period's increasing taxation, which would have
enabled them to benefit more from the secular price rise. In
Damietta's rice-growing region, Girard's reports indicate that peasant
farmers were responding positively to the market opportunities of the
time. Peasants leased land from the multazims for either a cash rent
per faddan or a portion of the harvest, the farmer being responsible
for all costs. As rice farming required considerable working capital for
waterwheels, animals and drivers to turn them, canal maintenance,
and planting, thinning, and harvest- ing, the farmer next turned to
Damietta's rice merchants for a loan at interest. After the harvest
these merchants purchased the crop, had it milled, and placed it on
the market. The farmer employed a permanent workforce as well as
seasonal migrant labor, all of whom were paid wages. Girard noted
that by such arrangements, 'the eXploitation of the rice farms
resembles more or less that of our farms of Europe.' 63 This is the
clearest example of peasant entrepreneurship and development
toward a capitalist organization of the relations of production in
agriculture. To summarize, peasants behaved under the conditions
of the times in a variety of ways which reflected their material
interests. Peasants acquired and/or protected their holdings through
the exercise oflocal power, including at times armed force. Security
of tenure may not have seemed threatened to Damietta's rice
farmers, since predictable flood waters and the steady demand for



rice must have ensured satisfaction of rental and credit
arrangements, and must have made their automatic renewal
relatively easy. This, at any rate, is indicated by their willingness to
go heavily into debt at the beginning of each season. In each case,
peasants retained or enforced security of tenure, and sufficient
freedom of action in production to take advantage of the opportuni-
ties offered by the rising prices of commodities and land.
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Both the Ottomans and their local rivals for power in Egypt
confronted landholding and commercial interests, and attempted to
enlist their support through a mixture of coercion and cooption. But
to the extent that these interests were thereby strengthened, the
rulers were correspondingly weakened through loss of revenues and
at times the loss of control of the countryside. To the extent that the
rulers suppressed them, however, they undermined their own
political and financial bases of support. It was a dilemma that Egypt's
rulers would also face in the nineteenth century. The seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries witnessed a struggle for Egypt's revenues
on two levels. Intermediaries were largely successful in acquiring
rights to the land, reducing the fiscal and administrative control of the
state. Second, the contest between the wiili of Cairo and local
political forces would determine who controlled and exploited the
urban and rural tax structures. In the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, a number of strong wiilis were able to adjust
state taxes to inflation, to extend them to land that had been
concealed from the registers, and to reduce diversions of imperial
revenues by middlemen, all of which raised state revenues for a
time. 64 In the period of Mamluk ascendancy, when strong rulers
were able to establish themselves in Cairo, the tendency was also to
attempt to tighten control over and take a larger share of the lands'



revenues. With Ali Bey al-Kabir (ruled 1760-72, with interruptions)
came the first of a number of attempts at political and economic
centralization. Control of customs and land-tax collection was the
economic basis of his power. He intervened in the customs houses,
ousting the Jewish agents and turning them over to Syrian merchant
allies. 65 As for land taxes, the treasury nOw received them

 

as a result of direct negotiations between the VAli and the

eyh ul-Be1ed [of Cairo, de facto ruler of Egypt} ofthe time rather than
by the [former} system of imposition and collection. [Assessment}
and collection of the taxes from the cultivators was controlled and
executed entirely by the

eyh ul-Beled and his Mamh1ks, who delivered to the Imperial
Treasury the amounrs agreed on in the negotiations. 66

 

Ali Bey and his successors also increased the number and weight of
extra- ordinary taxes levied in the towns and rural areas. 67 As
efforts to establish greater central control affected land tenure, they
took the form of replacing multazims of the opposition party with
one's own followers. Ali Bey had his rivals banished or killed and
distributed their landholdings among his followers, an unprecedented
interference in the land regime. 68 The tightening of control over the
intermediaries-while still working through them- was a strategy also
followed in the short-lived attempts of Hasan Pasha (1786)
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and YusufPasha (1801) to reassert Imperial control over the
province, as it was in Napoleon's reorganization. 69 Muhammad Ali
followed a similar route in his first years as wiili until the fruition of
these short-term policies and new economic circumstances allowed
and induced him to take more drastic measures. The pace of his
reform of the land regime, part of an overall drive for centralization,
varied according to the balance of political forces in the country, as it
had under his predecessors. But short-term economic and political
conditions also pushed policy in the direction of centralization. More
than two decades of war in Europe proved a windfall for the rulers of
this food-exporting country. Thus Murad Bey had profited from the
war of the First Coalition,'o and Muhammad Ali was in a similar
position when war broke out anew. Egyptian grain began to flow to
Malta in 1808, the volume increasing two years later when the export
price of wheat rose from 26 to 80 piasters per ardeb in less than
twelve months under the Pasha's new monopoly. Wheat prices in
Cairo at the time ranged from 12 to 18 piasters. In 1811 the export
price reached 100 piasters and remained high until 1813. In 1816-
17, due to European crop failures, the export price of wheat rose
again, during a short export boom, from 60 to 120 piasters per
ardeb. 71 Second, the war in Arabia required a transport Beet and
maintenance of a large force of mercenar- ies, adding urgency to the
search for new revenues. The boom in grain sales no doubt enabled
Muhammad Ali to pursue his preparations for the Hijaz expedition
more quickly, and helped finance the concluding phases of his
struggle with the Mamluk amirs. In addition to the Mamluks' dealings
with the English, their control of the grain of Upper Egypt must have
drawn him into putting an early end to them. The Citadel massacre
followed the Mamluks' repeated violation of agreements to pay
tribute-in wheat. 72 Thus the trade boom strengthened the Pasha's
hand, and along with the costs of military preparations accelerated
his program of centralization. But major changes in the land regime
were likely to be attempted in any event. That they were on the way
is indicated by the gradual tightening of control over the land which
began in 1806, and by the importance that control of the land had



taken in the struggles of the previous century. As the area of Egypt
under his control expanded, Muhammad Ali followed a policy toward
land tenure which-on the surface-may appear contradictory, owing to
the double-edged strategy of coercion and cooption. On the one
hand, he allowed the iltizam system to remain during his first ten
years in power, granting iltizams anew to his family and followers. On
the other hand, he pursued a policy aimed at undermining the
authority of the multazims over the fallahin, collecting some taxes
directly from the latter, and encouraging them to voice their
grievances against the multazims. 73 The appearance of
randomness in the land policy belies the political strategy
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but, in order to accomplish this, it was necessary to piece together a
ruling elite of family, officers, bureaucrats, and merchants, many of
whom were placed in charge of tax farms and tracts of land under
varying arrangements, including in some cases an obligation to
restore uncultivated land to productivity. Consolidation of power also
involved coming to terms with other political forces too powerful or
indispensable to suppress entirely-certain ulama, the village
shaykhs, and certain bedouin shaykhs. Piecemeal moves to extend
his authority reflect Muhammad AIi's understanding that any
wholesale changes would have encountered tOO much resistance.
Instead, he proceeded against the weaker targets first, temporizing
when strong opposition was met, in order to keep a united opposition
from forming. In 1806, half the multazims' ra'ig was claimed. By
1807, masmul) lands were being taxed. Toward the end of the same
year,Jabarri reports that lands held by the ulama and those under
their protection were put under the regular tax. In 1808, receiving
reports that many multazims were unable to pay the sums
demanded, Muhammad Ali had their villages reassigned to his family
and followers. Many of these were in underpopulated Buhayra
province. To correct the labor shortage, town dwellers bearing nisbas
from that province's villages were forcibly relocated there. 74 In



1809, the Pasha ordered the compiling of a register for the taxation
of waqf and iisya lands and attempted to apply it first in Buhayra.
Along with new market taxes, this measure brought a protest from
some of the ulama. On more than one occasion deputations were
assured that the new taxes would not be imposed, but the
persistence of the delegations indicates that SOme in fact may have
been collected. Land taxes were thus selectively and unequally
applied in this period, a legacy from the previous century and a
reflection of political realities. Jabarri records a meeting of ulama,
officers, and notables convened the following year to consider
means of improving the country's revenues. The shaykhs were
enraged at the suggestion that their lands be taxed at a rate

qual with that of the others. Yet shortly thereafter, registers were
drawn up to include all land for taxation, including iisya, waqf, and
land held by the village shaykhs untaxed until then. 7s After 1810 the
reorganization of the land regime and agriculture entered a more
intensive phase. Even before this time, mu1tazims had faced
extreme pressure to meet their tax obligations on time, even if it
meant paying out of their pockets or borrowing at interest. If a
multazim was unable to meet his obligations he had to surrender the
land without being freed of his debt. In 1812, with the conquest of
Upper Egypt, nearly all lands there were seized by the state and
taxed directly. Waqf lands attached to mosques were taxed at half
rate. These taxes were taken in kind, and wheat was already being
accepted in place of cash payments in other parts of the country.
Wheat not
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taken in taxation was subject to a state monopoly. Rice was
monopolized from 1812. The rice-producing lands were put under
the supervision of salaried officials who took the place of merchants
in advancing capital to the peasants and purchasing their harvests.
76 The cadastral survey of Lower Egypt, 1813-14, was the
culmination ofthis phase of centralization. All cultivated and
uncultivated land was surveyed. Land was recorded in the names of
its holders, or cultivators, or those indicated as tenants at the time-
that is, the names of all with a claim to the land were registered. 77
The surveyors used a standard faddan reportedly smaller than most
customary ones which ranged in size from 200 to 400 square
qasabas (a linear measure originally taken from a sugar cane); the
new faddan equaled 333t qasabas. Land was classified according to
its fertility and a corresponding scale of taxation set. 78 At the
cadaster's completion, most intermediary landholders were to be
dispossessed for a promised pension. The organization of a
pyramidal administration was completed along with the cadaster and
the land confiscations. All officials above the village level were
salaried. They were charged with public security, maintenance of the
irrigation system, and supervision of cultivation-including the alloca-
tion of seeds, implements, and animals as needed-as well as
collection of taxes, and the purchase of crops subject to state
monopolies. 79 Taxes were unified but not necessarily reduced, and
the old intermediate structure, already pardy bypassed, was
eliminated. During 1814 the multazims were allowed to collect the
harvest on their usya lands, although they found that the peasants
had heard of the confisca- tions and now resisted the corvee. The
bureau charged with reviewing ahli waqfs required their holders to
present their deeds with supporting statements. Those with tides
verified after the Ottoman reconquest of 1801 were to be taxed at
half rare. Waqfs assigned to charitable works were incorporated into
village lands and taxed accordingly.80 The rigorous procedure of
verification no doubt was designed to bring the maximum amount of
land under govern- ment control. It appears that many of Muhammad
Ali's mercenaries and their wives had acquired iltizams by 1815.
Their confiscation that year, and an attempt to introduce European-
style drill, caused several units in Cairo to mutiny and to riot. As one



result, many of these multazims were allowed to retain their usya
lands, but without any of the old rights to corvee labor to farm them.
81 These and other multazims were promised a pension in
compensation for their lost lands, but it was smaller than expected
and slow in coming. Osya lands were to be tax free, yet Amin Sami's
account of the 1817/1818 budget shows these being taxed at the full
rate. Finally, in the case of all lands retained by the old
imermediarirs, they found that their holdings had shrunk due to the
new, smaller feddan employed in the survey.82
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reorganization to previous plans for reform. 'The revolution in
Egyptian land tenure, envisioned in part by Selim III, Napoleon, and
Menou,' she writes, 'had been executed by Muhammad Ali . . .'83 In
fact, this was more a resurrection of the Ottoman land syStem
originally established in Egypt. That system had also been designed
to maximize the flow of revenue to the capital. It had also consisted
of an administrative structure of salaried officials who collected taxes
and oversaw irrigation and cultivation. 84 Ottoman attempts to
reverse the process of loosening central control in various provinces
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had aimed at
curtailing if not abolishing tax farming, to return to something like the
original system. But the Ottomans lacked the strength to carry this
reform through. Instead they were forced to seek the suppOrt of the
same elements who had usurped state authority over the land, in
their efforts to suppress the Mamluk beys. Only vestiges of the
original Ottoman land system survived in Egypt by the late
eighteenth century, but the scribes who collaborated with the French
undoubtedly drew inspiration from that system in helping the French
devise their 'new' system. Muhammad AIi's administrative
centralization was revolutionary in that it completely altered the
structure of political power in Egypt. The notion that in its methods it
was something fundamentally new or European-inspired, however,
should be discarded. It was but a phase in the recurring pattern of a



central authority's struggle with local rivals for control of the land
revenues of the country.

 

1816-1837: CENTRALIZATION AND EXPANSION

 

Agrarian policy under Muhammad Ali was part of a program of
economic expansion in all spheres. At the same time, financial straits
resulting from campaigns, diplomatic crises, and fluctuations in
international markets added to the pressure on the agricultural
sector, always the chief source of revenues. The relationship of state
COmmerce and industry to agriculture cannot be overemphasized.
Muhammad Ali's tightening of control over the land followed and
complemented his control of commerce. He acquired control of
Cairo's custOms in 1805, and the Mediterranean ports' customs in
1807, with the addition of these cities to his domain. The
development of the state as a commercial enterprise is symbolized
by the career of Boghos Yusufian of Izmir, a member of one of the
era's far-flung Armenian merchant families. In Muhammad Ali's
service he rose from merchant and farmer of Alexandria's customs
to 'minister' of commerce and foreign affairs by the mid-1820s, in
step with the development of Egyptian state administration. 8s The
Pasha himself brought to Egypt a considerable knowledge of the
eastern Mediterranean's commerce and politics. As one who
combined the
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roles of soldier and merchant in Cavalla, Macedonia, he was typical
of his times. 86 Once in control of Egypt, he set about organizing
state and parsstatal commerce as opportunity permitted. Egypt's
Mediterranean fleet was from the beginning a merchant fleet, the
acquisition of large warships dating from the Greek revolt of 1821. 87
By patronizing a group of Armenian, Greek, Syrian, Maghribi, and
local merchants, Muhammad Ali received important financial
services, and tied into a network of commercial and diplomatic
intelligence. 88 Before 'modern' state banking and diplomatic
srructures ap- peared, then, their functions were being performed by
such associates. The flow of information permitted the Pasha to
manipulate exports and export prices to his advantage, and to devise
policies-including agrarian policies-in light of international conditions.
Nonmilitary industrial projects were undertaken with JUSt such
knowledge of past and contemporary economic trends. State efforts
to develop Egypt's textile industries led to the introduction of
sericulture and the expansion of cotton and indigo production. This
entailed the deepening of old canals and the digging of new ones for
summer irrigation, even before the discovery of :fumel' long-fiber
cotton. According to Mustafa Fahmy's figures, of the total cotton-
processing capacity installed (not accounting for replacement), 49
per cent of the cards, 22 per cent of the mule jennies, and 57 per
cent of Egypt's looms were set up in 1817-21. Five of nine bleaching
works and the only two printing works were also established before
1821, the first year of Jumel production. 89 All this indicates an early
intent to modernize and expand cotton textile production. Food crops
and other traditional crops such as flax and oil seeds remained
important for internal consumption, industry, and export. In addition,
large new traCts of olives and vines were planted, opium culture was
revived, and merino sheep were imported to supply a new woolen
industry. Skilled foreigners were employed to establish or improve
the production of silk, indigo, and opium. 90 Land was granted tax
free, .as rizqa bi-lil mal, to those who would plant either acacia trees
or horticultural gardens along the new Mahmudiyya Canal. Acacias
produced a hardwood used in construction. Tax exemptions on date
palms were similarly intended to encourage their cultiva- tion.
Experiments were also made in acclimatizing coffee, cochineal, and



teak, but were disappointing. 91 A variety of sources contain
estimates and official accounts of the area of land under cultivation,
or taxed, in this period. Most reliable accounts for the period 180(

..50 indicate that the total cultivated area was betwe"en 3 and 4
million faddans (see table I). All evidence points to increasing areas
of land cultivated during this period. Three projects which extended
the area of cultivation were completed by 1820: the Mahmudiyya
Canal, running from the Rosetta branch of the Nile to Alexandria, the
repair of the sea dike near
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213 TABLE I Accounts of Egypt's cultivated anti faxed lantl, 1800-
1852' Taxed Lower Egypt Upper Egypt Total 'Cultivated' 'Cultivable'
1800 3,970 4,038 1813 (1) 2,373 1813 (2) 2,905 1813 (3) 3,055
1815/1816 1,904 1817/1818 1,970 1,033 3,003 1820/1821 1,315
3,219 1822 1,900 1,748 3,647 1835 3,500 18308 3,856 1840 4,491
1843 3,672 1844 3,590 1852 3,525 4,160

 

'In 1,000s of faddans. Cf. Patrick O'Brien. 'The Long-Term Growth of
Agriculroral Production in Egypt,' in P. M. Holt, ed., PoIiti,al fRIll
SotioJ CIm"tt i" Modem !i;ypt (Oxford, 1968), p. 172, table. Soli,,":
1800: Pierre Jarotin, 'Tableau de la superficie de l'Egypt.' DtltriptiO/f
tit L 'Egyp

. F.IIIt lIIodtme, XVIII, 2, pp. 102-105. Note that by Jarotin's method,
his figures are subject to a large degree of error, after any
inaccuracies in the preparation of the French maps of Egypt. The
figures used here have been modified by Helen Rivlin ro equal 'new'
faddans (The Agri,.n.ral Policy of MlliNlltI1fI4II Ali ill Egypt
[Cambridge, Mass., 1961], p.265). 1813 (I): Omar Toussoun, LII
GIographie at l'Egyplt II l'/poftU Arabt. Memoires de la Socie(l



    Royale de Geographie d'Egypte, VlIl. 3 (Cairo, 1928), p. 508.
1813 (2): Yacoub Artin, LII PruprilttfimrihTm Egyptt(Cairo, 1883), p.
325. 1813 (3): Idem, '&sai sur les causes de rencherissement de la
vie I1UIterielle au Caire dans Ie courant du XIXe siecle,' MirtuJiws
prhmtks 1JI1lfStihlt E[;YpIim, V, 2 (Cairo, 1907), 67. 1815/1816: Ali
Barakat, TiI{InlnDllr al-Milkiyya al-Zira'iyya fi Mip- 'fD(I AI/JiInd1 'alii
al-Hilmkil al- SiyMiyya 181

1914(Cairo, 1977), pp. 26-28. See also note 103. 1817/1818: Sami,
TiIf1l1illl al-Ni

II. 266-270. 1820/1821: Barakat, TiI/ll'UJ'lDurq/-Milltiyya, pp. 26-28.
1822: Sarni, TiIIf711;1II al-N"rI, 11. 298-302. The increase for Upper
Egypt is due at least in part to the extension of the land tax ro areas
where previously only trees and water-lifting devices were taxed.
183S:)ohn Bowring, 'Repon On Egypt and Candia,' Pllrli.",mtI#t'jI
P.prrs 1840, XXI, lIS cited in O'Brien, 'Long-Term Growth of
Agriculroral Production,' p. 172. 1830s: A. B.
Clot,AP"fll[/IfIrtJlllrl'Egyptt(2 vols.: Paris, 1840), n, 264-265. 1840:
Anin, 'Essai,' p.68. 1843: de Reggy, Stlllirtit{tU tie J'Egyp

(Alexandria, 1870), as cited in O'Brien, 'Long-Term Growth of
Agriculroral Production,' p. 172- 1852: ButrOS Ghali, 'Rapport
pdsenre a la commission d'enqu

e de l'imp6t foncier en 1880,' cited in Artin, 'Essai,' p. 68, for the area
taxed. The area cultivated is Artin's own figure.
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Alexandria, and the reclamation of the Wadi Tumaylat for sericulture,
which alone involved the construction of 1,000 saqiyas
(waterwheels).92 How did the agrarian and land tenure systems
evolve in this period? Once the cad aster of 1813-14 had been
completed, and with a pattern of extensive state involvement in
commerce and industry taking shape, pivotal changes in the agrarian
regime were a short and complementary step. In 1816, state
monopolies were extended: the fallahin were forbidden to sell their
harvests of hemp, sesame, indigo, cotton, wheat, beans, and barley
to anyone but government agents. These were taken to government
warehouses in each village, bought at a fixed price, and credited to
each peasant's account after deductions of taxes. The rice monopoly
continued along the lines previously set. 93 That year the state also
entered directly into production-planting and cultivation-as evidenced
by an order to the mudirs to see to the doubling of the area devoted
to hemp, chick-peas, sesame, and cotton, although the order was
unevenly enforced. Scribes were charged with keeping track of crops
on the stalk, and were to follow them through each stage of
cultivation-not because the fallahin needed instruction but to thwart
the thievery which was their response to the new controls. This
system was continued through the late 1830s, although the internal
trade in grain was freed in 1830. 94 Land tenure in this period took
several forms, with different motives and consequences. State policy
was influenced by a desire to increase production, to take from it the
maximum surplus possible, but also to insure the loyalty of
bureaucratic and military cadres. It was not Muhammad Ali's policy
to reward his followers' services with land: '. . . j'en ai trouve Ie
moyen en leur prodiguant I'argent et les presents, mais en les
empechaDt de devenir proprietaires et de se creer eux-memes une
influence personelle sur la popula- tion.'9s Yet a certain amount of
land was alienated. The contradictory aspect of land grants to
individuals in a period of increased central control of the land again
highlights the compromises necessary to offset opposition to the new
order and to attach indispensable elements to it. And the state could
confidently grant limited amounts of land as long as it was capable of
dictating the terms of land tenure. This, of course, in no way
contradicts the thesis that many grants in this period were also



aimed at encouraging agricultural investment, experimentation, and
land reclamation. Grants of rizqa bi-Ia mal were offered from 1827.
Much of the area along the Mahmudiyya Canal had lost population,
and cultivation there had declined during the previous century. The
capital required to set up waterwheels and plant trees means that
these grants must have gone to wealthier individuals.
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the tax registers (hence the term ib'adiyya, 'set aparr'), was granted
under two different sets of circumstances. One type was granted to
individuals who would bring them into production. They were given a
deed entitling them to lifetime tenure, although the land was to revert
to the state upon their death. The first such grant occurred in 1826:
they appear to have been granted both as tax exempt for life and tax
exempt for the first few years. They were undertaken by officials,
officers, and foreigners, the latter forfeiting any capitulatory
privileges. By 1837, these lands came to 103,175 faddans, and by
1848, to 164,960 faddans, nearly exclusively in Middle Egypt. In the
registers inspected by Ali Barakat, nearly all recipients of these
grants occupied high administrative or military positions. 96 A small
amount of cultivated, ma'miir, land was also granted: 8,703 faddans
between 1827 and 1848. 97 Bedouin pastoralists were also granted
lands classified as ib'iidiyya, as an inducement to settling, on
condition that they cultivate them. But these tribes often found it
more convenient to sublet to tenants. Decrees in 1837, 1846, and
later prohibited this practice. Bedouin ib'adiyya grants involved no
title deed, but only the Pasha's promise not to tax the bedouin
directly, nor to subject them to corvee or conscription. 98 By such
arrangements these grants appear to have been a kind of treaty: in
return for their special status, bedouin served as auxiliaries in the
army. Their revolt and migration were provoked by Abbas's and
Said's efforts to tax their lands in the 1850s. 99 Personal estates
held by members of the ruling family came to be called jijliks (



iftliks). Their extent in this period is unknown, but it was probably
limited due to the alienation of revenues involved. Contemporary
sources mention estates held by Muhammad Ali, for example, at
Shubra, Ibrahim's estate on Riic.Ja Island, and others. IOO These
early estates do not appear in the registers of jifliks, all dating from
1838, which Barakat examined (discussed in the following section).
In the case of the early personal estates and the new jiOiks granted
from 1838, the principle of land given a member of the ruling family
is the same. But the later grants were part of a strategy of continuing
state control of agriculture in the wake of the Treaty of Balta Liman
the same year. The different circumstances and intent of the new
jiOiks account for the separate registers. While Muhammad A1i's
reorganization had established a salaried bureau- cracy in the
countryside, state administration at the village level continued to be
carried out by prominent villagers much as it had under the old
regime. Village shaykhs were appointed from among the wealthier
families as before. Not a few such families must have held the office
under the beys.IOI Under Muhammad AIi, the village shaykhs
received grants of tax-free land, masmiib, in lieu of salaries. Grants
of masmiil) were made in Upper Egypt as early as 1813,102 The cad
aster of Lower Egypt was not completed until 1814, and
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whether masmiib lands were granted there at the time is uncertain.
Jabani first mentions masmii

in reference to the cadaster of 182



21.'03 Two types of masmiib were granted, masm"" aI-ma.rhilyilth
and ma.rmiiJ, aI- mastaba. The former was intended as
compensation for official duties explained below. The latter,
sometimes assigned to the same individual, was to suppOrt the
coSts of visitors' and officials' lodging and board, Most shaykhs
received four to five faddans of land as masmii

out of every 105 faddans of ma'miir land belonging to the village.
The most prominent shaykhs, or muqatldims, received 10 faddans
our of every 100 faddans of ma'miir in the village. I04 Differing local
conditions and the different periodicity and modes of fiscal and
administrative reorganization, however, preclude an assumption of
complete uniformity in this system's application. The quality of the
masmiib lands the shaykhs received, and/or their activities in
improving them, caused these lands to be assessed at the highest
rates in the villages when Said taxed them in 1857.. oS In addition to
their acquisition of these lands, the shaykhs, their families and
proteges continued to be in a position to amass wealth and
accumulate additional land, despite the more stringent supervision of
land registration and exploitation than before. With the increased
involvement of the state in production, the shaykhs' power
increased. They were made responsible for assessing and collecting
taxes (as in the past), for reassigning athar land on a fallah's death
or conscription, for apportioning corvee duty, and for assigning the
cultivation of cash crops among the fallahin once the quota to be
grown had been tixed. 106 The shaykhs' abuse of their role in
reassigning lands is said to have led Said to transfer this function to
the provincial governments in 1854"°7 It was these families, the
wealthy peasantry, whose members were recruited when the lower
provincial offices were opened to native Egyptians in the 1830s,,0 8
HamoDt reports that one such official who rose in the provincial
administration ofTan

a held some 500 to 600 faddans of ib'adiyya land in 1839. It was
found that 300 faddans of this land had been 'stolen' from one of
Abbas Pasha's jifliks several years earlier"" Whether a victim of
political intrigue, a real villain, or both, this fallah's career indicates



the scale of wealth that a few of the rural elite could reach. In 1837,
noting that there were many landless fallahin in the villages who
worked as day laborers, Duhamel observed that '". it n'est pas rare
de tfouver des Sceiks, qui possedent ... mille et plus de feddans ...'
of athar land. 1lo This was an exaggeration in terms of the typical
amount of land held, but further testifies to the existence of a distinct
stratum of wealthy peasants which, despite the changes in the land
regime, was able to maintain and even improve its position. How did
the condition of the peasantry change in this period? To say that
under the Mamluk beys the peasants were sheltered from direct
contact with
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misunderstand the nature of the old and new regimes. Both
eXploited the peasantry. Under both a peasant family's ability to
withstand the burdens imposed and/or to shift them onto others'
shoulders was a matter of relative strength. The weak, poor, and
unprotected fared the worst in face of the state and the rural elite in
both periods. One rough indicatOr of overall conditions in this period
is an upturn in population. 'Civil order,' in the opinion of a recent
writer, accounts for lowered mortality. m On the other hand, the gains
made by wealthy peasants could only have COme at their poorer
neighbors' expense. In addition, peasants were expropriated in the
creation of large estates in the 1840s, and reduced there to wage
laborers and tenants. The new regime did affect the fallah's life more
directly in many ways, with the introduction of conscription, the
organization of corvee labor for distant projects, the relocation of
population on reclaimed land, and the control of agriculture and
village industries. Taxation increased and was more effectively
enforced. BUt these new demands did not go without resistance.
The later years of Jabarri's chronicle contain references to black-
marketing and strenuous efforts to suppress ir. 1IJ Resistance to
increasing demands on the populace took the form of indifferent
work or sabotage in factories and on the farms, and self-mutilation,



endemic stealing, or outright revok l14 Revolt occurs less from
absolutely intolerable conditions than from condi- tions perceived to
be intolerable-that is, one's condition and response to it are matters
of subjective appraisal. Adequately fed peasants who have recently
improved their lot or have something to gain are more likely to revolt
than those who are completely ground down. I IS The great peasant
revolts of Upper Egypt and the one in Sharqiyya occurred in areas
which had enjoyed a quasi-autonomy a generation earlier. These
revolts followed the more thorough cadaster of 1820-21 and an
increase in rural taxation, and were set off by the beginning of
conscription.

 

THE GROWTH AND ENTRENCHMENT OF PRIVILEGED
LANDHOLDINGS FROM 1838

 

The landholding system as it developed between the first cadaster
and the late 1830s was not uniform in regard to the principle of
ownership, but rather it reflected the priorities of the state: to
increase production, both to fuel the economy and provide revenues,
and to provide for and conciliate certain elements indispensable to
maintaining the state. The bulk of village lands were taxed and
administered directly through the bureaucracy in cooperation with
prominent village families. Exempt from taxation were the masmub
lands in the hands of the shaykhs, bedouin ib'adiyya grants, rizqa bi-
la mal and ib'adiyya grants belonging to officers, officials, and other
wealthy individuals, and
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the personal estates of royal family members and a few high officers
and officials. As long as the state created by Muhammad Ali
remained strong it could resist any pressure to remove these lands
from its ultimate cOntrol. Once created, however, the new
bureaucratic machinery was potentially at the disposal oflanded
interests, should they gain control over it. The changes in Egypt's
land regime during Muhammad Ali's final decade reflect the
weakening of the state due to the defeat in Syria (1840) and the
imposition of free trade according to the provisions of the Treaty of
Balca Liman (1838). The state had also been weakened by a fiscal
crisis. The increasing demands of capital investment, a growing
military establish- ment and constant wars, along with a far from
perfect bureaucracy, epidemics, and a capricious Nile, had caused
many villages to fall into tax arrears by this time. I 16 Agriculture and
the land tax accounted for the lion's share of revenue and had to be
maintained. At first, a short-lived attempt was made to merge the
responsibilities of villages in arrears with those still able to meet their
obligations. II? Finally in 1840, a decree was issued which in
essence resur- rected the iltizam system of old, in the form of 'uhda
grants: high officers, officials, and family members were required to
take over responsibility for the bankrupt villages, paying the arrears,
and collecting and forwarding each year's taxes thereafter. They
were charged with providing working capital as needed by the
fallahin, with supervising cultivation and harvesting, and were to act
as local arbiters, replacing the middle level of state bureaucracy in
these capacities. The creation of the 'uhdas accomplished a forced
contribution from the wealthy with the payment of the arrears, and
was designed to insure future revenues, while at the same time
cutting administrative costs. Peasants on the <Uhdas were also
thereby relieved of the accumulation of tax arrears. The recipients of
these grants, the muta'ahhids, received a section of land in each
'uhda to cultivate for their own profir." 1 Following the Treaty of Bait a
Liman and the defeat in Syria, an acceleration of jiflik grants also
took place, and these are said to have included the best cotton lands
in the country. I 19 Muhammad Ali himself acquired most of these,



239,426 of a total of 334,216 faddans granted between 1838 and
1846. Nearly all the new jifliks created were in Lower Egypt. 12o
Administration of the new jifliks was patterned after the bureaucratic
regime previously established over the entire country, and all
peasants on these estates were reduced to tenancy or wage labor.
121 Both the <uhdas and new jifliks enabled Muhammad Ali to
circumvent the intent of Balta Liman tariffs, which would henceforth
prevent use of the customs to control the imporr-exporr trade, or the
use of trade monopolies to manipulate commodity prices. Now that
these options were closed, the Pasha retreated into the sphere of
production in order to maintain the monopoly of
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far the largest amount of his new jitliks in 1841-45, only one jitlik
grant in this period going to someone else. 1l2 Peasants on <Uhdas
also were expropriated. The muta'ahhids were required to take over
athar lands which destitute peasants lacked the means to cultivate,
with the stipulation that as their condition improved these peasants
would regain direct responsibility for their lands step by step.123 It
appears in fact that little effort was made to improve the fallahin's lot.
The pressure on muta'ahhids to meet tax payments worked against
this in any event, and many fallahin on these estates found
themselves reduced to tenancy. Barakat found that of the 'uhdas
held by the royal family in 1846-47, only 99,301 of a total of 228,461
feddans were recorded as remaining in peasant hands. 1l4 The
apparent lack of resistance to these changes in their status may
reflect the truly desperate straits of peasants on 'uhda and jiflik
lands, in which relief from tax arrears and a continued guaranteed
livelihood as tenants and laborers would seem to them an
improvement. But this rather tranquil picture may also retlect the
inadequacy of our sources in showing the peasants' response. In
addition to the obvious fiscal motivations, the pattern of land grants
in the 1840s may also reflect court factionalism, which became more
pronounced, and a desire to attach the political elite more firmly to



the Pasha, in light of this division. New jiflik grants are recorded for
the Pasha's two daughters, a nephew, sons Said and Halim, and
grandson Abbas, but none for Ibrahim. 12S While the aim of
encouraging investment was never absent from policy,126 the
extension of ib'iidiyya holders' rights may also have been a political
concession to them. These lands had been made inheritable in
1836; in 1842, full rights of disposition over them were granted. 127
Aside from ib'iidiyya lands and the new jifliks, further forfeiture of
control of the land was avoided. No rights of disposal were given the
muta'ahhids. The law of 1846 codified some of the fallahin's
traditional rights over their land-including its transfer-and may have
been intended in part as a counterpoise to the muta'ahhid's power.
By reaffirming the fallah's right to return to athar land he had
abandoned it appears designed to lure back fugitives, and it
dovetails with the intent that destitute peasants were to take back
land taken over by the muta'ahhids as soon as they were ab1e}28
This blend of old and new arrangements indicates that while the
administra- tion of land tenure was adjusted to meet new exigencies,
the aims of policy remained essentially as before: maximization of
production and revenue with tight state control over the land.
Although the genesis of the land regime of the next generation-with
its large estates-is apparent here, such was not the intent. If the
stare had been able to maintain its policies and to regain sufficient
authority over the landholders it had created, then landhold-
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ing in Egypt after mid-century would have evolved differently from
the way in which it actually did.



 

UNRESOLVED CONTRADICTIONS

 

The further legislation of formal landownership rights in nineteenth-
century Egypt resulted not only from the tendency of larger
landholders to take and ask for more, but also from rulers' efforts to
resolve a basic contradiction in the very process of state formation. It
was the same dilemma faced earlier by Ottoman reformers and their
local rivals in Cairo. Maximization of revenue was the sine qua non
of building and maintaining a strong state, whether one considers
Ottoman policy or the efforts of local strongmen attempting to build
successor states. This requirement lies behind the variety of fiscal
reform schemes the period witnessed, and it tended to push policy in
the direction of administrative centralization, the elimination of tax-
farming middlemen, and tighter, more direct control of the land. The
same principle applied to commerce, as expressed in state policy in
regard to appaltos and tax farms of the customs. Thus administrative
and fiscal reform went hand in hand with 'military reform,' the
creation of forces capable of dominating the countryside and of
eliminating independent focuses of power. On the other hand, the
process of reviving a state or of building one anew also required the
collaboration of indispensable elements in the society: village
shaykhs, merchants, bureaucrats, officers, and so on, many if not all
of whom held lands and/or tax-farming offices. To the extent that the
state had to rely on their support it could not afford to confiscate or
tighten control over their landholdings, mercantile activities, or
offices-at least not without significant concessions and exemptions.
But to the extent that revenues were needed, the ruler was drawn in
this direction, into direct confrontation with landed interests in
particular. Egypt's rulers sought to resolve this dilemma io two ways.
One was to establish military dominance in the countryside, and then
to allow supporters and collaborators to establish themselves, or
remain, as landlords. But this strategy simply reproduced the
contradiction in a new form, postponing its resolution. Thus under Ali



Bey and his successors, and in Muhammad AIi's early years, such a
policy was accompanied by increased tax pressure on the
landholders. Similarly, we read of the seemingly erratic behavior of
rulers who alternately 'favored' a merchant group and subjected
them to degrees of extortion. 1Z9 The second way OUt was military
expansion. It is not proposed here that this is the only factor behind
expansion. But successful conquest might help fill the state's coffers
in the short run through booty, and in the long run through control of
trade routes and the eXploitation of imperial possessions, the latter
relieving-at least temporarily-the pressure to raise
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allies in Egypt's expansion thus deserves attention. They knew the
regions worth conquering and exploiting, they possessed the
expertise with which to milk them, and they had an interest in
relieving pressure on themselves at home and in trading in
conquered territories under state patronage. I3O Expansion also
involved-and could pay for-an expanded military, which would
enhance the ruler's ability to apply coercion at home. Conquest,
however, was a risky affair. The returns were potentially great, but
only if conquered territory could be held and administered without
major cost Thus the Powers' intervention in 1840 to confine
Muhammad Ali's forces to Egypt rakes on an added dimension of
importance. This event has been seen as confirming the region's
movement along the road to economic dependence and
underdevelopment. The substantial truth of this proposition, should
not, however, be allowed to obscure the importance of sociopolitical
processes within Egypt which reinforced this trend. Efforts to retain
control of the land and obstruct free trade after 1840 indicate that
Egypt's rulers had not given up the game. Administrative reform,
education, exploration for minerals, and the irrigation works-that is,
the creation of a modern state-continued under Abbas and Said. As
before, such activities were intended to meet the requirements of
contemporary conditions and were subject to the shifting strength of



the rulers and different political factions. Both Abbas and Said
sought to consolidate their positions, to increase the state's control
of the land, and to raise revenues. Reminiscent of Muhammad Ali,
Abbas confiscated from two-thirds to three-quarters of the <uhdas
for nonpayment of taxes, and attempted to tax bedouin ib<iidiyya
lands. He was also accused of attempting to recreate Muhammad
Ali's monopolies. 1S1 Yet by the late 1840s the state had lost its.
ability to milk commerce through the customs, its army had been
reduced, and future military expansion was ruled oUt except in the
direction of Africa. Such constraints limited the independent
maneuverability of Egypt's rulers and enhanced the relative power of
indigenous political interests, as reflected in the obvious use of land
grants for political patronage. 132 These groups in turn sought to
consolidate their positions as landholders, from members of the
ruling family and high officials at the top to the rural elite which
increasingly rose in the middle levels of the bureaucracy. The value
attached to land increased, especially in the 1850s, the result of the
irrigation works and rising export prices for cotton and grain. 133 As
one indication of the wealthy landholders' increased leverage on the
state, the right of fallahin to return to athar land they had abandoned
was reduced step by step in this decade. Furthermore, the fallahin's
abandon- ment of land to the state for sale to investors was
facilitated. 134 Both measures were a significant reversal of
traditional state policy which hastened the concentration ofland in
fewer hands.
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Among all groups able to influence state policy, there was a direct
interest in free trade and a more liberal definition of landholders'



rights. Indeed, as Baer writes, there was 'a need . . . felt to facilitate
land transactions,' but not, as he states, simply 'to encourage the
development of agriculture.'l.Is A century earlier, tie facto rights of
ownership had appeared in usage, the result of the increased value
attached to land in a situation where the state was unable to
maintain effective control over its disposition. Agricultural develop-
ment intensified in the nineteenth century, but in a situation where
the state's authority had considerably increased and where many of
the larger landhold- ers themselves were high state officials. Thus
the arena where the struggle for land was played oUt shifted to the
state, and its results were expressed in legislation. New fiscal needs,
large tracts of land alienated by earlier grants, and the continued
concealment of athar land from the tax registers led Said to take the
well-known measures of the 1850s, which had the effect of further
defining and strengthening landholders' rights. He imposed a mild
tax, the 'ushur, on jiflik, ib'iidiyya, and on the remaining 'uhda lands,
but at the price of granting full ownership rights to their holders. 136
He succeeded in subjecting bedouin ib'iidiyya lands to the much
higher Marilj tax, which required a series of expeditions to coerce the
tribes. Masmiib lands were subjected to the khariij in 1857 and
assimilated to village lands in 1858. But the shaykhs retained most
of their local prerogatives, including the duty to assess lands for
taxation 137 -that is, they remained able to protect what they held
and acquire more-while traditional rights of disposition over peasant
lands were confirmed but not extended to absolute private
ownership. The legislation of 1854-58 reflects the ascendancy, once
again, of landed classes in Egypt, able to influence land-tenure
policy in their own interests. These classes were to prove more
powerful and enduring than their counterparts of the eighteenth
century. They were able to prosper, the more powerful gaining formal
ownership rights over large estates in exchange for extremely low
rates of taxation. This, and Egypt's lack of control over customs
rates, meant that the full weight of the state's increasing fiscal needs
was borne by the small peasantry. Despite the increased exploitation
of the peasantry, state expenditures outstripped revenues. Said and
Ismail were obliged to look outside of Egypt for financing, to the point
of heavy borrowing and eventual bankruptcy.
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In predominantly rural precapitalist society the peasant family
constituted the basic unit of production. This family group slept under
the same roof and shared the activities of production and
consumption. Its internal logic was not toward maximization of profit,
but rather the achievement of a balance between family demands for
consumption and the drudgery of the labor required for additional
consumption.' Those who worked and consumed were bounded with
those members whose age or health limited them to consump- tion
only. The family knew no division between home and workplace; the
house and land constituted a single field of activity. Specialization of
labor by age and sex was the rule. A hierarchical differentiation of
duties was minimal; specialization took place along horizontal rather
than verricallines since there was no rigid separation between the
economic and social aspects of life. Family members were united in
the goal of providing goods and shelter for direct consumption of the
family unit. These models of a 'peasant economy' or a 'domestic
mode of production,' in their exclusive focus on the working of the
peasant family itself, fail to situate the peasant producer within a
wider context. They suggest that the peasant unit remains static and
unchanging, to be eventually bypassed or totally annihilated by the
rise of capitalism. 2 In precapitalist Egypt, the internal organization
and control of the family was influenced by forms of exploitation. The
peasant family not only fed and maintained itself, but it also
produced a certain surplus to meet the demands of the state or
landed officials in the form of taxes which were the lifeblood of a
political system based on landed wealth. While the peasant family
might maintain control of the organization of its production and
consumption, the
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level of production, over and above that of itS own needs, did not
remain simply a question of whether or not to increase the level of
family consump- tion. In facing the demands of the state and its
officials, the peasant household was forced to organize its labor and
cultivation so that the taxes could be paid and the produce delivered.
Peasant labor was also expropriated in the form of corvee labor on
state irrigation projectS and the land of state officials. But beyond
these demands for surplus produce and extra labor, the state and itS
officials had little interest in the regulation of peasant households.
The family remained the basic economic unit; corvee labor was
usually performed locally so that family life and work was not
disrupted by the absence of able-bodied members.) While the
peasant family exercised little real control over the use of itS surplus
product and extra labor, it retained autonomy in the organization of
subsistence production and consumption. During the first half of the
nineteenth century, however, basic changes in the state structure
and the economy as a whole, influenced by the penetration of
capitalism, touched the peasant family. In the European context,
where capitalism had more or less indigenous roots, capitalist
development tended to socialize the processes of commodity
production, that is, to remove the organization of labor and
production from the locus and control of individual families and
villages, and centralize it in large-scale corporate unitS. Material
production was split between the socialized forms, commodity
production, and private labor performed in the household. Although
women and children occupied a central place in the early proletariat,
the nineteenth century saw the progressive elimination of child labor
and the transformation of women into a marginal labor force. 4 Men
assumed the role of commodity producers, while women produced
use-values through domestic labor. The family, no longer an
integrated producer-consumer unit, became instead the realm of
women and children where material production, although present,
was devalued. The horizontal sexual division of labor in the
precapitalist family, which may indeed have involved male
dominance, gave way to the institutionalization of male supremacy;
the male as wage earner and worker in the public sphere came to
playa distinct role central to family subsistence. In the early stages of



this transformation, families resisted the new forms of social
organization and the loss of control over their production and labor
time. s In Egypt, as the growth of state power and the
commercialization of agriculture began to undermine the family
economic unit in favor of the state and a rising landlord class, there
was resistance and a peasant defense of the family as a producer-
consumer unit. The incursions of the state and the dispossession of
peasant land were not accepted with ease or silence; violent
resistance and flight were combined with a subtler use of existing
institutions to thwart the new order. Women were particularly vocal
as the erosion of the peasant family threatcned their economic role
and status.
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231 The extent, focus and strategies of peasant resistance are
intimately related to the nature of the economic and political changes
of the period, as well as the existing cultural traditions and
institutions. Any account of the transforma- tion of the peasant family
and patterns of resistance must therefore be given within the context
of the sweeping social and economic changes of the first half of the
nineteenth century.

 

The characterization of the Egyptian countryside and, indeed, the
Egyptian economy and society as a whole at mid-century remains a
subject of much debate. The ongoing integration of the Egyptian
economy into a global economic system in this period is
acknowledged by most writers, but there is little agreement on the
nature and pace of this integration or its effects on the society. On
the one hand, Egyptian society is perceived as basically static and
unchanging: social institutions and the vast majority of the population
were left untouched and intact throughout the course of the
nineteenth century. This view is 'connected with the fact that during
that period Egypt was not transformed from an agrarian into an
industrial society'.6 A divergent view perceives the rise of an export-



oriented economy, revolving around the cultivation and export of
cotton, as the motor force of social change. Issawi asserts that: The
transition from a subsistence to an export-oriented economy is
accompa- nied by the breakdown of traditional feudal, communal, or
tribal structUres. The ties binding the individual to the village or tribe
are gradually loosened or violently snapped, and labor becomes a
mobile marketable commodity.' The idea that integration into the
world economy involved internal change of some magnitude rings
true, but Issawi's interpretation remains incomplete. There is no
analysis of the actual dynamic of capitalist penetration, as it comes
into contact with internal realities. The resulting social transformation
merely 'accompanies' economic change. Lack of attention to the
specific character of capitalist penetration in Egypt assumes a
certain passivity on the part of Egyptian society. Social
transformations are wrought willy-nilly by economic developments:
Egyptian social classes, especially the peasants (fel- lahin),
apparently succumb to the new order with barely a whimper. The
idea that internal class structure and even fellah resistance might
shape the history of capitalist penetration is precluded. Other writers
have examined the impact of capitalist penetration on the indigenous
society. The move toward cotton cultivation for export, beginning in
the 1840s, invariably affected rural society. But what were the
dominant features of the emerging system of agricultural production?
The nineteenth century saw the growing commercialization of
Egyptian agriculture, increasing
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differentiation among the peasantry according to the amount of land
they controlled, and the rise of a wage-labor class, all of which might



suggest capitalist organization. On the other hand, certain
pecularities, most notably that this was a 'capitalism without local
agricultural capitalists,'8 have led to the characterization of Egyptian
agriculture as 'backward colonial capitalism.") 'The role of the state in
the early process of capital accumulation and direct state
invervention into relations of production in the countryside, which
entailed primarily political rather than economic coercion,
distinguishes this sort of 'retarded' capitalism. Capitalism transforms
the precapitalist relations of production in the countryside, but the
central role of the state and the persistence of many precapitalist
forms of exploitation inhibited the transition to a fully capitalist
system. The role of the state in the transformation of the Egyptian
countrys:de commenced in the first half of the nineteenth century.
The peasant family unit gradually lost control over the organization of
its production and consumption as the central government interfered
directly in peasant life through a system of agricultural monopolies,
corvee labor, military impress- ment, and the confiscation of peasant
land. Muhammad cAli officially became viceroy (-wall) of Egypt in
1805. By 1812 he had annihilated his political opponents and
embarked on an ambitious program of increasing state revenue to
the end of gaining strength and independence for Egypt, still de jure
under the suzereignty of the Ottoman Empire. 1o European demand
for agricultural produce, stimulated by the disruptions of the
Napoleonic Wars, led him to seize direct control of Egypt's grain
production. In 1812, the entire grain crop of Upper Egypt was
appropri- ated by the state and shipped to Lower Egypt for state sale
to European traders. The rice crop of Lower Egypt was similarly
monopolized, and by 1816, flax, sesame, safflower, saffiower seeds,
indigo, cotton, beans and barley came under total state control. The
government advanced seeds and animals to the fellahin who in turn
had to cultivate and transport the crop to a local depot. The state
assigned crop prices, and, after the deduction of advances and
employees' salaries, the fellah received a voucher for the balance.
The peasants thus lost all control over marketing. They were forced
to sell their crops to the state at a low fixed price: the state then
charged greatly increased prices to foreign and local traders. Since
the peasants were forbidden to hold back any produce, they suffered



the additional burden of buying back grain, at higher prices than they
had sold it, for their own consumption. I I The state also assened
control over cultivation. It dictated to each village official (the sheikh
al-baJatl) the required amount and mix of crops, seeking not only to
control the export trade, but also to be able to respond to foreign
demands for increased amounts of certain crops, particularly cotton.
Muham- mad cAli sought political and economic leverage through
the reorganization
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of Egypt as his own private farm. In a conversation with th

British consul in 1830, he estimated the year's cotton crop at
200,000 quintals, adding: 'I did not think it proper this year to plant
more but if England and I went hand in hand, and in the event of an
American war, she should call on me for a quantity sufficient to
supply all her manufactories, she should have it exclusively. Mention
that.'12 Bravado soon changed to chagrin as agricultural production
faltered in the mid-1830s and food and labor shortages plagued the
countryside. The various monopolies were gradually dismantled and
control of agricultural production was decentralized. It seems
unlikely, however, that the fellahin were able to reassert their control
over production. Although they were allowed to sell their wheat, corn,
beans and barley on the local market in 1831, the govern- ment still
designated the crops to be grown and fixed prices. It also insisted
that the peasants pay their taxes in kind or sell their produce at
government prices.u The state did cede direct management of the
crop mix, although certain areas near the Nile, which included some
of the best agricultural land, were reserved for the cultivation of
cotton, indigo, opium and flax which remained state monopolies up
until 1842. 14 In the face of declining revenue and pressure from the
European com- munity, codified in the Anglo-Turkish Convention of
1838, the Egyptian government revised the monopoly system. At the
same time, however, Muhammad 'Ali's redistribution of land
preserved state control of produc- tion through indirect means. By



1844, nearly one-half of the agricultural land, and certainly the best
land, had been granted by the state to royal family members, Turkish
officials and village sheikhs.1S The cultivation and sale of produce
was directed by the new grantees under strong state inftuence. The
French consul noted that such land grants constituted a total evasion
of the free-trade stipulations of the 1838 Convention, and made little
difference in the actual organization of production in the countryside:
... if the Pasha had executed the treaty of 1838 to the letter, the
fellah, thanks to the suppression pure and simple of the monopolies,
would produce and sell, and the traders would enter into direct
communication with the great mass of peasants; this, one sees, is
not the current situation; by virtUe of his total power, the Pasha,
while abolishing the monopolies, gave the land to landholders . . .
and he has created, thus, an intermediary class between agriculture
and the trader, few in number, foreign to the mass of the population,
but to which he has given free disposition of the crops, and which,
therefore, on the one hand is by itself in a singular relationship with
the fellah concerning all that pertains to the cultivation of the land,
and, at the same time, on the other hand, is likewise in a singular
relationship with European trade for the sale of products. 16 The
central bureacracy no longer told the peasant family what to
produce,
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but state officials-cum-Iandlords controlled peasant activity on their
estates; the erosion of peasant control of production continued.
Incursions of the state also affected peasant control of their labor
power. The policies of Muhammad 'Ali necessitated the widespread
use of corvee labor for public works and agriculture. The introduction



of long-staple cotton, demanded by European industry, required the
building of extensive irrigation works: the new canals and dams
essential for summer cultivation. While corvee labor had been used
on irrigation projects before the appearance of long-staple cotton,
the scope and duration of forced labor now dramatically increased.
As many as 400,000 peasants could be called to work each year for
an average period of four months. 17 The Mahmudiyyah canal was
built by the forced labor of approximately 315,000 peasants who
were supplied by village sheikhs from seven different provinces.
Peasants had to supply their own food and shelter during an
enforced period of absence from home. Men, women and children,
laboring without proper food, lodging or tools, led to a death toll on
the project of anywhere from 12,000 to 23,000 in a ten-month period
in 1819. 18 Corvee labor on irrigation projects occupied some
300,000 men in 1841, roughly one-sixth of the total population,l9 In
the late 184Os, conditions improved slightly in an attempt to correct
the acute shortage of agricultural labor. A levy of 58,000 men to
excavate three large canals in Lower Egypt was subject to new
conditions: 'They are only to be compelled to work 100 days at the
excavations, the said period to commence as soon as possible after
the harvest is completed, and to terminate at the autumnal season
for sowing and preparing winter cropS.'20 In 1851, under 'Abbas, the
laborers reportedly were supplied with food and paid a daily wage of
20 paras. 21 Ironically, most of these state irrigation projects brought
no benefit to peasant lands, but rather enabled the large estates to
undertake cotton cultivation. Military recruitment was another drain
on the peasant family's control of its labor power. Muhammad 'AIi's
political ambitions dictated the fielding of a sizeable army. After
attempts to raise an army of slave and Sudanese recruits failed, he
started a massive program of peasant recruirment. 22 By 1830,
having directed provincial and village officials to supply set quotas of
men, the Egyptian standing army and navy numbered about 53,000,
sup- plemented by from 15,000 to 24,000 Bedouin irregulars. ZJ By
that year, however, the supply of able-bodied men had dried up; the
levy of 1830 'produced such a small number of men suitable for
military service that one is tempted to believe that it is the last the
exhausted population can supply.'z4 The following year's recruits



included boys of twelve and thirteen years, for 'men are needed at
any price, and children become improvised soldiers.'2s When the
countryside could no longer satisfy recruitment needs, the state
turned to Cairo itself, levying some 10,000 men in 1832, moSt of
whom were reportedly Nubians or menial workers of other origins. 26
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The peasant population was subjected to a new round of levies
during Ibrahim Pasha's brief reign in 1848. Soldiers and sailors who
had formed the backbone of the labor force in the Nile dam project
were returned to active military service and new corvee levies
dragooned fellahin to take their places; 14,000 new soldiers were
also conscripted from the provinces. 27 Although the military force
was subsequently reduced under 'Abbas, the cuts were most often
made by dismissing the more experienced semi-professional
soldiers and retaining peasant recruits. 28 The early 1850s brought
more waves of conscription: the countryside and cities as well as
minority communities were called upon to provide recruits: the goal
was a standing army of 100,000 men. 29 If not caught in the net of
corvee labor for irrigation projects or military service, the peasant
was still subject to forced labor in state industries and mines.
Muhammad 'Ali's industrialization scheme created some 40,000
factory workers, but it is not clear how many of these were fellahin as
opposed to displaced craftsmen. JO The closing of many factories in
the 1830s did not spell the end offorced labor in industry; in 1842, for
example, approximately 1,000 men were drafted for work in the state
arsenal and dockyard. J1 State mines condemned unwilling workers
to be 'bereaved of their wives and children, compelled to severe
labor and food such as might be eaten during periods of dearth.'J2
The state continued to draft peasant labor for the mines when it
entered into joint ventures with European companies: the contract
between the Terranova Society and the Egyptian government for
joint exploitation of sulfur mines in Upper Egypt included clauses
stipulating that the state would furnish all manual workers. H
Exemption from forced labor and impressment sometimes was



granted to peasants working on the large estates controlled by
Muhammad 'Ali, his family members and officials. Peasant
recruitment for labor on nearby estates seems scarcely
distinguishable from other forms of corvee labor. Wages, such as
they were, were usually in arrears and sometimes paid in
unmarketable products. Ibrahim Pasha, for example, was said to
have paid all workers on one of his estates in molasses produced by
his sugar factory in Upper Egypt. 34 Others were not paid and relied
on their village for food. JS The policies of forced labor and military
impressment created a severe labor shortage in the countryside.
Agricultural production suffered as the rural village population came
to be composed chiefly of women, children, and the old and infirm.
36 Bowring estimated the entire Egyptian population in 1839 at 2 to
2.5 million, with a disproportionately high number of females,
officially figured at 135 females to every 100 males, but, in his
opinion, probably much higher. J7 The observations of foreign
residents are confirmed by letters from district (Mutt) sheikhs to the
state's official gazette in 1829-30, reporting critical labor shortages in
the lower and middle Egyptian areas of
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Fuwwah, Kafr ai-Sheikh, Tanta and Fayyum. J8 At mid-century, the
situation had apparently been ameliorated, and the theme of rural
desolation was not so prevalent, but labor shortages could still arise
at harvest time. J9

 

II



 

The dispossession of peasant land proceeded apace in the first half
of the nineteenth century. The central government first increased its
direct control of the land, and, when this policy failed, the state
promoted the rise to power of local officials and a new landlord class.
Like the loss of peasant control over its labor power, this had a grave
impact on the structures and functions of the peasant family. To gain
direct and immediate control of the agricultural surplus, Muham- mad
cAli had to weaken, and then eliminate, the multazims, the holders of
iltizam land. Originally developed as a form of tax-farm, the iltizam
system had evolved during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
into quasi- private ownership of land. The multazims were, in theory,
responsible for collecting and delivering the miri (land tax) to the
central government which owned all ittizam land. Their own income
came from the retention of the difference between the faciz (what
they could extract from the peasants) and the true amount of the tax.
In addition, they were assigned a certain portion of the iJtizam (usya
land) for cultivation on their own account, using corvee or wage
labor. 40 By the early nineteenth century, they were a class of
absentee landlords who depended on local sheikhs and other
retainers to watch over peasant production. IJtizam land, formerly
held for a year or two, had become heritable and alienable property,
and the mulrazims formed a distinct group with considerable political
power. In addition to iltizam land, some 600,000 feddans in Upper
Egypt and the Cairo vicinity were held as agricultural 'Waqf land,
created by land grants made by former Sultans or by multazims out
of their usya holdings. Waqfland, free of land tax in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, was taxed at very low rates in the early
nineteenth century.41 Between 1806 and 1815, Muhammad cAli
moved to wrest control of the land and tax collection from the
mutrazims and nazirs (trustees of 'WOffland). The state first
demanded half of the fa'iz and raised taxes on the usya land. In
1811, a cadastral survey in Upper Egypt resulted in the confiscation
of all ittizam land with tax arrears or no positive proof of title. An
1814 survey of Lower Egypt followed, with the result that most
multazims in the country were removed from their holdings with or



without compensation. Waqfland was similarly taken over by the
state. By 1815, the state had assumed control of most of the
agricultural land in Egypt. 42 The replacement of the ittizam by the
ihtikar (state monopoly) system
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changed the organization of peasant production. Under multazims,
peasant families had been free to organize their labor and production
as they chose. In Lower Egypt, the peasant-held land had been
divided into fixed portions (atbar), farmed and passed down within
the family group. In Upper Egypt, where uneven Rooding changed
the area of cultivatable land from one year to the next, each family
had received a certain proportion of the available land each year. 43
In both cases, the role of the village sheikh and community had been
central: the village as a whole was responsible for its assigned taxes
and corvee labor was allocated by the local sheikhs. 44 Under the
jhtikar system most of the land continued to remain in the
possession of peasant families, but taxes were collected directly by
state officials who also told the peasants what and when to plant. An
intricate hierarchy of officials exercised broad powers which included
the direct supervision of agricultural organization and production. 4S
In the 1830s, however, the combination of economic crisis and
foreign pressure ushered in changes in policy; the Egyptian state
abandoned most of its monopoly practices and tempered its direct
control. Muhammad cAli began to grant sizeable portions of land to
various officials and royal family members. These grants took three
forms: 'uhdahs. ab'atliyahs and chijJiks. cUhdah grants resembled
iJtizam insofar as the holders were responsible for tax collection and
were entitled to a certain portion of land which they might farm for
themselves by employing day labor or a system of sharecropping. 46
They differed in that the grantee had to deliver the estate's produce
to the state at fixed prices and heed the state's guidelines on land
use. In theory the peasants retained their athar land, but the erosion
of their control of the land continued. Ab'atliyah grants conferred
greater powers on their holders. Uncultivated land was granted tax-



free on the condition that it be brought into cultivation; the grantees
gradually acquired rights tantamount to full private ownership.47 The
grantees had to encourage peasants to come and settle from other
regions, to work as wage laborers or sharecroppers. ChijJiks, the
very large estates controlled by Muhammad cAli and his family,
enjoyed advantages not available to ab'atliyah estates in that control
was centralized and the connection to the state was close enough to
assure first access to state irrigation works and financing. The
peasants on chijJih lost all rights to the usufruct and were reduced to
day laborers working for a percentage of the cereal harvest. They
might be given, in addition, a small plot for subsistence cultivation.
Peasant Right posed the problem of labor shortage and chijJik
managers were known to commandeer 'uhdah peasants for work on
their estates. 48 Between 1820 and 1844, the area of cultivated land
held in various forms of estate grants rose from 10 per cent to 44 per
cent of all cultivatable land, and,
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by mid-century, the best Delta land had passed entirely into the
hands of the new grantees. 49 The area of athar land decreased.
State policies of taxation, which fixed taxes on peasant land way
above taxes on estate land, further hastened peasant dispossession
through flight and bankruptcy.5o Peasant land loss through outright
state seizure for land grants, failure to pay taxes, foreclosures for
non-payment of private debts and Right to escape the corvee and
conscription had transformed the face of the Egyptian countryside by
1850. The Egyptian peasant family, formerly a semiautonomous
producer with usufructory land rights and substantial control of labor



time and produc- tion, was increasingly supervised and subject to
widespread control of its land and labor.

 

III

 

The picture of peasant dislocation and dispersion must be balanced
by an appreciation of peasant resistance to state encroachment and
dispossession of land. Responses of revolt and flight went hand with
a steady reassertion of the old forms of family existence. Throughout
the first half of the nineteenth century, peasant revolts against
conscription, the corvee, taxes and growing state control sporadically
rocked the countryside. The history of these revolts constitutes a
convincing refuta- tion of the theory of the 'submissiveness of the
Egyptian fttlah.'Sl Muhammad 'Ali's seizure of the grain crop in 1812
precipitated the first major revolt, a peasant rebellion in Upper Egypt
which was violently suppressed. 52 In 1820- 21, some 400,000
peasants in the province of Qina rallied behind Sheikh Ahmad and
established an independent government until a military expedition
crushed them two months later. 53 The most serious revolt of the era
broke out in the same area of Upper Egypt in 1822-23 under the
leadership of another Sheikh Ahmad, who called for the overthrow of
Muhammad 'Ali. Sheikh Ahmad declared that 'he had been sent by
God and His Prophet to end the vexations from which the Egyptian
people suffered and to punish Muhammad (Ali for introducing
innovations which ran contrary to the dogma ofIslam.' The rebellion
extended from Isna to Aswan and lasted for over six weeks. Many of
the fellah soldiers sent to quell the revolt instead deserted to the
rebels, so that the government had to use Turkish and Bedouin
troops to calm the area. 54 The following years brought revolts in al-
Minufiyah and al-Sharqiyah. Sporadic revolts against conscription
policies occurred throughout the 1830s. ss Disorders stemming from
resistance to conscription were reported in Upper Egypt in 1848, and
the governor of the region, Salim Pasha, was assassinated, although



it is not clear whether personal affairs or opposition to conscription
and a 'general hatred for his governorship' served as the motive. 56
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Individual resistance also occurred. In 1850-51, the heirs of al-Sayid
'Amr 'Amr from the village of Kafr Zein accused a man named
Hawas of shooting 'Amr to death because he was a military recruiter.
The heirs were unable to find witnesses willing to testify on their
behalf, probably because of the peasants' approval of Hawas'
extralegal action, so that the village as a whole had to assume
responsibility for the diya ('blood money').S7 In Qalyub the local
military recruiter beat a woman to death when she refused to hand
her son over for military service. sa Individual resistance and wide-
scale revolts were both fairly easily repressed, however, given the
centralization and military might of the government but forms of
peasant resistance continued throughout the period. After 'Abbas
revoked many of the 'uhdah grants in 1849, he was forced to send
army units to many villages to collect the taxes from recalcitrant
peasants. S9 Many peasant families, faced with the futility of direct
resistance, chose instead to flee. Syria was one refuge. By 1830, an
estimated 5,000 to 6,000 peasants from the province of al-Sharqiyah
had moved to Syria where 'Abd- allah Pasha of 'Akka granted them
land and temporary tax exemptions. Muhammad 'Ali, concerned by
the shortage of agricultural laborers, in vain demanded their return.
60 Others swelled the populations of Alexandria and Cairo. Some
6,000 to 7,000 men, women and children squatted in three- to four-
foot-high mud huts on the outskirts of Alexandria, living off the sale
of garden produce or casual labor. 61 Flight to neighboring villages
in order to escape tax payments and conscription was also common.
Faced with severe depopulation of the rural areas, the state
responded with draconian measures. In 1828-29, Muhammad 'Ali,
noting that: 'some of the indolent fellahin had left their villages,
homelands and fields, and had taken up residence in Cairo and its
environs, and were becoming beggars,' instructed the director of the
Ministry of the Interior to find the missing peasants and return them



at once to their natal villages. 62 Refugees in Cairo were seized and
forcibly returned to their villages or taken in chains to work on state-
controlled lands. 6J In Alexandria, government troops encircled the
peasant shantytown and herded its inhabitants onto boats which
would transport them home. Blows from whips and sticks hastened
the evacuation of men, women, children and the aged. 64 The state
also instructed the ma'murs (provincial officials) to '... gather up the
peasants who have fled with efficiency and dispatch, and return
them to their place of origin ... if this cannot be done [efficiently], then
jail the children of the missing fellah or those who are taking care of
his property until the fellah returns.'6S These measures were not
entirely successful. In 1845 the state was still sending government
troops into the provinces to round up all peasants who were not
resident in their place of origin and march them back to their vi II
ages. 66
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Despite the dislocation inevitably produced by flight, it did constitute
one way of preserving the family structure. Peasants usually fled in
family groups. In Syria they could continue family production. The
move to other Egyptian villages provided some continuity for the
family as an economic unit. Flight to the towns, by removing the
family from the land, destroyed the physical basis of the family unit
and often transformed individual members into casual laborers. Even
in the latter case, however, we see no evidence of large numbers of
unattached men or women. The shantytowns in Alexandria, for
example, replicated the village community. Flight did not remove
male members from the family, thus enabling the family to retain a
minimal control of their labor. The corvee and military impressment



had potentially more far-reaching effects on family structure. Corvee
recruitment, however, was not limited to adult males. Many
observers remarked, often with horror, on the numbers of women
and children engaged in forced labor on irrigation projects to carry
away the earth dug by the men. 67 'Abbas Pasha, in a conversation
with Hekekyan, recalled his opposition to Muhammad 'Ali's policy of
utilizing forced female labor: One day in Shoobra His Highness
[Muhammad CAli] said to me. 'Abbas, we must make the women
work,' and I replied boldly, for I could not contain myself, 'I have seen
women delivered on the dykes and forced the following day to
recommence their work of carrying eanh and mud clods. The men
are made to work by us-without remuneration-who will then cook for
them and make their bread?'68

 

After he assumed power, 'Abbas issued a decree in 1851 forbidding
the corvee recruitment of pregnant women or those with children
less than three years old, children under age eight, men and women
over age seventy, and anyone with a dangerous infirmity. Stiff
penalties were prescribed for any sheikh or official who recruited
from one of the forbidden categories. 69 Although some of the
excesses of the corvee system may have been eliminated, women
and children still worked long hours on public works at little or no pay
in the early 1850s. 70 Most observers suggest that whole families
were recruited for corvee labor. Hekekyan described the process of
recruitment in one village where the sheikhs organized a body of 600
men, women and children for work on a transverse dike, opting to
recruit families and leave behind able-bodied men. 7I A French
overseer claimed that his canal project utilized family labor primarily
at the request of the husbands and fathers themselves who didn't
want to leave their families unattended at home. 72 Joint family work
under the corvee and the preservation of the family structure served
the interests of both the peasants and the state. The family
continued to live and work together, producing for its own
subsistence in the
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241 periods of relief from forced labor. The corvee impoverished the
family but did not sever the bonds of shared production and
consumption. It fell to the family to provide for its non-producing
members, even during the absence from home. Corvee labor could
be extracted by the state precisely because the family remained
more or less intact, carrying on the functions of produc- tion for
subsistence, provision of shelter, care for the young, old, and sick,
and social regulation. Peasant protests against the excessive use of
female labor and state reform of the corvee system spoke to the
need to preserve family structure in lieu of any real assumption by
the state of the family's diverse functions. The reduction of family
labor time available for subsistence produc- tion, however, inevitably
taxed family resources and burdened productive members to the
point where traditional social responsibilities and structures were
modified. Military impressment had more dramatic effects. The
women who remained in the villages assumed new roles in
agriculture. Hamont describes a village, stripped of men, where all
the heavy labor was done by women. 73 Certain tasks previously
reserved for men, such as operating the shadoof or climbing date
palms to pollinate the Rowers, became women's work. 74 The
shortage of draft animals even led women to harness themselves in
place of water buffaloes in order to turn millstones. 7s These new
demands provoked distress and resistance. Weeping women and
children would follow the recruiting party taking their men off to the
army until they were forced to return to their village. 76 The British
consul commented on the response to recruitment: Men are raised
from villages by an arbitrary conscription, which is extremely
obnoxious to the feelings of the people: and always creates a
momentary insurrection among female inhabitants, when they are
doomed to wimess the affecting sight of their relatives carried off in
irons." Whenever possible, as long as the man was not posted
abroad, wives and children would follow the drafted male from
garrison to garrison, setting up housekeeping in a nearby
shantytown and living as best as they could, sharing the soldier's



ration." An estimated 22,000 women and children camped outside
the Hankah garrison. 79 The large numbers and wretched conditions
of army, navy and arsenal workers' families in Alexandria caused
consternation as epidemics of plague swept the city in the late 1830s
and early 1840s. Some 30,000 women and children were living near
the military barracks in tiny huts, cisterns and catacombs where the
plague was taking a heavy toll. SO Some evidence exists that the
state undertook to provide subsistence to these families. Bowring
stated that the arsenal workers and their families received food
rations but that the actual wages of the men were very low and
usually in arrears. SI Another report claimed that Muhammad 'A Ii,
recognizing
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that the ration and pay of the soldier could not stretch to feed his
family, assigned every soldier's male child an equal ration, thereby
covering the food needs of the entire family. In the late 1840s, some
14,000 male children were supposedly receiving these rations. 8Z
The state thought of providing shelter as well, but a housing plan for
the families of sailors and arsenal workers in Alexandria apparently
was never implemented. 83 Partial accommodation to the presence
of soldiers' families was discontinued under Ibrahim. In 1848, the
families of the 14,000 new conscripts were forbidden to follow their
menfolk. 84 In the following year, under 'Abbas, the practice of
providing rations for male children was abruptly terminated. 8s
Despite such measures, the state was unable to keep soldiers'
families in the countryside. Over ten years later, the Egyptian army
retained its familial character: When the soldiers are camped, a
camp of women is established at some distance; when they are in



the barracks, a village of women is constructed as quickly as the
barracks of the men; finally, in the cities, the families live in the
houses closest to the barracks. . . always 1 have seen the women
arrive at any destination at about the same time as the men. 86

 

Troop movement abroad deprived the military families of support
alto- gether. Some observers cite the presence of soldiers' families
on campaigns abroad, even in Arabia and Greece, but it seems
more likely that posting abroad, especially overseas, meant leaving
the family in Egypt. S ? The wives might receive small sums from the
state or directly from their husbands, but soldiers were paid little if at
all. War widows continually crowded the doors of the War Ministry,
asking for their absent husbands' pay.88 Faced with total
impoverishment, women were thrown back on their own or their
extended families' resources; some turned to prostitution in order to
feed their families. 89 Despite the migration of women and children
in the wake of drafted husbands in a conscious attempt to maintain
the family unit, conscription made inroads on traditional structures.
The military family was a nuclear family; the man, wife and children
were removed from their village com- munity and, more importantly,
from the extended family which had formed their social and
economic environment. A network of economic relations and social
responsibilities bound them to their parents, brothers and sisters,
and relatives by marriage. The formation of a nuclear family unit at
some distance away weakened these ties. If the woman remained
without her husband in the village, the man's absence affected
patterns of material support and the division of tasks. Lastly, military
impressment and the corvee brought in their train a loss of labor
power and general impoverishment which adversely affected the
ability, and therefore the willingness, of productive family members to
support those who could not produce.
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IV

 

The Egyptian felJahin had recourse to the Islamic legal system. The
shan' 'a courts, whose jurisdiction extended to matters of property
and family law, stood apart from the institutions of the central
government, even though a degree of state influence cannot be
precluded. The peasants' appeal against state encroachment and
social dislocation could be made to the religious officials whose
connection with the state was, at least, not overt, and whose
authority was based on a higher sanction. Islamic law, as it came to
be practiced in Egypt, embodied some of the traditional practices
and patterns of the Egyptian family. An examination of the minutes of
court proceedings from the province of al-Mansurah and the fatll'Wll
(decisions) of the Hanafi mufti in Cairo on cases referred to him,
illustrates the problems arising in family relations and the responses
of the fellahin in the mid-nineteenth century. I have chosen to deal
with the reactions of women with the understanding that female
family members, beginning from a position of less privilege and
power, were more directly affected by the erosion of family structures
and functions. Peasant women and their relatives came in person to
make appeals and complaints to the judge of the local shari<a court.
Their problems focused around three major aspects of mid-century
social life: the absence of husbands and other male relations for long
periods of time, the erosion of material support formerly given by the
extended family, and the interference of the sheikh al- balatl (the
village head who became a local government official under Muham-
mad CAli) in personal affairs. The absence of the male head of the
family called for clarification of the male role in social regulation. In a
society where females inherited set portions of property, marriage
arrangements were an economic as well as social matter which often
served to consolidate property and bind two families together. The
male household head, as the overseer of the family's land and
possessions, could be expected to retain the ultimate power of



decision over the giving of women in marriage. Islamic law as
practiced in Egypt, while it modified the father's control in some
regards by, for instance, allowing girls of legally major age to give
themselves in marriage to men of the same social standing who paid
the 1cgally required mahr (nuptial gift), vested most marriage
decisions in the adult males on the father's side. Any marriage
arrangements involving a legally minor girl, a husband of a different
social standing, or a mahr other than that considered legally 'fair,'
were the prerogative of the family's adult males. In 1848-49, the
Hanafi mufti reviewed a case which posed the problems arising
when the entire male line had left the village. A maternal
grandmother wanted to marry her ten-year-old granddaughter to a
man of equal social
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standing who offered a 'fair' mahr, but the girl's father had been
missing for some time and her uncle, the father's brother, was
serving in the military in Alexandria. The mufti ruled that the mother
or grandmother could give the girl in marriage when the male adults
were absent only if the suitor and the mahr were indeed proper.
Marriage arrangements made by the women or the mother's family
alone would, in any other circumstances, be of questionable
legality.90 Thus, although female relatives did not, in the absence of
males, acquire identical powers as 'lJ)a/is (guardians) in marriage
arrangements, they were empowered by the court to assume a role
previously relegated solely to male relations. 91 A husband's
absence meant not only a critical reduction in the production of the
family unit, but also might jeopardize the wife's position in her
husband's extended family. Many of the peasants who brought their



cases to court were living and working in a unit composed of several
brothers and their wives and children who shared the goods, land
and livestock left by the deceased father. The brothers, viewed under
law as a partnership (shirka), contributed more or less equal
amounts of labor time to family production and held equal shares of
the inheritance. The absence of one brother, however, might lead to
a dispute over the proper division of the fruits of family production
and the assignment offamily responsibilities. One peasant family
quarreled bitterly in 1849-50 over the division of their joint property
when the need arose (perhaps when their children were of age) to
divide the patrimony and establish separate households. One of the
brothers had served in the army, faithfully sending home his pay for
the support of his wife and children. The quarrel revolved around
what precisely should be considered part of the shared inheritance,
and thus divided among them, and what belonged to each individual
brother. The mufti ruled that the inheritance of the father and its
increase should be divided equally, but what each brother earned
during the others' absence 'through his own work and effort is his
alone.' The money sent by the soldier was specifically for the support
of his wife and children, and thus formed no part of the inheritance:
indeed, if the other brothers used any part of it for other purposes,
they were to refund this sum. 9Z It appears that even though the
soldier's wife and children remained a part of the wider family
economic unit in his absence, the fact of absence itself modified the
pattern of joint production and consumption. The wife and children
formed a part of the peasant household only through their
relationship with the husband and father. If the soldier had not sent
home his pay, they might well have had to leave the family hearth.
The vulnerability of the peasant woman left without a husband often
led her to attempt remarriage. In some cases, the woman could
obtain a divorce on the grounds that her absent husband was not
providing for her. 93 Frequently she had to wait for a report of her
husband's death during military service,
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declare her husband legally dead so that she might remarry. A not
atypical case is that of one woman who waited in her village for 15
years until two men returned to inform her of her husband's death;
she then asked the court if she could remarry.94 Hardships caused
by the absence of the husband were exacerbated by a general
breakdown of patterns of support within the family. One woman
came to coUrt on behalf of her two young daughters, pleading dire
poverty and requesting .the court to order the father of her dead
husband to support his grandchildren. 9s Another woman, incapable
of supporting herself, demanded maintenance by her brother. 96 The
mufti always responded favorably, stressing the responsibility of
male relatives to support any of the females in need. But the very
fact that the women had recourse to the court with such matters
seems to underline the breakdown of suppOrt patterns. Court
decisions showed less sympathy for the plight of the divorced or
widowed woman who, in the absence of maintenance from her own
family, was forced to work outside the family unit to support her
children. The right of the mother to the care of the child until the male
child reached age seven or nine and until the female child came of
age was affirmed under Hanafi law. In the mid-nineteenth century,
however, the number of disputes over child custody rose, most likely
because the divorced or widowed woman, having lost her position in
her husband's family, was not reintegrated into her parents'
household. The woman lost her rights to the child if she had no
means of support. The divorced husband could be asked to pay a
certain sum toward the suPPOrt of the child, but, should he plead
poverty, he had the right, in lieu of payment, to entrust the care of the
child to another female relative. A widow, left nothing by her
impecunious husband, could also lose her custody rights in favor of
her husband's family.97 If a woman turned to outside work to support
herself and her children, she ran the risk of being declared an unfit
mother. One woman, having obtained a divorce by agreeing to waive
her rights to the return of her mahr (a common practice by which the
wife might redeem herself from marriage), was left with no means of
support except a small monthly sum from the husband for the care of



their three-year-old son. Unable to maintain her own household, she
went to work as a servant in her sister's house. The child's father
claimed that, by working, she had neglected the child and negated
her claim to monthly support payments and child custody. The mufti
agreed: the mother could keep her son only if she left her sister's
employ. Another woman lost custody of her three young girls by
taking a job as a domestic servant in a nearby village. 98 Peasant
women who engaged in petty production and trade could also be
deprived of custody. A man accused his divorced wife of buying and
selling
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goods in the local market, thus winning custody of their six-year-old
daughter. A woman who earned her living by making pancakes at
home and selling them in the market was likewise declared unfit
Husbands and other relatives were also wont to deprive the woman
of custody by accusing her of indecent behavior and prostitution. 99
Many women remarried promptly, thereby integrating themselves
into another family unit. Remarriage, however, usually involved
forfeiting custody rights. Young children were forbidden by law to live
in the same household as a 'foreigner' (ajnabt), that is, a person who
was not a close relative. The vast quantity of custody cases in this
period, and the overwhelming number of judgments in favor of the
father, suggest that the legal and customary rights of the peasant
woman were weakening. Her plight speaks to the erosion of familial
patterns of support in a period of social dislocation. The court, by
basing its judgments of what constituted a fit mother on an ideal
type, refused to come to terms with a changing reality. Women
turned to the court with more success when the issue of state



interference in family affairs arose. The heavy-handed rule of the
local sheikhs provoked protest, especially when the sheikhs tried to
force women to marry against their will. In one case, a village sheikh
took advantage of the fact that a young woman was working as a
servant in his village, at some distance from her own home and
family, to marry her under duress to one of his slaves. The court
ruled such a marriage legally defective, citing the use of force and
the unsuitability of the match.'oo Even when the woman was still
within the family unit, the sheikh might force her male relatives to
agree to a marriage using beatings or imprisonment to secure their
consent. IOI The court firmly opposed any such interference,
affirming the authority of the family's male waN and the woman's
right of refusal.

 

v

 

In the realm of property relations, the records and role of the court
illusttate the effect of, and the peasant response to, land
expropriation as a force which undermined the family production unit.
Peasant tenure in the mid-nineteenth century must be set in the
context of the regulations and practices governing miri land. All
peasant land holdings were miri; full ownership was vested in the
state, and peasant holders enjoyed only usufruct rights. By custom
the usufruct passed from father to son although the multazim
reserved the right to appoint a successor of his choosing. With the
destruction of the iltizam system, a local official, usually the hakim,
acquired some powers of appoint- ment IOZ Miri land, since it was
not held outright by the fellahin, was not subject to the Islamic laws
of inheritance which specified the portions to be given each heir. The
courts at mid-century asserted two sometimes contradic-
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sons or male relatives of the deceased, if capable of farming the land
and paying the taxes, should inherit the usufruct, and (2) the local
officials had the right to invest whomsoever they wished. 103 In
practice, the sons, unless they specifically ceded their rights to
female family members, inherited the usufruct. Cases abound of
daughters, wives and sisters asking for a share as part of their
inheritance. Daughters were told by the court that the usufruct goes
solely to the sons as long as they are working the land and paying
the taxes. When a man died, leaving only his sister and his brother's
sons, the court refused to consider the sister's request for a share. In
another case a man was survived by his sister, two daughters and a
nephew; the usufruct in its entirety went to the nephew. 104 Although
female heirs rarely succeeded in overriding the customary male right
to miri land, they appear to have been emboldened to contest those
rights because of the extension of the hakim's decision powers and
the weakening of customary rights. Women did succeed in laying
claim to the produce of the land as well as a share in money owed to
the husband or father for the use of his land before his death. IUS
Under certain circumstances, women could obtain usufruct rights. If
a father ceded part of his land to his daughter during his lifetime, the
daughter had a strong claim to the retention of the land. In one case,
the mufti forbade the dead man's sons to take min' land away from
their sisters on the grounds that the women had cultivated it for a
number of years before and after their father's death. 106 In the
absence of male children, daughters sometimes managed to acquire
rights at the expense of other male heirs. In the case of a widow with
two young daughters who continued to cultivate her husband's miri
land for five years after his death, the court denied the husband's
brothers any right to the land}07 The most common female claim
rested on the initial consent of male heirs. If male relatives ceded
part of the land to female heirs upon the death of the holder, any of
their later claims were void. The fact that they had waived their rights
deserved mention in most court decisions, but the past performance
of the females in meeting their tax responsibilities often had equal
weight. The court was also quick to assert that the final right



belonged to whomever the haltim invested, although there was some
question as to what powers of discretion the haltim could exercise in
the presence of male children}08 Rights to miri thus rested partly on
custom and partly on the will of local officials. Miri land usually
remained intact in the hands of one or more sons. The exclusions of
miri land from the sway of Islamic inheritance laws prevented land
fragmentation. Peasant families tried to avoid fragmentation of the
inheritable property as well. The rights of women to specific shares
of the inheritance were sometimes unilaterally abrogated by their
male relatives. In some cases, the sons of the deceased simply
divided the father's inheritable
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property among themselves with no regard for the rights of their
mother and sisters}09 The mufti, in such cases, strongly upheld the
rules of Islamic inheritance, insisting that the widow was entitled to
one-eighth of her husband's estate, and the female children to one-
half that of the males. Males were expectedly loath to see family
property pass into female hands, given the kinship nature of the
family productive unit. Many peasant households, as the court
records tell us, were a partnership of brothers, who, with their wives
and children, shared the miri land left by their father as well as the
inheritable property. Their sisters, who married into other
households, removed their share of the inheritable property from the
paternal household. Evidence exists that the sisters, upon the death
of their father, sometimes ceded their share of the property to their
brothers for a consideration. 1 10 The legal division of inheritable
property often took place some time after the father's death. The
determination of whether or not the female heirs should share in any



augmentation of the inheritable property was apparently related to
the position of women within the family productive unit. As long as
sisters and brothers remained under the same roof, working
together, they formed an association. The sisters could make a legal
claim to share in any increase in the estate acquired after the death
of the father. III Quarrels often pitted females against their brothers.
Sisters outside of the household might claim that their brother had
purchased goods as the father's agent and therefore those goods
were part of the father's estate. But the overall trend was to limit the
female share to the minimum required by Islamic law or even to
subvert legal injunctions by denying females part of their inheritance.
These tactics strengthened the family productive unit at the expense
of females who married outside of the household. Women were
forced to appeal to the court; the court sided with them in case of
ftagrant violations, but may not have been able to insure
implementation of its decisions. When the rights of females in the
paternal household were undermined, the husband's household
offered little refuge. The married woman often found herself left with
nothing should her husband die before his father. The court
repeatedly ruled that as long as a son was living and working with
his father, all family property was vested solely in the father. Widows
often asked their father-in-law for payment of the mahr and a share
of their husband's inheritance; if the woman had been living with her
husband's family, her claims were invariably denied. J1Z As
previously noted, in a household composed of brothers, the wife of
any one brother had a much stronger claim. Women often
complained, however, that their rights were whittled away by false
claims of association on the part of their husbands' brothers, for
example, a false claim to property which had been individually
owned by the woman or by the woman's deceased husband. JU In
addition, the rights of partnership might be denied by the
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a blind man, who had been living together with their father's brother,



asked for a share in their uncle's property on the grounds that their
father had been his associate. I 14 The decision of the court,
denying their claim, suggests that a non-productive household
member and his dependants could not establish property rights over
the fruits of household production. In conclusion, legal struggles over
inheritance show a trend of consolidation of family property at the
expense of female members. Women were legitimate members of
the production/consumption family unit as judged by the fact that
they could make claims on family property not only through kinship,
but also on the basis of their role in the family unit In the mid-
nineteenth century, however, the desire for consolidation led to
increasing limitation of female rights. While women had never
inherited miri land, they now faced contestation of their rights under
Islamic law to other forms of property. Male relatives often tried to
ignore or bypass the woman's legal rights. Insofar as they honored
female claims, it was often done strictly within the letter of the law.
The structure of the peasant household, in which several brothers
shared hearth and labor, had not been radically transformed, but the
many legal disputes over the division of property suggest that, in a
period of scarcity and social dislocation, it was subject to strain. The
courts, by defining the peasant family unit as an association (shirltll)
formed by the partnership of the original heirs who continued living
together, may well have abetted the process of female
disinheritance. The court strongly defended family rights against the
arbitrary incursions of the local sheikhs, whose appropriations of
land and other property were often made at the expense of women
and their heirs. In cases where sheikhs wrested houses, trees or
goods from their female owners, the coUrt issued clear injunctions. I
IS The religious legal system usually sided with the peasants in their
struggles with state officials, but at the same time it reaffirmed the
legality of the political power. The court did champion women insofar
as the violation of their rights to support and property constituted an
attack on law or custom. Its willingness to accommodate its rulings to
a new social reality was limited, but, nevertheless, it remained an
institution to which women turned to raise their complaints
concerning the encroachments on family life as they knew it.



 

VI

 

By mid-century the Egyptian family economy had experienced an
onslaught of social and economic pressures. The state policies of
the Muhammad 'Ali period, formulated in concert with the demands
of capitalist penetration, had produced social dislocation in the
countryside by siphoning off peasant labor and dispossessing the
peasant family of land. Vast population movements, land loss and
impoverishment had weakened the ability of the peasant family
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to continue producing as a unit and supporting its non-productive
members. Although all members of the family had owed their status
and security to their position in the household unit, women, in a
patriarchal society, were more vulnerable and subject to greater
limitation of their rights and privileges as the family unit faltered. The
continued survival of the peasant family during this period of extreme
dislocation can be attributed to two factors. First, the state revised its
policies. It eliminated the most disruptive forms of corvee and military
recruitment and thus lessened the drain on peasant labor. Those
policies had been counterproduc- tive in that they had been
destroying the basis of social and economic organization without
providing alternative structures. Insofar as the state could not
assume the traditional family functions, ego providing for non-
productive members, the survival of the family economy remained



essential. Furthermore, a distinctive feature of the agricultural
relations of production in this period, that is, the political rather than
purely economic coercion of peasants in the process of
capitalization, allowed for the preservation of the precapitalist family
structure. It is only with the rise of a fully capitalist agricultural sector
that the family as a cohesive production/consumption unit becomes
obsolete. The court records illuminate the second factor. Faced with
the erosion of the family economy, peasant families themselves
clung to former patterns of economic and social sharing, often
turning to the court to reaffirm customary family relations. As these
relations were being gradually modified by the new demands made
on peasant production and labor, peasants reacted by shoring up
patterns of family support. The drive for consolidation of family
property, however, often took place at the expense of those family
members whose legal and customary rights were weakest. It is
within this context that women experienced a shrinking of their
position in the family unit. It appears that the decline of the family, as
a semiautonomous unit, may well have contributed to a loss of status
and security among the female population. The common assumption
that women stood to benefit with the impact of the West and the rise
of , modern' society should be re-examined in this light.
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1. Basile Kerblay, 'Chayanoy and the Theory of Peasantry as a
Specific Type of Economy,' in Teodor Shanin, PrlUanlS and p(tllanl
Soda;rl (Baltimore, 1971), p. 159. As Kerblay points our, Chayanoy'S
theory of rhe 'peasant economy' works better for thinly populated
areas where peasants can buy or rake in more land, rhus making the
decision to expand labor a meaningful one. In rhe Egyprian conrext,
periods of agriculrorallabor shortage, such as rhe early nineteenth
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cenrory, might give the peasant a similar choice as long as there was
not competition for the land from other quarters. 2. The concept of a
'peasant economy' as proposed by Daniel Thorner. 'Peasant
Economy as a Category in Economic History,' in Shanin, Pra.ranlS,
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demesnes, haciendas employing peasants, and even capitalist
fanns- 'alongside peasant producers.' The model proposed is
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ttansfonnation. Claude Meillassoux, FmmrJ. Grmim a CapilllllX
(Paris, 1975), argues, on me contrary, that the 'domestic mode of
production,' which shares the focus of the 'peasant economy' model
on me peasant producer/consumer unit, ceases to exist as such with
me rise of exploitation by a dominant class. 3. Helen Rivlin, TIN
Agricultural Policy of MUN//flflllli 'Aii in Egypl (Cambridge, MA, 1971).
p. 29. When me //fultazi//f had the right to use forced labor, the
peasants who worked the land were drawn from me local village. 4.
Eli Zaretsky, Capillllinn. 1hr Fa//fily. and Pmonal Lift (Winnipeg,
1974), p. 29 and Evelyne Sullerot. HimilY a Soddogir dll Tra'lNlil
Fminin (Paris, 1968), chap. 2, argue that me rerorn of women to me
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the Rrvi('fD ofRAdieaJ Politieal Eeotunnur9, no. 3 (Fall. 1977): 34,
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cheapening of the value of labor power. 5. See E. P. Thompson, TIN
Malting of tIN Englirb Worl-ing CIasJ"(New York, 1966). chap. 6. 6.
Gabriel Baer, Stu4i

ill tIN StxiAJ Hirtory of Mod"" Emt (Chicago, 1969). p. 212. Although
Baer freely acknowledges mat changes occurred in the
socioeconomic strUcrure of Egypt, and mat there was 'considerable
economic development: as me fonner 'subsistence economy' was
replaced by an 'export-oriented economy,' he remains finnly
convinced mat basic social instirotions, including the family, were not
affected. This thesis is difficult to reconcile with his own discussion of
changes in rural society: peasant land expropriation, the rise of a
class of landless peasants, me emergence of a market economy,
and the growth of social differentiation among me village population.
How peasant social and productive relations, especially within the
family, remained totally unaltered by such sweeping developments is
difficult to fathom. 7. Charles (ssawi, 'Egypt since 1800: A Srody in
Lopsided Development,' in TIN uon01/fie Hittory of tIN Middk Elur.
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1968), p. 401. The concept of 'backward colonial capitalism,' first
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Emites,' and Richards. 'Primitive Accumulation in Egypt,' Rrvn 1. no.
I (summer, 1977). 10. Muhammad 'Ali's policies and goals have been
variously interpreted. See Moustafa Fahmy, UI rivo/ution dr
/'indus1rir m EDJllr a m COI/Siqumcrr rociaks au 19'rifck (Leiden,
1954); 'Abel al- Rahman al-Rafi'i, 'An- Muharmnad 'AI; (Cairo, 1951);
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Ottoman Women, Households, and Textile Manufacturing, 1800-
1914 DONALD QUATAERT

 

In spite of their central place in Ottoman social and economic life, we
know little about nineteenth-century Ottoman manufacturing women,
the households in which they lived and worked, their economic
activities, and changes in these pursuits over time. Women and their



households mediated the process of growing Ottoman participation
in the world economy, and changes in household processes of
production and the household division of labor should be understood
as adaptations to changing market opportunities, both domestic and
international. Thus, I believe, there are relations between changes in
Ottoman household economies and the regional and world
economies of the nineteenth-century. But to view the evolution of
nineteenth-century Ottoman household economies as merely a story
of transformation from subsistence to market production would be
too simplistic. Many Ottoman households already were committed to
manufacturing for the market, at varying levels, well before 1800. As
a famous example, in the town of Ambelakia in Ottoman Thessaly,
the manufacture of red yarn was a family business in the eighteenth
century. 'Every arm, even those of the children, is employed in the
factories; whilst the men dye the cotton, the women prepare and spin
ir.'1 Vigorous and vibrant putting-out systems interlaced the Ottoman
Empire, exchanging raw materials and semi-processed goods
among its European, Anatolian, and Arab provinces. Women and
men in north Anatolian towns such as Zile and Merzifon, for
example, received raw cotton from the Mediterranean south and
spun it into thread. Some of the newly made thread was exported to
the Ottoman Crimea, and local weavers used some to make a
coarse calico for regional use and for exporr. z Other Ottoman
households
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were subsistence producers as of 1800 and, in declining numbers,
remained so throughout the period. Also, as I will show, the nature of
Ottoman household economies varied by region, as did changes in
those economies. A focus on households and women's work is a key
to properly understand- ing the history of Ottoman manufacturing in
the nineteenth century. It is widely held that Ottoman manufacture
'declined' in the age of the European Industrial Revolution. But what
is meant by decline? Perhaps there was no decrease in gross
Ottoman industrial output between 1800 and 1900. After all, the
domestic Ottoman market as well as the export market for select
Ottoman manufactures was much larger at the beginning of the
twentieth century than before (see below).3 The oft-cited Ottoman
industrial decline may in fact reflect a decrease in the outPUt
generated by organized guild male labor. It thus is critical to examine
the household division of labor by gender. Manufacturing output by
urban guilds, which were male dominated, did fall off sharply in many
areas. But, as I will demonstrate, manufacturing production by
females working at home did not merely continue but sharply
expanded in some regions and textile handicraft sectors. In addition,
factory labor increased, particularly after 1880, and the majority of
the textile workers were girls and women. Rural households
accounted for at least 80 per cent of the Ottoman population and
usually consisted of the nuclear family, that is, a husband and wife
(usually one) and their children. Rural households in the Black Sea
coastal areas of Anatolia averaged 6.5 persons and as few as 5.3
persons elsewhere, figures that place Anatolia just above the
average for preindustrial Europe. Multiple-family households in rural
Anatolia did not account for more than 30 per cent of the total,
whereas simple, or nuclear, households made up 50 to 60 per cent.
4 In the capital city of Istanbul, similarly, very good data reveal that
the extended family made up only 16 per cent of all households
counted. Upper-class Istanbul households averaged 5.7 persons,
and those further down the social ladder averaged 4.5 persons.
Polygyny was rare in the capital, involving only 2 per cent of all
married Muslim men. In the Arab town of Nablus, the polygyny rate
was higher, 16 per cent of the men enumerated. s It must be
stressed that in both urban and rural households, the males often



were absent, engaged in wage-earning labor at sites some distance
from their homes. Migratory labor, involving work in other rural areas
as well as in both remote and nearby urban centers, was a normal
condition of existence for Ottoman families. Finally, a considerable
amount of time in the average Ottoman rural household was devoted
to manufacturing activities, sometimes for family use and at other
times for sale. That manufacturing was an everyday part of Ottoman
rural (and urban) life has been overlooked almost completely in the
literature on both Ottoman manufacturing and Ottoman agriculture.
Scholars of manufacturing have
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1914 257 focused on urban male guilds, whereas researchers of the
countryside usually have considered only crop growing and animal
husbandry. Rural households were not simply agricultural producers.
Instead, they were engaged in a mix of economic activities, for
example, crop growing, mining, manufacturing, and fishing, the
composition of which changed according to region, season, and
opportunity. If crop prospects were poor, then the family would
devote increased attention to manufacturing for sale to earn cash for
purchasing foodstuffs.

 

Information on the nineteenth-century Bursa silk industry offers
powerful hints but frustratingly little concrete data concerning the
impact of female labor on changes in the gender division of
household labor. For centuries, the town of Bursa and its environs
had been renowned for rich brocades and fabrics. The gender
division of labor in the industry varied according to its rural or urban
location. Village families, both male and female members, provided
the raw silk, unraveled in a single length from the cocoon. In the
town itself, however, silk spinning may have been an exclusively
female occupation as the century opened, as it was in the city of
Damascus, located in a Syrian province of the Ottoman Empire. At
Bursa, as in Damascus, male weavers, organized into guilds, wove



almost all the silk cloth produced, although a few female workers
were engaged as well. The involvement of the guildsmen weavers in
the Bursa silk industry fell as silk cloth production plummeted after
1830. For several decades, redundant male weavers may have
found work in the expanding industry of raw silk, which at that time
was spun largely by hand. In 1812, total production of raw silk at
Bursa, all of it manually reeled by both men and women, averaged
150,000 pounds. 6 Subsequendy, thanks to rising foreign demand
and new technology, output soared. The new technology came in the
form of steam-powered machinery, housed in factories, that spun the
raw silk from cocoons. In 1850 such spinning mills produced 10 per
cent of total raw silk. By 1860, when Bursa raw silk ouqiut equaled
1.5 million pounds, 98 per cent of it was reeled in a factory setting-in
nearly fifty mills that employed at least 4,200 persons. In the Bursa
factories, the labor force was entirely female, both girls and women,
except for male superintendents and mechanics rending the
engines. The same gender distribution simultaneously came to
prevail in the silk- spinning mills being established in the Lebanon
region, similarly founded to meet mounting European demand. In the
first days of these mills, entrepreneurs at Bursa and in the Lebanon
struggled with a labor source reluctant to enter a factory, and in both
regions they employed a variety of methods, sometimes remarkably
similar, to overcome impediments to labor recruitment. Both sets of
entrepreneurs brought in women from France and
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Switzerland, experienced in silk reeling, to instruct in the new
technology and to demonstrate by example that women could work
safely in such factories.? These entrepreneurs also found allies in
religion, both Christianity and Islam. Around the 1860s, the Roman
Catholic pope issued a decree permitting Bursa area girls of
Armenian background to work in the mills, and in Lebanon local
ulama as well as the Christian clergy played key roles in persuading
local girls to work under foreign women supervisors in foreign-
owned silk-reeling mills. s Appealing to the workers' more worldly
needs, Bursa factory owners also offered high wages; a reeler in the
mid-1850s earned five times as much as she needed for her daily
bread. But wages quickly dropped. Labor supplies were augmented
as urban Turks from Bursa and village girls from surrounding areas
became available; silk reelers soon were among the most poorly
paid factory workers in Ottoman manufacturing. The 'lowest daily
wages were paid in the silk (and tobacco) factories in which mainly
women worked.' 9 Married Turkish women in the city provided at
least some of the labor. According to one European observer in the
late 1860s, this wage labor enhanced the women's status in the eyes
of their husbands since it increased family income. And, he
approvingly noted, since the women dutifully returned to the
women's quarters on coming home from work, wage labor had
brought only advantages to the Ottoman Turkish family at Bursa. 'o
Bursa entrepreneurs also turned to labor supplies outside the city.
They recruited 'very' young girls from surrounding rural areas and
housed them in dormitories built adjacent to the mills. These village
girls, who began as apprentices as early as ten years of age, arrived
in caravans for the labor- intensive reeling season. When the season
ended, the girls and young women, who won a certain local fame for
their purchases of fashionable clothing, as did the Lebanon reelers,
returned home with 'practically all' of their wages. Once married, they
generally quit the factory and usually did not return unless widowed.
I I But beyond their clothing purchases, we know little about how the
wages were used-whether the girls retained the money and brought
it into their marriages or turned it over to their parents. A tidbit of
information from the 1850s implies that the young women helped to
support their families, but we cannot generalize from that There are



other uncertain- ties. It is not totally clear if there was a net increase
in the use of female labor in the silk industry or simply a continuation,
in mechanized form, of established patterns and levels. Nor is it
known if this work represented the entry for most families into wage
labor or their shift from one wage-earning activity to another. The rise
of mechanized silk reeling does coincide exactly with the sharp
decline in cotton spinning in the Bursa area during the pre- 1850
period; the availability of (temporarily) high-paying jobs in silk reeling
might well have accelerated the decline oflocal cotton spinning. The
overwhelming predominance of female labor in the Ottoman silk-
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259 spinning industry can be explained by several factors. The
Ottoman economy generally was labor scarce, and employing
women solved the serious problem for factory owners of finding
cheap labor. Also, the mills did not provide a reliable source of full-
time income for their workers. After the great burst of factory
building, the industry suffered from overcapacity and spinning
factories were consistently underutilized. In the 1850s, the 1870s,
the 1890s, and the early twentieth century, we are told, they typically
operated not more than 200 days per year. The mills thus offered a
kind of part-time labor that corresponded well with Ottoman society's
view of female labor as supplemental. Such an activity also fit nicely
with the time demands that raising silkworms placed on Ottoman
families. Given the prevailing labor scarcities around Bursa, for
example, it is hardly coincidental that cOCOOn raisers devised a
method for feeding the silkworms that reduced the labor input by 70
per cent, compared with methods in France and Italy. Part-time
factory work also was compatible with the demands of agricultural
and domestic tasks on the workers. Mechanized silk reeling, as it
evolved in the Ottoman lands, interfered minimally with the pre-
existing division of labor within the household, whether rural or
urban. For the factory owner, the arrangement had only one long-
term disadvantage. Throughout the entire period, most factories
operated well below capacity, although they often could have spun



profitably the year round,u Girls and women played an essential role
in three arenas of textile production. They made yarn and cloth at
home for immediate use by household members, they produced at
home for the market, and they labored in workshops, away from the
home setring. 13 Until the second quarter of the nineteenth century,
a large proportion of female labor in textile production had been
involved with spinning, with either the wheel or the distaff. But the
import of European-manufactured factory-spun cotton yarn then rose
incred- ibly, dramatically affecting the economic and social status of
Ottoman Women. Annual Ottoman imports of cotton yarn, a mere
150 tons in the early 18208, rose to Some 7,750 tons in the 1870s.
The impact of this increase must have varied considerably,
depending on whether the women had been spinning primarily for
the marketplace or for domestic use. For most commercially oriented
female spinners, the foreign yarn meant, in the long run, the loss of
their spinning jobs and, in the short term, sharply declining wages as
they accepted lower wages to compete with the cheap and strong
imported product. To the extent that commercial cotton spinning was
a preserve of women, the use of imported thread contributed to the
displacement of these females from the workplace. And if the
unemployed women did not find wage employ in the weaving of cloth
from the imported yarn, the workforce might have become more
gender homogeneous over time, that is, more exclusively male. This
last assumption, however, is questionable. One of the
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major trends in nineteenth-century Ottoman manufacturing was the
shift from guild to nonguild labor, quite probably accompanied by a
rise in the importance of female labor in the overall production of



cotton cloth and other textiles. If the rising importS of yarn had a
negative or mixed impact on commercial yarn spinners, the effect on
women spinning for home use was much more certain and definitely
more positive. The hand spinning of yarn required to provide the
average Ottoman family's clothing needs consumed a vast amount
of time, an estimated one-twelfth of the woman's total labor OUtpUt.
14 This household division of labor began to change in the second
quarter of the nineteenth century when imports of machine-made
European yarn began flooding into the Ottoman Empire. Purchase of
imported yarn must have been attractive to hand spinners, who thus
were relieved of a time- consuming and quite unremunerative task.
Between 1820 and 1870 yarn imports freed an estimated 160,000
Ottoman women (calculated on the basis of full-time job equivalents)
from the onerous and unprofitable task of spinning cotton.'S The
release of these women dramatically affected their households'
distribution of labor through a combination of increased leisure time,
increased cloth production for family consumption, and increased
market production of agricultural commodities and cloth to pay for
the purchased yarn. In spite of the advantages, however, poverty
kept many Ottoman women spinning cotton yarn at home both for
domestic consumption and for sale. Since many families did not
assign monetary value to the time spent spinning, the homespun
yarn could undersell the European product. Though not necessarily
yarn of comparable quality, it was usable for making lower-grade
cloths. As the price of imported yarn and textiles fell steadily over the
course of the century, so did the remuneration of spinners producing
for the market. In the winter of 1857, 'all' the Kurdish women in the
districts surrounding Diyarbakir occupied themselves by spinning for
men in the town who wove bez cloth. These women were too poor to
buy the raw cotton for spinning, much less imported yarn. Instead
the women gathered and picked cottOn and in return retained a
small percentage of it A woman would spin six pounds of cotton into
yarn and then exchange it in town for nine pounds of raw cotton. She
kept at this cycle until she had enough twist, 'which the husband
converts into cloth, using for his family what is necessary and selling
the rest.'16 Hand spinning persisted through at least the 1860s
around Erzurum, and in the Sivas region it was commonplace during



the late 1880s. 'What goods are manufactured such as carpets,
rough woollen cloth, yarn, leather, is done by the people (mostly the
women) at their homes. . . Great quantities of yarn are used. It is
now all made by the people (mostly the women) at home on the
rudest kind of spinning wheels.'.? In the early twentieth century, at
the great cloth-manufacturing center of
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1914 261 Aleppo, women working at home annually spun an
estimated 100,000 kilograms of cOtton yarn used for making the
coarser cloths. 18 At nearby Maras, spinning yarn did 'not constitute
a profession properly speaking.' Nonetheless, women 'in all the poor
homes-that is, among nearly all families... during their spare
moments' annually spun 90-100,000 kilograms of cotton yarn.'9
Ottoman girls and women dominated the cotton and wool yarn
spinning work force in the steam-powered mills that emerged late in
the nineteenth century. These were concentrated in Salonika and
inland Macedonia as well as in Izmir, Adana, and Istanbul. Young
girls formed the bulk of the labor force and, in common with their
European and American (and Bursa) sisters, did not remain long
enough to acquire skills, much to the irritation of the owners. zo
Jewish girls in the Salonika mills, for example, worked until they
married, as early as age fifteen, or until they had accumulated the
necessary dowry.zl One mill, in the Yedikule district of Istanbul,
employed some 300 women and children to make 500,000 packets
of yarn per year. In the Adana region of southeast Anatolia, one mill
with 2,700 spindles employed 300 women and children, who
annually produced 1 million kilograms of yarn. A nearby mill
employed 550 persons, usually children and women, who worked
twelve hours a day.zz Around 1880 one of the mills in the European
provinces of Salonika employed altogether 250 young women and
50 males. In the city ofSalonika in the 1890s, mills employed 480
girls, twelve to eighteen years of age, and 160 men and boys. The
men received two or three times the boys' wages, whereas girls'
starting pay was half that of the boys. Approximately 75 per cent of



the 1,500 workers in the Macedonian spinning mills were females,
usually girls, Some as young as six years of age. In the 1890s they
worked fifteen hours a day in summer and ten in winter, with a thirty-
five-minute break for dinner but none at all for breakfast. Women
working in inland mills, for example at Karaferia and Niausta, were in
a worse position than their Salonika counterparts. In early-twentieth-
century Salonika, the combination of a booming tobacco-processing
industry that competed for relatively scarce labor and an active
workers' movement escalated wages in the cotton mills. (Women
also dominated the workforce of the tobacco-processing factories.)
But the inland mill workers had few wage-earning options,l3 The
weaving of cloth by women also remained commonplace throughout
the period, long after indigenous cloth manufacture supposedly had
disap- peared from the Ottoman lands. Around Bursa in the 1860s,
'the peasantry find an economy in the women weaving at home stout
articles for common wear.'Z4 At Trabzon, similarly, the
'countrywomen' both worked in agriculture and spun woolen cloth for
family members' outer garments. Z5 At about this time, nearly
12,000 hand looms in the east Anatolian provinces of Diyarbakir and
Erzurum employed that many men in addition to 6,000 youths under
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sixteen years of age. Two-thirds of these looms were used to weave
cotton cloth and were located in the countryside, not in the towns.
These rural weavers obtained the twist from women villagers, who in
exchange received an equal weight in cloth. 26 We do not presently
know the rural weaver's contribution to total family income, but only



that other members of the family engaged in agriculture. In the towns
of the region-Bitlis, Diyarbakir, Mardin, and Harput-the male weavers
provided most of the family's cash and the wife earned about one-
seventh of the tota).2' At the end of the century, 'almost every family'
in Asia Minor still owned a hand loom. 'They can make their own
cloths while vast numbers would be unable to earn the money with
which to purchase foreign cloth.'28 This tenacious retention of looms
well into the era of massive Ottoman imports of European cloth hints
at the Ottoman household's flexible responses to chang- ing market
opportunities. In years of strong demand for agricultural products,
the looms might be neglected, but in times of famine or weak
demand for agricultural goods, cloth again might be made for the
family or the market. Women in the province of Sivas in the 1890s
used both locally spun and British yarn to weave a coarse cloth for
men's trousers and other garments. These female weavers worked
on as many as 10,000 looms in the province. In the district (kaza) of
Davas in Aydin Province, about 185 looms were employed in
weaving various cotton and linen textiles for sale, and girls and
women operated a full three-quarters of them. 29 In the province as
a whole, some 10,000 hand looms wove striped cloth (alaca) for
home consumption and for sale. 30 These households
simultaneously engaged in agriculture and manufactUring oriented
toward the marketplace. Weaving output fluctUated with the harvest,
another example of household labor ebbing and flowing with income
opportunities and requirements, from agriculture to manufactur- ing
and back again. During the 1870s rural artisans who manufactUred
goods for sale to their neighbors earned two-thirds of their income
from agricultural sources and one-third from handicraft activities. 31
As these examples demonstrate, female participation in the wage-
earning manufacturing labor force was predicated on very low
wages. Late in the nineteenth century, imported yarn created
thousands of new jobs for women in the Istanbul area. Working at
home in their newly found employment, these women used foreign
yarn to crochet lace for export, earning piecework wages that were
extremely low by Ottoman standards of the time, approxi- mately 1.5
piasters per day. Similarly cheap female labor, earning no more than
1.5 piasters per day, permitted Ottoman hand-printed textiles to



remain competitive with the mechanical imprints of European
factories. 32 The signifi- cance of such wages can be illustrated if we
assume that a family of six persons purchased all its bread needs.
Around 1900 such a family would have required 35 to 40 piasters per
week merely for its minimum bread require-
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1914 263 ments, exclusive of the monies needed for other
foodstuffs, for housing, and for clothing. A lacemaker or a hand
printer earned on the average 20 per cent of the sum needed to
keep the family just in bread. Put another way, each woman's wages
provided the bread she needed to survive plus a traction of the bread
needed by one other member of her family. As an example outside
of textiles, shoemaking in Istanbul demonstrates, together with Bursa
silk reeling, that low wages were not confined to home industries and
provides another indirect glimpse into the household division of
labor. At the end of the century as many as fifty men and WOmen
labored together in shoemaking workshops. Male operators of
sewing machines made half-shoes and earned up to 1.25 piasters
per day. With an average urban family of five, if he worked seven
days a week he could earn 25 per cent of his family's weekly bread.
The sewing machine operator's wife, if employed in the shop, would
finish buttonholes or sew On buttons. But she earned, again
assuming a seven-day work week, only 10 to 15 per cent of the sum
needed to buy the family's total bread. Labor trom the children,
which was quite common in nineteenth-century Ottoman
manufacturing, clearly was necessary to meet the minimum
subsistence requirements of the family.33 Women also were actively
involved in the famed mohair industry of Ankara, a participation that
dated back to the mid-eighteenth century, when they spun the lower-
quality grades, and probably earlier. In the 1830s and 1840s, the
mohair-weaving guild, struggling to meet European competition,
implemented what was hailed as an innovation in the industry.
Previously the guild sheikh had bought raw mohair at fixed prices
and given it to the spinners (both female and male). But now the



guild made contracts with 'poor women' who bought mohair in the
local markets, spun it, and then sold it to the guild for whatever price
they could command. As the guild sought to compete with the 'cheap
price' of the European producers, the women supplemented rather
than replaced the earlier method of obtaining yarn. 34 A tree female
labor force thus coexisted with the male spinning guild, a pattern
also encountered in the Bursa silk industry, as well as in furniture
and shoemaking in Istanbul and textile production at Aleppo.
Similarly, in the area of the southern Balkan mountains, male
braidmakers belonged to the guild (gaitami emaji), but the women
who spun the wool yarn for them did not. 35 The carpetmaking
industry offers a good example of how the gender distribution of
labor in a particular industry varied regionally. This variation indicates
the absence of a uniform Middle Eastern or Islamic value system
regarding the participation of women in the workforce. In the Middle
East generally the carpet industry boomed in the late nineteenth
century. In western and central Anatolia, for example, soaring output
after 1850 employed perhaps 60,000 persons by World War I, most
of them girls and WOmen. In
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certain areas of Anatolia, women historically had been engaged in all
phases of carpetmaking-that is, in the spinning and dyeing of the
wool and the knotting of the rugs. From Sivas in 1888 we have this
description. 'The dy[e]ing, spinning, weaving etc. are all conducted
unitedly, the women of each family engaged in the business doing all
the work from the spinning of the yarn by hand, dyeing it with
vegetable dyes, to the weaving and completion of the carpet.')6 In
this case a single (female) individual carried out all the steps



involved in making a rug. But elsewhere divisions of labor were
common and apparently were proportionate to an area's involvement
in commercial carpet production. In the late nineteenth century, for
example, men at the great production center of Usak washed and
bleached the wool and women spun it into yarn. This division of labor
changed in the final three decades of the nineteenth century as the
production of rugs tripled but the number of carpet looms only
doubled. To accomplish this feat, Usak rugmak- ing families
rearranged their lives so that the women could spend more time at
the looms: for a brief period in the late 1890s, Usak men took over
the task of spinning the wool yarn. Steam-powered spinning factories
then were built in the town. Similarly, in one area of modern Iran, as
women's commercial rug knotting became more valuable, men
assumed such traditionally female tasks as carrying water. (In this
case, there was no accompanying ideological shift in gender roles.)3'
At Usak, the division of labor changed in other ways as well: the
early-nineteenth-century practice of women dyeing the yarn had
given way to male dyeing by the 1880s. But at the important export
center of nearby Kula, different divisions of labor prevailed. There
women continued to dye the yarn until the century's end. Again, by
way of contrast, men as well as women knotted commercial carpets
at Gordes and Kula. In Qajar Iran during the same era tribal males
usually did not work in carpet knotting but the women did. In SOme
areas of Iran at this time, however, men played an active role in the
industry. At Meshed and other major urban centers, males regularly
worked as rug knottersj in cities such as Tabriz they worked together
with women on the same looms. But in other Iranian cities, such as
Kerman, only women knotted.)8 These examples demonstrate the
absence of clear-cut patterns of gender division of labor in
nineteenth-century Middle Eastern manufacturing, at least in
rugmaking. Ottoman (and Qajar) men and women readily
interchanged productive roles to maintain family livelihoods. The
presence of male and female rug knotters at Kula and Gordes and in
several cities of Qajar Iran reflects a gender sharing of Middle
Eastern jobs that popular stereotypes hold to be the monopoly of
women. These Anatolian and Iranian examples also show that the
division was not characterized by male domination of those activities



that were heavily committed to market production; in all the highly
commercialized production centers, both males and females knotted
rugs.
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shops of Istanbul, for its part, seems to suggest an easier set of
gender relations than stereotypes would permit. In these situations
the rigid barriers that are presumed to have existed between the
sexes and in the gender division of labor simply were not present.
That is, our assumptions about such divisions are incorrect, at least
SOme of the time. But the patterns of gender sharing in
carpermaking tasks at Usak and other long-established commercially
oriented production centers were not universal in the industry. As
Western demand for carpets mounted, Izmir and Istanbul merchantS
established new workshops in many regions. Similarly, a European
merchant founded a new knotting center in 1912 in the Iranian town
of Hamadan. Only girls and women knotted at these workshops,
where unlike in the traditional centers they worked away from the
home.)9 Thus in the late nineteenth century tens of thousands of
girls and women were employed outside the home for the first time.
Again, we have no data on consequent changes in the status of the
female workers within the family or on the distribution of domestic
and agricultural tasks within the household. We do not know the
causes of this exclusion of male knotters from the workshops
founded in late-nineteenth-century Anatolia (and at Hamadan).
Whether it resulted from the decisions of the families or of the West
European merchants who organized the workshops is uncertain. The
contemporary rugmaking industry of the late twentieth century is
significant in this context. One of the largest firms presently
organizing the hand knotting of rugs in the Middle and Far East
employs female knotters at one location, males at another, and
females at yet a third. To this company, gender is irrelevant; clearly,
the firm has adjusted to prevailing local practices that make both
groups available for knotting rugs.



 

The nineteenth-century growth in the three most important export
indus- tries-silk reeling, lacemaking, and carpetmaking-was fueled by
European demand and, it seemS important to repeat, sustained by a
workforce that was overwhelmingly female and poorly paid. In the
textile industries generally, men previously had formed the vast
majority of the urban guild weavers. As European competition
mounted, these men continued to weave, but for declining wages,
contributing relatively less to overall family income through their
manufacturing tasks. In many of the industries that were either newly
born, or expanding, or successfully adapting to changing conditions,
female labor was dominant. This was true of the hand-spun yarn
produced in the home and the machine-made yarn produced in
factories, of carpet, lace, and raw silk production, and of linen and
silk weaving in some areas. The importation of foreign yarn, for its
part, relieved many women of spinning tasks and freed them to use
this newly
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available time in more lucrative forms of manufacturing activity. But
men as well as women wove, both for the market and for
subsistence needs. The situations examined here seem to support
several conclusions concern- ing Ottoman women, households, and
manufacturing. First, as should be obvious by now, women played
an integral role in the textile-manufacturing life of the Ottoman
Empire, both in the home and in the workshop. Many worked outside
the home-Muslim, Christian, and Jewish Ottoman women and girls
alike. Certainly this changes our view of day-to-day life in the



Ottoman Empire. But does it not also speak to the issue of
industrialization itselt? Most of the activities recorded here took place
not in mechanized factories but rather in small workshops and in
households. By tracing women's work back into their homes, we
have discovered a universe of manufacturing activity that simply is
lost when the focus is on the factory. At the same time, by seeing the
(apparently) rising incidence of women's work outside the home, we
begin to understand more dearly the magnitude of the nineteenth-
century changes. That female labor occupied the very bottom of the
wage scale, receiving tractions of their male counterparts' pay, hardly
was coincidental. From the poor wages they received we muSt
conclude that women's work was considered supplementary and
nonprofessional. But this work was absolutely essential to the
survival of the Ottoman textile industries in the nineteenth century,
when costs and prices fell steadily. Western market demands may
have enhanced the economic importance of the female members of
Ottoman households engaged in manufacturing. Finally, many
nineteenth- century Ottoman households demonstrated considerable
flexibility in the gender division oflabor. In several respects, the
conclusions of this chapter have been corroborated by ethnographic
research in the modern-day Middle East. A number of recent studies
unambiguously demonstrate the vital importance of female labor in
the economic survival of the contemporary Turkish village household
and so make important links with the Ottoman past. Several of these
studies, however, did not find the gender sharing of jobs that seems
to have been common in the nineteenth century. Research focusing
on villages in the Konya region of central Anatolia, for example,
reveals no such sharing today. In general, this group of scholars
argues that tasks are rigidly defined as male or female. Further, they
observe that women assume new manufacturing responsibilities,
men nOt only allow them to work harder and longer than before but
also refuse to aSSume any additional tasks at home. Nor do these
researchers find any enhanced power or status within the household
resulting from the increased wage work of modern Turkish women.
40 These conclu- sions, however, are flatly cOntradicted by another
researcher working on carpetmakers near A yvalik, in western



Anatolia. These workers became involved in carpet production quite
recently, as part of a Turkish university's
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1914 267 effort to restore the use of natural dyestuffs in the industry.
The women and men freely interchange carpetmaking and
household-maintenance tasks... Thus places that are physically near
to one another differ fundamentally in the gender division of labor.
The difference simply may be a matter of variation by location, a
phenomenon encountered often enough in the research presented
here. Or perhaps ideology is shaping what researchers observe in
the contemporary work sites and households. That is, the respective
research- ers find the gender sharing or gender division of work
tasks that they are looking for. The role of the historical past in
transforming the status of contemporary manufacturing women
remains uncertain. Is there more or less gender sharing of
manufacturing tasks in the Middle East of the 1980s than during the
preceding century? The question posed is difficult to address using
the historical sources. What was the impact of rising nineteenth-
century manufacturing for the marketplace on the status of wage-
earning Middle Eastern women and on their family relationships? Did
it spark a social reaction whereby men perversely imposed tighter
social controlS over women whose economic importance was being
enhanced? We should expect to see considerable change in the role
and status of these manufacturing women over time. After all, during
the 1980s the popular classes veiled and secluded women much
more than formerly. But whether such trends produced a stricter
gender division oflabor has not been determined.

 

This article is reprinted from Nikki R. Keddie and Beth Baron (eds),
Women in Mitltlk Eo.rtern History (New Haven, 1991), pp. 161-176.
Reprinted with permission of Yale University Press.
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We have but scanty information on the curriculum vitae of Said Bey.
We do not know when he was born. We know that his father, Hakki
Pasha, was Minister of the privy purse of the Sultan" We also know



that he had completed his' secondary education at the Imperial
College of Galatasaray, that his knowledge of French was perfect
and that at the beginning of the twentieth century he was a member
of the Superior Health Council at Istanbul and acted as a Palace
translator, one of his functions being to turn detective Stories into
Turkish for Abdulhamid II. We are aware that he taught commercial
French at the School of Commerce and-a final string to his bow-that
he lectured on the an of translation at Galatasaray. Such are the only
indications we have on his career and they are confirmed by the data
provided by the official yearbooks of the Ottoman Empire. z His
descend- ants, when questioned, could give us no funher details. But
strangely enough, while we have practically no information about the
broad outline of this man's life, we do know a great deal about the
large and small events that constituted the everyday texture of his
existence in the first years of the present century. As a matter of fact,
the descendants of Said Bey have preserved six blue almanacs,
published by Hachette, corresponding to the years 1901, 1902,
1904, 1906, 1908 and 1909, in which their owner noted day by day,
on pages reserved for this purpose, everything that he considered to
be of significance: meals taken at a restaurant, walks, meetings with
friends, hours spent at the office, etc. He also jotted down his various
daily expenses. Thus, for instance, Said Bey gives the following
account of the way he spent Wednesday, January 1902:
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Ticaret Mektebine. Nez1eyim. Ka1pakplar b8fmda ta'am. Ma'Arife.
Sirri ve Ce1a1 Bey1er1e. Bizim

ocuk1arla Fen Mektebi i



in mOlakat. Nigarzade Feridun Bey1e yayan indik Slhhiye'ye. On bir
bUfUk Ga1ata'da Arif Bey ve Zinerer Efendi i1e raki. UnkapaDJ
K6p1i1silnden yayan. Eve kira beygiri He birde. Hanun sinirlerinden
muzearib. GOndoz Harum Semiramis'la tramvayla Beyo

luna gitmi

ler. (At the School of Commerce. I have a cold. Lunch at Ka1pakp1ar
ba

l. To the Directorate of Education. With Sirri Bey and Ce1a1 Bey.
Conversation with our young people about the School of Sciences.
Went on foot with Nigirzade Feridun Bey to the Health Directorate. At
11.30, rakl in Ga1ata with Arif Bey and Mr Zinerer. On foot across
the bridge of Unkapan. At one o'clock, home on a hired horse.
Madame suffers from nerves. During the day, Madame went with
Semiramis by tram to Beyo-

lu.)

 

Then follows the list of daily expenses: 4 / kuru

/ masarif-i rahiyye S ta'am 20 Gardiyan Hali1 A

aya 12 Konsomasyon 40 Ugat Fransizcadan TOrk

eye 10 <;ocuk1ara

eker 12 Hammm masarif-i rahiyyesine 4 <;ocuk1ara bebek S Ekmek

 

(4/ piastres/Transport S Lunch 20 to the guardian Halil Aga 12 drinks
40 Dictionary, French-Turkish 10 Sweets for children 12 Transpon
expenses for Madame 4 Doll for the children S Bread)

 



This example, taken absolutely at random, shows that the document
in question is in no way a diary or a text with a claim to literary
merits. All Said Bey wanted to do was to mark down in his notebook,
day by day, in a brief telegraphic style, various items that he came
across, his object being simply to remember the occupations that
filled his time. The diary contains no philosophical dissertations, no
colourful descriptions of people or social groups with which our man
was in constant contact, not a single comment on political events
that were hitting the headlines. Said Bey's almanacs contain only
bare enumerations of everyday facts and an inventory of daily
expenses. Nevertheless, in spite of their curtness, these notebooks
are of exceptional interest. First of all, there is no doubt that by
meticulously keeping track of all family expenses-from the daily
purchase of bread for some 3 or 4
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piastres to the cost of repairs to his house, with mention, in passing,
of the amounts paid for the setting in shape of his fez, for purchases
of candy for his children, for his wife's slippers, for a nut-cracker, a
bottle of cognac and a revolving bookcase, without forgetting the
everyday expenses for food and transport-Said Bey provides us with
very precise knowledge of an Istanbul household budget and
enables us to analyse its structure and to follow its fluctuations
throughout a period of seven years. But his agendas have also the
merit of informing us with just as great a precision on the way of life
of an Ottoman official at the beginning of the century. Said Bey
wanted to preserve not only the recollection of his peregrinations
through the town (which permits us to acquire an idea of the daily
geography of a man in his position) but also of his professional
occupations, of moments spent with his family and, especially, of his
spare-time activities, for he cenainly possessed-like many Istanbul
dwellers of the bygone and present days- a great sense of
conviviality. As a result, we find in his almanacs information that



exists nowhere else except maybe in some realistic novels of the
end of the nineteenth century. There will be no mention in this paper
of the data concerning Said Bey's family budget, for that aspect has
been already presented and analysed by Franfois Georgeon (with
whom we have collaborated with regard to the present study) at the
CIEPO symposium held in Tunis in September 1982.3 We will
therefore dwell here only on the 'everyday' topics. Our aim is not to
describe in detail the day-by-day existence of an Ottoman official but
to try and detect by means of Said Bey's notes (we have taken into
consideration only those bearing on the year 1902, which he kept
with panicular regularity) some of the general characteristics of the
way oflife of this man who seems to have represented well enough a
certain social stratum.

 

1 THE TIMET ABLE

 

When looking through Said Bey's notes, one is impressed by the
meticulous- ness with which he accounts for the use he makes of the
rime at his disposal. We might be led to think that we are dealing
with a real maniac of the clock. Said Bey notes practically every day,
hour by hour, the exact time when he leaves the house, when he
arrives at the office or school, when he goes out to lunch. Neither
does he forget to note the time when he comes home, when he goes
out for a drink of rakI with his friends or the time when he goes to the
theatre. Sure enough, it is a lucky obsession, common to those who
are tempted to fix on paper the ftitting time. It gives us the possibility
of figuring out precisely enough the way in which Said Bey spent his
days and hours. Let us first examine the time devoted to his
professional life. As stated
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Ga1atasaray Lyceum

 

Health Council

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

 

2 hours

 

2 hours

 

2 hours 2 hours 2 hours 2 hours

 

3 hours

 

3 hours

 

3i hours



 

above, Said Bey was engaged in activities belonging to three types.
In the first place, he was a member of the Superior Health Council-
an institution created in 1838 by order of Mahmud II. Its task was to
organize throughout the country struggle against and prevention of
infectious disease." It is from the Directorate of Sanitary Affairs that
Said Bey drew the main bulk of his salary. But he was also a Palace
translator and taught French and the art of translation at the Imperial
College of Galatasaray and at the School of Commerce. It would not
seem that his function as Sultan's translator occupied much of Said
Bey's time. There is no mention of it in his notes of 1902: we merely
see that he goes from time to time to the Y.ld.z Palace to receive his
salary. As to the rest of the time devoted to professional duties, we
know, thanks to his agenda, how it was scheduled. The table above
summarizes the information at our disposal for autumn and winter.
As we see, Said Bey devoted ten hours a week to teaching. They
were all morning hours, grouped on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday. In the afternoon, he went to the Superior Health
Council where he spent about eleven and a half hours a week.
Consequently, Said Bey assigned about 21 to 22 hours to his
professional life. To this should be added eventually the hours taken
up by translations for the Palace, by preparation for lessons and by
correction of students' papers. But there is no trace of such tasks in
the agenda. As to the time spent at the Superior Health Council, it is
difficult to ascertain whether it involved really active work, or merely
hours of attend- ance. The commission of which Said Bey was a
member met only from time to time, when an epidemic broke out in
some region of the Empire or if there was some urgent problem at
hand. s It is probable enough that Said Bey merely pUt in an
appearance at the Directorate of Sanitary Affairs. As a matter of fact,
his notes often mention conversations or discussions with one or
another of his friends during the office hours. This goes to prove that
he probably did not spend much time doing actual work. After an
inventory of the everyday activities of Said Bey, undeniably one
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impression that his job at the Sanitary Directorate was but a
sinecure. There is also reason to believe that his tasks as teacher
were not too cumbersome. As a matter of fact, we feel that we are
dealing with one of those idle officials whom one often meets in the
Turkish literature of the second half of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the twentieth, who, if novelists are to be believed, spent
days on end drinking tea, sharpening pencils and conversing with
their friends and colleagues at the office. When reading Said Bey's
notes we cannot refrain from thinking of Mansur, the hero of Tuifantla
mI. yoksa Tuifa m,l ('The new or the strange?'), who, like Said Bey,
combined teaching jobs with a post in one of Istanbul's ministries
and who suffered greatly from the sense of idleness in his
professional life. 6 Said Bey also reminds us greatly of Bihruz Bey, a
young bureaucrat sketched by Recaizade Mahmut Ekrem in Araba
Sevdasl ('Love of carriage') who seemed to spend much more time
riding in a carriage than doing paperwork in some office or other. Are
we to believe then, on the basis of Said Bey's case, that the Ottoman
bureaucracy was dedicated only to drinking tea throughout office
hours and engaging in light conversation? It would certainly be
inaccurate to draw so general a conclusion from, as sole basis, the
notes made by one man. Nevertheless, it is rather significant that
Said Bey should resemble so greatly the profile sketched by literary
authors. This type of bureaucrat must have recurred often enough to
make the novelists' creations credible. Let us now examine how the
hours free from work are being made use of It is clear enough that
such hours occupy a significant part in Said Bey's life. Since his
occupations-teaching and office-did not take up much of his time,
Said Bey was in a position to reserve a good part of the day to
leisure, contacts with friends, and conviviality. We give below an
example of the main activities filling up his leisure hours according to
the notes going from 11 to 17 February. It should be noted that the
period in question is particularly slack as far as social and festive
events are concerned. Other parts of the year-in particular the month
of Ramazan and summer-time-are much better provided for in this
respect.



 

Monday, II February - Midday meal allhe bazaar - Muhallebi -
Nargbile at Direkler Arm - Visit to neighbours in the evening - Show
of Meddah Tuesday, 12 February - Midday meal at Yani's - Rak. at
Sirkeci Wednesday, 13 February - Midday meal at Tokathyan - Visit
to neighbours in the evening
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Thursday, 14 February Friday, IS February Saturday, 16 February

 

Sunday, 17 February

 

P. Dumont - Midday meal at Yani's - In the evening, Karagoz show -
<;a1gdl Gazino (cafe-concen) - Confectioner's at Pera - Rala at
Tokad.yan - Rain again - Visit to Seyfeddin Bey - Greek carnival at
Beyojtlu - Arifiye laraathanesi - Arab 9alglsl (Arab music) - Karagoz
show in the evening

 

The above is but a small sample range in which we find however the
enumeration of most of the entertainments with which Said Bey filled
his idle hours. First and foremost there are meals, at midday and in
the evening, taken generally either at Yani's-a fashionable restaurant
in Beyo

lu-or at the Tokathyan hotel which, with the Pera Palas, coUnted as
one of the most select hotels of the time.' It must be underlined that
these meals were not aimed merely at the satisfaction of hunger. We



note that Said Bey was accompanied on these occasions by one or
several friends so that mealtime was also a time of relaxation and
entertainment. Another constant element in Said Bey's schedule is a
glass of ralo either in a meyhane in Galata-a favoured district for
spare-time activities at the beginning of the twentieth century-or in
the vicinity of Sirkeci station, or else again at the Tokathyan hotel, as
well as somewhere else in town. The daily drink before returning
home provides Said Bey with another opportUnity for meeting his
friends, all of them men. It is clear that segregation by sexes is as
yet strongly implanted in twentieth-century Turkey. True, from time to
time Said Bey goes out with his wife and children but his hours of
freedom are mainly devoted to meetings with men friends and his
intense conviviality is exercised practically always in exclusively
male c9mpany. Other frequent activities of Said Bey are visits to the
confectioner's, generally of the Western style (he goes there either
with his friends or with members of his family) and-within a
completely different context- sessions with the Narghile [water pipe],
generally in the Direkler arasl district, another leisure haunt of
Istanbul, situated in the neighbourhood of

ehzadeba

l, where there was an impressive concentration of tearooms
(fayhane) and 'reading rooms' (kIraathane) where men could relax
and smoke the narghile. Besides these virtUally daily manifestations
of conviviality-meals with friends, drinks of rakI, narghile-the notes of
Said Bey dwell on other ways of whiling away idle hours: visits to
neighbours, mostly after the
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meal, invitations to dinner, periodical sessions at the hairdresser's (a
preferred spot for random conversation), walks through shopping
streets often with the intention of buying clothes and-above all-rides
in a carriage. The first almanacs at our disposal constantly refer to
the carriage, and it is evident that this means of conveyance-which
allows one to exhibit oneself in public and is a sign of a certain social



standing-gives Said Bey the same thrill as to Bihruz Bey, the hero of
Araba Sevdasl. When financial difficulties will force Said Bey to sell
his carriage, this will be a sure sign of his social decline. Finally, ther

is the immense sector of all kinds of shows. In a single week-our
specimen indicated above (11-17 February)-Said Bey lists five
evenings devoted to show going: on Monday he saw a meddah (a
narrator executing what we now would call a 'one-man show'), on
Thursday he attended the Karagoz (shadow theatre), on Friday he
went to a cafe- concert (valgdl gazino), on Saturday he saw a Greek
carnival in the streets of Beyo

lu and finally, on Sunday, he went to a hall which seems to have
specialized in Arab music (arab falgISI). The week of 11-17 February
is in no way an exceptional one. It would seem that the rhythm of
Said Bey's outings is practically the same, week in week out.
Besides the meddah, the karagoz and the Turkish cafe-concerts, he
diligently attends the orta oyunu, a kind of improvised theatre,
approaching in its technique the commedia dell'arte but typically
Turkish in inspiration. He also goes to the theatre to see plays of
Western type. From time to time, his notes mention opera and balls.
All in all, in view of the important role played in his life by spare-time
activities, Said Bey reminds us more than once of the idlers and
connoisseurs of social events whom one often meets in Turkish
literature at the end of the last century. Fashionably dressed, a
diligent visitor to the hairdresser, spending much of his time in rides
through the town in a carriage, in attending show- rooms and cafe-
concerts, in eating and drinking, we might say that he has a
semblance of an Ottoman-style dandy. His bow lacks but one string:
gambling. In 1902, cards are never mentioned in his notes. But a
little later he speaks several times of his losses at cards. This
completes the perfect profile of a man-about-town. It should be noted
that novels usually describe Ottoman dandies as completely
westernized: they speak only French and attend assiduously French
and Italian theatres of Beyo



lu as well as Embassy balls. Said Bey possesses all these
characteristics. He speaks and reads French ftuently, haunts all the
auditoriums of Beyo

lu and has many members of ambassadorial staff among his
acquaintances. But the remarkable thing is that his tastes remain,
notwithstanding all this, genuinely Ottoman. The Karagoz, the
meddah and the orta oyunu are mentioned more frequently in his
notes than the Western-style plays. It is also evident that he prefers
the fayhane and
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places where he can smoke the narghile to the confectioner's shops
where he puts in an appearance from time to time. Turkish music
(the so-called falgr and

arlu) appeals to him more than Western concerts. It is interesting to
note in this respect that he had among his friends some of the great
Turkish composers of the beginning of the twentieth century-the
famous Lem'i Bey among them. Thus, with regard to the use he
makes of his free time, Said Bey appears as a man of synthesis. He
is Western-orientated where fashion and certain customs are
concerned, but remains nevertheless attached to the many specific
features of his own culture. In other words, he appears as a perfect
native oflstanbul. A citizen of an urban bridge between East and
West, he has been nurtUred in two cultures and passes to and fro,
from the one to the other according to the whims of the moment and
his peregrinations through the sprawling city.



 

2 SEASONAL V ARIA TIONS

 

As already stated, the week 11-17 February corresponds in the life of
Said Bey to a rather slack period. His agendas allow us to detect
clear-cut variations in the use he made of his time according to
different seasons ofthe year. In particular, Said Bey and the other
members of his family spend considerable time buying new clothes
at certain moments. These periodical purchases are generally made
either a few days before the principal religious holidays-the Kurban
Bayraml (Feast of the Sacrifice) and the

eker Bayraml (Feast of Sweetmeats)-or at the approach of a new
season. The beginning of spring, of summer and of winter are the
periods when Said Bey's family proceeds to massive purchases, with
no expense spared. As an example, we are giving below a list of
clothes purchases preceding the Feast of Sacrifice in 1902,
indicating also the various activities pertaining to these acquisitions.

 

Friday, 1 March

 

Saturday, 2 March

 

Sunday, 3 March Monday, 4 March

 

Tuesday, ; March

 



- purchase of cloth for an Overcoar - visit to the tailor - purchase of
neckties - clothes brush - sewing needles - trying on the overcoat -
trying on the overcoat - cloth for far

af -lining - ribbons - clothes for children - festoons - silk lining - veil
for Said Bey's daughter - ribbons for children
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7 March - men's gloves Friday, 8 March - umbrella (or parasol) -
aprons for children - hair buckles - cloth for children's coats - cloth
(present) - neckties After this date, vestimentary purchases stOp and
will be taken up again with redoubled energy at the end of March
and beginning of April: aprons, handkerchiefs, shoes, cloth, suits,
scarves, dresses, ribbons, shirts, socks, etc. But even more than
these purchases and other seasonal activities of the same type, it is
the transfer to a summer resort that influences the rhythm of Said
Bey's existence. Said Bey is one of these fortunate people who have
the possibility to leave the town every year and go to a summer
resort situated nearby. He is not rich enough to have his own
summer ko

k and therefore rents a place, either at the Princes' Islands
(Buyukada), or on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus, or else in the
regions of Moda and Fenerbah

e. In 1902, Said Bey moves to his summer resort on 12 April and
returns from there on 14 October, which means that his sojourn there
had lasted six whole months. It is not a simple holiday move as is
practised now, but a real departure to the resort, with part of the
furniture moved from the winter house and all the domestic staff
following in the wake of the master. The summer migration is
distinguished mainly by the expansion of time allocated to leisure
and convivial activities. From the beginning of June, the Galarasaray
College and the School of Commerce have closed their doors for the
whole summer season so that Said Bey no longer has teaching
tasks to perform. All that remains for him is to attend-more rarely



than in winter-his office at the Sanitary Directorate. Under the
circumstances, he can devote even more time than in winter to
drinks of rakI, to meetings with his friends, to the Karagoz and orta
oyunu, to the theatre and music. Furthermore, he pursues typically
seasonal activities: he takes frequent sea-baths, sails in a boat, and
from time to time goes for day-long excursions to some other place.
Occasionally, his agenda mentions some 'curious' activity such as
bicycle riding. But above all we find in his summer notes descriptions
of real Istanbul and Mediterranean pastimes. Thus, he states that
several times at nightfall, he and his family enjoy the cool of the
evening at their doorstep, adding the sensations of the fresh night air
to all the olfactory, auditory and visual pleasures of the summer
resort darkness. On full-moon nights these simple nocturnal outings
become more sophis- ticated: Said Bey takes his family for walks
along the shore or they make excursions in a boat the better to enjoy
the reftection of the sky in the murmuring sea waters.
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As already stated, the summer/winter break was the most important
one in the annual cycle of Said Bey's life. However, one cannot fail to
notice how profoundly the rhythm of our man's life was also affected
by the religious calendar. Doubtless Said Bey was not a very pious
man. In 1902, while he scrupulously notes all his rakl sessions,
never once does he mention a visit to a mosque. Nevertheless, both
he and his family scrupulously observed all the religious holidays
and also, incidentally, certain public holidays, such as the
anniversary of the Sultan's accession to the throne and, after 1908,
the anniversary of the advent of the Y oung- Turk regime. Thus, for



instance, his family-as becomes people belonging to a relatively high
stratum of society-never failed to prepare the a

ure on the tenth day of the month of Muharrem, commemorating
both the creation of man by God and the death of Hfiseyin, one of
the Prophet's descendants. Likewise, Said Bey and his family
regularly took part in the festivity of the Hldlfellez, a half-Muslim and
half-pagan holiday, at the beginning of May, celebrating the advent of
spring and the triumph over death of everything that grows and lives.
We have also seen the important part played by the Kurban Bayraml
in the life of the family. Not only did Said Bey prepare the celebration
of this feast by bulk purchases of clothes but he dealt also with the
great business of the moment: the purchase of animals to be
sacrificed, the negotiations with a butcher who was to effect the
sacrifice and, finally, the distribution of meat to the poor. But
naturally, the element of the religious calendar that had the most
spectacular impact on the life of Said Bey was the month of
Ramazan, with its sumptuous noCturnal meals, its ad hoc shows and
all kinds of festivities. All through the month, we find in Said Bey's
accounts the mention of 'night expenses' (gece masarifi), with
amounts rising to 40 piastres. Very often we see there mention made
of the meal at the end of the fast (iftar) in which Said Bey was
sometimes joined by up to ten friends. And there are also traditional
Karagoz theatre shows, showmen, meddah, sessions of songs and
dances in cafes, etc. As outlined by the notes of Said Bey, the
atmosphere of the month of Ramazan at the beginning of the
twentieth century seems to have been (at least for Said Bey and his
friends and relatives) rather similar to what travellers such as Gerard
de Nerval had described with amusement and surprise some sixty
years earlier. It can finally be said that, just as Said Bey had a way of
life typical of an Istanbul dweller, so he also conformed strictly
enough to local customs in the organization of annual cycles. True,
not everybody in Istanbul could afford six months at a summer resort
with boating excursions by moonlight. Also at the Feast of the
Sacrifice there were those who could sacrifice animals and those
who could only eat the meat that was offered to them. As to the
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Ramazan festivities, while everybody awaited with impatience the
evening meal, there were few who could invite ten friends practically
every night to their table. The schedule of Said Bey, such as it
appears in his almanacs, is certainly a 'typical' one-but typical of only
a certain social stratum, that of reasonably rich families.

 

3 THE FEMININE PATTERN OF TIME

 

The notes taken by Said Bey bear essentially, as one might expect,
on his own activities. As he spent most of his time outside, he could
not be sure of what his wife and children were doing in his absence.
Nevertheless, Said Bey was a very attentive-if not a jealous-
husband. He frequently indicates in his agenda-probably after having
consulted his wife-the most important events of the day where other
members of his family were concerned. Thanks to his curiosity, we
are informed well enough about his wife's activities. It must first of all
be pointed out that she could not have devoted much time to
housekeeping because she was assisted by several servants. It
would seem that at home she took part only in works that needed a
special know- how, as for instance the cooking of a

ure. Her occupations consisted mainly of supervising the work of the
cook, of the maid and of other servants. That is to say that she had a
lot of free time on her hands-even more so than Said Bey. And if
Said Bey seems to be modelled on the heroes of social novels from
the end of the nineteenth century, his wife closely resembles the idle
heroines described by most of the authors of the time (in particular
by Mehmet Rauf and Hiiseyin Rahmi Giirpmar). Rare are the days
when she does not go out for some visit or other convivial activity,
unless she receives visitors herself. Here for instance is her
schedule for the week of 14-20 January 1902:



 

onday, 14January

 

1ruesday, IS January Wednesday, I 6 January

 

Thursday, 17 January }o'riday, 18 January

 

Saturday, 19 January

 

Sunday, 20 January

 

- Visit to the konak of Ahmed Hikmet Bey - Visit to the house of

azhar Bey - Visit to the candy confectioner,

uhiddin Efendi - Wedding in the district ofFatih - Walk in Beyoglu with
family. Pur- chases at 'Bon

arche' In the afternoon a second walk in Bey

lu, visits - Outing to <;amhca. Visit to a friend's ko

k Theatre at

ehzadeba

1 - Visit to Hakkl Bey's house in the Panga1ti district
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We see that Said Bey's wife had a very busy social life. If Said Bey
meets friends every day, she, on her side, takes advantage of every
opportunity to leave the house and seek out some entertainment.
Her most frequent pastime (as noted by the enumeration of her
activities in the week of 14-20 January 1902) consists of visits to
other women, mostly neighbours, though sometimes this takes her
further from her home, to different districts of the city. Her other
preferred activities-after the visits-are purchases in shops or simply
strolls in front of shop-windows. It is generally in Beyo

lu, the most elegant commercial district of Istanbul, that she satisfies
her craving for new finery and for all kinds of trinkets, probably
conforming in this to the practice in use among her friends. We have
seen that Said Bey's consumption of clothes was lavish but that of
his wife and children is astounding: ribbons, scarves, silks, veils,
taffetas, ornaments and cloth of every kind, without speaking of
shoes adapted to the seasons. Doubtless one needed a lot of free
time to be able to make all these purchases. When not paying visits
or patronizing shops, Said Bey's wife attended festive occasions, as
a rule exclusively in feminine company. Following her husband's
example, she rode in a carriage and at certain times of the year
participated in out-of-door parties in places where it was 'good form'
to be seen: the <;amhca hill or the Ka

thane meadows. It is in this last resort that she celebrated in 1902
wirh her friends the Hldlrellez as prescribed by one of the most
approved custOms of Istanbul. She sometimes attended theatre or
Karagoz shows, but, either because there were but few plays fit for
ladies or because she did not particularly relish this kind of
entertainment, she devoted much less time than Said Bey to this



recreation. Naturally, as in the case of her husband, her timetable
was subject to seasonal variations: in summer-time sea-baths (in a
deniz hamaml for women), noctUrnal walks and picnics gave a new
zest to life. During this season we witness an extension of her
convivial activities. Similarly, religious celebra- tions preceded by a
very active phase of preparations-including purchases of clothes and
the cooking of special dishes-were also marked by increasing
contacts with neighbours and by festive events. It is interesting to
note that at times Said Bey participated in his wife's activities. Thus
he sometimes accompanied her on her shopping expeditions of the
more important kind. It also happened that he went with her when
she was visiting. But more often one is under the impression of
witnessing two lives that run on parallel rails and which crossed but
accidentally and at certain hours of the day. As a matter of fact, Said
Bey's notes draw the image of rather classical relations between
opposite sexes in Ottoman society. Said Bey lived in an essentially
masculine world and, if he happened to meet
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it was-if we are to believe his notes-only in the presence of his wife.
As to the latter, she was confined in a purely feminine universe which
she left only in her husband's company. This was the usual situation
at the time in most Istanbul families. It suffices to read some novels
to measure the extent to which the segregation between the
haremhk and the selamhk-that is between female and male
societies-was an admitted state of affairs at the end of the nineteenth
century. Doubtless Said Bey saw his wife and spoke to her every
day, but it was rare for him to remain for a long time in her company
and that of her friends. When this did happen, he spoke of it as of an
exceptional event: haDlmlaria haremde oturdum ('I sat with the
ladies in the harem'). Naturally, some people revolted against this
state of things. The most renowned case is that of Halide Edip who
strove energetically for equality of the sexes and the emancipation of
women at the time when Said Bey was writing his notes. But Halide
Edip and the other feminists represent but a very small minority



movement which only the intellectuals considered as something
serious. What probably contributed more efficiently at the time to the
suppression of the barrier between the world of women and that of
men was the gradual introduction into society of vestimentary
preferences and of social behaviour imported from the West: the
progressive disappearance of a thick veil (replaced by a much lighter
one in some cases), visits to the theatre and friends with the wife
accompanying the husband, balls (even though the wife danced only
with her husband), rides in a carriage in which the wife sat side by
side with the husband, purchases made together in department
stores- all these were novelties that insidiously made for the advent
of a mixed society.

 

4 THE HOUSE-THE HOUSEHOLD

 

This extraordinary blend of acceptance of the Western way of life
and of attachment to the customs and habits of old appears in the
furniture and equipment of Said Bey's house, which represents
indisputably a symbol of synthesis that was being enacted. It is hard
to determine the location of Said Bey's home. A careful study of his
trips throughout the tOwn points to the fact that the house was
situated in the district of Aksaray, where there remain even in our
days some very attractive specimens of Ottoman domestic
architecture constructed either in wood or in stone. We have nO
information whatsoever as to the dimensions of the house or the
number of its rooms. On the other hand, we do know that it had a
garden and an interior yard, with a stable in one of the corners. We
can deduce from
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this that the house itself was rather big. We also have reason to
believe that rooms were distributed in conformity to the classical
model of an Istanbul house: haremhk on one side, selamhk on the
other. Said Bey mentions on several occasions the harem where he
went to meet his wife and, eventually, her friends. In any case, there
is no doubt whatsoever that the house was supplied with all the
equipment of modem comfort. At regular intervals Said Bey paid the
invoices for water distribution and city gas which served for cooking
as well as for the large chandeliers that lit the rooms. After 1908,
Said Bey also had dealings with the Electricity Company, and his
house was probably among the first in Istanbul to have electric
lighting. Thanks to the indications on the cost of furniture, we get a
more or less precise idea as to what his house contained. According
to various data in our possession, we can conclude that the modern
and occidental was intimately intermingled in it with the traditional
furniture of a Turkish house. For instance, in 1902, Said Bey was in
the process of paying for a blue stoneware stove, probably imported
from France. But at the same time we note that he is purchasing a
brazier (mangal) and a kind of little charcoal stove (maltlz). We also
know that his house contained a mass of Turkish-style sofas, but
simultaneously we find among the purchases made by Said Bey
several large canapls, armchairs, chairs, a pier-table, a European
bed (karyola), and also a sewing machine, a phonograph, a
telescope, and many other objects such as cases, chandeliers, etc.,
all aiming to give the house a European style. The most prestigious
piece of furniture of the family, purchased in 1902, was a piano, a
perfect symbol of adherence to Western values. This piano was
destined for Said Bey's eldest daughter, Semiramis. In the very year
when her parents purchased this piano for her, she was also offered
her first faqaf and a whole set of veils. We do not know whether
Semiramis ultimately became a good musician, but we see from
Said Bey's notes that he was greatly interested in the instrument that
had JUSt invaded his home. Everything pertaining to the piano is



carefully jotted down: repairs, visits of the tuner, weekly lessons
given by a certain Madame Soulier. It is finally noteworthy that Said
Bey's home resembles closely the Turkish house such as it is
described in 1902 by the volume of the Guides-Joanne devoted to
Turkey and which runs as follows:

 

All Turkish houses are divided into two distinctive parts: the
apartment of men-the selamhk-and that of women-the haremhk. It is
in the former only that a Muslim receives visitors, and he is the only
man to penetrate into the 1aner. ... The sector reserved to men is
separated from that of women by a long corridor. The first pan is
furnished only with a few low sofas permanently placed along the
walls. In the second are accumulated all the luxuries of the house.
For a few years now, European furniture has
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favour in the richest harems of the capital and the inevitable piano
appears already among the obligatory furnirure of any person who
wants to deserve respect Cunning forerunner of a social revolution, it
has already paved the way of old teachers of music even in the
ladies' apartments. s

 

We find in this description all we know about the house of Said Bey:
the division of the domestic space into twO sectors, if nOt exclusive
to each other then at least accessible to members of the opposite
sex only under certain conditions; the double character of the
furniture-a sign of a certain cultural duality-and finally, the piano-a
most eloquent symbol of aspiration to a bourgeois style of life copied
from the Western model. To better mark his adherence to European
civilization, Said Bey went so far as to paper some rooms in his
house, thus forsaking Turkish customs in matters of wall decoration.
Nevertheless, he did not suppress his harem. Whilst eager to lead a



European mode of life, on this particularly important element he
clung to old Islamic tradition. Six people-without counting the
servants-lived in this house of which we know the principal
characteristics: Said Bey, his wife and their children: Vehbi,
Semiramis, Seniye and Ferdan. At the end of August 1902, Said Bey
notes that Seniye died, apparently of an infection of the tonsils
(unless it was diphtheria). A little later a new child, Hakkl, was born.
This means that the family dwelling in this house formed a rather
modest nucleus. We are very far here from the ofren-described
traditional model of an Ottoman family, uniting several generations
under the same roof and admit- ting polygamy. The notes of Said
Bey do mention from time to time a mother-in-law, but the latter lived
elsewhere, and every month Said Bey paid the rent of the place
where she dwelt. This rather unusual situation must surely be
explained by personal reasons of which we are unable to know
anything. But in this case also we, are entitled to think that, besides
these personal reasons, there was simply the influence of the
Western family model, the material and moral advantages of which
had already been discussed for several generations in Turkish
novels, plays and literary magazines. Although Said Bey's family
was of a modest dimension, it had at its disposal an important
domestic staff. In the agendas of Said Bey appear regularly: a
coachman (arabacI), a cook, an apprentice-functions unknown
(flrak)-and a gardener. It also mentions from time to time a lady who
must have been dealing with the children's education (hoca hamm)
and a Miss (marmazel) who looked after them, a servant (hizmetp)
and a footman (u

ak). In the budget of 1904 there is also a wet-nurse (siimine) and
twO girls (kIz). It is difficult to say whether all this staff was
permanently serving the family, but we are led to believe that this
family could always count on the presence of three or four servants.
This profusion is explained by the fact that in many cases these
people worked practically free of charge and were
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content with food and a little pocket-money. For instance, the two klZ
that figure in the yearbook of 1904 received 20 piastres per month,
that is, barely equivalent to four drinks of rah This is doubtless an
exceptionally low salary. But the matmazel, the best-paid member of
the staff, received only 216 piastres. This meanS that her income
was 54 times less than that of Said Bey. It would seem that these
underpaid servants were of a very poor quality, with no particular
qualification. That must be the reason why Said Bey changed them
often. Thus, hired on 21 March 1902, Mademoiselle Antoinette will
be fired on the 24th of the same month, that is three days later.
Coachmen, chosen in the Greek community, and (especially) cooks
did not satisfy their master any better. In 1902, within a few months
Said Bey changed his cooks ten times without our knowing the
reason, but probably simply because they could not cook. This great
quantity of servants-be they of poor quality-allowed Said Bey to keep
his position with dignity within the good society of Istanbul. The
number of people surrounding him indicated to others his social
status. This role was played also by the piano, the carriage and the
many other emblems which decorated his life and whose object was
to make him appear in the eyes of his circle a worthy son of his
class. Is Said Bey a typical personality or are his notes but a
reflection of a purely individual experience? This problem was the
guideline of our study. We believe we have definitely solved it. Such
as he appears in the light of his court notes, Said Bey is certainly an
ideal representative of a certain stratum of Istanbul society. His
tastes, the background of his life, his views on family relations, his
way of making use of his leisure hours are all constituent elements of
a profile that verges on a caricature. He is not only an Istanbul
official among others but the very prototype of an official, as though
he had stepped out of some nineteenth-century novel. But there is



no reason to doubt that, in common with all men, Said Bey was also
endowed with a personality of his own which distinguished him from
his brethren. To enable us to detect the personal elements in what
we know of Said Bey, we should have had the opportunity to
compare his notes with those of others belonging to the same class.
Did all officials of his rank tire their cook after he had burnt the food?
Did they all possess a telescope in their house? Did they all
purchase so many toys for their children? These and many other
questions will be answered after we have been given the op-
portunity to examine agendas, almanacs, diaries, and other old
documents, thousands of which are surely preserved in the attics of
Istanbul, at the bottom of some trunk, among snapshots yellowed by
age and which no one knows whom they are meant to pomay.
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The Crowd in the Persian Revolution 1

 

ERV AND ABRAHAMIAN

 

INTRODUCTION

 

The Constitutional Revolution of 1905-9 was a major watershed in
Persian history. It ended the traditional system of government in
which the Shah, as the Shadow of God on Earth, ruled his people
without any legal and institutional limitations. And it introduced the
constitutional system of govern- ment in which 'the people' were
sovereign, and their elected representatives made and unmade
ministers, laws, budgets, concessions and foreign treaties. In this
revolution the political crowd played a prominent role. 1 An
organized procession in April 1905 raised the issue whether the
Shah could freely choose his administrators. A larger assembly, nine
months later, initiated the demand to limit the monarch's arbitrary
powers by creating a 'House of Justice.' Spontaneous riOts in June
1906, and the killing of demonstrators, poured a stream of blood into



the wide gap between the government (da'Wlat) and the nation
(millat). A general strike in July, and the exodus of 15,000 from
Tehran into the British Legation, forced the court to grant the country
a written constitution with an elected House of Parliament. And mass
meetings throughout the next three years, accompanied by
demonstrations of force in the streets, helped preserve the
constitution from conservatives determined to re-establish royal
despotism. As a French contemporary, in discussing the advantages
of the Anarchist theory of revolution, argued: 'Events in Persia prove
that the general strike and mass action in the streets can produce a
successful revolution.'3 Although crowds have been important in
Persia throughout the ages they have received scant attention from
either historians, sociologists, or political
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scientists. Sympathetic observers have invariably glorified them as
'the people' in action, fighting for country, freedom, and justice. 4
Unsympathetic observers have metamorphosed them into 'mad
mobs' hired by foreigners or subversives, and composed of
'vagrants,' 'thugs,' 'riff-raff,' 'professional beggars,' and 'the social
scum.'s European journalists have often portrayed them as
'xenophobic monsters' hurling insults and bricks at Western
embassies. And witty novelists have enjoyed describing them as
fickle and humorous swarms making and unmaking politicians. 6 For
all the crowd has been an abstraction, whether worthy of praise, fear,
disgust, or wit, but not a subject of study. The aim of this article is to
study the political crowd in the Persian Revolution, to outline its role,
to see whether it displayed a mentality that was 'singularly inferior,'
'murderous,' 'irrational,' 'destructive,' and 'intolerant,' as Gustave Le



Bon's The Crowd would have us believe,' or whether it was
'remarkably single-minded,' and 'not fickle, peculiarly irrational, or
generally given to bloody attacks on persons' as George Rude's The
Crowd in History has found to be true for England and France,s and
to examine its social composi- tion, defining, as far as possible, the
different classes and groups that participated in various
demonstrations, meetings, riOts, and public disturbances. It is hoped
that this will throw some light on the social basis of the constitutional
movement.

 

CITIES ON THE EVE OF THE REVOLUTION

 

In traditional Persia urban life centered around the bazaar. It was
there that landowners sold their crops, craftsmen manufactured their
goods, tradesmen marketed their wares, borrowers raised loans, and
philanthropic businessmen endowed mosques and maktabs
(traditional schools). The bazaar was, in face, the granary, the
workshop, the marketplace, the bank, the religious nucleus, and the
educational center of the whole society. Moreover, each craft, trade,
and occupation was tightly structured into amaf (guilds), with their
own separate organization, hierarchy, traditions, ceremonies, and
sometimes even their own secret dialects. A survey undertaken by
the tax collector of Isfahan in 1877 lists twO hundred independent
guilds. 9 Skilled craftsmen, such as silversmiths, bookbinders, and
tailors, numbered half the total. Tradesmen, like grocers, money-
landers, and shopkeepers, formed fifty of them. And unskilled
workers-laborers, coolies, and bath attendents-made up another fifty.
The political structure of the cities comprised an intricate balance of
power between the monarch and the bazaar. Whenever the monarch
was powerful, he nominated the guild kadkhudas (heads) and his
appointees- such as the Shaykh al-Islams (the highest religious
authority in the cities), the Imam Jumcahs (the minister of the Friday
mosques), the kalantars (the overseer of the guilds), and the
mushtasibs (the officer in charge of weights and
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measures, prices, and the general affairs of the bazaar)-dominated
urban life. Whenever he was weak, the guild masters elected their
own elders, and the Muftahids-religious authorities with no ties to the
government but with close ties to the business community-exerted
their independence and functioned as rivals of the political
establishment. In this balance of power, each side had one main
weapon: the tribes and the streets. The monarch, having no police,
bureaucracy, and standing army, could terrorize the bazaar
community only by using the threat of hired tribes- men invading and
plundering the city. And the bazaar community, having no legal
channels, could safeguard its interests only by petitions,
demonstrations, and the taking of ba.rt (sanctuary) in holy places,
royal lands, and foreign grounds immune from the local authorities.
Thus, negotiations between the government and the bazaar often
took the form of bargaining by assembly. By the end of the
nineteenth century, the balance of power had swung far in favor of
the bazaar. The guilds were choosing their own katlkhudas. The
kaJantar had lost much of his importance. And the muhtasib had
disappeared in many cities. Moreover, the impact of the West further
widened the gulf between the monarch and the bazaar. The Qajar
dynasty, crushed repeatedly in foreign wars, lost its legitimacy as the
protector of all Shi'ahs. Deprived of crown lands by the Russians, it
could no longer hire tribesmen at will. In dire need ofloans, it turned
to European creditors and in return granted unpopular monopolies,
concessions, and capitulations. Forced to accept some programs of
Westernization to survive in the age of imperialism, the COUrt, on
the one hand, alienated the conservative religious authorities and, on
the other hand, unconsciously permitted the subversive doctrine of



'Divine Rights of Man' to undermine the accepted 'Divine Right of
Kings.' And unable to defend home industries from the onslaught of
imported manufacturers, it lost its aura as the protectOr of the people
and appeared as a corrupt family partaking in the plunder and
destruction of the country. By the beginning of the twentieth century,
the Qajars had become Oriental despots with high claims but with
feet of clay. A bad harvest, and a small trade crisis, caused by the
distant Russian-Japanese War, was enough to expose the basic
weakness of the regime and to bring it crashing down.

 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CROWD, APRIL 1905-)UNE 1907 Inflation
struck in early 1905. HabJ al-Matin (The Firm Clarion), a newspaper
published in Calcutta but popular among merchants and liberals in
Tehran, claimed that the price of wheat rose by 90 per cent, and that
of sugar by 33 per cent. IO It put the blame entirely on Monsieur
Naus, the Belgian who had been appointed Director of Tariffs. The
first crowd of the Constitutional Revolution appeared in Apri11905. It
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took the form of an orderly procession of money-lenders and cloth-
merchants delivering a letter of protest to the government. The
money-lenders sought payment on the loans they had advanced to
the State Treasury two years earlier. The merchants objected that
the new trade policies were favoring Russian traders against
Persians, and demanded the immediate removal of Naus. One of the
demonstrators gave the views of his group to the correspond- ent of
HabJ al-Matin: 'The government must encourage home industries,



even if their products are not as good as foreign manufactures.
Otherwise, the present policy of helping Russian traders will
inevitably lead to the utter destruction of our industry and
commerce.''' Receiving no satisfaction from the government, the
petitioners closed their shops in the bazaar, distributed a photograph
of Naus masquerading as a mulla at a fancy-dress party; and, led by
a prominent shopkeeper and a wealthy scarf-dealer, took sanctuary
in 'Abd al- 'Azim Mosque outside Tehran. They remained there for
five days, until the Crown Prince, Muhammad 'Ali Mirza, promised
that Naus would be dismissed as soon as Muzaffar aI-Din Shah
returned from his European tour. The monarch conveniently forgot
this promise when he returned. As a compromise he appointed a
committee of fifteen merchants with the vague responsibility of ,
advising' the Trade Ministry on major decisions of policy.'2 The
streets remained quiet until the religious month of Ramazan. An
eloquent and vehement preacher, speaking to a mass audience in
the Tehran bazaar, took the occasion to attack by name the Russian
Discount and Loan Bank, which had recently bought a religious
school and a cemetery nearby and was preparing to expand its
premises. He stressed that the Russians were planning not only the
destruction of Muslim trade and finance, but also of Muslim schools
and cemeteries. One eye-witness claims that an angry crowd of a
few thousand demolished the bank before the preacher finished his
sermon. \3 The merchants competing against foreign rivals, and the
'ulama' (religious leaders) preaching against the heathen, had found
common enemies: the Russians and their royalist collaborators.
These two groups took to the streets again in December, when the
Governor of Tehran tried to lower the price of sugar by bastinadoing
two prominent merchants, one of whom had built three mosques in
Tehran. The victims in vain pleaded that the Russian-Japanese War
had caused a shortage of sugar. 14 An observer wrote that the news
of the beatings 'flashed like lightning into the arcades and the
bazaars.'IS A group of merchants closed their shops and took refuge
in Masjid Shah Mosque at the side of the bazaar. There they were
joined by Sayyid Jamal al-Din Isfahani, an eloquent and liberal
preacher, and by three well-respected religious leaders: Sayyid
'Abdul- lah Bihbihani, Sayyid Muhammad Tabataba>i, and Shaykh



Fazlallah. The following day, Jamal aI-Din, speaking from the pulpit,
asked the Shah to
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prove his religious sincerity by cooperating with the 'ulama'. At this
point, the Imam Jum 'ah interrupted, denounced him as a Babi, and
ordered his servants to clear the pulpit. The meeting broke up in
commotion. Some of the religious leaders retired to Sayyid
Bihbihani's home, where he warned that if they continued their
protest within the city 'the common people' would identify them too
closely with the sugar merchants. '6 He recommended the taking of
sanctuary in 'Abd al-'Azim mosque. Seven of the leading 'ulama',
together with their families, students, and servants, totaling two
thousand, took his advice. Although they permitted only a handful of
merchants to join them, the bazaar organized a general strike and
demon- strated in fi:'Ont of the monarch's carriage, demanding the
return of their religious leaders. From 'Abd al-'Azim they sent the
government an eight- point proposal. The chief demands were: the
formation of a 'House of Justice'; the enforcement of religious laws;
the removal of Naus; and the dismissal of the Governor. They
remained in sanctuary a whole month, until the Shah acceded to
their demands. When they returned to Tehran they were greeted by
large crowds lining the streets shouting 'Long live the Nation of Iran.'
One participant commented that this was the first public mention of '
the nation'." Again the promises were made only to be broken. Again
calm returned to the streets of Tehran. And again the calm was
broken by a sudden storm, this time more violent and effective than
before. In July, the government, feeling confident, ordered the
immediate but quiet arrest of a prominent anti-court preacher. A



passerby noticed the unannounced arrest, reported it to a school in
the bazaar, and the students rushed to rescue the prisoner}8 The
officer in custody of the jail ordered his men to shoot. When they
refused, he himself fired, killing one student. This turned the
demonstration into a riot. The students charged the building, fought
with the soldiers, routed them, and freed the prisoner. The riot then
subsided into an orderly procession, carrying the body to an adjacent
mosque. The bazaars closed. The leading 'ulama', with their large
following, took sanctuary in the same mosque and demanded the
dismissal of the chief minister. And the streets of the bazaar 'filled'
with men wearing winding-sheets, to show that they were ready to
fight to the death}9 The government met, rejected the demand made
by the Mujtahids, and decided to use force. So the following day,
when a procession of mullas, students, and tradesmen, carrying a
pole with the blood-stained shirt of the demonstrator, tried to make
its way through the streets of the bazaar, the soldiers fired. 20
Although the number of casualties remained unknown, with some
claiming that as many as 100 were wounded, only two bodies were
rescued by the demonstrators, those of a preacher and a merchant.
This use of force cleared the demonstrators off the streets but, at the
same time, increased the resistance of the demonstrators in the
mosque. They remained there four days without food and
surrounded by troops, until they were permitted to
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retire to the holy city of Qum outside Tehran, on the condition that
they were not to be accompanied by 'the people'. As they departed
from the capital, they declared that the country would be left without
religious guidance and legal transactions until the Shah dismissed



his chief minister and introduced political reforms. The Culama) had
gone on strike. The British Legation, in a detailed memorandum for
the Foreign Office in London, described the events that followed:

 

It appeared as if the Government had won the day. The town was in
the hands of the troops. The popular leaders had fled. The bazaars
were in the occupation of the soldiers. And there appeared to be no
place of refuge. Under these circumstances the popular party had
recourse to an expedient sanctified by old, and, indeed, immemorial
custom-the rule of basI. It was resolved, failing all other resources, to
adopt this expedient... on 18 July, twO persons called at the Legation
at Gu1ahek, 7 miles from town, and asked whether, in case the
people rook bast in the British Legation, the Charge d'Affaires would
invoke the aid of the military to remove them. Mr Grant Duff
expressed the hope that they would not have recourse to such an
expedient, but he said it was not in his power, in view of the
acknowledged custom in Persia and the immemorial right of basI, to
use force to expel them if they came ... On the evening of the 19th,
fifry Mullahs and merchants appeared in the Legation and took up
their quarters for the night. Their numbers gradually increased, and
soon there were 14,000 persons in the Legation garden.:'

 

The crowd was formed predominantly of merchants, traders,
craftsmen, apprentices, and journeymen. One participant described
the scene: 'I saw more than 500 tents, for all the guilds, even the
cobblers, walnut-sellers, and tinkers had at least one tent.'Z2 The
protest was led by Anjuman-i Amuf, a recently formed association of
guilds in the Tehran bazaar. Its elders prevented unauthorized
persons from entering the garden, but permitted a few Western- ized
intellectuals, and some students from the Technical College, the
Military Academy, and the Agricultural School to join their ranks.
They enforced strict discipline to protect property, although, in the
words of the British Legation, 'every semblance of a [flower] bed was
trampled out of existence, and the trees still bear pious inscriptions



cut in the bark.'23 And tbey appointed a committee, composed
mostly of liberal intellectuals, to negotiate with the court. This
committee was not satisfied with royal promises and an ambiguous
House of Justice. It demanded a written constitution and a House of
Parliament. And it insisted that the demonstrators were willing to
remain away from their work as long as it was necessary. Outside
the garden walls, in the streets of Tehran, the wives of the protesters
held periodic protest meetings; and in Qum, the religious leaders,
whose group had increased to 1,000 mullas and theology students,
staged their concurrent bast. The court denounced the opposition as
a bunch of traitors 'hired' by the
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British. Z " But, faced by two mass demonstrations in Qum and the
British Legation, a general strike in the Tehran bazaar, and the
possibility of defections in the thin military ranks, it was forced to
capitulate. The British Legation reported that the commander of the
regiments in Tehran made 'the fatal announcement' that his men
were unwilling to fight and that they were on the point of themselves
joining the protestors. zs On 5 August, 25 days after the flight of the
50 into the gardens, the Shah agreed to grant a constitution. The
merchants and money-lenders petitioning in April 1905 had jolted the
foundation of the ancient regime. The religious leaders taking
sanctuary in December 1905 had further weakened the old order.
And the twO groups, backed by the active participation of the bazaar
masses in August 1906, had shaken the traditional system into ruin.
The public remembered the words of the Prophet: 'The hand of God
is with the multitude.'z6 The constitutionalists had obtained their
constitution, but had not yet secured it on firm foundations. The



autocracy had been forced to give up its autocratic powers, but it had
not yet resigned itself to the new order. The struggle between the
two continued for the next three years. The court fought to regain
what it had lost. The revolutionaries strived to preserve what they
had gained. For both the streets were a vital battleground. The
monarch's procrastination over signing the regulations for
parliamentary elections sparked off mass demonstrations in many
cities and the opposition threatened to return to the British Legation.
The Crown Prince's attempt to pacify the constitutionalists in Tabriz
by lowering the price of bread incited the radicals to take to the
streets shouting: 'We demand more than cheap bread. We demand
a Constitution.'Z? The royalist refusal to accept the principle that the
ministers should be responsible to the deputies led to mass rallies. A
European observer commented: 'The Shah with his unarmed,
unpaid, ragged, starving soldiers, what can he do in face of the
menace of a general strike and riotS?'Z8 The monarch's stalling of
the final draft of the Constitution fomented more demonstrations and
protests throughout the country. In Tabriz armed volunteers prepared
to fight, while a crowd of 20,000 vowed to 'remain away from work
until the Fundamental Laws were signed.'z9 The strike lasted a
whole month, until Muzaffar aI-Din Shah, On his death-bed in
December 1906, ratified the Constitution. When the new monarch,
Muhammad 'Ali Shah, delayed sending a commissioner to
Kirmanshah to endorse the parliamentary elections, the town went
on strike. The British representative reported: 'The whole of the
trades and employment of the bazaar, down to the porters, went into
bast in the telegraph office.'30 When some radical deputies accused
the Prime Minister of plotting against parliament, the Tehran bazaar
stopped work and demanded his resignation. And when he was
murdered, a large crowd gathered to mourn the dead assassin and
to pledge support to the revolution. One British reporter
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estimated the demonstration to number some 15,000 heads. 3J
Another calcu- lated it to be as many as lOO,OOO.JZ Whatever the
exact size, it succeeded in paralysing the counter-revolutionaries, at
least for the time being. The crowds of 1905, 1906, and early 1907
were all protesting against the court. In mid-1907, however, a new
phenomenon made its appearance in the streets: the conservative
crowd demonstrating for the court and against the constitution. It
emerged first in Tabriz, then in Tehran, and finally in other provincial
towns. By the end of 1907, the constitutionalistS were seriously
challenged on their home ground by the royalists. They had lost the
monopoly of the streets.

 

THE CONSERVATIVE CROWD, JUNE 1907-JULY 1909

 

The revolution of August 1906 was an uprising of the urban masses.
The craftsman and the journeyman, the wealthy merchant and the
small tradesman, the wholesale dealer and the street vendor, the
shopkeeper and the hired assistant, the tulama' and the theology
students, the Muslim and the non- Muslim, all joined together to
batter down the court. If there was any section of the population that
opposed or abstained from the uprising, it expressed itself neither in
words nor in street actions. The Shah and his advisors were left
isolated, facing a hostile country. The political balance changed
during 1907. In Tabriz, during the summer, rioters besieged the Town
Council (anjuman) controlled by the radicals. By the end of the year,
the city was sharply divided between the revolutionary citizens of the
southern districtS and the counter-revolutionary population of the
northern precinctS. In Tehran the royalists showed their strength in
December, when they filled the expansive Cannon Square (Maydan-i
Tupkhanah) and demanded the repeal of the Constitution. And in



many other areas-in Yazd, Ardabil, Kirmanshah, Qazvin, Mashad,
Shiraz, and Hamadan- demonstrators attacked and, at times,
expelled the liberals from the city. The revolution has been recorded
mostly by its sympathizers: Edward Browne, the English admirer of
the Persian liberals; Ahmad Kasravi, the ideologue of Persian
nationalism who, as a youngster, observed the struggle in his home
town, Tabriz; Mahdi Malikzadah, a participant of the revolution in
Tehran whose father, a leading liberal, was murdered by the
royalists; Ismail Amir-Khizi and Tahirzadeh-Bihzad, two armed
volunteers in the civil war in Tabriz; Muhammad Hiravi, one of the
intellectuals taking sanctuary in the British Legation; and reformist
newspapers, such as Habl aI-Matin, Musllvat (Equality), and Sur-i
Israfil (The Trumpet of Israfil). These sources, anxious to stress the
popular legitimacy of the revolution, either ignored the royalist
demonstrations or else dismissed them in derogatory terms. For
example, Browne, Kasravi, Malikzadah, and Sur-i Israft

in writing about the royalist
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rally in Cannon Square, describe the demonstrators as a bunch of
'hired hooligans,' 'gamblers,' 'blood-thirSty drunkards,' 'thugs,' and
'paid ruffians.' Of the many historians, only Malik al-Shu<ara Bahar
has admitted, in passing, that the reactionaries had a following
among the masses: 'During the revolu- tion the upper class and the
lower classes supported absolutism. Only the middle class
advocated constitutionalism.'H However, he does not elaborate on
the subject. He fails to explain which elements of 'the lower classes'
participated in conservative crowds, what their motives were, and



whether their behavior was rational and predictable. Three separate
elements can be identified in the royalist demonstrations: aristocrats,
merchants, craftsmen and unskilled laborers tied to the palace
economies as opposed to the bazaar economy; the conservative
<ulama) and their theology students; and, at times, the 'lower
classes.' The Qajars had no direct means of despotism, such as a
state-wide bureaucracy or a standing anny, but they controlled an
extensive network of patronage and employment. They granted gifts
and pensions to their favorite courtiers, fiefs and lucrative offices to
their faithful administrators, and provided employment for thousands
of household servants, clerks, craftsmen, journeymen, laborers,
camel drivers and muleteers hired by the palace with its large harem,
treasury, kitchens, storehouses, annory, workshops, and stables. 34
Moreover, the Crown Prince in Tabriz and the local magnates in the
provincial capitals imitated, on a smaller scale, the royal way of life in
Tehran. This element in the economy led Marx to the conclusion,
somewhat exaggeratedly as far as Persia was concerned: 'In the
Asiatic mode of production the large city, properly speaking, must be
regarded merely as a princely camp, superimposed on the real
economic structure. 3S The liberals who drafted the constitutional
demands in the British Legation were cautious enough to direct their
grievances exclusively at the despotism of the court. The few
radicals elected to the First Majlis sacrificed expediency in favor of
principle. They spoke of human justice and social equality, and of the
evil influences of both the political and the economic power of the
court. The British representative remarked that the rich lived in
'apprehension' of having the wealth they had accumulated under the
old regime expropriated by the new government. 36 The reaction
was predictable. When the Majlis, following the example of the
British House of Commons after the Glorious Revolution, tried to
establish a National Bank of Persia, many of the large landowners
sabotaged the effort by refusing to contribute. When the deputies
proposed a budget eliminating numerous COUrt pensions and
drastically reducing the income given to the monarch, the Household
Treasury, which until then had made a special point of promptly
meeting its commitments even when the State Treasury was in
difficulties, informed its employees that their salaries and
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wages could not be paid because of the parliamentary budget. 37
The head of the finance commission argued in vain that he was
reducing the 'unnecessary luxuries' of the court, not the wages and
salaries of the palace employees. 38 Some of the small pensioners
and the harem women protested inside the Majlis building, but
received unfavorable answers. The pensioners were advised to
persuade the monarch to sell his crown jewe1s. 39 Hasan
Taqizadah, the leading liberal from Tabriz, announced that he had no
interest in what happened to the Shah's wives. 40 And when the
deputies pressed ahead with their budget, the employees of the
palace first petitioned the Majlis,.41 and then took to the streets.
They, together with court pensioners and their retainers, formed a
noticeable segment of the royalist rally in Cannon Square.
Malikzadah, in admitting that the budget hurt those employed by the
palace, expressed no sympathy for their plight 'In those days, a
common method of abuse was to describe someone as having the
"character of a groom," or the "mentality of a footman," for these
lackeys had been so pampered by the court that they had become
the most fanatical advocates of absolutism in the whole population
ofTehran.'4z The same elements appeared in royalist disturbances in
the provinces. In Tabriz, muleteers and camel-drivers employed by
the court gained the reputation of being the most reactionary group
in the city. In Shiraz, the retainers of a local magnate, Qavam al-
Mulk, formed a counter-revolutionary society and fought the
revolutionaries in the streets. And the British representa- tive in
Kirmanshah reported that the city was divided into 'the people's
party,' and 'the aristocratic party'43 composed of the local
landowners with their hangers-on and servants. The palace



economies provided the royalist demonstrations with a guaranteed
nucleus. The presence of religious personalities transformed these
demonstrations from purely pro-Shah assemblies into 'Shah and
Islam' rallies and riots. During the general strike of August 1906, the
religious community was sharply but unevenly divided into two
hostile camps: the few Imam Jum'ahs and Shaykh aI-Islams, tied to
the COUrt and sympathetic to the Shah; and the popular Mujtah;ds
and the numerous mullas, and the maktab teachers in the bazaar,
allied to the liberals in the constitutional movement. This imbalance,
however, swung into a balance as the revolution revealed its course
and the liberals exposed their secular intentions: anti-clericalism,
feminism, and egalitarianism between Shi'ites and non-Shi'ites, and
Muslims and non-Muslims. The year 1907 was a landmark in the
religious history of Muslim Persia. It saw for the first time articles and
pamphlets published within the country openly criticizing the clergy.
Sur-i IsrafiJ, in a satirical article on the clergy, made fun of the
'ulama> who continually warned that religion was dying, and
described mullas as ignorant, corrupt, and parasitical..... Habi al-
Matin,
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commenting on the demands of the culama' to have a Supreme
Court where they could judge the legitimacy of all legislation passed
by the Majlis, remarked sarcastically: 'By the logic of this argument,
the merchants also should have their own Supreme Court where
they too, can pass judgment on the representatives of the people.'4s
And an anti-clerical tract distributed by the radicals in the bazaar
caused a sharp reaction among the conservative deputies in the
Majlis. 46 Equally sharp reactions were produced by the issue of



rights for the religious minorities, and by the question of women's
role in society. When the Zoroastrian community petitioned the Majlis
for equal treatment for all citizens, irrespective of creed, the
conservatives took refuge in religion. 47 They argued that since the
shan'Ca distinguished between Muslims and non- Muslims, and
since the state had a sacred duty to enforce the shari 'a, the
distinctions should be retained in public life. One Imam Jumcah
claimed that he could not understand the Zoroastrians, for their
community had been well treated in Persia for 1,300 years. He
concluded that troublemakers must have incited them to make such
an ungrateful and outrageous demand. The radicals rose to the
challenge. They attested that years of oppression, not
troublemakers, had forced the Zoroastrians to send in their request.
And they supported the petition on the grounds that Muslim law
advocated liberty and equality, not oppression and inequality. A
similar crisis erupted when a group of women formed their own
society.48 The conservatives denounced the association as anti-
Islamic. The radicals defended it with the argument that throughout
the ages women in Islamic countries had been permitted to have
their own organizations. These controversial issues forced some of
the culama' to forsake the dangerous road of constitutionalism for
the safety of traditional despotism: 'No Absolutism, No Islam.' The
defection was led by Hajji Mirza Hasan in Tabriz and Shaykh
Fazlallah in Tehran. Hajji Mirza Hasan, the leading Mujtahid in the
constitutional movement in Azarbayjan, broke with his radical allies
in early 1908, formed his own royalist Anjuman-i Islam (Society
ofIslam) in the northern precincts ofTabriz, and challenged the
authority of the liberals in the Anjuman-i Shahr(City Council). Shaykh
Fazlallah, one of the triumvirate who led the religious demonstration
of December 1905, split from the radicals in the summer of 1907 and
took sanctuary in CAbd al-cAzim Mosque with 500 of his followers.
There they published a manifesto, opposing the introduction of non-
Muslim laws legislated in Europe, and demanding the enforcement
of the Muslim law found in the shari C a. 49 They also warned that
the deputies who were modeling themselves after the French
revolutionaries of the Paris Parlement in 1789 were encouraging
'anarchism,' 'nihilism,' 'socia1ism,' 'egalitarianism,' 'naturalism,' and,



worst of all, 'Babism.' Religious leaders, such as Shaykh Fazlallah
and Hajji Mirza Hasan,
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influenced the behavior of three segments of society. First, they
carried with them to the royalist side students, mull as, teachers,
preachers, and retainers from their schools, mosques, and
ecclesiastical foundations (vaqft). This category formed most of the
500 who followed Shaykh Fazlallah to 'Abd al- 'Azim. After coming
our of sanctuary, they proselytized, with some success, in the
religious community. A Foreign Office observer reponed to London
that on the question of minorities 'a large body of the clergy'
sympathized with the conservatives. 50 Second, they brought with
them to the counter-revolution- ary camp their luti clients. The lutis
were religious-minded athletes in the bazaar, somewhat like the
Hindu caste of 'thugs,' with strong ties to individual precincts, guilds,
zurkhanahs (Houses of Strength), and members of the 'uloml1>.51
They played a significant role in the disturbances in Tabriz, and in
the royalist rally of Cannon Square. And thirdly, the religious leaders
influenced the orthodox Shi'ite public, especially the poorer strata of
the cities, such as the dyers, carpet-weavers, brick-layers, camel-
drivers, muleteers, pedlars, bricklayers, bath-attendants, coolies, and
laborers. The anti-clerical Kasravi commented briefly that Fazlal-
lah's defection had a strong demoralizing effect on the radicals, for
he and his entourage were highly 'respected by the popu1ation.'52
Malikzadah, the proconstitutionalist historian, admitted that
Fazlallah's agitation had some effect on the 'common people'
(mardum-i 'avam).53 Another eyewitness confessed that the "avam-i
bazaar' (the common people ofthe bazaar) followed FazlaUah to the



Cannon Square meeting. 54 And Amir-Khizi, commenting on the
defection of some of the clergy in Tabriz, remarked: 'The common
people (mardum-i 'avam) genuinely believed the 'ulama> when they
heard them denounce the radicals as irreligious, heretical, and anti-
Islamic.'55 Although these historians, in passing, admitted that the
conservative clergy made inroads into the 'common people,' they
continued to write as if the constitutionalists still represented 'the
people.' Like the liberals in seventeenth-century England, they
unconsciously ignored the propenyless lower classes and viewed the
propertied middle class as 'the people.' Besides religion, other
factors helped draw the lower classes into the royalist ranks: down-
to-earth factors such as the rising cost of bread, and the awareness
that they had gained nothing from the revolution of the bourgeoisie.
In the early stages of the revolution, the rebels had successfully
attracted the poor to their side by championing the demand for
cheaper bread, and by persuasively arguing that the government
was to blame. for the high food prices. Thus, the petite bourgeoisie
of the bazaar and the poor of the slums, the prosperous guilds of
merchants and traders and the not-so-prosperous guilds of unskilled
workers, had been able to demonstrate together against the Qajars.
They parted company, however, as the regime changed and the
prices
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continued to climb. The advocacy of a laissez-faire agricultural
market by commercial interests on the liberal side further widened
the breach. 56 In the summer of 1907, the Foreign Office
representative in Tehran reported: 'The Majlis is attacked on several
sides. The whole COUrt is hostile, and the population of the town



discontented because bread is as dear as ever.'57 Another observer
wrote to London that the Court was recruiting among 'the lower
classes of the city.'s8 In Tabriz the conflict was sharper. The British
Consul reported in June 1907 that a 'mob,' demanding bread, had
besieged the City Council and had lynched one of its prominent
members, a wealthy grain merchant who was suspected of cornering
the market. s9 This was the first riot against the constitutionaliSts.
Kasravi commented: In Tabriz during the Constirutional Revolution,
as in Paris during the French Revolution, the sans-culottes and the
propertyless poor reared their heads. The driving force of these men
was toward anarchy. First to overthrow the despotic power of the
court, and then to rum against the rich and the propertied classes. It
was with the backing of such men that Danton and Robespierre rose
to power. In Tabriz no Dantons and Robespierres appeared, but if
they had we would also have had a 'reign of terror.'60 This danger
threatened intermittently for the next two years in Tabriz. In early
1909, the British Consul again reported that the local
constitutionalists feared 'a popular rising' because of the critical food
shortage caused by the royalist blockade of the town. 61 One
member of the City Council warned that serious riots were likely
unless something was done to lower the price of wheat. Another
reminded his audience that 'the mob' was 'no respecter of persons.'
The Council executed a baker for selling flour above the fixed rate,
but failed to win over the starving poor. Crowds of women
assembled, threatened the liberals, and had to be dispersed by
force. The British Consul commented: 'This was an ominous sign as
women are always pushed forward to start bread riots.' The less
prosperous guilds suspected that they had nothing to gain from the
revolution as early as the mass venture into the British Legation.
Hiravi has written in his memoirs: I clearly remember the day when
our Propaganda Section was warned that the reactionaries were
sowing discontent among the junior carpenters and sawyers. The
former were angry for having been taken away from their work and
demanded to know what they had to gain from the whole venture.
The laner were more unreasonable for they were illiterate and
refused to accept any logic. If these two irresponsible groups had
walked out of the Legation our whole movement would have



collapsed, for there would have been open conflict among the
various guilds. Fortunately, we succeeded in persuading them to vow
that they would remain in sancruary with the others. 61 These
suspicions turned out to be well founded when the Electoral Law was
drawn up in September 1906. 63
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The electorate was divided into six estates (tabaqat): the princes and
the Qajar tribe; the aristocracy and nobility; the <uJama' and their
theology students; landowners and farmers; merchants; and the
guilds. The following, however, were disenfranchised: landowners
owning land worth less than 1,000 tumans; merchants without a
definite place of business; shopkeepers who paid less rent than the
local 'average'; and tradesmen, craftsmen, and workers who did not
belong to a 'recognized guild.' Two months later, when a list of 105
guilds was drawn up, most of the trading and manufacturing
associations were included, but many of the low-paid, unskilled
occupations were excluded. 64 In the First Majlis, 60 per cent of the
seats were taken by the <ulama' and the more prosperous members
of the bazaar; and 40 per cent were occupied by landowners, civil
servants, and a few professionals. 6s The 105 'recognized' guilds in
Tehran were represented by 32 deputies, mOst of whom were from
the commercial bourgeoisie: three merchants, three wholesale
dealers, a secondhand dealer, two brokers, a tailor, a baker, and
sellers of wheat, soap, books, lumber, thread, hats, iceboxes,
tobacco, and silk. The propertied middle class, together with their
religious allies, had gained control of the Majlis, and had effectively
barred the propertyless lower classes from the corridors of power.
The victors, moreover, made no effort to gain the confidence of the



disenfranchised. When a radical deputy proposed that more citizens
should be brought into the electoral process, the majority responded
that only countries with a large educated population could afford to
abolish the estate system of voting. 66 And when the deputies were
confronted by explosive issues, they cleared the public galleries and
debated behind dosed doors. The British Minister reported to London
that as a result of this secrecy, the Majlis was losing 'public esteem'
and becoming 'so discredited and unpopular that it may die a natural
death.'67 And to make matters worse, the constitutionalists made no
attempt to help the poor by lowering certain taxes. When 2,000
peasants in Yazd petitioned against high taxation, and two of them
committed suicide as an act of protest, some of the deputies claimed
that the demonstra- tors were 'financed' by reactionary circles. 68
One sympathetic member reminded his colleagues that only
recently, during the mass demonstration in the British Legation, they
too had been accused of accepting money from dubious sources.

 

THE CONSTITUTIONALIST CROWD, JUNE 1907-JUL Y 1909

 

The constitutionalists lost the support of the poor, alienated some of
the cautious religious leaders, and antagonized those employed in
the palace economies. But they retained the allegiance of the
bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie in the bazaar: the merchants
who gained most from the new order and who credited themselves
with the destruction of the ancient regime;69 the
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tradesmen and craftsmen who obtained an influential vOIce m the
Majlis; their apprentices and journeymen who worked and lived with
them as members of close-knit guilds; and the thousands in the
bazaar who were independent of the insecurities of the daily food
market because they could afford to buy annual supplies of
necessities. The middle-class areas, therefore, remained hot-beds of
revolution, and the lower-class slums turned into bulwarks of
counter-revolution. This division was sharply drawn in Tabriz, the first
city to produce conservative demonstrations in the streets. The
constitutionalists drew their adherents from the prosperous precincts
of Amir- Khizi and Khiaban, inhabited by merchants, workshop
owners, craftsmen, and tradesmen. Their rallies attracted the petite
bourgeoisie, were invariably accompanied by bazaar strikes, and
were protected by armed volunteers recruited from 'the educated
classes.'7o The royalists established their base in the impoverished
districts of Davachi and Sarkhab, crowded with dyers, weavers,
coolies, laborers, muleteers, and the unemployed. Their
demonstrations often turned into bread riots and attacks on property
owned by prominent liberals. At the height of the street fighting, the
radicals sent a telegram to a group of Persian merchants residing in
Istanbul, informing them that royalist mobs were 'on the verge of
overthrowing the basic foundations of commerce.'?! The historian
Amir-Khizi, in his memoirs of the Civil War, separates the population
of Tabriz into two categories: those prosperous enough to practice
the habit of storing provisions to last them a whole year and make
them independent of the market; and those dependent on the daily
prices and directly harmed by the rising food prices. 72 The conflict
between the haves and the have-nots in Tabriz was intensified by
religious factors. Since many of the bourgeoisie and petite
bourgeoisie belonged to the unorthodox, Shaykhi sect, and most of
the lower class adhered to the orthodox Mutashar'i faith, the conflict
opened old sectarian wounds and turned the struggle into a religious
war. Amir-Khizi has written that some of the poor fought the Civil War
as if they were on a religious crusade against the heathen. 73 Their
demonstrations were organized by the Mutashar'i lutis of Davachi



and Sarkhab in their own precincts, and were spiritually inspired by
the three Mutashar'i leaders: the Imal'11 Jum'ab, Hajji Mirza Hasan,
the Mujtahid; and Mir Hashim, a local preacher whose popularity in
Davachi and Sarkhab had won him a parliamentary seat. The
constitutional- ist rallies, on the other hand, were supported by the
head of the Shaykhi community, the Shaykh ai-islam, and were
protected by his Shaykhi protege, Sattar Khan, who was both a
horse-dealer and the chief luti of the Amir-Khizi precinct. The social
basis of the constitutional movement in Tabriz can be seen in the
backgrounds of the liberals executed by the Russians when they
occupied
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the city, ostensibly to end the Civil War.?4 Among the 30 martyrs
whose occupations are known, there were five merchants, three
religious leaders, including the Shaykh al-lslam, three government
employees, two shopkeepers, two arms dealers, two pharmacists,
one carpenter, one tailor, a baker, a coffee-house keeper, a jeweler,
one auctioneer, a musician, a journalist, a barber with his apprentice,
a painter, a preacher, and a high school principal. Another four were
hanged for being related to prominent revolutionaries: twO of them
were nephews of Sattar Khan; and another two were sons of a
merchant who had organized the local cell of the Social Democratic
Party. In Tehran, where there was no Shaykhi-Murashar'i division,
the struggle between the constitutionalists and conservatives was
less bloody. But the diverging attitudes of the different strata of
society were equally noticeable. This was most apparent during the
Cannon Square rally, the first royalist demonstrations in the streets
of the capital. One eye-witness wrote that some 10,000 monarchists



massed into the square.?S Another claimed that the area was so
packed that he could not squeeze in.?6 In the crowd, there were the
poor from the southern slums; conservative religious leaders, such
as Shaykh Fazlallah, with their theology students and luti clients,
claiming that the Majlis was threatening Islam; courtiers with their
retainers, demanding the repeal of the budget; farm laborers from
the royal stud-farm outside Tehran; and footmen, grooms, craftsmen,
apprentices, journeymen and other employees of the palace and its
stables, storehouses, and workshops. The radicals reacted sharply
to this unexpected show of strength. They closed their stores and
arcades, and 7,000 of them, all armed with rifles, took up positions
around the Majlis Building to defend it in case of attack. The fact that
they owned guns was proof enough that they belonged to the middle
class. They were supported by the elders of the recognized guilds,
who denounced the court and organized a general strike in the
bazaar. The Shah was forced to back down: he asked his supporters
to disperse; he agreed to dismiss from his employment those
responsible for leading the rally; and he handed over to the
ministries the control of some of the palace employees. This,
however, was only a tactical retreat. Seven months later, in June
1908, as soon as the Shah obtained a large loan from a wealthy
aristocrat, he bought the allegiance of the Cossack Brigade, the only
effective military force, and recruited volunteers from 'the lower
classes of the city.''' And then he struck. The radicals reacted in their
usual manner, closing the bazaar, assembling for rallies, and
bringing out their guns. But this time they were faced not with rival
demonstrators but with an army of soldiers willing to fight. The
Cossack Brigade first bombarded the Majlis Building, and then a
group of monarchists pillaged the Chamber. Some of the liberal
leaders took sanctuary in the British Legation; others went into
hiding; and a few were imprisoned and later murdered. Martial law
was decreed, and all public
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meetings, even Passion plays, were prohibited. And to calm the
bazaar, the Shah promised to reopen parliament in three months,
purged not of patriotic constitutionalists but of irreligious
revolutionaries. The day after the coup tI'lt8tthe bazaar was open,
although uneasy. The conservatives had won in the capital, but the
capital was not the whole of the country. In the provincial cities the
struggle continued: protest demonstrations were organized, strikes
were called, and arms were displayed in the streets. As soon as the
news of the coup reached Tabriz, the internal struggle intensified and
the bazaar struck for three days. In Rasht royalist troops tried to
reopen the shops and arcades, and in the process killed three
demonstrators. In Shiraz and Kirmanshah constitutionalists from the
bazaars and retainers of local magnates continued to battle in the
streets. And in Isfahan a crowd of 200 'small shopkeepers' tried to
take refuge in the British Consulate.?8 These signs of protest in the
provinces could not overthrow the COUrt, entrenched in the capital
and defended by royalist troops. Only armed force could accomplish
that task. Such forces materialized in early 1909. The Bakhtiyari
khans joined the constitutionalists of the Isfahan bazaar, mobilized
their tribesmen, and marched north toward Tehran. And a group of
Caucasian revolutionaries, helped by the Social Democrats in Baku,
made their way from the north, captured Rasht, and prepared to
advance south to Tehran. These events transferred the struggle from
the streets of the towns to the highways of the countryside, but they
did not eradicate completely the importance of the bazaar. On the
contrary, they encouraged the bourgeoisie in Tehran to revive their
cause. A delegation from the bazaar reminded the Shah of his
promise to reopen the Majlis within three months. Three hundred
merchants and religious leaders took sanctuary in the Ottoman
Embassy and demanded the re-establishment of the constitution. A
group of shopkeepers went on strike in sUPPOrt of the



revolutionaries in Rasht. When the monarch tried to terrorize them
by bastinadoing four of the strikers, more stores closed down. They
remained shut for a whole month. The British Minister reported that
the customary religious ceremonies for Muharram had to be
canceled for 'fear of disorders.'?9 And when the court tried to exact
loans to pay its troops, the money-lenders refused. The Minister of
War warned that the government could not answer for the behavior
of its soldiers unless they received their arrears. 80 Faced again with
an unreliable army and a hostile bazaar, the royalist cause collapsed
as soon as the Bakhtyari tribesmen and the Caucasian fighters
reached Tehran in July 1909. Muhammad (Ali Shah was deposed,
the throne was given to his twelve-year-old son, prominent
reactionaries such as Shaykh Fazlallah and Mir Hashim were
executed for 'hiring thugs to create public disturbances,'81 and the
Second Majlis was convened. The Civil War was over.
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CONCLUSION

 

From this short sketch we can see that the political crowd played a
major role in the Persian Revolution, but that its face and behavior
had little resemblance to the 'monstrous mob' visualized by Gustave
Le Bon. The vast majority of participants in rallies, demonstrations,
and even riots were not criminals, hired thugs, and social riff-raff, but
sober and even 'respectable' members of the community. They were
merchants, religious authorities, shopkeepers, workshop owners,
craftsmen, apprentices, journeymen, and students. The centers of



revolutionary crowds were the bazaar and the middle-class
precincts, not the slums. By simply assembling in one place, the
demonstrators did not reduce their collective mentality to the lowest
level of 'destructiveness,' impulsiveness,' 'irrationality,' 'stupidity,' and
'fickleness.' On the contrary, they tended to be non-violent, except
when shot at or suffering from starvation. On the rare occasions
when they indulged in violence, they attacked property rather than
human beings. Of course, their opponents exaggerated all incidents
of destruc- tive behavior into large-scale attacks on society and
humanity. In June 1906, when radicals poured into the streets, the
royalists cried in panic that the whole fabric of society waS being
undermined. And in December 1907, when the royalists rallied in
Cannon Square and killed two would-be assassins who were trying
to murder one of their preachers, the liberals claimed that 'drunken
mobs' were running rampant in the capital, lynching all those
wearing European-style hats. 82 On the whole, demonstrators were
both non-violent and remarkably rational, aiming for goals that were
in their class and group interests. When the slogans ceased to
represent their interests, they had no compunction in withdrawing
and joining rival demonstrations. The defection of the poor from the
side of the revolution into the camp of the reaction was not a sign of
their inherent 'fickleness,' but a result of their dissatisfaction with the
propertied middle class and its bourgeois revolution. And the fact
that they expressed this dissatisfaction by joining the reactionaries
was not a mark of their 'stupidity,' but an indication of the traditional
and Islamic political culture of early-twentieth-century Persia.

 

This article is reprinted from lrallian Stutlies, vol. II, no. 4, Autumn
1969, pp. 128-150. Reprinted by permission of Iranian Studies.
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In a little less than a century (1863: arrival of Isma'il Pasha; 1956:
masterplan of Cairo), the capital of Egypt moved on from its status
as medieval town, neither much bigger nor much more populated
than it had been five centuries earlier, to that of 'megalopolis' with
nearly 10 million inhabitants. Having entered the modern world
shortly before 1880, in only a few decades Cairo underwent a
metamorphosis which had begun almost three centuries earlier in
the western European cities which served as its models. But
scarcely had the rulers of Egypt begun to find answers to the
problems posed by the simple 'modernization' of their city, than they
came up against the almost inextricable difficulties faced by the vast
cities of modern times. The change was so brutal that it is useful to
return to the recent past of Cairo in order to trace the origin of the
urban landscapes which, juxtaposed, form the city of today.

 

THE ORIENTAL CITY (1798-1882) From tlx lxights of the Citadel.
One sees. . . to tlx right and to the lift. th

expans

of tlx city, crossed by streets, dotted with sqlUlre1, encumbered with
mosques and large buildings, and in a hundITtI pla&er tI«/e

tI oUl with f/o7»n7 and gartlms: it is not gay, it is not biZll1re, it is not
1t/(JJ



stic in tlx ordinary sense of tlx 'Word.. in other 'Words all symmetry is
""sml. But it is bi& vast, full of air. lift. 'WIInnth. frudom, and thus of
lJeauty ... Nothing Ixrr is perfectly straight: but in tlx absence of
rt:glllarity, tlx gmera/ IUfJ«t is serious and noble, although varied.
and fJO'IDt:T breatlxs her

.1 The city of 1798 as we know it from the works of the scholars of
the French Expedition, and even the city of 1882, did not differ
fundamentally from that of the Mamluk era, as described in minute
detail for us by the great historian
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Maqrizi (1364-1441). There is nothing easier than to follow the
itineraries of Maqrizi on the maps of the Description tie l'Egypte; the
most basic features of the structUre of the city were scarcely altered
between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. The urban mass
itself (the area and the population) did not change substantially: the
noticeable progress during these four centuries (from 200,000 to
300,000 inhabitants) is moderate; and from 1798 to 1865 again the
constancy of numbers is striking: 260,000 inhabitants according to
the French scholars, 282,000 in 1865. This permanence is evidence
of a remarkable stability (one ought to say stagnation) of the modes
of production and of the types of social organization from the heart of
the Middle Ages right up to the dawn of the modern era. It is still
perceptible today, to the traveller who takes the central artery of the
Fatimid city (qa1aba) between the gate of Bab al-Futuh and the area
around Ibn Tulun. Despite the breaches which, at various times,
have tom the urban fabric (New Road, Shari' al-Azhar, the road to
the Citadel), despite the invasion of modernity which makes its mark



in blind destruction and the proliferation of buildings cheap in style,
Cairo astonishingly continues to conserve its monuments and ways
of life.

 

1) Cairo in 1798 The Cairo of the Description de I'Egypte had
nevertheless been profoundly marked by three centuries of Ottoman
presence. The extension of the city southwards (in the direction of
the Citadel and of the suburb, still distant then, of Old Cairo), and,
above all, towards the west, beyond the Khalig canal which bordered
the city on that side, and the probable growth in population between
1517 and 1798 (from around 200,000 to a little less than 300,000),
should be seen in relation to the economic upsurge of the city in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: this upsurge is shown by the
number and activity of its markets and caravanserais (220
mentioned in the Description as opposed to 58 in the time of
Maqrizi). This development, for a long time obscured by tenacious
anti-Ottoman prejudices, is easily explained. It is indeed true that in
1517 Cairo ceased to be the capital of a state that included
Palestine, Syria and the Hijaz; but by the same token it became the
principal provincial capital of a state which extended, without
borders, from the Danube to Sudan, from the borders of Iran to the
borders of Morocco, a state which was the most important, and the
most enduring, political structure known in the West since the
Roman Empire. Inside this empire, Egypt could attract the greatest
profit from its privileged position on the route from the Orient, trade in
coffee replacing that in spices from the end of the sixteenth century.
Cairo did not translate this activity and this development into
architectUral embodiments comparable to those of the past; but a
tour of what
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remains of Old Cairo is enough to show that the Ottoman imprint, in
this domain as well, was not negligible, even if its embodiments are
conceived on a more modest scale than those, clearly marvellous, of
the Mamluk era. In 1798, the city covered a total of 730 hectares (of
which 660 were built up), which for a population of 263,000
represented a real density of around 400 persons per hectare.
Careful examination reveals a fairly coherent structure. The heart of
the town in 1798, as in the fourteenth century, lay in the part founded
by the Fatimids, which continued to be called

hira, especially in its main street, the

saba. The displacement of this initial centre came about as a result
of urban growth which had been vigorous towards the south and
west but weak towards the north and especially the east where the
hills of debris had put a stop to all expansion. Here were the principal
markets of the city, the international centres of commerce (which
relied essentially on fabrics and coffee), between the Orfevres
bazaar and Khan al-Khalili and the great Azhar mosque, in the place
where the oriental bazaar for tourists is still situated today. Around
this centre, the city spread out following a radio-concentric pattern,
keeping the most important activities near the centre and keeping at
a distance secondary activities, or activities which would
inconvenience the population because of noise or smells they might
produce (blacksmiths, tanners, charcoal manufacturers). Secondary
centres of activity formed nebulous areas in the intermediate zone
alongside the residential districts of the bourgeoisie and the shaykhs
(settled a short distance from their markets or their mosques) and
the houses of the dominant Mamluk aristocracy. At the periphery of
the city, different areas alternated: zones of 'industrial' activity;
working-class districts (and shady ones: Bab al- Luk, today situated
in the middle of the 'modern' city, was one of the centres of
entertainment and prostitution); and finally to the west-in a less
densely settled area-the rich residential districts; the prototype of



these was Azbakiyya, on the edges of which Napoleon Bonaparte
was to establish his headquarters in 1798, in the newly finished
palace of a powerful Mamluk elpir. Although sometimes described
with severity by travellers ('This city is abominable,' wrote the French
officer Dupuis in 1798, 'the streets breathe out plague. . . the people
are frightful'), Cairo was not an anarchic city. Without doubt, it was
somewhat neglected by the authorities, scarcely administered in the
modern sense of the word (there were, so to speak, no urban
'functionar- ies') and totally deprived of municipal institutions. But
urban functions were mainly undertaken by very varied collective
organizations which encompassed individuals in a superimposed
network of structures, leaving aside no aspect of their activities:
trade guilds in the economic sphere, national and religious
organizations, district communities in the geographic sphere. By
using the shaykhs who led these communities (ta>ift) as
intermediaries, the rulers
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could control the population of Cairo. There were, moreover,
specialized corporations which ensured, at the expense of the
inhabitants, the functioning of 'public services': eight guilds of water-
carriers transported drinking water from the Nile to the city and
distributed it to the inhabitants; one guild of 'transporters of soil on
donkeys' removed refuse to the hills of rubbish which surrounded
Cairo in the east; three guilds of donkey and camel drivers likewise
ensured urban transport, etc. Despite an obvious urban decline,
which did not begin perhaps before the last decades of the
eighteenth century and was linked to a particularly unfavourable
political, economic and social conjuncture, Cairo thus remained, at



the end of the Ottoman epoch, an impressive city; the same Dupuis
who judged the city and its inhabitants so unfavourably in 1798 did,
however, add: 'I cannot yet find my way in this vast city, bigger than
Paris.'

 

2) Cairo from Bonaparte to Ismacil (1798-1863) The French
occupation engendered only little visible change, caused by military
operations and the repression of the revolts of 1798 and 1800
around the Azhar area, near Azbakiyya and at Bulaq, suburb and
port of Cairo. By enlarging and regularizing them, the French
improved some strategic routes: for example, the street linking
Azbakiyya (General Headquarters of the Army) to the Muski bridge,
or the route to Bulaq. But many improvements envisaged during the
occupation did not get beyond the planning stage: for example, the
banning of gates which allowed neighbourhoods to be closed, the
destruction of benches put up outside shops which partly obstructed
the streets, or again the removal of cemeteries which extended
inside the city. Equally, it cannot be said that French efforts at
improving lighting and cleaning of the city really bore any fruits. But
some endeavours did, such as those aimed at improving the city's
administration (establishment of a 'diwan', division of Cairo into eight
wards, strengthening of administrative powers of shaykhs in their
districts): even if these endeavours were short-lived, they were able
to inspire, at least partially, the reforms undertaken in the following
century. In a certain way, the French expedition thus marked for
Cairo, as for Egypt, the beginning of a new era. Between 1800 and
1860, Cairo hardly changed. Muhammad cAli, enterpris- ing and
innovative statesman in other areas, showed little interest in, and did
little for, his capital. Several explanations can be given for a shirking
of responsibility at first sight so surprising: distrust, perhaps, with
regard to a city where so often formidable popular movements were
born, which could explain his predilection for residences built outside
the city (Rod a, Shubra); preference for Alexandria, where
development was on the contrary very rapid and which supplanted
Cairo as a centre of international commerce. Whatever
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the reasons, for 30 years only relatively minor advances are evident:
improve- ment of administrative strUctures (institution of a
governorate, muhafllZll), organization of districts and wards (tbumn,
an eighth, perhaps in imitation of French arrrmtlissemmts), efforts to
improve hygiene. Even the attempts to develop industry, and the first
implementations at Bulaq (cloth mills and printing) and at Shubra
(textile workshops) did not really alter the urban strUcture inherited
from the Ottomans. The most pronounced efforts observ- able after
1830 were perhaps due to the inftuence ofIbrahim Pasha. All things
considered, the achievements of Muhammad 'Ali in Cairo can be
summed up in a few words: levelling of the accumulations of rubbish
to the north and west of Cairo; drying some of the ponds (birka);
drainage of Azbakiyya which was to become a garden;
improvements in the road system (abolition of benches). A
masterplan for the city was outlined (tIlnzim adopted in 1845): but
the only achievement in this area was merely sketched; in 1845 the
laying-out started of the New Road (sikka al-gaditla, later Shari'
Muski) which was meant to open the commercial quarter to the west
It was not finished until much later; also, it had not originally been
conceived as allowing the passage of more than two loaded camels,
which gives an idea of the modesty of the conception of urbanism in
a city where, it is true, for a long time there had been only one horse-
drawn vehicle, that of the pasha. In 1850, the city was similar to the
one described by the French in 1798, and the (somewhat unreliable)
census of 1846 gives a population of 256,000 inhabitants, a little
fewer than 50 years earlier. The next 15 years were hardly any more
fruitful with regard to Cairo: there is hardly anything to point out other
than the establishment, by 'Abbas I in 1849, of barracks on the road



to Matariah which were the distant point of departUre from the
'Abbasiyya quarter. At least these years saw the concrete realization
of innovations which would later allow the development of the city:
the completion, in 1854, of the railway from Cairo to Alexandria,
which made Cairo very accessible from then on and soon turned it
into a railway junction; the agreement to build the Suez Canal (in
1854) which produced, for the time being, no consequences, but
which laid the way for the entry of Egypt into the world market, Cairo
becoming again an important place of call on the main route to the
East, an essential link in the network of world com- munications.

 

3) The temptlltion of the 'West Credit must go to the reforming
Khedive Isma'il for having conceived and begun to put into effect a
considered plan for turning Cairo into a modern city. In his projects
for the modernization of Egypt, which were not without some touch
of megalomania, nor without a naivety which the European
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entrepreneurs and adventurers knew how to exploit at the expense
of Egypt, the enlargement and embellishment of Cairo naturally
occupied a choice place, the capital having to form a show-case for
an effort which affected the whole counuy. From the beginning of his
reign, the Khedive displayed his taste for technical progress by
putting into effect what had at times been projected by his
predecessors: in 1865 a company with European capital and
personnel was charged with proceeding with the supply of water into
the city of Cairo, distribution of water beginning in 1875. At the same



rime, the Lebon Company obtained the concession for the provision
of gas: lighting began in 1867 and, from 1882, 70 kilometres of
streets and squares were lit by 2,459 lanterns. Simultaneously, the
construction of the Suez Canal was undertaken and the deepening
of the Isma(iliyya Canal (1864-66) made it possible to envisage the
development of the city in new areas lying to the north and north-
east of Cairo. Isma(il's designs regarding Cairo were soon to take a
grander turn. If it is probable that, long before his visit to France in
1867 (on the occasion of the 'Exposition UniverseJJe' or World Fair),
the Khedive had dreamt of modernizing his capital, it is indisputably
his stay in Paris and his contact with 'Hausmann- ism', then so
triumphant, which gave his projects their definitive turn. Back in
Cairo, thinking of transforming the inauguration of the Suez Canal in
1869 into an event which would excite world-wide interest, Isma(iI
decided to elevate his capital to the height of the image of Egypt
which he wanted to present to the world, that of a modern country.
The short time the Khedive allowed himself naturally did not permit
him to consider remodelling the old city; what he could try, however,
was to cover the western edge of the city with a fafade capable of
making a favourable impression on its European visitors. Thus the
character, and the limits, of his enterprise were defined. The twO
years Isma(il had at his disposal were filled with feverish activity. The
person chosen to mastermind this enterprise was one of the most
remarkable individuals of nineteenth-century Egypt, (Ali Pasha
Mubarak, who was also a remarkable Minister of Education and an
eminent historian. The plan prepared for the whole city was directly
inspired by Hausmann principles: a network of open streets
connecting a dozen squares (midan), with the New Road continuing
right to the desert, to the east of Cairo. But the effort was inevitably
limited to a free area to the north-west of the old city, between the
Bulaq road, the Old Cairo road (now Shari( Qilsr al-(Aini), Bab al-Luk
and the bank of the Nile, an area of about 250 hectares. Here the
streets and pavements were planned, the land having been offered
by the Khedive to possible builders. Once the network was drawn,
actual building began, but at a rather slow pace: by the end of the
reign only some hundreds of buildings had seen the light of day. At
the same time, arrangements were
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under way to transform Azbakiyya (where an opera house had been
hastily erected) into an 'English' park in the style of Parc Monceau,
with little lakes, grOttoes and bridges. In order to do this, Barillet-
Deschamps, the creator of the Bois de Bologne, was brought from
France; he also drew up plans for a big park on the island of Gezira
and arranged shade on each side of the good road in the direction of
the Pyramids, which had been improved. To facilitate access to the
island and the left bank of the Nile, a metal bridge was constructed
over the river, ending in the south of Gezira (1869). The main part of
these works was completed in time for the opening of the canal.
After 1869, which was the peak of the reign, the pace of
accomplishments slowed, the more so as Egypt began to experience
serious financial difficulties, partly caused by the extravagances of
the Khedive. However, from 1872, work was begun on Clot Bey
Street (from the station to Azbakiyya) and above all on Muhammad
'Ali Avenue, which would link Azbakiyya to the Citadel over a length
of two kilometres. This real progress was not without its drawbacks:
among the 700 buildings destroyed were a number of important
monuments; and the beautiful fafades and arcades bordering the
new avenue, which were cleaned three times a day, camouflaged
filthy alleyways. The major works ofIsma'il in Cairo were not
completed: the ruin of Egypt, and soon its subjection to foreign
control, interrupted their implementation. Not everything was illusory,
however, in a task which had been undertaken in haste ten years
earlier. A movement had been set in motion and a new city was in
the process of being born. This shows in the figures: that of
population, which grew from 282,000 in 1866 to 375,000 in 1882, of
whom 19,000 were foreigners; that of area, which reached 1,260



hectares, an increase of more than 50 per cent; the length of
roadways, which quadrupled (from 58 to 208 kilometres). Although
the development of the outlying areas to the north would have a
great effect in the future, it was in its irresistible thrust to the west
that the transformation of Cairo was apparent: the Isma'iliyya
quarter-which would become the centre of Cairo, and remain so till
the present, with its new streets still teeming with activity today
(<1!tsr ai-Nil, Sulayman Pasha, 'Imad al-Din)-is the legacy of the
reforming Khedive to the twentieth century. But the Cairo which
Isma'il helped to create was distinguishable from the old city by a
new characteristic which was just as important as this quantitative
progress. Henceforth there would be two cities of Cairo juxtaposed.
The former centre had been subjected to great modifications; but the
wounds that had been inflicted on it had not modified the basic
structure of the old city. On the other hand, another city, European in
the organization of its structure and functions, already different in its
population, strongly marked by the massive presence of foreigners,
had been born in the west. These diverse traits characterized the
'colonial' cities of the nineteenth and twentieth
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centuries: even before Egypt succumbed to the blow of colonialism,
coloniza- tion was establishing itself in the very heart of the country's
structures. From 1882, the formula that inspired the inauguration of
Shari< Muhammad <Ali Can be applied to Cairo thus divided: 'Cairo
is like a cracked vase. The two parts will no longer join together.'2

 



THE COLONIAL CITY (1882-1936)

 

FOITignns [bave maJ

Cairo into] tlx cmtr

of a capital from wbicb Egyptians aIT exduduJ. Tbm is no visible
boundary betwem tlx Egyptian qtlllTters anti tlx others. w

have CTOsmJ tlx smtlls of fryingfoods. lIS OII

CTOSUs barkd wilT, to TelKb tbos

of Gred balteries a"" Swiss cake sbops.J The installation, avowedly
provisional, of Great Britain in Egypt in 1882, changed progressively
into a lasting presence which ended officially in 1936 (the date of the
treaty recognizing the independence of Egypt) and in actual fact in
1954 (agreement on the evacuation of British forces). For 30 years
British dominance, of which the political aspects are studied
elsewhere, produced appreciable results in the field of economics:
there was a real surge in Egyptian agriculture and the demographic
development of a country which, until then, had been somewhat
underpopulated was at first a positive ele- ment, available resources
increasing faster than the number of mouths to feed. The
development of Cairo was paralleled throughout the whole country.
Having become the capital of a state from then on practically
independent of Turkey, a centre of colonial administration, seat of
large foreign enterprises which were exploiting the country, Cairo
added a whole range of new functions to the prestige which it
traditionally drew from its cultural and religious role, and in a few
decades it saw modernization and an accelerated growth whose
harmful aspects would become apparent only later.

 



1) Increase in the jXJpulation of Cairo The most telling phenomenon
during this period is naturally the rapid rise in the population of Cairo,
which went from 375,000 in 1882 to 1,312,000 in 1937, an increase
of 250 per cent in 55 years (the increase had been 51 per cent in the
preceding 84 years). In this movement of general growth, two
phases should be distinguished. Between 1882 and 1917, the
population of Cairo developed at the same pace as the demographic
development of the whole of Egypt. During all this time, the
population of Cairo remained at round about 6 per cent of the total
population of the country: 5.5 per cent in 1882; 5.9 per cent in 1897;
5.8 per cent in 1907; 6.2 per cent in 1917 (791,000 out of 12,700,000
Egyptians altogether). The large-scale developments in the Nile
Valley (repair of Delta
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Dam in 1891, construction of the Aswan Dam in 1902), the
generalization of permanent irrigation and the rise in the cultivation
of cotton show that agricultural production had by then increased at
an average rate of 1.6 per cent per annum, faster than the
population. Average rural income rose around 1914 to E£ 30 a year.
It is on this foundation of relative prosperity that the growth of Cairo
developed. This period was also, as we shall see, the time when the
great trappings of the urban environment were established. The
properly Egyptian demographic increase was completed by a
spectacular influx of foreigners (who in a few years numbered
75,000), personnel who were part of the colonial regime and
entrepreneurs attracted by the Egyptian boom. The war years (1914-
18) saw a change of tempo in this increase: the population of Cairo
began to grow at a speed faster than that of the whole Egyptian



population. With 1,060,000 inhabitants in 1927 and 1,300,000 in
1937, Cairo represented 7.5 per cent and 8.2 per cent of the
Egyptian population respectively. This accelerated movement
towards urbanization which affected all Egypt (in 1897, 15 per cent
of the population lived in towns with more than 20,000 inhabitants, of
which there were 17; in 1947 the proportion was 30 per cent, in 57
towns) was evidently linked to the slowing of pace in the
development of agricultural production; it increased at an average
0.4 per cent per annum between 1914 and 1947, which from then on
became less than the pace of growth of population. Because of this,
the average agricultural income went down: it was only E£ 26 in
1947. Economic pressure in the countryside, which had lessened
before 1914, became much stronger; and this movement to towns
chiefly affected Cairo, where migration accounted for more than half
the increase in population: in 1927, out of a little more than
1,000,000 Cairenes, only 644,000 had been born in Cairo. The
swelling of the population of Cairo was due less to the attraction of
the city, where industrialization, little encouraged by the British
occupiers, was developing at a very slow pace, than to the
overpopulation of the countryside: Cairo thus helped absorb the
overflow of rural population more than all the other urban areas. In
this overall growth, one element, which has already been pointed
oUt, should be underlined: that of the importance of the foreign
population, particularly the Europeans. The four principal foreign
colonies comprised 59,460 people in 1927 (18,289 in 1882). During
this time, the number of the British had increased tenfold (11,221 in
1927) and was now greater than that of the French. But the most
numerous were the Greeks (20,115) and the Italians (18,575). The
role played by foreigners in supplying official personnel in the
administrative and economic domains explains this flood. Reasons
of the same kind also explain the relatively high numbers of the
minorities in Cairo: 94,000 Copts in 1927, almost to per cent of the
population of the city;
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34,103 Jews; also numerous Syrians who, because they were
foreigners but Arab, were of intermediate status and who played an
important economic and intellectual role.

 

2) The Expansion of the city to the 'Wen anti to the north Such a
rapid numerical growth implies a considerable construction effort the
building industry in Cairo underwent a real boom between 1897 and
1907. Urbanizing enterprises achieved inside and around Cairo
(filling-in of the last ponds, levelling of the hills, filling-in of the Khalig)
allowed the growth of the receptive capacity of the old city whose
quarters could absorb a significant portion of the newcomers:
Gamaliyya had 44,788 more inhabitants between 1882 and 1927;
Darb al-Ahmar had 52,544 more. But the old quarters were reaching
saturation point and it was thus particularly to the west and north that
were found the free spaces which would, in 30 years, be occupied by
more than 500,000 new Cairenes. The search for new ground was
beset with difficulties of various kinds. In the west, the river was an
obstacle to be cleared with difficulty and the amplitude of its floods
made its banks rather inhospitable. Towards the north and the north-
east, the two basic problems were those of distance from the centre
of the city and aridity. These different problems were solved in only
20 years, between 1897 and 1917, and a 'second city'4 of Cairo
could thus come into being in the first decades of the twentieth
century. A modern network of mass transportation was set up
between 1894 (a concession was given to the Belgian financier
Empain to establish a tram system) and 1917: at this date, Cairo had
30 tram lines which ensured internal communications (one line was
built on the site of the former Khalig) and links with the suburbs
(Bulaq, 'Abbasiyya, the Pyramids, Shubra, Old Cairo, Embaba); the
65 kilometres of lines, which formed almost the definitive network for



Cairo, put the centre of Cairo only one hour away from its outermost
pans. The filling-in of the Isma'iliyya Canal (in 1912) overcame the
obstacle to the northward expansion of Cairo and provided a fast
direct route in the direction of Heliopolis, which was then beginning
to be developed. The construction of the Aswan Dam above all met
the need to develop Egyptian agriculture; but the control of the Nile
floods also allowed the stabilization of the ground at the edge of the
river in Cairo, on both banks and on the islands (Gezira and Roda)
and their use for the construction of new quarters to the west of the
city. It also enabled the construction of the bridges which the city
needed in order to expand westwards. Three bridges begun in 1902
and completed in 1907 were added to the Isma'il Bridge (the 'Abbas
Bridge, linking Roda to Giza; a bridge between Roda and Old Cairo;
the Muhammad 'Ali Bridge between Qasr al-'Aini and Roda) offering
a way to the west from
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the south of the city. Once the bridge from Bulaq to the north of
Gezira was built (1908-12) there were three routes to the left bank.
The system of bridges did not need further modification until 1952.
These technical achievements and modern means of transport
opened the way for the expansion of the city in other domains. Until
1900 the city changed only slowly, along the lines drawn up in the
time of Isma'il: gradual urbanization of the Isma'iliyya quarter;
establishment of administrative func- tions in the area to the east of
Qasr al-'Aini; the peopling of the Faggala and Tawfiqiyya quarters
betwen the old city and the Isma'iliyya Canal. It was from the
beginning of the century that the great achievements in urbanization
began. The area along the shore of the Nile, until then taken up by



princely residences, was opened to urban development. In the Q!lsr
al-Dubara area, division into lots followed the establishment of the
British Consulate General (the 'Residence'): Garden City began in
1906 to strew its beautiful residences along the streets in curved
lines, in the English manner. In Gezira, between 1905 and 1907, the
Baehler Company bought and divided into lots, on a grid plan, the
area which was to become the chic quarter of Cairo, Zamalek.
Further south, the peopling of Roda began, while to the west of the
Nile the occupation ofEmbaba and Giza was outlined. To the north-
east of Cairo, the almost desert plateau into which 'Abbasiyya
extended was the object of an attempt at development which began
in 1906, when a company directed by Baron Empain, whose activity
in the field of transport we have seen, decided to create a satellite
city there. The company acquired 2,500 and then 5,000 hectares of
desert land at a derisory price and undertook its division into lots
after building a tram line (the 'metro') which over a torallength of 24
kilometres linked 'Heliopolis' to Cairo. Considerable amounts of
European capital permitted the organization of the supply of water
and electricity and the establishment of a network of sewers. The
population developed rapidly; in 1910 there were only a thousand or
so people in Heliopolis; but the number of inhabitants reached
28,544 in 1930 and 50,000 in 1947. For a long time an offshoot
detached from the centre of Cairo, Heliopolis turned the focus of the
development of the agglomeration towards the north-east to the
point where, in the middle of the century, the growth of urban fabric
had filled in the vast empty space which had originally separated the
two. The modernization and development of the city could take place
only at the cost of a considerable outlay on equipment which very
rapid urban growth would then render inadequate. The appearance
in 1903 of a new type of vehicle, the automobile, hastened the
transformation of the network of streets in the capital;
macadamization had begun as early as pre-1882. The area of paved
roads increased from 30,000 square metres in 1882 to 1,354,000 in
1900 and to 3,408,000 in 1927. But this modernization particularly
affected
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the new city, where modern traffic was concentrated. In the old city
the road system often remained archaic, and few major arteries were
provided to ameliorate a clearly deficient network (the main ones
being Shari' al-Khalig and Shari' al-Azhar). From 1909, the
establishment of a network of sewers began in Cairo: planned for a
million people, it reached its maximum capacity as early as 1930.
One of the great difficulties encountered by Cairo in its development
was the absence of any municipal institution. At a time when
Egyptian towns were being progressively endowed with
municipalities, the capital was directly administered by the
government or within the framework of the governorate of the
province. The Tanzimat administration, created at the time of
Muham- mad 'Ali, enjoyed only limited power, and the control of
certain departments escaped it entirely. This situation explains in
part the obvious deficiencies in the organization of urban life. The
diminished political status of Egypt, the seizure by foreiguers of the
administration, the privileges from which they benefited (their
subjection to local taxes posed numerous problems), the concession
of all public services to foreign companies, all this also helped make
difficult the coordination of municipal action and its orientation
towards the benefit of the main bulk of the population.

 

3) The f'W() cities The colonial period confirmed the tendency
towards the establishment of two cities joined side by side, which
had become apparent from as early as the time of Isma'il Pasha, but
worsened later: if before 1882 the line of demarcation separated a
'traditional' sector and a 'modern' sector, after the colonization of
Egypt the cleavage took on a national, social and economic



character which accentuated its severity. From then on, one could
legitimately speak of an 'indigenous' city and a 'European' city, just
as in the case of the great colonial cities of North Africa. Two worlds,
different in every way (even the appearance of the street system,
anarchic in the east, regular in the west), faced each other on either
side of a 'frontier' which ran from north to south, from Bab al-Hadid to
Azbakiyya, to Abdin and to Sayyida Zainab. Instead of a progressive
process of fusion, as could have been hoped for in the time of
Isma'il, the differences became greater as the centre of gravity of the
city inexorably moved towards the west, where power, activity and
riches were accumulating. Old Cairo covered only one part of the
Ottoman city; the rectangle of the latter had been a little cut into, to
the west of Shari' Khalig ai-Masri, by the progress of modernism.
Bulaq belonged to this sector. Some roads and the construction of
modern buildings had in places introduced the appearance of
progress. But, behind the alignments of 'European' fa

ades, the old fabric
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continued to exist, becoming more and more dilapidated. This old
city had been sacrificed to the European city, as early as the time of
Isma<il, and this abandonment only worsened subsequently: the
road system was neglected, there was insufficient rubbish collection,
sewers were poor or non-existent, the water supply was incomplete.
Nevertheless, the population in these quarters continued to grow at a
rapid pace: between 1882 and 1927 the population of four of the
divisions (qism) which formed the old city (Gamaliyya, Bab al-
Sharaya, Muski, Darb al-Ahmar) rose from 122,411 to 259,535, an



increase of 112 per cent; but, taking account of the even more rapid
growth of the other areas of Cairo, the eastern city suffered a clear
relative decline. The proportion of the population who lived there
continually decreased: in 1897,54.3 per cent of the total; in 1907,51
per cent; in 1917,47 per cent; in 1927,40 per cent; and finally, in
1937, 34 per cent. Moreover, this population was particularly poor.
The old city tended to become a refuge and to become proletarian;
this could only precipitate a decline which was apparent in its
external aspect-more and more abject-and in its activity-more and
more reduced. The case of Gamaliyya S is absolutely typical from
this point of view: this traditional quarter had been able to maintain
itself with its artisanal and commercial activities until around 1914.
But, after the war, prominent people had gradually deserted it and
the decline of its economic activities contrasted with an ever more
acute overpopulation, which led in turn to chronic unemployment.
Modern economic activities had now been moved towards the west
and the north, and this is where, indisput- ably, the present and the
future of the city were to be found. The western city, whose principal
poles were the hotels and banks of the Isma<iliyya quarter, the royal
palace of Abdin, the ministries and embassies of the Q.!isr al- <Aini
quarter, appeared to converge on the two most ostentatious symbols
of the foreign occupation: the British barracks in Qasr ai-Nil and the
Residence of the all-powerful representative of Great Britain. The
business centre was still the town designed under Isma<il: the villas
had disappeared and been replaced by large buildings. Here were
concentrated the big shops, the boutiques, the banks, the best hotels
(including the famous Shepheard's, rebuilt several times but which
would finally disappear in the great fire in 1952). Here also the
European population was concentratedj they held the levers of
political decision and economic power. In several areas within the
triangle whose top is the railway station and whose base is Shari<
Khedive Isma<il, the foreign population (principally European) was in
the majority in 1927 (for example, in Tawfiqiyya 62.3 per cent of the
population were foreigners); altogether this area had 23,524
foreigners out of a total of 64,001 (37 per cent). The political centre
was situated a little further south, along Qasr al- <Aini in a network of



streets designed in a grid plan; here were most of the ministries and
main government services. To the west, between the
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Isma<il Bridge and Roda, the rich residential quarter, Garden City,
stretched out. The beautiful quarters had crossed the Nile and
spread themselves in Zamalek to the north of the gardens of the
Gezira Sporting Club, created by the British for their physical
pleasure and moral comfort. Further south, Roda and, further west,
Giza had a clearly marked upper-middle-class residential character.



The characteristics of the western city (business, well-to-do
residential) explain why, despite the importance of its role, it
gathered only 350,000 inhabitants (26.7 per cent of the total
population of Cairo in 1937, a proportion which had scarcely
changed since the beginning of the century). To the north, a new city
gradually took form, strongly marked in the west by the industrial
deyelopment underway in Bulaq and Shubra, while in the east
Heliopolis retained its character of a residential area for the
bourgeoisie and the middle class, with a strong element of Egyptian
minorities. The two divisions (qism) of Shubra and Wayli, which had
30,731 inhabitants in 1882, had 272,626 in 1927. The part of the
population of all Cairo living in the northern area had not stopped
growing since the beginning of the century: in 1897, 12.9 per cent; in
1907, 16.5 per cent; in 1917, 21.5 per cent; in 1927, 27.6 per cent. In
1937, the northern area had altogether 450,000 inhabitants (34 per
cent of the total population of Cairo), more than the eastern city and
much more than the western city. The development of transport
enabled built-up areas even further away (southern suburbs of
Maadi and Helwan) to advance somewhat, but they still did not
muster more than a fairly limited population. This 'fragmented' city
was the image of a divided society, the image of a colonized country.
In all the urban symbols the preponderance of foreigners was
apparent, entrenched within their business and residential quarters.
For the Egyptians, the dilemma was clear: to become resigned to the
slow asphyxia of the old quarters or to accept assimilation into a way
of life which had been brought to them from outside.

 

METROPOLITAN CAIRO (1936-76)"

 

Cairo at tbir time was seetbing witb inrolmt activity . . . Obrerverr
'I1H!Tr nruclt witb an impreuion of overwhelming rize. TIN &rO'/1Jd
baJ kctmle terriJYingly buge . .. TIN inequality of rocial rtratlJ, tIN rplit
bmDeen tlNir diff"",t 'IlJayr of life and almost betuJm, their moral
coder. the rjJefiaJ chamctnirticr of variour tiinridr are t'Vidmce of a



fragmentation and a dispersal whicb rbouJd have mmJe tIN city
powerlm. And yet tIN cJamour that romdimer arore from tbu
betmJgmeour, jostling masr revealed a terriJYing unity. TIN giant
regrouped bis rbattered fragments and rtru&/t. 6 1936 is a political
date without real significance for Egypt: the signing of the Anglo-
Egyptian treaty pUt an end neither to the political preponderance

 

. For an up-to-date account of Cairo during this period, the reader
should consult Andre Raymond, u Clino(Paris: Fayard, 1993).
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of the British, which could only end with the revolution of 1952, nor to
the military occupation, whose last effects were swept away in 1956.
But it is nonetheless true that, for Cairo, the period which began in
1936 marked the beginning of a new era. From then on the life and
fortunes of Cairo were governed by a demographic evolution which
underwent an abrupt change: until 1937, the population of Cairo
grew at an annual rate of around 1.5 to 2 per cent (1897-1907: 1.4
per cent; 1927-37: 2.2 per cent). From then on the rate of growth
moved on to more than 4 per cent: 1937-47, 4.8 per cent; 1947--60
and 1960-66,4 per cent. The population of Cairo, which had doubled
between 1882 and 1914 (32 years), doubled between 1917 and
1942 (25 years), and doubled again between 1947 and 1966 in only
19 years. As a result of this leap forward, the proportion of the
Egyptian population represented by Cairo, which had risen gradually
from 6 per cent to 8.2 per cent (in 1937), jumped the 10 per cent
barrier in 1947 (10.8 per cent) and then grew rapidly to 12.8 per cent



in 1960 and to 16 per cent in 1976. The slowing of growth shown by
the 1976 census (annual growth of 1.8 per cent between 1966 and
1976) indicates a change of direction which will however alter these
basic data only in the long term. Because of this formidable
demographic upsurge, a 'third city of Cairo' (P. Marthelot) can be
seen to be coming into existence, one whose very amplitude and
accelerated development justify its designation as 'metropolis', the
first in Africa, one of the most important in the world, but with
characteristics which make it a specifically Egyptian phenomenon.

 

1) A galloping demography' When one approaches the demography
of Egypt, and that of Cairo, of the present day, one handles figures
which cause vertigo. The population of Cairo grew, from 1937 to
1947, from 1.3 million to 2 million inhabitants. In 1960 it was 3.3
million and, in 1976, 5.1 million. But at this last date, 'metropolitan'
Cairo (including in particular the urbanized areas in the governorate
of Giza, on the west bank of the Nile) had 6.7 million inhabitants
(18.8 per cent of the population of Egypt) and 'Greater Cairo' had 8
million. It is true that the whole of Egypt had been affected by a
veritable demographic revolution, its annual growth increasing from
an average of 1.2 per cent between 1927 and 1937, to 1.9 per cent
between 1937 and 1947, and finally to 2.6 per cent from 1947. 8 But
in Cairo two phenomena combined to accelerate growth beyond
what anyone could have foreseen, to rates which, between 1947 and
1966, reached and passed 4 per cent The natural rate of growth of
the population of Cairo, which had for a long time been moderate,
had overtaken the rate for Egypt. There are two consquences of this:
first, the population of Cairo is very young (51 per cent of the
population were under
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20 in 1960); secondly, it is no longer possible to envisage stopping
the growth of Cairo by simply limiting internal immigration. The
growth of Cairo has become inevitable and must therefore be
planned. The second phenomenon is the strength of internal
immigration which sends an ever-increasing stream of people to
Cairo from the rest of Egypt. This movement affected all the towns in
Egypt, but Cairo more than any other: between 1960 and 1966 it
absorbed almost 80 per cent of all migrant Egyptians and in 1960 it
was estimated that 1,270,000 Cairenes (more than a third of the
population of Cairo) had been born outside the city. The vigour of
this internal migration is naturally linked to the strong demographic
growth affecting all Egypt, to the rural pressure which has become
explosive, and to the resulting endemic unemployment in the
countryside. It is also due to a policy of industrialization followed
energetically between 1956 and 1966 which attracted a considerable
number of people to the areas around the industrial complexes
created to the north and south of Cairo; the slowing of this effort is
one of the reasons for the dip in the growth of Cairo after 1966. This
migrant population, composed of individuals of a relatively low
cultural level (45.6 per cent illiterate), little qualified professionally
(42.6 per cent workers without qualifications) and having lower-than-
average income at their disposal, palpably aggravate the various
problems which Cairo faces. Recent immigrants are poor, they are
hit heavily by unemployment and their needs, whether social
(financial assistance, housing), economic (work) or cultural
(education), are particularly pressing. It is understandable that, in
this rising whirlwind, the departure of some tens of thousands of
foreigners. following the revolution of 1952 and particularly the Suez
crisis (1956), was relatively imperceptible, even though among these
foreigners had been a large number of high-level specialists and
experts and also lower-grade technicians, whose emigration
impoverished Egypt. In the political and social spheres, however, this
departure was of great significance: it helped restore the capital to



the Egyptians, in the same way that the policy of Nasser, whatever
its gaps and failures, helped restore Egypt to its inhabitants, and it
provoked a social and economic displacement which changed the
face of the city. Under the effect of such a strong demographic
upsurge, the structure of the city was completely upset: between
1937 and 1947 the relative positions of the larger sectors of Cairo
were inverted; the old city, the western city and the northern city
changed in ten years from 34, 27 and 34 per cent of the total
population respectively to 32, 25 and 38 per cent. 9 This trend has
continued up to the present, so much so that the centre of gravity of
the city, which for 60 years had been moving from the east to the
west, tends to be fixed now in the northern area. The relative decline
of the 'oriental' city, already perceptible before 1937, has continued
and accelerated since the war. The moderate increase in
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population figures of the six qism which make up this part of Cairo (in
1947, 574,051; in 1976, 773,053) corresponds, in percentage, with a
progressive decline: in 1947 these six qism contained 28 per cent of
the total population of Cairo; in 1960, 22.2 per cent; in 1976, 14.3 per
cent. The old city has not, however, ceased to play an important role
in the life of the Cairene conglomeration: it shelters a large
proportion of the poorest among the population, in particular the new
immigrants seeking asylum when they first arrive in Cairo. This is the
role played by the colonial shanty-towns of North Africa. This
situation also explains the considerable density (1,002 inhabitants
per hectare in the whole of the Bab al-Sharaya qirm, but densities
exceeding 2,000 in certain quarters, for example that of al-<Utuf.
2,280). The limit of demographic saturation has been reached in this



area, which explains why the slowing of overall growth in Cairo since
1966 has been particularly marked in the 'old quarters', where a
decline in the population seems to have started. The crowding of the
population explains a totally astonishing phenomenon: the peopling
of the cemeteries of Cairo. Finding no space towards the east
available for urban expansion, the human tide which has submerged
the city has progressively colonized the cities of the dead of
Q.!t'itbay and Qarafa, where the tombs were built like real houses,
set out in an organized network of roads. From 1940, squatters in
search of cheap housing invaded these cemeteries; the population
living there is estimated at about 100,000, generally miserable,
people. The development of the western city, which has become the
centre of the city because of the thrust beyond the Nile, has also
slowed down: 575,788 inhabitants in 1947; 617,480 in 1976 in the
five qism to the west. But this represents no more than a regularly
decreasing proportion of the population of Cairo: 28.1 per cent in
1947; 19.6 per cent in 1960; 12.1 per cent in 1976. Its functions as
the centre of administrative activities and services and its tendency
to be a wealthy residential area, which did not allow great density,
explain this stagnation. The expansion of the city further westwards
continues now beyond the Nile: Giza and Embaba, which had
537,789 inhabitants in 1947, had reached 1,062,000 in 1965, an
increase of98 per cent, greater than the increase in the whole of
Cairo taken together during the same period (96 per cent). In 1976,
the governorate of Giza, of which a large part belongs to the urban
mass of Cairo, had a population of 2,419,247. But it is to the north of
the city that the most spectacular changes have taken place. In 1947
there were 732,153 inhabitants there; 2,837,014 in 1976, an
increase of 387 per cent. The northern area, which held 35.7 per
cent of the total population of Cairo in 1947 and 46.5 per cent in
1960, today contains more than half this population (55.8 per cent in
1976) and the patches of urban development are now tending to
merge. This growth is so vigorous that it seems as though the future
of Cairo may well be taking shape
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there: the projects for a rapid north-south link (metropolitan)IO and
the industrialization of this area can but reinforce a movement which
has the compelling appearance of a natural phenomenon, as if the
capital of Egypt were resuming, in the middle of the twentieth
century, a millenary movement to the north, the successive stages
being Fustat (640), al-(Askar (750), al- Qata>iyah (870) and finally
al-Qahira (969). At the other end of Cairo, in the south, a similar
movement of expansion is developing with comparable vigour,
although somewhat later. If Old Cairo, just like the old quarters, is
marking time relatively speaking (4.9 per cent of the total population
in 1947; 5.4 per cent in 1976), while still gaining in numbers (from
100,904 to 273,670), the urban residential areas of Maadi and
Helwan have been swept up in a frenetic process of growth: Maadi
has grown from 42,994 in 1947 to 287,056 in 1976, Helwan from
24,028 to 316,190 people, a record growth of more than 1,200 per
cent in 30 years, a growth linked to the rise of industry in this area. A
new pole in Cairo has been created in the south, beyond the spaces
which still remain to be conquered.

 

2) Urban problems The figures which have just been cited are
eloquent enough to presage the magnitude of the problems facing
contemporary Cairo, where the trappings of urban development and
the very life of the population are concerned. The daily existence of
such a mass of humanity, distributed over an area of more than
20,000 hectares, is the source of innumerable difficulties,
reminiscent of the kind which make the technicians of occidental
metropolises grow pale, but in the economic and social environment
of a country whose per capita income was estimated around 1972 at



only $197. Although perceptible progress has been made in this
domain since the war, it cannot be said that the city of Cairo has at
its disposal administrative structures which would enable it to
organize its development. The creation in 1949 of the Cairo
Municipality (baJatliyya) and of a Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs marked, in this context, an important stage which was
completed by the abolition of privileges for foreigners and the
recovery by the Egyptians of the management of public utilities (end
of concessions, from 1947; abolition of the Mixed Courts, 1948;
nationalization of transport, 1956), and finally the abolition or tight
control of 'Waqf endowments. But the hesitations over what form to
give the administration of Cairo and the tendency to manage the city
from the top, in a bureaucratic manner, certainly impeded the
planning of the development of the city almost as much as the lack
of sufficient resources or the fact that the western part of the city
depends on a separate administrative structure (the governorate of
Giza). In total, except in limited sectors (Maadi, Heliopolis, Madinat
Nasr, the Fatimid city), the attempt at regulation has
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been insufficient for a long time and, when an attempt at planning
was made, it seemed to fall well short of meeting realities which
could have been foreseen: the masterplan of 1965 set a ceiling of
3,500,000 inhabitants for Cairo. It might be thought that the High
Committee, formed to supervise the development of Cairo, will be
both more realistic and more efficacious. One of the most difficult
technical problems in Cairo is that of traffic. A considerable effort
was made, after 1952, to extend and improve the streets of Cairo
that were threatened with congestion by the volume of traffic. Among



the most spectacular achievements (which were also of clear
political signifi- cance) were the development of the central square,
Midan al- Tahrir, relieved in 1946 of the encumbering presence of the
British barracks, and the comple- tion of the Nile Corniche, 50
kilometres long, the last barrier to which having been the garden of
the British Residency which extended all the way to the river. Cairo is
today hemmed in by a network of fast roads which outline its new
shape. Communications towards the western part have been
appreciably improved by the construction of the University Bridge
(1958) and by the current construction of a bridge between the Bulaq
Bridge and the Isma(il (now Q.!Isr aI-Nil) Bridge. This progress has
not been enough to resolve the problems of traffic that the size of the
city (roughly 50 kilometres north to south and 10 kilometres west to
east) and the length of daily journeys of Cairenes (from the distant
suburbs in the north, west and south to the centre) render
particularly acute. Public transport is subjected to considerable
strain; the spectacle of crammed buses and trains spilling forth
hordes of travellers provides a daily illustration of this. The recent
liberalization of the importation of private cars has helped make
urban traffic congestion worse; this is particularly noticeable on the
approaches to the Nile bridges. The sewage system and the
pumping stations are also overworked and periodically threaten to
give up the ghost: in 1965 the sewers overflowed, particularly in the
most populated quarters, the least well equipped, to the point where,
in the worst cases, a number of sewer vents were covered over with
a thick layer of cement in order to avoid explosions and malodorous
geysers. Upon one of these curious termite-hill-like excrescences, a
ragamuffin in Sayyida Zainab wrote, with that so typically Cairene
humour which is expressed in sometimes savage nu/ttas (jokes):
maqam Sidi BaJatIiyya (the tomb of Mr Municipality). Exceptional
measures undertaken during that year meant that the most urgent
problems could be solved, but the low-lying places in the city remain,
in winter, under threat of Rood. Rubbish collection comes up against
the same difficulties and is similarly inadequate. More pressing for
the people of Cairo are the problems of work and housing. We have
already noted that one of the characteristics of urbanization in Egypt
is that it has not been fundamentally linked to a process of



industrialization, as was the case in Europe. Urbanization is first and
foremost
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a rural exodus caused by insurmountable agrarian problems. It is not
therefore surprising that unemployment should be very imponant in
Cairo: according to the 1960 statistics, 66.8 per cent of the 'working'
population have no specific work or are without a permanent job;
23.5 per cent work in public services; only 7.5 per cent work in
industry. Industrialization is a vital necessity in Cairo but, despite the
achievements in the northern part of Cairo and in Helwan, only a
small part of the available workforce is in proper employment, and a
great mass of people without a stable job must content themselves
with a very low standard of living. This situation has inevitable
repercussions on the problem of housing. The overall density of the
city is made considerbly worse by the demographic upsurge: 79.6
people per hectare in 1937; 156 in 1960; 285 in 1976. It is
particularly bad in the old quarters. The need for housing which is
evidently considerable is even more difficult to satisfy, given that the
worst affected people are also very poor. Matters deteriorate
progressively because of the rapid degradation of the housing stock
in the old quarters: it is estimated that every year 12,000 units
become uninhabitable. According to a study undertaken in 1965, it
would have been necessary to build 140,000 units of housing in five
years, that is, 40,000 to cover the predicted growth in population,
30,000 to reduce the present density and 70,000 to replace the
decrepit units. Since the number of units of housing actually built
between 1965 and 1970 is estimated to be 75,000, it must be
concluded that the situation perceptibly deteriorated during this



period. The praiseworthy efforts to build social housing (working-
class estates: in Embaba, 2,000 lodgings; in Helwan, 3,000) have
fallen well short of needs: the density of housing by room, which had
2 people per room in 1947, increased to 2.3 in 1960 and seems to
have risen perceptibly thereafter. A ware of these problems, the
planners envisaged creating satellite cities around Cairo, in the non-
agricultural areas; this development would ease the human pressure
which was overburdening the capital. Two big projects along these
lines saw the light of day. The attempt to create a new town on the
Muqattam Hills (in 1954-6) was a complete failure as a result of the
difficulty of communications with Cairo, as well as the fairly harsh
natural conditions on this desert plateau. The project to create a
complete town, Madinat Nasr, to the east of Cairo, between the
capital and Heliopolis, was more successful, doubtless thanks in pan
to massive suppon from the government which wanted to make this
enterprise one of the outstanding achievements of the regime. The
'Town of Victory' was supposed to be built in 20 years or so in the
arid area between 'Abbasiyya and Heliopolis. It was forecast that
100,000 people would live there, 500,000 in the long term. It would
comprise housing of varying types (from villas for high civil servants
to working-class estates); there would be employment there
(administrative, ministerial, industrial). The new town sprang out of
the desert in a few years. But Madinat Nasr had
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65,347 inhabitants in 1976, while from 1960 to 1976 the population
of Cairo had grown by 1,735,000 people: to match the current pace
of growth in Cairo, a dozen such towns should come forth from the
desert in a fairly short time, in order that the past deficit and future



excess can be absorbed. The Madinat Nasr undertaking was at too
high a coSt for such a hypothesis to be realistic.

 

3) The faces of the city The history of Cairo and its various ruptures
have helped juxtapose parts of the city which differ in their urban
design as much as in their economic role and in the cultural and
social level of their inhabitants: doubdess such contrasts have
always existed; but between the slums of the peripheral and central
quarters and the ultra-modem buildings along the Corniche, every
day migrations of hundreds of thousands of Cairenes are set into
motion, while the mass media in general (cinema and television)
increase awareness of differences which, for that reason, become
less and less tolerable. Here, without any doubt, lie the causes of the
dramatic events in Cairo in January 1952 and January 1977: the
ransacking of luxury shops and the places of amusement in the rich
quarters is also the revenge of another Cairo which one could have
passed through for years without knowing anything about it, other
than some important tourist sites where the folklore furnishes a
disguise suitable to misery. Of the eastern city there remain only
relics, in the old centre, in Bulaq and Old Cairo. Some strings of
admirable monuments, some rare architectural combinations (in
Qasaba the group of buildings of Q!llawun, Nasir and Barquq, and in
the vicinity of Bab al-Zuwaila, the great covered market and Darb al-
Ahmar) still bear witness today to the thousand-year splendour of
Cairo. But the overall impression here is one of misery aggravated
by negligence of public services in this forgotten Cairo. Modem
buildings replace ancient structures and swiftly become dilapidated,
prematurely worn out by insufficient maintenance and over-den$e
occupatiotL The feverish agitation in the streets is an illusion: the
traditional activities which assured the equilibrium of the old city
(commerce and crafts) have declined, or only continued to exist in
the Khan al-Khalili area as a kind of theme-park for tourists. In the
western part of the old city, from the Port Said road (formerly
KhaligjCairo canal) a twin process of modernization (coming from the
west) and decline (from the east) is tending to create a transitional



zone where a fusion between the two cities is being worked out.
These quarters are often the areas which were renovated at the end
of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century
and are now becoming 'baladified'. The remains of the old city are
more and more reduced here; modem slums predominate.
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The modern city, to the west of Azbakiyya and the Abdin Palace, is
progressively detaching itself from the old city. Business is still
concentrated in the quarters conceived by Isma<il, and
administrative life continues a little further south. Buildings dating
from the turn of the century, frequently iIl- maintained, do not wear at
all well. But incessant activity still throbs in Talat Harb, Q!lsr aI-Nil
and Sharif Pasha, paralysing the traffic during rush hour. The
traditional centre of the business quarter, Talat Harb Square
(formerly Sulaiman Pasha) has taken on a slightly provincial air in
comparison with the adjacent Liberation Square (Midan al- Tahrir)
where the streams of vehicles which pour in from the whole
conglomeration of Cairo converge. In order to allow pedestrians to
move around, the square has been surrounded by elevated
walkways where the incessant tramping inevitably evokes Fritz
Lang's 'Metropolis'. Bus station, place of assembly for great popular
rallies on days of gaiety, grief or anger, the Midan serves as the
frontier between 'colonial' and 'metropolitan' Cairo, as shown by the
high buildings which obstruct the view of the Nile (the Hilton Hotel,
Shepheard's Hotel, the Mugamma administrative centre, the Arab
League, the Municipality). It is here that in the plan for an urban
'metro', the north-south and west-east lines would cross. In Garden
City, large modern buildings are beginning to shoot up among the



palaces and villas with their peeling fafades amidst gardens left to
run wild: the departure of foreigners and the decline of the old
Egyptian elite has made way for a new bourgeoisie, less wealthy but
more numerous. For tens of kilometres the Nile now flows between a
double barrage of high buildings which show the measure of the
change Egypt has undergone during the last 40 years: this 'Nile
front', which grieves some town-planners, is the most spectacular
and the most impressive aspect of Cairo in our time, running the
length of a river which, hour after hour and season after season, has
preserved all its magic, and whose nocturnal splendour was restored
with the end of the black-out after the war with Israel. In order to
allow the current of traffic bringing the inhabitants of the western
quarters towards the centre to cross the majestic flow of the Nile, a
sixth bridge has been built, an overpass over Gezira and its Sporting
Club where the Egyptian bourgeoisie and the new ruling Strata have
replaced the colonizers. Round this central zone, the beautiful
quarters of modern Cairo stretch out: Zamalek, the Corniche. Near
here the great palaces rise up: Shepheard's, the Hilton, the
Sheraton, the Meridien. No visible squalor spoils the fairyland quality
of the Nile here: the old city is no more than a sumptuous and distant
backcloth dotted with minarets, spread as far as the Citadel. The
west bank of the Nile is lined with lofty buildings and luxury villas,
occasionally somewhat elderly-looking. The expansion of Cairo on
this side has been so rapid that it seems to have ensnared some
villages. From north to
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south, east to west, traditional rural houses alternate with brick huts
of recent occupants and modern apartment blocks of all standards.



The working-class and still very rural quarters of Embaba form an
island of poor proletariat in the northern area, with working-class
houses echoed by the rows of cheap housing on Sudan Avenue.
Further south, Muhandisin shelters a middle-class population, while
Doqqi has become one of the prime bourgeois residential quarters in
Cairo. Seen from an aircraft, the urban tide comes up against the
obstacle still presented by the Said railway: further on, the
countryside is almost intact, and from the last buildings of the city, a
few metres beyond the rails, the colourful spectacle of agricultural
life in the Egyptian Delta can be seen following its thousand-year-old
cycle. But not for long, doubtless, as, via Giza, the city progresses
further west: in the middle of the villas strung along the Pyramids
road, multi-storey buildings are now shooting up. Urbanization is.
gaining towards the north: a city of more than 300,000 inhabitants,
poor and still rustic, Bulaq al-Dakrur is developing beyond the
railway. The agricultural land of the governorate of Giza, until
recently still a leisure reserve for city- dwellers, is the next objective
of the wave which has been breaking over the left bank of the Nile
for 30 years. Towards the north, the urban thrust has developed
along the link roads which radiate, like the fingers of a hand, from the
area of Azbakiyya. This type of expansion explains the great variety
of outlying parts and suburbs found in this area and the generally
crude aspect of quarters which are iIl- structured and badly linked
one to another. The city progresses, at a pace of savage
urbanization, within the agricultural land of the province of
Q.!tlyubiyya: the area of the Barrages, formerly separated from Cairo
by about 30 kilo metres of countryside, has now been integrated into
the region of 'Greater Cairo'. In the northerly direction, along the Nile,
the city has developed from the working-class districts ofBulaq and
Shubra and constitutes a poor suburb right up to Shubra al-Khaima
with fairly numerous industrial establishments. Outwards from the
Corniche, the development of which entails modernization which is
driving back the poor area of habitation further to the east and
isolating it from the Nile, the urban plan is one of modern town-
planning prematurely dilapidated. Towards the north-east,
urbanization has spread along two principal axes, the modern road,
which follows the line of the old Isma'iliyya Canal, and the Suez



railway; the old villages are now hemmed in by a conglomeration
which, by way of Way Ii and Matariah, reaches al-Marg, the
proposed terminus of the north-south metro line, 13 kilometres as
the crow flies from Midan al- Tahrir. These suburbs, where semi-rural
sectors alternate with 'modern' cheap estates and industrial areas,
are inhabited by a working-class population, a medium-poor class
and, on the fringes in the process of urbanization, a population
recently arrived in tOWn and progressively adapting to a new way
oflife.
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In complete contrast with the less favoured quarters, the areas in the
north- east and the east otTer twO examples of voluntary
urbanization. Heliopolis has gained on the desert as it has fulfilled
the design proposed, at the beginning of the century, by Baron
Empain. Lots intended for individual villas, in the middle of which
stand strange 'follies' from the beginning of the century (such as the
replica of the Temple of Angkor built by the promoter) have now
been invaded by buildings of four or five storeys. Linked, from its
beginnings, to the city centre by a metro line, Heliopolis has become
progressively more attached to the city through the expansion of
Cairo on this side and just recently by the implantation of Madinat
Nasr. Heliopolis was, after the western region of Cairo, the second
bourgeois residential area where foreign- ers and the Coptic and
Levantine middle class have for a long time set the fashion.
Heliopolis has since been 'Islamized' and today there is a strong
presence of army and administrative personnel living there, but the
chic areas are still those in the centre, near the Nile. Now there is no
longer a gap between Heliopolis and Madinat Nasr, as evidenced by



the tall buildings along the eastern by-pass. Towards the south, Old
Cairo presents, like Bulaq to the north, an image of a historic Cairo
on the road to rapid disappearance: Egypt of yesterday is still
present in some quarters where vestiges of the Christian centuries
remain and in the ruins at Fustat which bear witness to the
beginnings ofIslamization. Along the motorway which runs along the
old aqueduct, from the Citadel to the Nile, the area between the
Citadel and Old Cairo has been rapidly populated: low-quality
buildings which have multiplied here are among the most deplorable
examples of 'modem' working-class housing that can be found in
Cairo; too close together and too quickly degraded, these buildings
have taken the very worst from western town-planning. Old Cairo
was for a long time the southern limit of the conglomeration. Today,
urbanization is pushing vigorously towards the south, along the Nile,
in a narrow valley. Further away from Cairo, the rural sectors with
their villages reappear, at some distance from the Nile. Maadi is no
longer the calm residential area it once was, its luxurious villas lost in
the midst of gardens and trees, but a town undergoing full
expansion. Beyond, the urban fabric is tenuous along the road, but
very soon one sees silhouetted against the horizon the plumes of
smoke from the tall chimneys of the steel-works and factories of
Helwan, near which enormous working-class estates stretch out,
implanted in a desert and desolate countryside, far from the Nile. It
would be easy to forget that Helwan was chosen as a second
residence by the Khedive Tawfiq, and that its hot springs made it, in
the first decades of the century, a peaceful spa town.
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CONCLUSION



 

The suddenness of the change undergone by Cairo during the last
century explains for the most part the incompleteness of the
contemporary city; the irresistible expansion of the city produces, like
so many boulders deposited by a glacier, fragments, glorious and
miserable, of its past, distant and recent. From the Citadel, where
Saladin installed himself, to Midan al- Tahrir, centre of gravity of the
modern city, ten centuries of history file by, in disorder. It is not just
the monuments, impressive relics of a thousand years of the past or
witnesses of a more recent evolution, which are all visible together;
there are also the astonishingly contrasting ways of life juxtaposed in
a rich confusion of colour and sound: pockets of the medieval city
and contemporary urban slums border, and sometimes surround, the
modem quarters. The forward sweep of Cairo, always further to the
north, west and south, presents the town-planners with prodigiously
complex difficulties; no solution can be envisaged except within the
framework of a remodelling of the whole of Egypt. But, while awaiting
the solutions on the horizon of the year 2000, it is the everyday
existence of this prodigious city, both disturbing and fascinat- ing in
its contrasts, that must be assured, in its most physical aspeCts:
housing, traffic, making public services work. The solution to these
problems should not be deferred for very long; otherwise the Cairo
that has for a long time played the role of safety-valve for the
demographic expansion of Egypt will risk becoming the detonator of
the Egypt of tomorrow.

 

This article has been translated by Margaret Owen especially for The
Modern Midtlk East: A Reader from 'Le Caire' in L 'Egypte
tI'aufourtl'hui: Permal1el1Ce et changements 1805-1976 (Paris,
1977), pp. 214-241. With the permission of the Centre Nationale de
la Recherche Scientifique and the author.

 

NOTES



 

I. Gobineau, TroirtlllS m As;

(Paris, 1983), vol. 2, p. 41. 2.). Berque, L 'EDPldmplrilllismnt
rivoIlitUm (Paris, 1967), p. 85 3.1. Fahri, L'Egypl

fJlI

j4iru(Paris, 1972), p. 131 4. P. Marthelot, 'Le Caire, nouvelle m

rropole' in Annaler Is/amol0tifJues, VIII, 1969, p. 189. 5. Expertly
srudied by J. Berque and M. Shakaa, 'La Gamaliyya depuis un
siecle' in CoIIotJue i"tmtatiOlllll sllr I'his1oi" '" Ca;" (RDA, 1972),
especially pp. 75-{', 78-9, 80-2. 6.). Berque, Egypf: lmpnilllism a'"
RnxHutiDt/ (London, 1972), p. 604. 7. The expression belongs to
Simonne and Jean Lacouture in their Egyple m rMIIwmmr (Paris,
1956). 8. See the article by D. Panzac in L'Egyple 'iuljollrtl'hui:
pmtr4_

n dxmgtlllmtr 180$-1976 (Paris, 1977). 9. Following). Abu-Lughod,
Cairo (Princeton, 1971). In what follows, we will use the classificarion
and figures given by the Staristics Service of the Cairo
Administrarion, which will entail some modification of percentages.
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10. The nenvork srudied by a subsidiary of R.A.T.P. comprises, in the
6rst stage, a north-south line, al-Marg to He1wan, 42.5 ki10mettes
long, to be crossed later by two other lines.
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The Construction of Nationalist Ideologies and Politics to the 1950s

 

Introduction

 

MARY C. WILSON

 

The First World War brought the long nineteenth century to a
crashing end. The Ottoman Empire was on the losing side and was
punished in the peace settlement, along with the other major losers,
Germany and Austro-Hungary. The price exacted from the empire
was high, higher than that levied on the others; it was divided, first
into its two major language areas, the Turkish- speaking areas in the
north and the Arabic-speaking areas in the south, then those areas
were divided into states, spheres of interest, and autonomous areas,
according to the interests of Britain and France and their local
proxies. In that manner, the empire which for four hundred years had
provided the political framework for much of the Middle East



disappeared from the map. New borders signalled a new era in
Middle East history. In the Turkish- speaking areas, as Feroz Ahmad
has described in Part I, a Turkish national movement formed around
Mustafa Kemal to defeat the planned partition of the northern portion
of the Ottoman Empire. The Arabic-speaking areas were divided into
new administrative divisions-states-and placed under British or
French mandate. The questions, who would define the political
community and how, underlay the political struggles of the interwar
period. Despite the apparent historical discontinuity represented by
the creation of new states, the answers to these questions showed a
remarkable degree of continuity with the Ottoman past. The
completeness with which the idiom of Arab and Turkish nationalism
came to dominate political life was new; the class that used
nationalism and benefited from it was for the most part the same
class that had served and benefited from the Ottoman order. All the
articles in Part III are in some way concerned with nationalism and
with the continuities and discontinuities of the new state system with
the Ottoman past.
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erif Mardin looks at the Republic of Turkey. The end point of his
analysis is the laicism of the reforms that were carried out under the
leadership of Mustafa Kemal. He sees the roots of this laicism in the
secularizing reforms of the nineteenth century. By the 1870s, in his
view, Islam figured in Ottoman politics solely in terms of its utility: did
it provide 'a means of rallying the population of the empire'? The
question which faced Mustafa Kemal fifty years later, therefore, was
not about secularization. Rather, he faced the question of what was
the best tool to mobilize people in the wake of the defeat and
dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire. His answer was to discard
Islam in favour of something that did not yet exist; he 'took up a non-
existent, hypothetical entity, the Turkish nation, and breathed life into
it'. Hence in Mardin's view the Turkish Republic is both the heir to
nineteenth-century secularizing reforms and entirely new. For Mardin



the ability to conceptualize a Turkish nation was grounded in the
prior secularization of Ottoman politics; for C. Ernest Dawn the
origins of Arab nationalism lie elsewhere. Dawn finds the
conceptualization of an Arab nation among intellectuals who viewed
reform in terms of a return to true Islam. These intellectuals
interpreted the disparity of power between Europe and the Ottoman
Empire in the nineteenth century as a product of religious decline.
They argued that 'True Islam was not incompatible with advanced
civilization... [but] true primitive Islam had been corrupted and, as a
result, the Moslems had not been able to continue the remarkable
progress of their early years.' Although this group remained
staunchly loyal to the Ottoman Empire, their emphasis on 'true Islam'
turned attention to the Arabs and the need to revive classical Arabic
literary and religious studies. Carrying this thought to its end, others
began to stress the primacy of the Arabs in the regeneration of Islam
and of the Ottoman Empire. Thus, the theory of Arab nationhood and
its role in history grew out of a particular diagnosis of Ottoman
decline. Most Arabs were loyal to the Ottoman Empire until there
was nothing left to be loyal to. Not until then, according to Dawn, did
Arabism develop beyond the realm of ideology. What carried
Arabism into the centre of the political arena was the break- up of the
Ottoman Empire and the imposition of European control over its
constituent Arabic-speaking parts. At that time the language of
nationalism became useful to some urban notables (see Albert
Hourani's article in Part I) seeking to maintain or improve their
political position. Nationalism was especially useful because it spoke
to the interests of sectors of society other than the urban elite. Joel
Beinin and Zachary Lockman approach nationalism from the point of
view of the emerging working class in Egypt. The Egyptian revolution
of 1919, long studied as a nationalist uprising of countrywide scope
and participation, also provided the opportunity for the
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emergence of a small but growing sector of organized labour.
Tramway workers, railway men, sugar refinery workers, taxi and
carriage drivers, gov.ernment employees, utility workers-all went on
strike to support nationalist objectives and to win their own labour
demands. Their gains on the labour front cannot be understood
except in the context of the massive 1919 uprising, as demonstrated
by Lockman and Beinin. Thereafter, however, a pattern was set of '
dependence on bourgeois nationalists as leaders. . . and on
bourgeois nationalism as the dominant ideological framework.' This
was useful to the urban elite which formed the nationalist leadership;
but, to the labour movement in particular and to the working class in
general, such dependence was in the end detrimental. In the chapter
from their book Workers on the Nile included here, Beinin and
Lockman describe the triumphal beginning of this partnership
between bourgeois nationalism and organized labour during the
1919 revolution. The birth of organized labour in Egypt is one of
those signs that mark the interwar period as distinctly different from
that which preceded it. For all the marks of discontinuity which follow
World War I in the Middle East, there are yet significant continuities
with the immediate Ottoman past. Philip Khoury addresses both
continuities and disjunctures in his picture of urban politics in Syria in
the interwar period. Central to the picture of Damascene politics
drawn by Khoury were the quarters of the city. And central to the
political life of the quarter were its prominent families, the urban
notables. Under Ottoman rule these notables were intermediaries
between local society and Istanbul; in the mandate period they stood
between local society and the French. In this latter position many of
them found the language of nationalism useful. They also found
useful a traditional figure of quarter life, the qabatlay, to mobilize
sUPPOrt for the anti-French demonstrations that punctuated the
mandate period. A hero of the commonfolk, the qabaday was a
young man and a leader of young men. He was virtuous, generous,
and the protector of the weak; he was also, in his youth and physical



strength, threatening. His position, however, declined as Damascus
grew, as Damascene politics became national politics, and as state
institutions began to displace the centrality of the quarter in the
network of social support during the interwar period. In the new state
schools young men of different quarters met and mingled. Members
of an incipient middle class, destined for careers outside the quarter,
these youths no longer found the qabaday relevant. Their new
leaders were the leaders of specially organized nationalist youth
parties; their new horizons were national and regional; their new
language of politics was ideological. Thus, as Khoury demonstrates,
the politics of Damascus in the interwar period showed continu- ity
with the past in its structure of personal clientele networks built
around
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life in the quarter. He also shows that the structure of patronage
based in the quarter was being eroded in the social and political
context of the French mandate. The march of new groups-workers
and state school students-and old ones to the tune of nationalism
played by the urban notables eventually destroyed the structure of
notable politics. Ted Swedenburg adds one of these old groups,
peasants, to the mix of forces and interests that came to be arrayed
against the urban notables. In his telling, the end of the politics of
notables was foreshadowed by the 1936-39 rebellion in Palestine
when an 'alliance of peasants, workers, and radical elements of the
middle class ... challenged a'yan (notable) leadership of the
nationalist movement and threatened the bases of mercantil



landlord dominance'. Swedenburg traces a pattern of increasing
urban dominance over the economic and cultural lives of Palestinian
peasants for a century before the rebellion, owing to changes
emanating from the Ottoman state and to 'the conditions of
peripheral capitalism'. This was accomplished in spite of peasant
resistance: foot-dragging, banditry, and /light. Dominance, disguised
by the ties of paternalism and patronage, characterized the
relationship between urban notables and peasants into the period of
the British mandate, of growing Jewish settlement under Britain's
aegis, and of the rise of Arab nationalism. During the mandate the
failure of urban notables to achieve their own national goals
undermined their position. The practices and interests of peasants-
'the refusal to pay taXes, the moratorium on debts, the heavy
contributions levied against the wealthy'-shaped the rebellion of
1936- 39 and challenged the urban notables as it challenged British
rule. It represented, in other words 'a congealing of nationalism,
religious revivalism, and class consciousness'. The rebellion was
eventually put down by a massive commitment of British troops. This
bespeaks, in Swedenburg's analysis, not the failure of a 'backward'
peasantry, but the success of a professional and technologically
superior force. The 1920 Iraqi rebellion also represented a
congealing of a variety of resentments: religious, economic, and
perhaps national insofar as the rebellion was anti-British. The
development of national consciousness in Iraq, however, faced
formidable obstacles as ana lysed by Hanna Batatu in Chapter 2 of
his book, The Old Social Classes and the Revolutionary Movements
of Iraq. Included here, this chapter explores the shifting identities of
the peoples of Iraq in relationship to the creation of the state. In
Batatu's analysis the British occupation of Iraq during and after the
First World War and the forty-day war between British forces and the
Iraqi army in 1941 had profound effects on the development of
national consciousness in Iraq. The first 'more than anything else
helped the progress of the new
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sentiment. ..'. The second set nationalism on an anti-monarchical
course which culminated in the 1958 revolution. Whether the
monarchy tried to implement national cohesion or whether it feared
the growth of a nationalism that was both anti-British and anti-
monarchy, Batatu concludes that the 'monarchy, by choice or from
necessity, directly or indirectly, through processes it initiated or
through processes in which it became entangled, partly hindered the
cohesion of Iraqis, but at the same time did much to prepare them
for nationality'. The same may be said of the late Ottoman Empire in
relation to the development of Turkish and Arab nationalism. The
nationalist ideologies that dominated the interwar politics of the
successors of the empire became articulate in the conditions of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These conditions
included the results both of a century of Ottoman reform and of more
than a century of economic change tied to the spread of capitalism.
Both helped inadvertently to create the new intelligentsia that began
to articulate nationalist ideologies. In this sense the policies and
historical processes of the late empire laid the groundwork for the
rise of nationalisms amongst its constituent peoples. Nationalism did
not, however, become politically meaningful until after the destruction
of the Ottoman Empire. And even then, whether in Turkey or any of
the Arab states, nationalist movements were never 'pure', but always
represented a multiplicity of resentments and aspirations. Batatu
perhaps puts this most clearly: 'National- ism did not displace the old
loyalties. Although it grew at their expense, it existed side by side
with them. . . .'

 

Religion and Secularism in Turkey

ERIF MARDIN



 

Few categorical assertions can be made in the social sciences, but
certainly one of them is that social thought never starts with a clean
slate. The contributions of social innovators, therefore, become fully
meaningful only when their proposals are set in the framework of
their institutional and intelleCtual inheritance. This also holds true for
a series of reforms which were carried out in Turkey in the 1920s
and the 1930s, due in large measure to the single- minded drive and
determination of Mustafa Kemal Ararork, the architect of the Turkish
Republic and its first president. These reforms established the
principle of laicism-or secularism-as the foundation stone of Turkish
constitutional theory and political life. The principle has endured to
our day despite changes in regimes and constitutional renovation.
Laicism was a concept which emerged from French constitutional
practice in the nineteenth century and referred to the necessity that
the state refrain from lending its positive support to anyone religious
denomination. It was considered to have been fully achieved in
France in 1905 with the definitive separation of Church and State. In
Turkey, laicism amounted to more than the official disestablishment
of religion, since Muslims did not dispose of an autonomous religious
institution such as the Catholic Church which could carry its religious
functions independently of the state. In France, religion and the state
already operated on two distinct institutional registers and were
eventually separated in the law of the land. In Turkey a limb of the
state was tom out of its body when laicism became the state policy.
This is the reason why Turkish secularization is considered a
momentous achievement. To say that Atarork's policy is better
understood when observed against his
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own background does not minimize this achievement, but it enables
us to place this accomplishment in the frame of that celebrated
meeting of East and West about which so much has been written.
The historical context also brings OUt features which are crucial to
an understanding of the future of laicism in Turkey. 'Cultural
background' or 'historical context' as used here means not only the
events of Atatiirk's lifetime but the long-standing traditions and
institutional arrangements in which he was rooted. It is these which
provide the latent guidelines for the structuring of social relations in
any society, even though they are also in constant /lux. Atariirk's
secularizing reforms show at least two facts which had antecedents
in Ottoman history, namely his opinions as to the functions of religion
in society and the methods which he used to translate his ideas into
policy. His ideas on religion bore the stamp of the empiricism of
Ottoman secular official- dom, and the method that he used to
implement his ideas-legislation-was fore- shadowed by the policies
of the nineteenth-century Ottoman modernizing statesmen.

 

OTTOMAN BUREAUCRACY AND MODERNIZATION

 

The Ottoman state, which emerged with its full outlines between the
fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries, was an institutional
achievement of major dimensions. As builders of an empire, the
Ottomans confronted a number of obstacles which earlier Middle
Eastern empires had only partly surmounted. One major task they
faced was to establish effective government in a geographic setting
which comprised a large variety of religious communi- ties, ethnic
groups and sub-cultures ensconced in ecological niches that were
difficult of access. The Ottomans had to make nomads and city-
dwellers contribute to a common purpose transcending their
individual interests; they had to reconcile the requirements of
imperial taxation with the autonomy of local magnates, who were



often residual elites of earlier independent ter- ritories incorporated
into the empire; and they had to find the means of integrating
millions of Christians into a Muslim empire. In these tasks they seem
to have succeeded better than their predecessors, an achievement
which was, in great part, due to their ability to build a sultanic state.
They created a class of military and administrative officials whose
unstinting allegiance went to the Ottoman dynasty and sometimes
even gave precedence to the state over the dynasty. They
established a network of judicial and administrative positions staffed
by district judges (W,s) trained in Muslim law. They devised means of
mobilizing the land resources of the empire, which were now
integrated with a system of taxation and with military organization.
They elaborated complex sets of regulations for commerce, and
established control over a network of roads linking garrisoned cities.
Subject populations
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such as the Christians, which the Ottomans had incorporated during
their drive through the Balkans, were classified by their religious
affiliation. The settlement of their civil concerns was delegated to
their own ecclesiastical authorities-which the government used in
order to secure access to their non-Muslim subjects. Having added
the Arab lands and Mecca and Medina to the empire in the sixteenth
century, the Ottomans began to see themselves as heirs to the
Islamic Caliphate, and the Ottoman sultan assumed the role of
protector of the entire Muslim world.. In consequence, even though
the Turks had been converted to Islam long before and had given a
central place to Islamic institutions in their state, religion now
acquired a new 'imperial' dimension. However, Islam was far from a



unitary concern. A central Islamic tradition, which in its essentials
showed great similarities, prevailed in cities throughout the Islamic
world. But in the wider span of that world, as in many regions in the
Ottoman empire proper, this unity disappeared, and heterodox
doctrines, charismatic leaders and cults with deep local roots and
only an Islamic veneer became items to reckon with. This religious
heterogeneity was a source of deep worry for Ottoman statesmen-a
pattern which, as I shall try to show, had changed very little even by
the twentieth century. One feature of Ottoman Islam was particularly
galling to Ottoman officials. The Shiite form of Islam had been
adopted in Iran in the sixteenth century by rulers who were engaged
in a rivalry with the Ottomans for the mantle of leadership in West
Asia. Ottoman Shiites were therefore considered by the Ottomans to
be a dangerous fifth column working to undermine their hegemony.
But quite apart from the dangers of Shiism, Ottoman officials
evaluated the practice of Islam from a perspective which they shared
as officials, namely the fear that the Ottoman empire, already made
up of a mosaic of unwieldy components, would fragment. Faced, at
the time when they were trying to consolidate the empire, by what
amounted to a congerie of brotherhoods, sects and cults; confronted
by a succession of millenarian movements; and, furthermore, pitted
against potentially subversive magnates and what survived of
erstwhile princely dynasties, Ottoman bureaucrats felt the need to
get a grip over religion which would minimize the dangers that
religious movements spelled out. To this end they used a number of
policies. First, they tried to impose orthodox, Sunni Islam and were
constantly on the lookout for traitorous Shii. Secondly, they deported
to the far corners of the empire heterodox groups which they
considered dangerous. Thirdly, and most important, they engaged in
building a religious elite and an educational system controlled by this
elite, both of which were in turn controlled by the state. The higher
religious functionaries, the doctors of Islamic law (iikma) were, in
effect, transformed into officials, for their livelihood was granted them
by the state, and the path they travelled in their career was fixed by
the
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state. The higher-ranking ulema also acquired an understanding of
the conduct of Ottoman politics in positions which demanded that
they participate in policy-making. For those at the tOp of the
hierarchical pyramid, politics- as would be expected-was ubiquitous.
Because the rulers of Islamic societies had been designated heads
of the community of believers, and because the law of the land in
these societies was basically law drawn from the Koran, the Muslim
religious hierarchy did, theoretically, have an organic connection with
what may be termed the constitutional law of Islamic states. In the
Ottoman empire, iikma were much more clearly integrated with the
apparatus of the state. Through their control of education, of the
judiciary and of the administrative network, they acted as agents of
the state and thus indirectly ensured the state's control of social life.
Ottoman government was therefore both 'Islamic' and 'bureaucratic'.
It was Islamic in the sense that Islam was the religion of the state
and that the Sultan's primordial role was that of the leader of the
Islamic community; it was 'bureaucratic' in the sense that working for
the preservation of the state coloured the practice of Ottoman
officials. Endangering the state was what-by definition-made a
movement heretical. At times, such as during the seventeenth
century, the style of government was more 'Islamic', but by the
middle of the eighteenth century the pendulum had swung to a more
bureaucratic style. What I have described as the 'bureaucratic style'
of government was the product of a special attitude among a group
of secular officials who con- centrated on the power dimension of
social relations as the most important aspect of life. They were hard-
headed, empirically minded and pragmatic. Their ideology was that
of the 'reason of state'. This stance was in great part the result of
their training, which differed from that of the Ulema. The latter went
through a three-tier cursus bonorum in schools known as medrese.



The preparatory classes of the medrese taught general subjects
such as rhetoric and grammar, but as one proceeded to higher
levels, religious studies pre- dominated. Graduates of the medrese
were expected to have specialized in one of the religious sciences.
They were trained to draw Out of religious texts knowledge that
would be applicable to ritual, to the interpretation of legal problems,
and-of primary interest for us-the conduct of social life. They showed
considerable ingenuity in finding Islamic justification for many
activities-such as the charging of interest-which were prohibited in
the strict application of the law. There was, nevertheless, an
idealistic aspect to their thinking, a feeling that the commands of
religion came first and that human concerns had to be adapted to
this pattern. Without letting the contrast run away with us, we may
say that the reverse was true for the secular officials. The usual
pattern here was that after elementary training at the tender age of
eleven or twelve, the aspiring bureaucrat was apprenticed to
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a government 'bureau'. It was here that the real education of the
bureaucrat would take place, and this feature becomes increasingly
marked towards the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the
nineteenth century. It is this background which seems to have been
the source of the primacy which the secular bureaucrat gave to
realistic appraisals of power factors in society, relegating idealism to
the background. When the Ottoman empire began to decline, two
divergent perceptions of the causes for this decline emerged among
the bureaucrats and the ulema. For the doctors of Islamic law, the
reason for the decline was religious: the Ottomans had neglected
their duties as Muslims, and therefore they had lost the power they



commanded when their faith had been strong. For the military and
the central bureaucratic apparatus, the empire had declined because
the machinery of the state had deteriorated: incompetents had been
placed in positions of responsibility; prebends had been distributed
to the undeserving; bribery had become common practice. Again,
the contrast in attitudes does not appear with as clear an outline as I
give it here, but in general such a dichotomy can be observed. It will
be remembered that a third category of officials also existed: Ulema
who, by the very nature of the poSts they occupied, had acquired a
sophisticated knowledge of governmental affairs: these tended to
give discreet support to the secular thesis. To arrest the decline of
the empire, the secular bureaucracy and the . military officials
undertook reforms which gave highest priority to military
reorganization and the building of a new tax struCture which would
support it. At the beginning of the reform movement, some of the
Ulema sided with the reformists, and such an alliance was not
unknown even in later years. Two reformist Sultans, Selim III (1789-
1807) and Mahmud II (1807-39), were clearly out of the same mould
that had established the tradition of realpolitik in the bureaucracy.
They had little patience with arguments against the partial reform
they were undertaking. Although the body of Ottoman secular
bureaucracy had shared the elabora- tion of policy with the higher
Ulema, they had long since disagreed with them on a number of
issues. Now, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, they seized
the initiation of change and embarked on a program which had the
aim of introducing into Turkey administrative institutions and
economic incen- tives which European enlightened despotism had
used for some time. The changes thus brought about were
eventually to undermine completely the prestige and position of the
ulema: progressively eased out of the central processes of decision-
making after the middle of the nineteenth century, they were
eventually to be denied all but marginal roles in administration, the
judiciary and the educational system. Before the middle of the
nineteenth century, in theory, the law of the land in the Ottoman
empire was the $eriat, the religious law based on the Koran.
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Verses from the Koran, the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad and
the rationalistic expostulations ofthe great Muslim juriSts were the
sources of this law. In fact, bureaucratic practice had created a fund
of secular legislation which even the circuit judges-trained as they
were in the medrese-had to take into account. This practice
predisposed the architects of the reform movement (Tanzimat) to
visualize statutory regulations as the lever which would ensure that
their reforms would become part of the law of the state. The
Tanzimat was therefore characterized by a flood of statutes,
regulations, ordinances and by-laws. The practice was inaugurated
by the proclamation by Sultan Abdulmecid of a basic charter, the so-
called Hatt-t Humayun of Giilhane (1839). This document legitimized
the entire enterprise of reform and outlined the direction it was to
take. An already existing rift between statute law and religious law
thus deepened during the Tanzimat. The new regulations of the
Tanzimat were, by their very nature, secular. They originated in the
bureaux of the Porte and set very specific targets for the
implementation of administrative, financial and educational policies.
In the years which followed-known as the era of the Tanzimat (1839-
76)-a new administrative law and a rationale for administration were
gradually secreted in the interstices of change, a development Max
Weber and Justice Holmes would have rightly appreciated. The
religious underpin- ning of administrative practice was on its way out.
Central to this transforma- tion was the transfer of the functions of
the circuit judge, trained in the medrese, to a new type of employee,
the administrative official. A new school, the School of Administration
(Miilkiye), was established in 1859 to train these cadres. Gradually,
also, a system of secular courts came into being where the cases
adjudicated were largely those which arose in relation to the new
reform policy. A codification of commercial and criminal law was



initiated. By the end of the nineteenth century, even religious law had
been codified and systematized. But it was quite clear that the
codification which had taken place was the product of a defensive
move so that it could not be argued that the problems which could be
solved under the Code Napoleon had no solution in Muslim law. This
derived, mirror-image, nature of the new Muslim code, the Mecelle,
did not show that Islamic law had triumphed but rather that it too had
to bend to the exigencies of a Western European mode of posing
legal problems. The reform of public instruction followed the same
course. It was placed in a new secular frame by the creation, in
1846, of a Ministry of Public Instruction. Z In 1847 the state extended
its direct grip on the educational process by replacing the system of
neighbourhood schools financed by private support or by charitable
grants by a system of state-financed primary schools.! In the 1850s
and 1860s a system of post-primary education inaugurated by the
state began to spread throughout Turkey. This major educational
achieve-
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ment of the Tanzimar was the Riifdiye, the corner-stOne of its policy
for training cadres. The graduates were required to master advanced
arithmetic, to learn from their courses on Turkish composition to write
a clear report, and to be able to draw on their knowledge of world
geography and history. The speed in the propagation of the RiJfdiye
was not equalled by the next wave of educational development, the
spread of /yeees to the provinces; however, between 1882 and 1900
most provincial capitals acquired a /yek.. Secularization had started
even earlier at the higher levels of education with the founding of the
School of Medicine (1827)S and the Military Academy (1834,



1846).6 A new, secular law school began to function in 1880. All
these developments were the consequence of the characteristic
attitude of the Ottoman secular bureaucracy in matters which
concerned the restora- tion of the power of the state: if Western
institutions could rejuvenate the state, they would be adopted. It
would be difficult otherwise to explain the ease with which Ottomans
slid into westernizing reform. Again, it is in this light that we
understand how, already in the 1880s, the Ottoman statesman Saffet
Pa

a (1814-83) could urge Turkey to adopt 'the civilization of Europe in
its entirety, in shorr, to prove itself a civilized state'.? This statement
was made privately, but Saffet Pa

a also pUt himself on record publicly with similarly strong statements
On the subject' and his statement is a fair summary of the thoughts
of many of his colleagues. The distance travelled by Saffet Pa

a in relation to his educational background should be noted since he
had received a medrese education. But the reason for his eagerness
to model the empire on Europe becomes clear when we isolate the
formative inlluence of his youth; he acquired his values and world-
view when, as a very young man, he was apprenticed to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. A more colourful picture of the way in which
Ottoman bureaucrats of the Tanzimat could step out of what they
considered to be the 'backwardness' of some Islamic practices may
be found in a number of reports about Ahmad V efik Pa

a, an outstanding statesman of the era. Among his achievements
Vefik P

a could count the translation of Moliere into Turkish. At one time he
was the governor of Bursa province, the capital of which, the town of
Bursa, was deeply imbued with religious traditions; undeterred, V
efik P

a established a theatre in the town for the production of his
translations of Moliere and demanded that his employees buy



season tickets. The local recorder of the Descendants of the
Prophet, the Nakib ul Eva[ ASlm Bey, claimed that he could not
attend such lighthearted entertainment because of his exalted status
as an Islamic official: 9 V efik Pa

a thereupon had ASlm Bey's stables walled in by the municipality.
On another occasion, during a tour of inspection, hearing that the
lodge of a mystic order (tekke) was used as a refuge for brigands, he
had the building torn down on the spot. During his renovation of
Bursa he found that to implement his plans he had to demolish
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the tomb of a saint known as the 'walking saint'. Vefik Pa

a went to the tomb, called three times, '0 Saint, walk away!' and then
had the sanctuary demolished, remarking, 'He must have walked
away by now.'IO The institutional secularization achieved by the men
of the Tonzimat was paralleled by their favourable attitude towards
the practical applications of modem science. This was one of the
reasons why military medicine had such an early start in the empire.
Medicine for civilian purposes was also placed at the head of their
priorities, and when 'positivism' and 'materialism' began to influence
Ottoman intellectuals at the end of the nineteenth century, it was
through the channel of medicine and biology. Students of Claude
Bernard brought back ideas derived from his Introduction to the
Study of Experimental Metlicillt:, and in the 1890s Buchner's Kraft
untI Stoff became an influential source of 'materialistic' ideas. A
Turkish journalist, who was associated with the growth of a periodical
publication which acted as a channel for the transmission of late



nineteenth-century bourgeois optimism to Turkish audi- ences,
recounts how his own scientific world-view was shaped in the years
when he was a student at the School of Public Administration; the
course on botany given by the imperial physician Salih Efendi
'cleansed' his mind and the minds of the other students
of'superstitions' through crystal-clear explana- tions of the life of
plants. II I shall try to show below that this new pattern for learning,
which had to emphasize clarity and internal consistency, was to have
a striking effect in changing the attitudes of the new generation of
bureaucrats which graduated from higher schools in the 1890s.
Secular as they would be, the architects of the Tanzimat could not
escape the impingement upon their policies of an aspect of the
religious structure of the Ottoman empire. They still were not taken in
by the religion-oriented theory of the decline of the Ottoman empire.
This in itself may be considered an achievement, since the old
theory emerged in a much more sophisticated version, one which
seemed much more reasonable than the earlier eXplanation. This
new viewpoint, which rook shape in the 1860s, stated that every
society was kept from disintegrating by the strength of its moral fibre;
what kept moral fibre strong was a society's culture. Islam was the
culture of the Ottoman empire and Ottomans only neglected this
culture at their peril. This theory, which was stolen from the arsenal
of Western romanticism, did not meet with much approval on the part
of the Tanzimat statesmen, even though it was beginning to find
supporters among constitutional liberals. With one exception, leading
to the codification of Muslim 'civil' law, the statesmen dismissed such
arguments. What the statesmen of the Tanzimat could not dismiss so
easily was the old Ottoman classification of populations on the basis
of religious affiliation. Like a number of Middle Eastern empires
before them, the Ottomans had a system of administration which
was two-headed. In one respect it was
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territorial-the Ottoman empire was divided into provinces-but in
another respect the system was based on religious distinctions.
According to this classification non-Muslims were dealt with on the
basis not of ethnicity or language but of their religious affiliation.
Thus, for instance, One basic Ottoman administrative unit was the
Orthodox church through which Ottomans had access to a large
number of their Christian subjects. The state left the internal
administration of persons belonging to the Orthodox church to the
Orthodox patriarchate. 12 Armenian Gregorians and Jews were also
governed in their civil affairs by their highest religious digni- taries. In
this sense, the Muslim community too was conceptualized as one
unit, even though it incorporated Arabs, Turks, Albanians, Kurds and
Circassians. During the nineteenth century, the European great
powers increased their influence in a role they had assumed for
some time, that of the protectors of the various Christian populations
of the Ottoman empire. This was a political manoeuvre aimed at
gaining a foothold on the territory of the 'sick man of Europe'. The
states which actively participated in this policy were seeking a share
in the division of spoils which would follow the sick man's demise.
Beginning with the middle of the nineteenth century, internal
developments in. the religious communities in the empire changed
the structure of their internal administration. The laity increased its
power, and lay assemblies took over many of the functions which till
then had devolved upon the ecclesiastical hierarchy. One by one,
also, the communities obtained the recognition of their new 'civil
constitutions' by the Ottoman state.'13 These communities were
granted corporate personality in the law of the Tanzimat. The
underlin- ing of community boundaries in this fashion gave a new
relief to the religious heterogeneity of the Ottoman empire. The
Tanzimar statesmen were hoping that they could arrest this process,
which set religious communities in a harder mould and which
became the source of ideas demanding separation of these
communities from the Ottoman empire. Indeed some of the states



carved from Ottoman territory at the beginning of the nineteenth
century such as Greece and Serbia had such antecedents. The very
process of community cohesion led a number of Ottomans to think of
their own future in terms of a more cohesive Muslim community. We
now encounter a third variant of the Muslim attitude towards the
decline of the Ottoman empire. This was the idea that Ottoman
Muslims should begin to look after their own interests qua Muslims.
Such a policy might provide the 'cement' that would at least keep the
Muslims of the empire unified; together, Muslims might keep the
empire from further disintegration. By the year 1871, and the death
of the Grand Vizier Ali Pa

a, two factions had already formed among statesmen, one
supporting the continuation of the institutional modernization of the
Ottoman empire as a means of providing
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the allegiance of all Ottomans towards an Ottoman state, the second
ready to use Islam as a new political formula. From then on-and this
is crucial for an understanding of Atatilrk's attitude towards Islam-
Islam was 1;0 be judged by men belonging to either faction as viable
to the extent that it provided an effective political formula, a means of
rallying the population of the empire. AtatUrk rejected this option in
the second decade of the twentieth century because he believed that
attempts to implement it had proved a mirage. Part of his reaction
had to do with the dissonance between his own conception of time
span and that of the Islamisrs. He thought in terms of decades-
Muslim propagandists were thinking in terms of millennia. This
sensitivity to a time dimension is one of the aspects of the thinking of



his generation which places it in a different category from the
reformism of the early Tanzimat. I shall have more to offer on this
subject below. What could and what could not be done with Islam as
a political formula was demonstrated during the reign of Sultan
Abdiilhamid II (1876-1909). By the time the Treaty of Berlin had been
signed in 1878, more territory had been whittled away from the
Ottoman empire. In the remaining territories, the Muslims constituted
a clearer majority than before. Faced with this demographic pattern
and the growing antagonism of the Muslim and Christian
populations, the Sultan decided to steer a middle course among the
contending formulas for the empire's salvation. He continued the
work of the Tanzimat statesmen for the rationalization and the
modernization of the state apparatus. He lent his support to the
expansion of the system of secular courts and secular education. He
left the metlrese to stagnate: by the end of his reign they were poorly
staffed, poorly financed institutions which served as a refuge for
draft-dodgers. Abdiilhamid also believed in science and its practical
applications, but he opted for the use of Islam as a lever which would
instil some consciousness of a collective goal into his subjects. He
realized that a modern state could not function with the tacit
allegiance which had been sufficient to get the machinery of the
state to function in the time of his predecessors. To raise agricultural
productivity-to provide only one example-was one of his targets, but
he realized that this could only be achieved by a series of measures
comprising railroad expansion, agricultural training and the panicipa-
tion of the peasant in the scheme. But more important even than
participation was to forge some identity among the rural masses
which would enable them to give meaning to their own allegiance to
the distant figure of the Caliph. To this end the Sultan implemented
an extremely intelligent policy, establishing contacts with sheikhs and
dervishes, using propaganda to mobilize the town populations-here
the building of a railroad to the Hidjaz occupied a strategic place-and
trying to reconcile the Arab population to an Ottoman
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fdentity. At least in the Anatolian peninsula, the policy did have some
results, as is attested by a number of contemporary observers. What
the Sultan was grappling with were twO characteristics of the rural
personality of his realm: the lack of autonomy of individuals and the
absence of a conception of a unit transcending the village or the
hamlet. Millions of Ottomans fell into this category, and the extent to
which they were bereft of collective identity was to be observed
much later, during the First World War, by a young officer. This is the
way he describes his first experiences in training Anatolian recruits:
At that time, as far as I was able to understand, our soldiers rather
than being persons whom one could deal with as individuals, were
better conceptu- alized as cogs in a community, as components of a
group. In a community and in a group they could easily follow
everything that was required of them. But whenever one of them
would stray from the group and become isolated, he would be
unable to determine an independent course of action for himself, of
his own volition. Also, in collective undertakings, he would always
look for someone to become dependent on or to follow. This often
affected the conduct of war by my unit. A group of soldiers which had
lost its sergeant or officer or directing agent would quite easily come
apart. In moments of danger, a unit, instead of dispersing carefully at
a moment's notice, would tend on the contrary to bunch up, to fall
upon each other, and always in the direction of the centre of
command. As for danger, its resonance was for them non-existent.
They did not need any preparation to go to sleep. They could go to
sleep within a minute, possibly within a second. They would even be
asleep at the time we thought them to be awake. At a time when you
thought everything was perfectly ordered, a sentinel you trusted,
standing in his trench, with his weapon at the ready, his eyes looking
ahead, could have fallen into a deep sleep. That a person from
whom you could demand everything at a time when he was subject



to a unified command and in a group could become so remote from
any form of social responsibility was something which left one
gasping. The same author describes the responses he received
when he began asking his men questions relating to their religion:
When I asked the question 'What is our religion?' 'What is the
religion which we follow?' I thought the answer I would receive would
be 'Praised be the Lord, we are Muslims.' But this was nOt the
responses I received. Some said 'Weare of the religion of the Great
Imam.' Others said 'Weare the followers of the Prophet A1i.' Some
could not solve this problem. Some did, indeed, say 'We are
Muslims' but when the question was asked 'Who is our prophet?',
they too became confused. Names of prophets that would never
come to one's mind were mentioned. One said 'Our prophet is Enver
P

a.' Again when the question was asked of the few who had identified
the Prophet, 'Is our Prophet alive or dead?', the matter once more
became insoluble. Some said he was alive, some that he was dead.
. .

 

The young officer who could not disguise the anguish he felt at the
quality of the human material with which he was asked to conduct a
war knew one
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thing: despite their crass ignorance of Islam, religion was still one of
the ways by which they could acquire an 'internal gyroscope', a



conception of the self which at the same time could be used to relate
their selves to a national purpose. In contemporary Latin American
usage, we would refer to what both the Sultan and the officer were
seeking as conscientizacitin or consciousness- building. What the
Sultan did not realize was that the political message of Islam was not
sufficiently focused to keep the many Muslims who made up his
empire united around a common purpose, even though he did
succeed in building some sense of Muslim identity and even of
Ottoman identity among some of his subjects. Islam had thus been
found to have a diffuse effect in building a social identity of sorts, and
a solidarity of sorts, among the more isolated areas of the Ottoman
empire. But even today the nature of the Islamic bond as a form of
proto-nationalism is not understood. Nevertheless, it is a sign of the
hardiness of the idea of consciousness-building through Islamization
that the Young Turks who dethroned Sultan Abdillhamid did not
entirely abandon experimentation with this formula, although their
scepticism as to its effectiveness was growing. Neither did the Sultan
realize that the second part of his program, his continued support for
institutional modernization and the upgrading of institutions for
professional training, would run into trouble. In the end these
educational reforms gave rise to new, unanticipated attitudes which
encour- aged the radicalization of persons trained in these
institutions. These new tendencies were to take Turkey into laicism,
for the new generation which emerged from the educational structure
sponsored by the Sultan were marked by an uncompromising
opposition to what they saw as the useless remnants of the ancien
regime. The hardening of attitudes appeared both in the demand that
reality should be made to fit an abstract plan or theory, and in the
view that the time-span for a project was 'now'. This attitude differed
fundamentally from that of the officials of the Tanzimat, ready as the
latter were to live with compromises, half-measures, hybrid systems
and conflicting values. From now on the word 'fossil' (or 'residue'-
miistahase) was to appear with increasing frequency in the
vocabulary of Ottoman progressive intellectuals. It is this sense of
unease in operating with a system which was a mixture of the old
and the new which appears most clearly in the ideas of Kemal
Atariirk.



 

THE REFORM OF HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND
SULTAN ABDOLHAMID II

 

It may come as a surprise to discover that the first years of Sultan
Abdiilhamid's reign were marked by outstanding achievements in
education. In particular, beginning with the 1880s a system of military
schools which
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immediately after primary education was inaugurated. These
schools, the military Riiftliye, could lead all the way to the military
academy for those who had decided on a military career. The system
had been promoted by one of the Sultan's greatest enemies, his
director of military education, Siileyman Pa

a, who had engineered the deposition of Sultan Abdiilaziz in 1876.
Sultan Abdiilhamid, who succeeded to the throne shortly afterwards,
had Suleyman Pa

a court-marrialled but this did not prevent him from implementing the
system of education devised by the general. In 1895 there were
twenty-eight of these military middle schools functioning in the
empire, eight in the capital and twenty in the provinces.'. The total
number of students in these schools was 6,000 and by 1898 it had
reached 8,000. There also existed seven military preparatory
schools of Iyck level which prepared students for entrance into the
military academy or the military medical school. The same pattern of
preparatory school was available for students who desired to enter
the school of administration. The educational standards of the
military Riiftliye were high. Many of the stUdents who Opted for a
military career came from families of low socio- economic
background and their profession was necessarily the focus for their



self-image. As they moved upward in the system of military
education they acquired a view of the world which stressed the
positive sciences. The students were also constantly reminded that
the fate of the empire depended on their own contributions to its
salvation. It was through an understanding of the forces that had
made the Western states powerful that they would save the empire.
There was therefore a continuity between the student's world- view
and that of the bureaucrats who a few generations back had started
reform. But there was also an outstanding difference: the new
generation not only knew more geography, more modern history and
more mathematics than their predecessors, but they also acquired a
new vision of reality from their knowledge. The most talented among
them developed a conception of the ways in which one could shape
society which made the action of the Tanzimar statesmen appear
dated and over-hesitant. The new impatience of the graduates of the
Ottoman grandes ecoles- both military and civilian-becomes
apparent when one contrasts the type of pedagogy prevailing in the
traditional system with the new system of book learning and
classroom studies. If the term 'apprenticeship' provides the key to
the old education, the conception of 'utopian mentality' explains the
hidden spring of the new system and the stamp with which it marked
the graduates. In the traditional system, knowledge was a limited
thing: the basic outlines of Islamic knowledge had been established
once and for all. This fund of knowledge was transmitted, like that of
a form of arrisanship, through a mastery of known techniques. The
new knowledge-geography, physics,
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own momentum which one had to keep up with in order to be well
informed. Techniques for its use were constandy changing. Thus,
change came in at the beginning as a datum of Western positive
science. In this light, the iilema who had not kept up with the
expansion of the intellectual horizons came increasingly to be seen
as ignorant charlatans Tather than as repositories of ancient wisdom.
This was one of the factors which propelled the students into a clear



confrontation with religion. In the future, references to the need for
change and to the way that religion was an obstruction to progress
was to become a leitmotif in Atamrk's writings. In the traditional
system, initiation into the world of knowledge through the guidance
of a mentor was central. In the bureau, the mentor had been the
sponsor of the new employee, or the experienced official who took
an interest in his career. In the metlrese, the mentor was the tutor to
whom the student was assigned for the duration of his studies.
Personalities, thus established, together with the idea that
knowledge was a limited fund which could only be approached
through known techniques, limited the extent to which the initiate
could go off at a tangent and dare to make new interpretations of
matters already explored by his predecessors. In the new system,
books which were distributed to the entire class were the foundation
of knowledge; they became the reference-points for learning, and
those published in France allowed one to be in advance even of
one's teachers, who had gone to France only at an earlier stage.
Another, possibly more important, feature of the new learning was
that the book, the classroom and the school now operated as what
Erving Goffman terms a 'total insritution',Is Each school was a self-
contained universe in which students were segregated from Ottoman
everyday life. In the training system of the bureau, students had
culled their knowledge from actual official transactions. They were
immersed in a complex skein of knowledge, practice, intrigue and
planning. The new generation of officials was cut off from all this;
they were studying principles and laws which were abstractions from
reality, and had an artificial internal consistency. It was as if the
generation of the 1890s thought that life as described in books was
more real than life itself. Here again, we get a better sense of what
was involved in the change if we go back to the textbooks the
students were using. The textbooks of geography, physics,
mathematics and military science represented the systematization of
knowledge as applied to a given field. This systematization
proceeded by abstracting certain phenomena from the
undifferentiated mass of impressions which made up the 'stuff' of
everyday life. A model of the interaction between certain of these
phenomena, selected as 'significant', was built and finally the model



was made to run faster than reality. Science then appeared to the
stUdents in the form of abstract models of reality, a characteristic
also
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emphasized by the lack of experimentation and the parlous state of
laboratories. It was through an assimilation of theory that science
was gaining a foothold among them. By means of a similarly
schematic presentation, students acquired their image of Western
societies. Internally consistent systems, neat models and blueprints
thus acquired a great importance in the minds of the generation of
the 1890s. Thus it is no surprise to find out that the earliest protests
of the Young Turks were concerned with what they considered the
lack of consist- ency of their own system of education. For the most
talented and idealistic, an interlocking of smoothly integrated parts
became an obsession. What did not fit this interlocking pattern could
be thrown out as irrelevant or harmful. Ottoman society with its trams
operating in the midst of crumbling houses, newspapers which had
to heed strange rules imposed by an ignorant censor- ship and
regiments where graduates of the military academy took orders from
officers promoted from the ranks, exemplified the type of dissonance
that was most galling to the students. The ideal slowly began to
emerge that it was either one or the other of the systems which had
to emerge, not a mixture or a rickety compromise. To 'run' a model of
social reality faster than reality itself, one had to project oneself into
a hypothetical future. The model of social reality constructed from
the school vision of the world had, therefore, an additional element:
that of a hypothetical future which could be shaped at will. This was
also new compared to the ideas of the Tanzimar statesmen. The



reformist of the Tonzimat was an activist, but he saw himself
primarily as shaping the present, albeit for future use. The idea of a
structured historical future developing out of the present with new
features due to human intervention was not a datum of Tanzimat
thinking. By contrast, the generation of the 1890s began to think of
society in terms of both an abstract model and a blueprint for the
future, albeit in the direction of ' progress'. Social 'projects' now
became an intellectual exercise. A striking example of the centrality
of hypothetical situations and of projects may be seen in a
prefiguration of modern Turkey by the Young Turk, Abdullah Cevdet,
entitled 'A Very Wakeful Sleep'.16 While the outline of a new type of
social thinking began to emerge with the generation of the 1890s,
the generation of the Young Turks, it does not become effective until
the Young Turk revolution of 1908. Even then we see the Young
Turks impelled to work with the familiar pieces of the Ottoman
mosaic: various ethnic and religious groups, and Islam as the thin
thread keeping the populations of the Ottoman empire together. As
to the second use of the Islamic formula, its role as a 'raiser of
consciousness', we see them become increasingly sceptical of this
approach. It is because of this scepticism that the Young Turks-in
keeping with their 'scientific-utopian' world- view-entrusted one of
their colleagues, Ziya Gokalp, with research carried
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out to find an alternative formula to Islam. The Young Turks were
thereby doing something the Tanzimat statesmen had never
dreamed of: they had initiated a search for a systematic, internally
consistent theory of reform. Ziya Gokalp's investigations made him
focus on two ideas, that of the 'nation' and that of 'civilization'.



According to him, 'civilization' consisted of the technological and
cultural implements which a number of societies could share.
Modern western civilization, for instance, marked by industrialization
and a number of new social institutions, was shared by many
Western nations. Nationality was another component of the Western
system of states, and this Ziya Gokalp linked to the concept of
'culture'. A 'culture' was the latent pattern of values, beliefs and
institutions, which defined a people. Whenever such a people had
been incorporated within a multi-ethnic, plural state, its values had
remained in the background. A modern state was a state which
coalesced around one of these peoples and boldly made use of its
characteristic institutions. Turks were such a group whose specific
cultural values had receded into the background when they had
established the Ottoman empire. As to Islam, Gokalp indicated that a
number of items which were accepted as integral aspects of religion-
particularly the commands associated with the proper Islamic
organisation of society-were in fact aspects of Arabic culture which
had nothing to do with 'pristine' Islam}? Islam, therefore, was a
religion that demanded of its followers 'faith', and it did not confine its
followers to any form of social organization. Ziya GOkalp's blueprint
for the future-which never emerged as a completed proposal-was to
draw out the latent Turkish culture of the Turkish nation, to establish
a Turkish state based on it, to accept Western civilization and to
make Islam a matter of conscience, a private belief. A memorandum
Ziya Gokalp had written for the Young Turks in 1916 concerning the
role ofIslam in Turkey was implemented by the Young Turks. ls It led
to the exclusion of the $eyhiilislam-the highest religious functionary
in the Ottoman empire-from the cabinet, the separation of the
religious courtS from the

eyhiilislamate and their attachment to the ministry of justice; the
placing of the administration of pious foundations under the authority
of a member of the Cabinet; and the separation of the metlrese from
the

eyhtilislamate and their administration by the ministry of education.
With the defeat of the Ottoman empire in the First World War and the



loss of the Arab lands a new situation arose. For all practical
purposes Turkey now consisted of the Anatolian peninsula. Part one
of the Islamic formula-its function as a link between Turks and Arabs-
could now be jettisoned. It is remarkable, however, that Mustafa
Kemal did not im- mediately dispose of this formula when he was
organizing resistance against the terms of the treaty that were about
to be imposed on Turkey. During the years when he was leading this
resistance movement, between 1919 and 1922,
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he was dependent on the sympathies of Muslims outside Turkey,
and often used the theme of the unity of Islam. He also made use of
it to mobilize the feelings of Anatolian religious notables against an
Ottoman administration which continued to function in the capital as
a virtual prisoner of the Allies. He took advantage of the prestige of
the Caliphate at the time when, paradoxically, he was about to
suppress it But in both cases he had made up his mind very early
concerning the Turkey he visualized in the future.

 

THE TURKISH REPUBLIC AND THE NEW NATION

 

AtatUrk's contributions are usually analysed in terms of his unique
ability to bring about needed reforms. In this appraisal, he figures as
the instrument of a great wave of progress leading to some
predestined point. This image is thoroughly teleological, for it depicts



him as outstanding not only in having been able to negotiate
successfully a number of difficult passages to his own consciously
set goals, but also because he 'fulfilled the requirements' of
enlightenment thought. I believe this particular judgement to be
somewhat simplistic but the appraisal also hinders us from placing
AtatUrk in a more 'sociological' context. The view which
characterizes AtatUrk as a servant of progress is derived from a
primitive picture of the inevitability of progress. It does not help us to
locate him in the major social upheavals which have shaken the
world in the last four centuries and which continue to do so with
increasing violence. The full meaning of AtatUrk's contribution
emerges only when we relate his work to that of two key processes
which subsume the momentous changes which marked post-feudal
society, namely the multifari- ous new patterns of collective
integration and the changing dimensions of the individual's personal
integrative systems.

 

A NEW INTEGRATIVE SYSTEM FOR THE COLLECTIVE

 

Most Turkish and foreign scholars see the foundation of the Turkish
Republic as the reorganization-albeit a radical reorganization-of a
remnant of the Ottoman empire. In fact, the watershed appears not
only in the radicalization of the attitudes of the founding fathers of the
Republic but also in the very conception of the Turkish Republic as a
nation-state. What happened was that Mustafa Kemal took up a non-
existent, hypothetical entity, the Turkish nation, and breathed life into
it. It is this ability to work for something which did not exist as if it
existed, and to make it exist, which gives us the true dimensions of
the project on which he had set out and which brings out the utopian
quality of his thinking. Neither the Turkish nation as the fountainhead
of a 'general will' nor the Turkish nation as a source of national
identity existed at the time he set out on this task. He was
distinguished from his
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more cautious collaborators by such a vision of the future and the
will to make it materialize. 'Nation' and 'Western civilization' were the
two fundamental code words which provided the latent rationale for
his project, and his attitude towards religion assumes coherence
when we evaluate it from that vantage-point. The determination he
showed in pursuit of an ideal of society is not contradicted by his
great talent for temporizing: what gives meaning to his tactical
reversals is the project on which his mind was focused. The
sequence of events which eventually led to the secularization of
Turkey is well known and does not need to be related in detail.
However, one characteristic of the way in which Mustafa Kemal
tackled the issue from the very beginning shows the depth of his
political talent and should not be overlooked as a foreshadowing of
his policy of secularization. We find this prefiguration of his political
genius in his use of the concept of a 'grand' National Assembly as
the source of political legitimation for the resistance movement. The
Sultan-Caliph was theoretically invested with his power because he
was the leader of that Muslim community-the Ottoman community-
which held the most effective power in the Muslim world. Since the
person occupying the position of Sultan-Caliph was now a prisoner
of the Allied forces, he could no longer act as a free agent. The
millet, the concept which originally referred to the various religious
subdivisions of the empire, but in this particular case to the Muslim
community, would re- establish its sovereign rights as the
fountainhead of legitimacy. In fact, since the end of the nineteenth
century millet had been used with increasing frequency to translate
the word 'nation'. Its meaning was therefore ambiguous. It is as a
consequence of this ambiguity that the body which had been



assembled in Ankara as a representative assembly, and which had a
strong clerical representation in it, passed Article 1 of the Provisional
Constitution proposed in 1920 without any objections (20 January
1920). This article stated that sovereignty belonged without
reservation to the millet. The ambiguity of the term allowed clerics to
believe that what had been invoked were the rights of the
community, whereas for Atatiirk it was a preparation for invoking the
sovereignty of the nation,19 The Assembly had accepted the
reestablishment of the primitive rights of the Muslim community, but
by the same token it had accepted that the Assembly could legislate
in matters both secular and religious in the absence of a Sultan-
Caliph. Mustafa Kemal made sure that no one bearing these double
attributes would ever emerge again. From the image of the Sultan-
Caliph as a prisoner of the Allies, the Ankara regime moved on to a
new constitutional system where temporal power was effectively
severed from the Sultanate. ZO This was followed by the abolition of
the Sultanate on 1 November 1922, the proclamation of the Republic
on 29 October 1923, and finally the momentous laws of 3 March
1924: this series of
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laws, all passed on the same day, abolished the Caliphate, made all
education a monopoly of the state, and abolished the medrese.
Religious affairs and the administration of pious foundations were
thereafter to be directed by directorates attached to the office of the
prime minister. In April 1924, religious courts were abolished. In
1925, mystic orders (tarikat) were outlawed. In 1926, the Swiss Civil
Code was adopted, and the link between the $eriat and criminal law
was severed. In 1928, the constitutional provision which still



mentioned Islam as the religion of the state was abrogated. The
same year the Latin alphabet was adopted. Whenever a rationale
was invoked for these moves, the reason given was that of 'the
requirements of contemporary civilization'. This may be followed in a
number of speeches Mustafa Kemal made in the 1920s. One of the
most concise statements of this rationale is found in the 1931
statutes of the Republican People's Party. The new regime had, from
the start, rallied its supporters by establishing a political party within
the Grand National As- sembly, the Republican People's Party. This
party eventually emerged as the only legitimate organ of political
articulation in the Republic and the centre where the official ideology
of the new republican regime was elaborated. The 1931 statutes of
the Party stated that it stood for the principle of 'laicism', defined as a
condition in which the state took no role in religious life since religion
was 'a matter of conscience'. The text stated: 'The Party has
accepted the principle that all laws, regulations and procedures used
in the administra- tion of the state should be prepared and
implemented in order to meet the needs of this world and in
accordance with the foundations of and the forms provided by
science and technology in modern times.'zi Party leaders later
underlined the idea that they did not consider laicism to be
synonymous with atheism (dinsizJik), since the performance of
religious ritual (ibadet) was protected by the Constitution. In 1937 the
principle of laicism was introduced into the Constitution, together
with five other guiding principles of the Party-republicanism,
nationalism, etatism, populism and reformism. The history of laicism
in Turkey and of its application is, of course, much more complex
than this synopsis can suggest, but the meaning of laicism as a
project is best highlighted not by a description of its practice but by
its relation to the primordial goals of the republican regime. One of
these was the need to find a principle of social cohesion for Turkish
society and to devise a means of raising social consciousness
among the Turks (conscientizacitfn). Insofar as Islam had been
found wanting in both these respects, it had been rejected. As Islam
no longer served these purposes, it had indeed become a matter for
the 'private' consciences of Turks. The consciousness of the new
Turks was to be rooted in science ('Western civilization') which



Atadirk repeatedly mentioned as the source of all valid knowledge
and behaviour. But then the matter was not so simple, because
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'consciousness raising' aimed to elicit a set of characteristics which
one expected the citizens of the new republic to possess. 'Science',
as such, had no answer to questions regarding the building of
national identity; nor did it tackle the issue of social identity, the
orientation of the individual towards social ideals. Two ideologies
emerged in the 1930s which were expected to promote national
identity: the so-called 'Turkish history thesis' and the 'sun-language'
theory. The 'Turkish history thesis' was built on the idea that Turks
had contributed to civilization long before they had been
incorporated into the Ottoman empire. They had originated an urban
civilization in Central Asia from which many other civilizations had
sprung. They had maintained their cultural identity even after
becoming a minority in a multi-national empire. It was from this fund
that an identity could be drawn for the citizens of republican Turkey.
To a limited extent this thesis achieved its goal; Turks began to feel a
new sense of their accomplishments as Turks, and pride in being a
Turk did indeed develop whereas only five decades earlier the term
Turk was still used as a synonym of nomad or peasant by denizens
of the Ottoman empire. The 'sun-language' theory was an attempt to
rationalize a development which had been taking place in Ottoman
literature since the middle of the nineteenth century, namely the
increasing use of the vernacular instead of the flowery and allusive
language of the Ottoman officials. The vernacular contained few of
the Arabic and Persian roots that prevailed in 'officialese'. It was
nOw proposed that 'pure' Turkish (i.e. Turkish which had not been



infiltrated by the vocabulary and the grammar of other Middle
Eastern civilizations) was an ancient language of central importance
in the history of languages. It was claimed that many other
languages had been built on this foundation and that one could find
guidance for the reform of linguistic usage if one studied this early
Turkish language. This was a difficult theory to sustain in the light of
linguistic research; nevertheless, the practice of trying to reconstitute
'pure' Turkish did fire a number of Turkish intellectuals who devoted
enormous energy to this task. To support linguistic reform became
enshrined as an aspect of Kemalist radicalism, and this somewhat
bizarre association between linguistic purism and republican
radicalism continued to our day when it was picked up by marxism. It
is part of the means available to modern Turks to build for
themselves a Turkish identity. In retrospect, however, the most solid
foundation for building a republican- Turkish identity seems to have
been another, more solid theory of society which provided a social
ideology of Kemalism.This theory was solidarism, the official
ideology of the French Third Republic. Solidaristic theorizing had
reached Turkey through Durkheim and through Ziya Gokalp, one of
Durkheim's admirers. The theory was based on the thesis that there
was no
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necessary conflict between classes in modern society. What was
important was the way social institutions and the contributions of all
professional groups made society a going concern. Industrial society
could be kept in equilibrium by propagating a social ethic focused on
the contribution of individuals and groups to society. In addition,
Turkish solidarism offered a social program which envisaged that



'capital accumulated through the appropriation of surplus values on
behalf of society' would be invested in 'industrial plants and large
farms to be established for the benefit of society'.zz Kemalist
education propounded a theory of citizenship based on these
principles. It was the businessman, the schoolmaster and the
politician who, working together under the shield of solidaristic
redistribution, were to make up an integrated Turkish nation. In more
recent years, Kemalism may have lost much of its momentum, but its
dream of a non-conflicroal and at the same time redistribu- tive
society has continued to mark Turkish social thinking. This pattern
has also appeared in the diffuse aspirations of its newly mobilized
population. It is also such an image of society which emerges from
the thinking of the military group which tried in 1960 to re-establish a
'truly' Kemalist system.

 

THE NEW TURKEY AND THE INDIVIDUAL

 

One of the key words in the ideological vocabulary of Atatiirk was
istikJaJ (independence), but at the individual level this emphasis was
paralleled by his use of miislllkil (autonomous, free),23 I have tried to
show how the attempt to replace the traditional system-en bloc, so to
speak-by a new one is a tendency which one observes in the
generation which preceded that of Atatiirk. I have also pointed out
that Atatiirk's policies of reform con- centrated on the building of a
new collective identity in the make-up of which religion was denied a
role. But then, there also exists another basic aspect of his
secularizing reforms which aims to broaden the autonomy of the
individual in society. Here Atatiirk was working to liberate the
individual from what he may have agreed to call the 'idiocy of
traditional, community- oriented life'. Once again he was going well
beyond the reforms of the Tanzimat statesmen. In view of the solid
suppOrt which community culture found in Turkey, it may be said that
he showed even greater courage in this field than in his actions
within a more political context. I believe that the drive that compelled



him towards this goal was also a product of the dissonance created
by his educational background. The peculiar form that this
dissonance took was his disgust with the forms of social control
which sprang from Ottoman folk culture. To provide an
understanding of my use of such an explanatory model we must first
consider the influence of Western political and social ideas on
Atatiirk. Atatiirk travelled outside the Ottoman empire a total of three
times, once
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to observe military manoeuvres in France, the second time as
military attache in Sofia, and the third time during the First World War
in Germany. His knowledge of Europe was not limited to these
contacts, but was nevertheless acquired primarily from the Turkish
press, which kept closely in touch with world events and which also
followed scientific and cultural developments. A limited number of
translations of the works of persons who were political theorizers of
the era were also available to him. Atatilrk read French and
understood it well. In his library, preserved near his mausoleum,
works of thinkers such as Rousseau do figure, and some have
marginal annotations, but these probably date from the last years of
his life. The consensus is that at the time he carried out his main
secularizing reforms he had a general knowledge of Western political
systems, but that he was also dependent on the informa- tion he
received from his colleagues (such as the minister of justice,
Mahmut Esat Bozkurt) who had studied abroad. How, then, can one
explain the consistency of his secularizing reforms? What gives us
the feeling that there is a latent pattern around which they are
unified? In particular, why does one feel this concerning his reforms



dealing with the mystic orders, the rights of women, 'secularization'
of dress, and state control of education? A hypothesis I would like to
propose is that these secularizing reforms are linked by the
underlying common denominator of the liberation of the individual
from the collective constraints of the Muslim community. To
understand this, we have to look at the smallest operative unit of the
community in the Ottoman empire, the mahalJe or city quarter. In
those times the mahalJe was more than an administrative unit with
somewhat arbitrarily drawn boundaries; it was a compact
gemeinschaft with its boundaries protected by its Own toughs and
faithful dogs, and a setting within which much of the normal life of an
average Ottoman citizen was shaped. It is here that primary
education was undertaken, births were celebrated, marriages were
arranged, and the last rites were performed for the dying. It was here
that the mosque operated as a social institution bringing all
inhabitants to hear what was expected of them. It was against the
background of the mahalJe that the authority of the paterfamilias
was exercised and supported. And it was here that sometimes
blood-money was paid; that the Islamic institution of morals- control
wormed its way into drinking parties and gambling dens, and organ-
ized posses to surprise careless lovers; that the cafe-a
communications centre-operated; that the first stamp was affixed by
the prayer leader on a petition that was to travel on to higher
authorities; and that local saints' tombs could be visited and living
holy men dispensed their own kind of influence and justice. MahaJIe
rules were in fact quite flexible, but the flexibility operated behind a
mask of decorum. It was quite inflexible with regard to overt mixing
of sexes. Atariirk's reforms have an aspect which tried
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ties and the hypocrisy that pervaded the mahaJk morals-conuol by a
set of rules which tried to obviate control and replace it by a system
of regulations that gave the individual responsibility for his ac- tions.
Atatiirk's determination to wrest the individual away from folk control
had an origin which, once more, is found in the new educational



system. MahalJe norms were not particularly galling to some one
who had spent his entire lifetime there; but for students who spent
mOst of their time at school as boarders, school directives became
more important. School directives, how- ever, suessed a completely
different type of control; the rationality of bureaucracy took over, and
what had to be achieved was the revitalization of the empire which
was now dependent upon new virtues. Mahaile virtues were linked to
the preservation of small groups. There was no use for them in the
building of the nation-state. Religious morality was replaced by
intellectual and military disciplines and once more Islamic ethics and
commands related to the good of the community rose up as irrational
restrictions with no purpose except the snuffing out of personality.
The school setting was not the only context in which community
control and the specific values which came with it were being
devalued. The devaluation of the mahalJe was a cumulative process
in which the rise of new ways of thinking about society also had a
part. One of the indirect ways in which the mahaile ethos was
devalued was that a new focus for the citizen's allegiance, 'society'
(cemiyet-i befmye), began to appear in the writings of modernist
intellectuals. This was a concept which differed from tlevkt (the state)
insofar as it took in a number of social processes that were not
subsumed under the heading of policy, power, coercion, rule and
prestige, these being the primordial components of the concept of
tlevkt. The family and the individual, both subjects of mahalle conuol,
were sub-units comprised within the concept of 'society', and
persons who wanted to reform 'society' also wanted to reform the
family. 'Society' operated on the basis of free exchange of goods or
services, and it therefore immediately condemned domestic slavery.
The mahaile, on the other hand, accepted domestic slavery as a fact
of life. Society was based on contract, and the mahalJe operated on
ascriptive bases; thus the mahalJe began to appear as a fund of
traditional values which were hampering the expansion of human
personality. At about the same time there began to emerge a
rejection of the dress characteristic of the mahalJe. Bihruz Bey, a
super-westernized hero in one of the earliest Turkish novels, takes a
walk in the park, sees his lower-class compatriots in baggy pants,
and complains: '!2g'est-ce que c'est que fa? Est-ce que Ie carnaval



est arrivl?' But the revulsion against folk culture which was building
up is best expressed by the writer Yakup Kadri Karaosmano

lu, who was to join Mustafa Kemal in Ankara. One of Yakup Kadri's
stories concerns a
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westernized Turk who is beaten up by mahaJk toughs because he
dares to wear a hat. On one occasion he describes the
oppressiveness of folk culture as follows:

 

In this stagnant air, none of the atoms of which is moved by a
melodious sound, in these squares, none of which is adorned by a
figure, in these streets, the dust and the mud of which we daily
brave, in the face of these people whose ears are deaf to any
pleasantness, whose eyes are blind to any beauty, who squat at
night in coffee houses with their coloured printed nightgowns
listening to the tube of a gramophone vomit belly-dance tunes, I find
the seeds of their sickness.

 

Yakup Kadri's complaint was that the mahaJle ethos and intellectual
climate killed creativity in Turkish writers. The same connection
between mahaJk as an amalgam of Islamic and folk culture and lack
of creativity seems to have been made by Atatiirk. Atatiirk was very
much of the opinion that baggy pants and the fez were pan of a
'carnival'. Not only was his aesthetic sense offended but these



clothes symbolized the stranglehold of a folk culture where final
legitimation had always to be obtained in terms of religious values,
and where both religion and man were therefore debased and cor-
rupted. Western society, which received its legitimation from science,
was much more open and therefore more inventive. It was only with
a set of rules that would enable the individual to escape from the
suffocating folk values that creativeness could be encouraged. Two
policies were devised by AtatOrk to this end: first, his secularizing
measures, where the specific target was to destroy control, and
secondly, his program of cultural westernization for the Republic.

 

THE INDIVIDUAL IN ATATORK'S SECULARIST REFORMS

 

The first view we get of Mustafa Kemal's attempt to liberate the
individual from community norms is the law of 3 March 1924 on the
'Unification of Education'. Not only did this law take education once
and for all out of the hands of the uJema but it opened the doors for
co-education and thus a completely new integration of the sexes
from the school years onwards. In fact, Ataurk's thrust to establish
women's rights may be conceptualized as a concentrated effort to
smash what to him appeared as the most stiffing and dark aspect of
the mahalk ethos, namely the restrictions it placed on contacts
between men and women in the day-co-day routine of life. A large
area of the changes brought about by the adoption of the Swiss Civil
Code was concerned with the transformation of women's legal
status. Among these Were monogamous marriages, equality of
status between men and women as heirs, and a number of
provisions concerning property management. This was followed in
1930 by the granting of rights to women to vote and stand for
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election in local contests (Municipality Law of 14 April 1930)Z4 and
by the right to vote and stand for election in national elections in
1934. Atatiirk's many references to women working side by side with
men in the Turkish Republic created the climate that enabled many
Turkish women who had received education to enter professional
life. As a result, Turkey today has an enviable proportion of its
professional cadres filled by women. The 'lifting of the veil', which
was never placed into a statute, followed from this development.
Once again, Atatiirk's attitude towards the mystic orders (tarikat) is
related to his attack against stifling gemeinschaft. When one reads
the law of 1925 abolishing these orders, it is clear that what AtatUrk
had in mind was to disallow the influence of local charismatic
leaders, who were either notables with local political power or
appeared as ignorant and cunning figures exploiting the lower
classes. Turks would in future be ruled not by corrupt sheikhs but
according to the way set out by science. Their personality would not
be determined by the counsel of a religious mentor but by immersion
in Western culture.

 

ATATURK AND WESTERN CULTURE

 

To provide Turkish citizens with a neW view of the world which would
replace that of religion and religious culture, Atatiirk sponsored a
movement of cultural westernization which he equated with
civilization. The alphabet was latinized partly to enable an easier
access to works in Western languages. For a time, the performance
of oriental music in public was banned. A conservatory was
established in Ankara, where opera, ballet and Western polyphonic



music were taught. Western-style painting was encouraged by the
government, which also subsidized the publication of a number of
cultural periodicals in which the products of modern Turkish painting
were presented. In 1926 a statue of Kemal AtatUrk was unveiled in
Istanbul: in a country where the interdict against reproducing the
human figure had been publicly enforced, this called for considerable
courage. Statues now appeared all over Turkey. Folk culture was
rescued by making it a subject of study in the 'People's Houses'
(community centres established in the 1930s with the aim of
propagating culture in a Western mould), and including its motifs in
the subjects taught there: Turkish culture was thus brought back to
the fore without its outer rind of mahalJe Islam. And although, in a
general sense, the experiment in the westernization of Turkish
culture has had great success since the 1930s, this is the very point
where a note of pessimism has to be introduced. In the years
following the death of Atariirk, and particularly after the institution of
multi-party democracy in 1950, laicism was challenged by a
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itself sufficiently firmly never to be removed from Turkish
constitutional practice. Even the Demokrat Party, which was often
accused of having undermined laicism, kept the principle in
operation. Nevertheless, the military intervention of 1960 was
caused in part by fear that that party was encouraging religious
obscurantism which would endanger the constitutional foundations of
the Republic. Since 1960 religious currents have not abated; if
anything they have become stronger, but the constitutional principle
of laicism, upheld by a large segment of the Turkish intelligentsia, is
still the foundation of Turkish constitutional law. What, then, is
happening in Turkey? What is the meaning of the flood of Islamic
publications, of the resurgence of tarikat and the growth of new
sects, of the rise of a clerical party in parliament and of the muted
streets during the month of Ramadan? There is, first, a social
context for the revival of Islam. Part of this is demographic: the
population of Turkey is growing very fast, with enormous cohorts in



the adolescent age groups for which ideology is so vital. In that
sense Islam competes with marxism. But more important than the
demography is 'social mobilization', the ability of a much larger
proportion of Turkey's population-due to the influence of the mass
media-to change their environment or propel themselves into other
roles. This is accompanied by a severing of traditional roots, leaving
a vacuum to be filled. In this situation some of the limitations of the
Kema1ist experiment begin to emerge. Mustafa Kemal's ideas about
the society which he imagined as emerging on the ruins of the
Ottoman empire were focused on the collectivity, and acquired their
particular strength from this. They were also focused on the
individual's liberation from the stifling gemdnschaft of the Muslim
community. But a new 'collective conscience' and liberation from
community influences were only two aspects of what Mustafa Kemal
really wanted to achieve, namely the forging of a new identity for
Turks. For this identity to crystallize around the new symbols of the
Republic, the latter had to have a 'sensory component' with the
ability to 'arouse feelings'.zs What we observe is that the symbols of
Kemalism assumed this function for only a limited number of Turks.
But, in addition, Kemalism did not understand the role played by
Islam for Turks in the building of personal identity. After all, Islam had
an aspect which addressed itself to man's being- in-this-world, to his
basic ontological insecurity, which enabled it to fasten itself on to
psychological drives. It is a truism, but still one worth emphasizing,
that Islam has become stronger in Turkey because social
mobilization had not decreased but on the contrary increased the
insecurity of the men who have been projected out of their traditional
setting. This insecurity is sometimes 'cognitive' and appears as a
search for a convincing political leadership or a bountiful economic
system. Here Islam assumes an ideological guise and
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competes with marxism. In many cases, the insecurity is deeper,
more truly ontological, and Islam appears in its aspect of a
cosmology and an eschatol- ogy. The revitalization of Islam in
modern Turkey is a very complex occurrence, part of which is
structured at the personal level, part of which relates to the attempt
to bring back the full glory of Islam, and part of which is political. It is
a pity that positivism, which played such a large pan in the
elaboration of Kemalism, did not choose in its Turkish version to
remember Auguste Comte's warning: 'L 'Humanit! se substitute
tliftnitivement a Dieu, sans oublier jamais ses services
provisoires.'z6

 

This article is reprinted from Ali Kazancigil and Ergun Ozbundun
(eds), AtalUrk: Fountler of a Motlem State (London, 1981), pp. 191-
219. Reprinted by permission ofC. Hurst and Co.
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From Onomanism to Arabism: The Origin of an Ideology c. ERNEST
DAWN

 

Since 1918 the doctrine that the Arabs are a nation and that
nationality is the basis of politics has come to be accepted by a very
large majority of Arab political leaders and of at least the lay
intellectuals. The espousal of this doctrine by a people who are
predominantly Muslim in religion is a develop- ment of revolutionary
significance, since for many centuries Muslims viewed the state in
terms of religion and dynasty. Muslims have recognized the
existence of distinct peoples or nations since the time of
Muhammad. Indeed, Islam in its first century or so was the peculiar
religion of the Arab nation, and to become a Muslim was to join the
Arab nation as a dependent person. This system proved unworkable,
however, and in the end Islam became the supreme bond which
superseded nationality.. The state in Muslim theory existed to
enforce the shari'ah, the law which God had sent to man through His
messenger, Muhammad. Originally, it was held, the totality of the
Muslims constituted a congregation, who ought to be joined together
under the rule of one monarch, the caliph, or successor to the



Prophet Muhammad, who was God's first viceroy on earth under
Islam. After some centuries during which actuality was close to
theory, the caliphate broke up, leaving the Muslims governed by a
variety of dynasts or sultans. In theory, the shariCah remained to
give unity to the Muslim congregation, and any ruler who enforced
the shari'ah was a legitimate ruler, regardless of how he had attained
power. Such was the nature (in theory) of the Ottoman Empire, the
state sovereign in most of the Arab lands after 1517. The Arabs of
southwestern Asia and of Egypt accepted the rule of the Turkish
Ottomans, at least nominally, for four centuries. But by the end of the
nineteenth century a few Ottoman Arab
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intellectuals had put forward theories which denied the right of Turks
to rule Arabs. These intellectuals created a new ideology, Arabism,
and offered it as a solution to the problems of the day. One might
simply assume that the antique Arab consciousness was revivifying
itself, that these Arabs were returning to the ways of their ancestors
in reasserting the primacy of their nationhood. Such an assumption,
however, would leave unanswered the question of why the Arab
national consciousness was reactivated after a millennial slumber.
Interest in nationality as a political principle was rekindled among the
Muslim peoples by contact with the West. At the turn of the
nineteenth century, a few Turks and Egyptian Arabs who had resided
in Europe began to become aware of the European ideas of
fatherland and nation. By the middle of the new century, terms for
these and related concepts existed in both Turkish and Arabic. 2
One of the most influential persons in spreading the new ideas was
an Egyptian, Rif3(ah Riifi( al- Tahtiiwi, who spent the years 1826-31



in France and described his experiences in a book published in
1834. This book enjoyed great popularity among both Arabs and
Turks, it was reissued in 1848, and in 1840 a Turkish translation
appeared. 3 The importance of European ideas in stimulating the
thinking of these men is shown by their concern with the idea of
patriotism. Love of one's place of birth or of one's homeland was a
well-established virtue among the Muslims, but they did not give it
political significance. Nor did the Muslims consider nationality to be
connected with territoriality. Tahtiiwi and his contemporaries did.
Tahtiiwi spoke frequently of nations and countries and made it clear
that a nation was intimately bound to a specific country. To him Egypt
was a country and the Egyptians a nation which should love its
fatherland. 4 After he returned to Egypt, in the course of a long
career as educator and author, he explicitly introduced the new
concepts in poetry.s Tahtiiwi and his Turkish counterparts of the early
nineteenth century were not mere mimics who copied for the sake of
imitation. The European notions had no obviously necessary
application to the Ottoman situation. Different men, in fact, applied
the general idea in different ways. While Tahtiiwi talked of Egyptian
patriotism, the Ottoman reformers sought to create a sense of
Ottoman patriotism. 6 None of these men went deeply into the
European theories of nationalism. They accepted without question
the traditional Islamic dynastic state. They rendered the new
concepts with Arabo- Turkish words which had long since been used
in both Arabic and Turkish with meanings not far removed from their
new significations. 7 Of course, contact with strange ways is never a
guarantee that the strange ways will be imitated. At the beginning of
the nineteenth century, the peoples of the Ottoman Empire had a
long history of close contact with Europe, throughout which they had
shown no desire to imitate Frankish custOms.
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Instead, even at the beginning of the nineteenth century most
Ottomans regarded the ways of the Franks with repugnance. 8 As
good Muslims, the Ottomans regarded Muhammad as the final, the



perfect, and the best of the messengers whom God had sent to
make His will known to man. The Muhammadan revelation contained
all that man needed to know for this life and the next. The Muslim
shari'ah, or law, was perfect and unchangeable. The Muslims, then,
were the best of peoples and had no need to learn nom the infidels.
Yet Tahf3wi and the Ottoman tan

imiit reformers, despite their having been nurtured by traditional
Muslim Ottoman culture, obviously were interested in European
patriotism and sought to apply the notion to their own country. When
the Turks noted the zeal of patriotic Frenchmen in battle and their
fidelity to the French state, they doubtless recognized the usefulness
of such patriotism to the Ottoman state. Perhaps they also shared
the impression which Tahf3wi stated clearly when he attributed the
remarkable progress and well-being of France to patriotism. In
describing the wonders of Paris, he remarked, 'Without the
astronomy [i.e. science] of the people of Paris, their wisdom, their
accomplishments, their good administration, and their concern with
the interests of their land, their city would be nothing at all.' He went
on to describe their efforts and said, 'If Egypt took care and the tools
of civilization were applied copiously there, then it would be the
sultan of cities and the chief country of the world.' Tahf3wi then
presented a long patriotic poem about Egypt, probably the first poem
of this new type in the Near Eastern languages. 9 To men like
Tahf3wi and his Turkish counterparts of the early nineteenth century,
patriotism was just another element of Frankish civilization which
appeared to be useful to the Muslims. These men were acutely
aware that the East had something to learn nom the West. To
understand what they, and their successors, meant by patriotism and
nationalism and what value they believed it to possess for the
inhabitants of the Ottoman Empire, one must comprehend their
views on the value of the West to Islam. The traditional Ottoman
view of Europe was shaken by the unbroken string of military defeats
which the Ottomans suffered throughout the eighteenth century and
the first half of the nineteenth. The French expedition to Egypt made
Ottomans even more aware of European progress. Quite naturally
those in charge of the Ottoman state came to realize the importance



of borrowing nom the West in order to defend the Empire. Just as
naturally the same men saw that their personal positions within the
Empire could be bolstered by using the techniques of the West. Thus
the Ottoman statesmen and Mehmed AIi, the governor-general of
Egypt, began to carry out military and administrative reforms. In
order to implement the reforms, Turks and Egyptians had to be sent
to Europe in increasingly larger numbers. In Europe
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these young men became acutely conscious of the differences
betWeen the East and the West. As a result, a new element was
added to their thinking: aware of the progress of the West, they
began to desire progress for its own sake, not merely for the sake of
defending the Empire from the advances of the Christians. To this
second generation of Ottoman Westemizers belonged Tahtawi and
the Ottoman tan;imat reformers such as Reshid, AIi, and Fuad. The
overwhelming majority of the Ottoman people saw no need to imitate
the West. The Islam of their fathers was good enough for them.
Theologically and culturally most Ottoman Muslims remained
conservatives. The early reforms were pressed through only by
ruthless measures on the part of the rulers against the stubborn
opposition of vested interest and Muslim conservatism. For the new
situation created deep disturbance in the minds of OttOman
Muslims, the depth of which is indicated by the fact that the early
Ottoman Westernizers, including those of the tan;imat period, were
in basic outlook just as conservative as the anti-Western majority.
Tahtawi and the tan;imar reformers knew that in some ways the
West had surpassed the East. At the same time, they felt that Islam
and the Ottoman way of life were fundamentally sound. All that was



necessary, they thought, was to borrow certain things from the West
and the gap could be closed}O 'In the time of the caliphs,' Tahtawi
wrote, 'we were more perfect than the other lands, because the
caliphs used to appoint learned men and masters of the am, etc.; but
then the Muslims declined and the Franks made progress. II 'The
lands of the Franks,' he said, 'have reached the highest stage of
excellence in mathematics and the natural and physical sciences . .
.' On the other hand, Tahtawi was confident that Islam was still
sound, far superior to Christianity. The Franks, for all their progress
in the arts and sciences, he wrote, 'have not been guided to the
straight path, and they have not followed the course of salvation at
all. Just as the Islamic lands have excelled in the sciences and
application of the shari'ah and in the rational sciences and have
neglected the wisdom sciences entirely ... so the Franks ... admit
that we were their teachers in the other sciences and our
precedence over them . . .' (p. 8). God was with the faithful, thought
Tahtawi, for 'if Islam had not been succored by the decree of God .. .
then there would have been nothing to compare to their [the Franks']
power, multitudes, wealth, and excellence' (p. 9). Accordingly,
although the Muslims have 'neglected the wisdom sciences entirely,
and thus need the Western lands to acquire what they do not know'
(p. 8), Tahtawi did 'not approve of [borrowing] anything except what
does not contradict the text of the Muhammadan shari'ah' (p. 5). The
Westernizing conservatives like Tahtawi and the Turkish tan;imat
reformers recognized the necessity of reforming on the European
model. At the same time, they retained the traditional Muslim's calm
assurance that Islam and Eastern culture were inherently superior to
Christianity and
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and were in no need of reformation in fundamentals. The Muslims
and the East, they admitted, were in danger and had lost some of
their previous greamess and glory, but this lamentable situation
could be treated simply by borrowing whatever was necessary of the
practical wisdom of the Europeans. By the middle of the nineteenth



century, this comfortable self- assurance had been shaken.
Thereafter the situation grew progressively more intolerable to the
proud and sensitive Muslim who knew something of the world.
Although the Near East made material progress throughout the
nineteenth century (even striking progress in some areas), by the
middle of the century it had been far outdistanced by the astounding
progress of Europe, and by the end of the century left far behind. At
the same time, the progress of Europe was made manifest to a
much larger number of Ottoman subjects than ever before. Many
more young men spent some time in Europe. Western teachers in
state and missionary schools made others acquainted with the world
outside the Empire. That the ways of the infidel were attractive to
Muslims was obvious. The upper classes aped Frankish dress and
manners. Rulers borrowed large sums of money from Europeans to
spend, in part at least, on public improvements II Ia frallfaise. Worst
of all in the eyes of the orthodox was the attraction that study in
Europe and in the infidel missionary schools held for the youth. It
was equally obvious that the infidels held the basic precepts and
institutions of Islam and the Ottoman state in disdain. Alien and
infidel courts, operating outside the shari<ah, favored the Christian
over the faithful. When Christian subjects engaged in disorderly or
treasonable conduct (so the Muslim Ottomans believed), the
European powers used pressure, even armed force, to insure
special privileges and sometimes independence for the rebellious
Christians. Perhaps worst of all were the charges of Christian
missionaries and the belittling remarks of Europeans about Eastern
civilization. Even learned European Orientalists passed judgements
that, when stripped of subtle nuances of phrasing, reduced in the
Muslim's view to Lord Cromer's 'reformed Islam is Islam no longer.'
With the new situation there was a change in the thinking of Ottoman
intellectuals. Gone was the old calm confidence that Islam was
inherently superior to other religions and Muslim Ottoman civilization
basically sounder than European. Whereas the older intellectuals
had merely asserted Muslim and Ottoman superiority, the new ones
made impassioned defenses of the true faith and vehement
refutations of the false. The defense of Islam and of the East
became the overriding concern of Ottoman intellectuals. All were



obsessed with the denial that Islam and the East were inferior to
Christianity and Europe. In mode of denial, however, the Ottoman
intellectuals differed from each other. Some simply denied that in
their day Islam and the Ottoman lands were behind the West. Others
admitted it, but explained it away.
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Some (probably most) Ottoman intellectuals remained conservative
and merely reaffirmed with renewed vigor the traditional belief that
Islam was the best of all possible ways of life. The production of
apologetics and polemics in both Arabic and Turkish became notable
after 1860. 12 The most popular and widely read of them was the
book I;hilr al-Ifaqq by the Indian Muslim Rabmatullah aI-Hindi, which
was published in Arabic at Constantinople in 1867 and soon
translated into Turkish. U In all this there was nothing new. Islam was
affirmed and Christianity attacked with the traditional arguments of
early Islam. The remarkable thing is the great increase in quantity
after 1860. Similarly newspapers in both Turkish and Arabic tOok up
the defense of Islam and the East. There were many, but the most
notable was the Arabic al- Ja'WiI'ib, which was published in
Constantinople following 1860 by Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq.'. Some of
these men were concerned with more than the defense of a religion,
Islam. They also took upon themselves the defense of a civilization.
They compared European society unfavorably to Ottoman. Shidyaq,
who had lived in England and France, was willing to admit that the
West was superior in material wealth. But in words suggestive of
Western attacks on the monotony and materialism of modem
industrialism, he insisted that the East still was superior in insuring
true happiness, culture, and morality to man. IS He summed up his



attitude with the remark (p. 603), 'Without doubt, the peasants of our
country are more fortunate than those people.' He was outraged by
the assertion of a European Orientalist that the Europeans 'had all
necessary knowledge of the Eastern languages' and that European
scholars had 'become the professors of the Persians and the
teachers of the Arabs.' Shidyaq applied eighteen synonyms for 'lie' to
this assertion and made a violent assault on the errors and vanities
of Orientalists. 16 Shidyaq, and those like him, were strong
defenders and advocates of the Ottoman Empire. We may refer to
them as Ottoman conservatives. In the minds of other Ottoman
intellectuals, the traditional apologetics and polemics were not
adequate for the defense of Islam. These intellectuals, unlike the
conservatives, admitted that in their day Islam was in a deplorable
state. They agreed with the conservatives, however, that Islam and
the East were inherently superior to other religions and to the West.
True Islam, they argued, was not incompatible with advanced
civilization like that of Europe. The Muslims were in such a sad
condition because true primitive Islam had been corrupted and, as a
result, the Muslims had not been able to continue the remarkable
progress of their early years. The remedy was simply to restore
Islam to its pristine purity so that the Muslims, by adopting and
adapting the necessary elements of modem civilization, might regain
their former greamess. We may therefore designate them
modernists, in contrast to the conservatives, and since they, like the
conservatives, were advocates of a
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strong Ottoman state, as Ottoman modernists. Among the Turkish
element of the Empire, the point of view is exemplified in the New



Onomans who became active in the 186Os. This group now
explicitly adopted the ideas of Ottoman patriotism and the Ottoman
fatherland.1' During the 1870s, very similar ideas became
widespread in Egypt as a result of the activities of Jamal ai-Din al-
Afghani. 18 Primitive Islam, said Afghani (pp. 165-7), required its
followers to exercise reason and examine the bases of their faith.
Quoting Guizot, he argued that European progress was the result of
the appearance in Europe of a similar theology, Protestantism.
Although most of the modernists were Ottomanists, a few Syrian
Christians who shared the general ideas of the modernists advanced
a quasi- secular Arab nationalism. American and French missionary
schools in Lebanon brought many Syrians, mostly Christians, into
close contact with the West. By the 1860s these Arabs had
contributed greatly to a revival of classical Arabic literature and to the
diffusion of modern knowledge. One of the most important
spokesmen for the group was Ibrahim al- Yaziji, who in 1868 called
for an Arab national revival. He agreed with the Ottoman modernists
that in his day the East was in a deplorable condition, even though it
was the home of civilization. His concern, however, was with the
Arabs alone. He recalled vividly the glory and greatness of the Arabs
in the past. To him, the Arabs were the most remarkable of nations,
because they had achieved more in a shorr period of time than any
other people. The Europeans made their rapid progress only
because they had been able to borrow directly from the Arabs. The
Arabs had declined after the non-Arab (Turk) came to dominate them
and reduced learning to the religious sciences and religion to bigotry
and fanaticism. To Yaziji, the means for the Arabs to regain their
rightful glory was for the Arab nation to cast off the foreigner and to
rid itself of bigotry and fanaticism. Then the old vigor of the Arab
nation would return and the Arabs would resume their former
progress in civilization. 19 The Christian version of Arabism was not
to the liking of the Syrian Muslim Arabs. In fact, the Muslim Arabs of
Syria were outraged at the spectacle of Christians assuming the air
of masters of Arab learning. Attacks on the pretensions of Yaziji and
other Christian Arab literary men were popular. The Muslim Arabs of
Syria adopted the battle cry, 'Arabic shall not be Christianized.'2o
Yaziji's secular Arabism found few followers, and Ottoman- ism,



whether conservative or modernist, remained the dominant ideology
within the Ottoman lands until 1914. Ironically, the outlines of a
Muslim theory of Arab nationalism were propounded by the greatest
of the Arab Ottoman modernists, the Egyptian Mubammad (Abduh,
whose primary goal was the revival of Islam and who was himself,
during his political phases, an advocate of the Ottoman state.
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'Abduh reaffirmed the essential superiority of Islam. He recalled the
past glories of Islam, its rapid spread, great empire, and splendid
civilization. 21 Islam is the perfect religion because it is based on
reason and demands that its followers exercise their rational
faculties and know the bases of their belief. This is the cause of the
great Muslim progress in the past (pp. 6-10, 194-223). Other
religions are inferior to Islam. 'Abduh developed Afghani's use of
Guizot and declared that Europe did not begin its amazing progress
in civilization until the Europeans began to learn from the Muslims,
and, having adopted a creed 'which is in concord with Islam, except
for the recognition of Muhammad's mission,' 'organized their lives in
a fashion analogous to the precepts of Islam' (pp. 109, 131-2). The
Muslims declined when Islam was perverted by intermixing science
and religion, which ought to be kept separate, so that in the end the
Muslims ceased to exercise reason (pp. 13-19). 'Abduh thus
maintained the intrinsic adequacy and superiority of Islam as a way
of life. The sad condition of the Muslims in his day was the result of
deviation from pristine Islam. 'The Muslims have spent an age in
inflicting harm on their souls, they have passed the time in chipping
away the mortar of their faith,' he wrote in 1887, 'and they have
injured the bonds of their conviction, because of the shadows of



ignorance of the roots of their faith which have covered them.' He
went on to attribute the decline in Muslim political fortunes to the
corruption of true Islam: Weakness has followed corruption in
morals, lapses in behavior, and the abasement of souls, so that most
of the populace resembles cattle, whose only ambition is to live to
the end of their days, eating, drinking, and reproducing, contending
with each other in bestiality. After that it was all the same to them
whether majesty was with God, His prophet, and His caliph or with
whoever else was lord over them. 2z 'Abduh's prescription for the ills
of Islam was the rejection of Western civilization and the return to
pure Islam. He warned against sending Muslims to the schools of the
missionaries, who were 'foreign devils,' whose 'satanical
whisperings' had 'deceived a number which is not small.' Primitive,
uncor- rupted Islam, not the teachings of the missionaries, was
'Abduh's remedy. 'In acquiring this vital knowledge,' he wrote in
1886, we have no need to seek benehts from those who are foreign
to us. Rarher, it is sufficient for us to return to what we have
abandoned and to purify what we have corrupted. This consists of
our religious and humanistic books, which contain more than enough
of what we seek, and there is nothing in books other than ours which
adds anything to them except that which we do not need. ZJ

 

Religious revival, 'Abduh believed, was the only way for the Muslims
to regain their political greamess. In 1887 he wrote:
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of Islamic faith who has a hean believes that the preservation of the
high Ottoman state is the third article of faith after faith in God and
His prophet, for it alone is the preserver of the dominion of religion,
the guarantor of its possessions, and the religion [of Islam] has no
government [su1tin] except it [the Ottoman state].

 



He went on to say: The Islamic caliphate has fortresses and walls,
and whatever strengthens confidence in it and zeal to defend it in the
hearts of the faithful strengthens its walls. Nothing instills confidence
and kindles zeal in the hearts of the Muslims except what the religion
[of Islam] sends to them. If anyone believes that the name of the
fatherland, the interest of the country and other such resounding
words can take the place of religion in raising ambitions and pressing
on their realization, then he has strayed onto an evil path. 24

 

Although <Abduh, during his days as a political activist in the 1880s,
was a strong advocate of Ottomanism, his belief in the necessity of
returning to Islam led him to formulate an idea which was implicitly
contrary to Orroman- ism. The cure for the disease of the Muslims
was the restoration of the true, original Islam, and that meant the
Islam of the Arabs. 'The Koran is the source of the success of the
Muslims,' he wrote in 1887, and there is no power capable of
reforming their affairs except returning to it . .. The Koran must be
taken in its strictest aspects in accordance with the rules of the
Arabic language, so as to respond to it as did the shepherds and
camel-drivers to whom and in whose language the Koran
descended. The Koran is close to its student when he knows the
Arabic language, the practices of the Arabs in disputation, their
history, and their customs in the days of the revelation, and
knowledge of these is the most excellent way to understand it.

 

'Abduh then went on to urge, as the basis of the necessary religious
revival, the intensive revival of the classical Arabic literary and
religious studies. 2 $ 'Abduh in his later years gave up the political
activism of his middle years, but he never gave up his basic ideas.
When Christians, Arab and European, charged that Islam was
inherently inadequate to the problems of the modern world, <Abduh
in vigorous replies reaffirmed that Islam was the perfect system and,
if restored to its full vigor, completely sufficient for modern life.
Having given up political activism, he stressed religious reform even



more. And to the end he held that fundamental religious reform
required a revival of Arabic studies. 26 'Abduh's ideas were taken up
by a close associate and devoted pupil, the Syrian Mubammad
Rashid Ric;la, who, after March 1898, spread them through his
journal, aJ-Manilr. Rashid Ric;la also was concerned with the
question of how Islam and the East were to regain their rightful glory.
His answer was
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the same as <Abduh's: 'Have we said. . . "Is it possible to restore the
glory of the East through the strength of Islam?" Yes! a thousand
times yes!' He continued: 'The roots of the Islamic religion and its
true teachings and humanistic learning united the tribes of the Arabs,
advanced them from the depths of barbarism to the apex of
excellences, honored them over the states of the world with
sovereignty and suzerainty, and guided them to the sciences and the
arts.' Echoing 'Abduh, he declared that in Islam, God had sent 'a true
shari'ah ... through which the kingdoms of Europe became glorious
and mighty, which Europe acquired only &om Islam.' The diagnosis
and prescription was the same as <Abduh's: It is beyond dispute that
the deviation of the Muslims from its highway robbed them of their
achievements and that returning to it will bind their hearts together,
unite them, and return to them their sovereignty. . . If . . . [the Muslim
men of learning] set the Koran before themselves and revive its
meanings intelligently. . . then the spirit of union will fall on the
[Muslim] congregation from Heaven, and the Easterners and
Westerners [of the congregation] will be united and they will return to
the East its gloryP



 

Rashid RiQa, like <Abduh, was led by his doctrine of primitive Islam
to stress the priority of the Arabs. The return to primitive Islam
inevitably stressed an Arab revival. Rashid Ri4a's reform was to be
carried out by the Ottoman sultan, as caliph, following the advice of a
society of learned men which had its seat in Mecca. One of the
specific proposed reforms was the revival of Arabic studies, which
waS indeed at the root of the matter. 'It is necessary to spread the
Arabic language rather than Turkish,' said Rashid Ri4a, 'since it
[Arabic] is the language of religion, and so its revivification is the
revivification of it [religion] and its [Arabic's] spreading is the means
of spreading it [religion] and of understanding it.'28 Rashid RieJa
soon went on to make it even clearer that an Arab revival was the
only way to restore Islam. To be tilled with passion for the history of
the Arabs, to strive to revive their glory, is the same as working for
Islamic union, which in the past was achieved only through the Arabs
and which will not be regained in this century except through them. .
. The basis of this union is Islam itself, and Islam is nothing but the
Book of the Omnipotent and the funnah of His prophet. .. Both are in
Arabic; no one can understand Islam if he does not understand them
both correctly, and no one can understand them correctly if he does
not understand their noble language.

 

From this, it waS an easy step to glorifying the Arabs: 'The greatest
glory for the Muslim conquests belongs to the Arabs and ... the
religion grew and became great because of them. Their foundations
are the most solid, their light is the clearest, they are in truth the best
nation born into the world.'29 Rashid RiQa thus developed to
completion 'Abduh's emphasis on the necessity of Arab revival as
the foundation for a general Muslim revival. At
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same time, Rashid Ri4a made explicit the notion that the Arabs were



the best of the Muslims. Nevenheless, for a long time he retained his
hope that his reform would be carried out under the patronage of the
Ottoman sultan and his loyalty to the Ottoman state. It remained for
another Syrian Arab, an associate of Rashid RiQa, to add political
content to the theory. This was done by (Abd al-Rabman al-Kawiikibi,
who came to Cairo in 1898. Kawakibi believed that in his time
'confusion and weakness had encompassed all the Muslims.'30 He
still took pride, however, in the past greatness of Islam and
maintained its superiority to other ways of life. The non-Muslims had
excelled the Muslims only in the 'empirical sciences and arts' (p. 9).
Islam remained 'a straight, firm, correct, well-founded religion which
is not surpassed, and not [even] approached by any other religion in
wisdom, in order, and in solidity of structure' (p. 15; cf. p. 67). In fact,
the Christians did not make progress in the arts and sciences until
Protestantism, which is similar to true Islam, appeared, after which
Orthodoxy and Catholi- cism remained 'favored by the masses, but
dwindled away entirely among the educated, because science and
Christianity do not agree at all.' The one who follows true pure Islam,
however, increases his faith whenever he increases his science or
exercises thought, for ... he will not find in it [true Islam] anything
which reason rejects or scientific investigation refutes' (p. 124; cf. pp.
92-4). Accordingly, Kawakibi rejected blind imitation of the West. He
vehemently criticized the Muslim upper classes as 'weaklings' who
saw 'perfection in foreigners, as children see perfection in their
fathers.' The foreigners deceived the Muslims and made them falsely
ashamed of their religion and their custOms (p. 160). Kawakibi's
diagnosis of the disease was that of the Ottoman modernists. 'Is
there still anyone who doubts,' he wrote, 'that the existing religion. . .
is not the religion by which our ancestors were distinguished over the
worlds? Nay, unfortunate changes have fallen upon the religion
which have changed its foundation' (p. 60). Thus, 'the cause of the
languor [of the Muslims] is religious defectiveness' (p. 200). The
remedy was also the same: We should rely upon our knowledge of
the clear [word] of the Book, the sound [parts] of the sunnab [the
customary usage of Muhammad], and the confirmed [provisions] of
the !tiMe [the consensus ofthe early congregation] . . . for the creed
of the ancestors is the source which the congregation will not



discard, nor will it reject returning to it (p. 12; cf. p. 67). Kawakibi, like
'Abduh and Rashid Rida, was led by his diagnosis of the ills of Islam
to underline the pre-eminence of the Arabs and their unique role in
the revival of Islam. A return to true Islam meant a revivification of
Arab Islam, for the Koran and the sunnab could be understood only
through knowledge of 'the Arabic language, which is the language of
the Koran. . .' (p. 71; C£ pp. 95, 170). Like Rashid Rida, Kawakibi
made much of the pre-
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eminence of the Arabs in Islam (pp. 195-8), and concluded that '. . .
the Arabs are the sole medium for religious unification-Nay! for
Eastern unifica- tion' (p. 198). Kawakibi went beyond his
predecessors in singling out the Arabs of Arabia as the best of the
Arabs because they were the closest to the original Muslims (pp. 12,
193-5). He also made political proposals. He respected the Ottoman
Empire as 'the greatest State, whose affairs concern the generality of
the Muslims' (p. 142) and made proposals to reform its
administration (pp. 142-8). He loved 'the Ottomans [sultans] for the
kindness of their dispositions and their elevation of religious rites' (p.
210). On the other hand, he believed that 'every nation within the
population of Turkey should attain administrative autonomy' (p. 143,
n.). Moreover, he criticized the opportunism of Ottoman policy toward
the Muslims and their caliphate policy (pp. 211, 201-7). Finally,
Kawakibi proposed the establishment of an Arab 'caliphate' in
Mecca, not as a successor to the historical caliphate, but as a means
of facilitating the reform of Islam and the formation of a great pan-
Islamic federation (pp. 207-10).]1 The theory of Arab nationalism
thus grew out of the modernist diagnosis of Muslim decline and



prescription for Muslim revival. The Arab nationalist theorists were
Arabist modernists in distinction to their close relatives, the
Ottomanist modernists. Both varieties of modernists shared one
characteristic with the conservatives. All were unwilling to admit that
the East was inferior to Europe; instead, all maintained that Islam
and the culture of the East were intrinsically superior to Christianity
and Western civilization. The conserva- tives simply denied inferiority
and reaffirmed superiority. The modernists, both Ottomanist and
Arabist, admitted inferiority in their day but explained it away by
making their backwardness the result of deviation from true Islam,
which was inherently the perfect system. This might be interpreted
as simple religious bigotry. Yet these Muslim intellectuals were
defending a civilization as much as a religion. Their attitude,
moreover, was shared by many Christian intellectuals who, like their
Muslim brethen, were unwilling to admit the inferiority .of the East to
the West. Some Christian Arabs, such as Ibrahim al- Yiiziji, put
forward a theory which implicitly advocated a secular nationalism. As
the Muslims could not accept the separation of Islam from Arabism,
it is doubtful that Yiiziji's ideas had much influence on the course of
Arab nationalist thought. The subject remains to be investigated, but
it seems likely that ideas such as Yiiziji's contributed to the
development of regional nationalisms among the Christians of Syria
and Lebanon. 32 Yet Yiiziji agreed with the Ottoman modernists on
one point. The Eastern- ers, or at least the Arabs, instead of being
inferior to the Europeans, were the most remarkable of people, a
people who had civilized the West. Yiiziji, like the Ottoman
modernists, was seeking a way to restore the past glory of the
Arabs. He found it in a return to the true spirit of the Arab nation.
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Christian Arab intellectuals shared Yaziji's desire to restore the
greatness of the East but, unlike him, saw the East in broader terms.
One was Adib Isbaq, a contemporary of Vaziji in Beirut and then an
associate of Afghani and 'Abduh in Cairo during the late 1870s.
Isbaq maintained that the East was the 'home of the seeds of the



religious and political movements which changed the form of the
earth and the conditions of man.'n Isbaq was ontraged by the
aspersions which Westerners cast on the East, which had taught
civilization to the West (pp. 198-199; cf. p. 200). Vet Isbaq admitted
that in his day there had been a decline: the East is 'the older brother
of the West, which nursed it as an infant, fed it as a boy, supported it
as a youth, and needs it as a mature man' (p. 473). The contrast
between Eastern and Western civilization Isbaq explained as the
result of the casting aside of the true sharitah of the East and the
consequent decline in spirit and learning (pp. 54, III-12, 201-2). The
East would revive, not through the efforts of foreigners, who had
selfish designs of their own (p. 113-14), but through the efforts of
sincere Eastern patriots who, after they had been moved to
'reverence for the ancient glory and outrage with the new
abasement, so that the fire of ambition and zeal will burn in [their]
hearts' (pp. 174-5), would 'expunge the shameful innovations and
purify the true shari<ah' (p. 202) and lead the East to the restoration
of its past greatness (pp. 112, 202-3). Isbaq was led by the great
problem of his day to identify himself with the 'East,' which was his
favorite term for his 'homeland.' Specifically, however, he was an
Ottomanist (pp. 96-7,111-13, 128-9,132,382-4). He was proud of
being an Arab, but his pride in the Arabs was subordinate to his
Ottomanism and Easternism (pp. 149-50,200). Other Christian Arabs
identified themselves with the civilization of the East even more
closely than did Isbaq. The outstanding case was that of Abmad
Faris al-Shidyaq, who was born a Christian but converted to Islam
shortly before 1860 and became one of the most famous of the
Ottoman conservatives. Yiiziji and Isbaq, when confronted with the
contrast between the East and the West, found hope in the past
greatness of the East. In doing this, they necessarily recalled the
past greatness of Muslims, not Christians. Shidyaq, even before his
conversion to Islam, made this explicit by identifying Eastern
civilization with Islam. In reply to the belittling remarks of a European
Orientalist, he wrote, 'Those [European] professors have not taken
learning from its shaykhs, i.e., from Shaykh Mubammad, Mulla
l:Iasan, and Usratlh Satdi [i.e., Muslim scholars]; no, they have been
parasites on it and have taken unfair hold [of it]. Whoever [of the



Europeans] is educated at all in it is only educated by Priest l:Ianna,
Monk Tiima, and Priest Mana. Then he puts his head in nightmares,
and the nightmares enter his head, and he thinks that he knows
something, but he is ignorant.'34 Other Christian Arabs were to
follow Shidyaq, but without renouncing the religion of their birth.
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By 1914, some Christian Arabs had gone a long way toward
accepting the theory of Arabism which Rashid Ri4a and Kawiikibi
had advanced. One was Nadrah Ma

iin, a Lebanese by origin. His nationalism had a racial basis. 'Racial
pride is a fundamental virtue,' he said in 1913, 'and I do not know a
nation more strongly affected by its influences than the Arab nation.'
Neverthe- less, he was willing to admit that Islam was one of the
glories of the Arab nation. He described how, when the 'Arab Muslim
armies' were advancing against Damascus, the Arab Christian
Ghassanids, 'instead of fighting the Muslims and standing in their
faces, were stirred by the sentiment of brotherhood and abandoned
the religious bond and the political tie which made them the clients of
the Romans and contracted friendship with and fidelity to the
speakers of their language, the sons of their father.' It was good for
the Christian Arabs of Syria to submit to the rule of the Muslims, for
the latter 'were Arabs who ruled an Arab country which had a right to
glory in them and to pride themselves in their works and their
conquests. ..' Ma

iin went on to make the glory of Islam virtually equivalent to the glory
of the Arabs. Religious fellow-feeling had become predominant with



all the nations without exception, and so it was with the Muslims, and
it is not strange if we saw them [the Muslim Arabs] submitting to the
rule of the Se1juks, the suzerainty of the Ayyubids, and the dominion
of the OttOmans, since they believed them capable of supponing the
glory of Islam and of raising the banner of the caliphate.. .JS It was
good for the Christian Arabs to join the Muslims, because that
brought glory to the Arabs. It was equally good for the Arabs to
submit to the rule of non-Arab Muslims, because that maintained the
glory of Islam. Muslim and Christian Arab ideas on Arabism had
converged. The Arabs, said the Muslims, are the best of nations
because God chose them to receive the perfect religion, Islam.
Islam, said the Christians, is dear to all Arabs, because it made them
great. A Syrian Christian contemporary of Mafriin put the matter
nearly: 'Let everyone of us say I am Arab. . . and if being Arab is only
possible through being Muslim, then let him say I am an Arab and a
Muslim. . .'J6 Arabism, then, grew out of modernist Ottomanism and
in response to the same stimulus. Both theories were primarily
concerned with denying that Eastern culture was inferior to that of
the West. They shared this trait with Ottoman conservatism.
Something of the emotional make-up of all the theorists is revealed
by Adib Isbaq, who admitted that he had 'made love of the self the
source of love of the fatherland and of the nation.' In another place
he explained: 'Belonging to the fatherland connects it and the
inhabitant with a firm bond of personal honor, and he [the inhabitant]
is jealous of it and defends it, just as he defends his father who has
begotten him, even if he is
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very angry with him.' The abasement of Isbaq's fatherland in
comparison to the West thus humiliated Isl,1aq personally. His great
goal, like that of the other modernists, both Ottomanist and Arabist,
was to deliver the East from its humiliation. 'We have composed a
history of the French Revolution,' he wrote, only to make us
remember it is an example and a lesson to a nation which
remembers and reflects. And to instruct those who suffer tyranny,
those who yearn for deliverance from humiliation, how people before
them achieved this goal, and changed from weakness to strength,
from humiliation to mightiness, from slavery to freedom, and raised
their heads, and rejoiced their souls. . .)7

 

The gap between the general advancement of the Islamic East and
that of the Christian West was the great innovator in Ottoman
intellectual and political activity during the nineteenth century. That
some of the ways of the alien and infidel West must be imitated was
obvious to a minority of significant magnitude. The majority, perhaps,
remained firmly orthodox and either opposed all innovations or left
the great matters where they belonged, in the hands of the
Omnipotent, but those who influenced and directed state policy were
forced to look to the West. The necessity of imitating the infidel alien,
however, was a heavy blow to their pride and self-esteem.
Consequently, their advocacy of Westernization was mingled with
the defense of Islam and of the East. In the beginning, when the gap
between East and West did not appear unbridgeable, the
apologetics of the Westernizers were moderate and restrained. As
the gap grew wider, the Westernizers came more and more to be
primarily apologists until the advocacy of Westernization was all but
submerged in a flood of self-justification and ami-Westernism. Men
who set Out to show how the Islamic East could overtake the
Christian West ended by devoting most of their energies to
eXplaining that the East was really superior. Some, the
conservatives, were content with showing the falsity of Christianity
by means of the orthodox apologetics and polemics and with
emphasizing the unpleasant aspects of European life. Others, the



modernists, went on to show that the Europeans actually owed their
progress to their having absorbed something of the true spirit of
Islam, which the Muslims, alas, had forsaken. Interest in patriotism
and nationalism was one of the results of the Ottoman preoccupation
with the humiliating differential between East and West and with
means of erasing it. National patriotism, the Westernizing Ottomans
believed, was one of the sources of European strength and progress
and should therefore be adopted by the Ottomans just as military
and administrative techniques should be adopted. This belief led to
the appearance of a generalized Islamic Ottomanism within the
Turkish element of the
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Empire and of a local Islamic Egyptian nationalism with Ottomanist
overtones in Egypt. In general, the conservatives, like the tan

;mat reformers and Abmad Faris al Shidyaq, agreed with the
modernists, like the New Ottomans, Afghani, and the young
Mubammad <Abduh, in posing as the supreme interest the defense
of the Ottoman Empire and of the Islamic East against the Christian
West. The modernist justification of the Islamic East created the
basis of Arab nationalist theory. To show how the East could catch
up with the West and to prove that the East was in fact superior to
the West, the modernists dwelt on the perfect system, uncorrupted
original Islam. To the modernists, the return to pure Islam was the
answer to the problems of their day. But, as Mubammad CAbduh
was the first to note, emphasis on early Islam heightened the
importance of the Arabs, their language, and their past to the
defense and revival of Islam and the East. Islam was as much the



center of Arabism as it was of Ottomanism. Yet Arabism and
Ottomanism were something more than recrudescences of religious
bigotry and fanaticism. Both were defenses against the West, not
against Christianity alone. Both were justifications of a civilization,
the East, the worth and adequacy of which had been questioned by
the progress of the West. Some Christian Ottomans, at least among
the Arabs, shared the Muslim's sense of personal dishonor in the
existence of the gap between Islamic East and Christian West. They
joined in the defense of the East against the West, and they took
pride in the past greatness ofIslam. 38 Arabism, like Ottoman ism,
was the result of preoccupation with the problem which the general
progress of Europe posed for the inhabitants of the Ottoman Empire.
This preoccupation led to the giving of political content to nationality
in a region where religion and dynasty had been the twin pillars of
the state. Nationality was incidental to a scheme of thought which
was directed chiefly at expounding a plan for progress and at
vindicating the worth of a way of life. The Ottomanists attempted to
make a single nationality of the diverse ethnic elements which
peopled the Ottoman Empire. The Arabists raised a single people,
the Arabs, to a position of pre-eminence. The aim of both, however,
was to defend the East and to further the glory of Islam in the face of
the West. The common goal of Arabism and Ottomanism expressed
the sentiment of identity which was shared by most Ottomans in a
world dominated by European civilization. However much they
disagreed, in moments of crisis all closed ranks around the
fundamental necessity of maintaining their cultural identity and self-
dignity. But disagree they did. For though Arabism and Ottoman ism,
both conserva- tive and modernist, were very similar responses to
the same problem, the differences between the answers are
significant. The question arises of how different people of similar
background in the same situation came to give
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divergent answers to the same problem. The question cannot be
answered by anything in the content or the technical structure of the
ideas under considera- tion. A modernist might be Ottomanist or
Arabist, an Ottomanist either conservative or modernist. The ethnic
sentiment of the Arabs is of little help as a clue, for, despite the
obvious value of Arabist theory in bolstering Arab pride, most Arabs
remained Ottomanisrs until 1918. The search for a complete
explanation of the emergence of Arabism from Ottomanism must
extend beyond the realm of ideologies. However, that poses a new
problem which cannot be dealt with here. One conclusion can be
proposed: Arabism developed from modernist Ottomanism and, like
modernist and conservative Ottomanism, was a reaction against the
failure of the Ottoman civilization to keep pace with Europe.

 

This article is reprinted from C. Ernest Dawn, From Ottomanism to
Arabism: Essays on the Origins of Arab Nationalism (Urbana, 1973),
pp. 122-147. Reprinted by permission of the University of Illinois
Press.
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Princeton University Press, 1962); Roderic H. Davison, Rifonn ill tIN
0tt0tM" E"'pi".1856-1876 (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press,
1963); Niyazi Berkes, TIN DevtIopmmt ofSmdilrism ill
Turkty(Montreal: McGill University Press, 1964). 18. Jamiil ai-Din al-



Afghiini, RlfullllUm tltt Millirialisttt, trans. A. M. Goichon (Paris: Paul
Geuthner, 1942), pp. 121-130, 133-134, 152-171. Cf. Charles C.
Adams, !till", 11l1li MotImlism;" EDJ't(London: Oxford University
Press, 1933), pp. 15-16. Afghini has subsequently received new
attention. Elie Kedourie, Afgha"i """ 'AIH/uh: A" EtrllY 011 Rtligious
Uttbtliif """ Political Activism ill MotImI !till", (New York: The
Humanities Press, 1966), primarily on the basis of the political
activities of Afghani and 'Abduh, convictS both of unbelief, cynical
oppotrUnism, and the deliberate subversion of Islam. Nikki R.
Keddie, A" Iru,,,,ie RttpolUt 10 l",peritJJism: PoJitieaJ 11l1li Rdigious
Wrili"gJ of Sayyitl 711mi11 1It1-D;" 'aJ-Afghil"r (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968), concentrating the
analysis on Afghini's writings, handles the problem with care and
subtlety. She concludes that Afghini was 'some kind of "Islamic
deist," a believer in a creator who set the world in motion and made
it operate according to natural law' (p. 96), who followed the old
philosophical tradition of the Islamic world by which the Islam of the
iJa",.' was regarded as an instrument for managing the masses
which, being a lower truth if not false, was both needless for and
unworthy of the elite. Albert H. Hourani, reviewing Keddie in
l"ternlttiOtlai 70umaJ of Mitltlit Etut SIut/itJ, I (1970), %-91, 189,
convincingly counters the more recent arguments and reaffirms the
view presented in his AnI6ic Thought ill 1bt Liberal Agt, Ipt, pp. 107-
129, which had already drawn attention to the complexities of
Afghani's cateer as political revolutionary, religious reformer, and
believing Muslim. 19. See Ibrihim al-Yuiji's essay, 'al-'Ulum 'inda al-
'arab [The Sciences among the Arabs),' and his poem 'Tanabbahu
wa istafiqu [Awake! Awake!].' in 'Isa Mikhi'il Siba, al-Slmykh Ibrahi",
al-Yiziji. 1847-1906. Nawabigh al-fikr al-'arabi, 14 (Cairo: Diir al-
Ma'arif, 1955), pp. 49-50, 71- 74. 20.lgnaz Goldziher, lDMG, XXVIII
(1874),167-168. 21. Mohammed Abdou, Ris.raitll al Ttl'lDhill:
Expot,tlt III rdigiOll ",usuJ",."t, trans. B. Michel and Moustapha Abdel
Razik (Paris: Paul Guethner, 1925), pp. 123-130. In this paragraph,
subsequent references to this work are given parenthetically in the
text. This work, which was first published in 1897, is a reworking
oflecrures delivered in Beirut in 1885-1888. 22. Mu
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Manir, 136711/1947-48), esp. pp. 62-64 (for Islam as rhe final and
perfect religion), and pp. 81, 119-121, 151-154 (for Arab revival as
the foundation of Islamic revival). This book, which was first
published in 1902, is a compilarion of articles which had previously
been published in periodicals. 27. AJ-Manar, I, no. 40 (I Sha'biin
13l6/Dec. 24, 1898, 2nd printing 132711/1909), 799, 800, SOCHIOI,
885. Rashid Rir;la had already expounded mese ideas ar length in a
series of anicles: Uijl,606-610, 628-633, 649-655,670-679,696-704,
722-73Q 28. AJ-MaMr, 1, 764-771,788-793 (quorarion on 770). 29.
Quored in Sylvia G. Haim, 'Inromo aile origini della reoria del
panarabismo: Ori

    MtNlmw, XXXVI (1956),415,416. The passages were published in
May and July, 1900. 30. 'Abd al-RatJmin al-Kawikibi, U",,,, aJ-f/ll'tl
[Tk Mother of ViIkIgtl (one of the names for Mecca)] (Cairo: al-
Matba'ah al-Mi$riyah bi-al-Azhar, 135011/1931), p. 3. Subsequent



references ro this book in this and the following paragraphs will be
given in the text 31. For a discussion of al-Kawikibi's Arab caliphate,
see Sylvia G. Haim, 'Blunt and al- Kawikibi: Ori

Modmw, XXXV (1955), 132-143. 32. Relatively few Christians
actUally participated in the Arab political movement of the early
twenrieth century. They worked instead for Lebanese or Syrian
nationalism. AI- Yiiziji himself exhibits traces of Syrian nationalism in
his essay, 'Syria': Siiba, pp. 93-95. 33. Adib Isbaq, AJ-Du1lIr[The
Pearls), ed. 'Awni Isbaq (Beirut): al-Matba'ah al-Adabiyah, 1909), p.
105. In this and rhe succeeding paragraphs, further references to
this work will be given in the text. 34. Shidyiiq, Appendix, p. 2; see
also pp. 703-704. 35. Text of MaJrin's speech in aJ-Mu''''IIUIr aJ-
'llrabi aJ-fI'ID'I1KIi [The First Arab Congress) (Cairo: al-Lajnah al-
'Ulya li-l;Iizb al-Limarkaziyah, 133111 /19(3), pp. 58, 55, 56. 36.
Sylvia G. Haim, 'The Arab A wakening': A Source for the Historian?
Dit Wtlt "rllilams, n.s

" (1953), p. 249, n. 1. For a later (1930) expression of the same idea,
see Ori

MoJmw, X (1930), 57. 37.lsbaq, pp. 102,454, 165. 38. Additional
evidence of Christian Arab Onomanism and resentment of me West,
including Prorestant missionary activity, is contained in A.L. Tibawi,
Brititb Iflln'rttl ill Paietti

. 1800-1901: A S,IUI.l of Rrligiouu"" EtIlKlllirmaJ Etrtrrprilr (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1961), pp. 9-12, 21-28,89-116,175-177, and
the same author's 'The American Missionaries in Beirut and Burrus
al-Bustini,' S, AtuiJoHy's Paprrt, no. 16 (Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1963), pp. 166, 170-173. See also
Hourani,lpt., pp. 99-102, on Bustini's thought.
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The Egyptian working class was quiescent during the early years of
the First World War, and the nationalist movement that had provided
it with much of its leadership had apparently been suppressed. A
more direct form of British rule was imposed on Egypt in 1914, and
colonial planners looked forward with confidence to the country's
smooth postwar integration into the empire. But in Egypt as in so
many other countries, from the heartland of Europe to the colonies of
Asia, the war and its turbulent aftermath were to mark one of the
great turning points of modern history. While the old order crumbled
in much of the European merropole, many of the peoples subject to
colonial domination rose up in militant and sometimes violent
struggles for independ- ence. Egypt in 1919 was pan of the great
wave of nationalist upsurge that engulfed India, China, Ireland,
Turkey, and the Arab East The political, social, and economic
conditions that characterized the Egypt that emerged from the war
were the tinder the spark of nationalist agitation ignited, producing
the popular uprising against British rule that came to be known as
the 1919 revolution. In the course of that revolution, and during the
protracted period of unrest and nationalist struggle that followed it,
working-class activism and organiza- tion became significant and
permanent features of the country's economic and political life. The
year 1919 thus wi messed not only the rebirth of the nationalist
movement and the involvement of broad sections of the indigenous
population in the struggle for Egypt's independence, but also the
birth of a labor movement which, despite defeats and long periods of
weakness, would make its presence increasingly felt during the
interwar years. The emergence of this movement at a time of
nationalist upsurge was no coincidence. Given
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Basic Food Items, Cairo (1 January 1913-31 July 1914 = 100) Local
wheal Sa'idi bemu Shami maize Sugar Wheat fl8ur Avg.1915 112 82



77 132 116 Avg.1916 123 III 91 144 135 Jan. 1917 172 165 102 152
182 July 1917 204 192 167 160 229 Avg. 1917 199 162 138 179 211
Jan. 1918 266 145 138 248 277 July 1918 225 174 170 250 248
Avg.1918 242 165 164 271 265 Jan. 1919 221 170 166 294 248
March 1919 221 170 166 294 248 Avg. 1919 257 247 189 294 239
SOURCE: Annuaire Statistique 1923/1924, pp. 212-15.

 

Egypt's semicolonial status and the form of capitalist development it
had experienced, the national question could not be easily separated
from the social and economic grievances felt and expressed by
working people. For this reason the 1919 revolution also marked the
first full articulation of the special labor-nationalist relationship which
had already been foreshadowed by the Nationalist party's prewar
role in labor affairs and would significantly shape the Egyptian union
movement in the following decades.

 

THE REVIVAL OF LABOR ACTIVITY

 

By the end of the First World War, nearly every segment of Egyptian
society had reason to resent British rule and be receptive to renewed
nationalist agitation. The war had disrupted the country's economy.
Although large landowners had generally benefited from high cotton
prices, they resented official agricultural policies designed to serve
British interests rather than their own. The bulk of the peasantry
suffered from the requisitioning of their animals and their grain and,
later in the war, from being drafted by the hundreds of thousands for
forced labor with the Allied armies in the Middle East and Europe.
The temporary weakening of ties with the European economy
stimulated significant growth in those industries that produced
substitutes for imports unavailable during the war or which catered to
the needs of wealthy Egyptians as well as the very large Allied
forces stationed in Egypt. Total industrial employment increased



substantially, though some industries-cigarettes, for example-were
hard hit by the loss of export markets and sources of raw materials,
and laid off many workers.\
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Onions OiL Egg.r Lentils Weighted av& 108 96 103 109 103 94 119
133 125 128 114 136 130 131 150 111 207 136 167 193 149 165
159 139 176 228 171 209 127 208 70 196 192 169 206 101 232 210
158 211 87 296 231 167 215 90 314 215 167 216 129 318 178 230
239

 

Any gains in employment or wages made by the urban working
population, in particular by the growing working class, were soon
eroded by two interrelated factors that defined the context for the
rising tide of labor discontent in 1917-1918 and set the stage for the
social explosion of 1919. The first of these factors was the
appearance of severe food shortages, especially in the large cities.
Heavy demand by the Allied forces, the cut-off of foreign supplies,
and an increase in the area planted in cotton when restrictions were
lifted led to serious shortfalls in the food supply by the end of 1917.
This gave rise to and was compounded by the second factor, a high
rate of inflation. The prices of many food items had been rising
slowly but steadily through 1915 and 1916, after which they began to
skyrocket, as Table 1 shows. Retail prices rose even faster than
wholesale prices, while government measures to set maximum
prices for basic commodities and to import wheat from Australia, to
be distributed below cost as bread, were ineffective. The combined



impact of shortages and inflation was devastating to the standard of
living of wage workers and salaried employees, many of whom were
driven to the very edge of subsistence. The British authorities
calculated for example that the monthly expenses for food of a
typical Cairo family 'of the poorest class' rose from 109 piastres a
month in February 1914 to 305 piastres in 1919.% The rapid decline
in the real wages of many Egyptian workers, which produced
widespread suffering, largely accounts for the revival of labor
activism during the last year of the war. Under conditions of martial
law, Egyptian workers had been able to voice their grievances only
by means of petitions to the authorities. Their complaints were
similar to those heard before the war: low wages, long hours of work,
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abusive treatment, and unjust dismissals. The humble, indeed, self-
effacing and obsequious tone of some of these petitions, however,
reflected the debilitating effects of wartime repression. 3 But as the
battle front receded eastward, away from Egypt's borders, and the
regime relaxed its grip somewhat, workers began to resume
organized activity and confront their employers more forcefully. The
threat of repression seemed less serious, while the accelerating
inflationary spiral made action imperative. The first group of workers
to take the initiative were the original pioneers of the labor
movement, the cigarette workers. Their already precarious situation
before 1914 had been made even more difficult by wartime disloca-
tion because wages were cut and unemployment rose. As early as
August 1917 a strike broke out at the Coutarelli factory in Alexandria,
and the following February a series of larger strikes began in both
Alexandria and Cairo. The cigarette workers in Alexandria were able



to win a modest wage increase because of their high level of
organization and discipline, and the sympathy of the press, whereas
the strikers in Cairo were less united and faced vigorous police
repression. T.R. Russell, then assistant commandant of the Cairo
police, reponed in a letter to a friend: I've been having a busy four
days with some cigarette-rollers on strike. We've got very strict laws
of course on illegal assemblies and this morning about five hundred
of the strikers refused to accept the very good tenns the Governor [of
Cairo] had got for them out ofthe Company. They came here (11
ma.rse and 1 told them off, but they then announced their intention
of marching on the Abdin Palace. 1 let them starr and then sent word
after them that I would see them again. They all came back to
Headquarters and when I got them all in the yard 1 locked the gate
and put a strong guard over them, searched and listed the lot of
them, read them the riot act and then let them go. 1 hear they have
accepted the renns since." In fact, the Cairo strike was finally broken
with the help of the police only after violent clashes and numerous
arrests. The fact that it was the cigarette rollers who were the first to
resume open and militant activity after three years of silence is not
surprising. These workers had remained part of the elite of the
working class-highly paid, relatively well-educated, and with a high
proportion of foreigners among them. Their long history of struggle
and organization made it possible for them to move quickly from the
limited and largely unsuccessful stoppages of 1917 to the more
general and fruitful strikes of 1918. They were able with little difficulty
to revive the unions they had first established more than a decade
earlier. Indeed, this step was a vital necessity for them because they
were threatened not only by conjuncroral unemployment and
declining real wages, but also by the looming threat of
mechanization. Within a few months other groups of workers
cautiously began to become more active. Among these were the
Cairo rramwaymen, who by December 1918 had begun
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the same demands for which they had fought in 1908- 1911. At this



point they still lacked any form of union organization, and limited
themselves to petitioning management because a strike would
certainly have led to an immediate confrontation with the authorities
which the workers were in no position to win. By the beginning of
1919, however, it was apparent that the union movement had begun
to revive, and signs of life and movement were visible among
workers in many trades. One of these signs was the reappearance of
the Manual Trades Workers' Union (MTWU) in Alexandria,
henceforth its main base of support. This organization was revived
by unionists who had been active in the local branch before the war
and with the cooperation of the Nationalist party, which was also
slowly coming back to life. As before, the MTWU sought to unite all
Egyptian workers and artisans, regardless of trade or relationship to
ownership of the means of production, into one citywide
organization. This was in contrast to the industrial and craft unions
which were at this time being re- established or being newly formed
by Egyptian and foreign workers. The MTWU was well aware of this
Contrast and insisted that its model was the most appropriate one for
the labor movement. A statement it issued several days after its
formal re-establishment at the beginning of March 1919 argued: The
Union in Alexandria calls on all workers outside its ranks to join,
because this would bring unity and strengthen the Union in its
course. We warn the workers against those who are infiltrating
among them in order to agitate for the creation of a new union, which
would destroy their unity. There is no need for the existence of
several unions in a single city like A1exandria. s This warning
certainly reflected the desire of the MTWU and its Nationalist party
patrons to monopolize the organization of the Egyptian working class
of Alexandria, though the warning also reflected a form of
consciousness still rooted in the social milieu of petty-commodity
production and in the low level of differentiation between wage
workers on the One hand and artisans, small proprietors and their
employees on the other hand. This perspective blurred real and
potential differences among these groups by subsuming all of them
in the ideological category of 'workers in the manual trades.'
Although the Nationalist party and the labor organizations under its
influence were to remain loyal to this perspective for some years, it



became increasingly less appropriate to the realities of the postwar
working-class and labor movement. Yet in 1919 the MTWU in
Alexandria was quite successful in its efforts to organize among
railway workers-its traditional base of support among workers in
modern industry. The MTWU was the first organization to reappear
on the local labor scene; it had an established labor record and solid
political credentials; and its leadership was in the course of that
eventful year assumed by Dr Mahjub Thabit, a veteran of the prewar
labor-nationalist upsurge and a popular figure among the workers.
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EGYPTIAN WORKERS AND EGYPTIAN NATIONALISM

 

The revival of the labor movement at the end of 1918, and especially
during the first twO months of 1919, must be seen in the context of
political developments. The war had come to an end in November
1918, and the question of Egypt's future status immediately came to
the fore. A group of nationalist politicians and notables, most of them
large landowners, formed a delegation (waft/) under the leadership
of Sa'd Zaghlul Pasha which demanded the right to put forward
Egypt's claim to full independence at the Peace Conference. The
British authorities, however, refused to recognize the Wafd or permit
it to travel to Europe to press its case. The Wafd responded by
launching a campaign to gather the signatures of former elected
officials, notables, and other members of the upper and middle
classes deputizing it to act as the sole legitimate representative of
the nation in striving peacefully for complete independence. Two



representatives of the Nationalist party- chosen not by the party but
by Zaghlul, who was emerging as the forceful and popular leader of
the new nationalist movement-were added to the Wafd, together with
representatives of the Coptic community. The growing popularity of
the Wafd and the spreading agitation associated with it led to the
resignation of the Egyptian government, which unlike the Wafd was
nOt opposed in principle to protectorate status, and had thereby lost
its credibility as spokesman for the nation. In an effort to resolve the
ensuing political crisis and squelch the nationalist upsurge, the
British arrested Zaghlul and three of his colleagues on March
8,1919, and deported them to Malta. 6 There is no evidence of any
direct connection between the Wafd's political agitation at the
beginning of 1919 and the rising tide of labor unrest The members of
the Wafd leadership had little interest in the problems of the urban
working class, or indeed in social issues in general. Rather they
were seeking, at least initially, to mobilize upper- and middle-class
opinion for a peaceful campaign for Egyptian independence-a
struggle to compel the British to transfer power to the indigenous
elite. The Waf d's activists and organizers were, to be sure, drawn
from the same effentliyya strata which had been attracted to the
Nationalist party before the war. That party, however, though much
weakened by wartime repression, held to its uncompromising
demand for immediate and unconditional independence, and had
shown an interest in social problems. The Wafd by contrast was
initially quite uninterested in, or at best conservative on, social
issues. Its leaders were committed to legal methods of struggle, and
before March 1919 had no expectation of, and no desire to
encourage, mass popular agitation, much less a revolution. If the
leadership of the postwar Egyptian nationalist movement was gener-
ally upper-class and conservative-even by comparison with other
contemporary nationalist movements, for example the Indian
National
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Congress or the Kuomintang-this is not to say that its demands did
not represent the interests of other classes as well, at least up to a
point The vast majority of the country's population responded to the
Wafd's appeal in 1919 for a variety of reasons. The struggle against
the foreign occupier and the goal of that struggle (complete
independence) meant different things to different segments of
Egyptian society. The sources of urban working-class support for the
national cause in 1919 were essentially those that underlay the
labor-Nationalist party link in 1908- 1911. For most Egyptian
workers, class divisions coincided with ethnic or national divisions in
the workplace. The poor conditions of labor and the abusive
treatment at the hands of foreign employers and foremen which they
experienced were quite naturally linked to foreign domination of the
economy and to British rule. The occupation regime protected the
power and privileges of the foreigners who controlled their working
life and whose arbitrary and high-handed behavior was so bitterly
resented. When workers sought to organize and improve their lot,
the role of the British-controlled police in strikebreaking and
repression was certainly evident enough. It was therefore inevitable
that the sense of oppression felt by workers subject to deteriorating
working and living conditions at the hands of foreign employers or a
foreign- controlled government would converge with these same
workers' sense of humiliation as Egyptians subject to foreign rule in
their own land. There were thus concrete reasons for Egyptian
workers to wholeheartedly support a nationalist movement aimed at
ending British rule (itself a desirable goal) but which might, by
restoring Egypt's sovereignty, also create more favorable conditions
in which to seek a better life for themselves. Segments of the
Egyptian bourgeoisie had their own reasons and projected
advantage for wanting to end foreign domination of the country's
economy, so that the nationalism of the upper and middle classes



possessed an economic component with which Egyptian workers
could identify. Nearly all classes shared, up to a point, a common set
of enemies and goals, such that the young working class supported
and participated in the national cause and accepted its bourgeois
leadership. Labor activity was already on the rise before March
1919, stimulated by inflation, rising unemployment resulting from the
postwar contraction of industry, and accumulated wartime
grievances. But under the martial law regime it remained quite
difficult for workers to organize and especially to strike with much
hope of success, as the experience of the Cairo cigarette rollers had
shown. The popular nationalist revolution that was to erupt in March-
April 1919 shook the occupation regime to its foundations and
created political conditions in which workers, whose numbers had
increased during the war, could quickly organize themselves and
launch strikes for economic demands which blended completely into
the national struggle. The popular uprising, spontaneous and
massive, incorporated and sustained this
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new social movement, and made possible its rapid growth and quick
victories. In this period of political and social turbulence the tramway
and railway workers were once again in the vanguard of the labor
movement An examination of their involvement in the first phase of
the 1919 revolution, in a sense the formative experience of the
Egyptian workers' movement, will illustrate that interaction of class
and national dimensions so crucial in much of subsequent Egyptian
labor history.

 



THE CAIRO TRAMWAY WORKERS IN THE REVOLUTION

 

The workforce that operated the tramway system of Egypt's capital
consisted of just over 2,000 workers in 1918, a decline of about 10
per cent from the prewar level. In that same period, however,
ridership had gone up by over 30 per cent Overall fewer workers
were conveying many more passengers in more crowded cars
running on a reduced schedule, all of which pointed to a speed-up by
management and a deterioration in working conditions.' The
demands the workers formulated and presented to the company at
the end of 1918 included an eight-hour workday, a substantial wage
increase (drivers and conductors earned ten to fifteen piastres for a
ten to twelve-hour day, a rate essentially unchanged since 1908),
paid days of rest, better treatment by supervisors, a more rational
and equitable system of disciplinary penalties, severance pay based
on length of service, and free uniforms.' These demands were
similar to those raised before the war, and indicated the absence of
any improvement in relations between workers and supervisors, but
they also reflected the impact of the war-related drop in real wages
and intensified exploitation on the job. Cairo Tramway Company
(CTC) failed to accede to the demands, and in the first months of
1919 the tram workers began to organize. When the revolution broke
out, they were ready to seize the opportUnity. Zaghlul and his three
colleagues were arrested on March 8. The following day saw
peaceful protest demonstrations by students, and by the 10th, all of
the capital's students, including those of al-Azhar, the great mosque
and center of Islamic learning, were on strike. On that day a large
demonstration clashed with security forces, causing the first
casualties of the revolution. The following days and weeks witnessed
a veritable explosion of popular protest with almost daily
demonstrations in the streets of Egypt's cities and bloody clashes
with British military forces. This was accompanied throughout the
country by attacks on British installations and personnel, the cutting
of railway lines, and other forms of popular revolutionary violence.
One of those forms was the destruction of tram cars-from this time



forward a standard feature of outbreaks of popular protest.
OvertUrning and wrecking tram cars was an effective means of
paralysing mass transit in the capital as well as a way of venting
popular anger at a very visible symbol of
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foreign economic power. This anger may also have been stimulated
by the fact that with even second-class fares at five milliemes (one-
half piastre), a tram ride was still too expensive for many poor
Egyptians. By March 11, the Cairo tram system was no longer
functioning, and the public at first supposed that the company had
suspended operations to protect its vulnerable property from the
demonstrators. It soon became clear, however, that though the
demonstrations and attacks may have disrupted service, the
tramways of Cairo had stopped running altogether because the tram
workers had gone out on strike. The taxi drivers also stopped work,
and within a few days other forms of public transport such as
hackney cabs and mule-drawn omnibuses had virtually ceased to
circulate. 9 The British authorities were certainly soon aware of the
tramway workers' strike, because on March 12 the High
Commissioner received a telegram from one Yusuf Khalil
announcing the strike and demanding on behalf of the tramwaymen
that the British authorities intervene with the CTC. The Residency,
however, was not interested in playing the role of mediator. Indeed,
one official commented that the workers were adequately paid and
worked reasonable hours, and another that 'as things stand-a foreign
company with no labour clauses in their contract [that is, the
concession agreement]-Eg[yptian] Govt. could only really interfere if
the Co. appealed for assistance in settlement of difficulties with their



employees'.'o The legal niceties of the situation were quite beside
the point, however. In reality the British authorities were in no
position to intervene as decisively as they had in 1908 and 1911.
The revolutionary situation that prevailed in March-April 1919 made it
very difficult for them to attempt to break the strike. Army and police
forces in the capital and elsewhere in Egypt were stretched thin in
trying to contain the more immediate and dangerous threats to
British authority and the established order. At the same time, the
tram workers' strike enjoyed widespread public support. The
indigenous popula- tion of Cairo perceived the strike as an important
part of the' national struggle and displayed sympathy and support for
the workers as fellow Egyptians oppressed by foreign bosses. Even
when the tram company was able to run a few cars under heavy
British guard, a general boycott left them empty. As the weeks
passed, other means were employed to keep the transport system
shut down. The London press reported early in April that non-striking
tramway and railway personnel and shopkeepers had been attacked
with sulfuric acid by unknown assailants, presumably striking
workers or members of one of the secret nationalist organizations.
The use or threat of violence must certainly have intimidated the
company and those loyal to it, and a martial law decree promulgated
on April 16 made such acts punishable by death. I I The Wafd
opposed these attacks and, in the midst of a popular revolution,
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publicly denounced all forms of violence. Although some of its
leaders had secret links with the underground terrorist organizations,
most of the prominent Wafdists were genuinely fearful of popular
violence and worried that, once unleashed, the masses might



threaten property and social order. In a statement issued on March
24, the Wafd leadership in Egypt warned the people that

 

the Military Authorities have issued a warning that they will employ
the most harsh military means as punishment in deaJing with attacks
on means of transport and public property. It is obvious to everyone
that attacks on persons or on property are forbidden by divine law
and by positive law, and that sabotage of the means of transport
clearly harms the people of our country. . . Therefore the
undersigned see it as their sacred national duty to refrain from any
attack and ask that no one violate the law, so as not to obstrUct the
path of all those who serve the nation by legal means.

 

This appeal was in response to official proclamations imposing the
death penalty on anyone found guilty by a British military court of
intcrfering in any way with the normal operation of the railway,
telegraph, or telephone systems. Precisely this kind of sabotage by
peasants was widespread in the countryside. Although the Wafd's
appeal was signed by a host of pashas as well as by Muslim and
Christian religious leaders, it did little to stem the tide of popular
violence. That would require severe measures of repression,
including the burning and aerial bombardment of villages, and
eventually political concessions by the British. 1Z The Cairo tram
strike continued through March and into April while the workers and
the CTC negotiated but failed to reach a settlement. Under pressure
from a British Residency anxious to end the dispute and return the
capital to normalcy, the company did make some concessions. On
March 28, for example, management announced the creation of an
investigations panel to examine charges brought against workers by
their supervisors. But the workers believed that such a body would
be a creature of management unless worker representatives
participated on an equal basis, and the company's offers were
rejected. It was only in mid-April, after the new Prime Minister
Husayn Rushdi Pasha took an active role in the talks, that an



agreement was reached on all but one of the issues in dispute. The
main features of the settlement were a workday of eight-and-a-
quarter hours, a general and permanent raise of one piastre a day as
well as the incorporation of the two piastre wartime cost of living
allowance into the regular wage, half-pay for sick workers, one paid
day of rest every twelve days, and the establishment of an
investigations panel to resolve differences between workers and
inspectors over penalties. The one major issue left unresolved was
that of severance pay. The workers still insisted on compensation of
at least one month's pay per year of service as a deterrent to
arbitrary or mass firings and as a cushion
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against the vicissitudes of unemployment. The two sides agreed to
defer the issue while the CTC director in Cairo consulted with the
head office in Brussels, but the prime minister promised that the
question would be resolved to the workers' satisfaction. J3 The
settlement of the Cairo tramway strike was part of a general
subsidence of the revolutionary upsurge in late April. Rushdi Pasha,
whose resignation on March 1 had precipitated the political crisis that
had led to the arrest of Zaghlul, had resumed the post of prime
minister on April 9 after the British agreed to release the Wafd
leaders and allow them to travel to Europe. This was seen as a great
defeat for the occupation regime and a victory for the Wafd. The
Residency made these political concessions in order to restore calm
and public order, and the settlement of the tram strike should be
seen as a step in the same direction. The Rushdi government was,
however, brought down twelve days later by a political strike of
government employees which marked the culmination of the much



broader strike wave in which the tramwaymen had participated. The
end of the government employees' strike on April 23 was followed by
the return to work of many other groups of strikers, including the
tram workers, and the wave of popular protest and violence finally
petered out. The very end of April thus witnessed the end of the first,
militant phase of the 1919 revolution, and in the months that followed
the focus of the struggle for independence shifted from the streets
and countryside of Egypt to the ministries and conference rooms of
Europe. The tram workers owed the major gains they won in April
1919 to their own militancy and solidarity, but more to the
extraordinary political condi- tions of that turbulent spring. The state
had found itself temporarily unable to intervene forcefully and break
the strike, the workers had enjoyed broad public support, and the
Egyptian government, backed by the British authori- ties, had for
political reasons been willing to pressure the CTC to make
concessions. Motivated by a desperate economic situation and by
their solidarity with the national cause, the tramwaymen were able to
take advantage of the unique situation that prevailed in March-April
1919 to win many of their demands. This unprecedented victory was
achieved in the absence of a union, but there must have been
informal structures, such as mass meetings, through which the
workers chose delegates to negotiate with management and heard
their reportS. Still, the gains achieved in April were not entirely
secure. Without a union recognized by the company and the
government as the workers' representative and empowered to
monitor implementation of the agreement, it was likely that in more
favorable circumstances the CTC would regain the upper hand. The
high rate of inflation persisted, and a number of issues were still not
definitively or satisfactorily resolved It was therefore not surprising
that labor relations at the Cairo Tramway Company remained
unsettled in the following months,
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and 1919 would see still further instances of industrial conflict in this
key enterprise.

 

RAILWAY WORKERS IN THE REVOLUTION

 

Unrest had been growing among the railway workers too in the early
months of 1919. This was especially true at the 'Anabir in Bulaq,
where some 4,000 workers were now employed, and at the Jabal al-
Zaytun repair shops at al- Qabbari in Alexandria. The 'Anabir had of
course been the scene of industrial conflict before the war, and both
workshops were strongholds of nationalist sentiment. Indeed, the
MTWU was busily recruiting among the Jabal al- Zaytun workers
before March 1919. In February the Jabal al-Zaytun workers,
represented by a MTWU lawyer named Husayn al-'Ararji, sent a
petition to Brigadier General Macauley, director of railway traffic,
demanding a doubling of wages, an end to arbitrary dismissals and
fines, leaves of absence for the hail; and time off for Friday prayer.
As with the tramwaymen and many other Egyptian workers, low
wages and maltreatment by foremen were central issues. Macauley
himself considered the pay issue as most important, and though he
recognized that some of the workers had not had a raise in a long
time, a doubling of wages was simply out of the question. In any
event, he saw the pay demand as a symptom of a peculiarly
'Oriental' attitude toward work and wages. The native way ofIooking
at such maners differs entirely from the European; the native
considers that he is entitled to pay in proportion to his expenses,
whatever these laner may happen to be; and the European expects
to give and receive pay according to his skill and efficiency. These
two views can never be reconciled..'



 

Macauley's analysis reflected a belief widespread among British
colonial officials and others that non-Western peoples were
incapable of rational thought, the opposite of Europeans in all
respects, and not only backward but incomprehensible.. S Yet
workers' insistence that they are entitled to a living wage is not a
particularly 'Oriental' phenomenon, and it is clear that the railway
workers who petitioned Macauley really were suffering from a sharp
decline in real wages. In this same period output per worker was
reported to have dropped sharply because of widespread
malnourishment in the workforce" 6 In truth, the workers' demands
about wages and other issues must be understood as rational
responses to concrete circumstances, and not as the product of
some inherent defect of the 'native mind.' In any event Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs, and Telephones (ESR) management
regarded the discontent as potentially dangerous and responded by
transferring seven workcrs allegedly active in the agitation. Workers
loyal to management had already claimed in a counterpetition that
the troublemak- ers were a small group of 'notorious men known for
their revolutionary ideas
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arising from reading newspapers & their inclination to Bolshevist
principles.' Despite the failure of MTWU lawyer al-'Ararji to get the
seven reinstated, the organization continued to recruit at Jabal al-
Zaytun and elsewhere in Alexandria. 17 The demands raised by the
(Anabir workers in Cairo in these months also focused on higher pay,
but included shorter hours and other issues as well. One grievance



unique to the 'Anabir was the stationing of a contingent of British
soldiers in the workshops, ostensibly to acquire industrial skills. The
workers feared that management was preparing to replace them with
soldiers. On March 15, as the revolution erupted in full force, the
'Anabir workers went on strike, and this brought most maintenance
and repair work on the ESR'S locomotives to a halt. The workers
also destroyed switches and CUt the railway lines near Imbaba,
which prevented trains from leaving for Upper Egypt. These acts of
sabotage, coming just two days after the imposition of the death
penalty for such offenses, indicate that alongside their grievances in
the workplace the 'Anabir workers were motivated by support for the
revolution and saw their strike as an integral part of the struggle for
independence. In fact, throughout the country peasants were taking
identical steps to sabotage rail transport as well as the
communications system. The British authorities responded by
dispatching army units to occupy the 'Anabir and the surrounding
neighborhood in force, and they also sought to seal the Bulaq district
off in order to prevent contact between the large, staunchly
nationalist populace of One of the country's oldest and most
important industrial zones and the mass demonstrations and clashes
taking place elsewhere in the city. Prevented from participating en
masse in the huge demonstration at al-Azhar on March 17, the
railway workers planned their own march for the following day in
order to break the blockade of their neighborhood. Joined by the
striking workers of the Government Press and many residents of
Bulaq, they marched, carrying banners, toward the center of the city.
Near the Abu al-'Ala bridge British troops opened fire on the crowd
and dispersed it, killing and wounding many.18 The railway
workshop workers Oabal al-Zaytun had been struck on March 16)
were joined by many traffic department workers and remained on
strike well into April. As with the tramwaymen, intimidation was used
to prevent employees loyal to management from returning to their
jobs. Twenty-six ESR employees were said to have been the victims
of acid attacks by mid- April, but there can be no question that the
great majority of workers supported the strike and the national
struggle to which it contributed. 19 With the aid of soldiers and loyal
staff, the British were ultimately able to restore railway operations,



though on a much-reduced scale, and it was only after the release of
Zaghlul and his colleagues that the railway workers slowly returned
to work. In a sense their strike petered out rather than ended, and
this
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reflected the general downturn in mass mobilization, though there
was no immediate resumption of normal service. Slowdowns and
brief stoppages persisted, and the ESR clerical staff struck in mid-
month as part of the general strike of government employees. Citing
their 'bad records,' manage- ment did not permit some 155 strikers to
return to their jobs, and unrest continued at Bulaq and elsewhere
into May.1O The railway workers had won at least some of their
demands, the most important of which was a substantial increase in
wages, but these gains were achieved through the decrees of ESR
officials rather than through any form of collective bargaining,
another indication of the difficulty which even the militant 'Anabir
workers were to experience in creating their own stable and
independent organizations. Apart from the MTWU in Alexandria,
there is no evidence that the railway workers established or
participated in any union in the course of March-April 1919, though
they did have links with the nationalist movement led by the Wafd-
links which were to form the basis for a long-lasting and important
relationship.

 

PATTERNS OF PARTICIPATION AND LEADERSHIP



 

Tramway and railway workshop workers were not the only ones to
strike during the spring of 1919. The workers at the ESR printing
press, the Government Press, the Arsenal and the government
workshops, the Alexandria tramways, the Hilwan electric railways,
the Cairo electric company, postal, port, lighthouse and customs
employees, taxi and carriage drivers-chese and others also went on
strike within days of the outbreak of the revolution. Peasants working
in industry were also involved. On the night of March 15/ 16, for
example, a large band of 'pillagers' (probably local peasants)
attacked the railroad station near the Hawamdiyya sugar refinery on
the western bank of the Nile just south of Cairo. Many of the
refinery's 1,800 workers (recruited from local villages) left to join the
rioters who threatened to attack the refinery itself. Local police and
notables reinforced by Australian trOOps prevented this, but the
refinery was idle through April because most of its workers were
absent. z, Many workers who did not aCtually strike in this period
seized the opportunity to begin organizing themselves, present their
demands to their employers, and prepare for future action. These
demands almost always included higher wages to offset inflation, the
eight-hour day, improvements in oppressive working conditions
(especially abuse by foreign supervisors), and compensation for
illness and dismissal. Few workers aCtually realized any of these
demands in March and April 1919, and none achieved nearly as
much as the tramwaymen or even the railway workers. Nonetheless,
these months saw a wave of strikes and industrial unrest involving
many thousands of Egyptian workers that was unprecedented in
Egyptian history.
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The great majority of the strikers were employed either by the
government or by the foreign-owned public utilities, the most heavily
Egyptian sectors of the labor force and ones that included the
greatest concentrations of workers. Their combined ethnic identity
and concentrated force were stimuli to these workers' collective
experience and action in both class and nationalist dimen- sions. For
them as for a general population supportive of the national cause,
strikes that raised economic demands were regarded as an integral
part of the broader struggle of the Egyptian people for independence
and dignity. The workers were Egyptians, their oppressive bosses
were foreigners, and the work stoppages contributed materially to
the campaign against the oc- cupational regime. This explains the
public support for the strikers manifested in the boycott of the Cairo
tramways, and also explains both why the Waf d's leaders acclaimed
the strikers as patriots and the secret nationalist groups were ready
to use violence against strikebreakers. The massive strike wave was
sparked off by, and can be understood only in the context of, the
even more massive explosion of popular protest against British rule.
The contribution of the working class in the 1919 revolution was
none the less significant in its Own right, despite the limited size and
social weight of this social group. It should not be overestimated-
labor activism never reached the point of a coordinated nationwide
general strike, for instance--but neither should it be underestimated.
The disruption caused by the strikes and the participation of workers
in demonstrations certainly gave added force to the national struggle
and increased the pressure on the occupation regime. Without the
paralysis of key government institutions and of the country's
transportation systems, largely the result of strikes, the events of
1919 would have had far less impact and been much easier for the
British to contain. In this upsurge of mass mobilization, wage
workers in large enterprises were only one of several groups to stop
work, motivated at least partly by solidarity with the national cause.
Students, lawyers, shopkeepers, and even the normally docile
government employees went on strike in March- April, and members
of nearly every class marched in demonstrations demanding the



release of Zaghlul Pasha and complete independence. This wave of
popular action was accompanied by a wave of organization in which
many sectors of the population participated. Students, lawyers,
teachers, (uJa",a, and others created new organizations or mobilized
existing ones in support of the national struggle. The term niqaba,
generally used by this time for labor unions, was also widely used by
nonworkers to denote their own organizations; even large
landowners referred to their organization, established in 1921, as a
ni'laba. This flexible usage reflected the perception of workers as just
another occupationally differentiated section of the Egyptian nation
rather than as a distinct class. The labor strikes and unionization
were thus
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only part of a nationwide upsurge of militancy and association in
which many different groups organized themselves by trade. In this
process the sectional interests of the workers were seen as identical
to the national interest, whereas the Wafd, until this time a small
group of wealthy notables making extravagant claims to speak for
Egypt, really did come to be perceived as the embodiment of the
national cause. In these same months the first organizational links
were forged between workers and nationalist activists. Where
workers had already established ties with the Nationalist party or the
MTWU before the war, persons associated with that party emerged
as leaders of or spokesmen for the new unions or pre-union
formations. This was the case in Alexandria where Dr Mahjub Thabit
came to lead the MTWU, whose base was among the railway
workers. Ahmed Bey Lutfi, who had served as a leader of the
Nationalist party, the MTWU, and the Cairo tramway workers before



the war, now re-emerged as counsellor to the Heliopolis tram
workers. Muhammad Kamil Husayn and Muhammad Zaki cAli, both
lawyers linked to the Nationalist party, led the Cairo tramwaymen at
different times. The ease with which these men assumed leading
roles in labor affairs was the result of the Nationalist party's long
history of involvement in this sphere and the cOntacts they had
established before the war. Another contributing factor was the
relative absence of rivalry between the Nationalist party and the
Wafd in the first months of the revolution. In March and April all
factions in the national movement were united in rejecting
protectorate status or anything less than complete independence,
and it was not felt to be important that some of the activists who
were organizing workers in the national cause were linked to the
Nationalist party rather than to the newer and broader Wafd.
Furthermore, the Wafd had neither the organizational infrastructure
nor sufficient cadre of its own to involve itself directly in labor affairs
as a distinct political tendency. The Wafd only gradually transformed
itself into an organized movement complete with a central staff,
effective methods of developing and maintaining ties with its various
constituencies and a nationwide network of local committees. In later
years, having been eclipsed and reduced to a politically marginal
position by the vast popularity of Zaghlul and his movement, the
Nationalist party would become the Wafd's bitter rival. But in 1919
the two were part of the same revolutionary tide, and the Wafd
functioned as more of a national frOnt than a party. Most workers
had, however, no prewar connection with a middleclass nationalist
leader that could serve as the basis for a new relationship, and it
was in the heat of the revolutionary upsurge itself that these links
were forged. A group of militant workers might approach a lawyer or
notable known for his nationalist activism, and possibly also his
interest in labor affairs, or alternatively, such a figure might seek out
and cultivate contacts
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among a particular group of workers. In either case he would then
lend his skills, connections, and prestige to the workers and their
emerging union as part of his nationalist activism. The framework in
which these first links were often forged, where workers and the
lawyers who would help them create and lead their unions made
initial contact, was the mass meeting or rally frequently held in one of
the larger mosques. Before the Wafd formalized its organization and
developed institutionalized links with the masses, especially during
the stormy first weeks of the revolution, the mass meeting was a key
instrument of communica- tion and mobilization for the urban
population. Thousands or even tens of thousands of people,
including workers, artisans, shopkeepers, students, and
professionals, would gather almost daily to hear speeches and
reports from the Wafd's leaders, exchange information, and
coordinate the national struggle. On special occasions, such as the
April 16 rally in support of the striking government employees, a
crowd of 80,000 could jam the precincts of the al- Azhar mosque
complex and the surrounding streets. 22 From these meetings
demonstrations would depart to wend their way through the city's
streets, to be dispersed eventually by British gunfire. The great
mosques had for centuries been vital centers of civil society, and as
enclosed sanctuaries were relatively safe from the incursions of
British forces. Usually situated in the older, less Europeanized
sections of the cities, the mosques served as great social and
cultural symbols of Egypt's distinct identity and nationhood, and
together with the palatial homes of the members of the Wafd were
the nerve centers of the revolutionary movement. This is not to
suggest that the primary motivation of those who gathered at al-
Azhar was some antiforeign or anti-Christian fervor supposedly
inherent in Islam. Both the crowds and the orators at al-Azhar and
elsewhere included Copts as well as Muslims, and the whole tone of



the 1919 revolution was resolutely secular. The Wafd consistently
propounded a purely ethnic Egyptian identity, and denounced all
forms of sectarianism as harmful to the cause of national
independence. Religion was regarded as a private matter to be
entirely separated from public affairs and the political struggle,
though, of course, not all Egyptians may have drawn these
distinctions as finely as the bourgeois and rather Europeanized
nationalist leaders. Some Muslims may indeed have seen the
struggle for Egypt's independence as a campaign for the defense of
Islam, and the removal of oppressive Christian rule over a Muslim
land, but for the great majority the central issue was self-rule for an
Egypt in which all Egyptians regardless of their faith could live
together in peace and share in a common culture and destiny. It is a
fundamental misreading of modern Egyptian history to attribute mass
support for the national movement of 1919 to an Islamic xenophobia
allegedly ingrained in the belief system of Egypt's Muslim majority.
The absence of any evidence of sectarian strife in
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1919 disproves this interpretation, as do the instances of class
conflict among Muslims-attacks by Muslim peasants on the estates
of Muslim large landowners, for example-that occurred in March-
April 1919 and terrified the upper class. In Egypt's large industrial
and transport enterprises, where Muslims and Copts worked side by
side and went on strike with apparently total unanimity, religious
differences played no role in this period. Once initial contact had
been made between workers and their bourgeois patrons, more
tangible links quickly developed. There is some evidence, based on
British intelligence reports, that some nationalist activists were



distributing, or promising to distribute, money to striking workers from
funds raised by the Waf d's extensive canvassing campaign among
the country's prosperous strata. On April 26, for example, a tailor
named Ahmad Bahnasi, claiming to be on the run from the British
because he had incited the people of his home village to destroy the
railway line, spoke to a crowd at the ibn Tulun mosque in Cairo. He
said that the nationalist lawyer Muhammad Kamil Husayn 'had asked
him to ask the strikers to go and take strike money from him' and
gave out slips of paper with Husayn's name and address. A British
intelligence report of early May stated that the railway workers at the
Anabir, at Zagazig and at the Tanta locomotive works wcre disgusted
with strikes because they had received many promises from Wafdist
agitators but no strike pay. To survive during the strikes of March-
April the railwaymen had had to sell their wives' jewelry, gold
ornaments given as wedding presents which were poor people's only
store of wealth, and even their families' clothing in order to buy
bread. They were not about to strike again unless they received
some tangible support beforehandP It is likely that there is more
involved here than an effort by British intelligence to attribute the
militancy of the workers to bribery by outside agitators. It is quite
plausible that some money was paid out or at least promised to
workers because it was certainly in the interests of the nationalist
leadership to provide workers with the means to endure lengthy
strikes or even to initiate strikes in sectors that the leadership wished
to have paralysed for political reasons. With no strike fund or
savings, the workers themselves might have felt that the sacrifices
they were making for the national cause entitled them to some
material support from wealthier compatriots, though this is not to say
that the workers who participated in the events of March-April 1919
did so because they were 'bought' by the Wafd. Any material or
moral support extended to the workers by the Wafd came only after
the workers had already gone On strike, motivated by both economic
and political grievances. In any event the amounts of money involved
were probably not large and can have been small recompense for
the sacrifices of the strikers, very few of whom received any money
at all.
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After the first phase of the revolution had come to an end and the
strike wave had subsided, a period characterized by consolidation
and organization rather than conflict ensued. In May and June 1919,
many groups of workers formally established unions, often with the
support or under the leadership of nationalist notables. The Cairo
tramway workers, for example, formed their union onJune 15, some
two months after their strike had been settled. Many of these new
organizations were industrial unions made up of all those employed
for wages at a particular large enterprise. But there was also a wave
of unionization among craft workers as well as employees in retail
shops, restaurants, cafes, and other small establishments. The Wafd
leadership in Egypt-Sa<d Zaghlul and other top leaders were still in
Europe at the time-was very supportive of this development, and
regarded the new unions of Egyptian workers as an important asset
of the national cause. In the fall of 1919 'Abd aI-Rahman Fahmi
described the emergence of a labor movement in Egypt in a secret
report sent to Zaghlul: I will explain to you the results of the efforts
made to spread unions (ta'mim lIi-ni'labat) throughout the length and
breadth of the land. These efforts have, praise be to God, borne fruit:
a union has been formed for every craft (hiifa), and there remains in
Egypt no craft or trade (san'a) without a union. It is true that the
government has not recognized these unions up to now, and it is not
anticipated that it will recognize them in the present circumstances.
But they are in any case very useful to the nationalist movement and
a powerful weapon which should not be underestimated. In rime of
calamity they will respond to the call of patriotism as quickly as
possi- b1e. z4



 

In many of these new unions, bourgeois lawyers or notables played
leading roles and constituted the link between the labor movement
and the nationalist movement. The relationship between unionized
workers and these middle- or upper-class personalities could take
various forms. Where there was a membership with extensive
experience of unionism, and was militant, independent, or relatively
well educated, the outsider holding a high union post-generally that
of honorary president, president, counsellor (mustashar) or
treasurer-might be merely a respected figurehead or some
combination of advisor, patron, negotiator, and link to the national
movement. In these cases it was the members of the executive
board and the union's officers, elected at regular general meetings of
all paid-up members, who actually ran the organization on a day-to-
day basis, though outsiders may have had significant influence on
major policy decisions. In other unions, however, the lawyer or
notable made the decisions himself and ran the union, by acting
through a coterie of worker activists loyal to him. This was especially
true where a small or weak union depended on the leader and his
party connections for organizational continuity, money, and
protection from harassment by employers or the police. Even in such
cases, however, the
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potential for conflict existed between the workers and their
counsellors, which indicated that union members were not passive
when they felt their interests were being neglected or harmed. The
reasons that induced many Egyptian workers to seek or accept



leadership from members of the middle and upper classes were in
general still at work in 1919 and later years. For many unions, there
were concrete practical benefits to be derived from a relationship
with a politically influential or legally talented patron, though such
relationships reflected, and in later years would tend to perpetuate,
the relative weakness and dependent status of the young working-
class and labor movement. The country's subjection to foreign rule
was also a crucial factor in subordinating the union movement to the
bourgeois-led national movement. The key issue of Egyptian political
life from 1919 until 1956 was British domination and the struggle for
complete independence, and as a result the central dynamic
governing labor's political role was for much of this period its relation
to the national movement. The control of many unions by outsiders,
usually lawyers linked to the Wafd, was in this sense a manifestation
of their incorporation into the national movement. On the other hand
these professionals and notables were accepted as leaders at least
in part because the unions thereby became a integral component of
the broader struggle for Egypt's independence and dignity. The
events of 1919 had fused national and class consciousness into one
composite world-outlook for most Egyptian workers, an alloy which
was to be reinforced by the course of political and economic life in
subsequent years. The complex patron-client relationship between
the Wafd and the labor movement was based on a degree of
common interest in opposing imperialism and the foreign interests it
protected. This relationship operated on both the practical-
organizational level (skills, resources, publicity, popular support,
control of unions) and the ideological level (the conception of the
workers' movement as lacking legitimate goals and interests of its
own, as essentially one component of the national movement
embodied in the self-proclaimed representative of the entire nation,
the Wafd). In the interwar period this special relationship developed
and changed in form and content, though nationalism continued to
playa central role in shaping the workers' movement. Indeed, the
subsumption of labor's own interests in a national struggle whose
tone was set by other social strata would have profound and long-
lasting effects. The British authorities had ultimately been able to
contain the popular uprising of March-April 1919, but only at the



price of releasing Zaghlul and allowing him to make his case. In the
following months the Wafd enhanced its prestige and consolidated
its suppOrt among the masses. Although the Peace Conference
rejected Egyptian demands for independence and recognized the
British protectOrate, the Waf d's success in mobilizing the people in
demonstrations and the near-total boycott of the Milner Mission
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growing strength. Although nationalist agitation and British repres-
sion continued through 1919, this was a period of political rather than
violent struggle, of unionization among workers in the aftermath of
the firestorms of March and April, and of a decline in the level of
industrial conflict. The relative calm of late spring and early summer,
however, was broken by an important strike at the Suez Canal which
indicated that even foreign workers in Egypt had been deeply
affected by the local and global upheavals that characterized the
immediate postwar period.

 

RADICALISM AND NATIONALISM AT THE SUEZ CANAL

 

The work force of the Suez Canal Company (scc) was divided into
two segments of unequal size. One was made up of a small number
of mainly foreign workers, relatively well-paid and permanently
employed. The other was much larger and consisted of workers,
mostly Egyptian, employed provisionally or indirectly at lower wages
and lacking any job security. Wartime inftation and other grievances
had led to unrest among both foreign and Egyptian workers at the
see and the other foreign-owned firms serving the waterway before
March 1919. Greek workers, who constituted the largest single
ethnic group among the sec's permanent cadre, formed the core of a
new union in Port Said early in 1919, and were led by a lawyer
named Zizinia. In its petition to the canal company the union, known



as Le Phenix, asked for the eight-hour day, the permanent addition
of all temporary wartime raises to the official wage scale, extra pay
for work on Sundays and holidays, and the automatic granting of
permanent status to all workers after a certain number of years'
service. zs This last demand was especially important to the many
see workers who despite years of employment were still considered
provisional employees, were paid less for the same work, and
enjoyed no benefits. That the cadre workers took up this issue is
very significant, for it constituted an effort by the most privileged
segment of the workforce to reach across ethnic lines to their
disadvantaged Egyptian fellow workers. The Greek workers may
have been motivated not only by abstract principles of class
solidarity but perhaps also by a recognition that their own status and
jobs were vulnerable as long as the company was allowed to
maintain a large reserve of cheap Egyptian labor. Rather than
seeking to exclude the nonpermanent workers and fight to defend
their own privileges, the organizers of Le Phenix resolved to compel
the Suez Canal Company to treat all its workers equally. The new
union did not call a strike during March-April 1919, though, once the
situation grew more settled, the union stepped up its organizing
efforts and attracted many of the see's Egyptian workers. cAli Bey
Lahayta, a local nationalist notable who had been arrested earlier for
fomenting a strike,
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cooperated with Zizinia behind the scenes, and gave Le Phenix the
seal of approval of the nationalist movement. A hitherto separate
organization of Italian workers also merged with Le Phenix, which
grew rapidly among the canal workers in Port Said and, to a lesser



extent, in Suez and Ismailia. The Italians in particular had a well-
deserved reputation for militancy, perhaps because of their relatively
longer industrial experience and their exposure to trade unionism
and socialist or anarchist politics in Italy. There was another factor,
however, that in 1919 helped create what might seem a rather
unlikely alliance between Italians in Egypt and the Egyptian
nationalist movement. An Italian of radical convictions would
presumably be opposed to British rule in Egypt on grounds of anti-
imperialist principle, but many other Italians felt great resentment
after the war toward what they believed had been Britain's
treacherous refusal to allow Italy the rewards of her wartime
sacrifices. In particular the British had upheld Greek over Italian
territorial claims, and this had engendered Italian hostility toward
both the Greeks and the British-attitudes shared by many Egyptians.
Indeed Italian workers and radicals in Egypt would play a key role in
the labor movement in the summer of 1919, prompting General
Allenby, the British High Commissioner in Egypt, to assert that the
union movement 'commands the support of the natives, who
however do not appear to appreciate its real meaning, and of the
Italians in Egypt, who, in this movement, are making common cause
with the Egyptians against the present regime, which they hope to
embarrass in this way.'Z6 By May 1919 Le Phenix felt strong enough
to risk a confrontation with the powerful Suez Canal Company.
Having failed to get a satisfactory response to its demands, the
union called a general strike of all canal workers, and on May 13
work stopped at the scc and all shipping companies. The next day
the coalheavers also stopped work, and the strike spread slow Iy
throughoutthe Suez Canal region, affecting even cigarette and
electric company workers. The striking workers were led by a
committee composed of three Greeks, two Italians, a Frenchman,
and an Egyptian, and enjoyed considerable public support. Large
sums were contributed to aid the strikers, mainly by European
residents of the canal cities. French intelligence sources claimed that
the donations were made by wealthy persons in order to forestall the
emergence of Bolshevism among the workers, whereas the British
asserted that Egyptian merchants were promoting the strike as a
means of takingoverthe positions and profits of the local labor



contractors. Neither of these allegations is supported by the
evidence. The grievances of the Suez Canal Company's workers
were unquestionably authentic, and the coalheavers and other area
workers simply seized the opportunity offered by Le Phenix's strike
to improve their own wages and working conditions. The
coalheavers returned to work by June 1 after the contractors had
agreed to supplement their piece rate out of their own pockets, but
the other strikers remained out. Z7
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Nonetheless, the Suez Canal continued to function in late May and
early June despite the strike because British naval personnel took
over key positions. The French government, pressured by scc
officials and shareholders in Paris, grew increasingly nervous, and
demanded that the British authorities take action to break the strike.
AlIenby refused because (according to the French) he was worried
that 'once drawn into such affairs he might find himself much more
involved than he would have wished; every step on his part must be
well-considered if he wishes to avoid compromising his authority.'
The French Minister in Egypt insisted that the strike was political in
character, because it had been fomented by foreigners and was
supported by the nationalists, and the protectorate must therefore
intervene. The French were quite disturbed by what they regarded
as the reluctance or inability of their ostensible ally to protect their
investments and interests in Egypt forcefully. Still, Allenby continued
to reject French demands, and argued that the strikers were not
disturbing public order and the canal was functioning. The British
authorities had enough problems elsewhere and were not anxious to
dispatch military forces to break a popular strike at a delicate political



juncture. Z8 Because British intervention was not forthcoming and
the strikers remained united, the scc was eventually forced to make
concessions. The cadre workers won some of their principal
demands, including the eight-hour day and a fortnight's paid leave
with passage to and from Europe so that foreign workers could visit
their homelands, and returned to work on June 10. It is not clear
what if anything the non-cadre scc workers, and those employed at
other companies, won as a result of the strike. Certainly such
practices as maintaining a reserve of nonpermanent workers and
contracting work out were not abolished at this time, and yet the
partial success of the strike was to provide the impetus for the
emergence of the International Workers' Union of the Isthmus of
Suez in the following months. Led by the radical Greek Dr
Skouphopoulos, this union sought to unite aU those who worked at
Canal- related enterprises into one organization around a core of scc
workers. The Suez Canal workers' four-week strike was
characterized by an unprecedented degree of unity between foreign
and indigenous workers, and this unity resulted from the
convergence of the militancy (and in some cases political radicalism)
of the European workers and the nationalism of the Egyptian
workers. This kind of organization across ethnic lines and common
struggle had been rare in Egypt, and was facilitated by the fact that
the Suez Canal area labor force included Europeans influenced by
left-wing ideas and leaders and unsympathetic to the occupation
regime. Their willingness to take risks in order to help their Egyptian
co-workers opened the way to cooperation with local nationalist
leaders and the formation of a strong union of all Suez Canal
Company workers. The summer of 1919 marked the limit of
cooperation between Egyptian
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and foreign (especially Italian) workers elsewhere in Egypt as well,
though it did not always take the form of joint organization. The strike
wave of March-April had largely involved Egyptian workers and been
inextricably linked with the nationalist upsurge. During the following
three months the young labor movement began to emerge in its own
right, and appear as a distinct phenomenon. Egyptian nationalism
was of course a key factor in this process, but foreign workers
became much more active and militant as well, often in cooperation
with indigenous workers. It was this unprecedented development
that led General Allenby to comment in July 1919 that 'the foreign
and native working classes have apparently identified in their own
minds the Syndicalist [that is, trade union] movement and the
Extremist [that is, nationalist] agitation.'z9 In that sense the Suez
Canal strike in May-June foreshadowed another explosion of
industrial conflict in the summer. That explosion unavoidably had a
nationalist dimension, but its class dimension was more crucial and
more pronounced than that of any previous upsurge of the Egyptian
labor movement. If the spring of 1919 had seen the birth of a
workers' movement in the midst of national revolution, then the
summer of that year saw the working class find its own distinctive
voice and come out fighting for its own demands.

 

AUGUST 1919: 'IL PLEUT DES SYNDICATS!'

 

As early as June there had been signs of increasing unrest in many
sectors of the working class. There were real reasons for labor
dissatisfaction. Whatever wage gains had been made in the spring
were rapidly being eroded by renewed inflation as prices began to
leap upward again after March (see Table 1, above). In addition,
specific groups of workers had their own particular grievances. The
tramway workers, for example, wanted higher wages, but they also
felt that the CTC was reneging on the concessions it had made in



the spring. The panel the company had created to investigate
sanctions against workers was composed of white-collar employees
loyal to management and approved whatever punishments
supervisors imposed Promised pay raises had not been
implemented, the issue of severance pay remained unresolved, and
other company obligations provided for in the April agree- ment had
not been fulfilled. Early in August the tram workers presented the
CTC with a list of demands to definitively settle these issues. The
workers also insisted that the company formally recognize the new
union as their bargain- ing agent. The head of the union was the
nationalist lawyer Muhammad Kamil Husayn, recently released from
internment and once again in the thick of labor affairs. 30 On all
sides, Egyptian and foreign workers (many of them now unionized)
began pressing their demands. The first week of August saw a brief
strike by dockworkers at the port of
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Alexandria, but what really set off the explosion was the sudden
strike on August 10 of the Cairo tramway workers. Apparently fearing
that the company was about to fire a large number of workers in
order to pre-empt a strike, the union chose to act first. The tram
system was completely shut down, and negotiations began under
government auspices. The bold action of the tramwaymen, who had
in the past often set the pace for the entire workers' movement,
broke the dike of passivity. Within a few days many of the Egyptian
and foreign workers of Cairo and Alexandria were on strike. The
great strike wave of August 1919 included the tramways of Cairo,
Heliopolis, and Alexandria, omnibus drivers, the 'Anabir and Jabal al-
Zaymn railway workers, numerous cigarette factories, the 'Abu



Qjrqas sugar mill, the Hawamdiyya refinery, waiters and kitchen
workers in the major cafes, restaurants, and pabsseries of Cairo and
Alexandria, shop and bank employees, bakery workers, the
Ma'asara quarrymen, the Candida engineering works in Alexandria,
Bonded Stores warehouses and the Spathis soda factory. There
were also strikes in Suez, Tanta, and Mansura. The strike wave was
ac- companied by a wave of unionization which largely though not
exclusively affected relatively skilled or educated foreign workers
and white-collar employees. During these weeks, for example, new
unions were established by bank, hotel, and shop employees,
journalists, tailors, carpenters, electricians (foreign and native),
lithographers, bakery workers, waiters, chauffeurs, auto- mobile
mechanics, lawyers' clerks, cab drivers, painters, and hairdressers. It
was the sudden mushrooming of labor unions that prompted the
daily newspaper La Bourse Egyptienne to proclaim in its headline of
August 21: 'II pleut des syntIicats!' The spread of strike fever from
the Cairo tramwaymen to other workers was apparently not entirely
spontaneous. When the tram strike first began, British intelligence
reported rumors that certain nationalists and European workers were
trying to bring other public utility workers out on strike as well. These
rumors had some basis in fact, for a group of Italian radicals, with the
tacit support of the Wafd, was indeed trying to generalize the strike
wave and encourage the formation of unions. Two individuals played
important parts in this agitation. One was Max di Collalto, proprietor
of the Italian- language Cairene daily Roma and leader of the
Societe Internationale des Employes du Caire, which claimed over
1,000 members. His role was mainly that of propagandist. A second
Italian, Giuseppe Pizzuto, was more directly active in labor struggles.
An Italian subject born in Egypt, Pizzuto had served in the Italian
army during the war, then returned to become president of the
printers' union. Although his precise political affiliations cannot be
determined, he was certainly a revolutionary socialist and much
affected by the radical upsurge then taking place in Italy. He took his
internationalist principles seriously, for he convinced the printers'
union (hitherto an
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exclusively European preserve) to accept Egyptians as members on
equal terms. Workers in the printing trades were for a time among
the most radical segments of the working class, a phenomenon
found in many countries. 31 Pizzuto went into action at the earliest
opportunity. He attended the first meeting of the striking tramwaymen
accompanied by 60 Italian workers to express support for their
struggle, and broached the idea of a government takeover of the
tramways. On their way home the Italians were reported to have
shouted 'Long Live Bolshevism!' Shortly thereafter Pizzuto
established a 'Bourse de Travail' in Cairo and served as its secretary.
The Bourse functioned during August as a sort of trade union center,
sponsoring the formation of new unions (most of them craft unions of
skilled foreign workers), assisting in talks with employers, and
issuing almost daily bulletins to the press about strikes, disputes,
demands, and union activities. The Bourse claimed that it had
15,000 members in twelve affiliated unions, but this seems an
exaggeration. The August strike wave had two distinct but
overlapping components. The predominantly Egyptian workers in the
transport sector and a few other large enterprises touched off and
constituted the core of the upsurge of class confli<:t. At the same
time, the mainly foreign workers in the skilled and service trades also
went on strike or at least formed unions, and in these sectors the
struggles were coordinated by the Bourse de Travail set up by the
Italian radicals. Unity seems to have been strong across ethnic,
national, and religious lines with no reports of internal conflicts
among the strikers. Within a few weeks, however, the strike wave
among the foreign workers subsided, for many of them had won
substantial gains from the small proprietors who employed them,
their unions were firmly established, and they returned to work. The
British authorities also moved against the Bourse de Travail which



they saw as a dangerous center for radical agitation linked to the
nationalist movement. AlIenby sought to have CoUalto deported to
Italy, but was initially unsuccessful. When the pro-occupation
Egyptian Mail launched a press campaign against the Bourse and its
leader Pizzuto, the linotypists at the newspaper agreed not to set in
print any article hostile to the organization of which their own union
was an affiliate. It was only at the end of September that Coil alto
and Pizzuto were deported, a step that offended public opinion and
prompted a brief protest strike by Cairo printing workers. JZ The
removal of the two Italian activists from the scene resulted in the
demise of the short- lived but influential Bourse de Travail.

 

DENOUEMENT: THE CAIRO TRAM STRIKE

 

Even while the Bourse had been active, the main focus of both
official and public concern were the tram strikes in Cairo, Alexandria
and Heliopolis. The strikes involving foreign workers had in general
been brief and most of
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the stoppages involving Egyptian workers had ended in August, but
the tram strikes continued. In Cairo it had become evident shortly
after the strike began that the central issue was that of union
recognition. The CTC claimed to be willing to negotiate with its
workers, but it adamantly refused to negotiate with Muhammad



Kamil Husayn or anyone else as the representative of a tramway
workers' union. The tramwaymen were quite determined that their
union be recognized, as they demonstrated at a meeting of nearly
2,000 strikers-essentially the entire workforce-on August 15, five
days after the strike began. Muhammad Kamil Husayn chaired this
meeting as president of the union, and rank-and-file workers were
represented in the leadership by delegates elected from the various
branches of the company. These delegates represented a fair cross-
section of the CTC workforce: those elected by the drivers and
conductors in the three depots were mainly Egyptian Muslims; the
two representatives of the inspectors and station chiefs were
foreigners; and the delegates from the workshops consisted of a
Jew, an Italian, an Egyptian Muslim, and a Syrian Christian. The
nonsectarian character of the union and the strike was further
demonstrated when the opening benediction was given by a priest,
Father Zakhari al-Antuni, who spoke of the benefits of unity and
concord. At this meeting the workers voted (with only one dissenting
ballot) to reject a proposal by the prime minister that the president
and delegates of the union agree to negotiate with the tram company
not as representatives of the union but as representatives of the
company's employees. 33 Another mass meeting held three days
later at the American Cosmograph movie theater reaffirmed this
decision and also adopted a new and unprecedented tactic devised
by the union's president. In order to compel the company to
recognize the union, the workers agreed to assign the union all back
wages still owed to them from before the strike, and they signed
forms requesting the company to deposit their wages in the union's
account at the Banco di Roma. Not surprisingly the CTC refused to
cooperate, and the workers refused to draw their wages directly from
the company. The stalemate was broken after the governor of Cairo
stepped in to mediate and the workers backed down, but the tactic
was one Muhammad Kamil Husayn would employagain. 3 . The
nationalist press was of course strongly supportive of the strike, and
the British believed that the Wafdist central committee was
distributing large sums of money to the tramway workers in the
capital. The nationalists were also said to have imposed a special
levy of fifteen piastres a day on every cab driver in Cairo for the



benefit of the strikers. 3s Support for the tram workers and criticism
of the Cairo Tramway Company also came from circles beyond-
those with a purely political interest in undermining British authority.
Muham- mad Tal 'at Harb, for example, the apostle of Egypt's
economic independence
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and later the founder of Bank Misr, was motivated by the long strike
to write a series of articles in September 1919 on the question of the
tramways. Critical of foreign domination of Egypt's economy and
anxious to promote indigenous capitalist development, Harb sharply
attacked the tram company's corporate structure and the easy
concession terms granted it by the Egyptian government. The CTC
was now claiming that it could not afford to raise its workers' wages
unless it was allowed a fare increase, but Harb argued that an
increase would only benefit the company's founders and directors.
Harb's articles were sympathetic to the workers, and epitomized the
convergence of the interests of the young working class and a
nascent Egyptian industrial bourgeoisie, both fighting the power of
foreign capital in their COUntry.36 Much of the middle-class
European and Levantine tram-riding public also expressed
resentment toward the CTC and sympathy for the workers. Their
viewpoint was represented by Emile Boulad, a lawyer of Syrian
origin who practiced in both the Mixed and National Courts. His
pamphlet Les Tramways du Caire en 1919 was published during the
strike, for which Boulad held the company to blame. Boulad believed
that by granting a minimum wage of fifteen piastres, free uniforms, a
workday of eight or nine hours, reasonable provision for days of rest,
severance pay, and sick pay the company's labor troubles would



end. He also criticized management for poor service, dirty and
overcrowded cars, a shortage of first-class seats, and untrained
workers. Boulad denounced the company's plan to raise fares, and
advocated special trams at half-fare for workers during certain times
of the day. This last proposal, however, seems to have been due
less to a concern for the plight of poor workers than a desire to
segregate them from the middle classes. In order to protect the
public interest and prevent continual labor strife, Boulad proposed
that an independent and impartial lawyer be appointed to the
company's departments that handled the recruitment and disciplining
of workers. His proposals were submitted to a public meeting of tram
passengers held at the Cinema Obelisk on September 28. Four
delegates were chosen to help mediate the strike which by that time
had gone on for more than seven weeks. The British authorities did
not intervene directly to break the strike-an indication of how much
the revolution had weakened their grip on Egypt- but they were quite
concerned about the dangerous political implications of the
simultaneous tramway strikes in Cairo, Alexandria, and Heliopolis.
One official wrote: If the strikers should succeed in enforcing all their
demands, their success would not only be considered as a triumph
for them, but would also be looked upon by the natives as a defeat of
both the employers and the Authorities, a fact which will probably
encourage the mass of the population to make tToub1e. J7
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Therefore, two measures were taken in late August to quell the strike
wave spearheaded by the Cairo tramwaymen. First, Muhammad
Kamil Husayn was arrested, allegedly for trying to organize the
'Anabir workers and bring them out on strike. The railway workshop



workers had struck briefly in mid- August, but then returned to work,
and were not heard from again until the autumn. Despite Husayn's
arrest the tramwaymen's union continued to function and the
workers stayed out on strike. J8 The other measure was more far-
reaching in its consequences. Until this time there had existed no
institutionalized system of mediating labor disputes. If a dispute or
strike were significant enough, the governor of the city concerned or
even the prime minister might bring the two parties together, and try
to resolve the con ft ict. This informal system was overwhelmed and
collapsed during the August strike wave, and so the government of
Muham- mad Sa(id Pasha, with General Allenby's encouragement,
announced the creation of a Labor Conciliation Board (LCB) on
August 19. This body was to investigate disputes between workers
and employers, appoint mediators to convene negotiations, propose
measures to resolve disputes, and participate in the development of
representation for workers and employers. The first president of the
LCB was Dr Alexander Granville, who was also serving at that time
as president of the Quarantine Board, vice-president of the
Alexandria Municipal Commission, and head of the Red Cross. Its
other members were Rafla Tadrus Bey, a government official;
Muhammad Sadiq Bey, chief of the Alexandria prosecutor's office;
and William Hornblower, a British official who soon resigned. J9 The
establishment of this specialized body to deal with labor disputes is a
clear indication of how seriously British colonial officials and the
Egyptian government took the new phenomenon of class conlJict.
Clearly, the time had come to develop some means of lessening the
impact of industrial strife which might boil over and threaten the
political stability of the occupation regime and the interests of foreign
capital. Yet in keeping with the principles of classical liberalism, the
LCB was granted only very limited powers, for it could not impose
binding arbitration, or enforce compliance with agreements reached
under its auspices, but merely report its findings and make recom-
mendations. Furthermore, given the scale of industrial unrest, the
Board was incapable of handling every dispute, and once again the
job of mediation generally devolved on the local governors.
Nonetheless, the creation of the Labor Conciliation Board was a
significant first step by the Egyptian state in recognizing the



importance of the working-class and labor movement, and in
deploying methods of control other than the police. British officials
had considered going even further that autumn. Sir Miles Cheetham,
who replaced Allenby during the latter's absence in England,
discussed with the Foreign Office a draft decree officially recognizing
trade
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unions for workers other than white-collar civil servants, subject to
approval in each case by the minister of the interior. The Egyptian
government was desperate to enhance its popularity, and reportedly
favored the idea. The power to deny formal legal status to unions
whose charters the government did not approve would constitute a
powerful means of control, while the courts could dissolve any union
whose conduct contravened public policy. But the Residency was
worried about the public perception of such a step at a time of
widespread labor militancy and nationalist agitation. Cheetham
cabled Curzon that Government recognition would give impetus to
[the trade union movement] and be regarded as a victory of
Extremists, and it is doubtful if, in present circumstances,
Government policy, as proposed, would be immediately effective . .. I
think that law may be interpreted as a sign of weakness at present
moment and increase influence of Extremists. 40

 

In the end the proposal was shelved, and many years were to pass
before legal recognition of unions won a serious place On the
government's agenda. In 1919 the British officials who directed



Egypt's affairs were not surprisingly tOO fearful that the new unions
would be an instrument with which the Wafd, and perhaps radical
elements as well, could mobilize the working class to take this step.
The creation of a mediation board with limited powers was the
furthest they were willing to go in confronting the emergence of an
active Egyptian workers' movement. The first major task of the new
Labor Conciliation Board was the settlement of the Cairo tram strike,
which remained difficult. The company claimed it could not afford to
make any substantial concessions unless tram fares were increased,
though the government's accountants who examined the CTC'S
books ultimately rejected this contention. It was only at the beginning
of October that an agreement was finally achieved, and tram service
was resumed on October 5 after fifty-six days. The October
agreement gave the drivers and conductors a wage increase that
brought their pay scale to between sixteen and twenty-one piastres a
day when counting the supplement for inflation. The other CTC
workers also won increases. The company agreed to rehire all the
strikers and not oppose union activity, though it continued to refuse
to actually recognize or deal with the union. All penalties imposed by
inspectors had to be approved by the head of the traffic department
after consultation with the investigations panel, which was to include
an Arabic-speaking representative of management, a clerical
employee to act as recorder, and a worker appointed by the
company. Also important was the company's promise to publish (in
both French and Arabic) and distribute copies of its work rules and
conditions of service (la'ihat aJ-lthidma) to the workers. The strikes
on the Heliopolis and Alexandria tram systems also came to an end
on the basis of agreements similar to that reached in
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Cairo. In Alexandria, however, the strike was settled only after the
Municipal Commission, exasperated by the tram company's
intransigence and its plans to double fares, threatened to buyout the
tram concession and run the system itself.41 The settlement of the
tram strikes marked the end of the great strike wave that had
erupted in mid-August. Unrest among the 'Anabir workers had
fluctuated during the summer and fall, and a strike had seemed
imminent in late October. But in the end the railwaymen contented
themselves with a twelve-hour protest strike for higher wages, and
on the whole the 'Anabir workers were only marginally involved in
the labor militancy of the second half of 1919. 42 It was the tram
workers, especially those of Cairo, who had touched off the
explosion of industrial unrest, and it was they who stayed out on
strike long after the many Egyptian and foreign workers who had
initially followed their lead returned to work. The agreement of
October 1919 which ended the Cairo tram strike embodied
substantial gains for the workers, especially with regard to wages,
but it also involved compromises. The workers did not win
recognition for their union or severance pay. and the composition of
the investigations panel still did not give them the strong protection
against managerial abuse they had sought. Nonetheless the bargain
was seen as a victory for the workers, and the agreement of October
1919 served as a point of reference in numerous struggles in the
following years. It is a measure of the degree to which favorable
political circumstances allowed the Cairo tramwaymen to win
important gains in 1919 that decades would pass before the promise
of the October agreement would be fully realized. The strike wave of
August 1919 was made possible by the popular uprising of the
preceding spring. The national revolution against British rule opened
the floodgates of labor organization and militant action. while the
persistence of high inflation rates ensured that worker activism would
continue. In 1919 a specific conjuncture of political, social, and
economic factors not only propelled workers in large industrial and
transport enterprises into action but won their struggles popular
legitimacy and material support. Workers' efforts to improve their lot
were seen as an integral part of the struggle of the whole Egyptian
nation to free itself of foreign domination. This identification



continued to earn the workers popular sympathy on into the summer
and fall, even while they were fighting to achieve more purely
economic demands. Those demands were also taken up by foreign
workers in Egypt who took advantage of the opportunities opened up
by the weakening of the colonial regime to form new unions and
confront their employers. Many of the foreign workers were
influenced by the Italian socialists who, along with their
internationalism and anti-imperialism, stressed a new and radical
notion of class identity and unity across ethnic and occupational
lines. It may seem paradoxical that it was just when Egyptian
nationalism was at its most militant and vigorous that foreign workers
joined with their indigenous co-
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workers in common struggle against their employers, though in fact it
was the resurgence of nationalism that facilitated the emergence of a
workers' move- ment that could temporarily encompass workers of
many nationalities. In a period of political struggle involving the broad
masses of the population, common ground was established on which
Egyptian workers motivated both by their own grievances in the
workplace and by patriotic sentiment could cooperate on a relatively
equal basis with their foreign counterparts. By the end of 1919 there
were an estimated twenty-one unions functioning in Cairo,
seventeen in Alexandria, and others in the Suez Canal cities, the
Delta towns, and elsewhere. 43 This momentous year had witnessed
the birth of an Egyptian workers' movement closely linked to the
simultaneous upsurge of nationalism. That movement would bear
marks of the circumstances of its birth for a long time in the form of a
special relationship with the Egyptian nationalist movement. This is



not [0 say that the subsequent history of Egyptian labor was already
determined in 1919, but in many ways the 1919 revolution was the
formative experience of the Egyptian union movement- an
experience that played a large part in molding the ideological
perspective and organizational practice of both unionized workers
and bourgeois national- ists active in labor affairs. The 'lessons'
learned in 1919 would be reinforced by the daily experiences and
struggles of Egyptian workers inside and outside the workplace. This
helped foster continued dependence on bourgeois nationalists as
leaders or patrons and on bourgeois nationalism as the dominant
ideological framework. Countervailing tendencies were of course
also at work which would in time lead Egyptian workers to see the
disadvantages and contradictions in the labor-nationalist relationship
and increasingly question it. But in 1919 this was all far in the future.
In the course of a few stormy months the indigenous working class
had emerged, forcefully and irrevocably, onto the stage of history
with its own forms of organization and struggle. Egypt would never
again be without a union movement which, however weak and
divided at times, would nevertheless retain strong roots among the
workers, and remain a significant factor in industrial and political life.

 

This article is reprinted from Joel Beinin and Zachary Lockman,
Workers on tbe Nile (Princeton, 1988), pp. 83-120. Reprinted by
permission of Princeton University Press.
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Syrian Urban Politics in Transition: the Quarters of Damascus during
the French Mandate
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For urban politics in Syria, the interwar years were pivotal. The
COUntry was in a transitional phase, uncomfortably suspended
between four centuries of Ottoman rule and national independence.
Although the Empire had collapsed and new forms of social and
political organization were available, there remained a distinctive
Ottoman cast to Syria's urban elites. Meanwhile, France had
occupied the country, but was ruling clumsily and with a growing
measure of uncertainty. The Mandate system itself dictated that the
French could not remain in Syria indefinitely and Arab nationalism,
however inconsist- ent and inarticulate, had become the reigning
political idea of the age. The cry of independence rang across much
of Syria, and nowhere more loudly and clearly than in her cities, the
traditional centers of political life. As late as the French Mandate, the
Syrian city retained several of its important medieval focal points: a
congregational mosque, a citadel, a central marketplace, and a
complex of ancient residential quarters. It was still characterized by
deep cleavages between different religious sects and ethnic groups,
between the rich and the poor, between the various trades, and
between long-settled urbanites and recent in-migrants from the
countryside. Artisans remained loosely organized in corporations
(apmfJ, each craft grouped together, often on a single street or alley.
The religious minorities, Christians and Jews, were also clustered in
their own quarters with their own places of worship. 'Except for a



very small number of educated [and wealthy] people ... [quarter
residents] were pretty much absorbed in the narrowness of their life,
and seldom if ever thought of the community at large or of its
interests . . .' In some senses, the most acute cleavages were those
between the different quarters, which were separated from one
another by walls and gates, locked
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tight at dusk by watchmen. This physical separation had come about
for many reasons, but was above all 'an expression of the innate
impulse for protection through unity.' Even though the quarters 2
retained their distinctiveness and purpose in the early twentieth
century, their cohesiveness had already begun to be eroded by new
social forces. This was a direct consequence of the structural
changes that had been sweeping the Middle East since the early
nineteenth century-changes in administration and law; in commerce,
industry and agriculture; in the movement of goods, peoples and
ideas; and, most notably, in the Ottoman state's relations with
Europe. Not only did a shift occur in the relative importance of
Syria's cities away from the interior and toward the coast but there
were also shifts in the relative importance of different sections of the
city and changes in their primary economic and administrative
functions. The integration of the Middle East into the world economy
meant that, with different speeds and rhythms, old local economies
decayed as pastoral and subsistence agriculture 'gave way' to
settled, market-oriented farming. Meanwhile, an economic and legal
framework became established for the appropriation and extreme
concentration of property, and cities were able to extend an influence
far beyond the countryside in their immediate vicinity, creating larger,



more fully integrated regional economic and political units. 3 New
landholding patterns uprooted peasants and encouraged increased
migra- tion to the cities. New patterns of trade and production
hastened the impoverishment of some quarters and the enrichment
of others. New concentrations of wealth coupled with the spread of
modern education accelerated the process of class differentiation.
In-migrants moved into quarters vacated by the recently rich and
educated, or the state settled refugee populations in those areas.
Other in-migrants and refugees settled on the outskirts of the city,
creating poor suburban quarters. Population movement in and OUt
of Syrian cities was also affected by new and cheaper means of
travel, and by World War I, which stimulated emigra- tion to
neighboring lands and to the West The growth of a market economy
gradually served to lower the barriers between quarters and between
ethnic and religious communities, and hence encouraged higher
forms of social integration and organization in the city at large.
Supporting this process was a reinvigorated and modernized state,
which became increasingly able to assert its authority in ways which
had never been felt before. However, although the winds of change
in Syria intensified after World War I, their impact on urban politics
should not be exaggerated. For instance, the exercise of local
political power was marked by a remarkable degree of continuity,
which was not disrupted by the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire
and its replacement by the French Mandate. For the most part, the
men who were important in local affairs under the Ottomans were
the same
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men, or the sons of the same men, who wielded political inRuence
under the French. Political leaders continued to organize their
personal support systems as they had in late Ottoman times. Urban
leadership remained the basic building block of political influence in
Syria. And near the heart of urban politics were the quarters, the
traditional domain in which political leadership operated and from
which it derived much of its support. Yer, despite the continuity of
aims, of personnel, and even of organizational methods, political
leaders under the Mandate were obliged to broaden the range of
their operations in order to retain independent power and influence.
Their relations with an openly hostile Christian and imperial power
were never as smooth as they had been with the Ottomans. The
French were perceived to be an illegitimate authority. Fortunately for
urban leaders, the forces of change had made available new
methods, mechanisms, institutions, and classes [0 which they could
turn to consolidate their positions and supplement their power. New
loyalties to the city, the state, and ultimately to nationalism began to
corrode traditional ties to the quarter, family, clan, and confessional
group. Nationalism produced movements and organizations of
greater complexity and territorial scale. 4 The older quarters-marked
by their mosques, fountains and baths, small shops, and cafes-could
not remain untouched by the changing circumstances. Some
maintained a certain stability but many others did not Ironically, as
their inhabitants attained their highest levels of political
consciousness and organization, they also experienced a steady
erosion of control over urban politics and the active forces of society.
Outside the quarters, modem institutions and classes claimed
greater amounts of the urban leadership's attention and time,
becoming in the process new and dynamic focal points for nationalist
resistance. Although the quarters remained one of the crucial
foundations of urban politics, during the French Mandate the center
of political gravity in Syrian cities began to shift irreversibly.

 

THE QUARTERS OF DAMASCUS



 

There is no more important or suitable city in which to examine the
changing character of Syrian urban politics than Damascus. In its
capacity as the premier metropolis, capital, and center of the national
independence struggle against the French, Damascus embodied,
shaped, and reRected nearly all the major political trends of the
period. In terms of the erosion of old urban patterns and the
formation of new ones the experience of Damascus is representative
of the experience of other major Syrian cities during the interwar
years. s By the 1930s, Damascus contained nearly forty identifiable
quarters (see Map 1 and Table 1), although several were no more
than neighbourhoods
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Dtzttuunu tmtI their poptUtnilm by rdigiOllJ rom",II";ty. drt. 1936

MllSlitns Cbmtillns Jt'IJIS ToIIlI Gl'DIIf'l al-

ymariyya 5,817 241 6,058 Bib Tiims 6,750 6,750 (Bib Sharqi] l;Iayy
al-Yahiid 9,706 9,706 al-Kharib 1,849 1,849 Madhnat al-Shabm
7,750 7,750 al-Jiirra 1,378 591 1,969 Bib al-Barid 1,715 1,715 Bib ai-
Salim 1,599 1,599 cAmiraJawiniyya 4,044 4,044 Shighiir Jawini
6,383 6,383 GI'DIIf'2 Siiq Siriija 6,868 6,868 CUqayba 5,095 5,095
Bab,a Sanjaqdir 2,655 310 2,965 aI_Q

c 1,872 1,872 cAmira Barriniyya 7,980 7,980 Masjid al-Aq,ib 6,900
6,900 Sbighiir Barrini 12,332 12,332 al-

nawit 8,625 8,625 Bib aI-Jibiyya 1,933 1,933 Bib aI-Srija 12,000
12,000 Qabr 'Arab 8,027 8,027 Birka l;Ianib 2,020 2,020 aI-Suwayqa
5,620 5,620 Tayimna GrollfJ3 Miifalli 2,826 2,826 Siiq al-Maydin
7,015 7,015 al-Haqla 1,493 1,493 Maydin Fawqini 10,595 10,595
Maydin Tabtini 1,730 1,730 al-Qpca 3,400 3,400 aI-Siba 3,040 3,040



Bib MU$8l1a 5,279 1,217 6,496 GTOIIp 4 aI-AUid 6,650 6,650
Sharkasiyya 9,610 9,610 AbiiJarash 9,600 9,600 al-$ill,Uyya 2,622
182 10 2,814 al-Muhsjirin 3,442 3,442 Total 177,892 11,163 9,716
198,771 SMtr«: ReM Danger, Paul Danger, and M. F.coc:hard, 0._:
Ritpptwt .mf";"

ifllt III' iii 'Ui/k 1936 (unpublished), adapted from Table 13. These
population figures are derived from a cadastnl survey which the
French High Commission conducted in the mid-1930s. They do not
necessarily correspond 10 the exact boundaries of the quanen but
they do reOm approximate population sizes of qu.nen.
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within larger quarters of the city's northwest and south. Most
quarters and much of the town population were located on the
southern bank of the Barada, a river which conditioned the very
history of Damascus as it irrigated the gardens (known as al-Ghiip

) to the city's east and west. 6 For the sake of convenience,
however, the city can be divided into four sections or districts. The
first section is old Damascus (see Table 1, Group 1), a maze of ten
quarters encircled by the ancient wall. Some quarters (like 'Amara
and Shaghiir) were subdivided, part of each falling inside the wall
and part lying just outside. 7 The residents of the Muslim quarters
were active in the traditional religious, political, and commercial life
of the city, to which the neighboring Great (Umayyad) Mosque,
Citadel, and suqs of al-Hamidiyya and Midbat Pasha (also known as
Siiq aI-Tawil or The Street Called Straight) were central. Because
quarters were almost exclusively residential (they did contain



nonspecialized shops and markets [suwayqa] and some limited craft
production) many of their male inhabitants were employed
elsewhere, usually nearby in the old commercial district. This was
also true for the two quarters containing the ancient religious
minorities of Damascus: Biib Tiima, which housed 60 per cent of the
Christian community of the city, and the Jewish

arter (l;Iayy al-Yahiid), in which nearly all Jews resided during the
Mandate (see Table 1, Group 1). The central bazaars, in addition to
including their prosperous shopkeepers and traders, comprised a
vast array of productive activities-mostly handicrafts such as
clothing, household goods, metal wares, and jewelry-grouped into
tens of corporations, each located along a single street or alley.8 It is
not clear whether these corporations ever provided a sense of
solidarity and organization strong enough to allow them to be used
for political purposes in the Mandate era. A number of them had
already disappeared under the impact of the European commercial
invasion, and many others had seen better days. Moreover, most
had come under direct state supervision in the last decades of the
Ottoman Empire, a situation that French Mandatory authorities
sought to reinforce. The great bazaars frequently went on strike
during the Mandate era, but whether they did so under their own
volition or because the nationalist leadership forced them to is a
question worthy of further investigation. 9 Some quarters had a
significantly higher concentration of wealthy residents than did
others-in particular, 'Amara (home of the local religious aristocracy)
and al-Qaymariyya (known for its wealthy merchants)-and several
displayed a certain economic homogeneity, although this was not
true of the Christian and Jewish quarters. Residents of some
exclusively Muslim quarters seem to have formed communities
because of their involvement in similar occupations or trades.
However, these individuals did not necessarily belong to the same
ethnic group or come from the same place of origin. Their fairly high
level of collective consciousness and purpose resulted from oc-
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cupational and kinship ties that had developed over long periods of
permanent residence in the quarter. Ties of descent and residence
encouraged neighbor- hood and even quarter-wide solidarity and
disposed local residents toward collective action. The quarters of the
old city are characterized by their walls, narrow and crooked streets,
and inward-looking houses built around courcyards. 1O By the mid-
1930s, the old city contained about one-fourth of the Damascene
popula- tion. But with rapid demographic growth in the interwar
period, and the city's physical expansion to the northwest, old
Damascus's share of the city's total population diminished
considerably. The second section of Damascus (Table 1, Group 2)
includes the quarters and subquarters on the northern, western, and
southern peripheries of the old city, which lay just outside the ancient
wall. This section contained 40 per cent of the city's population in the
mid-1930s. Most of itS quarters were outgrowths of the old city which
had begun to take shape in the later Middle Ages and eventually
came to be fully integrated into the life of the town. Several were
exclusively residential and catered to the wealthy classes. Siiq
Sariija dated /Tom the fourteenth century and in the nineteenth
became known as 'Little Istanbul,' owing to its popularity with the
class of Ottoman functionaries; al-Qanawat was established as early
as the sixteenth century but assumed itS cosmopolitan ambience in
the nineteenth century. Both quarters housed prominent political
leaders of the late Ottoman and Mandate periods. Others, like
<Uqayba, which was north of the old city and became in the 1930s
one of the centers of modern industry, were less exclusive. II AI- Qa

 



a t, to the northeast, became an appendage of Bab Tiima's in the
early twentieth century, housing wealthier Christian families who had
found life in Bab Tiima's crowded ancient dwellings increasingly
difficult. 1Z The greater security provided by the Ottoman state after
the 1860 massacres in Damascus, which the European powers
reinforced, certainly contributed to the develop- ment of this new
quarter beyond the old fortified walls of Bab Tiima. The third section
of Damascus (Table I, Group 3), popularly referred to as al-Maydan,
took its shape as a suburb after the Ottoman conquest of Syria in the
sixteenth century.u It is actually a long, narrow series of quarters and
subquarters extending southwards into the grain-producing Hawran.
AI- Maydan did not have as high a population density as did those
quarters closer to the old city, and itS commercial and residential
buildings wcre rarely more than one storey high. ItS population in the
mid-1930s, which constituted nearly a fifth of the city's total, was the
most socially heterogeneous in Damascus: it was filled with Hawrani
peasantS, Druze highlanders, Arab tribes in winter, and a small
Christian community of artisans and merchant.. moneylenders (in
Bab Mu

alla), all living a rather rudimentary lifestyle. It also housed a wealthy
community of Muslim grain and livestock merchant-
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moneylenders which had grown out of the local janissary forces
(yerIiyye) that dominated the Maydan until the nineteenth century. As
the wholesale provi- sions market of the city, the Maydin contained
few bazaars or industries. Rather, it featured a significant number of
storehouses (I,a7JJa{il) that handled the grain and livestock trade



that came from the Hawran and Palestine and for provisioning the
annual pilgrimage to Mecca which originated in Damascus}4
Beginning in the nineteenth century, al-Maydan became slowly
integrated into Damascus as the forces of agrarian
commercialization in Syria developed, but during the Mandate it was
still characterized by sharp social confliCtS and a high crime rate.
Because its largely immigrant population was poor, came from
ethnically and geographically diverse origins, and were forced to
settle in al-Maydan where land and dwelling rents were among the
lowest in Damascus, the quarter was unable to develop a single
collective consciousness, let alone a single identifiable political
leadership. Certain communities in al-Maydan actively participated in
nationalist resistance efforts during the Mandate, but it was virtually
impossible to organize for collective action. The fourth section of
Damascus (Table 1, Group 4) was also its most sparsely and most
recently settled section. In the mid-1930s its quarters lying to the
northwest of the old city up to the slopes of Jabal Qa

yiin housed only 15 per cent of the city's population. Several quarters
within the section deserve special mention because each had its
own distinctive characteristics. The closest to old Damascus in its
physical and social features was al-

albiyya. Originally a medieval village, it enjoyed a renaissance in the
late nineteenth century. Here could be found the typical array of
pious founda- tions, mosques, and matlrasas (religious schools)
common in the older quarters across the Barada}S Between al-

albiyya and old Damascus arose during the Mandate several modern
garden districts (the best known being al-Shuhada" 'Arniis, and al-
Jisr) which housed French officials and other members of the town's
small European community in addition to a growing number of
wealthy Muslim families. Built in this area were new government
schools, the parliament, European-style hotels and social clubs, and
a burgeoning modem commercial district along the now-famous al-

albiyya street. Closest to the old city were Marje Square and the
various buildings housing the French administration, including the



Serail. This new center of urban life was well laid out with paved
roads; the absence of walls created a sense of openness and
security. Further up the hill lay al-Muhajirin, a distant suburb settled
by Muslim refugees from Crete in the late nineteenth century.16 The
other significant quarter in section four was the 1:Iayy al-Akrad,
which was originally a village established by Kurdish settlers during
the reign of Saladin and which became a refuge in the nineteenth
century for immigrant Kurds who were not especially welcome
further inside Damascus. There, on uncultivated terrain,
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they built their quarter and organized their own paramilitary forces. In
contrast [0 the well-planned al-Muhijirin with its prosperous
inhabitants and itS streets laid out at right angles, the Kurdish
quarter was generally poor and itS streetS were a maze for
protective purposes. In time the Kurds, who engaged in farming and
the livestock trade, lost many of their particular customs and even
their language as they became more fully a part of Arab Damascus.
Their clan structure, however, was not as easily dissolved. Clan
heads continued to exercise much local influence in the quarter even
after some moved further inside the city into wealthier residential
quarters like Siiq Sariija in the last half of the nineteenth century.l?

 

URBAN LEADERSHIP

 



The older quarters remained important focal points of social and
political organization, despite various external pressures which broke
through their self-contained and isolated structures. Moreover, each
quarter tried to preserve its own personality during the Mandate. A
typical older quarter had itS own local leaders, including a mukhtar
(headman, called agha in some quarters), the imams (prayer
leaders) of the local mosque, and the 'Wujaba' (notables) who were
usually the quarter's wealthy landowners and merchants. Together
they sat on the council of the quarter (maJlis al-kayy) which acted as
a mini-government to protect quarter residentS from excessive state
interfer- ence, to represent the quarter in disputes with other
quarters, and to mediate internal conflicts. Often one of these
traditional leaders could be found on the Municipal Council (maJlis
al-baJatli) of Damascus. At the lower end of the quaner's social
scale, community life revolved around kinship groups, religious
associations, and street gangs. 18 Protection from government
agents was one of the most important services that secular and
religious dignitaries rendered their neighbors, friends, and clientS.
During the Mandate, when tax collectors in Damascus made their
rounds to investigate individuals who had not paid their head or
property taxes, they were not only accompanied by a police officer
but also by the mukhtilr and the imam of the quarter. In fact, in
certain quarters tax collectors were not allowed to conduct their
investigations unless they secured the agreement of the maJUs al-
ka» or itS leading notable beforehand. In the case of Siiq Midbat
Pasha, which received protection from the militant Shaghiir quarter,
custom dictated that tax collectors had to go to the home of the
notable to request ('often beg for') a written introduction before
entering the siiq. Without this document, the tax collector could
conduct no official business there. 19 During the Mandate, the older
quarters also maintained informal tliwans (councils) where local
dignitaries met with delegations from all classes,
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communmes, and interest groups to discuss the critical issues of the
day. These diwans were usually held in the outer salons (ma4afa or
saJamJik) of the great residences of the quarter belonging to its
wealthy landowning- bureaucratic and mercantile families. Such
gatherings contributed far more than newspapers and other media to
the formation and reinforcement of public opinion. Since the
Mandate authorities frequently censored or suspended publication of
newspapers and magazines, the diwan served as a great storehouse
of much fresher and more confidential information. Public political
consciousness in the cities was advanced far beyond the level of
education of the common people, who were largely illiterate and thus
had little direct need for newspapers. zo

 

The contribution of prominent families in the quarter to the political
life of the city was considerable. They were instrumental in
mobilizing local forces to protest and resist or to support the
government. They organized public gatherings in squares, cafes,
theaters, and gardens; circulated petitions; boycotted elections and
also foreign concessions and goods; shut down the great bazaars;
raised funds; disseminated political information; and gauged the
pulse of the city for the 'beys' [begawat] (the appellation given the
nationalist leadership during the Mandate).zl These notable families
had traditionally played the role of patron and broker, intervening on
behalf of their clients with the government or mediating their
personal disputes. By offering services to their neighbors and
friends, they guaranteed loyalty and support and, in return, created
for themselves an advantageous stability in the quarter. Their access
to the state depended on their ability and willingness to maintain the
social peace, which in turn depended on the degree of their
independent influ- ence in local society. Patronage was the source of



this independent influence. zz Because the population of Damascus
nearly doubled in the two decades following the French occupation
of Syria in 1920, the older quarters began to lose their intimacy and
warmth, and their emotional suppOrt systems broke down. They
became crowded and increasingly impersonal, owing to an
unprecedented in-migration of peasants and tribes from outlying
areas and to improved health conditions and facilities which lowcred
infant mortality rates,!3 Thc delicate balance of forces in the quarters
and the positions of influence of the notable families was upset by
the pressure of increased population. The great families found it
increasingly difficult to absorb the growing number of ncwcomers to
Damascus into their personal networks. Patronage became a more
complex and competitive operation, which a number of the notable
families could no longer manage satisfactorily. Feeling incrcasingly
claustrophobic and threatened by the changing character of their
quarters, especially their growing facelessness, some of the
wealthier families in the old quarters left for the new garden suburbs
to the town's northwest. z4
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Contributing to this Bight during the Mandate was the widening
social and cultural gulf between the modern educated and
European-clad upper and upper-middle classes, which produced the
urban leadership, and the largely unlettered and tradition-bound
masses. The sweeping structural changes, initiated in the nineteenth
century, helped to erode patronage systems, promoting instead an
increasingly differentiated class structure. As class distinctions
became more obvious, the wealthier and Europeanized classes
found reason to distance themselves from the popular classes. One



simple way was to move out of their ancestral quarters into the
cleaner, safer, and more spacious areas on the outskirtS of
Damascus. Muslim notable families who linked their interests to the
Mandate authorities or to European com- mercial enterprises were
among the very first to leave. They could do so conveniently since
their political influence was no longer dependent on building and
maintaining patronage networks in the popular quarters. A related
factor precipitating this flight was the growing inadequacy of the
ancestral counyard house in the old quarter. 25 It became in time
less able to accommodate the changes taking place in the structure
and orientation of the upper-class family. In the course of twO or
three generations (that is, by the early twentieth century), the
extended family or clan had developed its own distinct economic
branches. Within the extended family, a hierarchy of power and
influence became established and rival branches emerged. 26
Members of the wealthier branches preferred to move into their own
homes, designed along European lines and reflecting the new
patterns of social relations between the sexes and the generations.
The availability of space in the gardens to the northwest of the city
proved to be ideally suited to their needs. Moreover, improved
technology brought new advantages for the privileged, such as
running water and other sanitary devices which could not easily be
installed in older homes. At the same time, paved roads and
motorized vehicles brought the city-center within reasonable reach of
outlying areas. Not all wealthy families found it convenient to make
such a move. The landed families who already owned the garden
districts, which were to become modern Damascus, had a distinct
advantage and interest in doing so. But an important determinant
was the source of a family's wealth. Many could meet the financial
demands of moving but were unable to leave because of the source
of their livelihood. For instance, merchants whose enterprises
depended on their daily presence in the city-center could not risk
such a move. By contrast, families who lived off of farm or urban real
estate rents (and who thus had much lcss of a need to be in daily
contact with the old commercial center of the city) could more easily
afford the comfortS of suburban life. Merchants in traditional
businesses not directly linked to European commercial interests also



tended to be those who had not acquired a modern education,
Ottoman trappings, or European tastes, and who
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therefore were set apart from the absentee landowning-bureaucratic
families that had served the Ottoman state as a provincial
aristocracy of service. Z7 Muslim merchant families tended to be
more tradition-bound and, hence, more quarter-bound. Meanwhile, a
cosmopolitan, landed upper crust, with a new attitude toward
property relations, and newly acquired European tastes in dress and
creature comforts, encouraged intimate social relations only with the
wealthiest and most sophisticated merchant families, and
increasingly with members of a rising educated middle class. The
exclusive social and cultural proclivities of the members of this class
encouraged them to live together at a distance from the rest of urban
society.z8 By the mid-1930s, not only had several of the great
families in regular collaboration with the French moved out of their
ancestral quarters but eight of the ten principal nationalist leaders
had also done so. Most had moved to the northwestern suburbs.
Jamil Mardam, the architect of nationalist strategy in the 1930s, had
left the Siiq al-l;Iamidiyya area where the Mardam-Beg palace was
situated; Shukri al-Quwwatli and the only merchant in the Bloc
leadership, Lutfi al-l;Iaffar, had moved out of the popular Shaghiir
quarter. Only Fakhri al-Bariidi and Nasib al-Bakri continued to be
permanent fixtures in their quarters: Bariidi in al-Qanawat, which was
still a very comfortable residential quarter and conveniently located
for his many political and economic enterprises, and Bakri in the old
city, to better service his personal network, which consisted of
popular quarter bosses and veterans of the Great Revolt of 1925. Z9



Unlike those notables who collaborated with the French, the most
influential nationalist leaders were careful not to sever ties with the
popular quarters. They retained large personal followings which cut
across class and even confessional lines. However, their actual
physical presence became more infrequent. At election time, on
feasts, and at other commemorative occasions, such as the annual
Maysaliin memorial or the Prophet's birthday, Jamil Mardam and
Shukri al-Quwwatli could always be seen amongst the common
people in the old quarters, where they opened the outer salons of
their spacious family residences to supporters and well-wishers.
Nationalist chiefs always listed their ancestral quarters as permanent
residences and in election primaries they ran on their quarter's list.
Because their new suburban houses were inconveniently and
sometimes inaccessibly located, it was necessary to maintain their
traditional homes for social and political purposes. 30 On lesser
occasions, nationalist chiefs were rarely present. Surprisingly, the
task of organizing strikes, demonstrations, and nationalist rallies did
not require their presence. During the Mandate period, a growing
division of labor developed within the independence movement,
particularly after the failure of the Great Revolt, which was followed
by the nationalist elite's decision to adopt the
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different but clearly more comfortable strategy of 'honorable
cooperation' with the French. This strategy placed a greater
emphasis on diplomacy, supported by carefully orchestrated strikes,
boycotts, and demonstrations which aimed to discredit rival factions
of notables collaborating with the French High Commission and to
convince the French that the nationalists alone should be invited to



form a national government in Syria. The collapse of the Great
Revolt had discredited revolutionary armed struggle as a viable
strategy. It not only heavily damaged the material interests of the
nationalist elite but it caused massive hemorrhaging in the ranks.
Afterwards, the nationalist leadership no longer sought immediately
to overtUrn the French-controlled system of rule, but something
rather less: the modification of the existing system and the gradual
relaxation of French control. To survive, nationalists had to pursue
more delicate relationships with the French. Meanwhile, the French
High Commission, under pressure from Paris to develop a more
consistent and hence less offensive imperial policy in Syria,
welcomed and encouraged this new strategy.}1

 

After the suppression of the Great Revolt in 1927, nationalist leaders
in Syria's major cities organized themselves into a new political
organization, the National Bloc (al-Kutla al-Wa{aniyya). In each town,
the Bloc was not a unified or well-integrated political party but rather
was an alliance of like- minded urban political leaders, each heading
an autonomous machine which was used in the common cause of
national independence. 3Z During the Mandate, a combination of
elements drawn from the traditional and modern sectors of urban
society powered these political machines. Although the lines
between the traditional and modern sectors were often blurred
because urban society was still evolving gradually and unevenly, one
distinction was clear: the suppOrt of the traditional sectors of society
stemmed less from ideological considerations than did the support of
the modern sectors. In his own quarter, the Bloc chief built and
reinforced his personal network by using his inherited wealth and
family connections to funnel crucial benefits and services to a broad
array of individuals &om classes beneath his own. Despite an
ongoing process of class polarization and hence an increased
opportUnity for class conflict, society in the popular quarters was still
organized according to relations of personal dependence. At the top
of the social pyramid stood the great urban-absentee landowning
families, such as Mardam-Beg, Al-Quwwatli, Al-Biiriidi, Al-Bakri, and



AI-Ghazzi, from which the nationalist leadership of Damascus
emerged and, in particular, the National Bloc, the most effective
political alliance of the Mandate era. As National Bloc chiefS became
increasingly preoccupied with diplomatic bargaining at the summit of
politics, they were obliged to leave the day-to- day task of organizing
and maintaining their patronage systems to members of
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their families, personal secretaries, and other prominent
personalities in their political orbit. In other words, as Bloc leaders
began to distance themselves socially and physically from the city-
center, they turned to other intermediar- ies who could more
conveniently maintain face-to-face contacts and purvey the material
benefits and services which buttressed each leader's personal
network. Prominent merchants and religious leaders in the quarters
were two such natural intermediaries. Merchants and imams in the
popular quarters supported the National Bloc for a variety of
reasons, but mainly because they perceived foreign rule as the
primary cause of their seemingly endless misfortunes. The French-
imposed banking and tax systems were inimical to the financial
interests of the Muslim commercial bourgeoisie. The partition of
greater Syria severely damaged commerce and industry, and the
French were either unwilling or unable to permit merchants and
industrialists to have access to foreign capital, giving them few
investment outlets. Many, although by no means all,H saw the
French as robbers of Syria's national wealth and the major obstacle
to economic development. At the same time, the upper layers of the
Muslim commercial bourgeoisie were closely intertwined with the
absentee landown- ing class in the Syrian capital from which the



major National Bloc leaders emerged. They maintained social and
financial relations through marriage and joint ventures. Merchants
provided loans to landowners and often handled the distribution of
their crops. They generally responded promptly to the Bloc's call for
strikes and boycotts. The new strategy developed by the Bloc in the
wake of the Great Revolt, with its emphasis on patient diplomacy,
appealed to a commercial bourgeoisie that had suffered
considerable financial misfortune during the Revolt and therefore
feared continued political instabil- ity. The merchant classes had
reason to support the Bloc's new tactics. The Bloc would not resort
to violent confrontations or full-scale rebellion again, unless the
French proved completely intransigent and purposely closed off all
access to the High Commission. However, although merchant
families sup- ported the National Bloc with funds and their own
personal networks of artisans, small shopowners, and peddlers in
the quarters and bazaars, rarely did they become official members of
the Bloc or of any other nationalist organization. Their participation in
nationalist politics came about through their personal association
with individual nationalist leaders. 34 Muslim religious leaders in
Damascus, a number of whom belonged to mercantile families, were
also of invaluable service to the nationalist move- ment. In general,
the religious establishment's interests and influence had been
declining for several generations, owing to increased government
control over their institutions and a much altered intellectual climate.
Traditional ideas-historically the monopoly of the culama'-began to
lose their influence with the educated elites, and the traditional
acri\'ities of the
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'ulama', as interpreters of the law, educators, and heads of the
mystic orders, declined in social value. Less and less significance
came to be attached to posts in the religious institutions whereas
greater wealth, power, and status accrued to those individuals in the
new, modern branches of administration, and from large-scale
landownership. This is not to suggest that religious solidarity among
the Arabs had vanished; it still existed alongside other loyalties to
family, tribe, ethnic and confessional group, neighborhood, and
village. But all these ties had been challenged by the rise of new
loyalties, such as the rise of secular nationalism, that had
accompanied the general structural changes begun in the nineteenth
century..15 Religious leaders suf- fered further humiliations under
the French, who, as a Christian power, tried to impose direct
supervision over such religious institutions as the awqaf(pious
trusts), which often provided a major portion of their incomes.
Equally damaging to their interests was the French effort to
denigrate the influence of Islam by relegating it to the status of one
religion among many. A beleaguered religious establishment,
ranging from ranking legal scholars and judges to preachers in the
local mosques, supported the resistance to foreign hegemony in
Syria. Although the influence of religion and the status of religious
leaders had declined, these individuals had not lost their ability to
shape public opinion among the illiterate and the uneducated in the
popular quarters. For most urbanites, the mosque and masjid
continued to be the central institution in their lives, giving preachers
the opportunity to argue for resistance to the French and defense of
traditional society in religious terms. To the common people,
nationalism was still only a code word for the defense of Islam
against foreign aggression, despite ongoing efforts by secular
nationalists, including the National Bloc leadership, to dilute the
Islamic content of nationalist ideology. As long as Islam had a grip on
the minds of the common people, religious leaders were able to
reinforce their own positions as guardians of the faith and the
culture, if not of the nation. 36 Although wealthy merchants and
imams recruited clients, financed various nationalist activities, and
helped to organize their quarters and the bazaars on a political
footing, neither group was able to pose a challenge to the National



Bloc's control over nationalism or its domination of local politics
during the Mandate. Whereas merchants and imams remained
bound up in the closeness of quarter life, the marketplace. and the
mosque, having little or no op- portUnity to break out of this
restrictive environment, the nationalist leader- ship was able to
devote its undivided attention to politics on a grander scale. Because
many nationalist chiefs could live off land rents collected by their
families, they had little need to seek full-time employment. It was
during the Mandate that a class of professional politicians arose in
Damascus and other Syrian towns. Hailing from afHuent families,
with a long history of administra- tive service and with a common
upbringing, education, and set of political
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experiences, the nationalist elite was eminently (and almost
exclusively) qualified to represent Damascus at the summit of
politics. Therefore, as long as urban society continued to regard
these individuals as the 'natural' leaders of the opposition to the
French, they could expect the continued support of merchants and
the religious establishment. . Merchants and imams enhanced their
personal status by associating with nationalist chiefs. But this
enhancement alone was not sufficient to ensure their long-term
loyalty. It was also expected that once a nationalist leader reached
the heights of government, he would reward his followers. Hence,
allegiance might be offered with the knowledge that returns in the
form of government contracts, licenses, jobs in the central
administration and municipality, new mosques, paved roads, sewage
systems, and other facilities might be in the offing in the long run.
There was fierce competition among nationalists for access to the



French. Only this access would give a leader control of government
offices and services-the most valuable form of patronage.
Competition for clientele networks was equally fierce, for only those
networks could prove a leader's local power and indispensability to
the French. Competition in both arenas was closely intertWined;
success in one depended on success in the other.

 

QABAQAYAT

 

One figure in the quarters who could give the nationalist leader a
decisive edge in competition for clientele during the Mandate was
the local gang leader, the qaba4ay (pI. qabat/iyat), or, in the patois of
Damascus, the zgritiF Probably no individual with independent
intluence in the quarters was closer to the common man than was
the qabat/iy. He was something akin to an institution. Each quaner
had its own set of historical figures who were glorified from one
generation to the next. In time, an ideal type was formed, one that
characterized the qabat/ay as strong, honorable, the protector of the
feeble and the poor as well as of the religious minorities, the
upholder of Arab traditions and customs, and the guardian of popular
culture. He was hospitable to strangers, always pious, and a clean
liver. 38 This image placed far less emphasis on the qaba4ay's
darker side, his shady dealings, his preference for physical coercion,
and even his 'mortal' crimes for personal gain. The COmmon people
clearly differentiated between the qabat/iyat and the zu'ran or
hoodlums who ran protection rackets (khuwa) in the quarters and
bazaars, although in reality such distinctions were hazy.39 A
qaba4ay might eventually become fairly well-to-do, but what
distinguished him from the dignitaries of the quarter were his
significantly lower social origins, his general want of formal
education, his outspoken preference for traditional attire and
customs, and the much narrower range of
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his interests and contacts, all of which accorded him a less exalted
status than that enjoyed by merchants or religious leaders. 40 He
survived best in the traditional milieu of the self-contained quarter
with its inwardness and narrowly defined interests. There he was
needed to provide physical protec- tion from hostile external forces
and extra-legal mechanisms for settling personal disputes. But, by
the time of the Mandate, the qabfll/ay had begun to feel threatened
by the pressures of change created by rapid urbanization, the growth
of a market-oriented economy, and the rise of new classes and
institutions outside the popular quarters. This period was a
transitional phase in the life of the Syrian city, and in the organization
and functions of its quarters; the qabat/ay survived it, although not
without difficulty.

 

A qabfll/ay might rise to leadership in the quarter by several different
paths, and it is difficult to separate myth from reality when tracing the
emergence of any particular strongman. It is, however, possible to
trace the career of at least one prominent qabfll/ay of the Mandate
period in Damascus, his links to the National Bloc, and his
contribution to the independence movement. Abii cAli al-Kilawi [al-
Gilawi]41 claims to have been born in 1897, in Bab al-Jabiyya, an
old popular quarter situated near the entrance to Suq Midbat Piisha
and which included the charming Mosque of Siniin Pasha. The
origins of the Kilawi family are obscure. They seem to have first
settled in al- Maydan some time in the early nineteenth century;
where they were engaged in the transport of wheat from their native
Hawran to flour mills in al- Maydiin. They may have belonged to one
of the tributaries of the Rwala Beduin who roamed with the Rwala



chieftains of AI-Shaclan before the Mandate. 4z The Kiliiwis also
claimed descent from Abu Bakr, the Prophet's companion and first
Caliph, and billed themselves as members of the ashriif
(descendants of the Prophet), although the great religious families of
Damascus did not recognize their claim. According to Abii cAli, the
family's surname had originally been al-Bakri until the end of the
nineteenth century. When his father died unexpectedly, the family
dropped al-Bakri for some inexplicable reason and adopted instead
the surname of Abii cAli's maternal grandfather. During the Mandate,
the Kilawis were not regarded as members of the aristocratic al-Bakri
family of Damascus; however, they were very partial to the Bakris
and especially dose to Nasib Bey of the National B1oc. 43 Abii cAli
had two older brothers. He happened to be much closer to the
oldest, Abii l;Iasan, who assumed the leadership of the family upon
their father's death, and under whose wing Abu cAli grew up learning
the ways of the quarter. Abu cAli attributes his rise to the status of a
qabat/ay to several factors, all of which suggest that he did not
inherit the tide. One factor was his own physical strength, which he
displayed early in life despite his slight build. The youth of Biib al-
Jabiyya and other quarters engaged in different
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forms of informal competition which helped lay the groundwork for
the rise of a qaba4ay. Abu (Ali, for example, excelled in wrestling
(mUftira'a). To the beat of two drums, the youth of the quarter would
congregate in an open field or garden where wrestling matches were
staged between boys dressed in leather shorts worn above britches.
By the age of sixteen, Abu (A1i was reputed to be the best wrestler
in his quarter."" By this age, the youth of the quarter had already



begun to practise the martial arts and in particular swordsmanship.
Wielding a long, silver-handled sword in one hand and a small metal
shield (turs) in the other, twO young men would face each other,
twirling their swords through different orbits over and around their
heads while interspersing blows against their own shields and those
of their opponents in a complicated cadence. 4S The boy who could
handle his sword most adeptly and innovatively advanced in the
competition, and the best five or six contestants were asked to form
a troupe. This troupe would then have the honor of performing on all
festive occasions in the quarter, such as weddings and the Prophet's
birthday.46 In his day, Abu (Ali was the leader of such a troupe of
swordsmen and from it he began to build his Own personal following.
Horsemanship was Abu (Ali's other forte. After their father's death,
his brother, Abu ijasan, used his family's relations with the beduin
tribes south of Damascus to convert the Kiliiwi transport business
into a horse-breeding and trading concern. The center for their new
activities was a small stud farm which the family owned just south of
al-Maydan. In time, the Kilawis became renowned horse-dealers
throughout the Arab East, purveying purebred show animals and
racehorses to the royal families of Transjordan and Saudi Arabia,
and to other Arab dignitaries. By the time he was twenty, Abu (Ali
was considered to be the best horseman in his quarter, a reputation
which soon spread throughout DaJTlascus and the rest of Syria. By
the mid-1930s, the Kiliiwi stable of show horses had become an
attraction at all national parades, and Abu 'Ali always rode at the
head. 47 Successful business enterprises helped to vault the Kiliiwi
family into the social limelight of Biib al-Jiibiyya. Neighbors began to
ask for favors or assistance and in nO time they built up a solid core
of followers and clients from among the poorer elements of the
quarter, some of whom were personally loyal to Abu 'Ali. The result
was that Abu 'Ali was able to put together his own gang, composed
mainly of unemployed youth and casual laborers. In the early 1920s,
as the Kiliiwis began to accumulate capital, they were able to
purchase a fairly large apartment in the heart of their quarter, one
with a special salon for entertaining. This salon also was used as an
informal courtroom where the Kiliiwis, now much trusted in Biib al-



Jiibiyya, served as administrators of extra-legal justice, arbitrating or
mediating disputes between
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individuals and families who for one reason or another were not
comfortable going before the religious or civil courts. The Kilawis
also lent their salon to poorer families for wedding parries and other
social functions, and it eventu- ally became one of the meeting
places of the roving diwan. Abu 'Ali claimed that he and his brothers
never asked for money or other material rewards for their hospitality
and services. But they did expect personal loyalty to the family,
which they acquired as the Kiliiwi network grew and the family name
came to be mentioned with both reverence and fear.

 

One of the most prominent features of urban life in Damascus was
the 'arMa or traditional parades held in the quarters to celebrate
some religious event such as a circumcision, the return of the
pilgrimage, or the Prophet's birthday. These occasions allowed the
youth of one quarter to compete with the youth of neighboring
quarters in wrestling matches, sword games, horseracing, and the
like. The honor of the quarter was always at stake in these events,
as were specific controversies over turf and freedom of mOvement.
Certain quarters were known to be long-standing rivals, most notably
Suq Siinija and al-

iilhiyya,48 and Shiighiir and Biib al-Jiibiyya. Yet another way in which
Abu 'Ali al-Kiliiwi reinforced his status in the quarter was to lead his



stalwarts in street fights against rival gangs of Shiighur. By the early
twentieth century, however, the parades had begun to assume
secular dimensions as they came to mark political events such as
the election of a deputy, the return of an exile, the Young Turk revolt
of 1908, or the Italian invasion of Libya in 1911. 49 This politicization
accelerated during the Mandate, and acts of defiance against the
French and their collaborators highlighted the continued
independence of life in the quarters. But, equally important, as
political consciousness rose in the quarters, the fierce rivalries
between them were transformed into an alliance of quarters against
the French. The narrowness and insularity of quarter life began to
break down as the scope for political activity widened. The Great
Revolt of 1925 hastened the erosion of many of the traditional social
and political barriers and rivalries between quarters and helped to
bind them together in a common front against the French. There is
little doubt that the many stories of individual heroism which quickly
became part of the local history and mythology of the Revolt helped
many a young man to enhance his reputation in the popular quarters
of the city, enabling him to achieve the status of qabat/ay. In fact,
there was a noticeable turnover of qabat/ayat at this time, owing to
the emergence of new heroes during the Revolt who replaced those
who had been killed. Probably the most respected and esteemed
qabat/iiy of his day was l;Iasan al-Kharrii

, the nightwatchman of Shiighiir, who led a rebel attack on French
positions in the Syrian capital and was later killed by French
troops.so His elimination permitted another rising
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star of the Revolt, Mabmud Khaddiim al-Srija, to assert himself as
the undisputed strongman of Shiighiir. Abu CAli al-Kiliiwi frankly
admitted fifty years after his own participation in the Great Revolt
that it also enabled his family to consolidate their position as the
qabatjayat par excellence of Biib al-Jiibiyya. sl When the Revolt
erupted, the Kiliiwis and their armed gang prepared their quarter for
insurrec- tion against the French. Abu cAli joined the rebel band of
Nasib al-Bakri, whose family had patronized the Kiliiwis for some
time. After the French regained control of most of Damascus in
October, Abu cAli followed Bakri's forces into the gardens around the
Syrian capital. One particular episode at this time contributed to his
immortalization in the minds of future generations. Seriously
wounded in a single-handed attempt to liberate his rebel comrades
imprisoned in the Citadel of Damascus, he managed to flee on
horseback, taking refuge among his traditional enemies in Shaghur.
Two days later, a weak but determined Abu cAli al-Kiliiwi recruited
some young men of Shiighiir and rode back with them to Biib al-
Jiibiyya, where he rounded up more followers and returned to the
Ghuta to rejoin the Bakri band. s2 Like the great merchants and the
imams of the local mosques, the qabat/ilyar rarely joined the
National Bloc or any other political organization. Rather, their
affiliation and loyalty was to one or another of the Bloc chiefs. Abu
(Ali al-Kiliiwi's allegiance was to Nasib al-Bakri nOt to the Bloc's
executive council. The qabatjayat were typically more important to a
nationalist leader's political machine in the quarters than were the
merchants or religious figures. The Bloc chief's resources were
limited, especially when in and out of jail or in temporary exile;
therefore the recruitment and maintenance of his clientele required
considerable finesse. He generally preferred to devote his personal
attention to winning and sustaining followings among the wealthier
families of the quarters; and, with these he made certain that he was
able to maintain regular personal contacts at all times. When the
National Bloc chief began to distance himself from his ancestral
quarter, he had to depend more heavily on intermediaries to
dispense favors and services to the larger mass of poorer residents
with whom he probably never came into direct cOntact. Merchants,
whose status was based on wealth, philanthropy, and religious piety,



were among those intermediaries who assumed this function for the
politicians. But as class differentiation evolved during the Mandate,
merchants increasingly began to take less and less interest in the
poor and their individual problems. They neither found ample time
for, nor were they well-disposed toward, the poor. Philanthropy, after
all, did not require regular contact with the lower classes. Some
members of the Muslim religious establishment also placed a greater
distance between themselves and the common people. Others, how-
ever, including preachers in the popular quarters, actually
strengthened their
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influence among the destitute and the illiterate. Although leading
religious dignitaries and lower-ranking imams generally supported
the nationalist chiefs, they also formed benevolent societies
(jam'iyyat) which assumed a militant anti-western and anti-secular
political character by the mid-1930s and which eventually posed an
unwelcome challenge to the authority of the nationalist leadership in
the quarters. S3 The qabatfijy, in contrast, posed nO such threat. He
hailed from the common people, was under the protection of the bey,
was often indebted to him for loans and services, and, in any case,
lacked the education, status, and statesman-like qualities to reach
the bejs level of political leadership. Thus, while the National Bloc
leader, assisted by his personal secretary and family, policed the
core of his patronage network, the qabatfijy looked after its
periphery, servicing it directly whenever possible and guaranteeing
its support when the bey required it. 54 Although some qaba4ayat
were able to attract their own personal followings by performing such
services as the mediation of disputes, the protection of the



neighborhood, and small philanthropic activities, they had neither
direct control nor access to large material resource bases which
might have allowed them to build their Own independent patronage
networks. In the final analysis, they were beholden to the politicians
in many of the same ways that other clients were. The only
significant difference was that the qaba4ajs apparatus for recruiting
and policing his bejs clientele gave him direct access to the bejs
immediate entourage, in particular to his personal secretary. In this
way, the qabatfay could count On preferential treatment and a few
more privileges than could the average client on the periphery of the
bey's network. 55 Although the scope for social mobility was not
wide, a number of qabatfayat managed to enrich themselves through
connections with their patrons.

 

At any given time the residents of a quarter might refer to several
individuals as qaba4ayilt. A quarter could support more than One
strongman, although it was not uncommOn to associate the
qabatfayat with a single family. Residents of Biib al- Jiibiyya referred
to 'wilild al-Kiliiwi' (the sons of al-Kiliiwi) as frequently as they did to
anyone member of the family. It was the family, through its
connections, which provided protection and assistance to the
quarter. Abu 'Ali did make a name for himself in particular as the
family rabble-rouser, the gifted equestrian, and the local enforcer.
But he frankly admitted that his oldest brother, who had some
education, made the family's major decisions, ran its business, and
dealt with the National Bloc politicians and their deputies. Abu cAli
was in effect Abu l::Iasan's lieutenant, prepared to execute his
commands. When Abu l:Iasan died, the leadership of the Kiliiwi
family passed to Abu cAli (his other brother was regarded as a high-
liver and a playboy, which disqualified him), who had already begun
to educate his eldest son to fill the role of family lieutenant. 56
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Part of the mythology surrounding the qabat/ily was that he never
took money from politicians or their secretaries, or from merchants in
the quarter for carrying OUt various instructions, such as mobilizing
the youth of the quarter to demonstrate or enforcing a strike or
boycott. Abii 'Ali admitted that the Bloc offered him money at various
times and cited several attempts by merchants close to the Bloc to
pay him to keep the General Strike of 1936 going. 57 Defending the
ideal image of a qabat/ily, he also claimed that to accept such
offerings ran against his honor. He did not deny, however, that some
qabat/ilyilt broke this code of personal honor and morality by
accepting cash and other benefits for merely fulfilling their duties. For
example, after the National Bloc took office in 1936, in the wake of
the general strike and the Franco-Syrian treaty negotiations in Paris,
Shukri al-Quwwadi, the Minister of Finance and the National
Defense, saw to it that Ma

miid Khaddam al- Srija, probably the most renowned qabat/ay of the
1930s in Damascus, received a regular stipend from a waaf
originally designated for the poor in his native Shaghiir for services to
al-Quwwadi, the leading politician of that quarter. 58 Given the
combination of resources which fed any Bloc chiefs political
machine, the support that these leaders received from the quarters
was uneven. A politician like Nasib al-Bakri was extremely well-
connected to numerous qabatjilyilt like the Kilawis, the Dib al-Shaykh
family of the 'Amara quarter, and to other veterans of the Great
Revolt in which Bakri featured so prominently. Bakri, who cut a much
more socially and religiously conservative figure than did his more
cosmopolitan Bloc comrades, and who had the religious prestige of
his family behind him, moved easily among the tradition- bound
masses of the popular quarters. By contrast, Shukri al-Quwwadi, J
ami! Mardam, and Fakhri al-Bariidi (the other major Bloc figures in
Damascus) were all extremely influential in their respective quarters



and particularly with merchants, but could not claim large personal
followings in other quarters, despite the respect they commanded.
Unlike Bakri, however, they serviced much more diversified political
machines: each had a significant following in the modern sectors and
institutions of Damascus, especially among the educated youth and
emerging middle classes. 59 No National Bloc chief could claim to
have considerable influence in the twO popular quarters on the
periphery of Damascus, I:Iayy al-Akrad and al- Maydan. In the
Kurdish quarter, where clan loyalties persisted, the great Kurdish
families of AI- Yiisuf and Shamdin still held sway. Although Arabized
in the course of the nineteenth century, they were never particularly
well- disposed toward Arab nationalism, which threatened to erode
the ethnic and clan loyalties on which their influence was in part
based. Furthermore, the role that Kurdish auxiliary troops had played
in suppressing the Great Revolt strained relations between
nationalists and the Kurds of Damascus for the duration of the
Mandate. 60
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In the long, narrow, socially heterogeneous al-Maydan to the city's
south, the Bloc's problems were of a different ordcr and magnitude.
There, the social tensions and dislocations produced by the
unsettling effects of increasing in-migration kept political power
fragmented. Although the Maydan, unlike I:Iayy al-Akrad, contributed
heavily in blood and sweat to the cause of independence (the French
bombarded it ITom the air twice during the Great Revolt, nearly
destroying the entire quarter), those al-Maydani families who could
claim influence were never closely linked to the National Bloc. Some,
like the great merchant agbawat of Sukkar and al-Mahayni, assisted



the Bloc only when they wanted to and were not intimately tied to
any Bloc chiefs political machine. Others, like the I:Iakim family,
opposed the National Bloc, supporting its major rival faction headed
by Dr 'Abd al-Rabman Shahbandar, the recognized leader of the
Great Revolt,61 Although there is no single explanation for why the
Maydan evaded the influence of the National Bloc, the Bloc was
clearly iII-equipped to mitigate the Maydan's social contradictions, to
ameliorate its poverty, general squalor, and unsettledness, and
hence to integrate and organize its population for political action.
This left the area vulnerable to politicization by more socially
conscious forces, ranging from Muslim benevolent societies to
modern radical political organizations like the Communist and Ba'th
parties, which could better provide a suitable and effective
ITamework for integration. In a wider context, the rapid pace of
urbanization during the Mandate was not ac- companied by the kind
of industrialization that could have provided this growing pool of
unskilled labor with jobs which would have brought it under some
form of social and political control. 62

 

BEYOND THE QUARTERS

 

Although the popular quarters remained important units of political
and social organization as their internal structures and interrelations
changed during the Mandate, their importance to the independence
movement declined. The advancement of urban political life had
produced new focal points outside the quarters. These were the
modem institutions which, ITom their inception, were closely
identified with the growth of a professional middle class whose
fundamental interests lay beyond the quarters. The dominant
sentiments of this class of lawyers, doctors, engineers, educators,
journalists, and other members of the intelligentsia transcended the
narrowness of quarter life; their primary loyalties were to the city,
state, and the nation rather than to the family, clan, confessional
group, or quarter. The importance of the modern middle class to the



development of the independence movement in Syria grew with
time. Although it was intimately involved in the birth of the Arab
nationalist movement in the last years of the
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Ottoman Empire, and its members could be found in all secret
nationalist societies before and during World War I, it really only
began to have a significant impact on political life in the 1930s. 63
Many factors were behind its ascent at this time, all of which were
connected to changes in the structure of Syrian society that had
been occurring since late Ottoman times. But among the most
important factors was the development of modem secular education,
which only became available to social strata below the upper class
during the Mandate period. The addition of the professional middle
class to the ranks of the nationalist movement involved a generation
of individuals who were younger than the leadership of the National
Bloc. Moreover, this generation was not as tainted by the Ottoman
experience and legacy, and it possessed a higher level of education
than that of its elders in the Bloc. The number of primary and
secondary school students in government institutions nearly doubled
between 1924 and 1934. 64 The Syrian University also expanded in
this period, and opportUnities opened for the brightest high school
and university graduates to go to France on scholarships for
advanced studies in a wide variety of fields (in particular, law,
medicine, and teacher- training). All of these factors certainly played
a role in broadening the horizons of the urban youth and in shifting
the focus of their activities out of the quarters and into modern
institutions and structures. This new focus, in turn, helped to
supplant their traditional loyalties with new ones, most notably with



nationalism. But although modern education paved the way for social
mobility and afforded middle-class status, it did not necessarily
guarantee middle-class incomes. Rising but unfulfilled expectations
created a vast reservoir of frustration and antagonism which the
Syrian nationalist leadership had to channel to its own ends.
Otherwise, it stood to sacrifice its potential influence in what was
rapidly becoming the most dynamic sector of Syrian society. The
National Bloc also recognized that the new educated cadres were in
need of leaders with whom they could identify socially, culturally, and
intellectually. Traditionally educated and attired merchants and
religious leaders, and the semi-literate qabat/ilyar of the popular
quarters, were bound to be ineffective as role models fOr the rising
middle classes. A new set of leaders, more closely attuned to their
needs and conscious of their aspirations, had to emerge to service
the educated youth. The National Bloc discovered early on that the
major source of disaffected, educated youth in Damascus (and in
other cities) was the expanding govern- ment school system. There,
already grouped together, were thousands of students being
inculcated daily with patriotic ideals by Syrian instructors and, as a
result, drifting away from the influence of the traditional quarters with
their increasingly archaic and outmoded social and cultural norms.
School life temporarily freed these young people from the
entanglements of family obligations and careers. 6S Their growing
political awareness coupled with
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their youthful lack of inhibitions could be translated into major
support for the National Bloc. All that was wanting was some force to
harness their unbridled energy.



 

Not long after its establishment, the National Bloc began to turn its
attention to developing a youth wing from among high school and
university students. In 1929, such an organization was born-the
Nationalist Youth (al- Sbabab al-Wa{ani). As was often the case with
the more innovative National Bloc projects, the propelling force
behind the Nationalist Youth was Fakhri al-Biriidi. His interest in the
educated young stemmed !Tom several sources. His own faiTly
broad intellectual interests in literature, the arts, and Arabic music
enabled him to stay in close touch with the main intellectUal currents
and fashions that attracted the young between the wars. His
personal inherit- ance, which included large revenues !Tom his
family's farms around Damascus, allowed him to offer patronage to
young talented journalists, poets, and musicians whom he
encouraged to !Tequent his large home in al-

nawiit. It is not surprising that he preferred to spend much of his time
cultivating the young, the educated, and the talented instead of
building relations with qaba4ay8t as did his cousin and major rival in
the National Bloc, Nasib al- Bakri. Biiriidi was neither as conservative
nor as rigid as Bakri, and, although conscious of Arab traditions, he
was much more discriminating in his choice of those he emphasized.
He was clearly a politician with a vision of the future as well as one
of the past. 66 In addition, Biiriidi's immediate environment
conditioned his decision to cultivate the educated youth. AI-Qanawiit
was largely populated by upper- and upper-middle-class Muslim
families like his own who afforded their children the best local
education available in Arabic. It seems that Biiriidi was impressed by
the youth of his quarter and especially by their social and political
awareness. He held out great hope for the coming generation of
leaders. But he also felt that it was incumbent upon his generation to
develop the talents and direct the energies of the young and
educated who were forced to grow up in a tension-ridden and
unsettling era of foreign dominion. For Biiriidi, the National Bloc had
a very important role to play alongside the educational system in
developing and refining the national consciousness of Syrian youth.



Immediately after the Great Revolt, Biiriidi began to devote greater
attention to the problem of forming a youth organization affiliated to
the National Bloc. Meanwhile, effortS to mobilize students in the
government schools were already underway, especially at the tIIjbiz,
the major government preparatory school in Damascus. 67 The
central figure in this activity was Mabmiid al-Bayriiti, a man in his late
twenties who had already acquired a reputation in Damascus for
leading several important demonstrations and strikes, always with a
small personal following of elementary- and high-school students at
his side.
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Bayniti, the SOn of a low-ranking functionary in the Damascus
municipality (al-baladiYJ'a) from Siiq Sanija, was born in 1903. He
belonged to a new generation of nationalists. From an early age, he
aspired to a military career and, on completing his primary
education, he enrolled at the War College (al-KuJliyya al-lfarbiyya),
graduating just before the French occupation in 1920. Although
qualified to become a second lieutenant, Bayriiti, was unwilling to
cooperate with French military authorities. Instead, he joined a group
of school chums in secret political activities against the French which
were soon uncovered. To avoid arrest, Bayniti, took refuge in
Amman, where he tried to become an officer in Amir 'Abdullah's
army, only to discover that his political record in Damascus and his
want of proper connections disqualified him. FomlOately, he was
able to return home after the French granted their first general
amnesty in 1921. By now, Bayniti, had developed a fairly high
degree of political consciousness which he ascribed to his career
setbacks and to the patriotic ideals instilled in him by his instructor at



the War College, Nuzhat al-Mamhik, an Istanbul-trained army officer
who was to playa key role in organizing the National Bloc's
paramilitary wing in the mid-1930s. 68 Like other young men of his
generation whose dreams had been shattered by the political
convulsions rocking Syria, Ma

m1id al-Bayniti expressed deep disappointment over the lack of
effective political leadership in Damascus. His hopes were
temporarily raised by the founding of the national- ist Iron Hand
Society in 1922, under the command of Dr Shahbandar. But these
tOo were dashed later in the same year when the French broke up
the Iron Hand organization and arrested and eventually exiled its
leadership. He was among the many young men who spent the next
two years interned with the nationalist leadership. After his release,
Bayniti, decided to resume his education and enrolled at the
Damascus Law Faculty, but the outbreak of the Great Revolt in 1925
disrupted his education. His participation in the Revolt led to a brief
stint in prison. Disappointed by the outcome of the Revolt, he
decided not to resume his studies and opted for a career in
commerce. With a small family stake he established a novelties store
on rue Rami in the immediate proximity of the Serail (French High
Commission headquarters) and Marje Square. His store could not
have been more conveniently located; most nationalist
manifestations during the Mandate focused on the Serail. To attract
students, Bayniti added a small library on the second floor of his
shop, and in no time it became a popular place in which to
congregate. Its location beyond the quarters also afforded
youngsters a certain degree of fTeedom from the watchful eye of the
family, from traditional religious figures, and from qabatJayat.
Eventually Bayniti began to encourage small groups of students to
gather at his store after school where they met older students from
the university, especially the Law Faculty. They listened to
discussions of critical political
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issues, talked over common problems, and read newspapers and
the regular decrees of the High Commissioner. At these gatherings
and, under Bayriiti's guidance, various courses of political action
were plotted. By the late 1910s his shop had become a springboard
for student demonstrations. With the Serail nearby, protesters did not
have to go far to make their opinions heard. As his following
increased with each political activity born on the rue Rami, Bayriiti
felt a greater need to offer his students some regimentation.
Impressed by the esprit tie corps of the one Boy Scout troop in
Damascus, the Ghiira Scouts, but unhappy that its leaders refused to
engage the troop in political activities, Bayriiti and a young activist
medical student from al- Maydan, Midbat al-Birar, formed their own
Umayyad Scouts in early 1929. Many of the young visitors to his
store became the troop's first members. News of this development
delighted Fakhri al-Bariidi, who had already begun to hear good
things about Bayriiti's activities with students; especially pleasing
was Bayriiti"s willingness to politicize the Boy Scout movement.
Soon thereafter, Bariidi began to extend personal invitations to
Bayriiti and his followers through one of his minions, a young law
student from al- Qanawat, Khalid al-Shiliq. Bayriiti quickly developed
a warm relationship with Bariidi and began to reap the benefits of his
patronage. At Bariidi's encouragement, Mabmiid al-Bayriiti, assisted
by Khalid al-Shiliq, established the Nationalist Youth before the end
of the decade, putting it under the direct responsibility of the National
Bloc. 69 Mabmiid al-Bayriiti, who visibly prospered through his
National Bloc connection, virtUally monopolized the leadership of the
Nationalist Youth in Damascus until the mid-1930s, when his Bloc
patrons decided that his organization desperately needed a new,
more attractive face. Already, rival political organizations led by a
rising generation of radical nationalists were bidding for the
increasingly critical student population in Damascus and other



towns. Bayriiti was ill-equipped for the intensifying competition. He
had performed an important service, but the National Bloc had to
provide a more authentic role model for the educated youth if it
intended to retain its grip on the independence movement, especially
after the Bloc gained control of government in the late 1930s and
was more subject to criticism from rival nationalist organizations.7° It
therefore became necessary to turn to a group of articulate, young,
European-schooled lawyers, doctors, and engineers for the critical
task ahead.

 

Despite his comparatively limited education, and a certain roughness
around the edges, Mabmiid al-Bayriiti lived and operated in a social
and political milieu more akin to that of the National Bloc leadership
than that of a qabfll/lIy like Abii 'Ali al-Kilawi. Clad in European
clothes and proudly sporting the fez of the effendi class of politicians
and bureaucrats, he was
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literate and ideologically motivated. With a political base outside the
popular quarters among the young educated elites, Bayniti was an
early representative of the forces of political modernization in Syria
which had begun to shift the center of political life out of the popular
quarters and into new, more sophisticated institutions and structUres
such as the government schools, the university, and various youth
organizations. Unlike Abu cAli and other qabat/iiyilt, Bayniti was a
'party man,' a tide he revered but one that Abu cAli clearly did not
respect. Both men held each other in low esteem. Bayniti saw Abu



cAli as a relic, an obstacle to progress, whereas Abu 'Ali saw Bayniti
as a party hack, a man whose highest commitment was to his
organization, not to the common people. 71 Interestingly, as other
youth leaders began to eclipse Bayniti in importance, he became
more dependent on individual Bloc chiefs, especially Jamil Mardam,
for his patronage and, in this sense, began to resemble the qabat/iiy.
Yet he remained closely linked to and identified by the Bloc
organization which he continued to serve. Although his age and
lower social origins prevented him from joining the Bloc's inner
political circle or participat- ing in critical strategy sessions, he
nevertheless operated on a higher political level than did any
qaba4iiy and was duly accorded greater recognition from his Bloc
mentors. Like the qaba4iiy, he served as an intermediary, but more
for the Bloc organization than for any single Bloc leader. Unlike the
qaba4iiy, his base of operations was fundamentally outside the
popular quarters among the educated elites. Consequently, he
worked in a milieu that ultimately proved to be more important to the
future of the Syrian national independence movement and to urban
politics in general.

 

CONCLUSION: TOWARD THE END OF AN ERA

 

The Mandate years were a critical transitional phase for urban
political life in Syria. Rapid population growth, an inflated cost of
living, the spread of agrarian commercialization, the accelerated
collapse of traditional industries and the retarded development of
new ones, the growing polarization of class forces, and the shaping
of a new intellectual climate contributed to a rearrangement of social
and political forces in Damascus and in other cities. Physical and
psychological barriers between the older residential quarters began
to break down. In some instances, the walls separating the quarters
literally came tumbling down, as during the Great Revolt, when the
French bombarded a large area in the old city (al-l;Iariqa) and large
sections of al- Maydan. 7z The political realities of life under an



'illegitimate' and capricious foreign ruler elevated the political
awareness of the common people. It also allowed the urban
leadership of Damascus to divert the attention of the popular
quarters away from their traditional rivalries and new class conflicts
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by channeling their competitive energies toward the goal of national
independ- ence. In aligning together, quarters contributed to the
growing complexity and scale of urban politics. The focus of political
activity moved, however, outside the quarters altogether, to French
High Commission headquarters and to other symbols of foreign
control and influence, from the foreign-owned concessions to French
cultural centers. 73 When individuals from the quarters marched they
did so by quarter, chanting each quarter's traditional slogans and
carrying its traditional banners, but they marched alongside men
(and now women)14 from other quarters, demonstrating for a
common purpose. This was a new wrinkle in urban political life. The
qabfll/iiyiit seemed to enjoy a new lease on life and a new
importance in politics during the Mandate period. They remained an
important component in the beys' political machines at a time when
nationalist leaders required extraordinary support to remain in the
political game orchestrated by the French. But, in fact, the qabfll/iiy
was merely enjoying a reprieve from political obsolescence. This
could perhaps best be seen in the changing composition of the
active forces demonstrating against the French and their local
collaborators in the 1930s. Greater numbers of young men,
organized by Boy Scout troop or by political affiliation, could be
found at the head of these manifestations. Everything about them
seemed different, from their secular slogans denounc- ing French



imperialism and invoking pan-Arab unity, national liberation, and (by
the end of the Mandate) even socialism, to their European dress and
modern uniforms. 7s More and more such individuals belonged to
the rising middle classes and hailed from the wealthier or new
quarters of Damascus. But even those who did not, when they
marched did so under the banner of their youth organization or
school, and not with their quarter. Although the national
independence movement, headed by the National Bloc, formed a set
of broad alliances which linked together different elites, classes, and
confes- sional groups, the dynamic element in the movement had
become by the 1930s the new modern educated classes whose
base and activities were beyond the older popular quarters and even
the ancient commercial district. This emerging generation of young
men, who belonged to the professional middle class and who came
from mercantile backgrounds, the old aristocracy of officials, or,
increasingly from lower social origins, were inspired by ideologically
advanced political organizations, which a number of them had
witnessed during their student days in Europe in the 1920s and
1930s. On returning to Damascus and other cities they quickly grew
impatient with the manner in which the popular classes were
politically organized. They found the old-fashioned merchants,
imams, and, above all, the qabfll/iiyiit to be out of step with the
changing times and hence to be obstacles to progress. But the more
radical of these young men also became impatient with the loose
and
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shifting associations of the absentee landowners and wealthy
merchants who in alignment formed the effective leadership of the



independence movement. They were disturbed by many facets of
the National Bloc's organization: the clubby atmosphere and the
panoply of family ties and personal relations binding it together; the
maintenance of individual followings and the lack of subordination to
party will and policy; and, by the 1930s, the lapse of the most critical
principle of the movement-Arab unity. These young men were
discouraged by the Bloc's narrowly focused strategy whose principal
aim was not liberation but rather patient negotiations with the French
in the hope of gradually relaxing their control over Syria, all without
upsetting the political status quo. In such circumstances, it was not
long before the National Bloc leadership found its control over urban
politics and the independence movement threatened by these rising
elites. In order to survive, nationalist leaders had to stay in step with
the times. This meant adjusting not only to the changes taking place
in the older quarters, but even more particularly to the new
institutions and organizations of urban political life that had atisen
alongside the quarters, creating in the process a new balance of
local power. By the end of the Mandate era, to maintain control of the
independence movement and of the reigning idea of nationalism
required, above all, a concentration of attention and resources in
these new areas. The traditional style and methods of urban politics
had reluctantly but clearly begun to give way.

 

This article is reprinted from the International JOUrtlal of MitldJe Ean
Stutlies 16 (1984), pp. 507-540. Reprinted with permission of
Cambridge University Press.
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lk) (1937),123-164; K. Dettmann, Damaskus. Eine orientalische
SItUiI ?wischen Tradili/Jtl und Modmt

(NUrnberg, 1967); :-.I. Elissceff, 'Damas iI 10 lumiere des theories de
Jean Sauvaget,' in AJ1. Hourani and S.M. Stem, eds, TIN Islamic
City: A Colloquium (Oxford, 1970) and 'Dimashq,' Enqclopaedia of
Iflam (new edition);

afii

Khayr, MadiN/1 Dimasbq. Dirasa Ii jugbrajiX}ll aI-mudun (Damascus,
1969); Philip S. Khoury, (.--rim" NOTables and Arab Nllfiona/ism. TIN
PoIitUf of Damascus 1860-1910 (Cambridge, 1983); A. von Kremer,
Mittdtyrim und Damaskus (Wien, 1853); Irene Labeyrie et
Muhammad Roumi, 'La grande traversee de Damas,' Lts cabin'S d

Ia rrcbmlN al'CbiTetlurak, no. 10/11 (April 1982), 44-51; Ira M.
Lapidus, Muslim Cilia in IIN l.afer Middlt Ages (Cambridge, Mass.,
1967); Louis Massignon, 'La structure du travail a Damas en 1927,'
CabitrS InTmtIltionallX d

fOCl'ologit, 15 (1953), 34-52; J.M. Proust- Tournier, 'La population de
Damas,' 1Iano". Rt"/)u

Libanais

dt Giographi



, 5 (1970), 129-145;
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Mubammad Sa'id al-

simi, Qgmiu td-fina'at a1-rhimiyya, ed. by

afir al-Qisimi, 2 vols. (Paris, 1960); Abdul-Karim Rafeq. TIN Provim:e
of Do/fWcur. 172

1783 (Beirut, 1966); 'Abd al-

dir Rihawi, lI1tlllitlilt DimlUbfj (Damascus, 1969); Jean Sauvaget,
'Esquisse d'une histoire de la vi lie de Damas,' RnJue der Eruder
Irl4mifjuer, 8 (1934), 421-bis-480;J. Sauvager and). Weulersse,
Damas et 14 Syne rud (Paris, 1936); R. Thoumin, 'Damas. Note sur
la r6partition de la population par origine et par religion,' Revue de
Giograpbk Alpi"e, 25 (1937),633-697; Thoumin, 'Notes sur
I'amenagement e[ la distribution des eaux Ii Damas et dans

a Ghouta,' Bulletin d'hut/er orimraler, 4 (1934), 1-26; Thoumin, 'Deux
quarriers de Damas: Le quanier chr6tien de 8ab Musalla e[ Ie
quarrier kurde,' Bulletin d'huder orimtaler. I (1931). 99-1 35;Jacques
Weulcrsse, 'Damas. Etude de developpe- ment urbain,' BuIIeti" de
I'Arrodation de G/ogrtIpher fra"fair, no. 107 Oune-Oc[ober 1937),
102-105; K. Wulzinger and C. Waainger, D'""lUkur, 2 vols., (Berlin,
1921-1924). 6. Thoumin, 'Deux quarriers de Damas,' p.99. 7.
Referred to as 'Amara Jawaniyya [inner] and 'Amara Barraniyya
[outer], and Shaghiir Jawiniyya and Shaghiir 8arraniyya. See Rene
Danger, Paul Danger, and M. Ecochard, Do/fW; Rappon d'mfjuite



monograpbifjlle rur 14 vilk 1936, (unpublished), Table 13. I wish to
thank Jean-Paul Pascual of the Institut Franfais d'Etudes Arabes in
Damascus for making the Danger reporr available to me. It is an
extremely important document for the study of interwar Damascus in
nearly all its facets. 8. Scholars seem to agree that in the pre-modem
cities, quarters varied widely in size, both in terms of space and
popularion, and that the religious minorities (Christians and Jews in
[he Arab cities) inhabited their own separate quarters both because
the state wanted to contain (and keep an eye on) them and because
minorities naturally sought protection through clustering. Otherwise,
scholars arc still divided over the degree of social and economic
homogeneity in the quarrers. Their research suggests a wide variety
offorms, depending on city and quarter. For example: (I) Although
most quarters were not ethnically homogenous, there were important
exceptions, such as the Kurdish quarter of Damascus. (2) The
distribution of inhabitants in most pre-modern quarters seems to
have been along a rich-poor axis, in the sense that the vast majority
of quarters were inhabited by the poor and there were a small
number of quarters in which the wealthier classes and strata resided.
Yet, at the same time, there were quarters which contained different
economic classes and strata. The poorest quarrers were frequently
on the city periphery and developed with die inftux of migrants from
the countryside and refugee populations from other regions or
countries; where land prices and housing rents were cheapest; and
where much of the city's noxious industries (furnaces, tanneries,
slaughterhouses) were located. (3) An earlier generation of scholars
has argued that quarters were homogeneous in the sense that their
inhabitants belonged [0 the same or a related economic activity or
profession. They even suggested a direct link between the guilds
and certain residential quarrers. Recent research by Andre Raymond
on Cairo and Algiers and Jean-Claude David on Aleppo suggestS
quite the opposite: residential quarters were not grouped or unified
by occupation or trade as previously thought, and their inhabitants
worked in separate commercial areas, outside the quarters but often
nearby [hem. Although all residential quarters had their
nonspecialized shops (sU71JIIYfja), hawkers, pedlars, and small
arrisans, they did not constitute economic units as such; in other



words, quarrers were not organized along economic lines. See
Andre Ra.ymond, Aniraur et eommtrfilnlr au Cai,rllil
XVll/eritck(Damascus, 1973, 1974); 'Remarques,' pp. 73-77; 'The
Residenrial Districts of Cairo During the Ottoman Period' in The Arab
City. llr CharlUter and Isl4mic Heritage (n. pI., 1980), pp. 100-110.
'Le Centre d'Alger en 1830,' RnJue de /'Occidmlll1urul"",,, et de 14
lI1;dirnrank, 31 (1981),73-84; and).C. David, 'Alep,' in Andr6
Raymond, ed., La Syne d'auJourtl'bui (Paris, 1980), pp. 385-406,
and David, 'Alep, degradation et tentatives actuelles de readaptarion
des structures urbaines traditionnelles,' Bullttin d'nutler orimTllkr, 28
(1975

[n the case of Damascus, some of the quarrers of the old city seem
to have been economically and socially homogeneous, while others,
including the Christian and Jewish quarrers, were not. The more
recently established quarrers (between the fourteenth and the
nineteenth centuries), which encircled the old city, were more easily
identifiable by their major class component. 9. Informarion on the
labor movement in Syria during the French Mandate can be found in
'Abdullah l;Ianna, a1-

lara*a a1-'ummaliyya fi riiriyya WII luIm4" 1900-1945 (Damascus,
1973) and Elisabeth Longuenesse, 'La classe ouvriere en Syne. Une
dasse en formarion,' 3eme cycle Dissertation. Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris, 1977).
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10. On rhe foundarion of mese quarters and meir density during rhe
Mandare see Ren



    Danger, 'L'urbanisme en Syrie: la ville de Damas.' Urba"ismr
(Rroue mmsuellt), (1937), 129, 136; Abdulac, 'Damas,' pp. 32-33. II.
Danger, 'L'urbanisme,' p. 143. Jean-Paul Pascual has poinred our co
me rhat wealrhy residents of Siiq Siroja even constructed houses
wirh facades which purposely resembled rhose found in Istanbul. 12.
Greenshields wrires thar in Middle Easrern ciries '. . . rhe partial or
complere deparrure of an emnic group [he includes religious
communiries in his definirion of erhnic groups] from its original
quarter ... leaves a vacuum which in many cities is filled by rhe
invasion of new population elements, often of a differenr group, and
resulrs in an inrermixing of popularions ...' "'Quarters" and Erhnicity:
p. 131. This process had begun ro rake place during rhe Mandare
era in rhe !;Iayy al-Yahiid as Jews began to emigrare ro Palestine or
ro me West See Danger, 'L'urbanisme,' pp. 123-164. 13. Bianquis,
'Damas,' p. 362. 14. Danger, 'L'urbanisme,' pp. 136, 143. On rhe
origins and adaprarion of rhe

iI and lham (caravanserai Is) in Damascus see George Saba, Klaus
Salzwedel, 'Typologie des caravanserails dans la vieille ville de
Damas,' Lts cabitrr dt Ia Ttfhmht arcbileclurak, 10/11 (April 1982). 52-
59. 15. See ibid

pp. 129, 136. AI-$il

iyya dares from me twelfth century. 16. See Sauvaget, 'Esquisse,'
pp. 473-474; Greenshields, "'Quarters,''' p. 122; Bianquis, 'Damas:
p.374. 17. Thoumin, 'Deux quarriers: pp. 116-20, 131; Also see
Khoury, Uman Norahkt, chaprer 2. 18. A

mad !;Iilmi al-'Allir, Dimarhq Ii ma{la' aI-qam aI-'tubrin, ed. by 'Ali
Jamil Nu'aysa (Damascus, 1976), pp. 41-43. 19. J. Grellet, 'La
Fiscalire municipale en Syrie,' Cmtrt tit Hauler Elutltt Atlminytrativtl
tur I'Afrique dl'Atit Mot/mitt [CHF.AM] (Paris) no. 331, n.d., pp. 31-32.
20. Conversarion wirh me late Fand Zayn ai-Din (Damascus, 14 April
1976). According ro layn ai-Din, a radical nationalist leader during
the Mandare, rhere was anorher informal council which met in rhe
quarters. Ir was called ma}ly al-tbiyUkb (Coundl of Sha.ftbt),
composed of leading inrellectuals who mer in differenr homes to



discuss polirical Straregy. Occasionally, quarter notables would
attend in order to learn how ro explain ro rhe common people whar
was going on ar rhe summir of nationalisr politics. 21. Zafer
Kassemy [Zi6r al-Qisimij, 'La participation des classes populaires
aux mouvements narionaux d'ind

pendance aux XIX' et XX' siecles: Syrie: in Commission
Inrernarionale d'histoire des mouvements sociaux er des structures
sociales, ed., MouVtmm/s nalionaux d'intilpmtl- ancut dasttt
populaiwt aux XIX' eI XX' tikkren Occitlmt tI m Orimt (Paris, 1971), p.
348. 22. I have been deeply inftuenced by rhe

heorerical and empirical studies on patron-clienr relarions of James
Scott and, in particular, his 'Patron-Clienr Polirics and Political
Change in Soumeast Asia; Ammcan Political Scimct Rroit71l, LXVI,
no. 1,91-113. More of Scott's work and mar of a number of prominent
social scientists can be found in rhe excellent collection: Ernest
Gellner and John Waterbury, eds, Patrons anti Climtt i" MttliTtrranm"
Socitlitt (London, 1977). On me potirical and social behaviour of
urban norables in the Middle East see Albert Hourani, 'The Islamic
City in the Light of Recent Research: in A.H. Hourani and S.M.
Srern, eds, Tht Itlamic City (Oxford, 1970), pp. 9-24; Hourani,
'Ottoman Reform and rhe Polirics of Notables: in W.R. Polk and R.L.
Chambers, eds., Begin"i"gt of MotItrnization i" Iht Mitldle East: 1'ht
Nindmltb CmlUry (Chicago, 1968), pp. 41-68; and Khoury, Uman
NOTablts, pp. I-55. 23. The population of Damascus in 1922
(beginning of Mandate) was estimated at 169,000 (169,367). In 1943
(end of the Mandate), it was estimated at 286,000 [286,310],
meaning rhar the popularion increased 1.7 rimes in two decades.
The increase in the 1930s was more rapid than it was in the I 920s.
Similarly, the population of Aleppo doubled (2.05 rimes) in the same
period. For statistical informacion and sources on rhe population of
me cities (and countryside) in Syria during me French Mandate see
Philip S. Khoury, SyriA anti rht Frmcb Mandaft.. rht Politia of Arab
Nafionalism 1920-1945 (Princeton, 1987), pp. 11-12, 15-16, and
241-271. 24. See N. Elisseef, 'Dimashk,' F.N&Je/opadia of It lam
(new edition), p. 290. 25. On the changing architectural style and



social functions of houses in Syrian ciries, see R. Thoumin, La
mayon syritntte dans Ia plaiM haumnairt. k bastin du Baratla tT tur kt
platmux du Q.alattwun (Paris, 1932); A. Abdel-Nour, IntrotIuaion a
l'bistoiw umai"t dt Ia Syrit OnomaM (XVllt-
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XV/J/

ri«k) (Beirut, 1982); Jean-Charles Depaule, 'Espaces lieux et mots,'
La cabinT d

fa reclNrcbe IIT<biT«hlrak, 10/11 (April 1982), 94-101; and Jean-
Claude David, Dominique Hubert, 'Maisons et immeubles du d

but du XX' si

cle a Alep,' La cabinT d

fa reclNrclN arcbi"Chlra«, 10/ 11 (April 1982), 102-111. 26. See
Khoury, Urban NoraIJkr, chapters 2 and 3. 27. Ibid" chapter 2. 28.
This information and analysis is based on conversations with Wajiha
al- Yiisuf (Beirut, 15 and 29 August 1975), and with 'Ali 'Abd ai-Karim
al-Dandashi, Ma

miid al-Bayriin, Fu'id Sidawi, and George Sibi' (Damascus, 13 and 14
February 1976 and 9 and 10 March 1976). One of the most prized of
the creature comforts found in the new homes constructed in the
bourgeois suburbs of towns like Damascus or Aleppo was the
modem (private) bathroom. Unlike the new suburban quarters for the
poor (often filled with recently arrived in-migrants from the



countryside) where public baths (i!ammim41) had to be constructed,
the wealthy suburban quarters did not require public baths; indeed,
their inhabitants did not want them. Another such creature comfort
was the modem kitchen. See David and lIubert, 'Maisons,' pp. 64-65
and Muhammad Roumi, 'Le hammam domestique: nouvelles
pratiques et transformations de I'espace,' L

cabitrr d

    fa rrc/x,-clN arcbit«1urale, 10/11 (April 1982), 74-79. 29. Fakhri al-
Biriidi, Personal Papers, 'AI-Biriidi File 1922-47,' in Markaz al-
Wathi'iq al- TinKhiyya [Damascus], a1-Qf.sm a1-Kba{{. 30. The first
President of the Syrian Republic, Muhammad 'Ali al- 'Abid saw to it
during his tenure in office (1932-1936) that a tramway line connected
the center of Damascus with the bourgeois suburb of al-Muhijirin
where the 'Abid family had moved during the Mandate, after leaving
Siiq Siriija. This enabled the 'Abids, one of the most prominent
notable families and possibly the wealthiest family in Damascus, to
service their original clientele in Siiq Siriija in addition to the poorer
residents of their new district, especially during rhe holy month of
Ramadan, when they fed hundreds of people nightly at their al-
Muhijirin palace. Conversation with Na

l} [Abii Mu

ammad] al-Ma

ayri. (Damascus, 12 March 1976.) 31. See Philip S. Khoury,
'Factionalism Among Syrian Nationalists During the French
Mandnre. In'mtllhonal7oNmai of MiJJk FAr, S,lUiiu, 13 (November
1981),462-469; ond Khoury, 'A Reinterpretation.' 32. The National
Bloc was the pre-eminent nationalist organization of the Mandate
era. Its influence on political life in Syria can be compared to that of
the Wafd Parry in Egypt in the interwar period. For information on its
organization, headquarters in Damascus and branches in Aleppo,
Hama, Homs, and Latakia, rivalries with the French, with other
nationalist organizations and within the Bloc itself, ties to the rest of



the Arab world, and its ascent to government, see Khoury, Syria anti
Tbe /.'rrncb MalttlaT

. 33. Naturally, not all merchants were anti-French. Numerous
merchants engaged in the import- export trade with Europe (many of
whom belonged to the religious minorities) collaborated rather freely
wirh the French. Furthermore, the structural constraints of colonial
rule necessitated some degree of collaboration with the Mandatory
authorities by nearly everyone engaged in commerce and industry.
The question is: to what degree did merchants and industrialists
collaborate? The answer is to he found in the charaL1:er and
orientation of the enterprises they ran. Similarly, there were, at times,
serious disputes between merchants and industrialists over which
commercial or financial policy they wished the French to pursue in
Syria. The best example of such a split oCL'Urred in the early 1930s
when Syrian merchants wanted easy access to cheap Japanese
cloth as it sold so well locally, whereas industrialists wanted the
French 10 put an end to what they claimed was 'dumping' by raising
import duties on foreign cloth. Roger Owen has kindly reminded me
of this example. Specific information onJapanese competition, which
reached its height in 1934 (protective measures began to be
introduced at the end of that year), can be found in PRO:
/.'0371/4188, vol. 19023, H. Conl'ersations with 'Ali 'Abd ai-Karim al-
Dandashi and Ma

miid al-Bayriin (Damascus, 9 and 10 March 1976). H. See Khoury,
t:rba" NOTabkr, chapter 3 and Conclusion. 36. Conversation lI'ith :
(:ifir al-Qisimi (Beirut, 24 and 26July 1975). AI-Qisimi's father was the
leading religious figure of Bib al-Jibiyya. Also see Philip S. Khoury,
'Islamic Rel'il'alism and the Crisis of the Secular State in the Arab
World: an Historical Appraisal, in I. Ibrahim, ed., Arab Rmurm: TIN
Tranifo""lIIion ofa Soci<'O'(Washingron, D.C., 1983), pp. 213-236.
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37. See al-'Alli(, DilfWhq, pp. 24+-247. According to the author, who
wrote during the early Mandate, aI-zgritiyya is a Turkish word
referring to the 'courageous of the quarter.' 38. These characteristics
have been isolated in an inspiring article on the power strucrute in
Beirut's Muslim quarters in the early 1970s, and in particular the role
of f{aba4iiyar in these quarters. See Michael Johnson, 'Political bo.

cs and their gangs: Zu'ama and qabadayat in the Sunni Muslim
quarters of Beirut,' in Ernest Gellner and John Waterbury, eds
PtlIrON and Clients in Meditn'ranMn SlKittier (London, 1977), pp.
207-224. Conversation with Fu'ad al-Sidawi, f{

Y of the Christian quarter of Bib Tiimi during the Mandate
(Damascus, 13 February 1976). A list of some nineteenth- and early-
twentieth-century ljaba4iiyiit of Damascus is provided by al-'Allif,
Dimarhq, pp. 247-251. 39. Zu'riin featured prominently in the
medieval Muslim ciry [see Lapidus, Murlim Citier); in Damascus
during the Mandate [al-'Alli(, Dimarhq, p. 244]; and in Beirut during
the Lebanese civil war of the 19705 [based on my personal
observations]. Also see Johnson, 'Political Bosses,' p. 212. 40.
Conversations with Abii 'Ali al-Kiliwi, 'Ali 'Abd ai-Karim al-Dandashi,
and MaJ,miid al- Bayriin (DamasL'Us, 3, 9, 10 March 1976). 41. The
following information on the personal life and career of Abii 'Ali al-
Kilawi is based on several days of conversations with him and with'
several other Ijabatfiiyiit of the Mandate and early independence
eras whom I met at his home in Bib al-Jibiyya (Damascus, 14
February, 3 and 15 March 1976). 42. On the AI-Sha'lan, see Khoury,
'Tribal Shaykh,' pp. 183-185. 43. For the rise on the Dakri family see
Khoury, UrlNl1I Notilhkf, pp. 34-35. 44. See al-'Allif, DimlUbq, pp.
242-243. 45. Ibid., pp. 240-243. 46 AI-Kiliwi was also an
accomplished Arabic musician who played a three-stringed guitar
and sang popular beduin ballads. His dialect reflected his long years
of association with tribes south of Damascus. 47. As late as 1976,
Abii 'Ali was still riding and showing his horses in national parades in



Damascus, despite his antipathy toward the current Syrian regime.
48. al-' Alii(, DimlUhq, pp. 259-262. 49. On the transformation of
'arat/a into political manifestations in the twentieth century, seeJ.
Lecerf and R. Tresse, 'Les 'araQa de Damas,' Bulktin d'hudrr
orientakr, 7/8 (1937-1938), pp. 237- 264; and

ifir al-Qasimi, WatN'if{ jadida min aI-tbll'Wra al-ruriyya al-llubrii
(Damascus, 1965), pp. 63-74; France, Ministere des Affaires
Etrangeres, Syrit-Liban 1930-40, de Martel to MAE,S July 1935, vol.
491, pp. 31-33. 50. On al-Kharrit and other hero/martyrs of the
Revolt, see Adham al-Jundi, Tiirillb aI-tbawrii/ aI-ruriyya ji 'abd al-
intidiib aI-fara",i (Damascus, 1960). 51. Besides the Kiliwis, other
noted ljalm4iiyar of the Mandate era were Abii Ghissim 'Abd al-
Salim ai-Tawil (al-Q1Iymariyya quarter); Abii Rashid Khiija (al-
Kharib); Abiililaydar al-Mardini (Bab al-Srija), MaJ,miid Khaddam al-
Srija (Shighiir); and Abii 'Abdii Dib al-Shaykh ('Amara). 52.
Information on the Great Revolt and Abii 'Ali's role in it comes from
his personal memoir which his eldest son, 'Ali, had recorded, and
which Abii 'Ali kindly made available to me. The memoir is entided:
Tbawra 'amma 1925. aI-Faranriyyin ji ruriyya (n.pl., n.d.). 53. The
jam'iyyiit were the prototype fur the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood
(founded in the 194Os). See Johannes Reissner's groundbreaking
study JdeokJgie und Politill dtr Murlimbriidtr Syrint.f (Freiburg, 1980).
In Damascus, their leaders included rbayllbr, teachers, lawyers, and
doctors. Their principal goals were the spread of Muslim education
based on modernist and salajiyya ideas; the 5pread of Muslitu ethics
nnd mornls and nationalist ond ann-imperialiST

enrimcnts. They were especially involved in the affairs of Palestine at
the time of the Arab revolt of 1936- 1939. The earliest of the
societies was the jam'iyyat aI-Gbarrii' (founded in 1924). Others
included jam'iyyat al-tamadtlun al-IfIizmi (1932), jam'iyyat aI-bitliiya
al-Irlizmiyya (1936), and jflm'iyyal al-'u/amii' (1938). By the mid-
1930s, they were leading violent campaigns against the influx of
foreign goods and culture into Syria; the proliferation of cabarets
sen'ing alcohol, permitting gambling, and featuring female dancers;
the increasingly liberal dress code adopted by bourgeois women



(including the wives of National Bloc leaders); women frequenting
public places, in partiL'Ular cinemas; and the holding of lotteries.
See M,arkaz al- Wathi'iq al- Tiirikhiyya [Damascus], Diillbiliyya, File
33/5431-3098. Shaykh Hamdi al-Safarjalani to Minister of Interior
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(Damascus): ni;am M4i, 5 May 1932; Jamil Ibrahim Pishii,
MndhaHirit 7amil l/nWhim Pasha (A leppo, 1959), pp. 78-79; Orinll

Modn-no, 14 (1934), p. 438; ibid., 15 (1935), p. 636; ibid, 18 (1938),
pp. 532-533; 'lldil a1-

1I/tJ Pllpm [Syria: Institute for Palestine Studies, Beirut], File
16/398,7 February 1939 and File 16/3981, 9 February 1939. 54. See
Johnson, 'Political Bosses,' pp. 214-220. 55. Ibid., pp. 218-220. 56.
Conversation with Abii 'Ali al-Kiliwi (Damascus, 3 March 1976). 57.
On the General Strike of 1936, which lasted nearly fifty days, and
which led the French to open up direct negotiations in Paris with
National Bloc leaders on the subject of a Franco-Syrian treaty, and
which ultimately allowed the Bloc to get control of the Syrian
government by the end of the year, see Khoury, 'Politics of
Nationalism,' voL 3, Epilogue-Conclusion. 58. InfOrmation on al-Srija
and his gang was found in Markaz al-Wathii'iq al- Tin"khiyya
[Damascus], R

 

corm:titntnd, 5 October 1932-8 February 1934, pp. 216-218. 59. On
the formation, composition, and operation of individual political



machines in Damascus during the Mandate, and in particular those
of Shukri al-Quwwatli and Jamil Mardam, see Khoury, 'Politics of
Nationalism,' vol. 3, chapters 12, 13, and Epilogue-Conclusion. 60.
On the origins of the Kurdish notable families of Damascus in the
nineteenth century see Khoury, UrlHltI NotaMu, chapters 3 and 4.
This information has been supplemented by conversa- tions with
Wajiha al-Yiisuf [Ibish), daughter of 'Abd al-Ral,tmin Pishi al-Yiisuf
(the leading Kurdish notable of Damascus in the larc nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries) and wife of l;Iusayn Ibish (the leading
Kurdish notable of the Mandate era, and the biggest landowner in
the province of Damascus) (Beirut, 15 and 29 August 1975). Another
political force to draw support from the Kurdish quarter by the late
1930s was the Syrian Communist Party. The Parry rank and file in
Damascus included a number of Arabized Kurds owing to the fact
that its leader, Khilid Bakdiish, was a Kurd from the quarrer. See
Batatu, The Old Socill/ Ckuru, chapter 24. 61. See Khoury,
'Factionalism among Syrian Nationalists: pp. 460-465. 62. This same
phenomenon seems to have appeared in Palestine during the British
mandate. The major difference, however, was that Jewish capital
and the British administration were able to provide a framework and
opportUnities for in-migrants which the French administration in
Syria could only provide on a much less developed scale. Therefore,
in Damascus, those in- migrants who remained on the periphery of
the city had to await the appearance of new forces: in the case of
political integration, the Ba'th and Communisr parties; in the case of
economic integration, the development of industrialization on a
significant scale which only occurred at the end of World War II. On
developments in Palestine, see Joel S. Migdal, 'Urbanization and
Political Change: The Impact of Foreign Rule,' COflffJllrnfiw SlIIdi

r in Sociay and Hinory, 19 (July 1979), 328-349. On French
involvement in the Syrian economy, see Khoury, 'Politics of
Nationalism; vol. I, chapter IV. 63. On the contribution of this class to
the independence movement, see Khoury, Spand tIx Frmcb
Mandate, chapters 15 and 16. 64. 1.7 times. See Minist



re des Affaires Etrangeres, RllfJPOrt a fa Socih; der NlltiON rur fa
rillUlrion de fa Syriut du Liban 1924, Appendix 4, p. 95; PRO: FO
371/625. wi. 19022. MII&Kn-rrb 10 F. 0.. 77anlUlry 1935. 65.
Conversation with Qustantin Zurayq (Beirut, IOJanuary 1976). 66.
On al-Biriidi's upbringing and career see Fakhri al-Binidi, MndhaUiril
a1-Biriuli, 2 vols. (Damascus, 1951-1952); Nahiil Bahjat Sidqi, Falthri
a1-BirUIIi (Beirut, 1974); Abmad Qudima, Ma'alim WIl a'lam Ii bilad
a1-'Arab (Damascus, 1965), vol. 1. p. 10; George Firis, Man bU71J{l
Ii riiriyya 1949 (Damascus, 1950), p. 54; Virginia Vacca, 'Notizie
Biografische su Uomini Politici Ministri e Deputati Siriani; Orimtc
Modtrno, 17 (October 1937), p. 478; and Khoury, 'Politics of
Nationalism,' vol. 2, pp. 664-&;7. More information comes from
conversations with 'Ali 'Abd al- Karim al-Dandashi and Mal,tmiid al-
Bayriin (Damascus, 9 and 10 March 1976). 67. On the contribution of
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The Role of the Palestinian Peasantry in the Great Revolt (1936-
1939) TED SWEDENBURG

 

Between 1936 and 1939, a major anti-colonial rebellion known
among Arabs as the Great Revolt shook the mandate territory of
Palestine. The struggle pitted a poorly armed peasant movement
against the might of the world's pre-eminent colonial power, Great
Britain. Despite the militancy and duration of the revolt, scholarly
work on this period tends to emphasize the shortcom- ings of the
insurgent movement and, in particular, to discount the role of the
peasantry. Dominant accounts generally define the fellahin as
'traditional, backward, and conservative,' as 'activated by tribal and
religious loyalties,'. and as 'too isolated, ignorant and poor' to play a
significant role in the national movement. 2 Because they consider
the peasants to be completely dominated by the local ruling class,
these scholars view them as incapable of political initiative.
Moreover, they attribute the disintegration of the revolt to the
traditional clannish, factional, and regional divisions among fellahin
that prevented them from maintaining a unified movement. The
rebellion's demise is thus seen as due to the peasantry's accession



to leadership in the vacuum left by the urban elites. A parallel
argument, which imposes a model derived from industrial capitalism
upon an agrarian society, attributes the uprising's defeat to its failure
to develop a strong leadership. Since only a revolutionary party
could have provided the command structure and social program
neces- sary for victory, the peasantry as a class is considered
incapable of providing guidance. Such analyses not only dismiss the
crucial role of the peasants, who made up 75 per cent of the
population of Palestine,] but also ignore their legitimate social and
political demands. I propose, as an alternative, to read existing
historical accounts 'against the grain' so as to bring the marginalized
Palestinian peasantry to the center of
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my analysis.. I will argue that the peasantry's relation to the ruling
notables was never simply one of complete subservience. As
Gramsci notes, a dominant class's hegemony is never 'total or
exclusive'; it is, rather, a process, a relation of dominance that has,
as Raymond Williams says, 'continually to be renewed, recreated,
defended and modified. It is also continually resisted, limited, altered,
challenged by pressures not all its own.'5 The Palestinian peasantry,
therefore, while subordinated to the rule of the notables, nonetheless
possessed a long tradition of opposition to their hegemony. It also
possessed a history of challenging capitalist penetration and state
formation. Such traditions of resistance were kept alive in popular
memory and could be drawn upon as powerful tools of mobilization
in moments of rupture. These 'folk' traditions were not isolated,
however, from other inftuences. They did not exist in a state of
pristine purity, but were affected and transformed both by the



dominant ideologies of the notables, who led the nationalist
movement, and by alternative discourses emanating from more
radical factions of the educated middle class. Also the fellahin's
'common sense' notions6 and their forms of political mobilization
were jolted by the rapidly changing material conditions of the British
mandate period. The Palestine peasantry, in short, was not simply
an unchanging, backward social category. During the course of the
revolt, the rebels, who represented a broad alliance of peasants,
workers, and radical elements of the middle class, developed an
effective military force and began to implement social and political
programs that challenged a)an (notable) leadership of the nationalist
movement and threatened the bases of mercantile-landlord
dominance. The threat of a counter-hegemonic peasant leadership
with a class-based program caused large numbers of wealthy urban
Palestinians to flee the country. The movement also posed a serious
threat to British strategy in the region and forced them to expend
considerable military enerpes to crush the rebellion, which they
succeeded in doing only after more than three years of struggle. In
order to recuperate and to assess the Palestinian peasants'
historical achievements and traditions of resistance, I will trace the
historical evolution of Palestinian society and its prevailing ideologies
prior to the rebellion, going back to the period before capitalism was
imposed as the dominant mode of production in Palestine. This will
lay the foundation for a revised understanding of the pivotal role of
the struggles of the Palestinian peasantry against the expansion of
the Ottoman state, Zionist colonization, and British occupation that
culminated in the Great Revolt 7

 

PALESTINE IN THE PRECAPITALIST ERA

 

In the period immediately prior to its occupation by Egypt's ruler
Muhammad 'Ali in 1831, Palestine was only loosely controlled and
integrated into the
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Palestine's towns and their immediate environs. But even the towns,
dominated by notables whose authority was based on religious or
genealogically claimed 'noble' status, enjoyed substantial autonomy
and frequently rebelled against Ottoman authority.9 Towns along the
coast had suffered a decline in the late eighteenth century due to the
demise of the cotton trade with France and the ravages inflicted by
the successive invasions of coastal Palestine by Egypt's (Ali Bey
(177(}-71) and France's Napoleon Bonaparte (1799).10 By the early
nineteenth century the center of gravity had shifted to the towns of
the interior highlands. While these urban centers in no way rivaled
the great commercial emporia and textile-producing cities of northern
Syria (Damascus, Homs, Hama), they were important centers of
local and regional trade and artisanal production (particularly the
olive oil of Nablus). In an era of weak imperial authority, these towns
were generally dominated by the countryside. The population of the
rural areas was concentrated in the central highlands of the
Galilee,Jabal Nablus (Samaria), and Jabal aI-Khalil Oudea). Here,
clan-based coalitions organized along highly fluid 'tribal' lines (Oltys
and Yemen) competed over local resources and political power. A
rudimentary class structure separated the shaykhs of the leading
patrilineages (hamulas) and the district tax collectors (shuyukh al-
nawahl) from the mass of peasant producers. 1I The shaykhs'
obligations to the Ottoman state were to maintain security and to
collect taxes, a portion of which they retained. In practice they only
sporadically remitted taxes to the state; more frequently they
defended their autonomy by raising rural confederations to fend off
tax-foraging expeditions sent out by the Ottoman governors of
Damascus and Sidon" z Local class antagonisms were thus
somewhat mitigated by the benefits that the peasantry gained in
supporting their local chieftains against direct Ottoman rule. The
lowlands of Palestine-the plains of the coast and the Jordan and
Esdraelon valleys-functioned as a hinterland for the highlands. But
they were not merely an empty zone. The plains were cultivated but



sparsely populated. Villagers who resided permanently in the more
secure and salubri- ous hills and foothills went down to the lowlands
to work the nearby plains on a seasonal basis. In contrast to the
highlands, where individual ownership (mulk) by the head of the
extended family predominated and where orchard and vine
cultivation was typical, the peasants of the plains participated in
musha or 'communal' tenure and practiced extensive grain
cultivation. Unlike the highlands, in the lowlands agricultural
practices interpenetrated with pastoralism, for both villagers and
nomads used marginal and fallow lands to pasture their herds. The
relation between peasants and nomads, usually represented as
implacably hostile, was actually one of complexity and fluidity,
characterized by moments both of cooperation and of struggle.
Commentators who have described conditions on the plain as
'anarchic' and
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have singled out the Bedouin as the chief cause of desolation merely
reproduce the viewpoint of the Ottoman state. In fact the lowlands
were simply a zone where peasants, nomads, bandits (both of
peasant and of nomadic stock), and the forces of the state vied for
control, with no group able to take decisive command. Bedouin
chiefs commonly ruled over certain areas and 'protected' peasants
against the forces of the state (and against thieves and other
nomadic tribes), in return for protection fees paid as a form of rent.

 

PRECAPITALIST IDEOLOGIES



 

Although the peasants of Palestine recognized the Ottoman sultans
as succes- sors to the Prophet and thus as legitimate rulers, in
practice they exercised a great deal of independence from the state;
Ottoman authority may have been legitimate but it scarcely
intervened in everyday life. The local shaykhs served as mediators
between the peasants and the state, but, given the balance of
forces, they enjoyed virtUal autonomy. Their own authority rested
upon their imputed 'noble' descent. As is typical in precapitalist
societies,u rela- tions between the 'noble' shaykhs and their inferiors
appeared highly personal- ized and intimate. This appearance in fact
served to refract the underlying relations of eXploitation, recasting
them in terms consonant with the constitu- tion of amicable
interpersonal relations. Class antagonisms were also softened by the
shared interests of shaykhs and peasants in defending highland
villages from state intervention and in struggling against competing
rural confedera- tions. In addition, peasants were positioned in their
productive relations through idioms of kinship,14 while other
relations based on village, regional, and 'tribal' ties also served to
divide peasants internally. IS These vertical cleavages were not
insuperable, for the various confederations (including Bedouin) were
able to unite under the leadership of the shaykhs to resist foreign
invaders, as in the broad-based 1834 rebellion against Egyptian
occupation}6 The principles of these dynamics of division and unity
are expressed in the famous proverb, 'I and my brother [unite to
fight] against my cousin, but I and my cousin [unite to fight] against
the stranger.'17 Lack of state control over rural areas was also
reflected in the distinctly 'folk' character of peasant Islam. Mosques
were virtUally unknown in the villages, for rural religious practice
centered instead on the worship of saints (walis) whose shrines
(maqams) dotted the countryside. Nearly every village possessed at
least one maqam where peasants went to plead for the walls
intercession on their beha1f.ls A proliferation of shrines underlined
the localized, particularistic nature of Palestinian folk Islam.
However, other aspects of popular religion point equally to its socially
unifying effects. For one thing, it was not strictly Islamic, for Muslim



peasants visited many Christian churches and respected them as
holy shrines" 9 Feasts (mawim)
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popular unity. For example, the mawsim of Nabi Rubin (Reuben),
held south of Jaffa, attracted pilgrims from all the nearby towns and
villages and lasted for a full lunar month. 20 The mawsim of Nabi
Musa (Moses), celebrated near Jericho, was an even bigger event,
attended by peasants, city-dwellers, and Bedouin from all over
southern Palestine and Jabal Nablus. 21 Such feasts, joining
peasants from a wide area together with town-dwellers, were
important rituals of popular solidarity. Despite localized folk practices,
the peasants of Palestine remained part of the wider Ottoman
Islamic community which owed its loyalty to the sultan in Istanbul. In
theory at least, their broader sense of belonging involved diffuse
notions of duties and obligations to the Ottoman state, including the
duty to pay taxes. Although the prevailing balance of forces in
practice diminished the effects of such sentiments of loyalty to
imperial authority, they held the potential to override localized
interests. As the Ottoman authorities increased their hold over the
provinces, they could draw on such sentiments to impose their
hegemony.

 

PALESTINE'S INTEGRATION INTO THE WORLD MARKET

 

During the course of the nineteenth century, Palestine, like most of
the non- Western world, was integrated into the capitalist world
market, which dramati- cally transformed its social structure. These
changes were not a 'natural' evolutionary process, but required the
sharp intervention of the Ottoman state under pressure from the
European powers. Such developments began with the Egyptian



invasion of Palestine and the rest of Syria, and Ibrahim Pasha's
vigorous efforts to secure order therc bctween 1831 and 1840. After
the Egyptian exodus, the transformation proceeded more slowly as
the Ottomans gradually subdued the towns and pacified the
countryside, making the atmosphere safe for export agriculture and
commerce. The process involved a major shift in the local balance of
forces. Ottoman authorities broke the power of the rural
confederations and shifted control over local administration and tax
collection from the independent-minded rural shaykhs to an
emerging class of urban a'yan or notables, the Porte's local partners
in its project of ' reform.' Their local power eroded, many rural
shaykhs subsequently shifted their base of operations to the towns
and merged with the urban notable class. The a'yan took command
over much of agricultural production, besides seizing political control
over rural areas. Notable families and an emerging commercial
bourgeoisie acquired vast properties in the wake of a series of new
land laws beginning with the Ottoman Land Code of 1858. These
new laws required individual registration of title to what was
considered state or min' land and facilitated a massive land grab.
The a'yafl, who controlled the
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state apparatus administering the laws, were best positioned to profit
from the situation. Many peasants failed to register their properties,
some to avoid paying the registration fee, others to keep their names
off government rolls and so escape conscription into the Ottoman
army. Still others, rather than simply lose their lands in this fashion,
registered their properties (sometimes a whole village) in the name
of a powerful notable, who then served as their 'patron' in their



relations with the state. Other forms of alienation occurred when the
Ottoman government decreed that specific tracts of land, especially
in the northern plains, were 'not permanently cultivated' or when it
confiscated particular domains for 'security' reasons. Such properties
were put up for sale, and the largest of them were often purchased
by absentee owners residing in Beirut. Peasants who had
customarily farmed these lands were transformed into sharecroppers
working for large landowners; a similar change occurred among
those who 'voluntarily' registered their lands in the names of
notables. As cash gained in importance in the regional economy and
as the Ottomans began to demand taxes in cash, numbers of fellahin
fell into debt to usurers, either notables or commercial bourgeois
members of the local ruling bloc. Many peasants foreclosed on their
loans, lost title to their lands, and became sharecroppers. Others,
who remained 'independent' small or middle peasants, often became
deeply dependent on their creditors. The effects of these
transformations were uneven. Land alienation was concentrated in
the central and northern plains of the coast and the Esdraelon valley,
where Ottoman authorities were most concerned to establish
permanent settlements and where the most profitable crops for
export to Europe could be grown. The highlands, however, generally
remained a stronghold of smallholdings but even there many
peasants were forced to take out loans and thereby became
dependent on moneylending notable 'patrons.' The subordination of
the local economy to the needs of the capitalist world economy
paralleled the subjugation of the peasantry. Pacification of the
country- side and the onset of landlord-merchant control over
agrarian production created a dramatic rise in agricultural exports.
As a cash economy gradually developed, peasants were
increasingly forced to sell part of their product on the market. Already
by the 1870s, Palestine exported significant amounts of wheat,
barley, sesame, olive oil, and citrus to Europe and to regional
markets. 22 Such transformations were not motivated simply by
external factors but were integrally linked to the rise of leading
classes composed of two sectors: first, the notables, predominantly
Muslim, who owned large tracts of land, engaged in moneylending,
and dominated the increasingly centralized govern- ment and



religious apparatuses; and, second, the commercial bourgeoisie,
composed chiefly of Palestinian and Lebanese Christians, Jews,
Europeans, and European proteges, who were representatives of
banking and merchant capital but who also owned large tracts of
land. 23 Muslim notables, allied with
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Christian merchants, constituted the dominant sector, whose
hegemony was organized under the form of what social scientists
have termed 'patron-client' relations, or pyramid-shaped networks of
notables and their peasant client- clans.

 

IDEOLOGIES OF NOTABLE DOMINANCE: PATRONS AND
CLIENTS

 

Notable patrons used their power and influence to assist their
peasant clients in dealing both with the state and with other groups
(such as peasants belonging to other patronage networks and
Bedouin). In return, peasants supported their patrons in political
struggles. The notables also provided sharecroppers with their
subsistence needs during the year and made regular advances to
them on holidays. In addition, they carried over the sharecroppers'
debts in case of a series of poor harvests. 24 Similar favors were
accorded to their small holding 'clients' as well as to farm laborers
who worked for landlords on a seasonal basis. The hierarchical
relation between notable and peasant appeared to involve a high
degree of mutuality and reciprocity. On the basis of an empirical
description of this system many observers have concluded that it is



wrong to conceive of Palestinian society during this era in terms of
social classes. 2s What most observers have done is to accept, at
face value, native concep- tions (with a notable bias) about how
politics and economics 'worked.' In fact, the patron-client system was
simply the form that class relations assumed as Palestine was
integrated into the capitalist world market as a dependency of the
industrialized European powers. During this period landlords and
usurers seized control over the countryside and manipulated existing
precapitalist means of domination for their own interests. 26 The
form that the relations between the fundamental classes took-
'paternalism' in the sphere of production (c3:sh advances by patrons
to peasants) and 'patronage' in the sociopolitical sphere (an
'exchange' of favors)-tended to refract the fundamentally exploitative
relations between landlord-usurers and peasants. 27
Politicoeconomic relations between them were represented as
'exchanges' between individuals unequal in status-notables whose
superior birth and noble lineage qualified them to rule and to manage
property, and peasants who had internalized their position of
inferiority and who behaved deferentially toward their superiors. On
the other hand, 'politics' in the larger sense of the 'affairs of state'
appeared as a struggle among the notables themselves, in which
peasant clients played only a supporting role. The notables acted as
'their' peasants' representatives to the government, a role acquired
not through democratic elections but by ascribed superior status.
The literature that characterizes political struggle in this period as
'factional- ism' in fact disguises a high degree of class unity at the
upper level. But on
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the lower levels, patron-client ideology largely reinforced and
rigidified pre- existing vertical cleavages based on idioms of clan,
village, and regional distinctions. The patron-client system did not
assume the form of exchanges between 'free' individuals, as under
full-blown capitalism. Instead, the system of eXploitation required an
extra-economic element, the force of status hierarchy, to justify the
'exchange' between persons of unequal position. Economic relations
between patron and client were always expressed in such terms as
'honor,' gift-giving, kinship. Although paternalism and patronage
provided the ideological basis for rule by the notables, their
hegemony did not go unchallenged by the fellahin. There was room
for struggle even on the basis of such an ideology. From the
peasants' point of view, the system was designed to guarantee them
the rights to a 'fair' and 'just' exchange. A notable could not charge
tOO much rent without appearing to break his end of the bargain,
without seeming to fail in his duty to uphold a standard of noblesse
oblige. This meant that a landlord-usurer who charged peasants high
interest on loans was simultaneously forced to advance them
additional credit to maintain his labor force. In addition, the patron
had to provide his client with the culturally regulated 'just' minimum
of subsistence in order to neutralize potential class antagonisms.
This level of subsistence was determined through similar struggles of
a distinctly class character, for the peasant was able to use the
notable's dependence on his labor as a wedge to demand
adherence to the notion of 'fair' exchange. In the political realm,
peasants (primarily the smallholder) could shift their allegiance if
they received insufficient benefits from their patron. The patron-client
alliances were thus far more fluid in composition than the model of a
solid pyramidal structure purveyed by social scientists would
suggest. 28 Subordination of the political economy of Palestine to
nineteenth-century Western industrial capitalism entailed,
paradoxically, the reinforcement of precapitalist or 'feudal' ideologies.
While peasants increasingly worked for capital, they did so under
transformed precapita1ist forms of productive relations and
ideologies. In order to make these transformations, the notables had
to 'work on' precapitalist ideologies of hierarchy, so as to reinforce
the peasants' attitude of deference and to reproduce their sensibility



of mutuality and exchange. The conditions of peripheral capitalism
required a much more active ruling-class hegemony than had been
needed in the precapitalist era. Ruling-class ideologies now had to
penetrate deeply the cultural life of the peasamry,29 including their
religious 'common sense.' As a consequence folk practices were
substantially transformed by notables in this period. The organization
of the feast of Nabi Musa exemplifies this process. In the latter half
of the century, the Ottomans appointed the Husaynis-a rising notable
clan from Jerusalem-as hosts of the Nabi Musa feast and custodians
of the shrine. JO Festivities were now launched at Jerusalem with a
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from the Husayni- owned Dar al-Kabira where it was housed.
Notables led the procession followed by crowds from the city and the
villages. At the site of the feast itself (near Jericho), the Husaynis
and the Yunises, another Jerusalem notable family, served two
public meals a day to all visitors. 31 Such rituals demonstrated
notable generosity and claims to supremacy in powerful ways. At the
same time as unifying folk practices' were subsumed under notable
control, saint worship came under increasing attack by religious
reformers, particularly from the Salafiya movement. Mosques, where
state-backed Islamic orthodoxy was preached, replaced the maqams
as village centers of worship. The chief reason for the suppression of
saint worship was the localism it expressed. 32 Though such folk
practices were not immediately wiped out, they were forced into
regression as more and more peasants were 'educated' and came to
regard such activities as 'un-Islamic.'

 

THE EMERGENCE OF ORGANIZED OPPOSITION

 



The piecemeal implementation of notable domination confined
resistance against land transfers and growing state control to a
localized, sporadic, and manageable level. No large-scale eruptions
or even jacqueries occurred. However, opposition was still
significant. For instance, many peasants demonstrated their
opposition to the changing state of affairs by leaving their villages to
settle as farmers in Transjordan or by migrating overseas. Others
chose to join gangs of bandits, which continued to operate in the hills
despite increasing pressure from security forces. Young men sought
refuge with Bedouin tribes or even resorted to self-mutilation to avoid
conscription into the army. Perhaps the major form of resistance in
this period took place at the point of production. Palestinian
peasants, particularly in the plains where sharecropping
predominated, were often described at the time as 'lazy, thriftless
and sullen.'H As James Scott has observed, 'footdragging and dis-
simulation' are a common form of resistance under unequal power
relations. 34 While such resistance may not have posed a grave
danger to the new system, it at least slowed the process of
accumulation. Peasant opposition to the colonization of Palestine by
foreigners in fact presented the greatest threat to the hegemony of
local notables. In 1878, Jewish settlers from Europe, with the
hacking of powerful capitalist financial interests, began to take
advantage of the general land-grab in Palestine by acquiring lands
and establishing agricultural colonies in the fertile coastal plains and
the Esdraelon valley. By 1914, 12,000 Jews lived in such colonies,
which produced valuable citrus and wine exports and encompassed
over 162,500 acres of land concentrated in the richest agricultural
regions. Most estates were purchased from absentee landowners in
Beirut who had only
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recently acquired them. As new colonies were set up, large numbers
of peasant sharecroppers were forcibly removed from the lands they
considered their birthright, although they may never have formally
'owned' them. Jewish settlers who established colonies even on
'marginal' lands were able to improve them due to their access to
capital and advanced scientific techniques, and so denied nomads
and peasants their customary-use rights to these common lands for
grazing and gathering. Palestinian notables were not at this stage
implicated in any great degree in land sales to Jewish settlers. They
protested Jewish immigration and land purchases as early as 1891,
but their efforts were largely 'sporadic and nonsystematic' and limited
to sending formal petitions of protest to Istanbul.3S The advances
made by urban Jews in commerce and industry were perceived as a
greater threat to the interests of the Arab upper classes, particularly
the commercial bourgeois sector, than were their purchases of
agricultural proper- ties. In contrast, peasants whose livelihoods
were directly threatened by Jewish colonies-especially those who
cultivated and who pastured their herds in the northern and central
plains-reacted in militant fashion. By 1883, displaced peasants and
Bedouin were already attacking, raiding, robbing, and generally
harassing the new Jewish settlements. Although spontaneous and
fragmented, this violent opposition meant that the government was
routinely forced to call OUt troops to drive fellahin off lands
purchased by Jewish colonists. These activities eventually prompted
the notables to protest the Zionist influx, albeit feebly. The a'yan's
ineffectiveness in confronting the external threat began to undermine
their own legitimacy (and that of the Ottoman state in general) in the
eyes of many Palestinians. The disastrous experiences that befell
dispos- sessed peasant sharecroppers in particular prompted them
to question the usefulness of the patron-client system. Arab
nationalism, emerging at the same moment, was able to tap these
sentiments. As a nascent movement that advocated in its different
versions either complete Arab independence from the Ottoman
empire or greater autonomy, it became a significant social force in
the wake of the ferment aroused by the Young Turk revolution



(1908). Although the nationalist movement was less important in
Southern Syria (Palestine) than in Lebanon and Northern Syria, and
though it was dominated by notables and the commercial
bourgeoisie, nonetheless there arose within it a radical wing
composed of elements of the educated middle class. Opposition to
Zionism was one of the Palestinian radical nationalists' chief themes,
which they advanced through a new means of communication that
had sprung up in this era of enhanced political freedom, namely
newspapers. Although the early Arab nationalist movement is usually
characterized as a strictly urban phenomenon, beginning in 1909 the
political activities of its militant wing
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settlements. 36 These raids increased in tempo in the years
immediately preceding World War I, but this militant sector of the
developing Arab national movement and its peasant connections
assumed real prominence only during the years following the war.

 

THE BRITISH OCCUPATION OF PALESTINE AND THE MANDATE,
1918-29

 

Expectations for national independence rose sharply in Greater Syria
as World War I and the privations it caused came to a dose. These
hopes intensified in 1918 with the establishment of an Arab
government at Damascus under Prince F aysal. Many young
Palestinian radicals from the educated middle class held prominent
positions in the new Sharifian government. At the same time, their
influence in Palestine began to outstrip that of the more moderate
notables. Through organizations such as al-Nadi al-'Arabi (the Arab
Club) and al-Muntada al-Adabi (the Literary Club), the radicals
pushed for a program of complete independence of Palestine from



Britain and for its political unity with the rest of Syria. By contrast, the
Palestinian notables who had organized Muslim-Christian
Associations in all the towns favored a separate political autonomy
for Palestine under British protection. The euphoria that followed the
end of the war was dampened by the Balfour Declaration, which
announced Britain's intention of establishing a 'national home for the
Jewish people' in Palestine. This tarnished Britain's local reputation
and helped win broad popular support for the militant nationalist
program. Popular radicalism in turn pressured the notable zu'ama or
'chiefs' to adopt more combative positions themselves. The militants
capitalized on the moment by pushing through a resolution
advocating Palestine's political unity with Syria at the notable-
dominated First Palestine Arab Congress. 3 ' In this period the
radicals not only organized effectively in the public arena but also
secretly purchased arms and prepared for armed revolt in favor of
Faysa),38 So effective was the radicals' work among the peasantry
that in December 1919, British Naval Intelligence reported with
concern that fellahin were listening with keen interest to both
Damascus and local newspapers advocating pan-Arabism and
discussed the possibility of anti-Zionist actions. 39 Despite
widespread illiteracy, 'advanced' pan-Arab and anti-Zionist ideas
circu- lated among the peasantry and helped to mobilize them. At
least one organized act of violence against the British occurred. In
April 1920, Palestinian radicals (connected to the Arab government
at Damascus) organized over 2,000 armed Bedouin from the
Hawran (Syria) and the Baysan valley of Palestine in an attack on
British military forces. 40 The countrywide anti-British upsurge that
the radicals expected to ensue did not, however, come to fruition. In
the same month, soon after Faysal was crowned as king of Syria,
radicals
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intervened in the Nabi Musa procession at Jerusalem. In 1919 the
practice of delaying the procession for speeches had been
introduced;41 this year Musa Kazim al-Husayni,Jerusalem's mayor
and a leading notable, praised Faysal in his speech, while young
activists made 'inflammatory' declamations trom the balcony of the
Arab Club. The crowds, including peasants trom the surround- ing
villages, responded by roaming the streets of the Old City, attacking
Jewish residents. 42 This event transformed the ma'Wsim of Nabi
Musa from a folk festival into an annual nationalist demonstration. 43
In May 1921, dashes between Arabs and Jews at Jaffa led to
generalized fighting and attacks On Jewish settlements throughout
the country. The British military quickly and violently restored order.
Two months later King Faysal's troops at Damascus were defeated
by the French, who dismantled the Arab government. The moment of
crisis had ended. Great Britain, which now held a mandate to govern
Palestine under the auspices of the League of Nations, strengthened
its control. The threat of pan-Arab militants to a'yan hegemony and
their ability to mobilize the peasantry subsided. The notables, who
favored a policy of peaceful negotiations with the British authorities
rather than mass mobilization as the means of achieving the
nationalist goals, re-emerged as the dominant force within the
national movement. During the 1920s, the notables reasserted their
hegemony over the Arab population of Palestine through a
consolidation of their role as 'natural' leaders of the national
movemenL British authorities in turn absorbed members of notable
families into important administrative positions in the mandate
government. 44 As chief agents of state rule in the late Ottoman and
mandate periods, they expected to emerge as the country's rulers
once Great Britain granted Palestine its independence. Their
principal means of organiza- tion, the Muslim-Christian Associations,
were not mass-membership bodies bUt were composed of religious
leaders, property owners, those who held positions in the Ottoman
administration, and 'noble' families of rural origin-in short, the a'yall
class. These associations periodically met in Palestine Arab
Congresses and in 1920 set up an Arab Executive, chaired by Musa



Kazim al-Husayni, to tend to the daily affairs of the national
movement. At the same time, mandate authorities co-opted a young
militant trom a prominent notable family, Hajj Amin al-Husayni,
making him first Grand Mufti (1921) and then president of the
Supreme Muslim Council (SMC) in 1922. As 'Head of Islam in
Palestine,' Hajj Amin gradually consolidated all Islamic affairs under
his administration and began to compete with the more caUtious
Arab Executive for leadership of the nationalist movemenr. 4S The
notables continued to lead the Arab population of Palestine in the
mandate period under the ideology of patronage. A'yan served as
mediators between the people and the British authorities. Politics
was strictly reserved for organizations (the Muslim-Christian
Associations, the SMC) 'qualified' to
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1939) 479 lead. Once the radical pan-Arab threat had passed and
Palestine was established as a territorial unit, notables were able to
co-opt the growing popular self-awareness of 'Palestinian Arabness'
that arose in response to the Zionist threat and to alien rule. 46
Furthermore, the British bolstered the a'yan position by ruling
through their agency and by upholding their control over rural
areas..' In spite of the fact that the legitimacy of notable leadership
was constructed on 'national-popular' sentiments, the notables
themselves were caught in a fundamentally contradictory position,
for while the a'yalt posed as leaders of nationalist aspirations, they
served as officials in the British mandate administration. Rifaat Abou-
el-Haj sums up the predicament of Palestinian notables
(characteristic of all Mashriq elites): [As the nationalist elire] acrually
began to collaborate with the new ruling powers, the l elite] cadre
managed to portray itself in the 'vanguard' of resistance against
outside domination-in some instances even taking a revolutionary
posrure. The other role it adopted for itself was that of realist-
pragmatist mediator with which it defended its compatriots against
the direct and therefore presumed odious rule of the foreigner.' s The
British in Palestine depended in particular on erstwhile 'radical' Amin



al-Husayni to act as such a mediator. The Mufti worked hard to
prevent outbursts and to pacify the Muslim community, channeling
nationalist ener- gies (including those of his former comrades) into
legal activities.' 9 The contradictory position of the Palestinian
notables-at once serv- ants of the British mandate and leaders of
'the nation'-was rendered even more unstable than that of Arab elites
elsewhere, due to the competition of the Zionist movement. Since
Zionists opposed the establishment of any legislative body in
Palestine that would relegate the Jews to a minority position, they
effectively blocked the development of national Palestinian
institutions of self-rule. Had not the threat of Jewish immigration
appeared somewhat limited due to internal problems of the Zionist
movement, condi- tions might have been more unstable in the
1920s. But meanwhile, the Zionists were quietly building an
infrastructure that served as the basis for expansion of the Jewish
community in the 1930s and made the Yishuv virtUally self-
governing. 50 The lack of progress in the creation of Palestinian
instinuions of self-rule began to undermine even the notables' own
liberal self-image. Steeped in Western liberal ideas,s' the a'yan
expected the British to behave toward them according to the
standards of justice that Great Britain preached. As it gradually
became clear that the British authorities did not adhere in practice to
the standards that the two groups supposedly shared, Palestinian
liberal notables became disillusioned. Both notables and liberal
intellectuals developed an ambivalent attitude toward the West and,
in particular, Britain. 52
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Although the notables never entirely abandoned their affection for
Britain since service in the mandate administration was still
profitable, disaffection for British policies slowly undermined their
confidence in diplomatic discussions between 'gentlemen' as the
best means of resolving the national question. Rapidly changing
agrarian conditions during the 1920s were potentially more unsettling
to a<yan hegemony. Land purchases by the Zionists continued
apace, resulting in the dispossession of increasing numbers of
peasants. The notables' appeals that the government halt the
process were ineffectual. Moreover, by 1928, land sales to the
Zionists by Palestinian landowners had eclipsed those by non-
Palestinians. 53 A section of the notable class was thus enriching
itself through land sales to Zionists and contributing directly to
peasant landlessness, especially in the northern and central plains.
This portion of the a'yan, clustered around the leadership of the
Nashashibi clan, which opposed the Husayni dominance in the
national movement, generally comprised its wealthier and
commercial elements, who used their profits for urban construction
and expansion of citrus production. Small but growing numbers of
peasant holders also sold their lands to Zionist developers, usually
not for profit but to payoff debts. Peasant indebtedness to usurers
who charged high rates of interest was exacerbated by the mandate
government's rationalization of rural property taxes, now set at a
fixed percentage based on the net productivity of the soil (that is,
minus the COSt of production). This meant that the capital-intensive
Jewish agricultural enterprises paid lower rates because of higher
'labor costs.' Regressive indirect taxes added to the peasants'
financial burden. The weight of taxation therefore fell
disproportionately On poor Palestinian fellahin, whose contributions
helped to finance industrial and agricultural development in the
Jewish sector and to pay Britain's expenses in defending the Jewish
'national home.'54 The British administration also ensured that taxes
were more efficiently collected by enlisting the services of the village
mukhtars (headmen) to maintain rural security and to pass on taxes
and information to the government. 55 As a consequence of such
pressures, by 1930 some 30 per cent of all Palestinian villagers were
totally landless, while as many as 75 to 80 per cent held insufficient



land to meet their subsistence needs. 56 Some peasants made up
this imbalance by renting additional farmlands, but most now
depended on outside sources of income for survival. During peak
periods of economic activity in the mandate, about one-half of the
male fellahin workforce (over 100,000 persons) engaged in seasonal
wage employment outside the village (on road or construction
projects, in citrus harvesting and packing, and so forth). Often the
entire male population of a village was recruited to work as a team
on short-term construction projects. 57 Thus Palestinian rural
villagers no longer filled a purely 'peasant' position in the economic
structure; increas- ingly they assumed a dual economic role as
peasants and as casual laborers.
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1939) 481 So while notable landowners and moneylenders
maintained economic domin- ance over the villages, particularly
through client networks, the new experi- ences of peasants in the
wider labor market altered their 'traditional' fellahin subjectivities and
provided alternative sources of income. Indebtedness and
expropriation at the hands of Zionist colonies forced a significant
sector of the peasantry to emigrate permanently to the rapidly
growing metropolises of Haifa, Jaffa, and Jerusalem. There they
worked mainly as casual laborers and as a 'scufBing petty
bourgeoisie' in petty trading and services, a class situation typical of
urban centers in underdeveloped colonial social formations. sa
Permanent wage work was difficult to come by in the face of
competition from Jewish workers who monopolized positions in the
more advanced Jewish economic sector. The work that Arab workers
did obtain was extremely low-paying, due to an abundant labor
supply and the difficulties inherent in organizing casual workers. As a
consequence, the costS of Arab labor were never fully met by wages
but were subsidized by the workers' access to subsistence
agriculture and support networks at home in the village. 59 These
rural-to-urban migrantS did not remain passive in the face of such
conditions. On the contrary, they set up various associations based



on village of origin which ignored the hamula distinctions that were
so divisive. at home. 60 They also joined semi-political organizations
headed by artisans, enlisted in trade unions whenever possible, and
came in contact with militant religious reformers like Shaykh 'Izz ai-
Din al-Qassam. Their entry into the urban wage workforce helped to
weaken clan, village, and regional divisions; these new experiences
also had an impact on the home villages, with which migrants
maintained close contact. Thus the old cleavages that buttressed
patron-client networks were slowly breaking down under the impact
of capitalist development. The nationalist leadership tried to reverse
the process by making frequent appeals to the British On behalf of
the impoverished peasantry, but this had little effect on British
policies or on economic conditions. 61 Furthermore, the fellahin were
increasingly skeptical of the a'yan's sincerity. By 1927, according to a
British official, the notables were apprehensive that the peasantry
'show[ed] a growing tendency to distinguish between national and
Effendi [notable] class interest.'6z The brewing crisis in agriculture,
closely tied to steady Zionist progress in the 1920s (between 1919
and 1929 the Jewish population of Palestine had doubled, reaching
156,000 persons 63 ), was a major factor in igniting the violence that
erupted over expanded Zionist claims to the Wailing Wall at
Jerusalem (known by Arabs as the Buraq, the western wall of the
Haram al- Sharif, third holiest shrine in Islam). The Mufti as usual
tried to settle the problem through the good offices of the British, at
the same time attempting to allay the anger of the populace, who
saw in Zionist 'religious' expansionism a condensed form of the
general danger Zionism posed to Palestinian Arab
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sovereignty.64 A series of provocative demonstrations at the wall by
Zionist extremists took place during 1929. Finally, on 23 August,
peasant villagers, influenced by the propaganda work of nationalist
militants, arrived in Jeru- salem for Friday prayers armed with knives
and clubs. Hajj Amin made every effort to calm the crowds, but
radical religious shaykhs made speeches inciting them to action. 6S
Violence broke out against Jews in Jerusalem and quickly spread
throughout the country; British forces restored order in brutal fashion.
The widespread nature of the violence demonstrated that the mass
of the population was ready to take direct action against the Zionist
threat, independ- ently of the cautious notable leadership.
Unfortunately they could also be incited to ugly sectarian violence,
which assumed the dimensions of a pogrom at Hebron and Safad.
One of the most important forms of organization to emerge from this
outbreak was the guerrilla band known as the Green Hand Gang
established by Ahmad Tafish in the Galilee hills in October 1929.
Composed of men associated with radical circles who had taken part
in the August uprising, the band launched several attacks on Zionist
colonies and British forces in the north. 66 The band's organization
probably resembled that of the gangs of peasant bandits who
traditionally operated in the Palestine hills and who were a growing
security problem in the 1920s. 67 But unlike them, Ahmad Tafish's
band had an overt political purpose. Although quickly subdued, the
Green Hand Gang aroused considerable sympathy among the pea

antry who, the Shaw Commission concluded in 1930, were 'probably
more politically minded than many of the people of Europe.'68 This
atmosphere of popular agitation provided new opportunities for
alternative political forces within the national movement to challenge
notable hegemony.

 

HARBINGERS OF REVOLT, 1930-35

 



The carly 1930s were characterized by extremely unstable
conditions, which the Palestinian zuCama were incapable of
controlling. Contradictions piled One on top of another, ushering in a
series of crises that, by fits and stans, led to the explosion of 1936.
One major destabilizing factor was the global depression. Due
chiefly to forces released by the worldwide economic downturn,
Jewish immigration to Palestine jumped sharply in the early 1930s.
Between 1931 and 1935 the Jewish community grew from 175,000
to 400,000 persons, or from 17 to 31 per cent of the total population
of Palestine. The advance of anti-Semitism in Poland, the tightening
of the US quota system in 1929, and the triumph of Nazism in
Germany all contributed to the floodtide of immigration to Palestine.
69 The effects of Jewish immigration upon Palestinian Arab society
were uneven. Between the late 1920s and 1932, the country
suffered a recession
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1939) 483 and a steep rise in Arab unemployment But with the
refugee influx, the economy expanded in the 1933-36 period, while
the rest of the world (except the Soviet Union) languished in deep
depression. As a result of an agreement, known as the Ha'avara,
between the World Zionist Organization and the Nazis, Jews leaving
Germany were able to import large amounts of capital into Palestine.
Nearly 60 per cent of all capital invested in Palestine between
August 1933 and September 1939 entered by means of the
Ha'avara.'o This capital inflow permitted wealthy Jews greatly to
increase their investments in industry, building, and citriculture. In
addition, rapid British development of Haifa as a strategic eastern
Mediterranean port meant the construction of a new harbor, an oil
pipeline (which began pumping oil from Iraq in 1935), refineries, and
a railroad during the same period.' I As a consequence, job
opportUnities for Arab workers expanded. The greatest share of
jobs, however, went to Jewish workers, as Zionist leaders and
especially the Histadrut (the Zionist labor federation) made sure that
the burgeoning Jewish economic sector provided for the new Jewish



immigrants. This caused resentment among Arab workers and led to
clashes with Jews over access to jobs.'2 The economy suffered
another recession from 1936 to 1939, which affected semi-
proletarianized Arab workers much more deeply than largely
unionized Jewish labor. The capital inllux accompanying Jewish
immigration increased the pace of land purchases as well. Zionist
acquisitions from large Palestinian owners and small peasants now
assumed greater importance than in the 1920s.'3 An increasingly
desperate economic situation constrained peasants to sell their
lands, for by 1936 the average debt of a peasant family-25 to 35
pounds per year-equaled or surpassed their average annual income
of 27 pounds.'4 The money peasants earned from land sales usually
did little more than release them from debt and propel them toward
the urban slums. Due to inllated real-estate prices, large Palestinian
landowners, on the other hand, could make huge profits by selling
their estates to the Zionists. Some owners arbitrarily raised rents to
force their tenants ofT the land prior to concluding such a sale, in
order to avoid paying compensation to the peasants.'s A law,
decreed in 1933, extending greater rights to tenants contributed to a
noticeable increase in disputes between landlords and peasants
over tenancy rights. Militant nationalists were involved in encourag-
ing such conflicts.7 6 By the mid-1930s the government was
routinely forced to call out large numbers of police in order to evict
sharecroppers from sold properties as, more and more frequently,
peasants resisted dispossession through violent means." The
bankruptcy of the notables' policies was thcrefore increasingly ap-
parent they had made no progress toward achieving national
independence and were incapable of stemming the Zionist tide of
increasing population,
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land settlement, and economic development. The a'yan's inability to
achieve successes threatened their hold over the national movement
and made it difficult for them to claim the discourses of nationalism
or even Islam as their exclusive property. Moreover, the notable front
had splintered over disagree- ments on national strategy. Opposition
to Husayni leadership crystallized around the Nashashibi clan, which
represented the richest landowners, citrus growers, and
entrepreneurs. More heavily involved than other notables in land
sales to the Zionists, and the greateSt beneficiaries of citrus exports
to England, the Nashashibi-led groups of the notable-mercantile
class opposed pan-Arab unity and was ready to accept less than
total independence from Britain.'8 This group, which established the
National Defense Party in 1934, had a certain base of support
through its patron-client networks. 79 The radical nationalists took
advantage of the openings provided by the series of crises and by
the swelling of their ranks with a new contingent of young men
educated in mandate institutions. As Goran Therborn notes, the
training of an intellectual stratum in colonial situations often
generates revolutionary ideologies, due to the disparity between the
nature of the training they receive, suitable for an advanced capitalist
society, and the colonial form of subjection. so The mandate
educational system in Palestine produced young men whose
qualifications were nOt commensurate with the holy roles assigned
to them, and so their discontent generated new and critical forms of
subjectivity. The 1930s witnessed an upsurge in Palestine of
independent political organizing by the educated middle class, just
as in the rest of the Arab world, where a new generation of radical
nationalists were raising slogans of socio- economic justice and Arab
unity and developing novel forms of political organization. 8J
Palestinian radicals set up a variety of bodies such as the Young
Men's Muslim Association, the Arab Youth Conferences, and the
Arab Boy Scouts (independent of the international Baden-Powell
movement). The most important organization was the Istiqlal
(Independence) Party, established in 1932, whose roots lay in the
old Istiqlal movement associated with the Sharifian government at



Damascus. 82 Led by elements of the educated middle class and
the disaffected offspring of notable families, it appealed to educated
professionals and salaried officials: lawyers, doctors, teachers,
government employees. 8J Unlike other Palestinian parries founded
in the 1930s, it was organized not on the basis of family or clan
loyalties but around a political program, and thus it was the first
(excluding the Communist) to appeal to and construct a new and
modern form of subjectivity. It also distinguished itself by centering
its political actions on opposition to the British mandate govern- ment
rather than aiming them at the Jewish community alone. The Istiqlal
took a 'populist' political stance representative of an aspiring national
bourgeoisie. 84 Its adherents criticized the chronic unemployment
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1939) 485 besetting Arab workers, and the high taxes, rising prices,
and unjust govern- ment treatment that the peasants suffered under.
The Istiqlal advocated the establishment of a nationalist parliament
and the abolition of 'feudal' titles, such as pasha. bey, and effendi,
that were common among the notables. In 1933, Istiqlalists began to
attack the notable leadership, asserting that, because it had
remained abject in the face of Zionism and imperialism, Palestinian
nationalism was not the cause of the zu'ama but, rather, that of the
poor. 8S The Istiqlalists therefore attempted to mobilize the popular
classes along the faultlines of class antagonisms by constructing a
popular-democratic discourse that took advantage of fellahin
disaffection from the notables and used it for 'national' purposes. 86
In 1934. however, only a year and a half after its founding, the Istiqlal
Party ceased to function effectively. Aided by the party's division into
pro- Hashemite and pro-Saudi factions, Hajj Amin al-Husayni was
able to sabotage it Many Istiqlalists subsequently joined the Mufti's
Palestine Arab Party, which, paradoxically, made it into something
more than simply a clan-based grouping. 87 In addition, their entry
pushed Hajj Amin to take a more militant stance. But even after their
party's demise, Istiqlalists continued to be active as individuals, while
other independent groupings stepped up their organizing efforts. The



Arab Youth Congress attempted to prevent illegal Jewish immigra-
tion by organizing units to patrol the coasts. 88 Arab labor garrisons
were set up at Jerusalem, Haifa, and Jaffa to defend Arab workers
against attacks by Jewish workers trying to prevent Jewish
capitalists from hiring Arabs. 89 Efforts to mobilize the peasantry
were even more consequential. Educated young men from the
villages, who returned home to serve as teachers, spread radical
nationalist notions among the fellahin, particularly in the northern
foothills of Jabal Nablus (the region known as the Triangle,
comprising the environs of Nablus, Janin, and Tulkarm) where
villages had lost land to Zionist colonies on the coastal and
Esdraelon plains. 90 Poetry was an especially significant vehicle for
this dissemination of nationalist ideas and sentiments in the
countryside. Written in simple language and style. nationalist poetry
frequently criticized the notable leadership.91 According to Ghassan
Kanafani, it often took the form of 'almost direct political
preaching.'92 Poems and songs by artists like Ibrahim Tuqan, 'Abd
aI-Karim al-Karmi, and 'Abd aI-Rahim Mahmud were well known in
the countryside and recited at festive and public occasions.
Peasants had access to newspapers (which began to appear daily
after the 1929 riOts) and magazines that printed nationalist poetry;
the anthropologist Hilma Granqvist reports that fellahin from the
village of Artas who went to Bethlehem for market heard newspapers
read aloud in the coffee shops there. 9J Probably most villages had
similar access to the printed word. Al-Baquri claims that the poetry of
the nationalist bards 'rang out on the lips of the fighters and popular
masses' during the 1936-39 revolt. 94
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The Palestine Communist Party should be mentioned in this context,
even though its impact on events was minimal. Founded in 1922, the
PCP remained primarily a Jewish organization until 1929, when the
Comintern ordered it to undergo 'Arabization.'95 At its Seventh
Congress in 1930, it began to orient itself programmatically toward
the peasantry. Asserting that in an agricultural country like Palestine
it was 'the peasant revolution' that was 'the most significant,' it called
for the confiscation of estates held by big Arab landowners, religious
institutions, and Jewish colonies, and for their distribution to landless
and land-poor peasants. The PCP urged peasants to refuse to pay
taxes and debts and advocated armed rebellion. It also proposed
conducting propaganda at the mosques on Fridays and at popular
festivals like Nabi Musa, for 'it is during such mass celebrations that
the fighting capacity of the fellahin is appreciably aroused.'96 In
addition, the PCP campaigned vigorously on behalf of Bedouin and
peasants dispossessed by Zionist colonization. 97 But due to its
paucity of Arab members, the fact that no cadre lived in villages, and
widespread perceptions that it was chiefly a Jewish organization, the
parry's influence in the Palestinian Arab community remained
circumscribed. In any case, after the onset of the Comintern's
Popular Front strategy, the PCP dropped its call for agrarian
revolution (typical of the world Communist movement's ultra-left
'Third Period') and began trying to build closer ties with middle-class
nationalists. 'Abd ai-Qadir Yasin asserts that the party's social
dcmands wcre influcntial among workers and peasants by the mid-
1930s,98 but such claims are difficult to verify, since the PCP's ideas
were not backed up by practices. At best, Communist notions may
have influenced radical nationalist individuals with whom the party
maintained contact. A wave of renewed violence in 1933 further
demonstrated the notables' tenuous hold over the nationalist
movement. Violence rapidly spread through the urban centers (and
some villages) of the country after an anti-British demonstration at
Jaffa in October led to clashes with police. Unlike the situation in
1929, this violence was aimed specifically at the British mandate
administration, which represented a significant shift in the
movement's strategy and political awareness. The British leaned
harder than ever on the Mufti to keep these disturbances from



getting out of hand. In return for preventing the fellahin from following
the 'extremists' and for restraining demonstrations, the British
granted the Supreme Muslim Council complete control over
waqf(religious endowment) finances. 99 But as tensions mounted,
Hajj Amin's position as mediator became more precarious. He
moved in two directions at once, trying both to maintain good
relations with the British by reining in the national movement and to
retain credibility with the populace by adopting a militant posture.
Hajj Amin's primary activities concerned land sales, a significant
issue of
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1939) 487 public concern. The Palestinian Arab press frequently
editorialized against land traffic with the Zionists, and in the early
1930s the Muslim-Christian Associations and the Arab Executive
had sent agents out to the villages, urging peasants not to sell their
land. 100 In the fall of 1934 the Mufti and the SMC initiated a more
vigorous campaign, mobilizing the ideology and institutions of Islam
to fight land sales (and to maintain Hajj Amin's influence with the
peasantry). The Mufti toured areas where transactions were occur-
ring, to explain the dangers they posed to the nation and condemn
them as acts of sin and high treason}OI In January 1935, he issued
a fatwa (legal opinion) on the matter that forbade traffic in land with
the Zionists and branded simsars (real estate brokers) as heretics
(mariq)}02 But religious propaganda alone could not reverse the
economic forces that led the peasants into indebtedness and forced
them off the land. The dire agrarian situation was exacerbated by a
series of crop failures between 1929 and 1936 and by competition
from cheap agricultural imports, their prices depressed by the global
economic downturn}03 The Mufti recognized, in theory, the need for
structural changes, and he called for (1) measures to protect
peasants from big landowners; (2) the establishment of national
industries; (3) aid to small farmers; and (4) a campaign of purchasing
national products}04 But the SMC's only concrete action was to put
some tracts of land under waqf (mortmain) protection. By the mid-



1930s the political impasse in Palestine forced even the Mufti to
realize that more drastic measures might be called for. Accordingly,
in late 1933 a young associate of Hajj Amin's, 'Abd ai-Qadir al-
Husayni, organized a secret military group known as Munazzamat
al-Jihad al-Muqaddas (Organiza- tion for Holy Struggle)}OS At the
same time, various groupings of radicals were also preparing for
military struggle. And in 1934, according to Palestine Communist
Party propaganda, a popular bandit known as Abu Jilda was carrying
out significant armed activity in the countryside. Abu Jilda's 'partisan
detachments,' the Communists claimed, were pulling the country
tOward disorder and toward armed revolt against the colonial
authoritics. '06

 

THE REVOLT OF AL-QASSAM

 

The spark that ignited the explosion came from an independent
organization intimately connected to the peasantry and semi-
proletariat created by the agrarian crisis. That organization was
founded by radical Islamic reformer Shaykh 'Izz ai-Din al-Qassam. A
native of Jabla, .Syria, and a key figure in the 1921 revolt against the
French, al-Qassam took refuge in Haifa after fleeing Syria under
sentence of death. A man of great religious learning who had studied
at Cairo's al-Azhar, al-Q!1ssam was associated with the Islamic
reform (Salafiya) movement,107 as well as with certain Sufi turuq}08
He quickly
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achieved prominence in Haifa as a preacher and teacher. Unlike
other political activists in Palestine, al-Q;l.ssam concentrated his
efforts exclusively on the lower classes with whom he lived}09 He
set up a night school to combat illiteracy among the casual laborers
(recent migrants from rural areas) of Haifa shantytowns and was a
prominent member of the Young Men's Muslim Association. In 1929
al-Qassam was appointed marriage registrar of Haifa's Shari(a court.
The duties of this office, which required that he tour northern
villages, permitted him to extend his efforts to the peasantry, whom
he encouraged to set up growing and distribution cooperatives. I 10
Using his religious position, al-Q!l.ssam began to recruit followers
from among the fellahin and the laborers of Haifa, organizing them
into clandestine cells of not more than five persons. By 1935 he had
enlisted 200, perhaps even 800, men. 11I Many received military
training, carried out after dark; all were imbued with al-Q!l.ssam's
message of Strict piety, of struggle and sacrifice, of patriotism, the
necessity for unity, and the need to emulate early Islamic heroes." l
In the 1920s, al-Qassam made a name for himself by attacking as
un-Islamic certain folk religious practices still common in the Haifa
area. 1I3 Such censure accorded with al-Qassam's Salafiya leanings
and recalled the actions of (Abd aI-Karim, leader of the 1924-27 anti-
Spanish rebellion in the Moroccan Rif. A Salafiya advocate like al-
Qassam, (Abd aI-Karim had banned a number of traditional folk
religious practices in the interests of promoting unity among the Rif
rebels. II.. AI-Qassam's political activities also paralleled those of
Hasan al-Banna, founder of the Muslim Brothers (al-Ikhwan al-
Muslimin) in Egypt. Just as al-Banna recruited his first followers in
the new towns of the Canal Zone, so al-Q!l.ssam recruited in the
newly developing city of Haifa. But while al-Banna attracted the new
Egyptian petty bourgeoisie, al-Q!l.ssam focused on the recently
dispossessed peasants working as casual laborers in the slums. 11
S AI-Qassam's appeal to religious values was not simply a return to
tradition or a retreat into the past, but instead represented a real
transformation of traditional forms for revolutionary use in the
present.\!6 He seized on popular memories of the Assassins and the



wars against the Crusaders by invoking the tradition of the ftda<iyin,
the notion of struggle that involved sacrifice. His clandestine
organization resembled that of a Sufi order: his followers grew their
beards 'wild' and called themselves shaykhs}17 This was not as
incongru- ous as it might seem, for, as Thomas Hodgkin argues, the
Islamic world view contains elements that can be articulated together
to constitute a revolutionary tradition. lIB A1-Qassam's efforts
represent just such an articulation and condensation of nationalist,
religious 'revivalist' and class-conscious components in a movement
of anti-colonial struggle. Although his followers may have begun
carrying out small armed attacks on Zionist settlements as early as
1931,"9 it was not until November 1935
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launching a full-scale revolt Accompanied by a small detachment of
followers, he set out from Haifa with the aim of raising the peasantry
in rebellion. An accidental encounter with the police led to a
premature battle with the British military, however, and al-Q!l.ssam
died before his rebellion could get off the ground. Nonetheless, his
example electrified the country. Independent radical organizations
eulogized al-Qassam and gained new inspiration from his
revolutionary project. AI-Qassam rapidly achieved the status of a
popular hero, and his gravesite became a place of pilgrimage,l2o His
legacy also included the many Q!l.ssamites still at large and
prepared for action, as well as militant nationalists who set up fresh
political groupings in the tOwns and organized armed bands on the
Qassam model. Urban radicals also redoubled their organizing in the
villages in preparation for a new anti-British outbreak,l21 In such a
highly charged atmosphere, only a small event was needed to trigger
an explosion.

 

THE GREAT REVOLT (AL-THAWRA AL-KUBRA)



 

That incident occurred on 13 April 1936, when two Jews were
murdcred in the Nablus Mountains, perhaps by Qassamites.
Following a wave of brutal reprisals and counter-reprisals, the
government declared a state of emergency. In response, 'national
committees' led by various militant organizations sprang up in the
towns and declared a general strike. The notables followed along,
trying to retake control of the unruly movement. On 25 April all the
Palestinian parties (including the Nashashibi's National Defense
Parry) met with the national committees and set up a coordinating
body known as the Higher Arab Committee (HAC), with Amin al-
Husayni as its president. Although the HAC grew out of the notables'
move to regain their dominant position, nonetheless, as a merging of
the independent radical groupings with the traditional leadership it
was more representative than the old Arab Executive had been. 122
The HAC quickly declared that the general strike would continue until
the British government put an end to Jewish immigration to
Palestine, and it restated the other basic national demands-the
banning ofland sales and the establishment of an independent
national government. Though it initially sprang up in the towns, the
revolt's focus rapidly shifted to the countryside. A conference of rural
national committees convened in May and elaborated a specific
peasant agenda, including a call for nonpayment of taxes and the
denunciation of the establishment of police stations in villages at
fellahin expense. 123 In addition, Istiqlalists (still active as individu-
als) toured the countryside of the Triangle to mobilize support for the
general strike, while both Qassamites and SMC preachers spread
propaganda and attempted to organize among peasants,l24
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In mid-May, armed peasant bands in which Qilssamites featured
prominently appeared in the highlands. They were assisted by
armed com- mandos in the towns and by peasant auxiliaries who
fought part-time. Though connected to the urban national
committees, in general these bands operated independently of the
Mufti and the HAC. m From mountain hideouts they harassed British
communications, attacked Zionist settlements, and even sabotaged
the Iraq Petroleum Company oil pipelines to Haifa. This last activity
posed a particular threat to British global hegemony, for in the 1930s
Great Britain still controlled the bulk of Middle East oil, and the Haifa
pipeline was crucial to imperial naval strategy in the Mediterranean.
The towns, in a state of semi-insurrection, were finally brought under
control by the British in July, which left the countryside as the
undisputed center of revolt.\26 In the following month Fawzi a1-
Qawuqji, hero of the Syrian Druze rebellion of 1925, resigned his
commission in the Iraqi army and entered Palestine with an armed
detachment of pan-Arab volunteers, declaring himself commander-
in-chief of the revoltY' Although the military effectiveness of the rebel
movement was improved and al-Qawuqji was hailed as a popular
hero throughout the country, he never managed to unite all the
diverse bands under his command. While popular forces fought the
British in the countryside, the notables of the HAC-only one of whom
had been arrested-were negotiating with the enemy for a
compromise to end the conflict. British authorities increased the
pressure in late September by launching tOugh countermeasures-
boost- ing their military force to 20,000, declaring martial law, and
going on a new defensive. The HAC was also constrained by the
onset of the agricultural season: peasants wanted to resume work,
but, more important, harvest season started in September on the
plantations of wealthy citrus-growers" 28 The HAC, preferring
negotiations to mass mobilization, which threatened notable
leadership, called off the six-month-old general strike on 10 October,
with the understanding that the Arab rulers (of Iraq, Transjordan, and
Saudi Arabia) would intercede with the British government on the
Palestinians' behalf and that the government would act in good faith



to work out new solutions. A long interim period ensued. While
notables pinned their hopes on a Royal Commission of Inquiry,
activists and rebel band leaders toured the villages and purchased
weapons in preparation for a new round of fighting. In July 1937, the
British Peel Commission published its recommendations for the
partition of Palestine into Arab and Jewish states. Arab reaction was
universally hostile; even the Nashashibi faction which had defected
from the HAC condemned the partition proposal. Feelings ran
especially high in the Galilee, a highland region with few Jewish
residents, which the plan of partition included in the proposed Jewish
state.'29 In September, following the assassination of the British
district commissioner for Galilee (possibly by
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1939) 491 Qassamites), the second phase of the revolt erupted.
British authorities responded by banning the HAC and deporting or
arresting hundreds of activists. The Mufti managed to evade arrest
by escaping to Lebanon in October. Shortly thereafter, fierce fighting
broke out With the notable leadership in exile or imprisoned,
command now shifted decisively to the partisans in the countryside.
Rebel bands were most active in the Nablus and Galilee highlands,
the areas of greatest popular resistance. The Jerusalem-Hebron
region, where the Munazzamat ai-Jihad al-Muqaddas operated, was
also an important center. In these districts the various bands set up
their own court system, administrative offices, and intelligence
networks. While pcasants and ex-peasant migrants to the towns
composed the vast majority of band leaders and fighters, young
urban militants played important roles as commanders, advisers,
arms transporters, instructors, and judgesYo Qassamites were
particularly well represented at the leadership level. By taxing the
peasantry, levying volunteers, and acquiring arms through the
agency of experienced smug- glers, UI the bands were able to
operate autonomously from the rebel headquarters-in-exile set up by
the notable leadership at Damascus. A network of militants in the
towns, particularly from among the semi-proletariat, collected



contributions, gathered intelligence, and carried out acts of terror
against the British, the Zionists, and Arab simsars and collaborators.
132 In the summer and fall of 1938 the rebellion reached its peak.
Some 10,000 persons had joined the insurgent bands, now
sufficiently well organized for a handbook of instructions to be issued
for their members. IH Commanders of the largest bands established
a Higher Council of Command to enhance military coordination. Most
of the Palestinian highlands were in rebel hands, and by September
government control over the urban areas had virtually ceased. Once
rebels gained the upper hand in the towns, the peasant character of
the revolt expressed itself even more clearly. Rebel commanders
ordered all townsmen to take off the urban headgear, the fez, and to
don the peasant headcloth, the kafiylI', urban women were
commanded to veil. This action was both practical, in that it
protected rebels from arrest by the British when they entered the
towns, and symbolic, in that it signified the countryside's hegemony
over the ciry. Insurgents also instructed urban residents not to use
electric power, which was produced by an Ang10-Jewish company.
Few dared disobey these orders. Large sums of money were
extracted from wealthy city- dwellers as contributions to the revolt,
and particularly large 'contributions' were demanded from the big
orange-growers and merchants at Jaffa who supported the
Nashashibi opposition. 134 On 1 September, the joint rebel
command issued a declaration that directly challenged the leading
classes' dominance over the countryside. Although
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limited in scope, the declaration represented a social program which
went beyond the merely 'national' goals of the ayall. In it the



commanders declared a moratorium on all debts (which had so
impoverished the peasantry and by means of which notables
controlled agricultural production) and warned both debt collectors
and land agents not to visit the villages. Arab contractors, who hired
work teams for the construction of police posts in the villages and
roads to facilitate access to rebel strongholds, were also ordered to
cease operations. In addition, the statement declared the
cancellation of rents on urban apartments, which had risen to
scandalously high levels. This item was particularly significant in
that, by linking the needs of peasants and urban workers, it revealed
the new class alliance underpinning the revolt.l3S The rebels'
interference with landlord-usurer control over the countryside and
their demands for contributions from the wealthy constituted a
'revenge of the countryside,' which prompted thousands of wealthy
Palestinians to abandon their homes for other Arab countries. Well-
off Palestinians tended to view the rebels as little better than bandits.
In part this charge was justified, for there were serious discipline
problems within the rebel camp, despite the considerable advances
the bands achieved in coordination and unity of purpose. For
instance, clan or family loyalties occasionally interfered with the
class or national interests of certain rebel commanders, who carried
out petty blood-feuds under cover of nationalist activity.l3 6 Some
peasants were alien- ated by the coercive manner employed by
particular leaders to collect taxes and by their favoritism toward
certain clans. Moreover, although class divi- sions among the
peasants were not well developed, villagers were by no means
homogeneous in their class interests. The assassination of a
mukhtar who collaborated with the British, for example, was likely to
alienate those members of his hamula who benefited from the
mukhtars ties to outside forces. Most accounts of the revolt stress
the internal problems faced by the rebels. Although such criticisms
are exaggerated and detract from the rebels' positive
accomplishments, they cannot simply be dismissed. The British and
the Nashashibis were able to exploit the contradictions }Vithin the
rebel movement through such means as the formation of 'peace
bands' in late 1938 to do battle with the rebels. Although
representative primarily of the interests of landlords and rural



notables, the 'peace bands' were manned by disaffected peasants.
137 More important for British strategy than the 'peace bands' was
the signing of the Munich Agreement on 30 September 1938. This
allowed Britain to free one more army division for service in
Palestine and to launch a military counteroffensive. Is it possible that
British Prime Minister Chamberlain signed the Munich Agreement
not merely to appease Hitler momentarily but also to protect Britain's
oil supply in the Mediterranean from 'backward' but dangerous bands
of peasants? It would be difficult to chart a clear cause-effect
relation, but it is evident at least that, for the British chiefs of staff,
Palestine
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and potential enemies to the north (Germany, Soviet Union) and was
an indispensable link in land communications. With war looming on
the horizon in Europe, Britain was seeking desperately to end the
disturbances in Palestine. 138 In any event, the Munich Agreement
had disastrous consequences not just for Czechoslovakia but for the
rebellion in Palestine as well. By 1939 the rebels were lighting a
British military force of 20,000 men as well as the RAF. In addition,
Orde Wingate, a British officer, organized a counterinsurgency force
of Jewish fighters known as the Special Night Squads to terrorize
villagers and to guard the oil pipeline. 139 The British
counteroffensive increased pressure on the rebels and prompted
further internal problems, such as abuses in collecting taxes and
contributions and an upsurge in political assassinations. However,
the intensified military offensive was still not enough to finish off the
rebellion, so the British launched a diplomatic one as well. In March
1939 the government issued a White Paper declaring that it was
opposed to Palestine becoming a Jewish state, that Jewish
immigration would be limited to 75,000 over the next five years, that
land sales would be strictly regulated, and that an independent
Palestinian state would be set up in ten years with self-governing
institutions to be established in the interim. Although both the



notables and the rebels rejected the White Paper, the Palestinian
populace responded to it more favorably.'40 Clearly, while it did not
satisfy the maximum national demands, the White Paper
represented a concession wrung from the British by armed
resistance. Zionist reaction against the White Paper, by contrast,
was much more virulent. The revolt was gradually crushed by
extreme external pressures and the resultant internal fracturing of
the movement. After over three years of lighting, the intervention of
substantial British military forces aided by the Zionists, and nearly
20,000 Arab casualties (5,032 dead, 14,760 wounded '41 ), the
rebellion was finally subdued. In July the last major rebel
commander was captured; once the war with Germany began in
September 1939, fighting ended altogether. An entirely new set of
circumstances on the international scene were to determine
subsequent events in Palestine.

 

CONCLUSION

 

I have tried to propose an alternative to the prevailing analyses of
the Great Revolt in Palestine, which represent Palestinian society as
so fractured by vertical cleavages that neither the class nor national
unity necessary for success in the anti-colonial, anti-Zionist struggle
could emerge. Given the prevailing social structure, so the argument
goes, once the Palestinian peasantry took leadership of the revolt it
could only act true to its inherently 'backward'
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character. Arnon-Ohanna's assessment is typical: 'The absence of
cooperation and mutual responsibility, the deep-seated divisiveness
of a society based on patriarchal lines and hamulas, the ancient
inter-village and inter-hamula wrangles over stretches of land and
water sources, over blood feuds, family honor and marital problems-
these were simply transferred to the [guerrilla] bands movement.'142
According to many of those who make such an argument, only one
force could have ensured victory: a modern, revolutionary party"43 I
have argued that the model of vertical cleavages was essentially
ideologi- cal, in that it was the form through which the Palestinian
ruling class maintained its political and economic hegemony. As an
ideology of rule, it worked by refracting the underlying class structure
of the society, making relations of exploitation appear as amicable
'exchanges' between persons of unequal status. In an effort to show
that class antagonisms overdetermined this relation, I argue that
peasants manipulated the dominant ideology in their struggle for a
better life. Although peasants lived in a state of subordina- tion,
landlord-notable domination was never total but was resisted on the
basis of the very terms of the dominant ideology, that is, the struggle
for a 'just' exchange. What is more, peasants possessed traditions of
resistance, which they could call on in moments of crisis to forge a
movement of opposition. I have charted a genealogy of these
traditions of resistance prior to 1936. Despite its weak and often
broken lines of descent, it.'! vague and hidden traces, there are
strong indications of such a tradition: a semi-autonomous existence
prior to 1831, banditry and unorthodox religious practices, resistance
to the expansion of the Ottoman state and to land registration in the
late nineteenth century, and spontaneous struggles against new
colonies of European Jews. Buried deeper within popular
consciousness, moreover, were memories of earlier struggles, such
as that of Salah a1-Din's (Saladin) against those earlier Euro- pean
invaders, the Crusaders. Such traditions do not necessarily imply
practices of a conservative or retrograde nature, for, as Raymond
Williams has argued, the 'residual' can be an important source for
progressive political practices even in advanced industrial societies"



44 I have stressed too that the fellahin's folk heritage was not a pure,
unblemished one. Their 'common sense' was penetrated and altered
over time by dominant ideologies of the state during the resurgence
of Ottoman power in the second half of the nineteenth century, and
by the nationalist idioms of the notables in the mandate period.
Peasant consciousness was influenced as well by radical ideas
emanating from militants of the middle class. Older traditional
notions came to be articulated with the newer discourses of the
nation, democracy and reformist Islam. In some cases, as with al-
Qassam's attack on folk Islamic practices, popular traditions were
modified in order to enhance the unity of the popular movement. In
other instances, traditional
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modern vehicles of struggle. My aim has also been to demonstrate
that the Palestinian peasantry was not an unchanging 'backward'
component of Palestinian society, but that it underwent constant
change in the period under study. During the nineteenth century it
was transformed from a class of relatively independent producers to
one dominated by landowners and usurers, producing to a growing
extent for the capitalist world market. A substantial number of
peasants were displaced by Zionist colonization and indebtedness,
forced out of agriculture altogether, and made into casual laborers.
The fellahin were transformed further in the twentieth century,
assuming a dual character as peasants and as casual workers. The
partial integration of peasants into the wage circuit of 'free' labor
socialized peasant-workers in new ways and contributed to the
dissolution of the precapitalist institutions in the village. Although the
notables and the British tried mightily to uphold the hierarchies of
patron-client networks, the grounds on which they were established
were destabilized by the advances of Zionism and the notables' own
failure to achieve 'national' goals. Peasants totally abandoned by the
system-dispossessed of their lands by Zionist colonies and driven
into the towns as a subproletariat- eagerly embraced new ideas and



practices that challenged notable domin- ance. All these forces came
into play during the Great Revolt. The peasant-led movement
represented a congealing of nationalism, religious revivalism, and
class consciousness, no element of which can be neatly
disentangled from the others. Here I have underscored the
emergence within the rebel movement of specific demands and
practices of the peasantry as a class, in part because in other
accounts this aspect is so underplayed. The refusal to pay taxes, the
moratorium on debts, the heavy contributions levied against the
wealthy: all these rebel practices aimed at addressing the needs of
the peasants. In addition, the declared moratorium on rental
payments for apartments indicates the movement's close linkage
with the urban semi-proletariat. The campaign of terror launched
against collaborators, land agents, mukhtars, and Arab police
officers represented a serious attempt to deal with traitors whose
activities had hurt peasants, even though by all accounts it was
carried to unnecessary extremes. While such demands and actions
on the part of the rebels did not, strictly speaking, constitute
'revolutionary' practice, they nonetheless posed a considerable
threat to the political and economic hegemony of the notables. They
also show that to claim that the rebels had 110 discernible, coherent
social or political program is to oversimplify the issue
considerably.'4s We have seen how the rebels were able partially to
overcome 'traditional' social divisions based on region and clan. The
establishment of a council of command by the leading commanders
was an important political step in this
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direction, as were the efforts of Qassamites who organized on the
basis of an Islamic discourse colored by the interests of the popular
classes. Such factors made crucial contributions to the remarkable
degree of coherence that the rebellion was able to achieve. Much
has been made, in accounts of the rebellion, of the internal problems
besetting the rebel forces. Indeed, misguided practice-such as
regional, familial, and lineage loyalties which overrode fidelity to the
movement, and the resort to assassination, brutality, and heavy-
handed methods in extracting 'contributions' from peasants-posed
real problems for the movement and undermined its ability to sustain
broad popular support. It is difficult here to achieve a 'correct'
analytical balance. But we should remember that throughout the
world, unsavory practices have been common during moments of
social upheaval. We should not therefore focus on them exclusively
in order to discount an entire movement. Such problems would not
necessarily have magically been transcended under the guidance of
a 'revolutionary' party and leadership, for a party is no guarantee of a
successful outcome for social struggle. To focus attention on the
absence of a party, as many have done, is to belittle the militant,
honest leadership and forms of organization that the peasantry and
semi-proletariat were able to muster. While some commanders were
given to self-aggrandizement and petty feuding, many others (most
of whom remain anonymous) deserve to be remembered. Qfis-
samites, who played a key leadership role, were particularly noted
for their devoutness and honesty, and 'Abd aI-Rahim aI-Hajj
Muhammad, the most respected commander, was renowned for his
nationalist convictions, for his opposition to political assassination,
and for his tirelessness as a fighter. l46 If anything, it was the
formidable strength of the enemy that was more crucial to the
peasant rebels' defeat than their purported 'backwardness.' The
British, determined to maintain control over this area of major
strategic importance (particularly the harbor at Haifa, the oil pipeline,
and communica- tion routes to India), mustered a substantial military
force to fight the rebels. In addition, the powerful Jewish community
was enlisted to assist the British efforts. Jews were enrolled in the
police and the constabulary; Jewish fighters were organized into
special counterinsurgency squads by Orde Wingate. Zionist



revisionists, without British approval, launched terrorist attacks
against the Arab community. Moreover, the rebellion gave the
Zionists the op- portUnity to build up their military capabilities. While
by the end of the revolt the Arab community was substantially
disarmed, the Zionists in the meantime had put 14,500 men, with
advanced training and weaponry, under arms}47 This military
imbalance between the twO communities, enhanced during World
War II, was an extremely important factor in the disaster that befell
the Palestinian Arabs in 1948. I have tried, then, to develop a
counterargument to the dominant analysis
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tends to proceed by defining (and thereby diminishing) the peasants
and casual laborers as 'traditional,' 'backward,' 'fanatical,' or even
'terrorists.' By presenting the peasantry as essentially unchanging,
this approach also permits scholars to ignore the very real history of
peasant resistance which preceded the rebellion. Other writers
sympathetic to the revolt often disparage it for lacking a revolutionary
party at its helm. Such arguments allow analysis to trivialize or
ignore the accomplishments of the revolt and to concentrate on other
questions, such as the role of the middle class, the treachery of the
notables, or the Palestine Communist Party (which in fact was
largely irrelevant to this affair!48). What is at stake in such a
dismissal is that the legitimate social and political desires of
subaltern popular social movements have gone unheeded by the
'progressive' as well as the dominant commentaries. Scholarly work
that would constitute a social history of the revoir, including an
investigation of the cultural life of the peasantry, the economic
organization of the countryside, traditions of resistance, and
ideologies of domination and opposi- tion, has therefore scarcely
begun,149 For this reason, I have stressed in polemical fashion the
positive accomplish- ments of the peasantry in the course of the
Great Revolt-achievemel)ts which have so often been minimized.
This should be seen, then, only as a tentative step toward the



development of a complete analysis, which requires the investigation
of both structures of dominance and movements of opposi- tion in
their complex historical relation.
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Of the Diversity of Iraqis, the Incohesiveness of their Society, and
their Progress in the Monarchic Period toward a Consolidated
Political Structure

 

HANNABATATU

 



At the turn of the century the Iraqis were not one people or one
political community. This is not meant to refer simply to the presence
of numerous racial and religious

inorities in Iraq: Kurds, Turkomans, Persians, Assyrians, Armenians,
Chaldeans,Jews, Yazidis, Sabeans, and others. The majority of the
inhabitants of Iraq, the Arabs, though sharing common
characteristics, were themselves in large measure a congeries of
distinct, discordant, self-involved societies. A wide chasm, to begin
with, divided the main cities from the tribal country. Urban and tribal
Arabs-except for dwellers in towns situated deep in the tribal domain
or tribesmen living in the neighborhood of cities-belonged to twO
almost separate worlds. The links between them were primarily
economic. But even in this regard their relationships could scarcely
be said to have been vigorous. As late as the 1870s, in the districts
that were remote from the main towns or from Shan-al-'Arab and the
Tigris-steamers traded only on these rivers, as the Euphrates could
not be navigated with ease-wheat rotted in the granaries or, as there
was no other means of turning it to account, was used as fuel, while
from time to time the people at Baghdad suffered from scarcity of
grain. Although in subsequent decades there was an increasing but
slow advance in the direction of interdependence, economic
disparateness remained only tOO real. Segments of the tribal
domain unreached by river steamers continued to be largely self-
sufficient, and even had market towns of their own. Similarly, the
cities had their own countryside, which nestled close to them or was
within reach of their protection. Here the lands on which tOwnsmen
directly
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depended were cultivated by peasants who, although by origin
tribesmen, were now held together by a territorial connection. But
most of the agricultural and pastoral lands of Iraq formed part of the
tribal domain. No less crucial was the social and psychological
distance between the urban and tribal Arabs. In many ways they
were very different from each other. The life of the urban Arabs was
on the whole governed by Islamic and Ottoman laws, that of the
tribal Arabs by Islamically tinged ancient tribal customs. Some of the
urban Arabs, in particular the educated stratum, had come under the
influence of Turkish-and in Shi<'i cities, Persian- culture; tribal Arabs,
on the other hand, had escaped that influence altogether. Among
urban Arabs class positions were somewhat strongly developed,
among the more mobile of the tribesmen relations were still
patriarchal in character. Many of the townsmen had, in the words of
a nineteenth-century Iraqi historian, 'become habituated to
submission and servility.'. The freer of the tribesmen were, by
contrast, irrepressible. As far as they were concerned, government
was a matter for contempt. As one Euphrates satirical N7JJsab or
tribal chant expressed it Maldiyyab, 'IDa ma min samm biN; taina.
'IDa tcbanat mahyiibah. 2 (It is a flabby serpent and has no venom;
we have come and have seen it, it is only in times past that it kept us
in awe.) Again, the Arabs of the cities were very conscious of their
Muslimness; with the tribal Arabs the feeling for Islam was not as
intense. I am not oblivious of the power that the Shj<j' divines had
over the Shi<j' tribes of the Euphrates, but even the latter never
developed the passion for religion so characteristic of urban
Muslims. It is significant that, in time of tribal levees, the chants of
tribesmen had usually secular-tribal or Arab-themes, such as the old
Arab motif, al-murilah, manliness, whereas the masses of the city
rallied more naturally to religious cries. 'Ad-Din! Yii Mubammad!'-The
Religion! o Mubammad!'3 was one of the more common slogans of
the populace in Baghdiid. 4 Of course, both tribal and town Arabs
were conscious that they were Arabs, in particular when they were
confronted, say, with a Turk or a Persian; but their Arab
consciousness was in no way akin to that of the later Arab
nationalists. That they were Arabs was to them a natural fact, a fact
they may have taken pride in, but they did not feel at all impelled to



do something about it. Theirs, in other words, was not a dynamic
Arabism, nor did the nation as such form the focus of their
sentiments or of their loyalty. The contrast that we have drawn
between urban and tribal Arabs should not be overemphasized. We
cannot afford to forget that many townsmen were of relatively recent
tribal origin. Even today a large number of the inhabitants of
Baghdad, quite apart from the tribal immigrants of the last four
decades, still remember the name of the tribe to which they once
belonged. A glance at the accompanying table [Table I] is enough to
suggest that there must have been in past centuries some sort of a
recurrent turnover of the town
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Haw a R«ord and Which Overtook Baghdiui ;n the 17th, 18th and
19th Centuries

 

1621 1623

 

1633 1635 1638 1656 1689 1733

 

1777-8 1786 1802-3 1822 1831

 

1877-8 1892 1895

 

Famine 'Hundreds or thousands' of Sunnis massacred and
'thousands' of others sold into slavery by Persians Flood Plague
General slaughter by Turks: about 30,000 victims, mostly Persians



Flood Famine and plague Persian siege: 'more than 100,000' died of
starvation Pestilence Civil war in Baghdid Flood; failure of harvest;
famine; civil strife Plague; 'most of the people ofIraq (?!)' annihilated
Plague; flood Plague, flood, siege, famine. The population of
Baghdad dwindled from about 80,000 to about 27,000 souls Plague;
famine Flood Flood

 

SOllrrer: Ibn Sanad al-Basri al-Wii'j(j (1766-1834), Ma{QJi'-III-SII'M
Bi[ayyibi Aibbar aJ-WaJi DiiMtJ ('FortUne's Preludes to the Happy
Annals of the Governor Diud') as abridged in 1873 by Amin b. l;Iasan
al-l;Ialwiini aI-Madani (Cairo, 1951), pp. 39 and 87; Anrhony N.
Groves, JounuJ of a Rtsidm« at Baghdiul during tIN Yearr 1830 and
1831 (London, 1832), pp. 114, 135, and 236; S. H. Longrigg, Four
Cmturier of Modmt IrflI/ (Oxford, 1925), pp. 53, 57, 68,73-4,93, 143,
184-185,203, 212, and 265; and A!)mad Siisah, Ar/iu Bagbtiiiti('Adas
of Baghdad') (Baghdad, 1952), pp. 31-32.

 

population. One is even tempted to say, in noting the succession of
plagues, famines, floods, and other disasters that afflicted Baghdad,
that the city was something like a deathtrap, a 'devourer' of people,
and the tribal domain a replenisher, a population reservoir for the
city, although there were possibly also other sources for the
population inflow. In fact, it would appear that in the centuries
preceding ours, when the flame of the riverine cities burnt low and
tribal power was rampant, there was a process of tribalization of
towns. At any rate, the tribal immigrants were in a way something of
a link between the twO disparate societies. Once in the city,
however, they naturally gave in little by little to urbanizing influences.
The social division did not exist only between the cities and the tribal
domain. The tribal domain itself was in fragments. The old tribal
confedera- tions had broken up. Baghdad Wilayah S alone had 110
tribes,6 and although these tribes observed similar rules and had
similar institutions, their relation- ships were in no little degree
dominated by raids or forays. The tribes were also divided into fiJi



, peasants; ma'tlim, Marshdwellers; sbilwiyab, People of the Sheep;
and ahl-/1-ibl, People of the Camel. The latter formed, in effect, the
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tribal aristocracy. They haughtily disdained all the other tribes and
would not fraternize or intermarry with them. 7 Similarly, the spirited
Euphrates tribes- men, who lived in intimate contiguity with the great
ancestral deserts, scorned the more submissive and more quiescent
tribesmen of the lower Tigris. 'Iraqi tribesmen are of two groups,' was
later to affirm a well-known Euphrates shaikh, to the first group
belong those who have to this day retained all the lofty qualities that
distinguished their forefathers . . . such as the love of liberty, the
readiness to sacrifice for it, the loathing of injustice, self-respect and
self- denial, and a bold and zealous spirit. .. They are the tribesmen
that live on the Euphrates and north of Baghdad. The second group
are Arabs by race but, in view of their contact with the successive
Arab and non-Arab governments of past centuries, their frequenting
of cities, and their mingling with the riff-raff, have lost some of their
Arab qualities and forgotten or feigned forgetfulness of their ancient
dignity and noble customs. . . They are the tribesmen that settled in
some of the diStricts of the Tigris to the south of Baghdad. 8 When
we turn to the cities we find that the physical bonds between them
were loose and tenuous. Apart from a faltering telegraphic service
and iron steamers on irregular Tigris sailings, communications were
primitive and uncertain. The journey from Baghdad to Ba

rah took a week, and traveling was in itself an adventure. Partly as a
consequence of this, the cities differed in their economic orientation.
The ties of Mosul were with Syria and Turkey, and those of Baghdad



and the Shj'j holy cities with Persia and the western and
southwestern deserts. Ba

rah looked mainly to the sea and to India. The different schemes of
weights and measures in the different towns of Iraq,9 the wide
variation in the prices of the same commodity by reason of the
dissimilar marketing conditions,lo and the extensive use of different
curren- cies" attested to the latent economic disunity. All this tended
to favor the growth of a strong spirit of localism. A Mosulite relates in
his memoirs how, when in 1909 he was appointed by a governor of
the new Young Turk government ll to a judgeship in Ba

rah, a large number of its dignitaries signed a petition objecting to his
appointment on the grounds that he was 'neither a Ba

rite nor of the ashraJ1J or maJliiks l4 ofBa

rah."s Of course, the more conscious of the townsmen thought of
themselves as part of the realm of Islam, and Islam's ideals, though
denuded of much of their old vigor, tended to rescue them to some
extent from their localism and associate them with their brother
Muslims within and beyond the confines of the Ottoman Empire. But
Islam in Iraq was more a force of division than of integration. It split
deeply Shi'i and Sunni Arabs. Socially they seldom mixed, and as a
rule did not intermarry. In mixed cities they lived in separate quarters
and led their own separate lives. To the strict Shi'is, the government
of the day-the government of the Ottoman sultan that led Sunni
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Islam-was, in its essence, a usurpation. In their eyes, it had not the
qualification to even execute the laws of Islam. They were, rherefore,
estranged from it, few caring to serve it or to attend its schools. The
Shi'i-Sunni division assumed a more acute form when it coincided
with another type of social division: the class division. The
interconnection between the sectarian and class cleavages is
discussed elsewhere at some lengrh}6 Here it suffices to refer to its
aggravating effect upon the feeling between the two sects and to
add, by way of parenthesis, that the presence of this factor suggests
that their mutual estrangement, if expressed religiously, had its roots,
at least partly, in economic and social causes. All the urban
cleavages found an expression in one other phenomenon: that of the
maJ,alJah or city quarter. In the towns of Iraq, in other words, the
groups that belonged to different faiths, sects, or classes or that
were of different ethnic or tribal origin tended to live in separate
maJ?allahs. For example, on Baghdad's main bank-the eastern
bank-the Shi'is lived in ad-Dahhanah,

ababigh-il-Al, al-Q!1shal,17 Suq-il-'Anarin, and other quarters; the
Jews mostly in at- Tawrat, Tabt-it- Takyah, Abu Saifain, and Siiq
l;Ianniin; the Christians in 'Aqd-in-Na

arah and Ra's-il-Q!tryah. ls Much of the rest of the eastern side of
the city was Sunni, but subdivided on other lines. Thus al-Maydan
was inhabited by the Turkish military, al- l;Iaydarkhanah by
'aristocratic' families and upper officials, Dukkan Shnawah by lower
officials, inner Bab-ish-Shaikh by artisans,19 and Bab-ish-Shaikh's
outer fringes by Baghdadi army officers of humble origins, and other
elements. The large stratum of kasabalr° also lived in Bab-ish-
Shaikh and Dukkan Shnawah, as well as elsewhere. 21 The same
phenomenon characterized Baghdad's suburbs: al-Kadhimiyyah,
which contains the tombs of the seventh and ninth of the Shi'i
Imams,22 was exclusively Shi'i and had a large concentration of
Persians, while al-A 'ghamiyyah, which owes its origin to the tomb of
Abii l;Ianifah. a leading Sunni legist and theologian of the eighth
century, and which symbolically lies on the opposite shore of the
Tigris, was exclusively Sunni and inhabited for the most part by



descendants of the Arab tribe of'Ubaid. 23 The members of each of
the different crafts into which the artisans were divided, who were
organized somewhat loosely in guilds or afllOf, tended also to reside
together in single streets, and in some towns would appear to have
been originally an extension of one and the same or of a few family
group- ings. 24 As a rule, the inhabitants of the maJ?allah existed in
a world of their own. Except for a very small number of educated
people, they were pretty much absorbed in the narrowness of their
life, and seldom if ever took thought of the community at large or of
its interests, or had even any real understanding of the concept of
such a community. Moreover, those forming part of a
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millah,zs as the Christians and the Jews, enjoyed autonomy in their
personal and denominational affairs. There is no lack of evidence in
our sources of the strength of the maJ,aIJah mentality at that time.
When, for example, in April 1915 the people of Najaf rose against
the Turks and expelled them from the city, each of Najafs four
quarters became independent, and continued to enjoy that status till
the coming of the English in August 1917. 26 The constitution of one
of the quarters, that of Buraq, has been preserved. In view of its
significance and its reflection of the level of contemporary political
thinking of some of the Iraqi townsmen, it is worthwhile reproducing
a number of its paragraphs (the reader will also note how the social
organization of the quarter in this city was still largely based on the
tribe, which bears out the point previously made concerning the
process of tribalization of towns; but at the same time it must be
remembered that Najaf had closer relations with the tribal domain
than with the main cities):



 

The 1915 Constitulion of the Buriltf f2..uarterofNtljaf In the name of
God the Merciful, the Compassionate, and whose help we seek. We
write this document in order to secure unity and cohesion amongst
ourselves, we the inhabitants of Buraq quarter, and our names are at
the end of this document We have assembled ourselves and
become united and of one blood, and follow one another should
anything happen to our quaner from other quarters. We will rise
together against an outsider who is not from us, whether the result
be to our advantage or to our disadvantage, and the conditions of
our union are as follows:

 

(1) If an outsider is killed, the murderer has to pay 5 liras [about £5
sterling] and the remainder of the blood money is to be paid by the
whole tribe. (2) If anybody from our union is killed, half. of the ftlfJl7
is for the murdered man's family and half for the union. (3) If anyone
kills anybody from his own tribe and the tribe has no responsible
head, the murderer must leave the place for seven years and
anybody who aids him is also to be dismissed for the same period.
The ftlfJ is 30 liras in gold. .. One-third is to be given to the union and
two-thirds to the relatives. . . .

 

(7) Should harm befall one of us who steals, robs, loots, or
fornicates, we are not only not responsible but also not his friends.
(8) If anyone of us is arrested for our doings by the government, or
imprisoned. all his expenses will be paid by us. The above is for all
of us. We are united with Kaqhim,28 whether he is in the town or not,
and on this condition we all put our signatures. . . and God is our
wimess. 29
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The tendency to split into independent mal?aJJas was by no means
a peculiarity of Naja£. During World War I, the eastern quarter of the
small Euphrates town of Samawah sided with the British, while the
western quarter preserved an overt neutrality.30 The two quarters
under their own autonomous shaikhs had been waging continual war
against each other for the preceding twenty years. 31 At Mosul
'feeling between the different wards,' observed a British vice-consul
in 1909, 'is often strong and bitter and not infrequently gives rise to
quarrels . ., Barricades are erected and the arms used are dubs,
maces, revolvers, knives, and stones. Only one such engagement
took place last year, one man being killed and several wounded.'32
Even in Baghdad the loyalty to the mal?allah was apt to assert itself
in vigorous terms. From an account we have of a demonstration that
took place in October 1911, and that was seemingly organized by
the Turkish authorities to protest Italy's invasion of Tripoli, it appears
that the people were grouped by mal?allas, and that a vehement
scuffle occurred between the delegation of the quarter of Bab-ish-
Shaikh and that of l::Iaydarkhanah over the questions of precedence
and who should march at the head of the demonstration. 33 Thus far
we have regarded the various loyalties in the Iraq of pre-World War I
as if they were simply negative and divisive. In fact, from the
standpoint of the individual involved in them, and insofar as they had
not petrified or been drained of their substance, they fulfilled a
positive need. The tribes, the mal?aJlas, and the afllaf were partly an
expression of the innate impulse for protection through unity-a
protection that the Ottoman government, by reason of its weakness,
could not regularly provide. 'To depend on the tribe,' wrote in 1910
one of Baghdad's deputies to the Ottoman parliament, 'is a thousand
times safer than dependin'g on the government, for whereas the
latter defers or neglects repression, the tribe, no matter how feeble it
may be, as soon as it learns that an injustice has been committed



against one of its members readies itself to exact vengeance on his
behalf.'34 That the mal?aJJah served a similar function is reflected
in the already cited Constitution of the Buraq quarter of Naja£. The
Ilftmf were also in a sense organizations for mutual support. One of
their duties, as expressed in regula- tions dating from 1910, was to
render assistance to those of their members who were 'ill or in
want.'3S The links within the tribes were particularly intimate, and
helped to cultivate strong and exclusive sentiments. The individual
belonging to them knew he was not alone and, having an anchor on
which to lean in misfortune, seldom experienced the gloom of
helpless- ness. We may now once again profitably change our point
of view. The various loyalties, of which we have spoken, have been
hitherto treated by us largely as if they were in a static condition. As
a matter of fact, they were already involved to a greater or lesser
degree in a process of erosion, especially at
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Baghdad and its environs, at Ba

rah, and in the tribal regions of Shan-al- 'Arab and the lower Tigris.
This was the cumulative effect of the introduction of river steam
navigation (1859), the appearance of the electric telegraph (1861),
the attendant deepening of English economic penetration and tying
of Iraq to the world of capitalism, the opening of state schools (since
1869), the development ofthe press (especially after 1908), and the
repeated attempts by the Turkish governing authority between 1831
and 1914 to gather all the means of power into its hands, break the
cohesion of the tribes, and Ottoman- ize the town population. The
ensuing penetration of money and of the idea of profit among some



of the tribes, the passing of these tribes from a subsistence to a
market-oriented economy, the transformation of their shaikhs from
patriarchs into gain-seeking landlords, the Turkish policy of playing
off tribal chief against tribal chief, the vying of thc bigger of these
chiefs against each other for peasants, and the consequent
intermixture of tribesmen so changed the conditions of life in the
affected regions as to attenuate the old tribal loyalties or render them
by and large ineffectual.3 6 In the cities and towns the inflow of
English goods affected adversely what had survived of the old crafts,
in particular the weaving of cloths/ 7 and thcreby weakcned the
attachment to the a.p,af In Baghdad itself, however, much of the
industrial decline must more appropriately be connected to the
ravages ofthe plague and flood of 1831. One further byproduct of the
new processes was the coming into being of a new but as yet
diminutive social force: thc new intelligentsia, which in effect meant
the birth of a new loyalty-nationalism. Nationalism did not displace
the old loyalties. Although it grew at their expense, it existed side by
side with them, corroding them, yes, but at the same time absorbing
some of their psychological elements and express- ing itself within
the emotional and conceptual patterns of the Islamic religion. Many
facts and influences assisted, directly or indirectly, the diffusion of the
new national fceling: among others, the rise in the number of young
Iraqis attending Turkish schools of higher learning, mainly the
Military Academy at ISfanbiil; the increasing exposure to European
modes of thought; the growth of pan- Turkism, the

eightened tempo of Ottomanization, and the relative insensitiveness
of the Turks to local needs; the spread of books and newspapers;
the more frequent inter-Arab contacts and the emergence of pan-
Arab clubs and societies; the greater interest in Arab history and in
the achievements of the past and the sensing of the poverty and
dreariness of present conditions; and, of course, the pull of the
common language and common ethnic origin of the majority of
Iraqis. But what more than anything else helped the progress of the
new sentiment was the English invasion of
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1914-1918, or rather the resistance that it stirred and that reached its
climactic point in the armed uprising of 1920. For the first time in
many centuries, Shi'is joined politically with Sunnis, and tOwnsmen
from Baghdad and tribesmen from the Euphrates made common
cause. Unprecedented joint Shi'i-Sunni celebrations, ostensibly
religious but in reality political, were held in all the Shi'i and Sunni
mosques in turn: special mawlids, Sunni ceremonial observances in
honor of the Prophet's birthday, were on occasions followed by
ta'ziyahs, Shi'i lamentations for the martyred l;:Iusain,38 the
proceedings culminating in patriotic oratory and poetic thundering
against the English. J9 The armed outbreak that this agitation
precipitated could not be said to have been truly nationalist either in
its temper or its hopes. It was essentially a tribal affair, and animated
by a multitude of local passions and interests, but it became part of
nationalist mythology and thus an important factor in the spread of
national consciousness. Indeed, it would not be going too far to say
that with the events of 1919-1920, and more particularly with the
bond, however tender, that was created between Sunnis and Shi'is,
a new process set in: the painful, now gradual, now spasmodic
growth of an Iraqi national community. Under the monarchy, which
was established in 192\, it became by degrees clear that the
advance of this process was not only contingent upon the integration
of the Shi'is into the body politic or the firm fastening of Shi'is and
Sunnis to one another, the voluntary unifying of their wills-even their
intermarrying-but also upon the successful resolution of another
histOric conflict which lay at the very basis of many of the divisions
bedeviling Iraqi society: the twofold conflict between the tribes and
the riverine cities, and among the tribes themselves over the food-
producing flatlands of the Tigris and Euphrates. Much of the
premonarchic histOry of the country could be understood in terms of



this conflict. In a sense, the life principles of the cities and tribes in
Iraq's river valleys were mutually contradictOry. To be more concrete,
the existence of powerful tribes was, as a rule, a concomitance of
weak cities. Inversely, the growth of the cities involved the decline of
the tribes. Thus in the period between the thirteenth and eighteenth
centuries, which witnessed the eclipse of the 'Abbasid Caliphate; the
depredations of the Il-Khanid Mongols; the well-nigh utter ruin of the
ancient dikes; the invasions of the Jaylars, Black Sheep, and White
Sheep Turkomans, Timiirid Mongols, $afawids, and Ottomans; and
the protracted but intermittent Turkish-Persian wars, one paramount
fact recurrently asserted itself. the enfeeblement of the towns. The
inevitable accompaniment of this was the advance of tribal power.
But the new life and new ideas infused into Iraq in the second half of
the nineteenth century-by dint of the new communications and the
new links with the capitalist world, and through other factors already
referred
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to-reversed the historical trend, leading to the recovery of the towns
and the beginning of the decomposition of the tribal order. In this
conflict the reforming Ottoman sultans of the nineteenth century and
the Young Turks, whom the 1908 Revolution raised to political
ascendancy, could be said to have championed, in ways peculiar to
them, the cause of the towns. The English, on the other hand,
anxious as they were to avoid the costly maintenance of a large
force of occupation, saw in the balancing of tribesmen against
townsmen the surest guarantee of the continu- ance of their own
power. They attempted not only to arrest the incipient process of
detribalization, or vindicate the authority of the tribal chiefs, or keep



at a minimum the interaction between townsmen and tribesmen, but
also to solidify the existing cleavage by the consolidation and official
recogni- tion of tribal customs. The Tribal Disputes Regulations,
issued by the English on July 27, 1918, as a proclamation having the
force of law and, on English insistence, made law of the land in the
monarchic period under Articles 113 and 114 of the Iraqi Constitution
of 1925, excluded the countryside from the purview of the national
law. Down to the July 1958 Revolution, Iraq would thus remain
legally subject to two norms-one for the cities and one for the tribal
countryside. At the Same time, the contributions of the English in the
form of ideas or skills in the fields of administration, irrigation,
agriculture, and other areas of life, though incidental to their pursuit
of basic imperial interests, no doubt helped the progress of the Iraqis
toward a viable state. In the 1920s the presence of the English may
have also been decisive in keeping Iraq in one piece. If the RAF and
the British alliance were to be withdrawn, wrote in that decade the
British High Commissioner Henry Dobbs, 'the Government of Iraq
would, I believe, in a few months, either vanish altogether or remain
clinging desperately. to a strip of territory along the Tigris between
Siimarrii' and Kiit, the whole of the rest of the country falling away.'40
As the monarchy was as yet a delicate reed, its army deficient in
strength, and the tribal domain 'crammed with arms,' it is difficult not
to agree with Dobbs. On the other hand, the English did their best-
the Iraqi nationalists com- plained-to overlook the needs of the royal
army and to delay as long as possible the introduction of
conscription which, in contrast to the prin- ciple of voluntary service
then in force, would have, it was presumed, strengthened the
monarchy militarily, and simultaneously reduced its financial burden.
Though a creation of the English, the Hashemite monarchy was, in
the first twO decades of its life, animated by a spirit inherently
antithetical to theirs. Owing to the initial intimate interweaving of its
dynastic interests with the fortunes of the pan-Arab movement, its
basic instinct in the period 1921-1939 was to further-to the extent
that its status of dependence permitted-
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the work of nation-building in Iraq. With this in mind, but also in order
to meet its administrative needs, it added greatly to the existing
educational facilities,4. thereby ultimately adding to the ranks of the
new middle-class intelligentsia, the natural carrier of national
sentiment. Consistently enough, the monarchy took pains in those
years to nurture in the schools the passion of patriotism and a lively
sympathy for the pan-Arab ideal. However, in the time of Fai

al I (1921-1933), the chief accent of royal policy was on the urgent
and yet exceedingly difficult task of cultivating among Iraq's diverse
elements enduring ties of common feeling and common purpose. 'In
Iraq,' Fai

al maintained in a confidential memorandum, there is still-and I say
this with a heart full of sorrow-no Iraqi people but unimaginable
masses of human beings, devoid of any patriotic idea, imbued with
religious traditions and absurdities, connected by no common tie,
giving ear to evil.. prone to anarchy, and perpetually ready to rise
against any government whatever. Out of these masses we want to
fashion a people which we would train, educate, and refine ... The
circumstances, being what they are, the immenseness of the efforts
needed for this [can be imagined].42 Realizing how much depended
on the conciliation of the Shi'is, and clearly troubled by the half-truth
that 'the taxes are on the Shi'i, death is on the Shi'i, and the posts
are for the Sunni' -which he heard 'thousands of times'-Fai

al went out of his way to associate the Shi'is with the new state and
to ease their admission into the government service; among other
things, he put promising young members of this sect through an
accelerated program of training, and afforded them the chance to



rise rapidly to positions of responsibility.43 He also saw to it that the
Kurds received an appropriate quota of public appointments. At the
same time he felt that there could be no solid progress toward
genuine statehood without the strengthening of the army. As the
government was 'far and away weaker than the people'- there were
in 1933 in the country at large 'more than 100,000 rifles whereas the
g

vernment possesses only 15,000'44-Fai

al had doubts whether he could cope with two simultaneous armed
outbreaks in widely separated regions. 4S It would be 'foolish,' he
thought, to carry out important reforms or development projects
without the assurance of an adequate protective force. For all these
reasons he regarded the army as 'the spinal column for nation-
forming.'46 Accordingly, in 1933, the year in which Iraq gained
undivided control over its internal affairs, Fai

al raised the strength of the military establishment to 11,500 men 4 ?
from the total of 7,500 at which it had remained fixed since 1925. 48
In his efforts to refashion Iraq on national foundations, Fai

al I proceeded with care and, keeping his eyes fastened not on what
was purely desirable but on what could in practice be achieved, he
avoided any step suggestive of
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adventurism. Of course, in this as in other relevant lines of policy, he
was not actuated by sheer devotion to the interests of his people, for



he was laying the base for the power of his own family, even as he
was laying the base for a compact state. Although under the young
and inexperienced Ghiizi (1933-1939) the country fell a prey to tribal
rebellions and military coups, and the personal influence of the
monarch palpably declined, there was nevertheless no essential
deviation from the prior trend of royal policy. Except during a brief
period in 1936-1937, the pan-Arab character of the state became
more pronounced. The army rose in strength to 800 officers and
19,500 men by 1936,49 and to 1,426 officers and 26,345 men by
1939. 50 There had been few Iraqi officer pilots in 1933, but in 1936
they numbered 37 and were expected to add up to 127 at the end of
the following year. Sl More than that, the standard-gauge line from
Baghdad to Baiji, which was meant to form part of the strategic
Berlin-Baghdad railway, but was left unfinished at the end of World
War I, was now extended to Tall Kochek on the Syrian frontier,S2
which made possible a continuous haul from Mosul to the Gulf, and
signified not only the advance of central state control but also
progress toward the transformation of Iraq into a rationally organized
economic unit. Over and above this, the elements that had stood
nearest to Fai

al I-the principal ex-Sharifian officersH-and that had been fighting
tooth and nail for an army based on conscription, gained their end in
1934, and thus facilitated the eventual turning of the military forces
into an effective means for the intermingling of tribesmen with
townsmen and the breaking down of the hard-and-fast line between
the tribes-a necessary precondition for their integration in national
life. In brief, through the whole period of 1921-1939 the monarch,
centered at Baghdiid, had in effect a social meaning diametrically
opposed to that of the tribal shaikhs, the then still virtual rulers of
much of the countryside. The shaikh represented the principle of the
fragmented or multiple community (many tribes), the monarch the
ideal of an integral community (one Iraqi people, one Arab nation).
Or to express the relationship differently, the shaikh was the
defender of the divisive tribal 'urf (tradition), the monarch the
exponent of the unifying national law. In view of the presence of
large non- Arab minorities in the country, there was, to be sure,



some inherent contradic- tion between the ideal of one Iraqi people
and that of one Arab nation, but the element of contradiction was
mitigated by the fact that the aim of pan- Arab unity-as distinct from
inter-Arab cooperation-was 'at no time actively pursued. The social
meaning of the monarchy changed in the time of Prince 'Abd- ul-llah,
who ruled as regent during the minority of his nephew, Fai

al II, that is from 1939 to 1953 and, after the coming of age and
crowning of the young
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king, clung tenaciously to the reins of government until his
destruction at the hands of the revolutionaries of 1958. The change
had its genesis in the period 1936-1941. In those years the principal
ex-Sharifian officers-Niiri as-Sa'id, the archpolitician-to-be of the
monarchy, among others-saw wielded against them the weapon- the
army-that they had helped to forge, and which had constituted the
very anchor of royal policy. In a sense, the series of military coups in
which they got enmeshed was a rebounding uPQn them of their own
attempts to use the army for factious ends. 55 In another sense, the
coups represented a successful, even if shortlived, break by the
armed segment of the middle class sS into the narrow circle of the
ruling order: power had been before 1936 pretty much the preserve
of the English, the king, the principal ex- Sharifian officers,s6 and the
upper stratum of the propertied classes. From this it should not be
inferred that the coups were, narrowly speaking, class actions, or
that in the instance of each and every officer who was involved in the
coups there was a direct or conscious connection between his social
origin and his political behavior. Of course, the coups were carried



out on the initiative of a small number of individuals, and could partly
be explained by the personal motives of the leading officers, or the
intrigues of ambitious politicians, or the lure or example of the
neighboring militarist regimes- those of Iran and Turkey-but the
coups succeeded, if briefly, because they appealed to sentiments or
manifested tendencies-reformism, or pan-Arabism, or neutralism, or
intense opposition to English influence, or sheer discontent at the
exclusion of all but a few from any effective role in the political life of
the country-sentiments and tendencies that were shared by
substantial portions of the officer corps and of the middle class from
which the corps largely stemmed. The coups were also very
instructive. For one thing, their recurrence laid bare that the officer
corps was afflicted with divisions. Quite apart from the self-seeking
coteries that a politicized army tends to engender, three fundamental
elements became distinguishable, one Kurdish, one pan-Arab, and
one strictly Iraqi: the 1936 coup was led by Kurds and Iraqistsj in the
countercoups of 1937 and 1938 and in the movement of 1941 the
critical role was played by pan-Arabs. The superior weight of the
pan-Arab trend was the consequence, partly, of the monarchy's own
initial pan-Arab predilection and, partly, of the fact that a very large
number of the younger officers hailed from the northern Arab
provinces, which leaned strongly toward pan-Arabism, inasmuch as
they had been economically linked with Syria and Palestine before
World War I and now still suffered from the partition of the Arab
areas ofthe Ottoman Empire and the obstacles of the new frontiers.
Moreover, it became apparent from the coups how tenuous were the
threads that held the life of the monarchy and how easily they could
be
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snapped. Amongst the papers said to have been left behind by
General Bakr

idqi, the chief figure in the 1936 overturn, was a project for the
forming of a dictatorship and the putting away of the king. s7 The
leaders of the 1941 movement, for their part, did not hesitate to
depose (Abd-ul-Ilah when, rather than accept the independent
course that they were steering, he identified himself with the English
in World War II and, seeing the peril of his situation, made his
escape to their base at J:labbaniyyah, and eventually to his uncle's
feud in Transjordan. But. from the perspective of broad political
trends, the most significant thing about the whole interlude of military
coups was its climactic and closing sequence of events: the Thirty-
Day War of 1941, the use by the English of Trans jordan's Arab
Legion against the Iraqis, and their reimposition of 'Abd-ul-nah as
regent by force of arms. Time never effaced from the hearts of Iraqis
the remembrance that in their hour of danger the Hashemite house
stood on the side of their enemies. The War of 1941 was a great
spur to their national feeling. They had not been of one mind about
the intervention of the army in state affairs or the political tendencies
of the leading officers, but when the war came, they quickly forgot
their differences, save for a minority. In Baghdad and the other towns
the sentiments of Shi'i and Sunni and Arab and Kurd merged for the
moment and while the fighting lasted. Among men in humble life, in
particular, such an accord of spirits reigned as had not been
wimessed since the uprising of 1920. In this atmosphere 'Abd-u)-
Iliih's every act appeared as a betrayal. At any rate, from this point
onward nationalists and Hashemites moved on different planes of
thought and feeling. The monarchy lost its nationalist physiognomy,
and the nationalists became at heart anti monarchic. In the years
that followed, the entire orientation of royal policy changed. In the
first place, the army, which had been the primary concern of the
monarchy, and which by 1941 had risen to 1,745 officers and 44,217
men,58 was in large measure broken up. In the year 1941/42 alone,
324 officers were pensioned ofP9 and, by 1948, 1,095 other officers
had been discharged from service before reaching retirement age.
60 The army as a whole was left in a lamentable state. In the words



of British Colonel Gerald de Gaury: Its boots were [at the end of the
Second World War] mostly unfit for wear in marching, its supply of
clothes short, its leave long overdue, its pay meagre, and its rations
had been reduced to a figure a thousand calories below the
minimum considered necessary by European medical men for
Eastern troops. Money for repair of barracks and camps had been
stOpped. The Police were forbidden to assist in tracing or arresting
deserters and by the summer of 1943, out of an established strength
of thirty thousand men, twenty thousand were deserters. 61

 

Though restlessness in Kurdistan necessitated a partial retreat in
1944 ftom
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this injurious and vindictive course of conduce. the army was still in
bad shape when four years later it had to fight a war in Palestine. 6z
Ill-prepared, poorly led, inappropriately armed, suffering from an
insufficiency of skilled personnel, and kept in sho

supply by the English as a matter of policy, it was unable to fulfill its
task. Defeat gave a stimulus to changes in the direction of greater
efficiency. But the monarchy's distrust of the military did not subside.
Only once-in 1952-and after much hesitation did it venture to use the
army as a repressive force inside Baghdad. Otherwise, it kept the
striking units unammunitioned and far from the capital. However,
after the capture of power by the army in Syria in 1949 and in Egypt
in 1952, the government took pains to bind the military element to



the throne by ties of material interest. Conditions of service for
officers were ameliorated,63 and various benefits-clothing and
housing allowances, liberal pensions, and grants of land, among
other things-were conferred upon them. But the rift dividing them
from the Hashemites had grown tOO wide. Few, indeed, would be on
the side of the royal family at the hour of its fall. The failure to win
back the loyalty of the officer corps was related to another aspect of
the post-1941 monarchical policy. Alienated from the nationalists, the
Crown had been tying its fortunes more and more intimately to those
of the English and the tribal shaikhs, and thus had developed a living
interest in the continuance not only of the English connection but
also of the tribal order. Into this alliance the Crown had been driven
further by a series of fierce urban mass uprisings-the Wathbah of
1948 64 and the ftltiflulas of 1952 65 and 195666-and by the related
drift toward the Left, in the towns, of large portions of the middle and
laboring classes. The daily lives of these people had been deeply
affected by the trend of rising prices and scarcity of supplies induced
by World War II, by the inflationary currents let loose by the oil boom
of the 1950s, and by the large-scale movement of peasants into the
capital caused by the attractions of city life, the weak connection wjth
the land of the once nomadic agricultural tribesmen, the
oppressiveness of the shaikhly system, and the drying up of river
branches in the lower Tigris due to the rapid pump development in
the provinces of Kut and Baghdad. 67 Thc alliance with the English
found ultimate exprcssion in the Baghdad Pact of 1955, a
commitment which, being OUt of accord with the general sentiment
of the country and of other Arab lands, and prefaced by relentless
proceedings against every movement of opposition or liberty of
speech,68 added in no little degree to the anti popular and
antinational character of the monarchy. The tie-up with the shaikhs,
symbolized by the marriage in 1953 of Prince 'Abd-ul-nah to Hiyam,
daughter of Mul)ammad al-J:Iabib al-Amir, chief of
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the tribe of Rabi'ah, was reflected in the solicitude shown in the last
seventeen years of the monarchy for the interests of the shaikhs,
and in particular in the intensification of the practice of applying the
land settlement laws in their favor. Vast expanses of customary tribal
land and of the best state land were by this means allowed to pass
into their exclusive possession. By thus increasing their essentially
nonproductive grasp over agriculture, and at the same time keeping
their villages barren of governmental controls, the monarchy enabled
them to weigh more and more heavily on a peasantry now reduced
in many regions to a status akin to serfdom. The shaikhs became an
economic incubus and began to symbolize the extreme economic
inequality that was by this time hindering, even more than tribalism-
itself undermined by this very inequality-the integration of the
community and the inclusion of the peasants within the purview of
national life. In other words, by its alliance with the shaikhs, the
monarchy ceased, in effect. to play a unifying social role. Moreover,
by its commitment to a rural social structure, which condemned the
majority of the inhabitants of the country to depressed conditions and
which, therefore, constituted a serious impediment to the progress of
the Iraqi economy as a whole, the monarchy itself became, in a
crucial sense, a retarding social factor. On the other hand, by choice,
or on account of pressures ITom below; or in the process of meeting
security needs, or attending to urgent problems, or fulfilling the
expectations of favored interests, or vying with the ascendant Na

irite wave in neighboring countries; or through involvement in the
consequences of the economy's slow progress from subsistence to
market conditions, or in other chains of events previously set in
motion or externally activated, the monarchy added to the material
factors making for a consolidated and more powerful state. For one
thing, the mileage of gravel or hard surfaced roads increased from
probably about 500 in 1944 69 to about 1600 in 1955. 70 These



roads were mostly to be found in the middle and northern parts of
the country. They struck outwards from Baghdad and such centers
as Mosul and Kirkiik. The south continued to be connected, by and
large, by earthen roads that were exposed to churning and rutting
after flood or rain. The areas of agricultural production also remained
on the whole unlinked by feeder roads to the main road system. For
another thing, the administrative machine and security apparatus of
the state grew larger. Government officials, excluding the employees
of the port and the railways, numbered only 3,143 in 1920, but 9,740
in 1938, and 20,031 in 1958. 71 The officers and technical staff of
the railways added up to 1,639 in 1927, 1,738 in 1937, and 3,872 in
1957. 72 Similarly, policemen increased from 2,470 in 1920 to
12,266 in 1941, and 23,383 in 1958. 73 The last figure included the
8,368 officers and men of the Mobile Force, which now served as the
chief repressive instrument of the monarchy.
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south of Iraq against devastating floods and to provide a more
regular supply of water for irrigation, dams and barrages were
erected in the 1950s on the Diyalah, the Lesser Zab, the upper
Euphrates near Ramadi, and the upper Tigris near Samarra'.
Obviously, the benefit ITom the control of the environment was
general, but these undertak- ings also afforded expectation of
greater incomes for the already advantaged shaikhs and the other
strata of the landed class. At the same time, the strengthening of the
state's command of the rivers and the expansion of its potentially
cultivable land increased, to a significant degree, its ability to enforce
its will. The building of dams and reservoirs had been made possible
by an unprecedented flow of money into the country's treasury.
Moved initially by the desire to punish Iran for its nationalization law
of 1951, and afterwards by the hope of buttressing Iraq's monarchic
regime, the oil companies had sharply stepped up production. The
receipts of the state from oil rose from £1.5 million in 1941 to £5.2
million in 1950, £58.3 million in 1953, and £79.8 million in 1958. 74
This outpouring of capital, which had also been spurred by better



terms of oil payments, greatly added to the financial power of the
state. In consequence, and by reason of the special character of the
oil companies-their foreign ownership, their extraneousness to the
local economy, and their employment of only a tiny segment of the
working population-the state became in large measure economically
autono- mous from society-which, as could be imagined, heightened
its potential for despotism. Simultaneously, the overflow of royalties
made the state, from the economic standpoint, dangerously
dependent upon the oil companies; in 1954 its receipts ITom oil
formed 65.7 per cent and in 1958 61.7 per cent of its total revenue.
7S The growth of the material power of the state did not in the end
help the monarchy. Its moral divorce ITom the mass of the politically
conscious strata of the people was fatal. It could no longer be sure of
the loyalty of the very elements-the officials, the army, and even the
police-through whom it exercised its will upon the country. Ironically,
the monarchy continued to add to the ranks of the stratum that had
become most hostile to its existence, that is to the ranks of the
educated and semieducated class. It had really little choice. The
process of expansion of the school system, begun in the 1920s,
could not be reversed. No little prestige had come to be attached in
the society to the earning, particularly, of a university degree. Once
some Iraqis had received higher training, others, in ever larger
numbers, pressed for similar opportunities. The government could
not now plead lack of funds. The needs of a moving society had also
to be met. Anyhow, the number of state college students increased
from 99 in 1921/22 to 1,218 in 1940/41 and 8,568 in 1958/59, and
the number of state

 

520 Hanna Batatu TABLE 2 Population of Baghdilli. MosuJ, ami
8aprJh (1908-1977) Percmtllgt: Percmtage Percmtllgt: Year
BagbtlillJa Increase Mosul increase &frob increase 1908 b 150,000
1922. 200,000 70,000 55,000 1935 d 350,000 100,000 60,000 1947'
515,459 133,625 101,535 1957( 793,183 53.9 178,222 33.4 164,905
62.4 1965 1 1,490,756 87.9 264,146 48.2 310,950 88.6 1977 h
2,600,000 450,000 550,000



 

. Within limits of the jurisdiction of the mayor of the capital. Sources:
bEstimate by l;Iabib K. Chiha, La Provincetft Hagtfatf(I908), p. 165.
'Official estimate, AI-'Iroq Year Book (1922), p.44. dEstimate, DaJiJ-
u1-Mamlakal-iJ-'lrifiyyab Lislltlllt 1935-1936 ('Directory of the Iraqi
Kingdom for the Year 1935-1936'), p.97. . Official 1947 Census.
Figures supplied to this writer by Dr. Fiiiid Massi of the Directorate
General of Census. (Official 1957 Census, Iraq, Ministry of Interior,
Directorate General of Census, AJ-Majmi'tl1- u1-'lllfaiyyab LifllSJil
'Am 1957 ('Statistical Compilation Relating to the Census of 1957')
Provincts of HagMatf and Ramitli (in Arabic), p. 168; Provinces of
'Amarah and Bav-tzh, p. 112; and Provinces of Mosuland Arbi

p. 167.

Officia11965 General Census, Iraq, Ministry of Planning, Annual
Abstraa of S1Il1isti&s. 1969, pp. 44, 52, and 59. · Rough estimate.

 

secondary school students from 229 to 13,969 and 73,911 in the
same years. 76 Elementary education made similar progress. On the
other hand, qualitatively the advance on all levels was not as
impressive. Moreover, in 1958 more than six-sevenths of the
population was still illiterate. One other factor hils to be emphasized:
the monarchy, by differentiating more and more Iraqis ITom the
unlettered mass, was giving them a middle-class status without,
however, assuring them of a middle-class income. Here lay one of
the sources of the agitation that was a recurrent feature of the cities
and towns in the last decade of the monarchy. Evidently, the
continued enlargement of the educated class involved the continued
erosion of traditional loyalties, but now not necessarily the continued
growth of nationalist sentiments. This is because of the rise, as has
already been intimated, of new ideological currents, and in particular
of com- munism. No less erosive of old loyalties and productive of
new ties was another process that was at work in the period of the
monarchy: the rapid advance of urban life. According to official



census records (see Table 2), the population of Greater Baghdad,
roughly estimated at about 200,000 in 1922, rose to 515,459 in
1947, and 793,183 in 1957. Basrah underwent. it would appear,
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similar demographic changes, but the rate of increase for Mosul was
clearly lower. The counts made by the government mayor may not
have been thorough or competently carried oue. but the rapid growth
of the population in the capital and at Iraq's seaport is undoubted
and, as noted elsewhere, largely explicable by unprecedented
migrations of peasant-tribesmen from the countryside. These great
internal movements produced, to be sure, tensions, conflicts, and
unbalances, but simultaneously brought more and more Iraqis into
closer association with each other. Innumerable tangible and
intangible ties were also woven among them by the development of
communications, including automatic telephone exchanges at
Baghdad and Ba

rah, a powerful wireless transmitting station at Abii Ghrayb, and a
modern television station in the capital, not to mention the 'voices'
broadcasting from abroad. From all the foregoing, it should be clear
that in the period 1921-1958 the monarchy, by choice or from
necessity, directly or indirectly, through proc- esses it initiated or
through processes in which it became entangled, partly hindered the
cohesion of Iraqis, but at the same time did much to prepare them
for nationality. However, it should be borne in mind that what is
becoming the Iraqi community has also grown in crises, in moments
of great danger and common suffering, in the tremors of agitated
masses and their outbursts of anger: if this community in embryo will



in the future hold together and maintain its separate identity, the
Uprising of 1920, the War of 1941, the Wathbah of 1948, the
Intifa4ab of 1952, and the Revolution of 1958, though not free of
divisive aspects, will be seen as stages in the progress of Iraq
toward national coher- ence. Of course, the national or patriotic idea
was in 1958 still very weak. Even now it is as yet beyond the
comprehension of the masses of the peasants. Moreover, in the
towns the influence of the old norms, if considerably reduced,
nonetheless persists. Interestingly enough, some of the peasant
tribes, which had broken with their shaikhs and migrated to Baghdad
to start a new life, ignored urban laws and entered into written
compacts binding themselves to regulate their conduct and settle
their disputes in accordance with their ancient tribal customs.
Obviously, the psychology and ways of the old order-the work of long
centuries-are still embedded in the life of broad strata of the people,
and will not easily wither away. But most crucial is the fact that the
new national loyalty, while more in keeping with new conditions, is
still hazy, uncertain of its direction (Iraqism? Pan-Arabism?),
unacceptable to the Kurds, poorly assimilative of the Shi'is, and
lacking the normative ethics, the warm intimacy, and the sustained
emotional suppOrt once associated with the old loyalties.
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This article is reprinted ITom Hanna Batatu, The Old Social Classes
anti the Revolutio111Jry Moveme1l/s of Iraq, 1978, pp. 13-36.
Reprinted by permission of Princeton University Press.

 



NOTES

 

I. Sulaiman Fa'iq (an Ottoman provincial governor and farher of Iraqi
ex-Premier Hikmar Sulaiman), Tariltb Bagbdad ('The Hisrory of
Baghdad'), trans. from the Turkish by Miisa Ka4him Nawras
(Baghdad, 1962), p. 174. 2. Isma'i1

Iaqqi Bey Baban Zadeh, 'From ISfambiil ro Baghdad' (1910). This
book was translated at length by the Rn.'ue dll Monde :ltlusu/mall,
XIV: 5 (May 1911), For the quoted verse, see p. 255. J. 'Make the
Religion Triumph! 0 Mubammad!' 4. This is a clearly Sunni slogan
and was used, for example, by demonstrators on 6 October 1911,
against Italy's invasion of Tripoli; Lugbal-III-'Arab, 9 October 1911,
quoted by Rt'VUe du Monde Mllslliman, 6th Year, XVIII (February-
March 1912),223-224. 5. The wilayah was an Ottoman
administrative division. 6. See l.Janna BaraN, The Old Sodal
Classes and lhe RrvoIlltiollary Muvemmls of IrtUJ (Princeton, 1978),
p. 77. 7. Ibid., p. 68. 8. Fariq al-Muzhir AI-Fir'aun, AI-

laqa'iq-uII-N4ti'ah Fi-lb- Tbawral-i/- 'Ir8IJiy;yab Sallal 1920 'IlIiI
NaJiijllba ('Luminous FactS on the Iraqi Insurrection of 1920 and Its
Results') (Baghdad, 1952), I, 22. 9. For example, the weights of
Baghdad were: the {gbi1r (2000 kilos), the 'WiIznab (100 kilos), the
big ma,m (24 kilos), the small mallll (12 kilos), and the IIqi.xJab (2
kilos). The weights of other towns, while: bearing the same nallles,
were of different amounts. Thus the 'IlIiIZIIIIi1 of I;fillah equalled
102.565 kilos, and of Diwaniyyah 108.835 kilos and not 100, as in
Baghdad. Similarly, the {ghar of B

rah equalled 1538 kilos and not 2000, as that of Baghdad. See DtlIiI-
u/-Mamla!tlll-i/- 'Ir8IJiyyab... ('The Directory of the Iraqi Kingdom for
1935-1936'), (Baghdad, 1935), pp. 59-60. 10. For example, even in
1921-1922 the tax conversion rates for wheat, i.e. the rares at which
the tax in kind was converted into cash, and which reflected the
prevalent prices, were 250, 384, and 400 rupees per ton at the
province headquarters of Baghdad, Mosul, and Ba



rah, respectively. See Great Britain, Rqxwt .. . on lhe Admillistration
of Iraq for April 1922-MalTb 1923 (London, 1924), p.102. II. Thus
before World \Var I the Persian currenc)' appears to have been more
widely used than the Turkish currency in the Kurdish districtS of Iraq.
See Vital Cui net, I.a Tllrquie d'Afie (Paris, 1894), III. 38-39. In Ba

rah, Indian and Persian coinage were in large use. See Grear
Britain, Foreign Office, Ilistorical Section, Arabia. Mesopotamia...
(London, 1919), pp. 119-120. The official currency was, of course,
Turkish. 12. This government assumed power after the 1908
Revolution in Turkey. I J. The descendants of the PropheL 14.
Landlords. 15. Sulaiman Fai4i, Fi Gbamral-in-Nit/il ('In the Throes of
the Struggle') (Baghdad, 1952), p. 78. The objection obviously
betrays also a class consciousness. 16. See BataN, The Old SIK;m
Classes, Chapter 4. 17. A section of this quarter was inhabited by
Jews. 18. Some Moslem families lived in these quarters. The Sunni
Pachachi5, for example, had their residence in Ra 's-il-Qaryah. 19. A
number of well-known religious families had their homes here, such
as the Gailanis, who lived in Bab-ish-Shaikh because the Qjdiriyyah
shrine, built in memory of their ancestor, Shaikh 'Abd-ul-Qadir al-
GaiJani, was located in this quarter. 20. Kasaltah is a general term
applicable ro humble people who have no regular employment and
earn their livelihood by doing various odd jobs.
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21. Conversations with Kiimel ach-Chidirchi, Qisim l;lasan,Jamil
Kubbah, and other Baghdidis on various occasions. 22. Miisa
b.Ja'far al-Kii4hirn and Mul,ammad b. 'A Ii aj-Jawid. The imams
were, in the eyes of the Shi'is, the only legitimate rulers and supreme



pontiffs of Islam. 23. For the last point, see Ma"miid Shukri al-Aliisi,
771ril1h lvIasiijid Baghdad _lIlhiirihii ('The History of the Mosques
and Ancient Monuments of Baghdad') (Baghdad, 1927), p. 26, note.
24. Even as late as the 19305 there were such instances in Naja£.
The large al-Bahhish family, for example, had a street of its own in
the Mishriq quarter of that city, and its members were mostly
jewelers and moneychangers. See Ja'far b. Shaikh Biiqir AI-
Ma"biibah an-Najafi, MiiI/i-1'- Nlljllf-l!iitliruha (The Pasr ofNajaf and Its
Present') (Sidon, 1934), I, 201. 25. A millah was an officially
recognized religious community. 26. Great Britain, Rq»m of
Administrlllion for 1918 of Divi!ions Il"d dinricl! ofl« Occupitd Tmi/,,,,;u
of Muopotllmill (1919), I, 68. 27. F/lf/literally means the dedding of
disputes, but here refers to blood money, that is blood is paid for with
money instead of with blood, and thus the blood feud is wiped out.
28. Ki4him

ub"i was the shaikh or headman of the quarter. 29. For the text of the
constitution, see Great Britain, R

T1! ofAdminiltrtllion for 1918, I, III. 30. Great Britain, (Confidential)
Pm/mllli,;u. Iraq (ExdUfiw of Baghdtlli Ilnd Kiitlbimtlin) (1920), p. 121.
3 \. Ibid., p. 10 1. 32. Great Britain, Foreign Office., FO 195/2308,
Report by lI.K Wilkie Young, Mosul, accompanying dispatch of 28
January 1909. For text of report, see also Midd/t Enst"" SluJits, VII,
No.2 (May 1971),229 If. 33. Luglxll-u/-'Arab, 9 October 1911, quoted
by Rroll( du Mondt Musulmlln, 6th Year, XVIII (February-March
1912), in its Review of the Arab Press section, p. 223, note. 34.
Biibin, 'From Isfambiil to Baghdid, p. 256. 35. The duties are
summarized in the R

T1 by /lis Britllnnic .,ulljtsty's Govnwmmt to tbt CoutlCii of IlK Ltllf./lt of
Nations on IlK Adminislrillion of Irl1lj for ,IK Ytllr 1926 (London,
1927), p. 37. The regulations were issued by the Ottoman
government, which may have itself prescribed the duties in question.
On the other hand, the regulations may have merely re/lected
practices habitually carried on by the 1J.[1Iif. 36. See Batatu, TIK
Old SIKial Clasm, pp. 73 If. 37. Ibid, p. 240. 38. Grandson of the



PropheL 39. 'A Ii AI-Bizirgin, AI-Wl1Ijiii' ul-Hl1IjiqiyJilb ji-Ib-Tba7JJrlll-
il-'lriiqiyJllh ('The Real Facts about the Iraqi Revolt') (Baghdad,
1954), pp. 90 and 94; and Great Britain, Rroi(7JJ of IlK Civil
Administmtion of Mtropotomia (London, 1920), p. 140. 40. Great
Britain, Foreign Office, FO 406/63 E 862/6/93, Letter of4 December
1928 from Sir H. Dobbs, Baghdiid, to Mr. Amery, London. 4\. The
number of state elementary school students increased from 8001 in
1920-1921 to 89,482 in 1939-1940, and the number of state
secondary school students from 110 to 13,959 in the same period:
Iraq, Ministry of Education, AI-Tl1Ijnr-UJ-SIlIlll7JJi 'An Sltyr-il-
MIl'iirif... ('Annual Report on the Progress of Education for the Year
1955-1956') (Baghdad, 1957), pp. 43 and 54. 42. For the teXt of the
memorandum, which was written in March 1933, see 'Abd-ur-Razziiq
al-l;Iasani, Tiinlh-u/-Wizilrlll-il- 'lrilqiyyllh (The History of the Iraqi
Cabincts') (Sidon, 1953), III, 286-293. For the quoted statement, see
p. 289. 43. For this point I am indebted to Kimel ach-Chidirchi of the
National Democratic party: conversation, February 1962. 44.
Fai$all's confidential memorandum of March 1933, al-l;Iasani, Tirikh-
ul-Wizirat, III, 288. 45. Ibid., p. 289. 46. Ibid., p. 290. 47. Stephen H.
Longrigg, Iraq 1900 10 1950. A Polilicm. Socilli. 1111/1 Economic
1Ii!lOry (Oxford, 1953), p. 246. 48. Ibid., p. 166. 49. Great Britain,
Foreign Office, FO 371/20013/E 6797/1419/93, Minutes by J.G.
Ward of 30 October 1936.
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50. Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 371/23217fE 2372/72/93,
Quarrerly Reporr No. 26 by the British Military Mission on the Iraqi
Army and Royal Iraqi Air Force for the Quarter Ending 28 February
1939. 51. Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 371/20796/E 44/14/93,



Letter of 22 December 1936 from Sir A. Clark Kerr, Baghdad, to
Anthony Eden, London. 52. Great Britain, Naval Intelligence
Division,lrtUJ anJ IIx Persian Gulf(1944}, pp. 581 and 583, 53. The
ex-Sharifian officers were the Iraqi officers in the Ottoman army who
during World War I abandoned the Ottoman cause and attached
themselves to the service of the family of Sharif !:Iusain of Mecca,
and especially of his son Fai

al, then in active revolt against the Turks. 54. Niiri as-Sa'id and his
brother-in-law, Jacfar al-cAskari, who was also an ex-Sharifian
officer, had followers in the army since the 1920s, and used their
position to combat the influence upon the military ofYasin al-Hashimi,
another soldier-pol.itician. 55. The term 'middle class: as used in
these pages, refers to that composite parr of society which is plural
in its functions but has in common a middling income or a middling
status, and which includes merchants, tradesmen, landowners, army
officers, students, members of profes- sions, civil servants, and
employees of private companies. It would be a mistake to make too
sharp a distinction between one section of this class and another,
say between army officers and tradesmen or landowners, for it must
not be forgotten that the real unit of class is not the individual but the
family, and that members of one middle-class family pursue diff'erent
professions. Thus OUt of the fifteen members of the Supreme
Committee of the Free Officers and the nine members of the
Committee-in-Reserve of the Free Officers, who prepared for the
coup of 14 July 1958, seven and six respectively were sons of
merchants or middlemen, or small or middling landowners. Colonel
Salab-ud-Din 3!i-

abbagh, the moving spirit behind the politically minded military
element in the years 1938-1941, was also the son of a merchant and
landowner. See his Fursan-ul- cUrilbab fil C/raq ('The Knights of
Arabism in Iraq') (Damascus, I 956), p. 21. 56. The ex-Sharifian
officers were by origin from the middle or humbler walks of life, but
by this time many of them had become properried and, though not
yet fully accepted socially by the old families, formed parr of the
political elite. 57. Conversation of King Ghiizi with British



ambassador, Great Britain, 1-'oreign Office, 1-'0 371/21846/E
172/45/93, Letter of 25 December 1937 from Sir A. Clark Kerr,
Baghdiid, to Anthony Eden, London. 58. For these figures, see
Retired Staff'Major Mabmiid ad-Durrah's AI-lfarll aI-c/raqiyyab aI-
Bri,aniyyab. 1941 (The British-Iraqi War of 1941') (Beirut, 1969), p.
243, 59. Iraq, Ministry of Economics, Sl41islical Ab.rtraCl, 1943
(Baghdad, 1945), pp. 29-30. 60. Ad-Durrah, AI-lfarb, p. 420. 61.
Colonel Gerald de Gaury, Three Kings in Baghdad, 1921-1958
(London, 1961), p. 146. 62. Retired Staff' General

alib

acib ai-Jubiiri (ex-chief of staff of the Iraqi army), MiJ,nat-u- Filas/in
7Da Asraruba-s-Siyasiyya/J 'IJ'v/-I- 'AJunjyah (The Misfortune of
Palestine and Its Political and Military Secrets') (Beirut, 1970), pp.
142-144. 63. Consult Table 41-1 in Batatu, TIK Old Social Classes.
64. See Batatu, TIK Old Sodal Classes, Chapter 22. 65. Ibid.,
Chapter 30. 66. Ibid., Chapter 39. 67. Ibid., pp. 132 If., 142 If., 150
If., and 470 If. 68. Ibid, p. 680. 69. Great Britain, Naval Intelligence
Division, Iraq and IlK Persian Gulf, p. 562. 70. Lord Salter, The
DnxIopmmroflraq. A Plan ofAaion (Baghdad, 1955), p. 61. 71. For
the 1920 figure, see Great Britain, Revie'l1J of tlx Civil Administration
of Mesopotamia (1920), p. 122. For the other figures, see Iraq,
Ministry of Finance, BuJgel of IlK Iraq Govmrmmr for IlK Fi,_iII! YL'ar
1938, Consolidated Statement Q. p. 14; and Iraq, AI-Waqai'uI-
C/raqiy:Jah, No. 14122 of 29 March 1958, Schedule Qof General
Budget Law for the Financial Year 1958. All figu res include
teachers, but exclude foreign personnel and Iraqi mustakbdims, i.e.
holders of nonpensionable appointments. 72. These figures include
foreign personnel, but exclude nontechnical employees, who
numbered 4,633 in 1927, 6,800 in 1937, and 11,798 in 1957. The
number of Iraqi and foreign officers, officials, and employees of the
porr was 427 in 1920, and 402 in 1930. No figures are
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available for subsequent years. Great Britain, Rt'lJinJ of tIN Civil
Administration, p. 122; Great Britain, Spm.I RtpoI1... II/f tIN ProfTtsI
ofll'1llJ during tIN PmoJ 192Q-1931 (London, 1931), pp. 168 and
176; Iraq, Ministry of Economics, SIAli.rtieaJAbtrraa...fi1rIN Yan
'927/2""937/38, p. 111; and Iraq, Ministry of Planning, SfIIIitti&IJ
Absrraa. 1959, p. 317. 73. Great Britain, Rt'IJinJ of tIN Civil
Ad",i"istnuilm, p. 122; and Iraq, Ministry of Economics,
SIAIi.rtieaJAJ1IrIIa, 1943, p. 24, and 1958, p. 170. 74. See Table 6-2
in Batatu, The OIJ SoeUJ Claml. 75.9itJ. 76. The number of Iraqis
sent abroad for a higher education also increased from 9 in 1921/22
ro 66 in 1938/39, and 859 in 1958/59. For all figures except those for
1958/59, see Iraq, Ministry of Education, Ar-Tllfrir-ur-SlmlnDi... 1955-
56 pp. 54,68,69,75, and 175. For the 1958/59 figures, consult Table
17-5 in Batatu, The OIJ SoeUJ Clasler.
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After the First World War, new states in Turkey, the Fertile Crescent,
and the Arabian Peninsula, a new dynasty in Iran, and independence
for Egypt appeared to herald a wholly new Middle East. None the
less, much went on in the social and political life of the interwar
period that was familiar. This section is about those social and
political changes in the region that have taken place since the
Second World War which have shattered the political patterns and
social structures established in the latter centuries of Ottoman rule.
They include the rise of new classes to power, the corresponding
changes in ideology, the creation of Israel, and the reorientation of
the Middle East in the changing structure of global politics. The
creation of Israel in 1948 was a defeat that the old ruling classes of
the Arab world, nationalist and non-nationalist alike, could not
weather. Egypt fell first; its king and its nationalist party were swept
away in the 1952 revolution. Although both had struggled to wrest
power from Britain, both had worked with' Britain as well; in their
absence the English cast around for a new ally. This led, in 1956, to
the Suez crisis. The events of the Suez crisis and the collusion
between Britain, France, and Israel that aimed to discredit Egypt's
revolutionary government are by now well known. Rashid Khalidi
turns, in the opening article in this section, to the consequences of
Suez. Contrary to the intent of the conspirators, Egypt emerged from
the crisis the undisputed center of the Arab world, Gamal Abdel
Nasser the pre-eminent figure of the region, and the Arab
nationalism of Nasser the reigning ideology. It also brought the
Middle East into the new structure of world politics dominated by the
United States and the Soviet Union. The Suez crisis, in other words,
signified a new regional and inter-
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national order in the Middle East. Before Suez, the Egyptian
revolution had been an important event; afterwards it became the
archetypal political event of the period. Of all the consequences of
the Suez crisis, Khalidi finds its most lasting impact in the arena of
the Arab-Israeli conflict. 'After Suez,' he concludes, 'it changed. . .
from a dispute primarily related to the disposition of Palestine. . . into
an inter-state conflict for regional hegemony.' This change of focus
increased the importance of the military in the Arab states and in
Israel, and as the Middle East became increasingly militarized after
Suez, the military began to playa larger role in politics. This was not,
at the time, judged to be a bad thing. Looking at contemporary
assessments of the intervention of the military in Algerian, Egyptian,
Syrian, and Iraqi politics, Elizabeth Picard finds that 'armies were ...
deemed to operate mainly at a national-state level and consequently
to have the capacity to reinforce their country's cohesion ... [They
would] prescribe a new citizenship and. . . encourage such values as
secularism and political participa- tion.' From the vantage point of the
1990s, she concludes that armies have not created citizens with a
common sense of values and expectations. Rather, in plural
societies such as Iraq and Syria the army has tended to reproduce
and even to underline regional and religious cleavages, and in all
four states, 'the hegemony of armed forces... freezes political
debate.. . [and] has created an immobile and oppressive society'. In
such circumstances, she concludes, the only alternatives appear to
lie in primary solidarities or religious eschatology. It was the defeat of
the Arab states in the 1967 war with Israel that, according to Picard,
laid bare not only the military shortcomings of the Egyptian, Syrian,
and Iraqi governments, but also the shortcomings of the officers'
attempts at social development. None the less the 1970s ushered in
a period of stability in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. Power passed smoothly
fTom Nasser to Sadat to Mubarak in Egypt, and in Syria and Iraq a
single strong man has held power since 1970 and 1968 respectively.
In the region, however, the prestige of these states sank as did the
appeal of radical nationalism. In their place arose the model of Saudi
Arabia, aided by its growing oil wealth. It is an innovation of the
twentieth century that the interior of Arabia has been united in one
state and that that one state has established borders and has kept



within them. In Ghassan Salame's analysis, this anomaly is due to
the conjuncture of three historic events: the 'Wahhabi connection
which gave the Sauds a supra-tribal ideology to manipulate in their
drive to establish a permanent principality,' the creation of
neighboring states (Transjordan and Iraq in the north and Kuwait, the
Trucial states and Aden to the east and south) whose borders were
guaranteed by a superior military power, and the discovery and
exploitation of oil which provided a local source of revenue to build
and maintain the state.
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The state structure of Saudi Arabia was created in response to its
relation- ships with the outside world, imposed by the pilgrimage and
the oil industry. Armed force has always been important to the Saudi
state but is nowhere near so central to the ethos of the state as in
Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. The group central to the ethos of the Saudi
state is the cul ama , tied to the royal family by marriage and by long
association. But therein lies a problem, for the wealth provided by oil
has created a materialist culture that is at odds with the Wahhabi
doctrine that provides the ideological basis for the Saudi state.
Writing in 1980, Salame doubted, however, that a new middle class
existed which would challenge the ruling ideology and demand a
share of power: 'Hundreds of millionaires living on the fringe of the
regime do not make a class, especially when tribal and regional
cleavages remain so strong.' Something similar might have been
said of Iran before the 1978-79 revolution. There, tribal and regional
cleavages were and remain strong; but Iran had a larger population,
greater urban mass, and a larger and more discontented middle
class. What made the Iranian revolution, however, was not a middle



class narrowly defined as the recipients of a 'modern' education,
anxious to have jobs and political power commensurate with their
training and expectations. Rather, the Iranian revolution was made
by the forces which allied themselves with the modern middle class-
the recipients of a religious education and the producers, vendors,
and consumers of local goods. These forces were largely invisible to
those who expected political challenges to emerge from a modern
middle class often represented by the army. Hence, the revolution of
1978-9 came as a surprise to many Iranians and Westerners alike.
Nikki Keddie takes a long look at the revolution, comparing it to
previous upheavals in Iran and to other world revolutions. Iranian
anomalies include the importance of the orthodox clergy to the
revolutionary process, the relative unimportance of the peasantry,
and the permeability of Iranian cities to mass revolution. The most
arresting comparison presented by Keddie is that between the 1905-
11 constitutional revolution and the. 1978-79 Islamic revolution. The
constitutional revolution, despite the leading role played by culama,
had as its aim a Western-style constitution and resulted in greater
secularization of law and government. The Islamic revolution,
despite the greater Westernization of education, law, government,
culture, and economy that had taken place by the 1970s, resulted in
a self-styled Islamic republic. The difference of form and result,
Keddie finds, lies in historical context. For the first revolution, the
enemy was the traditionalist Qajar dynasty that had made very few
efforts to reform. For most Iranians it was the weak government of
the Qajars that had allowed Britain and Russia undue influence in
Iranian affairs. Hence the constitutional revolution could aim both to
exclude undue European influence and to reform government along
European
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lines. The second revolution aimed to curb a dynasty that had used
Westerniza- tion to increase its own power at the expense of all
other social, cultural, economic, or political ties amongst the
population. This dynasty, the Pahlavi dynasty, was also perceived to
be much more deeply involved with foreign (Western) powers than
the (bjars, to the detriment of Iran and Iranians. Hence the 1978-79
revolution tOok on a language which rejected both the Pahlavis and
the West. This language was the language ofShi(ism. Finally Keddie
makes the important point that the Islamic revolution was not purely
fundamentalist or traditionalist. As much as it was a revolution which
shifted the location of power from one group or class in society to
another, it was also a revolution in the interpretation of the
relationship of religion to politics: 'Khomeini's notion of direct ulama
rule is new to Shi<ism.' The Iranian revolution of 1978-9 focused
attention on other Islamic movements in the Middle East and
especially on the threat they posed to a status quo that for the most
part protected American interests. Under special scrutiny were
Islamic movements in states allied to or friendly with the United
States. Binnaz Toprak looks at 'the religious right' in Turkey and by
so doing adds the latest chapter to the story of the role of religion in
state formation drawn by Uriel Heyd and

erifMardin in Parts I and III. Secularism is the cardinal principle of
Kemalismj it is the one on which the other five principles of
Kemalism-nationalism, populism, reformism, etatism, republicanism-
are all in some way dependent. In Toprak's analysis, Kemalist
secularism 'has succeeded in relegating Islam to the position of a
purely individualistic faith'. None the less, since the creation of a
multi- party system in Turkey after the Second World War, Islam has
re-entered the world of Turkish politics. Islam's reappearance, in
Toprak's view, is limited in scope. The creation of a two-party system
after the Second World War allowed challengers to appeal to the
portion of the Turkish population who were marginalized or afttonted
by Kemalist secularism. The National Salvation Party, which
emerged in the 1973 elections, propounded like some nineteenth-



century reformers that Turkey would not become great again until it
returned to Islamic principles. Unlike nineteenth-century reformers,
however, it believed that a return to Islam would precipitate rapid
industrialization. Thus the NSP 'attempted to establish .. . a
symbiosis between industrialization and culture by offering Islam as
a psychological mechanism to ease the burden of rapid
industrialization'. From her analysis of Turkish politics since 1950,
Toprak draws two conclusions: Islamic 'revival' in the Turkish
COntext is an outcome of the introduction of a multi-party system,
and 'Islam, by itself, is no longer a sufficient force for mass
mobilization.' The question of the relation of religion to politics is
most often posed in regard to those Middle Eastern states where
Muslims are a majority. Indeed,
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there is a sense that Islam makes those states comparable, makes
them, in short, Middle Eastern. Rarely is Israel JUXtaposed to its
regional neighbours for purposes of comparison. Rarely, aside from
geography, is Israel considered Middle Eastern. David McDowall's
work suggests that lines of analysis which are taken for granted as
regards the Arab states, Iran, and Turkey are also pertinent to Israel.
For example, Israel no less than its Arab neighbours is a country
permanently at war, and the Israeli military, especially since 1967,
has encroached on the political domain, even if not in so open a
manner as in some Arab countries. Hence posing the question of the
role of the military in politics is as fitting for Israel as it is for some of
its neighbours. Religion also has an impact on the politics of the
state and, as in the Arab countries, this impact appears to have
increased since 1967. In particular, according to McDowall, a 'New



Zionism' is increasingly prominent 'which places far greater
emphasis than previous mainstream Zionism on acting in religious
faith to fulfil God's covenant'. Finally, one other problem usually
taken as endemic to Middle Eastern polities-the problem of power
and its relationship to majority/minority groups-is also shown to be
one of Israel's defining characteristics. Israel was created to be a
Jewish state where Jews would be in the majority and where
democracy was predicated on an assured Jewish majority. The
problem Israel faces is how to maintain a Jewish majority over time,
given disappointing birthrates and levels of immigration.
Demographic concerns are intertwined in contradictory ways with
Israel's continued occupation of Arab territories captured in 1967;
and the way the occupation is resolved, according to McDowall, will
define the state: 'No decisions can be made concerning the
Palestinian Arabs which are not also to do with Israel's self-
perception and the future of Zionism.' Israel's concern with birthrates
makes the subject of women's place in society central to Zionism. As
Afsaneh Najmabadi demonstrates, the 'woman question' has also
played a central role in the definition of the state in Iran. Since the
late nineteenth century women have served as symbols of the state
and society: of backwardness in the case of nineteenth-century
reformers, of modernity in the case of the Pahlavis, or authenticity in
the case of the Islamic Republic. 'In the earliest formulations... "the
traditional woman" [was] the most visible symbol of backwardness. .
. by the 1970s it was this very subject, now designated as
"superwesternized", who had become the site of all social ills.' The
appropriation of the 'woman question' by the Pahlavis accounts for
its centrality to oppositional politics and to the Islamic Republic. Reza
Shah's attentions were directed to the small group of upper- and
middle-class urban women whom he urged to get an education in
order to take part in the
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construction of the state by becoming teachers or bureaucrats.
Muhammad Reza Shah turned women fTom potential participants to
passive beneficiaries; 'the state [determined] the pace and details of
reforms for women' for the purpose of projecting the shah's
benevolence and modernity rather than in response to women's
expressed needs and interests. He derived his vision of modernity
and of modern woman fTom the West just as he received arms from
the West. Opposition of all stripes was anti-imperialist, and because
'moral corruption is seen as the linch-pin of imperialist designs. . .
women as mothers and wives. . . bear a heavy responsibility for the
moral health and. . . political fate of the country'. In the particular
vision of authenticity that came to characterize the revolution and the
subsequent government, symbols like the veil re-entered the political
lexicon, charged with new meaning and importance. Behind the
symbolism is a real narrowing of the possibility for women to define
the 'woman question'. During the Pahlavi period, there was a small
space for women to set their own agendas in the 'contest between
the modern State and the traditional God'. Najmabadi concludes that
at present, 'to have a room of her own, the Iranian woman is now
faced with subverting God and State'.
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Beyond its effect on Egypt and the other direct participants, the Suez
crisis had a profound impact on the rest of the Arab world. This was
illustrated throughout the crisis over Suez from mid-1955 onwards in



the powerful wave of Arab support for Egypt. It was particularly
striking in view of the initial lukewarm response of many Arabs to the
Egyptian military regime which had emerged fTom the 1952
revolution. Suez changed this, firmly establishing Gamal Abdel
Nasser as the pre-eminent Arab leader until the end of his life, and
Arab nationalism as the I

ading Arab ideology for at least that long. Suez also gave a final
push to the tottering hegemony over the Arab world which Britain
and France had sometimes shared and sometimes disputed for over
a century. It exposed their weaknesses, encouraging Iraqis,
Algerians, Adenis, and others to liquidate their last footholds in the
region. Arab leaders ceased paying attention to London and Paris,
turning instead towards Cairo, Washingron, and Moscow. Finally,
because it involved Israel in overt collabora- tion with the old imperial
powers, and in an invasion of the territory of an existing Arab state,
the Suez crisis established an image of Israel in the Arab world, and
a pattern of conflict with it, which had an impact perhaps as
important as that of the 1948 war. In spite of the significant effects of
the Suez crisis on the Arab world, relatively little primary material has
emerged to illuminate the motivations of different Arab leaders and
governments (with the exception of course of Egypt), and to enable
researchers to chronicle this aspect of the crisis" Whereas we can
now follow the Egyptian, British, French, Israeli, and American sides
of the Suez controversy relatively easily through archival or memoir
material, to study the various Arab actors involved we are forced to
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rely largely on the considerable amount of secondary material which
has accumulated since 1956. For this and other reasons, therefore,
this assessment of the consequences of Suez for the Arab world will
be strictly thematic and reflective rather than detailed and
exhaustive. Although we have fewer first-hand accounts by Arab
participants in the events compared with others, much can be said
about the impact of the crisis on the Arab world. Among other things,
it is clear that this impact was felt on several levels. These were:

 

1. Arab relations with, and attitudes towards, the great powers; 2.
The internal and inter-Arab policies of several Arab polities; 3. The
Arab-Israeli conflict

 

ARAB RELATIONS WITH THE GREAT POWERS

 

It is acknowledged by virtUally all students of Suez, of the policies of
the superpowers in the Middle East, and of the Arab-Israeli conflict,
that Suez marked some son of turning-point. This is true whether we
are speaking of the policies of the countries directly involved in the
aggression on Egypt, Egypt itself, the superpowers, or other actors.
It is perhaps insufficiently appreciated that as far as Arab relations
with, and attitudes towards, the great powers were concerned, Suez
only confirmed, magnified, and strengthened existing trends. Thus
the United Stares emerges from the Suez crisis in most accounts as
the dominant Western power in the region, having benefited from the
disaster of the Anglo-French-Israeli aggression on Egypt, to replace
Britain and France, and soon to inherit Israel from Britain and France
as a privileged regional client and ally. Looking at the United States
from the perspective of the Arab states, including in this case Egypt,
it seems that Washington did not get all of the credit it might
otherwise have won for its forthright opposition to the tripartite attack
and to Israel's later attempts to maintain its occupation of Sinai and



the Gaza Strip. The United States was certainly accorded even more
imponance in the region after Suez than it had been before, and yet
the late 1950s and 1960s were a period of Soviet rather than
American advances in the region (as wimessed by scholarly titles on
the subject such as Retl Star on the Nik and Soviet Advances in the
Middle East).z The main reason for America's failure to gain more
Arab approval for its resolute stand in 1956 would seem to be
simple. Many Arabs perceived that the United States had played a
crucial role in precipitating the crisis via Dulles's sudden withdrawal
of the US offer of funds to help construct the Aswan Dam. They also
resented American hostility, both before and after the Suez war, to
the policy of neutralism, which was growing increasingly
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popular in the Arab world, and to Arab nationalism. All of this
undermined the credit the United States might otherwise have
expected for the positive diplomatic outcomes it played a major role
in achieving in the autumn of 1956 and the spring of 1957. Although
this may seem tOO simple an answer, jt takes into account a factor
often ignored by analysts: for the long period in which the crisis was
brewing, and until the invasion actually took place, US-Egyptian
relations were far from good. Thus what America eventually did
during the tripartite attack came against a background of many
months of its apparent hostility to Egypt, to Nasser, and to Arab
nationalism (following a honeymoon for well over two years after the
1952 revolution in Egypt). It might be added that once the crisis was
over, American policy under Dulles, as seen in such initiatives as the
Eisenhower Doctrine and the American intervention in Lebanon in
1958, did little to dispel impressions in the Arab world that such



hostility was the basis of US policy.3 It was perhaps partly in
consequence of this situation in US-Egyptian relations that the
Soviet Union managed to get as much credit as it did in Arab eyes
for its role in the crisis. Egypt, moreover, probably played a
determinant role in influencing Arab attitudes towards both the Soviet
Union and the United States at this point. This is understandable, for
after it had stood up to Britain, France, and Israel in 1956 and
survived, the revolutionary regime in Egypt had virtUally unlimited
legitimacy in the Arab world. Consequently the lead it took was
widely followed. We know from accounts by such Egyptians close to
the centre of decision- making as Mohamed Hassanein Heikal and
Amin Hewedy that Egyptian leaders knew juSt how limited the Soviet
role was. 4 These leaders seem nevertheless to have consciously
stressed publicly the importance of the Soviet contribution to the
outcome of the Suez crisis. They apparently did this in the hope of
creating a counter-weight to the United States, which now was the
dominant Western power in the region, and which seemed to hold
little goodwill for Egypt (whose funds for example remained tied up in
American banks by government order until the crisis was well over).
Egypt's publicly restrained attitude to the United States and its overt
praise of its new Soviet friends in the wake of Suez thus sent a clear
signal to the rest of the Arab world. There is much other evidence
that Suez simply confirmed existing tenden- cies in the Arab world.
There was already a clear trend away from involve- ment with great
power military blocs, alliances, and pacts, out of a not entirely
groundless fear that these were simply a cover for the maintenance
of foreign bases and of a continued unequal relationship between
the Arab states and their former colonial masters. There was, further,
a strong interest in Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in non-alignment, and a
growing fascination with the
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Soviet Union as a possible counter-weight to the Western powers.
Suez simply accentuated processes already under way, showing that
the Soviet Union was now a factor in the region which could be used
to Arab advantage, and that Britain and France were indeed as ill-
intentioned and as hostile to Arab nationalist aspirations as most
Arabs already knew they were from decades of experience. Suez
destroyed any slim possibility that Britain and France would remain
major powers in the Arab world. As damning in Arab eyes as the
perceived sin of attacking Egypt and Arab nationalism (Nasser was
increasingly representative and symbolic of both) was the fact that
the two powers had collaborated with Israel. This collusion confirmed
the most extreme Arab nationalist theses, which argued that the
great powers' support for the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine
had always been motivated by their desire to use it as a pawn
against the Arabs. s What we now know about the collusion from
Israeli, French, and British sources indicates that far from being
paranoid fantasies, these suspicions were at least in this case quite
close to the mark: Israel played an essential role in both British and
French planning to defeat the forces of militant nationalism in the
Arab world. Thus, when added to provocations like the Lavon and
Bat-Galim affairs of 1954,6 which seemed timed to coincide with
crucial moments in Egypt's relations with the Western powers, the
long-drawn-out Suez crisis revived Arab fears regarding Israel's role
in the region which might otherwise have eased in time. Suez had
one other important consequence as far as the position of the old
colonial powers in the Arab world was concerned. This was to tar
fatally their local collaborators, clients, and allies with the brush of
complicity not only with the colonial powers but also with Israel in a
joint effort to destroy a popular Arab symbol. This association
contributed to the sequence of events which brought down the Iraqi
monarchy and, with it, trusted British collabora- tors such as Nuri
Said. It also briefly threatened the throne of King Hussein in Jordan,
strengthened the growing opposition to President Chamoun in
Lebanon, and proved the kiss of death for those Syrian leaders and
party factions associ- ated with Britain and Iraq who had been



persuaded to launch an abonive coup against the pro-Egyptian
regime timed to coincide with the Suez attack. 7 It could be argued
that in any case the days of Nuri and the Iraqi monarchy were
numbered, and that Hussein, Chamoun, and the Syrian politicians
aligned with Britain and Iraq were all on shaky ground. Certainly all
were swimming with difficulty against a powerful, growing Arab
nationalist tide throughout the region. But Suez did make a
difference: now all these men were identified not just with the old
colonialism, but with Israel as well, after a direct tripartite assault on
Egypt and its head of state, who had developed a considerable Arab
popular following. Their domestic opponents capitalized on this
association in the popular mind, and within just over two
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years all but King Hussein were out of office. Indeed, the Jordanian
monarch had to resort to extreme measures to wrest back power in
April 1957 from the first (and last) freely elected, populist, and pan-
Arabist government in Jordanian history, that of Suleiman al-Nabulsi,
which had come into office in October 1956 at the height of the Arab
nationalist fervour preceding the Suez war.

 

INTERNAL AND INTER-ARAB POLITICS OF THE ARAB STATES

 

As we have just seen, the net effect of the Suez crisis on domestic
Arab politics, particularly in Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, and Iraq, was a



further radicalization of an already unstable situation. Throughout the
region, Suez gave a decisive impetus to the growing Arab nationalist
trend, led and symbolized by Nasser, whose regime in 1954 had
achieved the extraordinary feat of securing a British military
withdrawal from Egypt after 72 years of occupation. Such an
achievement had a powerful resonance in an Arab world still dotted
with French bases in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia, British bases in
Libya, Jordan, Iraq, Aden, and the Gulf, and American bases in
Morocco, Libya, and Saudi Arabia. This nationalist trend and the
accompanying radicalization provided the main impetus for a wave
of fundamental regime changes and other upheavals in the Arab
world in the middle and late 1950s. The outcome of the Suez war
reinforced the power of Nasser's already persuasive rhetoric, to
which many Arabs were already listening. The influence exerted in
inter-Arab affairs by Nasser, the Ba'th Party in Syria, and other Arab
nationalist leaders and formations had been growing markedly even
before Suez. It was reinforced by the visible decline in British power,
and the weakening of the solidarity and ability to govern by the
dominant traditional elites of the Arab world in the face of rising new
social forces which identified with radical Arab nationalism. After
Suez, however, with their British allies virtUally out of the picture, in
Syria and Iraq these elites crumbled before the push of parries and
cliques of officers drawn largely from the middle and lower-middle
classes. They clung to power in Jordan and Lebanon only with
difficulty, and, in part, thanks to external help. Clearly, there was no
single formula for these changes which resulted from Suez, and
which were refracted differently in the specific politics of each state,
much as has been the impact of Islamic political activism in recent
years. In general, however, what Britain, France, and Israel achieved
was diametrically opposed to their original intentions. Far from
destroying Nasser and thereby ending Egypt's insidious influence, by
targeting him and failing to unseat him, they made the Egyptian
leader's position nearly impregnable for many years and increased
his country's prestige and influence. All three
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parties to the collusion simultaneously witnessed a reinforcement of
just those forces in the region which they had most wanted to defeat:
pan-Arabism and radicalism. Beyond these general results, there
were specific consequences of Suez in the politics of several Arab
states, most of them the opposite of those intended by its planners.
In Syria, the conflict between different political factions and their
various external backers, so arrestingly described by Patrick Seale in
The Struggle fir Syria,s had already reached a level of intense
bitterness. This was further exacerbated by a plot to overthrow the
country's pro-Egyptian government, which had been timed to
coincide with the Suez attack, and had been planned by an almost
amateurish coalition of the Iraqi, British, and American intel- ligence
services. 9 Their bungled conspiracy contributed in turn to the sense
of insecurity among the radical nationalist Syrian factions then in
power, helping to drive them in a little over a year into the embrace
of Egypt and the ill-fated United Arab Republic. The failed plot also
played a role in bringing closer to power the politicized military
officers who had long been interfering actively in Syrian politics, but
who soon afterwards were to take control of the country. In such a
national emergency, with Syria under pressure from a formidable
array of foes, who could better claim to protect it than the military?
The traditional civilian politicians, as well as the social class most of
them came from, were already losing their dominant position in
politics and society, but Suez gave a major impetus to the young
military men who took their places and who have ruled with only a
few interruptions ever since the late 1950s. The impact of Suez was
devastating to the Iraqi monarchy. The abortive Syrian coup attempt
marked one of the last occasions that the Iraqi regime was able to
project its power beyond its borders. After Suez it was increasingly
on the defensive, the outcome of its struggle with Egypt for



leadership of the Arab states a foregone conclusion in the wake of
Nasser's triumph. To its traditional sin in nationalist eyes of
collaborating with imperialist Britain, the regime had now to bear the
burden of accusations. of having in effect colluded with Israel via
involvement in the plot to overthrow the Syrian regime timed to
coincide with the tripartite aggression against Egypt. Following Suez,
Patrick Seale writes, throughout the region, 'Nuri became the butt of
ever more strident attacks: he was an "ally of the Jews", a "valet of
colonialism", a "traitor and tyrant such as the East had never
known".'lo Certainly the Iraqi monarchy was already tottering before
Suez. But one of its few remaining assets, its prestige in the Arab
world, was irrevocably shattered by the attack on Egypt of its
protector Britain, and by its own apparent complicity via involvement
in the anti-Syrian plot. Before Suez, Iraq could presume to act like
the major power in the Arab world, even if both Egypt and Saudi
Arabia fiercely contested that claim. After Suez, there could
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be no hope of such a claim being accepted, and this in turn
diminished the already declining domestic strength of Nuri's
government. For just as the new order in Egypt gained internally
from the pan-Arab legitimacy it acquired at Suez, so did the old order
in Iraq lose internally from the pan-Arab obloquy it suffered because
of Suez. In Jordan and Lebanon, the impact of Suez, although less
decisive than in Syria and Iraq, was also great. Both were deeply
fissured polities in the mid- 1950s, with large segments of their
populations (possibly a majority in both cases) still reluctant to
accord legitimacy to their governments and even to the very
existence of Jordan and Lebanon as states. The impact of the Suez



crisis added markedly to the pressures both were already facing.
Jordan had been subject to intense political strains from within and
without following its incorporation of a new majority of restive,
politicized, and educated Palestinians after its annexation of the
West Bank in 1950 (an annexation which was recognized by no Arab
state). Strongly nationalist, anti- Hashemite, intensely anti-Zionist,
and searching for a formula which would help them to regain their
lost homeland, most of these Palestinians were strongly attracted to
Egypt and to Nasser, as were many Jordanians. This was
particularly the case after the British evacuation of the Canal in 1954
was followed by more active Egyptian leadership in the Arab world
based on a policy of non-alignment and Arab nationalism. The
Egyptian example was already influential before the Suez war: at the
height of the crisis, on 21 October, just before the invasion began, a
general election in Jordan returned a parliament dominated by an
Arab nationalist majority, which soon produced the pro-Egyptian and
anti-British government ofSuleiman al-Nabulsi. Although the King
eventually overcame this popular current, ending parliamentary
government and, during a period of martial law which lasted until
1963, reimposing his personal rule through hand-picked servants of
the throne, the Anglo-Egyptian conflict over Suez and the resulting
tripartite invasion had an impact on Jordan. They created a
favourable regional environment for the Nabulsi government to come
to power, terminate the Anglo-Jordanian treaty, and liquidate British
bases. They also helped move Hussein away from his family's
traditional patron, Great Britain, and eventu- ally towards a new one,
the United States, which in 1957 began subventions toJordan which
continue to this day. As for the country's restive population, Suez left
most Palestinians and many Jordanians with an allegiance to Arab
nationalism and a devotion to Nasser, which frequently focused on
the Palestine issue. This powerful current continued to express itself
in spite of governmental repression, often exploding and forcing the
hand of the King at times of crisis, such as the years preceding and
following the 1967 war. In Lebanon too, the new assertiveness of
Egyptian policy before and after Suez struck a responsive chord,
particularly among Sunnis, Druze, and many
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Greek Orthodox Christians who chafed at Maronite domination of the
Lebanese system, opposed President Chamoun's strong pro-
Western orienta- tion, and were not fully reconciled to the idea of the
total separation of Lebanon from its Arab hinterland. Chamoun's
blatant rigging of the 1957 parliamentary elections (with funds
provided by the American intelligence services, according to the
account of the man who personally handed some of the money over
to the Lebanese President ll ) further inflamed passions. The
resulting polarization ended in the civil war of the summer of 1958, a
conflict which seems almost genteel by comparison with the horrors
the country has witnessed since 1975. The Nasserist current in
Lebanon, powerfully reinforced by the effect of Suez, was enshrined
in a number of forms. One was the strict observance by Chamoun's
successor, President Shihab, of a foreign policy closely aligned with
that of Egypt. Thus insulated from the potential wrath of the
dominant power in the Arab world, Lebanon was able to escape
many of the stresses which affected other regional states in the late
1950s and early 1960s, until the Palestine issue forcefully intruded
itself after the 1967 war. Another form taken by the influence of
Egypt and its leader in Lebanon following the victory of Suez was the
rapid proliferation of Nasserisr organizations in the popular quarters
of the Sunni cities of the coast. Vestiges of some of these, such as
the Nasserist Popular Organization in Sidon and the Arab Socialist
Union (which united in 1987) linger on even today. In the sectarian
political environment of Lebanon, as to a lesser extent in Iraq and
Syria during the late 1950s, Nasserism was among many other
things an ideological and organizational bastion for the Sunni urban
populace. It held somewhat less appeal for Christians or Shiites,



Kurds, or Alawis in all three counmes. 12 Although Nasserism was
primarily an expression of pan- Arab sentiment, in the Lebanese,
Iraqi, and Syrian contexts it was also (occasionally perhaps even
more so) a sectarian expression of identity by urban Sunnis. This
factor should not be overemphasized, for the ideological aspects of
Nasserism, whether in terms of anti-imperialism, non-alignment, or a
striving for social justice, affected most sectors of these societies.
This was particularly true after the Suez crisis confirmed the status of
Arab nationalism as the primary vehicle of expression for the long-
standing Arab desire for national dignity and for the elimination of the
last vestiges of foreign domination. Nevertheless, Western efforts to
combat Egyptian influence in the mid-1950s, via mobilization of
diverse local forces, especially sectarian ones, seem to have spurred
the emergence of a largely Sunni Nasserist tendency in certain
countries as a response. Lebanon, where the mainly Christian
Phalangist and Syrian Social National- ist parties (the latter known
by the initials PPS for Parti PopuJaire Syrien) backed President
Chamoun, and where the opposition was organized largely
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(but not entirely) along sectarian lines, was the most extreme
example in this regard. In Syria as well, the opposition to Arab
nationalism and Nasser of the largely Christian PPS, widely
suspected of being controlled by the CIA, and the involvement in the
1956 coup plot of a leading Aleppo Christian politician, Mikhail Ilyan,
aroused long-standing Syrian fears of minority sectarian forces being
used against the nationalist movement by the Western powers. In
Iraq after the 1958 revolution, the allegiance of many Shiites and
Kurds to Iraqi independence, which they expressed via the



Communist party and other vehicles, including support for Nasser's
rival, Iraqi leader Abd al- Karim Qasim, was matched by loyalty of
urban Sunnis to Nasserism, a contra- diction which came to a bloody
conclusion in Mosul in 1959 and afterwards. It might be noted in
passing that the prestige which accrued to Egypt in the Arab world
as a result of Suez meant that henceforth it would be the Egyptian
interpretation of Arab nationalism-in practice that of Nasser and the
circle around him-which prevailed, rather than versions that had
emerged in the Arab countries to the east, which were the original
cradle of Arab nationalism. Thus, when Syria and Egypt united in
1958, it was on the basis of Egypt's preferences and understanding
of Arab unity rather than those of the Syrian Ba(th party that the new
union was organized. Egypt, which had come relatively recently to
Arabism, thus found itself in the lead, rather than Syria, which had
prided itself on being 'the beating heart of Arabism' for nearly half a
century. In practice, the result was that Arabism took on a more
activist and pragmatic form than it would have had the Ba(th party or
another such formation continued as its primary protagonist. The
story of the role of Arab nationalism in the effortS of Egypt's
diplomatic, information, and intelligence services in the Arab world
after Suez will perhaps one day be told. Egypt's ascendancy in the
Arab world was probably inevitable even before Suez, and indeed it
was perhaps only because it seemed so that Britain, France, and
Israel chose to attack Egypt in the first place. But Suez set the seal
on this process, giving a powerful impetus to Egyptian influence on
the internal politics not only of those Arab countries we have already
briefly examined, but others further afield, such as Algeria, Libya,
North and South Yemen, Saudi Arabia and other states of the
Arabian Peninsula. U Egypt had an impact as well on the Palestinian
polity, within Jordan and outside of it. Events before and after Suez
played a major role in the revival of the Palestinian nationalist
movement, which earlier had been crippled by its defeat in 1947-8
and the resultant expulsion and flight of about 750,000 Palestinians
from their homes. While the Palestinian national movement before
1948 had been relatively weak, divided, and disorganized, it
expressed faithfully the fierce desire of the Arab population for the



independence of their country as well as its freedom from domination
by any of the Arab
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regimes. These trends re-emerged as the Palestinian national
movement slowly and clandestinely revived in the 1950s, in large
measure under the impetus of Suez, and provided important
elements of continuity with the pre- 1948 period. Although Suez and
the other triumphs of the Egyptian regime convinced many
Palestinians that their salvation lay in alliance with the powerful new
force of Arab nationalism, whether in its Nasserist or Ba'thist variety,
others, particularly those with experience in the Gaza Strip or inside
Egypt itself, drew different conclusions. For them, the lessons of
Suez, and of their several years of experience with the new regime
in Egypt before the Suez war, were altogether more ambivalent.
Unlike Palestinians in Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, who tended to
think of Egypt as a distant and benevolent ally against Israel and
their local opponents and oppressors, most Palestinians in the Gaza
Strip and Egypt saw things quite differently}4 They were intimately
acquainted with the fact that Egypt's commitment to the Palestine
cause was necessarily almost completely subject to sober
considerations of raison detat. Many of them had learned these hard
lessons inside Egyptian prisons. They had been sent there for
launching attacks on Israel which contravened the new regime's
desire to avoid tensions with its formidable Israeli neighbour. Some
Palestinian nationalists were only released from prison in the period
immediately before the Suez war in order to launch such attacks
when it suited Egypt's policy of the moment. The lesson a group of
men from this background who secretly formed the nucleus of Fatah



in the mid-1950s drew was that the Palestinians must have a status
independent of the Arab regimes, even that of Nasser, whom they
feared, respected, and at times assiduously courted. Speaking of
this period, Salah Khalaf (Abu [yad), a founder, of Fatah, stated: 'We
believed that the Palestinians could rely only on themselves'. IS This
current led by Fatah came to be the dominant one in the reborn
Palestinian national movement, and its leaders have been the most
prominent ones in the PLO in the years since that organization was
taken over by independent Palestinian nationalist factions in 1968.
The other major current in Palestinian nationalism, that led by the
Arab Nationalist Movement (ANM), founded in the early 1950s by
Palestinian graduates of the American University in Beirut like Dr
George Habash and Dr Wadi Haddad, soon became almost an
auxiliary of Egyptian foreign policy. Unlike the ANM, Fatah from the
outset tried to maintain its distance from Egypt, eventually
developing relations with the neo-Ba'th regime in Syria and the
Algerian revolution, in part to play them off against the powerful
centrifugal pull of Egypt. It was significant for the course of
Palestinian politics that Fatah, with its nuanced attitude towards
Egypt born of events both before and after Suez, and its insistence
on 'the independence
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of the Palestinian decision',16 came to dominate the Palestinian
polity over the three decades after Suez.

 

THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT



 

However important were the changes wrought by Suez on the Arab
world's relations with the great powers and on its internal politics, the
crisis had perhaps its most lasting impact on the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Israel's attack on Egypt-when seen against the background of earlier
related incidents between these two countries, such as the Bat-
Galim and Lavon affairs of 1954, the Israeli attack on Gaza of
February 1955, and the Khan Yunis raid of August 1955-can be said
to have fundamentally transformed that conflict. After Suez, it
changed definitively from a dispute primarily related to the question
of the disposition of Palestine, albeit one with important implications
for the regional power balance, into an inter-state conflict for regional
hegemony. This conflict concerned bilateral issues which were often
unrelated to Palestine and involved Israel and several Arab
countries, foremost among them Egypt. The potential for such a
development had always been there, and indeed was implicit from
the very beginning of the Arab states' involvement in the Palestine
question in the late 1930s. However, it took Israel's 1956 invasion of
Sinai, seen as the culmination of a specific line of policy pursued by
Ben- Gurion and his followers from 1954 (and best analysed by Avi
Shlaim in an important article l ') to make this potential real. With
Suez, Israel in a sense succeeded, at least for a number of years, in
pushing the conflict into its neighbours' territory, making them fight
on its terms, obscuring the Palestinian core of the dispute, and
putting the Arab states on the defensive. In a sense this represented
a continuation of the last phase of the Palestine war of 1948- 49,
when Israeli forces triumphed on all fronts and invaded Egyptian
territory. Suez, however, took Israel much farther, and much more
strongly emphasized all these achievemc:nts. It could be argued that
as a result of factors such as this emerging from Suez, the 1947-49
war was the last one fought primarily over the disposition of
Palestine until the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon. The fighting
from 1967 to 1973 thus followed a pattern set by Suez, in that it
involved the balance of power between Israel and the Arab states,
the question of regional hegemony, and the interests of the
superpowers far more than it did the interests of the Palestinians or



the fate of their homeland. A cynic might argue further that, while the
interest of most Arab regimes in the Palestine question until 1949
reflected in large measure the genuine sympathy of Arab public
opinion for the Palestinians, after that it dwindled into rhetorical
decoration for these regimes' realpolitik attitudes towards Israel (with
a few exceptions such as the
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Syrian neo-Ba'th regime of 1966-70, or the initial years of Algerian
independ- ence)}S From this perspective, Suez accelerated an
existing trend. Even without going quite so far, it is clear that Suez,
and the aggressive tendency in Israeli policy towards the Arab states
championed by Ben-Gurion and his disciples which it represented,
refocused the Palestine con1l.ict into an Arab- Israeli dispute. It
furthermore deprived the Arab regimes of the illusion that they could
ignore Israel. In the specific case of Egypt, Suez completed a major,
wrenching shift in attitudes which had only begun two years earlier.
This involved a reorienta- tion by the new Egyptian regime away
from its initial focus on domestic affairs and the issue of British bases
on Egyptian soil to a wider arena. Perhaps this shift can be said to
have begun when Egypt's leaders came to see that the problems of
British bases and relations with Britain were linked to a related
struggle with Britain and its clients for regional dominance-a struggle
waged in Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon, as well as farther afield. But it
had its most long-lasting consequences when Israel added its own
unique ingredients to this explosive mix. There has long been a
controversy about the lead-up to the Egyptian- Israeli component of
the 1956 war. One school would have it that Egypt in fact provoked
Israel over a period of several years. 19 This seems hard to sustain



in view of the work done by Shlaim and the revelations in Moshe
Sharett's diaries,zo which not only show that Ben Gurion and his
followers in the Israeli establishment were largely responsible for the
war (or at least its Israeli component), but also bear out the long-
standing Egyptian contention that until 1955 Egypt would have
preferred to avoid a conflict with Israel, and the arms buildup this
entailed. In Shlaim's words: 'The 1956 war was not the product of an
Arab strategy but of an Israeli strategy which could only be
implemented following the triumph of the Ben Gurion faction in the
internal power srruggle'.zl The litmus test of Egyptian intentions
towards Israel can be said to be its attitude towards the Palestinians
during this period. For before the Israeli challenges of 1954 and
1955 (the Bat-Galim affair, the 1954 Israeli sabotage attacks on
American and British institutions in Egypt revealed during the Lavon
affair, and the Gaza attack of February 1955), Palestinian and Israeli
primary sources are unanimous in describing an unyielding Egyptian
opposi- tion to any Palestinian attacks on Israel, at a time that secret
talks were going on between Nasser and SharetL Shlaim notes that
a study by the Israeli Arabist Ehud Ya'ari, based on records of
Egyptian military intelligence captured by Israel during the Sinai War
confirm[s] that until the Gaza raid the Egyptian authorities had a firm
and consistent policy of curbing infiltration by Palestinians from the
Gaza Strip into Israel, and that it was only in the aftermath of the
Gaza raid that a
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new policy gOt underway of organizing the ftdayeen and turning
them into an official instrument of warfare against Israel. zz Thus
raids launched from Gaza by one of Salah Khalafs comrades, Khalil



al-Wazir (Abu Jihad), in 1954 led to his being 'promptly arrested by
Egyptian Security'.z3 Only well after the floodgates had been
opened by the victory within the Israeli Cabinet of Ben-Gurion's
aggressive line, which resulted in the bloody attack on Gaza in
February 1955-in 'reprisal' for Palestinian attacks which the Egyptian
authorities 'had done their best to prevent- did Egypt change its
policy and begin to sponsor fetlayeen attacks. The rest is well
known: Palestinian attacks later in 1955, acquiesced in or instigated
by Egyptian intelligence, led to even bloodier Israeli reprisal raids in
August 1955 at Khan Yunis and in November 1955 at el-Auja, as the
Ben- Gurion line gained strength. In the interim the Soviet arms deal
was an- nounced, and Soon war was inevitable. It had not been
inevitable in 1954, any more than was the resulting resurgence of
Palestinian nationalism, which was in1l.amed by the events of 1954-
56 and the subsequent harsh Israeli occupation of the Gaza Strip.
Although the effect of this resurgence did not appear immediately
(Fatah was founded in 1959, and only revealed itself in 1965), it is
not a coincidence that almost without exception the men who have
played the most central leadership roles in the Palestinian national
movement since then-Arafat, Khalaf, al-Wazir, and others-were in
Egypt and the Gaza Strip at this time, were deeply involved in these
events, and all describe them in retrospect as formative ones for
them. z4 The Suez war, its antecedents, and its aftermath thus not
only contributed to a transformation of the conflict between Israel
and the Arabs, inaugurating or accentuating crucial inter-state
dynamics, unrelated to the question of Palestine per se, which
proved long-lasting. It also played a role in sparking off the modem
resurgence of Palestinian nationalism, thus ultimately reviving an
older aspect of the conflict which many Israeli leaders had hoped
they had permanently buried: the Palestinian-Israeli one. Today the
inter-state conflict between Israel and the Arabs has been settled in
the case of Egypt, is virtually dormant in the case ofJordan, and has
been quiet between Israel and Syria since 1974 except for their
potentially explosive proxy wars in Lebanon. One of the most
enduring legacies of Suez may thus prove to be its contribution to
the reattivation of the conflict's Palestinian-Israeli aspect.



 

This article is reprinted from Wm Roger Louis and Roger Owen
(eds), Suez, 1956: The Crisis anti its Consequences (Oxford, 1989),
pp. 377-392. @ Rashid Khalidi. Reprinted by permission of Oxford
University Press.
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1. The limited primary material available dealing with the impact of
Suez on the Arab world includes King Hussein, UntllSJ Lies the
Head (London, 1962); Khalid al-'Azm, MudhaUirat KhaJiJ aI-'Azm
(Memoirs of Khalid al-Azm) (Beirut, 1972); Camille Chamoun, Crise
all Moym-Oriml (Paris, 11J63), A"" /yatJ with Erit ROllkml. My Home,
My Land: A NarratiVt of the Palestinian StrUggle (New York, 1981);
and works by Mohamed H. Heikal, notably Clltting The Lions Tail:
SlIn throllgh Egyptian Eyes (New York, 1987), a translation of MiJaffit
aI-SIr/1NIYl: harlJ aI-tbaJathin sana (The Suez Files: The Thirty
Years War) (Cairo, 1986), without the latter's valuable documemary
appendices, which include primary materials which shed much light
on Arab aspects of the crisis. 2. Alvin Rubinstein, Red Stllr on the
NI1e (Princeton, 1977), and George Lenczowski, Sovil!t Advantes in
the Middle EAst (Washington, DC, 1971). 3. That this impression
was not totally incorrect. can be seen from the accounts of two of
those charged with the implementation of the policies of John Foster
and Allen Dulles during this period: Wilbur Crane Eveland, Ropes of
Sand: Ameritas Fai/"re in the Middle EAst (New York, 1980), and
Miles Copeland, The Ga",e of Natiom (New York, 1970). That such
an impression was strongly held by Egyptian leaders can be seen,
inter alia, from documents in Heikal's Mi14ffat 4. Notably in Heikal's



The Sphinx and the C""""issa,. (New York, 1978) and his MiJa!fat,
and Amin Hewedy's HII,.,," 'AM ai-Nasi,. (Nasser's Wars) (Beirut,
1977). More detail can be found in the accounts by Egyptian policy-
makers collected in Muhammad 'Awda I!t at. (eds), Qjfsat aI-
Sa71Jjiyfll71J(J Mi" (The Story of the Soviets and Egypt) (Beirut,
1975). 5. See, e.g., the work of the Arab nationalist historian Amin
Sa'id, aI- 'Ud71Jan, 29 0a0Hr 1916- 1 NIYVnIIbtr 1918 (The
Aggression) (Cairo, 1959), which strongly argues this view. 6. Heikal,
Clltting the Lion:r Tail, pp. 47-9. The former involved a plot by Israeli
agents to plant explosives in American and British targets in Cairo,
discovered by Egyptian security forces, while the latter concerned an
attempt to send the Israeli ship Bat-Gali", through the Suez Canal. 7.
The Syrian coup episode is chronicled by Patrick Seale in The
StrUggle ftr Syria: A Stlldy of POlt-War Arab PO/iNU, 1945-1958
(London, 1965), pp. 262-82, and in Eveland, Ropes of Sand, pp.
18G-230. See also documents in Heikal, Mi14ffat. 8. Op. cit in note
7. 9. The almost farcical outcome is best described in the works cited
in nOte 7, especially that of Eveland, who was instrumental in the
plot according to his own account 10. Seale, The StrUggle for SyriII,
p. 282. Heikal, Mi14!fat, includes a number of fascinating documents
on this subject II. This was again Eveland, who tells this story on pp.
248-53 of his book. 12. For some of these sectarian factors, see
Eveland. On Iraq see Hanna Batatu, The Old SotitIl Clams and the
Revoilltionary Movnnmll of lrtJi/ (Princeton, 1978); on Syria, Seale
and Nikolaos Van Dam, The Struggle ft,. pfYU)n'in Syria:
Settarianis7//. Religion and TribaJinn in PO/iNti. 1961-1980 (2nd ed.,
London, 1981); and on Lebanon, Michael Hudson, The PretariOItl R

uhlit (New York, 1968). 13. On the considerable impact of Egypt and
Nasserism on the Arabian Peninsula, see Fred Halliday, Arabia
withollt SlIitllns (London, 1974). 14. This is well brought OUt in Laurie
Brand, Palestinians in the Arab World.. lnstitlttion Blli!Jing and the
Searr:h for a Stille (New York, 1988). 15. Abu Iyad, My Ho",e, My
Land, p. 20. 16. This has been a favourite slogan of the Fatah
leadership for several decades. As a rule, it comes into prominence
in moments of tension with a major Arab regime, e.g. during the
clashes with Syria in 1976 and again in 1983-7. See the resolutions



of the 17th and 18th sessions of the Palestine National Council, in
1984 and 1987, for the prominem use of this term: JOllmal of
PaJutine Studiu, 14: 2 (wimer, 1985) 257, and 16:4 (summer, 1987),
196. In the latter the wording is: 'Adhering to the PLO's
independence and rejecting.. . imerference in its internal affairs.' 17.
Avi Shlaim, 'Conflicting Approaches to Israel's Relations with the
Arabs: Ben-Gurion and Share!!, 1953-1956,' The Middle EIlst
JOllmal, 37:2 (spring, 1983), 18G-201. Some of these issues are
dealt with in S. Shamir's and M. Bar-On's chapters in Roger Louis
and Roger Owen (Eds.), SIIe: 1916: the Crisis and its Come"_tel
(Oxford, 1989), as well as in works by Egyptian and Israeli authors
cited by Shamir. 18. This argument, influential in the Arab world over
more than a decade and seen in the
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writings of Naji 'Alloush, SadiqJalal al-'Azm, and olhers, is sel forth in
Ibrahim Barhoum, 'The Arab States' Acceptance oflsrae1,
194C}-1979', MA thesis (Political Studies and Public Administra- tion
Depanment, American University of Beirut, 1981). 19. This is the
thesis, e.g., of Uri Ra'anan, who gOC$ 10 greal lengths in Tix USSR
Arms tlx Thin/ World (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), to show the
Egyptian-Soviel arms deal 10 have been negotiated before Israel's
attack on Gaza in February 1955, thus signifying Egypt's prior
aggressive inten- nons. 20. Sharett's diaries, published in Hebrew in
Tel Aviv in 8 volumes from 1978 until 1980 under the title Yo,""" Ishi
(Personal Diary), have proven a fertile source for researchers, and
include much material al odds with the received version of Israel's
early years. Livia Rokach's study entitled ISTMI's Sturrd Tmwism
(Belmont, Mass., 1980) includes translations from the diaries bearing



on Suez, Ihe Lavon alTair, and other related maners. 21. Shlaim,
'Conllicting Approaches', p. 201. Shlaim's equally radical revisionist
conclusions regarding other aspects of the conflict can be found in
Collusion Across tlx Jon/an: Xing A6dulW1. tIN Zionist Movmrmt
(f1II1 tIN Partition of Pakstinr (New York, 1988). 22. See Shlaim,
'Conflicting Approaches', p. 188, also Abu Iyad, My HOII/e. My LmuI,
p. 22, and Alan Hart, Artifat: Tm'f1rin or peamfllUm (London, 1984),
which is based on interviews with Khalil al- W azir and Arafat, pp. 98-
110. Both books, and all other Palestinian accounts of the period,
con linn Shlaim and Ya'ari's assessments. 23. Abu Iyad, My HOttle.
My LmuI, p. 24. The same events are described in Hart, Arafat, pp.
100- 103. 24. See the works cited in the preceding nOle for Ihe
lestimony of all Ihree.

 

Arab Military in Politics: from Revolutionary Plot to Authoritarian
State ELIZABETH PICARD

 

Stoop, Romans, stoop And let us bathe our hands in Caesar's blood
Up to the elbows, and besmear our swords; Then walk we forth,
even to the market-place, And, waving our red weapons o'er our
heads, Let's all cry, 'Peace, freedom, and liberty!' Julius Caesar, III, i

 

Twenty years ago, for someone who studied Arab politics either on
the local, the regional, and even more on the national level, armed
forces appeared to play a central part in the system and to stand at
the core of analysis. A first reason for this importance was to be
found in the dramatic tension on the international scene in the Middle
East and North Africa at that time: the last episodes of a long
struggle for national liberation were being acted out, such as the
Suez triple aggression (1956), the Algerian struggle for
independence (until 1962) and finally the departUre of the British
from the Gulf. Moreover, the rising warfare betWeen Israel and its



Arab neighbours and the catastrophic Arab defeat of June 1967
contributed to stress the special importance of armed forces in
politics. When reading a periodical like Dirasat Arabiyya in the late
1960s, One would find in nearly every issue an article dealing with
such topics as 'the revolutionary army' or 'the popular war for
national liberation' (Allush, 1968; Abu Uras, 1969). Arab armies
appeared even more central for the study of Arab politics on account
of their growing concern for civilian affairs and their various involve-
ments in governmental processes. Since the first aborted attempts in
Iraq, the Bakr Sudki coup in 1936 (Batatu, 1978, p. 337), Rashid Ali
al-Kaylani's revolt in 1941 (Batatu, 1978, pp. 451-61), there had
been a long series after World War II in Syria, soon followed by
Egypt's Free Officers in 1952, and by many others. I As a result,
military intervention in politics had become commonplace
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in many Arab States, actually with a much higher tTequency than in
most Thirld World countries during the 1950s and 1960s. Z Even
when erratic and bloody, as was the Iraqi 1958 revolution against the
Hashemite monarchy, military coups were looked upon rather
positively at that time. They were explained by an urgent need for
authority in countries where the state was still embryonic and the
public services defective. They were praised because of the
disciplined and hierarchical character commonly attributed to armed
forces. Many observers stressed the assumed penchant of the
officers for modern technology and consequently implied they might
authoritatively convey their various qualities to their citizens as a
whole. Armies were also deemed to operate mainly at a national-
state level and consequently to have the capacity to reinforce their



country's cohesion. To summarize, armed forces were seen by many
a scholar, be he an Arab,) a Westerner" or even a Soviet,S as a
strongly modernizing instrument, a major agent for change and
renunciation of tradition, especially because the new generation of
officers who initiated most of these coups came from a more rural
and less privileged origin than their elders. This 'new middle class'
with its main tool, the armed forces (Halpern, 1962, p. 278), was
considered bound to set up a state-controlled economy and to give
an impulse to the process of intensive industrialization in order to
substitute nationally-made products for imported products, a process
then considered key to Third World development. The military would
also be able to prescribe a new citizenship and to encourage such
values as secularism and political participation, in the sense that
Lerner praised in those years: Nasser's Egypt, Iraq after Qasim's
revolution, Baathist Syria and, soon after, Boumedienne's Algeria
were the paramount examples of the successful intervention of the
military in Arab politics. The reaction against such a positive view of
the armed forces in the Arab world was not long to come. Both the
rather negative performances of the new military regimes and the
criticisms which arose regarding the so-called modernizing capability
of the officers when they became involved in politics decreased
appreciation of the army. The years 1967-70 represented a dramatic
turn in Arab history: after the June naksa, leaders had to comply with
a very new situation and adopt a lower path. They shifted from the
nationalist, socializing and triumphant rhetoric which had prevailed
for a decade or more, to pragmatism and a withdrawal towards more
limited state interests. A new moderate style had to be found, and
the model became Saudi Arabia. As for the flamboyant officers who
had allegedly prepared the Syrian citadel for the 'decisive battle', and
such a charismatic leader as Nasser, not only had they failed to repel
the Israeli attack or to make the slightest gains for the Palestinians in
whose name they had mobilized and disciplined the masses, but on
the domestic scene
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553 they had met serious setbacks in their policy of authoritarian
nationalization, of extensive agrarian reform, of industrialization, and
finally in their stiff control of state apparatus and bureaucracy. Their
attempt at imposing social development had fallen short of the
masses' expectations as well as scholars' predictions. Thus, beyond
each country's special character and peculiar events, beyond the
unbearable burden of a state of continuous warfare against Israel,
even beyond the strengthening ties of Arab state economies with the
capitalist world system, stands the major issue of the role of the
armed forces in the state-building and nation-development
processes at work in the Arab world. During the 1970s, various
studies appeared in Western countries, which stressed the internal
rivalries and continual feuds among Arab military elites, their
communal and clan cleavages and alliances, resulting in a costly
and endless series of plots and coups reflecting the mosaic social
structure of Middle East Societies. 6 Once treed from the
conservative monarchies as in Egypt and Iraq, or having gOt rid of
colonial rule as in Algeria, or of patrician oligarchy as in Syria, the
new authoritarian governments led by the military had no destiny
other than to become the stage of rivalries between coteries of
officers: the Free Officers in Cairo, Qasim's followers in Baghdad,
then the Revolutionary Command Council and, in Damascus, the
famous and secret Baathist Military Command. In each of these
countries, officers would perpetu- ate their domination over the
civilian masses in the very tradition of the Otto- man Empire when
askarir were opposed to reayas, and they would primarily
concentrate on internal adjustments and negotiations between
factions. 7 In the meantime, the debate on the nature of the military
regimes in the Arab world had lost much of its importance in the
Arab Middle East and the Maghreb. The main concerns had become
the oil and post-oil era economy along with the cultural heritage, the
turath, and national identity. As for the issue of military participation
in politics, it gained a new dimension which requires the adoption of
a new perspective when we want to discuss it in the mid-1980s.

 



TOWARDS THE STABILIZATION OF ARAB MILITARY REGIMES

 

As far as Arab military are concerned, a first importam change
relates to size: armies have grown considerably beyond the numbers
that they used to have when their officers initiated their coups. The
Syrian army, for example, counted only a few thousand men at the
time of the Palestinian war and of the first coup by Husni Zaim, and
3(}-40,000 when the Baathist revolution took place in 1963. It is ten
times larger in the 1980s (see Table 1). This growth is not only
significant in itself, it is also impressive when related to the country's
population and, secondarily, to the part of the state budget
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555 allocated to defence expenditures, even without taking the
'special expenditures' into account. Another change lies in the
general professionalization of the armed forces in the Arab world,
and their renunciation of previous formulas such as guerrilla or
revolutionary armies. Arab armies carry armaments which are
among the most sophisticated in the world, like the Mirage 2000 in
Egypt, the Mig-27 (which has not been deployed yet in the USSR's
European allied countries) or the SAM-5 in Syria. They also undergo
intensive training in order to maximize skills and knowledge and to
meet the challenge of this new weaponry. In 1985, conscripts in the
Egyptian army were 66 per cent high school graduates, 14 per cent
university graduates and 20 per cent vocational school graduates,
(Ne7JJ Yorlt Times, 24 February 1986). In Algeria, the decision to
turn the revolutionary army into a professional one was taken by
Colonel Boumedienne as early as 1962 (Quandt, 1969, p. 219). His
accession to the state presidency in 1965 and his suppression of



Zbiri's rebellion in 1967 were further steps in his move to break with
the National Liberation tradition in order to rebuild a monolithic
National People's Army that he might more closely control.
Difficulties in confronting the Moroccan troops during the first
Saharan war in October 1963 also played a part in Boumedienne's
decision to reinforce the Algerian military capability and to provide it
with more weaponry and funds. Similarly the June 1967 defeat led
the Baathist leaders of Syria to feel the need to entrust the country's
defence to skilled officers rather than to highly politicized ones, and
to stress better preparation of troops and equipment. s This new
trend had no miraculous result but clearly improved performance, as
could be noticed tTom the Algerian stand during the war of October
1973, from the length of the Egyptian-Israeli war of attrition in 1969-
70, and from the substantial steps taken by the Syrian army on the
Golan Heights during the first days of October 1973. As for Iraq, it
seems that the Irani attacks on Fajr 4 (1982) and Fajr 5 (1984)
induced its leader, Saddam Hussein, to reshuffle the military
command in order to keep 'political' (Baathist) officers off the
battlefield and let competent officers reorganize the army and
especially the air force. 9 This move towards a professionalization,
or a re-professionalization, of Arab armies should not be interpreted
as a return of the military 'to the barracks'. After all, General Mustafa
Tlas who has been in charge of Syrian defence for nearly 16 years,
warned the world at the time of the neo-Baathist radical coup of
February 1966 in which he had taken a minor part, 'We will never
surrender power to civilians' (Picard, 1979a, p. 58). As far as Arab
armies are concerned, there is no evidence of any link between an
increase in professional skill and a de-politicization, as argued by
Huntington (1969). The precarious loyalty of the highly professional
Jordanian armed forces to the Hashemite throne (Haddad, 1971, pp.
47 fT.) seems to have been secured
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at the price of large exclusions. The Saudis perpetually seek to
maintain a balance of power between their paramilitary units and the
national military establishment If they were compelled to enlarge
these forces, to train them and to give their command more initiative
in order to resist an Iranian threat in the Gulf, they might not only
have to face a military lobby in their administration but possibly an
eruption of the officer corps onto the political stage (indeed, rumours
of various attempted coups have already been heard). In Morocco
the army combines high professional standards with a persistent
tendency to interfere in politics. Rather than deal with these three
traditional personal authoritarian regimes, however, this chapter
deals with four Arab countries that have ranked high in military
coups: Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Algeria. In the 1980s their armies playa
decisive or even a central part in politics, and their strong
involvement in civilian affairs clearly distinguishes them tTom the
three traditional states or from the Tunisian presidential regime,IO or
even from the party dictatorship in the PDRY. Libya might have fitted
in this set, although it is rather a charismatic-leadership regime-
curiously close to Tunisia-rather than a military one. As for Sudan,
the country shows that no military dictatorship is settled for ever. The
counter-example offered by Sudan stresses the impressive longevity
of the four regimes under discussion. Syrian Baathists came to
power as early as 1963, and General Assad in November 1970. The
authoritarian state established by Nasser in 1954 succeeded in
institutionalizing its succession process, from one rais to the next, as
did the Algerian regime. Saddam Hussein, who has be

n a member of the Iraqi Baathist command since 1968, raised
himself to supreme power in 1979. Of course, longevity does not
necessarily mean stability. Numerous failed coups and rebellions are
known to have taken place within the Syrian armed forces since
1970: at the beginning of 1972 and in July 1973, with Jadid



supporters; in March 1976 when 30 senior officers tried to stand
against their country's intervention in Leb

non; in December of the same year, during the festivities of Aid al-
Adha; in January 1982, a large plot involving several Alawite air
force officers was discovered. II A similar record can be listed for
Egypt in 1972, 1974, 1981 (in Mansurah, a few days before Sadat's
assassination) and, to a lesser extent, for Algeria and Iraq. But on
the whole, the endurance in power of more stable military groups
clearly indicates a change of trend for the Arab military regimes and
requires a reflection upon the causes and meaning of such longevity
and apparent stabilization. Among the issues at stake are the nature
of the state dominated by armed forces; the role of the military
towards the society of the country; and their growing participation in
the domestic economy. All three issues raise the question of the role
of armed forces in Arab politics, whether it is either conservative or
modernizing, and the extent of their commitment to the public good.
Analysis
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State 557 is based on scarce information and dubious facts: where
the military is concerned, even on the political stage, suspicion and
secrecy become the rule.

 

ARMED FORCES AND THE STATE

 

It is altogether striking and enlightening to discover the variety and
the looseness of the terminology used by academics to describe the
regimes of the Arab states where the military have successfully
engineered a coup and happen to share in the political power: it
includes 'military dictatorship', 'army-party rule', 'military oligarchy'
and 'civil-military coalition'. Such variety not only relates to situations



changing according to place and time; it also reflecrs a controversial
appraisal of the role of armed forces in politics as illustrated by the
examples under discussion. The longevity of the Syrian and Iraqi
regimes cannot be ascribed to the peaceful operation of democratic
processes. It is founded upon authoritarian, if not dictatorial, power.
Competitive processes which characterize open societies are
excluded in such a way that these regimes must be described as
'authoritarian personal' regimes supported by armed forces (Picard,
1979a, p. 52). The first national authority in revolutionary Syria was a
National Revolutionary Council Command which appointed itself in
the days following the 1963 Baathist coup. Its 15 members were
officers only until July, when Baathist civilians replaced the Nasserist
military members who had been removed. Its chairman was of
course military, General Amin al-Hafez, and officers never accounted
for less than 20 per cent of its total membership. As for the
governments since 1963, the military steadily held 15 to 25 per cent
of the ministerial portfolios (Van Dam, 1979). Since the revolution,
sensitive ministries like Defence and the Interior have been their
constant prerogative, but they have often taken charge of the
Ministry of Agriculture at times when rural structures were
undergoing fundamental change, and sometimes even the prime
ministry. It is more difficult to appraise the part they played within the
Baath Party, which is nevertheless essential. During some periods,
senior officers have accounted for a third of the members' in the
National (pan-Arab) Command and in the Regional (Syrian)
Command. Even after the decision was made at the Kisweh military
meeting of April 1965 to restrain the responsibilities of the esoteric
and powerful Baathist Military Command and to limit the participation
of the military in the RC to three of its eleven members, those three
still managed to secure their hegemony through civilian alliances
(Van Dam, 1979, pp. 31- 51). The influence of the military also
spread down the party to its lower levels from the very first months of
the revolution, when nine new military branches were authoritatively
created by the BMC. The army's overwhelming influence
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is summarized by the multiple civilian functions of General Hafez ai-
Assad, its commander-in-chief, who is president of the State, and
secretary-general of the Baath and of the National Progressive Front
since 1971. Through a formal reading of Iraqi institutions, the
'civilian' character of the political regime in Baghdad is frequently
contrasted with the hegemony of the military in Damascus. However,
such a contrast fades before the high state positions occupied by
army officers and the importance given by Saddam Hussein to the
apparatus of repression and coercion. Five officers, and no civilians,
sat in the first Revolutionary Command Council, the first executive
body after the 1968 Baathist coup. Until 1973, the military held all the
key state positions: the presidency of the RCC, the prime ministry,
the ministries of Defence and the Interior, the secretary-generalship
of the Baath, and naturally the army command. Afterwards, the
growing influence of the civilian wing of the party around Saddam
Hussein-who was appointed general in 1976-cannot conceal the
strong reliance of the regime on both the regular and the 'popular'
army (jaysh ash-shab) (al- Tha'Wra, 6 January 1976; New York
Times, 11 January 1981), a tendency which has been accentu- ated
since the war with Iran. As a whole, the move observed in Baghdad
as well as in Damascus in the mid 1970s to transfer key positions in
the Baath Party and the government from officers to civilian
technocrats, in an attempt to set the conditions for a successful
economic liberalization (Picard, 1979b, p. 665; Springborg, 1986, p.
33), has been slowed down in both countries: in Iraq, because of its
deepening involvement in the Gulf war, and in Syria after the
intervention in Lebanon and the extension of an internal state of
warfare. This stresses opportunely the fact that a major cause for
Arab military intervention in politics and the main reason for the stay
of the armed forces in power are to be found in an external threat to



state security. Has a similar secularization of political power occurred
in Egypt and Algeria? The five years of the Nasserist revolution and
the period of Ben Bella's rule were marked by harsh competition
between the military and other rival groups: revolutionaries,
intellectuals and technocrats (Abdel Malek, 1962, pp. 178-9; Quandt,
1969, p. 110). The historical importance of armed struggle in
Algeria's accession to independence had conferred a major political
role on officers, either from the guerrilla or professional armies. At
the time Boumedienne replaced Ben Bella with the support of a
reshaped army, the Revolutionary Council, then the upper executive
body in the country, counted as many as 22 officers from both armies
out of 26 members. Another institution, the National Liberation Front,
the only official party, barely had any formal existence, in spite of the
resolutions of the Soummam Congress in 1956 and of the text of the
National Charter (1963), both guaranteeing its pre-eminence over
the military. But the move had already begun and the homogeneous
coalition of professional military men and technically
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State 559 competent administrators under Boumedienne (Zartman,
1970, p. 342) turned year after year into a more technocratic group,
while the FLN's role expanded slowly. From the mid 1970s on, the
military command has been mainly devoted to the custody of the
state and of its legitimacy. During the FLN Congress of January 1979
following Boumedienne's death, it demon- strated its influence in the
designation of Chadli Benjedid as his successor. The continuing
importance of the National People's Army was well illustrated by the
accession of the highest rankiog officer to the state presidency, and
then to the office of secretary-general of the FLN (Entelis, 1982, pp.
108-9). But this primarily conservative mission no longer implies that
the military outnumber the civilians in key government positions nor
that they have authority to initiate Algerian state social and economic
policy. As the power of decision lies mainly in the executive, and
because the command of the executive is a necessary condition for
military control of society, the proportion of the military inside the



executive can give an indication of its role and importance in the
state. The figures available for Egypt indicate that army officers
occupied 20.6 per cent of the ministerial portfolios under Nasser,
with a peak of 51 per cent in 1961. This percentage fell to 7.5 under
Sadat (Cooper, 1982, p. 209) and after 1971 the military had charge
of only certain ministries: Transport and Communications, War, and
War Production. The demilitarization process took place in two
stages. First, after the Yemen debacle in 1963 and the June 1967
disaster, Nasser lost confidence in his army and tried to rely more
upon the progressive forces and the Arab Socialist Union, the party
in which the military were not eligible for membership, unlike in the
Syrian and Iraqi Baath. Later, the election of a new assembly in
October 1971 and the publication of the October Working Paper in
April 1974 clearly showed Sadat's intention to demilitarize the polity
and institutionalize a civilian power, a decision strongly supported by
most segments of the political class. At the same time, when the
Egyptian army recovered its lost honour by nearly securing a victory
on the Canal, it was eliminated from central points of political
influence on the national as well as at the local levels, in an apparent
agreement to send the military permanently back to the batracks
(Waterbury, 1983, p. 376; Cooper, 1982, p. 223). However, the
demilitarization process should not be overemphasized; a clear
indication of its limits was given by the nomination of Hosni Mubarak,
the commander-in-chief of the army, to the position of vice-president
of the state, a sensitive position for communications between the
government and the armed forces, and by his accession to the state
presidency after Sadat's assassination. Another indication is the
growing popularity of the Defence Minister, General Abu Ghazala, a
potential rival for an executive power weakened by Egypt's hopeless
predicament. Such attempts at demilitarizing the political system in
Egypt and in other
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Arab states are meant to initiate stable civilian patterns of
government and to codify the revolutionary process in order to
balance the country's power centres successfully. In various public
addresses as early as 1966, Nasser argued about the necessity of
codificrion (taqnin). Actually he, and Sadat after him, developed an
important legislative and institutional apparatus at both the local and
the national levels, thus contributing to the renewal of political
institutions such as the legislature, various political organizations and
parries, and local government. The Algerian move on the same path
was impressive after Colonel Boumedienne had strengthened his
hold of the state: in 1976 he ordered referenda on the National
Charter and the new Constitution and, in the following year,
presidential and legislative elections. Afterwards, a party congress of
the FLN was convened in January 1979, while the local and regional
assemblies (assemblies populaires communaks anti assemblies
populaires de Wilaya) were revived (Entelis, 1982, p. 108). As in the
succession from Sadat to Mubarak in Egypt, the transmission of
presidency from Boumedienne to Benjedid took place through an
institutional process in an apparently cohesive and stable mood. This
confirmed at first sight the thesis of the capability of a military regime
to bring about a 'state of institutions', as Sadat's October document
put it: it was up to the holders of power openly to determine its rules
and procedures. There were to be clearly designated mechanisms
for making decisions in such a way that the danger of arbitrary and
coercive interference would be eliminated. But once they have
attained power and set themselves up as arbitrators, how qualified
are the Arab military to work out such a project? The political
processes at work in each of these four cases after new institutions
have been prescribed lead to questions about the meaning or value
of such institutionaliza- tion. In Egypt, for example, the new
government chosen by Anwar al-Sadat following the legislative
elections of 1976 took so little account of electoral results that it was
as if they had no meaning for the president. Indeed, do elections,



'platforms' (manabir) and pluripartism really mean much for a
population whose participation in the electoral process approximates
20 per cent and whose lives, for the most part, are lived outside the
political (and economic) system? Given such weakness and
mediocre pervasiveness of the institutions, the likelihood of military
intervention or of the strengthening of military rule can never be
dismissed, should the social situation or the regional balance further
deteriorate. The mutiny by police conscripts in February 1986 was
overcome through massive action by the regular army. Order was
restored but no negotiation followed, nor any political debate on the
real issues at stake: the extreme poverty and the crisis of identity of
the Egyptian people. In Algeria, structural and especially
demographic problems are not as serious. The country did not
undergo mob riots in January 1984 as its
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successful image of transition to a civilian and liberal regime.
However, the army remains strongly influential in the civilian
decision-making bodies, in the government and even in the party. It
has a tendency to react authoritatively to political or social contests
and to rely on repression rather than on dialogue, as the events of
1985 proved, when a group of lawyers who had established an
association for the defence of human rights were severely
sentenced. Another example of the limited effect of an imposed
institutionalization is the Iraqi National Assembly, elected in June
1980 after ten years of delayed promises by the regime. The method
of selecting the candidates, described as a process of ' controlled
democracy' (Baram, 1981), gave the new parliament a merely
symbolic function. But the extreme example of contradiction between
institutionalization and reinforcement of coercion is Syria. The
country has experienced tremendous institutional development since
November 1970: not only was a new Constitution promulgated in
1973, but people's representation was set at the national level
(maJ7is ash-shab) as well as the regional (maJlis al- muhafaza) and



local (maJ7is an-nahiyya) levels. Ever since, these assemblies have
been duly renewed through elections, while throughout the 1970s
and 1980s the Baath party and the Worker's Union (/ttihatl al-ummal)
have held regular congresses. Competition for nominations as
delegates has become more intense, and the delegates of their
congresses more often reviewed in the national press than under the
previous secretive neo-Baath regime (1966- 70). The government
has been enlarged to about 30 ministers, nearly half of whom come
from 'independent' backgrounds and have no official connection with
the political leadership in the Progressive National Front. The
judiciary and administration have been considerably expanded, thus
increasing the number of institutions to which an individual might
refer in order to escape arbitrary treatment. Judged purely by this
record, the military regime of General Assad seems to have been
successful in improving political com- munication and participation,
and in promoting a stronger relationship between the citizens and
the state. What does such a 'return to democracy' initiated by the
Syrian authorities really mean? The Syrians have gone to the polls
nearly once a year, but the turnout in the elections has decreased as
regularly as the government's success has grown (Picard, 1978).
Notwithstanding the fact that many of these institutions have been
created purely for international purposes, IZ they can only result in
bureaucratic overdevelopment and ideological indoctrination as long
as they are not accompanied by a reduction in state coercion. In
Syria, emergency laws promulgated in 1963, at the beginning of the
revolution, have never been lifted. Despite presidential promises,
arbitrary atrests, kidnappings and imprisonments are frequent and
have even increased since 1976, when oersonalities of the higher
military command became the target of attacks by
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opponents. A limiting clause concerning the Progressive National
Front restricts political activities in the army and the university to the
Baath party only. Another clause in the 1973 Constitution assigns
more than half of the 195 parliament seats to 'representatives of the
workers and peasants', which means to appointed militants of the
popular organizations affiliated with the Baath. Even more, political
practices frequently diverge from the law, when they do not
contradict it altogether: elections are engineered by state agents in
order to eliminate disturbing candidates and secure favourable
results. The press of the progressive parries allied to the Baath in the
PNF is freely printed but not displayed in public newsrooms; as for
the opposition press, it is totally forbidden. Even the semi-official
Baathist periodicals are censored (Le Montie, 20 April 1979). Finally,
in an ambitious attempt at destructuring the civilian society, the
military regime dissolved the main professional unions, including
those of the physicians, engineers and lawyers, for having criticized
the repression of Islamic militants and the lack of democratic liberty,
and replaced them authoritatively in early 1980. Of special
significance is the amazing growth of paramilitary forces in the Arab
military regimes in their stabilizing and institutionalizing phase since
1970 Oanowitz 1977, ch. 5, p. 17). These paramilitary units were
created to reinforce and combat together with the regular forces. In
Iraq, the Jaysh ash- shab is linked to the Baath party and recruits
larger numbers than the army, around 600,000 men. It was long
dedicated to internal security and 'peace- making' tasks, especially in
the Kurdish areas, until the war with Iran, when it was sent to the
battlefront. In Egypt, the Ministry of the Interior heads some 300,000
members of security forces. Algerian gendarmes number 25,000.
The strategy of multiplying and diversifying armed forces has even
been adopted by other Arab authoritarian regimes such as Saudi
Arabia, whose White Guard numbers 45,000 men, nearly as many
as the regular army. In Syria, the regime's militias underwent
tremendous growth owing to the development of political
sectarianism and to the seizure of power by Hafez ai-Ass ad's fellow
Alawite officers. His brother Rifat's militia, the Defence Companies



(saraya I-difa), mobilized as many as 50,000 men until February
1984 13 and included armoured companies, a mechanized brigade
equipped with T72s, missiles and paratroop units. It had serious
rivals such as General Ali Hydar's 15,000-strong 'Special Forces' or
Adnan MakhluPs Presidential Guard. Each established its own
intelligence and acted independently. At times, militias would operate
out of the country's boundaries, in Lebanon, but it is rather the
regular army which intervenes on the domestic stage, along with the
police and the militias, hence a long list of military operations in
Syria's streets, from the shelling of the great mosque in Hama in
January 1965 to the devastation of that town in February 1982.
Reflecting upon the longevity of some Arab military regimes, one
should
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563 thus consider the huge technological progress of their armies
and wonder whether the 'stability' which has been remarked on since
1970 does not owe much to an increasingly pervasive state
machinery and especially state police: today, the seizure of the radio
building and the broadcasting of a commnunique no. 1 are no longer
enough to ensure the success of a revolutionary coup. A bloody
battle must be fought whose outcome is far from certain, as shown in
the fighting between rival militias in Damascus from February to May
1984, or the uprising of the Security Forces in Egypt in February
1986.

 

THE MILITARY AND SOCIETY

 

In view of such circumstances, the hypothesis that Arab armies are
especially effective at carrying out the autonomization of the state
appears highly disputable. So, too, is the description of their
intervention as 'praetorianism', under the pretext that the army has a



central role that leaves it free to induce constitutional changes and to
take governmental decisions (Perlmutter, 1974, p.4) and that this is
consistent with the Ottoman tradition and necessary for
industrialization and modernization (Perlmutter, 1974, pp. 27, 52). If
the military succeeds in controlling society and in exercising power
over it, this power should not be mistaken for the true authority of the
state (Haddad, 1971, p. 33). In the long run, military rulers will have
to seek popular consent, they will need to secure their legitimacy and
to enlarge their social basis, lest they be regarded not as state rulers
but as a mere clique, a gang (jamaa) as Michaud (1983) once
described the military regime of Syria. A full understand- ing of the
political role of the military in the Arab world thus requires an
examination of the attitude of the military towards society as a whole,
and of the special linkages between the officers in power and certain
parts of society. In order to gain the legitimacy which will allow it to
implement its authoritarian decisions and to feel free from the
hegemony of any social group, the military aims at representing the
nation as a whole, on the ideological as well as the social stage. It
does not rely so much on the so- called historical and highly
controversial legitimaty of the kind granted by the hat/ith tradition:
'obey those who wield power'. It rather claims a revolution- ary
legitimacy, gained through political struggle or, in the case of Algeria,
through armed struggle. In many circumstances, this legitimacy
proves strong enough to resist the erosion caused by the regime's
mediocre achievements on the regional as well as the domestic
level, and to survive internal feuds between rival factions. It has even
benefited from the involvement of the military in the defence of its
COUntry, as all four states have had to fight on their borders since
the beginning of the revolutionary period: Egypt and Syria against
Israel, Algeria with Morocco, and Iraq in the Gulf war. Another way of
strengthening its legitimacy is by acting as an authentic instrument
for
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orgamzlng socio-economic goals, such as implementing agrarian
reform, participating in public works, educational campaigns or
emergency rescue (Leca and Varin, 1975, pp. 398f.). The
legitimizing process of the military regime, and the conveyance of
patriotic values to the nation as a whole, operated through military
service (Devlin, 1982, p. 237). Universal conscription was set up in
Iraq, in Syria and in Algeria shortly after the revolution, and both Iraq
and Syria gradually renounced the badal, a system which allowed
fortunate conscripts the option of paying in order to escape their
military duty. In Algeria, the conscripts serve for six months only
(Table 2). In Syria, because of the permanent tensions both on
Israel's eastern front, and in Iraq, since the beginning of the war with
Iran, they are kept in the army for several years. Military service in
Egypt also lasts several years but conscription has been kept
selective because of the rapid growth of the population and the low
educational level among the rural masses. Both the army and a
teaching career in the government schools offer a way out from
impoverished origins. It is well known that, in Iraq as well as in Syria,
14 many of the revolutionary officers were recruited among
youngsters from modest origins, the 'village generation' (Van Dusen,
1971). In Algeria, The ANP has a popular base, drawing largely from
the lower social strata: 'sons of fellahin and sons of workers'. But
social origins are less important for the ANP than social change; the
army is composed not of workers and fellahin but of their sons
(Zartman, 1970, p. 246). But beyond the ability of the army to
provide individual educational opportunities and upward mobility lies
the issue of the extent to which it can mould individuals into a
common process of political socialization. In other words, does the
country depend on mobilization for conscripts to develop their
identities as citizens and soldiers? Does conscription offer a national
tradition, common values, and a set of relations between the state



and the citizen? In the states of the Arab world, such common
national values are still very weak. National solidarity competes with
and overlaps dan, communal and religious solidarities, thus
obstructing army attempts at conveying a national ideology and a
unified political culture. And, on the other hand, the persistence of
authoritarianism and military regimes is in itself an impediment to the
development of any kind of political culture (Khuri and Obermayer,
1974, p. 55). Even Arab nationalist ideology, as put forward by the
military, is burdened with flaws. While Baathist regimes have put
themselves forward as propagators of pan-Arabism, especially
through their stance on the liberation of Palestine, their ambitions
emerge purely on the nation-state level, as mere Iraqi or Syrian
ambitions (Hurewitz, 1969, p. 423). They dedicate themselves to the
defence of their state and the recovery of its lost territories, and they
mobilize the population within the state borders. Hence the limited
objectives of the
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Country

 

Length of service

 

Conscription

 

Algeria Egypt Iraq Jordan Lebanon Libya Morocco Saudi Arabia
Sudan Syria N Yemen S Yemen Tunisia



 

General Selective General Selective General (never effective)
Selective General Selective General General

 

Selective

 

6 months 3 years 2 years 2 years

 

18 months

 

not implemented 30 months

 

2 years 12 months

 

October 1973 war, the Syrian attempts at recovering the Golan, or
the launching of a war against Iran by Saddam Hussein. An even
more conclusive demonstration was offered by the deterioration of
the relations between Damascus and Baghdad in 197+-75, and
again after the brief episode of the failed merger of the two Baathist
states from October 1978 to July 1979. Not only had both countries
rival economic interests as far as oil and commercial transit or the
division of the Euphrates' waters was concerned, the process of
unifying the two branches of the Baath party and the armed forces in
both regions (Il9tar) of the Arab nation also presented a threat for the
leadership in each country: members of the party national command
in Damascus would have had to yield to Michel Aflaq's historical



leadership in Baghdad, while the militias should have surrendered to
a unified regular army authority. Such a process was very soon seen
as a menace to the hegemony of the military in each country; it had
to be avoided, and a plot was uncovered in Baghdad which put an
end to the negotiations (Picard, 1979c, p. 9). Have Egypt and Algeria
been more successful in using the army as the backbone of their
national cohesion? Have they been able to escape the contradiction
between their Arab identity and their nation-state identity, and find
their way through the contradictions? The choices of Anwar Sadat
when initiating the October war, or opening peace negotiations with
Israel in 1977, appear to indicate the greater homogeneity of
Egyptian society and cohesion in the country's army, that it is
capable of representing all the nation's strata, both urban and rural,
on a national level (Vatikiotis, 1961, pp. 4+-(8). However, the failed
coup of October 1972, the attempt in April 1974 by Takfir wal Hijra
involving cadets at the military academy, and Sadat's assassination
in October 1981 at the very moment when he was presiding over the
annual military parade in celebration of the October war, challenge
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the indications of reinforced cohesion by disclosing the existence of
an Islamic contest in the midst of the Egyptian armed forces. In
Algeria, Colonel Boumedienne's policy (Criscuolo, 1975, p. 206),
resumed after his death by Colonel Benjedid, clearly aimed at
reinforcing the army's cohesion and capability in order to turn it into a
modern professional force, but also to use it as the central apparatus
in the state-building process and the protection of the state. The
integrity and homogeneity of the Algerian state are less endangered
by border conflict with Morocco or by short-lived uprisings in Berber



areas than by the family and regional cleavages which split the
political and economic leadership into rival groups, such as the
Oujda group which dominated the state under Boumedienne. Of
course, Algerian society should not be compared to the mosaic
diversity of the Arab East, but its social cleavages threaten the
country's stability whenever they permeate the armed forces, and
they are carried by military officers into administration, party and
government, or into private business. Civilian conflicts then turn into
open armed interventions: although little is known about the abortive
coup against Chadli Benjedid in June 1979, in which senior officers
might have been involved along with top civil servants, it is an
indication of the extension of the cleavages and rivalries within
civilian society into the military command. It is interesting to compare
Algeria with Iraq as regards the position of armed forces towards
national identity and the state-building process, as well as their links
with the various segments of society. Although Iraqi armed forces
became involved in civilian tasks and responsibilities, they still acted
primarily as the defender of the land and state legitimacy. Confronted
with an external threat such as the Iranian invasion of national
territory during the Gulf war, the Iraqi army succeeded in maintaining
cohesion, even if it lacked the mystical impetus of the Iranian basiiill
and mujahidin. Desertions and cases of insubordination did occur,
especially among the Kurds, but, on the whole, no major dissension
appeared either among the conscripts or at the command level,
between Sunni Arabs (20 per cent of the country's population) and
the Shia (55 per cent). One might eventually conclude that where
there is a threat to the national entity, and in spite of the artificial
character of the 'colonial' borders, the army does play an efficient
part as the catalyst of a superior common interest. Such a
conclusion might even apply to the Syrian army, however surprising
it may seem at first sight. In June 1982, confronted with the invasion
of Lebanon by Israel, its Sunni as well as its Alawite brigades fought
in the Shouf mountains and the Beqaa valley without restric- tion.
While the battle was soon lost by the Syrian air force and on the
diplomatic scene (Schiff, 1984), armoured and infantry units kept on
resisting valiantly for what was unanimously regarded in Syria as a



national (Syrian) issue. However, such cohesion in the face of an
external threat does not prevent
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and civilian ideological dissenL Recent Iraqi history offers a long
record of struggle, eliminations and changes of leadership inside the
country's military and political command: in 1970, General Hardan
al- Takriti was mysteriously murdered after he opposed his country's
intervention on the Palestinian side in Jordan. In 1973, the army was
shaken by the Nadhim Kazar plot and rebellion (Batatu, 1978, pp.
1093, 1094). One year before Saddam Hussein ascended to power
in July 1979, 39 officers were executed in Baghdad on the charge of
having reorganized Communist cells in the army. On the whole, the
tight control ofthe Baath, the army and the security services by a
small group originating from the Sunni area of Takrit is evidence that
the military dictatorship is permeated by civilian cleavages; power
imbalance does not come so much from an uneven regional
distribution of key positions as from the impact of clan and family ties
on the economy of the state and eventually the nature of its society.
Of all examples of a hegemonic army being drawn into the process
of civilianization, the most obvious is the Syrian case. Before
independence, troops and officers were mainly recruited along
communal lines. The French mandate purposely kept Sunni Arabs
out on account of their nationalistic tendencies, although they were
more than three-quarters of the population, and chose to rely on
ethnic and religious minorities. After independence, the army was
opened to all, but the new generation of officers was attracted to the
political parties that were competing at the time for the leadership of
the young republic: the Baath, the Communists, the Muslim
Brotherhood and the Syrian Social Nationalists. ls The incorporation
of civilian political conflicts within the army and the failure to organize
it efficiently resulted in 1949 in the shift of controlling power in the
state from the civilian leaders to the military. But once Baathist
officers had triumphed over their rivals from other progressive parties



in July 1963, they were not a homogeneous and cohesive group,
even though they unanimously called for socialism and Arab unity.
Their cleavages and internal struggles reflected Syria's regional and
communal diversity. Kurds and Christians were almost completely
barred from military and political command after the United Arab
Republic (1958-61). In 1964-5 came the turn of the Sunnis, then the
Druse and the Ismailis in 1967. The confrontation and successive
elimination process between military 'parties' reached down to clan
and family divisions within the Alawite community itself, with the
elimination of Jadid in 1970, Umran's assassination in 1973, and
finally the battle among the brothers, cousins and relatives of Hafez
al- Assad and all his lieutenants, in the Rawdha district of Damascus
in February 1984 (Batatu, 1981, pp. 331 ff). An army which devotes
so much of its strength and activity to internal feuds is no more able
than the armies of more homogeneous countries such as
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Egypt and Algeria to fulfil its task of guarding the state and standing
for national unity. Syrian officers had entered politics in the 1950s
and 19608 through personal and conspiratorial networks, relying
mainly on secrecy and selective coercive control. Once in power,
they could not escape involvement in civilian linkages; they enlarged
their networks into factions and were drawn into bargaining and
negotiations in order to protect their access to state, material and
symbolic benefits. They were compelled to rely heavily on
paramilitary units in order to control those sectors of the civilian
population that were not incorporated in their political bargaining
Oanowitz, 1977, pp. 45-6). Thus, in spite of the institutionalization
mentioned earlier, every part of Syrian public life fell under the direct



control of the military, who became the brokers (walta) between the
state and the people for any kind of public transaction, thus
eradicating the civilian society they had wanted to shape. t6 While in
Egypt and Algeria the army stands to preserve the unity of the state
and contributes to the construction of national identity through
govern- mental and political institutions, as long as it is able to
silence its internal divisions, in plural societies such as Syria, and
Iraq to a lesser degree, the hegemony of armed forces over the
polity is far from having a strengthening and unifying effect or
promoting democratic institutions. It freezes political debate and
turns it into a struggle between factions, which can be resolved only
by coercive means. It has created an immobile and oppressive
society.

 

MILITARY REGIMES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

 

Among the central objectives of the Arab military regimes, and
among their primary justifications for using coercion over their
people, was the need to accelerate economic development. In a
move inspired by Atatiirk's experience in Turkey, they intended to
initiate an intensive industrialization process through public
enterprises in order to eliminate the old elites-especially the urban
industrial bourgeoisie that had presided over the Egyptian economy
for several decades, that had grown rapidly in Syria during the
1950s, and that was present even in Iraq. The state was to become
the main and nearly exclusive agent of economic decisions, through
a series of seizures and nationali- zations which would give it the
necessary legal and economic means. As far as the military is
concerned, such a project involves two corollaries: first, the capacity
of armed forces to bring about national development through their
internal modernization process and through cooperation with civilian
elites; secondly, their ability, once they become a hegemonic group
in power, to free themselves from their social origins and thereby to
secure the autonomy of the state. A dramatic statement must be



made from the start: the military in the Arab world are budget
devourers. Since the extension of the war with Iran, Iraqi
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GDP Defence % 1 Iraq 34,600 8,043 23.25 2 Syria 18,467 3,210
17.38 3 Saudi Arabia 153,099 21,952 14.33 4 Jordan 3,831 542
14.21 5 Morocco 14,697 1,328 9.03 6 Egypt 29,141 2,495 8.56 7
Libya 28,520 709 2.50 8 Algeria 43,584 847 1.94
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military expenditures as a proportion ofGDP are particularly high
(Table 3), and Syria is close behind. The contrast made earlier
between these two military regimes on one hand, and bureaucratic
regimes controlled by the military on the other, shows up here again:
Egypt devotes 'only' 8.56 per cent ofGDP to national defence;
Algeria has an even lower level. The question is how massive
expenditure on arms and equipment dedicated to destruction can
have a constructive effect on these countries' economies. Answering
it requires consideration of alternative uses to which their financial
resources might have been put. But Egypt since its 1979 peace
treaty with Israel has not altered its public investment policy or its
economic priorities. It is also often suggested that the army serves
as a training ground for technical and administrative skills.
Thousands of young men either belonging to the profes- sional army
or recruited as conscripts come into contact with modern technology
and management a basic skill such as driving is taught to hundreds
of young Iraqis every year in the barracks. In Damascus, the army
weekly Jaysh ash-shab offers a regular review of the different kinds



of technical and professional education provided by the army for the
conscripts. The counter-argument is that much weaponry is relatively
simple to import and to operate (Murad, 1966, p. 46), and that
military training does not really. offer the type of education relevant
afterwards in industrial management or agricultural machinery.
Furthermore, the rigid military ethics and authoritarian pattern of
decision-making lessen the soldier's ability to adapt to his own
society. In the field of civilian technology and management, choices
that have to comply with complex social requirements benefit from a
relaxation of the military's political influence and supervision (Owen,
1983, p. 144). The low level of military educational efficiency is also
shown by the fact that so many young Egyptians and Algerians are
unemployed after leaving the army, while young Syrians have to
emigrate to the Gulf to be able to acquire useful knowledge and
skills.
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It must also be remembered that in these four states, as in most
countries of the Arab world, the army is a different world, with its
security of employment, standardized patterns of work, housing and
other economic advantages. In Syria, the military earns four to ten
times more than its civilian counterparts. Officers' privileged positions
do not predispose them to innovation nor to social, political or even
technological change, but rather to caste consciousness and
conservatism. Another handicap is the lasting domination of the
'political' officers over the 'professionals', since civilian divisions have
permeated the armed forces. It led to disastrous consequences in
the Iraqi army's performance during air battles in the Gulf war. It still
burdens the Syrian military, where any officer, especially the Sunnis



or Christians, with serious technological and professional ability has
to be supervised by another, closely related to the regime. Could
officers become part of a dynamic development process in their
country's economy, while insisting on stability and hierarchy, and
closely controlling their own corps? First, their number and influence
in the civilian field should not be overestimated: although figures are
not available for all four countries, it appears that officers have not
filled many technical and administrative posts and constitute only a
small part of those elites termed 'strategic' in the development
process. In Egypt, for instance, the importance of the military in the
managerial elite was never very great, and soon declined (Ayubi,
1980, p. 248; Owen, 1983). At the height of military influence in the
Egyptian economy and polity, around 1967, officers accounted for 2
per cent of the 18,000 top-level civil servants. Syria's state and
bureaucratic elites further clarify the role of the military: when they
enter civilian positions, they take charge of political rather than
technical functions; they command, decide, organize, and even
maintain order. Most gravitate to the Ministry of the Interior, where
they can dedicate themselves to protecting the state and regime,
with special emphasis on order and hierarchical transmis- sion of
'revolutionary' values. The dichotomy suggested by the title of
Entclis's study of the Algerian elite, Technocratic rule, military power,
points to military who do not directly contribute to the good of the
economy. Although officers enter the civil administration,
government, national enterprises and private companies with their
managerial skill and professional- ism, their influence generally
results in the perpetuation of a meddlesome, complex and often
inefficient bureaucracy. Because of the growth of their armies and
the diversification of their requirements, the military has recently
turned to economic procurement, entering as a major partner in the
industrial world, international and domestic services, and commercial
networks. The growth and size of the Egyptian army's stake in the
country's industrial and building enterprises has become a &equent
subject of criticism in the national press. Officers coordinate govern-
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enterprises and even administer land reform. No survey has been
published so far on the Egyptian army's global economic
participation, but the intensive development of its anns industries in
vast plants at Saqr and Abou Zabal is an indication of the Egyptian
military's increasingly diverse economic production. The Algerian
military does not appear on the frontlines of business, possibly
because large state public enterp

ses like the Sonatrach and its offshoots are difficult to challenge, and
the private sector is still small and insecure. However, the army's
own industries and suppliers are extensive and productive, under
military management. In Iraq and in Syria also, the armies have
become first-rank entrepreneurs. They starred out by producing
military supplies like equipment and uniforms, moved into
manufacturing that required special skills and imported technology,
and soon enlarged their range of activities to produce consumer
goods such as construction equipment and aluminium window
frames, and even bottled mineral water. From there, they have
diversified into public works; road and house building, poultry
farming, and even the cultivation of thousands of acres of newly
irrigated state land along the Euphrates. Anny officers control
economic empires and employ tens of thousands of civilians, whose
pay is better than in either the civil public sector or the private sector.
They share successfully in their country's economic growth,
especially by running its most technologically advanced and
economically productive units. When the time comes to evaluate the
impact of the military-managed seCtor, its effect on other enterprises
appears questionable, despite the economic success. Not only do
military enterprises transgress the law by escaping the social and
monetary constraints which burden other companies, they often fail
to respect employment laws or observe either import restric- tions or
the financial rules of the currency market. The most famous example
in Syria is the Sharikat al-lskall al-Askari (Milihouse), a contracting
firm headed by Major Bahloi Garry, 1984), which in five years has
become the country's leading enterprise. In Iraq, the equivalent is



the Saddam Military Establishment for Prefabricated Housing. But
alongside the fact that Milihouse manufactures quality products,
delivers them on time and earns large profits, the distorting effect of
its methods on the social and financial balance of the country cannot
be easily dismissed. The revolutionary military which seized control
of the state has tended to base its management on political rather
than economic logic. The Egyptian 1962 National Charter and after it
the Baathist 'Theoretical Perspectives"7 of October 1963 proclaimed
'the abolition of the feudal system' to be the first revolutionary
priority. The new leaders would do away with the old, exploita- tive
bourgeoisie. Secondly, and only secondly, came the need to set up
import-substitution industrialization (IS I) under state control. An
investigation
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into the decision-making process regarding important moves such as
nationalization of trading and industrial companies in Syria or Algeria
often reveals that the decision was made as a reaction to regional or
domestic events, like Nasser's challenge to the Syrian Baath, or a
feud between Algiers and Paris, or even internal competition within
the group of military leaders. Although dealing with economic
maners, the officers respond mainly to ideological necessities
because this aim is to impose a new system. Besides this, they
pursue personal, family and clan interests and often impose
strategies likely to benefit themselves when dealing with public
affairs. Many state-owned industrial plants in Syria are less
dependent on local or national requirements than on the amount of
expenditure at stake and, above all, on the identity of the partners
involved. Rather than developing the state sector, the role of the



'strategic elites', and especially of the officers who hold civilian
functions, lies in allocating the benefits of government operations.
Their purpose is to enlist politically devoted clients from the state
bureaucracy, who benefit from the patronage process in which goods
and services are traded for loyalty and obedience. The Syrian press
l8 regularly denounces these petty or powerful clients as 'parasite'
(tufayliyya) bourgeoisie. Patronage was a feature in Syrian politics
long before the revolution, but it became more extensive under the
military regime, especially under infitah, the economic liberalization.
Theft of public property, bribery of civil servants, graft and nepotism
have become commonplace. These informal practices are today an
integral part of a new political order, in which authority, or rather
power, is the main means of acquiring material and symbolic goods.
The supremacy of strength and coercion at state level, which is the
prerogative of the military, has led to the embezzlement of the
revolutionary Baathist programme: the party slogan Wahda,
lshtirakiyya. Huriyya (Unity, Socialism, Liberty) has been turned by
popular derision into Wahda, lshtirakiyyll, Haramiyya (Unity,
Socialism, Banditry). Being in charge of the external security of the
state, the Syrian army has extended its control to the country's
foreign trade and imposed a tax on all imported goods and
equipment. Not satisfied with .regular commerce, the military heads
a vast smuggling network across the Lebanese and Turkish
borders,'9 which provides an extensive income and has become an
essential part of the country's economy: to suppress it would hurt
production and lead to a dangerous shortage of consumer goods. In
July 1984, General Assad officially condemned these practices and
ordered the restoration of regular control over trade at the Lebanese
border and the artest of a dozen junior officers, along with a general,
accused of illicit trafficking in construction material. His purpose was
not so much to forbid the trade as to check members of the military
caste competing for hegemonic position. Finally, while a high-ranking
officer, General Ibrahim Salameh, was arrested in
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573 Damascus (Le Montie, 14 August 1984), and an ex-Minister of
the Interior was indicted in Egypt in May 1983 during a similar anti-
corruption campaign,20 the economic basis of the military power
remained untouched. Illegal profit and scandalous abuses by the
military (and technocratic) elites have not been as important in
Algeria as they have been in Syria. Does this difference allow us to
make a distinction between 'production states' and 'allocation states'
when the influence of the military on their country's economy is at
stake? NOthing is more questionable: Iraq, which turned into an
archetypal rentier state in the middle of the 1970s, never underwent
the distortions and prevarication known in the Syrian system,
although the costs of industrial production are generally 50 per cent
higher than in the West (Stork, 1979, p. 145). A more convincing
explanation lies in the balance between the technocratic and the
military elites in the key state positions. In both Algeria and Egypt,
the technocrats were successful in containing the officers and
confining them to the role of guardians of the state, as well as in
keeping control of the decision-making processes. A similar balance
prevailed in Iraq until the Gulf war propelled the military to the fore.
Syria's armed forces, however, have always kept a strong hold on
civilian power. General Assad's regime even succeeded in the
unCommon strategy of turning its regional policy into a major source
of income. Since the Arab summits following the October war, Syria
has been granted an annual subsidy from the Gulf oil states. This
allocation was decided on in order to underwrite the military effort of
confronting Israel, and was raised to nearly 2 billion dollars a year at
the Baghdad summit of 1979 following Egypt's defection. In some
years, the amount received by the Syrian regime represented half
the state budget, and it rapidly became indispensable in order to
match the level of expenditure of the COUntry. The subsidy's main
obj

ct was to allow Syria to maintain a new strategic balance with Israel
on the eastern frOnt, but the country came to depend on its
relationship with the other states in the Arab East: in 1976, the oil
states' aid was drastically CUt as a reprisal for Damascus' military



intervention in Lebanon, and again in 1983, because of the Syrian
confrontation with the PLO in the Beqaa and around Tripoli. In the
meantime, the Baathist military has become a master at playing on
political and military tensions on their borders, with Iraq in 1979 and
1985, with Jordan in 1981, and even in Lebanon. Each crisis allows
it to take advantage of its Arab financial protectors and to receive a
new subsidy to reward its political compliance. Because the
allocations come from abroad, because a part is given direct to high-
ranking officers and often registered on 'special budgets', it further
escapes official governmental supervision. In all four countries,
members of the ruling elite have reacted to the intervention of the
military in their countries' economies and to their regimes' uneven
achievements. They have stressed the necessity of reinstating
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populism by complying with socialist ideas of redistribution. These
requests and criticism come mainly from civilians, members of the
parries which inspired their revolutions: Baathists in Syria and Iraq,
militants of the Algerian FLN, or of the ASU in Egypt. The extension
and regulation of the allocation process, they claimed, would have
helped civil servants, skilled workers and peasants alike, and
enhanced a class fonnation process. The authoritarian military
regimes instead chose to reinforce state capitalism by linking the
state sector with the newly flourishing private sector. This choice was
strongly influenced by the evolution of the international balance of
power in the region after 1973; it was encouraged by the surplus
capital provided by the oil booms of 1973 and 1979. On the domestic
front, it meant the estrangement of the leaders from the classes from
which they came and their alliance, instead, with bourgeois



entrepreneurs. The infitah period has allowed private contractors to
increase their share in the national economy, in domestic and foreign
trade, in housing, in the production of consumer goods and even in
agriculture. Their cooperation with the military has facilitated the
obtaining of permits, credit and raw materials; together with the
officers, they have shared in ventures and eventually tightened their
economic links through matrimonial strategies. In Algeria, criticism
was raised of the new wealth of high-ranking officers as well as civil
servants dealing with private business and foreign trade. In Egypt,
the connection between Anwar Sadat and the famous COntractor, A.
Osman Ahmad, aroused much popular suspicion. In Iraq, the
manager of Maktab Khalid, a major public building contractor in
charge of the construction of Baghdad's new airport and several
military bases along the front, was known to be married to a close
relative of the Iraqi Minister of Defence, Adnan Khairallah, himself
the brother-in-law of Saddam Hussein (Springborg, 1986, p.44). In
Syria, Alawite senior officers have extended their hold on trading and
building companies. The best known of all, Rifat ai-Assad, has been
involved in trade with a Damascene businessman, Muhammad AIi,
who had to leave for France suddenly when the Prime Minister,
General Khlaifawi, set up a Committee for the Investigation of Illegal
Profits in July 1977. Rifat also supervises imports into Syria of
cement from the Shikkan plant in Lebanon, which belongs to his
friends, the Frangiahs, and is involved in the hashish trade in the
Beqaa valley. In order to secure his business, he has extended his
matrimonial strategy towards other Alawite officers, the ruling Saudi
family, and the Damascene bourgeoisie. As such, he is a paramount
example of military patronage. The categories involved with the
military in power are less the 'new middle class', from which the
officers themselves originate and recruit their new members, than a
coalition of old and new landowners, merchants and
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of their ties with the military command, they are unable to coalesce



into a social class-an infitah class-which might have made up the
main basis of the state. On the contrary, the officers' strategy is to
play their various segments against each other, and to oppose them
to the mass of state clients, in order to hold onto their own power.
Still, the military regimes have succeeded in staying nee from class
hegemony. But in the long run, their strategy fosters the upper-
bourgeois interests while weakening the state-build- ing process.
Few of the features of military intervention in Arab politics described
here should be considered specific to the Arab world. 'Oriental'
society is not uniquely fated to rule by armed despots estranged
from the masses. These characteristics are common to many
underdeveloped countries, bound in economic dependency and
impeded by weak institutions. The intervention of armed forces
results in temporary stability which can be considered as positive,
although it hampers the establishment of regular institutions for
discussions and decision. Because of military oppression, the
alternatives appear to be primary solidarities and religious
eschatology. In that respect, the kind of response Arab tribalism and
Islamic fundamentalism offer to the suppression of society by the
coercive state is not much different nom the various African, South
American and even Eastern European responses. It is the history of
the region itself which gives the intervention of armed forces in
politics its specific features, and which helps explain the
transformation of a revolutionary plot into a lasting authoritarian
military regime, the officers' abuse of coercive power in a society
they had intended to transform, and their appropriation of their
country's economy. Except for Egypt, which enjoys a better record of
civilian institutions, most Arab states were founded only recently.
Most have endured colonialism and still resent its violence through
the perpetuation of the war with Israel-which is central in the analysis
of the Syrian regime. The sudden and fragile changes in their
economy resulting from oil wealth have conveyed to their leaders a
feeling of overestimated strength-it led Iran to military adventurism
and the interruption of its demilitarization. And finally, they have to
balance their moves towards modernization and democracy with the
preservation of their societies' culture and values-Algeria's slow
steps towards institutionalization illustrate the difficulties. However,



the growing population and the continuing pressure for social change
in the Arab world are issues which no military regime can resolve
politically, unless it chooses to work towards its own dissolution.

 

This article is reprinted from Giacomo Luciani (ed.), The Arab State
(Berkeley, 1990), pp. 189-219. @ 1990 Instituto Affari Internazionale.
Reprinted by permission of the University of California Press.
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I. E. Beeri who in 1969 wrote on Syrian and Egyptian experiments,
comes back to the subject in the disenchanted and critical anicle
published in 1982 in Middl

Eastern Studi

r, vol. 18, no. 1, 'The waning of the military coup in Arab politics'. 2.
M. Janowitz (1977), MilitIJry inrtitutillM a'" cowdon in 1M dtvdoping
IftJtillM, University of Chicago Press (Chicago), p. 88: of the twelve
Arab countries with modem armies of a professional type, the
military constitute the political ruling group or military oligarchy in
four. They are actively involved in civil-military coalitions in six. 3. An
example quoted by F. Khuri and G. Obermayer, (1974), 'The social
bases for military intervention in the Middle East', in C. MacArdle
Kelleher (ed.), PoIitical-miJitIJry syrlnlU, comparatiw p"rpectiv

, Sage Publications, is from B. Aridi (1968), 'The role of the army in
the process of development' (in Arabic), ai-Siylua al-Da'lDiiyya, vol.
4, no. 13, 77-87. Aridi argues that 'the anny is the most advanced



instirution in society and therefore capable of changing it'. 4. The
thesis, apparent in most contributions of j. Johnson, (Tb

role of lbe m,1ilary) also appears in j.C. Hurewitz (1969) Middlt
Eastern poIiticr: tbe military dimmnon. Praeger, New York, and in
many others at the time. 5. The role of the army in the development
of 'backward societies' and its class narure were discussed in the
Soviet periodical MEIMO 3 (1966) pp. 57-70, quoted by H. Carrere
d'Encausse (1975), La poIiti'ltJr rovidi'ltJr au Muynl-Orimt. Fondation
Nationale des Sciences Politiques, Paris, p.163. 6. A brilliant
example of such treatment of Arab politics was given in 1.
Rabinovich's well- informed book, Syria U"'" tbe Baath 1963-6: tbe
army-fJtJrIy symbiosir, Shiloah Instirute, Tel-Aviv (1982). Recent
writers, such as N. Van Dam, 1979, do not escape the tendency. 7.
The leading supponer of this thesis is A. Perlmutter in his polemical
work (1974), Egypt: 1M prarzoritJn rlat

, Transaction Books, Brunswick (New Jersey). 8. C. Wakebridge
(1976), 'The Syrian side of the hill', Military Rroit'VJ, vol. 56, no. 2,
pp. 20-30. An American officer, Wakebridge visited the Syrian
Southern Front and QG in Qatana with United Nations Forces
(UNDOF). For an Arab denunciation of the 1967 defeat and
responsibility of the military regime, see M. Khalil (1969), SUI{UI ii-
Jaw"'" (The fall of the Golan), Dar al- Yaqin, Amman. 9. In July 1982,
following the loss of Khoramshar, Saddam Hussein eliminated eight
members of the RCC. At the time, repons spoke of unhappiness in
senior Iraqi ranks and of a reshuffle in the military command
because of 'negligence and incompetence'. Another reshuffle took
place after Fajr 5 (Warhington Port, 30July 1984). 10. In a recent
anicle, L. Ware stresses the 'highly professional qualities of the
Tunisian army' which never 'mounted a coup nor fomented a
revolution' and is mainly 'dedicated to defence'. He also interestingly
predicts that 'when Bourguiba leaves office or dies. . . Destourianism
cannot help but undergo a final and irrecuperable dilution (so that)
the military can be expected to intervene on a regular basis. . . (But)
as it lacks elite experience, the Tunisian military is unlikely to adapt a
formal political and ideological structure of its new position of power'.



It is, thus, bound to follow the authoritarian military regime pattern of
failure. L.B. Ware (1985), 'The role of the Tunisian military in the
post-Bourguiba era', Middlt £an Joumal vol. 39, no. I, pp. 40-2. On
the other hand, the trial in September 1983 of 19 military men for
their membership in the Islamic Liberation Pany, a fundamentalist
movement founded in Jordan, raises questions about concern over
fundamentalist penetration in the Tunisian army. II. Such information
c3n be obtained through the London biweekly Anlb Report and R

cord until 1981, then in daily newspapers such as ai-Ray-ai-Amm
(Ku1J)lJit) and ai-Sharf ai-Awrat (London). 12. Just as domestic
political measures are bound to reinforce foreign and Arab
legitimacy, so foreign-policy is used as a means of strengthening
internal legitimacy, See Giacomo Luciani (ed.), Tbe Arah StIJI

, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1969, Chapter I I. 13. They
reached the peak of their power at the time of Assad's illness, June
1984. See A. Drysdale (1985), 'The succession question in Syria',
Mil/dlt Earl Joumal, vol. 39, no. 2, p. 248. 14. 'I did not choose the
army career by vocation. I would have become an engineer, but my
family's income did not allow me to enter university: said Colonel
Abdel Karim Jundi to E. Rouleau. Q!1oted in 'La Syrie Baathiste ou
la fuite II gauche', L

MonJ

, 13 October 1966.
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577 15. During mis period, Egyptian Muslim BrOlhers were
infiltrating the Egyptian Anny. R. Mitchell, (1969) The ronny of the
Mur/im Brotbm, Oxford University Press, London, pp. 148-60. 16.
Recent cinematographic works such as aI-Hutiuti (To me frontiers)
and M. Melhem's beautiful Ahlam al-MaJitlil (Dreams of the city), or
novels like N. Sulayman, aI-Miraila (The obelisk), Dar al-Haqa'iq,
Beirut, display the overwhelming presence of the military in Syrian



daily life. In aI-Mira/la (1980), me group of young heroes who belong
to various political parties such as me CP, Nasserist groups. the
Palestinian Resistance, and even official Baath, is constantly under
me intelligence network's control and influence. 17. Bad aI-
MunltJlaf/1JI aI-NaZIlriyya (Theoretical perspectives) is the
document adopted in October 1963 at the Sixth National Baath
Congress at a time when Baathists were in power in Damascus as
well as in Baghdad. It is still a fundamental chaner for both Baathist
branches. 18. In the parry dailies such as al-&tJ1b. aI-Thtrwra and
Tirbrin and even more frequently in the union's weekly, KiftJb aI
Umma aI-IrbtiraJ:i. 19. According to Y. Sadowski, 70 per cent of
Syrian annual importS, (I to I.5 billion dollars worth of goods), are
smuggled from Lebanon: Y. Sadowski Guly-August 1985) 'Cadres,
guns and money-eighth regional congress of the Syrian Baath', Mmp
Rrportr, p. 6. 20. General Nabawi Ismail, who had already Red to the
United Stares wim his family.
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The absence of a central political power has been a prominent
feature throughout the history of the Arabian peninsula. The focus
through most of early Muslim society shifted rapidly from Mecca and



Medina in the western part of the peninsula, to Damascus and then
Baghdad, and in its wake the web of tribal authority reasserted itself.
Power was exerted primarily from the outside, or by local forces
sustained from the outside. But more often than not, authority was
restricted within the tribe. Foreign forces were reluctant to control
with a direct physical presence this huge, barren heartland of the
peninsula. The Ottomans (as well as European powers) largely
confined themselves to its perimeters. The Saudi regime, in this
setting, is noteworthy for its indigenous Najdi character. Subdued by
Muhammad <Ali of Egypt in 1818, and then by an alliance between
the Ottomans and various eastern tribes late in the nineteenth
century, Saudi power rose again when 'Abd al-Aziz Ibn Saud
conquered Riyadh at the beginning of the twentieth century. A few
years later he moved successfully against the Shammar tribes to the
north, consolidating power in central Arabia. During and after World
War I he collaborated with the British, and after the war he granted
oil concessions to more recent arrivals in the area-the Americans.
The indigenous 'authentic Arabian' origins of the Saudi regime have
allowed it a margin of independence from the British and the
Americans, and substantial 'legitimacy' when compared with other
Arab rulers (such as the kings of Iraq and Transjordan) who were
directly installed on their thrones by the British. It is remarkable in a
tribal society that one tribe has been able to gain the degree of
hegemony attained by the Sauds. This can largely be attributed to
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the crucial Wahhabi connection which gave the Sauds a supra-tribal
ideology to manipulate in their drive to establish a permanent
principality, rather than one of those numerous volatile and short-



lived tribal confederations. Saudi access to revenues from the Mecca
pilgrimage after 1926, and from oil exports after Wodd War II, has
enabled the family to add money to its religious, military and other
(notably, politically arranged marriages) means of maintaining
hegemony. Control over urban areas posed a more

omplex problem for the Sauds. Outright military occupation was
appropriate in the small oases of the interior, but a more
sophisticated method was required in the coastal Hijazi cities. There,
after some hesitation, Ibn Saud permitted a certain degree of local
autonomy and some continuation of local laws. But this autonomy
was gradually whittled away and, in 1932, the country's name was
changed from the Kingdom of Najd, Hijaz, (Asir, Hassa and Their
Dependencies to Saudi Arabia. Provincial names were replaced by
geographical nomenclature- for example, Hassa became the Eastern
Province, and Hijaz the Western Province. Wherever threats to
Saudi power might arise, large military installa- tions and garrisons
sprang up, such as in Dhahran, Khobar, and Khamis Mushayt in the
(Asir area. In the late 1920s, Ibn Saud himself disbanded the
Ikbwan, the military religious brotherhood of mainly Bedouin warriors
who had helped the family reconquer four-fifths of the Arabian
peninsula. More and more Ibn Saud came to rely on alliances and a
family presence throughout the territory. One element which he
assiduously maintained, though, was the intimate connec- tion of the
regime with the ulama, the religious leaders charged with interpret-
ing Muslim law, who are still consulted today on many public issues.
For a long while, religious power was centralized in the ai-Sheikh
family, the descendants of 'Abd al-Wahhab; this power is now more
widely distributed among generally Najdi-born ulama, however.

 

FROM SAUDI POWER TO SAUDI STATE

 

The time when Ibn Saud could govern his kingdom with the help of a
few Syrian scribes and tribal councillors is past. Today the Saudi



state has a council of ministers, ministerial departments, an army, an
official newspaper-all features common to most modern political
states. The emergence of the Saudi state apparatus was much less
an internally generated transformation of a tribal power than a
response to systematic external pressure. The first challenge facing
the regime was the absorption of the Hijaz province after the defeat
of the Hashemites in 1925-26. The integration of this province into
the kingdom posed two series of problems. First, the government
had to avoid provoking the population of Hijaz-
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a largely urban, commercial, educated people prone to flaunting their
superiority over the fanatical, warrior-nomad people or Najd who had
defeated them. Hijaz had a constitution, municipal councils, and a
regular army-things the conquering Sauds knew almost nothing
about. In addition, as a result of foreign trade and pilgrimage activity,
this province had long-standing ties with other countries, notably with
Egypt. To attack the historic administrative structures of Hijaz would
have risked rebellion; allowing these structures to remain intact
threatened a progressive detachment of the Hijaz from the Saudi
orbit. The choice between these alternatives was all the more difficult
because it came at a time when Ibn Saud was barely able to restrain
his Ikhwall, who wanted to impose their simple, tough and fanatical
worldview on more sophisticated Hijazis. He settled on an
intermediate solution: permitting Hijaz to keep some of its laws and
institutions from former times, while naming his own son, Faisal,
vice- regent of the province to ensure a Saudi presence at the head
of governmental structures left by centuries of Hashemite-Ottoman
rule. Consequently, the Hijaz administration was considerably better



organized than that of the central government. On September 18,
1932, the country was unified under the name Saudi Arabia.
Following the example of Hijaz, Ibn Saud named governors to the
different provinces, giving them considerable latitude, in view of the
large area of the country, the lack of modern communications, and
the very peculiar conditions of each of the various provinces.
Whereas in Hijaz Faisal regularly consulted local notables, in Hassa
'Abdallah IbnJiluwi governed in the patriarchal manner ofIbn Saud,
with scarcely matched severity. The vice-regency model developed
for Hijaz indirectly established the notion of the delegation of power.
Gradually, this concept was extended to the various sectors of
governmental activity. Although under Ibn Saud such activity was
rudimentary, it was already clear that the king could not involve
himself in every little administrative detail. He developed the practice
of delegating personal representatives, both in the central
administration and in the government of the provinces. Faisal,
situated in Hijaz with easy access to foreign communications, was
made responsible for diplomacy. He served as a sort of diplomatic
jack-of-all- trades-at once minister of foreign affairs, representative to
the United Nations and roving ambassador. The foreign ministry,
then at Jeddah, was integrated with the personal secretariat of
Faisal, the vice-regent of the province. The kingdom responded very
slowly to requests from other countries to open embassies, with only
five or six established instead of the 30 expected. Poor finances, a
good deal of chauvinism, and lack of interest in routine diplomacy
explain this reluctance. The Ministry of Finance was also created in
1932. Here the problems were
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more serious: the sovereign's personal expenses were not
separated from the state budget, and remained so until the end of
the 1950s. Maintenance of the currency (whose parity had to be set)
and a minimum of bookkeeping were essential. 'Abdallah al-
Suleiman, an old client of the king, was appointed to distribute sacks
of rice or flour, and later dollars, to the allies and clients of Ibn Saud.
For a long period of time he monopolized the tide of wazir (minister),
and he was indeed the only one. Even this modest organization,
however, could not develop further as long as Ibn Saud was alive.
Jealous of his royal prerogatives, he did not hesitate to involve
himself in very trivial issues-arbitrating between individuals or tribes,
drafting diplomatic dispatches, personally receiving visitors. The king
did not like the ministerial organization tolerated in Hijaz. But just as
exchanges with other countries compelled him to name a minister of
foreign affairs, relations with the petroleum companies forced him to
establish a Ministry of Finance. In 1944, the American decision to
install a base at Dhahran prompted the king to establish a Ministry of
Defence as well. But these offices, arising purely as a result of
external pressure, did not affect his personal power in the slightest,
and he often ignored them. Finally, just a few weeks before his death
in 1953, he agreed to establish a Council of Ministers in order to
have certain of his sons and councillors share in the power of his
heir, Saud, and because he was finally convinced that this was a
requirement for all states. The main motivating factor was that Ibn
Saud did not want to transmit to only one of his 37 sons a power as
absolute as that which he himself had exercised. Besides the death
of Ibn Saud, the other factor that hastened the emergence of a state
apparatus was oil. Saudi crude was produced in major quantities
only after 1945, but its development then became very rapid. Oil
revenues were spent in the most careless manner, despite the
anxieties this created for ARAMCO, fast becoming a kind of state-
within-a-state upon which the royal power was growing increasingly
dependent. In return for royalties the government had nothing to
offer ARAMCO but its signature at the bottom of a contract-no armed
forces to defend installations, no administration capable of handling
complex negotiations, no skilled labour, no educated personnel, no
real infrastructure of any sort, much less a governmental body



capable of regulating the corporate giant at the heart of the kingdom.
As a result, ARAMCO engaged not only in all phases of Saudi oil
production, but also built housing, airports, hospitals and schools,
laid down roads, founded educational centres, dug for water,
launched agricultural research and, above all, encouraged the US
government to install a military base near the oil fields that would
protect them and the people who worked there. This activity posed a
double challenge to Riyadh; it stimulated the Saudi government to
improve its negotiating position vis-a-vis the foreign
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power, and also to prepare itself to rival and replace it in the domain
of oil as well as the many sectors of civil life where it was now
involved. In 1953, at the death of Ibn Saud, the kingdom found itself
in an absurd situation: oil, its principal resource, was formally
nationalized, but there was no state apparatus capable of
administering it. The Council of Ministers met for the first time on
March 7, 1954, in Riyadh. Ministries of the interior, education,
agriculture, health, industry and commerce and information were
added to defence, foreign affairs and finance. Rivalries between
ministers, as well as inexperience, caused numerous problems. The
Ministry of Economy was created in 1953, but closed the very next
year. The governor of Hassa province in the east categorically
refused to submit to the minister of the interior and continued to
organize the police of the province in his own way. Committees,
supreme councils and special commissions came and went like the
wind, sometimes becoming ministries, but more often falling into
oblivion. It was not until much later, mainly under the influence of
Faisal, that an organizational framework began to emerge from this



chaos. A royal decree clarifying the duties of the Council of
Ministers, issued on May 12, 1958, remains a cornerstone of
government. According to this document, the council is responsible
for the budget and internal affairs, but only the king can legislate and
issue laws, treaties and concessions. The king can oppose a
proposition of the council, but he has to justify his veto. The regional
organization of the kingdom is based on a decree of October 1963
which divides the kingdom into six provinces (muqafll(a), which are
further subdivided into a number of regions (mantika). Each governor
is appointed by royal decree. A vice-governor and a 30-member
provincial council, chosen by the Council of Ministers, assist him.

 

THE ROYAL FAMILY AND ITS ALLIES

 

From the composition of the government, little has changed since
1975, and it is easy to see that the sons of Ibn Saud occupy all the
important posts: first and second deputy prime ministers, defence
and aviation, public works and housing, interior and municipal and
rural affairs. Foreign affairs has fallen to a member of the third
generation (Saud, son of King Faisal and nephew of the present
king) as has the position of deputy minister in all these (and other)
departments. Outside the council this nepotism is only increased.
When he was only a crown prince, Fahd was at the head of a series
of supreme councils that brought under the direct authority of the
Saud family sectors formally entrusted to non-family officials:
national security, education, universities, oil affairs, youth,
pilgrimage, and industrialization. These councils thus extended
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the personal imprint of Fahd and his so-called 'Sudayri' clan over the
whole administration. Provincial government is entrusted only to near
relatives of Ibn Saud. His sons are governors of Medina, Mecca, and
Riyadh, and his nephews and grandsons are at the head of other
provinces. In 1986, King Fahd named his own son to be governor of
the oil-rich Eastern province, breaking a tradition of uninterrupted
rule of this province by the Jiluwi branch of the family, and clearly
showing an inclination to re-COncentrate provincial government in
the hands of the king. From the beginning, the power of the Saudi
monarchy has depended on alliances with other forces inside the
kingdom. The new governmental apparatus also permits the ruling
family to repay these faithful supporters through co-optation. The aI-
Sheikh, descendants of the founder of Wah- habism, are one of the
most well-known of such allies. Their influence has been cemented
by their permanent presence in the Council of Ministers. Other
traditional tribal allies include the Sudayris, a tribe from which Saudi
princes often choose a wife, and the Thunayyan, who brought to the
family administrative experience gained in the service of the
Ottoman Empire. Within the family itself, certain branches are given
more influence than others depending on the goodwill of the king.
While Khalid once had Jiluwis as advisers King Fahd has reopened
the corridors of power to the descendants of King Saud and the now
pardoned renegade branch which fought against the family in the
nineteenth century. Loyal but less prominent tribes are
accommodated through financial transfers and the national guard,
where the sons of the chiefs naturally serve as officers, and their
clients as soldiers.

 

CLAN AND STATE: THE OFFICER-PRINCES

 



The mineral wealth of the country has increased its vulnerability. The
kingdom must have a strong armed force to cope with many
formidable threats. These armed forces number about 70,000 and
are men, equipped increasingly with sophisticated weapons. But the
military has some severe handicaps. A military career holds little
attraction for young Saudi men, despite very attractive incentives for
the recruit and his family. At best, only 2 per cent of the population is
in the army, and the ratio of personnel to territory is even less
impressive: one for every 16 kilometres. Nor does the quality of the
Saudi army's training readiness compare favourably with that of
neighbouring states, even poor ones. Nevertheless, in 1982, the
defence budget was $26 billion, of which a considerable proportion
went to the US as payment for arms, equipment, and services.
Today, the kingdom spends more on defence on a per capita basis
than any country in the world, with a per capita expenditure of
$2,500 (compared with $520 for the United States).
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Despite improvements since 1975, particularly in weaponry, Saudis
remain sceptical about the military's prowess. One detects in the
royal family itself a reluctance to undertake major development of the
armed forces. The monarchy, anxious to defend its wealth, seems to
fear the potentially high political price of a strong army. Too many
dynasties and civilian regimes in the immediate vicinity of the
kingdom have already paid it. Even aborted coups prove to be
expensive. One attempt in 1969, originating in the Air Force,
triggered renewed doubts about its officers' loyalty. The dilemma
between defending the country and defending the regime shows how
limited the institutionalization of power remains. The insistence on



'protecting the cities against the enemy' leads to posting garrisons
close to the principal urban centres. This is only one sign of how
much the regime fears the army and how adamantly it intends to
keep this force under its thumb as an insurance against a sudden
uprising. Another sign is the regime's reliance on twO military corps-
the army and the national guard-which were for a time almost equal
in size. This is no mere holdover from the past, or a formal division
with no practical meaning. The United States, responsible for the
formation of both, considers them as two distinct forces,
complementary certainly, but possibly antagonistic in case of conflict.
2 The guard is an extension of loyalist tribal groups, while the army
is an outgrowth of the Hijazi troops inherited from the Sharif of
Mecca. They are commanded differently: the Ministry of Defence
and Aviation is a stronghold of the Sudayri clan, represented by
Sultan, the brother of the king. The guard is under the authority of
'Abdallah, probably the strongest counterweight to the influence of
the Sudayri clan (the king and his six full brothers). The armed forces
are charged with defending the borders and helping to pUt down
internal rebellion. The guard is principally charged with the protection
of the cities and oil wells. Both were used to quell the Mecca
rebellion in 1979. Although the armed forces of the kingdom share
the same commander-in- chief-the king himself-the large size of the
royal family allows it to place a great number of princes in positions
of command. It is difficult to provide an exact count of these officer-
princes, but they are generally estimated to be in the hundreds.
Prince Bandar, the ambassador to Washington, and Prince Salman,
the astronaut, both belong to this category. This holds true as much
for the national guard, the air force, and other services. As a rule,
princes who have not received a military education abroad fill the
higher poSts in the guard or the army, whereas graduates of
Lackland, San Diego, or Fort Leavenworth serve as officers in the
other armed services.
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The National Defence sector is not reserved for Saudis alone; but
the regime is very reluctant to supply information on who the many
foreigners are or what role they play in the Saudi army. The
information that is available indicates three categories of people
serving in the armed forces: 1. Contracted foreign officers serving in
an individual capacity. About 1,500 of these are of Pakistani origin.
Officers of Jordanian origin number in the dozens. There are also
Syrians, Iraqis, Palestinians, Bengalis and Egyptians. These officers
are treated like nationals; they seem to be most active in training and
logistics. 2. Officers sent to the kingdom by virtue of bilateral
agreements between the kingdom and their country of origin. The
United States, French, British, and Pakistani governments, among
others, are represented by such missions. It is possible that a full-
fledged Pakistani division has been stationed in the kingdom. 3.
Employees of foreign firms involved in Saudi military projects. The
greatest number of military-related foreigners working in the kingdom
belong in this category. American companies clearly predominate in
this sector, employing at least 6,000 United States citizens. French
and British number in the hundreds.

 

The presence of these foreigners poses many problems. Their
political role is rather obscure, and one wonders whether their
presence is due wholly to Saudi deficiencies. Is this not a mercenary
type of force? Will these soldiers be more active in the concrete
concerns of internal politics than in the hypothetical defence of the
nation's borders? The fact that French gendarmes, and possibly
American soldiers, participated in the repression of the Mecca
rebellion is no more disputed, and this is only one example among
many. One could also question the real role played by the American-
manned AWACS stationed in the kingdom since 1980.



 

PROPERTY AND WEALTH

 

At the birth of the kingdom, 80 per cent of what was to become
Saudi territory was the property of nomadic tribes.. In this pastoral
subsistence economy, founded much more on movement than on
the settled holding of land, the concept of private property was
certainly primitive. Only afterwards did these lands come to be
considered the collective property. of the tribes who inhabited them
in the past; indeed, they were once the source of an unlimited
number of intertribal conflicts. Thirty per cent of all cultivated land,
notably in the non-Saudi regions of Hijaz and 'Asir, belongs to the
private sector. In other cases, inheritance rights are based not on
ownership, but on usufruct. Some miri lands were
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anti cultiVllt

J lanti (in bmam) Total of Emirate No. of VilJag

s No. of Holdings CulriVllt

J Lanti Eastern 111 11,372 6,947 Riyadh, Afif & al-Khasira 374 9,668
35,064 Gassim 28.4 6,695 21,046 Hail 241 6,645 5,669 Jaw£,

rayyat & Northern Boundaries 95 2,655 597 Medina 264 7,815 2,832
Mecca 2,423 37,000 32,808 'Asir 1,317 31,302 11,905 al-Bahah 961
19,534 3,988 Jizan 1,406 34,802 387,066 Majran 71 2,389 3,067
Bisha & Ranyah 258 10,912 13,737 Totals 7,805 180,789 524,726
SOIl",

:Saudi Ministry of Planning. S«0II4/JrodQpmmt Pia". 1975-80, p.
119.



 

given as iqta' (fief) to military chiefs who had supported the dynasty,
but a decree of 1957 forbids these 'owners' to register their lands
without the authorization of the king. Once registered, the land
becomes mull (property), a rare development outside of 'Asir. Other
lands belong to tribes or sedentary communities in the east. These
are musha< lands. Waqf (religious land) constitutes close to lOper-
cent of the cultivated land. Members of the royal family have
accumulated fortunes by selling to the state the land they were
allocated by this same state. Even more important in the Saudi
system ofland tenure are the property rights that the state holds over
the subsoil. The state appropriated the right to displace entire tribes
in order to facilitate the exploitation of mineral wealth. Thus, Ibn
Saud initiated oil agreements by simple royal decrees. The financial
structure was dominated after 1952 by the Saudi Arabian Monetary
Agency (SAMA). In 1954, the Ministry of Economy and Finance was
created to supervise the country's revenues and fiscal activities. The
statutes of the Council of Ministers of 1954-58 charged this agency
with approving the annual budget published by royal decree. The
emergence of these bureaux, along with new ministries of
agriculture, commerce, industry, planning and oil, accompanied a net
reduction by two-thirds of the sums annually allocated to the princes
of the royal family. Institutionalization of the financial sector
continually runs up against the same obstacles encountered by the
administration in general-the exclusivity of political power, the
personalized division of power among
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members of the royal family, and the lack of a skilled workforce. No
one knows how much money is distributed to members of the royal
family under diverse and vague categories. Because the royal family
holds the political power, it 'directs and is able to appropriate Saudi
national income to itself, and has the last word in the investment
policies'. It is estimated that some $300 million is allocated to the
princes of the royal family individually, not including the large tracts
of land they personally possess. The amount the budget officially
allocates to members of the royal family occupying official posts, and
which they may spend almost arbitrarily, must be added to this
already considerable sum. Habits of easy income and luxurious
spending were, however, curtailed in the mid-1980s due to a decline
in oil revenues. The necessary readjustments led to tensions within
the ruling circles in the kingdom, as well as in the smaller oil
countries of the Gulf.

 

THE PEOPLE OF SAUDI ARABIA

 

The five million people of Saudi Arabia presently experience the
contradic- tions that naturally arise when an extremely traditional
society becomes, almost overnight, intimately linked with the
international capitalist system. Has the tribal nomadic life become a
simple memory for the people who came from it? Nomads are now
an estimated 6 per cent of the population- 'an essentially precarious,
nonmonetary, socially-particularized subsistence economy, in the
face of a hypermonetary economy based on oil and related only to a
small part of the population'. This gap cannot endure indefinitely.
Today, the bedouin are 'in a state of cataclysmic transition'. This
transforma- tion is not due solely to oil. Greatly fearing the hostility of
the cosmopolitan cities, the Saudi regime has, since the beginning,
relied on the bedouin. Between 1912 and 1927, Ibn Saud tried to
settle a number of them to form the backbone of his troops, the
Ikhwan. Tribal loyalties were to prove much stronger than the new
supra-tribal identity which the regime tried to foster in them, and



tribal cleavages were only too obvious when the Ikhwan rebelled and
were defeated by the settled tribes which remained loyal to the king-
with some help from the Royal Air Force. Today, the government
seeks to settle all the nomads. The government's intervention seems
to have a double aim: to forestall the formation of an urban
lumpenproletariat which could, sooner or later, pose a threat; at the
same time, to take advantage of this potential workforce to stem the
tide of immigrant workers. In addition, of course, it is easier to
exercise political control over a settled population than over groups
perpetually on the move. The transition to sedentary life is occurring
very rapidly, and the govern- ment seems incapable of mastering this
development, which is largely
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independent of its will. Communications have had a great deal to do
with this transition, which has been speeded up by the collapse of
the old desert economy. The nomadic economy is disappearing,
while tribal loyalties remain. Yet the regime fears them less than it
does the disillusionment and sense of betrayal caused by rapid
urbanization. The nomad problem does not disappear with
sedentarization. It only changes form. The Saudi regime owes its
survival and expansion to the combination of a Najdi thruSt and a
Wahhabi religious current. This combination of regional and religious
expansionism imposed itself through systematic recourse to raiding,
war and enforced tribal alliances. Resistance to this political and
religious hegemony was considerable. Today that resistance is
weaker, due to the political unification of the country, the diffusion of
the benefits of oil revenues and, of course, more efficient tools of
repression. But the hegemony of the clan in power is not accepted



with equal enthusiasm by the whole population. Indeed, the tribal,
geographical and religious heterogeneity of the population holds the
potential for revolt of a traditional sort.

 

Tribal factors The increasingly exorbitant privileges awarded to the
members of the royal family and their near relatives are difficult to
justify to the rest of the population. They are, first of all, contrary to
Islam, especially to the egalitarianism of Hanbali and Wahhabi
schools, based on a fundamentalist, literalist interpretation of the
Quran. Invoked as the exclusive ideology of the state, Islam also
does not sanction the practice of hereditary succession, and favours
personal aptitude as the criterion for choosing the leadership. Are
the Saudi princes thus fit to govern? Or, posing the question
differently, are there not other people JUSt as capable outside the
Saudi family?? The hegemony and these privileges, moreover, are
recent. Only two centuries ago the Sauds were notables in a small
oasis of Najd, like so many other families who have since
disappeared or who today perpetuate the memories of a 'fief'
destroyed by the Sauds. The Shammar, that illustrious tribe of the
Arabian north-east, fought against the central power until the 1930s,
and had to see their cenmries-01d ;mara around Hail satellizcd by
the Sauds. The Mutayyir of the same region, the Harb of Hijaz, the
Banu Khalid of Hassa, the Zahtans of southern Hijaz, and others
have been conquered or neutralized by marriages, money, and the
commissioning of their chiefs, but they have hardly, in themselves,
been broken apart. The experience of hijraS demonstrated the
unrealistic nature of inter-tribal integra- tion schemes, especially in a
society where political power is maintained by internal tribal
cohesion. The royal family has been content to institute a
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supra-tribal order that does not profoundly affect traditional alliances
and that could one day turn against the royal family itself.9 One
could easily find signs of tribal solidarity in all protest movements
known to have occurred in the kingdom, including the 1979 rebellion
in Mecca, where a young 'Utaybi succeeded in drawing his brother-
in-law (designated as al-Mahdi, or the Messiah) and several
members of his tribe into a confrontation with the authorities.

 

Regional factors Regional heterogeneity is no less of an issue. In
Saudi Arabia everyone is aware that the present power is,
essentially, a Najdi power. The names of the provinces have been
replaced by geographical terms. The existence of a single
bureaucracy and the obvious economic interdependence of the
provinces of the country have largely helped diminish provincialism,
at least on the political level. Provincialism has not disappeared and,
given favourable circumstances, it could give rise to attempts at
secession. All political opposition must be tempted to appeal to this
sentiment. Saudi Arabia extends over 1.5 million square kilometres.
Between one city and another, one province and another, the
emptiness of the desert is often complete. At one time, this
emptiness constituted a barrier, if not a boundary. The eastern
region, separated by the Nafud, has been historically as intimately
connected with Iraq, Bahrain, and even Iran and India, as with the
Najd hinterland. In the western part of the country, ever since the
emergence of Islam, the cities of I-lijaz (Mecca, Medina, andJeddah)
have acquired renown, autonomy, and enviable contacts with the
world at large. 'Asir was the locus of the autonomous Idrisi rule, and
was marked by a certain way of life and a religious tradition different
from that of its Najdi conquerors. jizan and Najran had much
stronger links to Yemen than to Najd. From oil-rich Hassa to
commercial Hijaz, through bedouin Najd and the 'bread basket' of
'Asir, the history, traditions, accents and ways of life differ. In fact,



they differ radically, especially with the tribal heterogeneity that
further increases their specificity. For example, it is now beyond
doubt that Hijazi merchants were involved both in the 1969 air force
coup attempt as well as in the 1979 Mecca rebellion. To a large
extent, Shi'i dissatisfaction with the regime has strong local roots,
since it is confined to areas around Qatifwhich were historically
autonomous vis-a-vis the Najd.

 

Religious factors It seems likely that dissidents would channel their
discontent into a lack of enthusiasm for the Wahhabism that the
Najdi conquerors have imposed upon
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them as a 'state religion' for by no means all Saudis share 'Abd al-
Wahhab's interpretation of the Q!1r'an, more compatible with the
traditional customs and harsh life of the Najdi bedouin than with the
urban ways of the Hijazi Sunni or the Twelver Shi'a of Hassa.
Indeed, the Shi'a, some 200,000 of whom live in the eastern region,
will not soon forget the Wahhabi fanaticism which has oppressed
them for two centuries, nor their own religious affiliation, which has
frequently COSt them their lives. This stimulates them to maintain
strong ties with the Shi'i centres, such as al-Najaf in southern Iraq,
Qum in Iran, or Bahrain, where their co-religionists make up the
majority of the population and enjoy a relatively better status. The
Sunnis, although they constitute the overwhelming majority of the
population, are by no means unified. Despite the constant pressure
of Wah- habism, the four recognized Sunni schools continue to exist



in the country. Malekis and Hanafis are numerous in Hassa, while
Hijaz and 'Asir respond to Hanbalism-in the Wahhabi version
imposed upon them about 50 years ago-through a secular
attachment to now Egyptian-centred Shafeism. These variations
would probably mean very little if the fundamentalist Wahhabi
doctrine did not appear so inappropriate to the 'spirit of the age' that
now chaotically pervades the kingdom. If Islam and modernity are
reconcilable, Wahhabism certainly does not offer Islam's most
supple or innovative interpretation. On the contrary, it seems to
widen the gulf between traditional lifestyles and the new social forces
that 'development', whether chaotic or controlled, inevitably creates.
And religious fundamentalism can be a refuge for those who have
been left behind by the social and economic evolution of the country,
as the events of Mecca have shown. These events have
demonstrated that you can be more genuinely Muslim than the rulers
in this Muslim country par excellence, where ritualistic and official
Islam has largely lost its appeal. They have also shown that Hanbali
Wahhabism, a politically quietist school of interpretation, could not be
overly used to legitimize a status quo power.

 

Foreign workers Official figures for 1975 claimed that 314,000 non-
Saudis were working in the kingdom. The government anticipated an
annual increase of 21 per cent over the five following years, to a total
of 813,000. This cumulative increase of 159 per cent was well above
the 18 per cent growth in the Saudi labour force. But these figures
cannot be trusted. The 1975 figure was clearly underestimated.
Wells thinks it should be doubled to 600,000 foreign workers (against
900,000 nationals), while Le Montie puts the figure at one million for
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the same year. 10 JUSt a year and a half later, Eric Rouleau made
an estimate of 1.5 million. He mentioned the case of an industrialist
employing 1,040 workers, of whom only four were Saudi. The
Mercedes assembly plant near Jeddah employs no Saudis, except
for the chairman; it is managed by 15 West Germans, and employs
250 Turks on the assembly line'" Until 1972, a large number of
Yemenis were able to enter the kingdom without a passport, and
they alone made up approximately one million workers. These
individual estimates suggest that the foreign workforce passed the
two million mark around 198

81, far from the official figure of 813,000 foreign workers in 1980.
These figures have enormous impact; the departure of immigrant
workers would completely paralyse the cOUntry's economy, whether
they were the European pilots of Saudi Airlines or the Yemeni port
workers. They also constitute a gamble for the future because 'the
fate of every attempt at industrialization will depend on the ability of
the government to absorb the foreign workers.'1Z Although the
kingdom does not publish precise figures, available informa- cion
indicates that, in the early 1980s, over one million Yemenis were
employed as unskilled manual labourers; colonies of immigrant
Sudanese, Egyptians, Palestinians and Libyans, each ranging from
100,000 to 300,000, work in government offices, schools, or other
'white collar' positions. A large number ofIndians, Pakistanis, South
Koreans and Malaysians work in occupa- tions as diverse as
doctors, technicians, and unskilled manual labourers. Close to
40,000 Americans, and some 20,000 Western Europeans, are
engaged in different aspects of modern technology or finance. Such
a large number of non-Saudis constitutes a real danger to the
kingdom. Jeddah, the commercial centre of the country, is like
Kuwait- approximately 50 per cent of its 800,000 inhabitants are
foreigners. Large salaries attract foreign workers-an unskilled worker
can make at least $5,000 a year. A Sudanese MD is better paid as a
nurse in Jeddah than as a surgeon in Khartoum, and an Egyptian
unskilled worker in Saudi Arabia can earn a better salary than a



cabinet minister in Cairo. Some 2,000 people who entered the
country illegally, mostly on the hajj pilgrimage, are repatriated every
month, and South Koreans who tried to strike were immediately
deported. In an effort to impose restraints on a situation threatening
to get out of control, and despite strong opposition from neighbouring
countries, the government in March 1976 issued a decree requiring
foreign firms with a major contract (involving more than $28.5 million,
more than 50 employees and lasting more than three years) to
import the necessary workers, provide housing, and guarantee their
loyalty. This policy favours Asian firms controlling cheap labour,
especially Koreans, which ensure the success of their firms by
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sending ex-army officers as foremen to maintain order among their
nationals. The decline in oil prices and revenues in the mid-1980s is
not expected to lead to less reliance on foreign workers, as clearly
shown by Roger Owen u and others. Unemployment in Europe has
not led the French unemployed to replace the Senegalese in clearing
the streets, and the observation would be all the more pertinent in a
rentier economy like Saudi Arabia where work ethics are very poorly
rooted. The decline in oil prices will, however, mean lower pay and
more competition as far as the foreign workers themselves are
concerned.

 

Rich and poor There are important pre-capitalist features in the way
wealth is distributed in Saudi Arabia. 14 The most impoverished in
Saudi society are the bedouins (settled or nomadic), the non-Saudis
(especially Yemenis), and the Saudis who have no access to the
ruling clan-no family ties, no community or faith, no ancient nobility
capable of selling its support. Although the present phase of
economic growth encourages increasing social mobility, individual
success stories are real but toO few to be considered a general
trend in social mobility. Oil revenues remain in the hands of the state



or, to be more precise, in the hands of influential members of the
royal family who dominate the state. Important urban families have
infiltrated the state strucmre and established close ties at the highest
levels. Thanks to a system of sponsorship and partnership, this
comprador bourgeoisie profitably concentrates on mixed industrial
projects with the state, on franchises for the most powerful Western
firms and, more recently, on large public works and consulting
projects. This symbiosis of the traditional power and the urban
bourgeoisie flourishes amid persistent and reciprocal suspicion. It
has led to the bourgeoisification of the royal family through the
increasingly open involvement of the princes in busi- ness. The
relationship is clearly unequal; a prince can become a businessman
more easily than a Jeddah merchant can become a minister. This
sort of transformation is limited to a small circle difficult to enter for
persons outside the royal family, its close allies, or the traditional
merchant families of Hijaz or Hadhramawt. The population as a
whole remains dependent upon state assistance and is increasingly
feeling the effects of the concentration of wealth as an automatic
corollary to the concentration of power. Neither underdevelop- ment
nor tribalism, nor a hegemonic religious superstructure can slow
down, or even camouflage, the rapid emergence of increasingly
distinct social classes. This fact became more evident when, faced
with the difficulties of a new era marked by a sharp decline in state
revenues, the ruler's appeals for 'economic patriotism' fell on deaf
ears among the new comprador class. The
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large merchants, besides their own difficulties in adapting to the new,
more competitive circumstances, were unwilling to invest in long-



term projects, like so many of their colleagues across the Third
World who have always preferred the safety of Zurich and city banks
to investments in their own countries. On the other hand, some of
them were reluctant to engage in such a 'patriotism' without receiving
concessions from the royal family on the power-sharing issue.
Political decision-making is still denied them despite the repeated
and as yet (mid-1986) empty promises to give the country a
constitution and a non-elected consultative council.

 

Men/women The public Saudi society which confronts this colossal
transformation is composed almost exclusively of men. Women
benefit widely from the new wealth in the form of household
appliances and other conveniences now at their disposal, but their
voice is never heard in politics or .business. A Saudi woman can
now obtain a passport in her own name, but she cannot yet travel
without a close relative. She cannot drive an automobile, visit a
museum, nor, with few exceptions, choose her own husband.
Although women have been admined to the University of Riyadh
since 1962, they take courses separately through closed-circuit
television, and are rarely able to enter professions other than
teaching, or nursing in women's hospitals. The segregation of the
sexes is profound. At home, at school, and in the street, the barriers
are strictly preserved. The regime has encountered many obstacles
in establishing education for women. The first girls' school dates
back only to 1960, and the first secondary school to 1969. Traditional
groups were firmly opposed to women's education, and they
currently frustrate any anempts to introduce women into more active
social roles. In 1975, 27,000 women worked in the few areas open to
them compared with 1.2 million men in the same professions. The
government hoped to bring the number of working women up to
48,000 by 1980 by increasing the number of posts in the fields
already reserved for them, rather than by allowing them to enter
other sectors such as office work. The minister of information speaks
of the necessity of 'utilizing this enormous potential which would
otherwise be a great waste of labour', but he runs up against the



intransigence of traditionalists who insist that the Institute of Public
Administration be reserved for men, and who instruct Saudi
ambassadors to forbid women students abroad to enrol in the
faculties of engineering, education, business, economics and politics
out of a 'concern for the preservation of the dignity of women'. The
Saudi woman faces more than the well-known rules of traditional
Islam; she faces the precepts of the fanatical Wahhabi sect upon
which the
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legitimacy of the Saudi regime is based. The kingdom which so
desperately needs labour absurdly excludes half of its population
from public life. Such discrimination could lead eventually to protests,
but more than feminist opposition groups will be needed. The
country must wait for the growth of the social and political opposition
groups which place the liberaliza- tion of mores prominencly on their
agendas. Such a process would accentuate the dilemma of the
regime, since liberalization could not be limited to the domain of
morality. The film Death of

Princess, by invoking so much controversy has shown the
vulnerability of the regime at this point, the revolt of a woman having
unveiled the general hypocrisy of the system. Following the Mecca
rebellion of 1979, the freedoms and social-professional activities of
Saudi women were major casualties in the reasserrion of traditional
values (notably by Sheikh 'Abd al-Aziz Ibn Baz, the highest religious
authority in the country). The contradictions emerging from the Saudi
social transformation have yet to produce marked effects on the
evolution of the political regime. The regime's short-term stability is



aided by a number of factors: internal cohesion of the family in
power, despite clan divisions and princely rivalries; the favourable
regional context since the June 1967 war, the demise of Nasser, and
the general defeat of Arab nationalist regimes and forces; financial
resources more than adequate to fund a policy of appeasement and
allegiances, both internally and regionally; Washington's fervid
commitment to the regime's survival; an organized and efficient
repressive apparatus; the clear majority of Sunni Muslim Arabs (thus
avoiding divisions like those of Lebanon, Iraq, Sudan); and the
weakness, disorganization and disunity of the opposition.

 

THE POLITICAL OPPOSITION A royal decree of June 11, 1956 (No.
217/23) imposes a penalty of at least one year in prison for striking,
or incitement to s

rike. The decree of 1961 forbids the profession of any ideology other
than Islam, or the formation of political parries. It calls for the
execution of anyone who 'engages in violent action against the state
or the royal family'. The state completely controls the radio and
television media, and films are forbidden. The Ministry of Informa-
tion was created in 1962 to monitor the press, and a 1964 code
drastically restricted the right to start a periodical, and accorded the
ministry the right to shut down newspapers and veto editorial
candidates or demand their resigna- tion. In 1971 the state
established an information agency to feed the media 'selected'
material. All this at least partially explains the low profile of political
parties and their weakness. The Saudi Communist Party originated
in the National Reform Front,
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which was founded following the 1953 ARAMCO strike. By 1958, the
front no longer satisfied the militants who disagreed with its practices
and its reformist title. It became the National Liberation Front. In
1963, the NLF entered the Arab National Liberation Front,
associated with the dissident Prince Talal and his brothers. The
ANLF's programme sought to transform the country into a
constitutional regime and to leave to a referendum the choice
between monarchy and republic. The programme also included revi-
sion of the agreements with the oil companies and an international
policy of active non-alignment, but the ANLF suffered from a very
heterogeneous membership, which included, in addition to the four
rebel princes, Nasserites, Ba'thists, and Shi'i religious leaders.
Nasser, who supported the front, is said to have told its leaders to
form a liberation army-a rather unrealistic proposal. The front also
had some support from Iraq. The communists decided it would be
more to their advantage to maintain a presence at the heart of the
ANLF, while acting autonomously through a secret group formed in
Beirut-the Organization of Saudi Communists. The NLF and the
OSC disappeared very quickly, and the few Saudi communists who
remained used the name of the NLF until August 1974, when the
leadership of the front appointed a 'preparatory commission for the
first congress of Saudi communists'. The congress took place in
August 1975 and adopted several resolutions, including a
programme and a change of name to the Communist Party of Saudi
Arabia. The congress also elected a central comminee, which
elected a political bureau and a first secretary. The tenets of the
CPSA do not appear to be very innovativeY Internation- ally, the
alignment of the CPSA is unconditionally pro-Soviet: it believes that
'certain symptoms of liberalism are beginning to appear in the
superstructure of the quasifeudal and capitalist social system'; it
claims to be favourably disposed towards 'a patriotic, democratic and
republican regime' which would establish a constitution, guarantee
public liberties, parliamentary procedure, and the freedom of political
parties and labour unions, institute citizen equality, re-establish
diplomatic relations with the USSR, and move towards the



nationalization of mineral resources and the industrialization of the
country. In spite of its efforts, the party does not seem to have
attracted much mass support. There are innumerable other Saudi
opposition groups-all with scant followings-which emerged from the
fringes of Arab nationalism and are closely related to the Ba'th party,
the Arab Nationalist Movement, or Egyptian Nasserists. The Union of
the People of the Arabian Peninsula, founded in 1959 and supported
by Cairo, was the most important and the most heterogeneous of
these groups. The UP AP, led by Nasir ai-Said from the Shammar
capital of Hail, defines itself as 'a revolutionary Arab organiza- tion,
believing in scientific socialism, and struggling to bring down the
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corrupt monarchy'. The UP AP is committed to the total unification of
the Arabian peninsula. '6 The Socialist Front for the Liberation of the
Peninsula was, contrary to its name, a Hijaz group preaching the
autonomy of that province. The Democratic Popular Movement
constituted a local splinter of the party. There was also the
aforementioned Arab National Liberation Front, led by Prince Talal.
These groups on the whole experienced very brief lifespans, limited
membership and severe repression. In the mid-1980s Prince Talal
was still convinced that 'only democracy and political participation'
could lead to real development of the country. The Organization of
the National Revolution, founded by one-time members of the Arab
Nationalist Movement, tried to revitalize the opposition towards the
end of the 1960s, but without success." The Saudi branch of the
Ba'th was founded in 1958. Support from Baghdad from the late
1960s to the mid-1970s gave it the means to spread its views-means
which did not accord with its actual strength. 18 An independent



Marxist group, the Democratic Popular Party, took over the
Democratic Popular Movement and continues to publish AJ-Jazira
al-Jaditla irregularly. But the secession and regrouping of part of the
group around another publication, AII-Nida4 has weakened this
party. The Saudi opposition, whether the potential opposition of the
new middle class or the organized opposition of this or that political
group, cannot expect a substantial change in the situation except
through developments largely independent of its will, without which
any initiatives appear suicidal. This was clearly shown in the
fervently utopian and poorly organized Mecca rebellion in 1979,
when the regime, after some confusion, successfully defeated the
rebels and hanged 63 of them without visible negative reactions from
the population. The opposition could try to exploit to the fullest the
few conflicts within the royal family. The most serious challenges to
the regime originated in these conflicts-the Saud-F aisal struggle,
Talal's dissidence, the assas- sination of Faisal in 1975. In the
absence of some degree of disaffection in the royal family, it is
reasonable to conclude that an alternative to the regime is very
difficult to establish. The Saud family holds an incontestable position-
an opening to the population, a martial tradition, secular alliances,
modern means of repression, a thorough infiltration of the armed
forces. The Saud family, moreover, has developed a system of
consensus-making formulae to circumscribe, at least up until now,
the consequences of its undoubtedly numerous internal quarrels.
The informal consultative assembly of influential princes organized
the peaceful transitions which permitted Faisal to dethrone Saud in
1964, Khaled to succeed Faisal in 1975, and Fahd to succeed
Khaled in 1982. It is evident
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that if these formulae were to be weakened or fall apart, the regime
could be very seriously threatened. Politics is at least as important
among the small constituency of approximately 5,000 Saud princes
as it is in the general Saudi constituency. In this more general
framework. it has often been predicted that the new middle class will
ask for political power, be denied this power, and consequently be
led to topple the regime. This model, although verified in many Third
World countries, presupposes different important conditions, such as
the existence of a full-fledged civil society, a unified national market,
and a certain amount of class consciousness. The Iranian revolution
has clearly shown that this model may easily be altered by forces
allied to this 'middle class', but eager to dominate it rather than
represent it. In Saudi Arabia it is still difficult to state that this class
now exists as such. Hundreds of millionaires living on the fringe of
the regime do not make a class, especially when tribal and regional
cleavages remain so strong. If an alternative to the regime is to be
found, it is more likely to originate in a mixtUre of grievances made
up of political, economic, tribal, and regional frustrations, with
possible Arab references and suppOrt. But even then, it is going to
be difficult to dispense with the monarchy, which has been, to date,
the most important factor linking the country. It remains to be
demonstrated that the so-called new 'middle class' can play this
unifying role, or is ready to risk its interests in a game which could
destabilize the regime to the extent of threatening the country's
territorial unity. It is difficult to think of such a development in the
foreseeable future, although through careful co-operation Ii gradual
opening to the elites outside the royal family has become inevitable.

 

This article is reprinted from Berch Berberoglu (ed.), Power anti
Stability in the Middle East (London, 1989), pp. 70-89. Reprinted by
permission of Zed Press and the author.
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1. An earlier version of this anicle appeared in MERIP Rqlt"1S, no.
91 (October 1980). Reprinted with permission. 2. Repon of the Staff
Survey Mission to the US Howe of Representatives Comminc:e on
International Relations. US A""r PO/icier in fN Pmian Gulf and Rtd
Sta Art/ll (December 1977) p. 22. In April 1978, the National Guard
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7. The question at least poses itself on the prnvincial level. In a state
otherwise highly centralized, there are no local allies on whom the
ruling family can confet local government. 8. Hura-literally 'migration'-
refers to the break with the nomadic past which every lltlrwa" belie
vet must make; in the words of al-Rihani: 'leaving the abode among
the unbelievers and moving to the realm oflslam.' 9. The assassin of
King Faisal and numerous pro-Iraqi enemies of the king are linked to
the Sham mat tribes. The Union of People of the Arab Peninsula is
also an organization almost exclusively tied to the Shammar tribes.



10. Wells, p. 10: Le MonJe. June 21. 1975. 11. On January 24, 1977.
Senator Mike Mansfield, during his visit to the kingdom, noted that
there were as many Yemeni workers living thete as adult Saudi
males. 12. Wells, p. 10. The ptoblem is not new. In the early 19605
an observet noted that 'the Saudi government would not be able to
function without oil revenues and technical aid Without the Egyptians
and the Palestinians there would be no administration, and no
schools.' A royal decree of August 31. 1954, had stated that 75 per
cent of a /irm's employees must be Saudi. This has clearly remained
a dead letter. 13. Roger Owen, Mipllt Worim;" tIN GlIlf(London,
Minority Rights Group, 1985). 14. P. Bonnenfant. 'Utilisation des
recenes

troli

res et strategie des groupes sociaux dans la

ninsule arabique.' MtKbref-Maglm/1 no. 82. pp. 6CHi9, and no. 83,
pp. 61-72. 15. See the documents of the first congress in WIIIha'ifJ
aJ-Mu'tllJflllr aJ-A'I1fIIJIII aJ-HW tUb- Shyu; jiII-SalUiill ('Documents
of the first conference of the Saudi Communist Parry'). August 1975.
16. Author of a violently harsh, poorly documented, and highly
subjective book against the Saudi royal family. Nasir ai-Said was
successfully kidnapped from his Beirut refuge-repon- edly with
Palestinian help-into the kingdom where, according to Arab media,
he was rapidly executed. 17. See the analysis of the Saudi situation
in aJ-HIITriytI (Beirut). June 10 and 17, 1968, and H. Lacknet, A
HOlUt Built 0/1 Sa'" (London, Ithaca Press, 1978), pp. 98-106. 18.
This group enjoyed many hours of air rime on Radio Baghdad and
published some 20 issues of SfI'IIIIaJ-TaJi'#. The Saudi branch of
the Baeth was founded in 1958.
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The Iranian revolution of 1978-79 shocked the world and set in
motion a search for causes. Most of the resulting analyses tend to
locate the origins.of the revolution in the errors of the shah and of
various Americans, although some scholarly works assay
socioeconomic explanations for the upheaval. Enough time has now
passed to permit a greater range of investigations, and one written
from the comparative perspective ought to be revealing. This essay
will venture two types of comparison: (1) internal-comparison, on a
few significant points, with other Iranian rebellions and revolutionary
movements since 1890; and (2) external-comparison, more briefty,
with other great world revolutions, employing theories of revolution
that seem to fit the Iranian case. Both are difficult and tentative
exercises, because Iran's 'Islamic revolution' appears to bear little
ideological resemblance to revolutions in the West orto Iran's
'constitutional revolution' of 1905-1 I. Western revolutions have
tended, especially in their radical phase, to shift to the left and move
toward secularism; even if religious ideology was dominant, as in the
English Civil War of the 16408, it was not fundamentalist, nor was it
proclaimed by the leaders of the existing religious structure. In the
Islamic revolution, however, much of the leadership came from the
onhodox clergy, who propounded a return to Islamic
fundamentalism. Even recent
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socioeconomic theories of revolution, which tend to stress the role of
the peasantry (probably because of the partial example of Russia
and the clearer ones of China and other Third World countries), do
not apply to either Iranian revolution; a peasantry living mainly on
arid or semiarid land, dependent on landlords or others for irrigation,
and unprotected by forest or mountain shelter for guerrilla warfare
seems to produce neither the middle peasantry nor the close
associations needed to organize politically. By contrast, the
supposed impermeability of modern cities to successful mass
revolution, especially in the absence of peasant support, was
disproved in both Iranian revolutions; the cities were vulnerable in
1905-11 largely because the shah had no significant military force
and in 1978-79 owing not only to the shah's miscalculations but also
to the amazing unanimity and organization of the urban population
against him. Iranians, who in peaceable periods seem eager to
please and loath to disagree openly with the powerful, whether in the
home or with political superiors, have in the last 90 years engaged in
an unusual number of large- scale popular revolts and revolutions.
With the exception of several northern provincial revolts after World
War I and the large demonstrations against the shah in the early
1960s, all of these rebellions spread to Iran's major cities, and some
encompassed tribal areas as well. Indeed, Iran stands in the
forefront of rebellious and revolutionary countries in the twentieth
century- unmatched, to my knowledge, in the Muslim, Hindu, or
Western world for the number and depth of its movements; only
China, Vietnam, and possibly Russia provide competition. This claim
may be unexpected to some, not only because modern Iranian
history is not generally known but also because Iran's two major
twentieth- century revolutions, and especially the second, appear so
aberrant. They do not fit very closely widespread ideas of what
modern revolutions should be like. Yet there is no doubt that the



Islamic revolution in 1978-79 provided a thoroughgoing overthrow of
the old political, social, and ideological order, although what will
replace it is not yet clear. And the constitutional upheaval of 1905-11
waS massive enough in participation and important enough in
altering the political system to deserve the name 'revolution.' Several
move- ments that were not revolutions contained revolutionary
elements. The mass rebellion against a British tobacco concession
in 1890-92, the reformist- autonomist revolts in the provinces of
Gilan, Azerbaijan, and KhoTasan after World War I, the rebellions in
Azerbaijan and Kurdistan after World War II, the mass-supported oil
nationalization movement under Mosaddeq that ruled the country
from 1951 to 1953, and the popular antigovernment demonstra- tions
of the early 1960s all involved, to a greater or lesser extent, efforts to
throw off foreign control over the Iranian economy and to build an
independ- ent society and state.
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To attempt anything more than superficial comparisons among Iran's
rebel- lions, not to mention comparisons between some of these
upheavals and revolts in other Muslim and non-Muslim countries,
requires locating the various Iranian movements of the last century
within the framework of modern Iranian history. Under the Qajar
dynasty (1796-1925), Iran was increasingly subject to Western
economic penetration and domination, particularly by Great Britain
and Russia. As i'n many Third World countries, Western powers
exacted from Iran treaties that limited customs duties to 5 per cent,
thus virtually creating a free trade area for Western imports, which
often undersold Iranian handicrafts. Although Oriental carpets began
to be a significant export around 1875, it is unlikely that the rise in



carpet exports compensated for the fall in production of other crafts
and the consequent discontent and displacement of their artisans. In
the same period the decrease in Iran's handicraft exports was
partially offset by rising raw material and agricultural exports,
particularly opium, cotton, and fruits and nuts. The commercialization
of agriculture and carpets, which continued in the Pahlavi period
(1925-79), increased economic stratifica- tion between the owners of
land, water, or workshops and those who worked for them. Whether
there was general immiseration or an increase in prosperity is a
question on which scholars of the Qajar period have disagreed. z But
the increase in stratification and the peasants' increased vulnerability
to famine, owing to their dependence on land planted in cash crops
like opium that were subject to bad market years, brought new
sources of discontent to the peasantry, just as the displacement of
craftsmen conrributed to the grievances of middle-level urban
residents. Iran did, however, have an advantage over countries like
Egypt and Turkey, which had a much larger trade with Europe and
far more European residents, in that the native Iranian bazaar
structure remained largely intact. And wealthy import-export and
local merchants and moneylenders proved important in every Iranian
revolution. The Qajars did much less than the Middle Eastern rulers
of, for example, Turkey, Egypt, and Tunisia in trying to strengthen the
central government and the army in order to resist further
encroachments either by Western powers or by their own neighbors.
Turkey saw a long series of efforts, beginning in the eighteenth
century, to strengthen both its military and its technical and
educational support structure; the first stage of those efforts
culminated in the reforms of Sultan Mahmud in the 1820s and
1830s. And Egypt under Muhammad Ali saw even more significant
transformations until Western powers limited both the economic
independence and military strength of the Egyptian government in
the 1840s. Iran had no parallel developments. Largely abortive
reforms under Crown Prince Abbas Mirza (d. 1833) and chief
ministers Amir Kabir (d. 1851) and Mina Hosain Khan (d. 1881) left
Iran without a modernized army, bureaucracy, and educational
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system. The small Russian-officered Cossack Brigade, founded in
1879, remained the Qajars' only modern military force. This lack of
change is not altogether surprising. Iran had much less contact with
the West than did Middle Eastern countries bordering on the
Mediter- ranean and had a very arid terrain with a scattered
population. As a result, the country was very difficult to subject to
centralized control. Other countries in similar circumstances-
Afghanistan and Morocco, for example-also saw relatively little
centralization or modernization in the nineteenth century. The shahs
had to permit considerable devolution of power to groups not totally
tied to the center. Among these were nomadic tribes (often
organized into confederations for the main purpose of dealing with
the authorities), whose mobility, mastery of gunfighting on
horseback, separate languages and cultures, and geographical
location (frequently near the borders) made them semi-autonomous
units. Their ties to the government were frequently limited to annual
payments or to cavalry duties in case of war. Even some local
governors or mayors had considerable authority, although the central
govern- ment exercised increasing control over them, especially
under Naser ed-Din Shah (1848-96).3 The lack of centralization in
Iran was also dependent on the increasing . power and pretensions
of the Shi'i ulama. By the early nineteenth century, after a long prior
evolution, the usu/i or mujtahidi school of ulama won out over the
rival akhbari school. The latter claimed that individual believers could
themselves understand the Quran and the Traditions (akhbar) of the
Prophet and the Imams and did not need to follow the guidance of
mujtahids, who claimed the right of ijtihad ('effort to ascertain correct
doctrine'). The usulis, in contrast, claimed that, although the bases of
belief were laid down in the Quran and the Traditions, learned
mujtahids were still needed to interpret doctrine for the faithful. As



usuli doctrine developed, particularly under Mortaza Ansari, the chief
maryil-e taqlitl ('source of imitation') of the mid- nineteenth century,
every believer was required to follow the rulings of a living mujtahid,
and, whenever there was a single chief mujtahid, his rulings took
precedence over all others. 4 The usuli ulama have a stronger
doctrinal position than do the Sunni ulama. While not infallible,
mujtahids are qualified to interpret the will of the infallible twelfth,
Hidden Imam. In addition to doctrinal power, which extended to
politics as well as religion and law, the Iranian Shi'i ulama had
economic and social power that similarly exceeded that of the ulama
in most Sunni countries. Shi'i ulama, unlike most Sunni ulama,
directly collected and dispersed the zakat and khums taxes, and they
also had huge vaqj mortmains as well as personal properties,
controlled most of the dispensing of justice, were the primary
educators, oversaw social welfare, and were frequently courted and
even paid by rulers. Although most of the ulama were often on good
terms with the crown, they
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resisted Qajar encroachments on their power, whereas in most
Sunni states the ulama became more and more subordinate to the
government. Some of the Iranian ulama worked for the state, but as
the nineteenth century progressed conflicts between important
ulama and the secular authorities increased. The relative
independence of the ulama facilitated their alliance with the bazaar-a
term used to designate those engaged in largely traditional, urban,
small-scale production, banking, and trade-and its artisans,
merchants, and moneylenders. The bazaar has long been the
economic, social, and religious center of towns and cities, and even



in recent times has encompassed a large population and share of
the economy. As early as the 1830s bazaaris complained to the
government about the large-scale importation of foreign
manufactures, which undermined their own production and trade.
Given the long-term trade treaties limiting Iranian tariffs, there was
little the government could do, short of risking war with the Western
powers, even ifIranian rulers had been more energetic. Regardless,
then, of whether certain individuals or groups were better or worse
off as the result of the Western impact on Iran, including British and
Russian protection of Qajar rule, various groups in society had
reason to be actively discontented with the Q!ljars and with Western
incursions. Those craftsmen who were displaced had clear
grievances, and many of them petitioned the government for
redress. Even those merchants who prospered, however, saw that
Western merchants received favored treatment- Westerners were
exempt, for example, from road and municipal taxes that Iranian
merchants had to pay. And the ulama were opposed to the limited
steps the Qajars took toward Western education-missionaries were
allowed, for instance, to teach Christians in Iran. The ulama also
objected to steps toward reform and to concessions granted to
Westerners. Except in the densely populated areas of heavy rainfall,
like Gilan and Mazenderan on the Caspian, however, peasants were
generally too scattered and too subject to landlord control of land
and water to organize or coordinate movements of discontent,
although those who migrated and became urban subproletarians
were willing participants in. urban-based rebellions, not only in the
Qajar period but also, and to a greater extent, in the revolution of
1978-79. 5 Among the discontented in the nineteenth century was
also a small but growing group of intellectuals, many of whom had
mercantile or government positions, who learned of Western ways.
Frequently their knowledge of the West was obtained second hand,
by travel to India, Istanbul, or Egypt or by temporary migration to
Russian Transcaucasia. Hundreds of thousands of Iranians, mostly
workers, settled semi-permanently in the Transcaucasus, which also
supported a few Iranian intellectuals. Several educated Iranians,
most notably Mirza Malkum Khan and Sayyed Jamal ed-Din 'aI-
Afghani,'
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also traveled as far as France and England. Those who went abroad
were generally struck by Western economic development,
comparative justice, and lack of arbitrary rule; their manuscript
writings contain praise of Western ways and criticism of Iran's
autocratic rulers, petty officials, venal clerics, and arbitrary courts,
and of the low status ofwomen. 6 To a large degree, the recurring
alliance between the bazaaris and many of the ulama on the one
hand and secularized liberals and radicals on the other has been
based on the existence of common enemies-the dynasty and its
foreign supporters-rather than on any real agreement about goals.
The ulama wanted to extend their own power and to have Shi'i Islam
more strictly enforced; the liberals and radicals looked for greater
political and social democracy and economic development; and the
bazaaris wanted to restrict favored foreign economic status and
competition. The alliance formed by many of the ulama, the
bazaaris, and a few secular intellectuals first showed its power
following the issuance of a tobacco concession in 1890; Iran granted
to a British subject a full monopoly on the purchase, sale, and export
of all tobacco grown in Iran. Not only did this follow a whole series of
concessions to Europeans, but it also covered a widely grown,
exported, and profitable crop rather than previously unexploited
products, like most miner- als. Thus, growers and merchants
became aroused by the threat to their livelihood as well as by
nationalistic fervor. Active and often massive protests in most of
Iran's cities in 1891, largely led by u1ama in partnership with
bazaaris (and with some Russian behind-the-scenes
encouragement), culminated in a successful boycott of tobacco
dealing and smoking (as against the will of the Hidden Imam). The



shah was forced to cancel the tobacco monopoly in early 1892. 7
The tobacco rebellion of 1890-92 shared with later revolutionary and
rebellious movements a substantial anti-imperialist and antiforeign
com- ponent. Although this component is also found in most of the
world's colonies and dependencies, anti-imperialism seems to have
been stronger and to have resulted in more mass rebellions and
revolutions in Iran than in other Middle Eastern countries, with the
possible exception of Afghanistan. Despite the lesser degree of
direct control that foreigners in Iran have had in comparison with
those in many other countries of the Middle East and North Africa,
Iranians, along with Afghans and a few others, have been more
resistant to foreign domination than have most other peoples.
Resistance has often been less obvious or militant in Iran than it has
in Afghanistan, since in Iran periods of external accommodation to
foreigners have alternated with periods of active rebellion. But
Iranian antiforeign feeling has always been strong. Among the
territories subjugated in the original wave of Muslim conquest, Iran
was the only large area that retained its own language and a great
deal of
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its old culture, albeit considerably modified by Islam. Iran's state
religion since 1501, Shi'i Islam appears to have been even more
resistant to foreign influences than Sunni Islam. (If the comparison is
extended further, both main branches of Islam seem to have been
more resistant to Westernization than have the dominant religions
and traditions of non-Muslim Asia and Africa; thus Iranian Shi'i Islam
may be the most resistant of all non-European religions to European
culture.) Part of Shi'i Islam's strength in this regard lies in its



insistence on ritual purity-including prohibiting physical contact with
nonbelievers, preventing nonbelievers from entering mosques and
shrines, and the like. Throughout the nineteenth century certainly,
and for many Iranians much longer than that, the growing economic,
political, and ideological influence of Westerners was perceived
largely as the usurpa- tion of the rights of believers. Economic,
political, and religious resentments were thus intertWined, although
different groups tended to stress different types of grievances.
Governments seen as complaisant to foreign unbelievers were
considered almost as culpable as the foreigners themselves. Not just
in 1891 but in the constitutional revolution of 1905-11, the oil
nationalization of 1951-53 under Mosaddeq, the demonstrations of
1963 around Khomeini, and the revolution of 1978-79 Iranians held
their government responsible for Western depredations. 8 A similar
theme has certainly been sounded elsewhere, most notably among
the Muslim Brethren and other Muslim militant groups in Egypt,
Pakistan, and the Arab East, but in Iran the question of government
accountability has attracted a wider and more revolutionary
following. Attacks on any regime that permitted Western involvement
in Iran have been strDngly voiced by respected representatives of
the orthodox ulama and the bazaar, which partly accounts for Iranian
fervor. The strength of Iranian revulsion to foreign influence also
arose from the long-held belief that Western nonbelievers were out
to undermine Iran and Islam, and Shi'i Islam's encouragement of
self-sacrifice to combat enemies has certainly added to resistance to
foreigners based on eXploitation and domination. For many, Shi'ism
and nationalism were part of a single blend.

 

The two twentieth-century Iranian movements that clearly merit the
title 'revolution'-the 'constitutional' revolution of 1905-11 and the
'Islamic' revolution of 1978-79-dcmonstrate the importance of this
Iranian outlook. In part, the events preceding the first Iranian
revolution in this century were merely a continuation and
intensification of the tobacco rebel- lion of the 1890s. The economic
and political power of Britain and Russia grew rapidly after 1892. The



tobacco 'victory' saddled Iran with a £500,000 payment to the British
tobacco company in compensation for its lost monopoly. On May 1,
1896, Mirza Reza Kermani, instigated by the antishah, pan-Islamic
activities of SayyedJamal ed-Din 'ai-Afghani' and his Iranian and
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Shi'i circle in Istanbul, assassinated Naser ed-Din Shah. The shah's
weak successor squandered far more money on courtiers and
extravagant trips abroad than had his father. The son obtained the
necessary monies from two Russian loans, granted on the basis of
further Russian economic concessions. The British, not to be
outdistanced by Russia in the race for profit in the Middle East,
retaliated by requiring further concessions, chiefly the D'Arcy oil
concession, which resulted in the first significant exploitation of
Middle Eastern oil (following its discovery in 1908). The Russo-
Japanese War of 1904-05 and the Russian revolution of 1905 gave
impetus to an Iranian opposition movement that had been growing
since 1901. After a century of successive defeats, an Asian power
had defeated a European power, an event that bolstered pride
throughout Asia. This feeling was particularly strong in those
countries, like Iran, that had experienced Russian penetration and
oppression. Many considered it significant that the only Asian power
with a constitution had defeated the only Western power without one,
and constitutions came to be looked upon as the 'secret of strength'
of Western governments. In Iran, as in a number of Asian countries,
treatises explaining constitutions and their virtues began to circulate,
and news of Japanese victories was happily and rapidly spread. The
Russian revolution demonstrated the possibility, at least in its first
stage, of a mass revolt weakening a despotic monarchy and forcing



it to adopt a constitution. Both the Russo-Japanese War and the
Russian revolution also effectively, if temporarily, took Russia out of
Iranian internal politics, an important con- sideration to those who
expected Russia to intervene if the power of the Qajars was
threatened or weakened. 9 The constitutional revolution began late
in 1905, when respected sugar merchants raised the price of the
commodity in the face of rising international prices. The merchants
were bastinadoed, and a rebellion broke out in the streets. When
some of the ulama took sanctuary (bast), the shah promised a
'house of justice' and other concessions. But the promise was not
fulfilled, and a new rebellion broke out in 1906, highlighted by a new
ulama bast in Qom and a bast by roughly 12,000 bazaaris at the
British legation. The crown then promised to accept a constitution,
and a parliament was soon elected. The constitution of 1906-07 was
modeled on the Belgian constitution, with one major exception. The
Iranian constitution provided for a committee of five or more
mujtahids to pass on the compatibility of all laws with the Islamic
shari a, although this provision was never enforced. The framers
intended real power to reside in the parliament and its ministers,
rather than in the crown, but parliament was rarely able to wrest
power from the shah. The revolution became stormy and violent
when a new shah, Mohammad Ali, closed parliament by a coup in
1908. Revolutionary guerrillas (fetlayin and mojahetlin) held out
against the crown, first in Tabriz and later in Gilan, and
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south to take Tehran along with Bakhtiari tribesmen moving up from
the south. The second constitutional period saw a split between the
moderate party, led by clerics, and the democrats, who had a
program of agrarian and social reform. But the British and the
Russians provided the revolution's coup de grace in late 1911. The
Russians presented an ultimatum demanding, among other things,
that the Iranians get rid of their pronationalist American adviser,
Morgan Shuster. The British, who had signed an entente with Russia
in 1907, went along with the Russian demands, Russian and British



troops moved in during 1911-12, and parliament was closed. 1o
Although parliament passed some social, judicial, and educational
reform measures, the revolution was chiefly political, aimed at
reducing monarchical and foreign power through the introduction of a
Western-style constitution and parliament. This instrument and this
body were seen as the best means to limit Iranian autocracy. Some
of the revolution's participants expected Iran and its people to be
able to return to more Islamic ways (like the barber who said he
would shave no more beards, now that Iran had a constitution, since
shaving was non-Islamic), while a smaller number hoped to become
more Western, if only to be strong enough to escape Western
control. In this revolution, unlike that of 1978-79, ulama leaders did
not adopt a new political ideology. Those who supported the
revolution were content to occupy a high proportion of the positions
in parliament and to have a veto over legislation. One of the ulama
wrote a treatise defending constitutionalism as the best government
possible in the absence of the Hidden Imam, but there is no
evidence that it was widely read. II Many of the ulama accepted the
constitution as a means both to limit the shah's power and to
increase their own; some became disillusioned by secularist laws
and trends and quit oppositional politics. Just as the revolution of
1905-11 followed smaller 'rehearsals' -the movement against the all-
encompassing concession to Baron Julius de Reuter in 1872 and the
tobacco protest of 1891-so the revolution of 1978-79 built on
resentments and organizations that surfaced in earlier protests and
movements. The immediate post- World War II period was marked
by the rise of leftist organizations, especially the Tudeh party, whose
many strikes included a general strike in the oil fields, and of
autonomist movements in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan, which
expressed in considerable part genuine local sentiment. Then came
the oil nationalization movement, which demonstrated deep anti-
imperialist feeling and culminated in the nationalization of oil in 1951
and the two-year prime ministership of Mosaddeq. He was
overthrown with the ai

of the United States and Great Britain. Last in the series was the
economic and political crisis of 1960-64, highlighted by



demonstrations in 1963 that resulted in many deaths and brought
about the exile of the religious leader of the movement, Ayatollah
Khomeini, in 1964.
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Pahlavi rule reversed the Qajars' policies on modernization and the
develop- ment of the military, and after 1925 Iran was subjected to
accelerated modernization, secularization, and centralization.
Especially after 1961, the crown encouraged the rapid growth of
consumer-goods industries, pushed the acquisition of armaments
even beyond what Iran's growing oil-rich budgets could stand, and
instituted agrarian reforms that emphasized government control and
investment in large, mechanized farms. Displaced peasants and
tribespeople fled to the cities, where they formed a discontented
subproletariat. People were torn from ancestral ways, the gap
between the rich and the poor grew, corruption was rampant and
well known, and the secret police, with its arbitrary arrests and use of
torture, turned Iranians of all levels against the regime. And the
presence and heavy influence of foreigners provided major, further
aggravation. Ironically, the OPEC oil price rise of 1973 that the shah
helped engineer was one cause of his undoing. He insisted on using
the oil money for radical increases in investment and armaments that
the economy could not bear: Iran faced galloping inflation, shortages
of housing and consumer goods, and an increase of rural to urban
migration that compounded the other problems. In addition, Iran
became economically overcommitted as oil income fell after 1975. To
cool the economy, the shah appointed Jamshid Amuzegar prime
minister in 1977, but steps Amuzegar took to bring down inflation
brought more hardship and discontent. A major cutback in



construction, already in decline since early 1976, brought massive
unemployment, which especially affected recent urban migrants, and
a reduction in payments to the ulama increased the discontent of this
influential class. In late 1977, partly emboldened by statements by
Amnesty International, the International Confederation of Jurists, and
President Jimmy Carter, Iranian intellectuals and professionals
began to circulate petitions and letters calling for an extension of
democratic rights. 12 A large educated and student class and a
newly politicized class of urban poor, aided and influenced by the
mosque network, provided the backbone for a new mass politics.
Early in 1978, the semi-official paper EtteJtl at published an inspired
and scurrilous assault on Khomeini, who was then attacking the
regime from Iraq. Demonstrations with casualties ensued.
Thereafter, on the traditional forty- day mourning intervals,
demonstrations recurred, and religious, liberal, and leftist forces
gradually coalesced against the regime. Khomeini went to France,
where he could easily communicate with revolutionary leaders in
Iran; the liberal National Front leadership reached an accord with
him; and the shah's concessions were too few and came too late.
The shah's gesture of appointing Shahpour Bakhtiar as prime
minister led to Bakhtiar's expulsion from the National Front. Bakhtiar
was unable to prevent Khomeini's return to Iran. And the ayatollah
had become, even for many secularists, the symbolic
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revolutionary leader. In February 1979, air force technicians,
supported especially by the Marxist guerrilla Fedayan-e Khalq and
Muslim leftist guerrilla Mojahedin-e Khalq, took power for the
revolutionaries in Tehran, and Khomeini's appointed prime minister,



Mehdi Bazargan, took office. Thenceforth, at least until 1983, the
revolution moved ever more toward Khomeini's brand of absolutist
religious radicalism. First, the National Front ministers resigned.
Then, when US embassy' personnel were taken hostage by young
'followers of Khomeini's line' on November 4, 1979, Bazargan and
his foreign minister, Ibrahim Yazdi, were forced to resign in the face
of their inability to obtain the hostages' release. Khomeini's choice
for president, Abolhasan Bani Sadr, kept his post longer, but with
decreasing power, and he was ousted in June 1981. Khomeini's
Islamic Republican party came overwhelmingly into control of the
cabinet and parliament. Once the party achieved a virtUal monopoly
on government, however, it lost cohesion, and increasing rumblings
[were] heard of internal disagreements-'-dissension within the ruling
groups-on such issues as further land reform, personal power,
foreign policy, and succession to Khomeini's position as the holder of
velayat-e faqih ('guardianship of the jurisprudent'). While Khomeini-
type religious radicals were first in the ascendant, in early 1983
conservatives became more powerful and blocked measures for land
reform and a monopoly on foreign trade. Bazaar and other middle-
class influences appeared to be growing, and there were moves
toward political normalization and central control over religious
radicals.

 

Among the theories of revolution that shed light on Iran's two major
upheavals in this century are James C. Davies's J-curve theory of
revolution and Crane Brinton's Anatomy of Revolution. Davies
suggests that revolutions emerge after a considerable period of
economic growth followed by a shorter, sharp period of economic
contraction and decline. C.-E. Labrousse had already described the
economic improvements followed by a sharp downswing that
preceded the French Revo1ution. 13 Davies'sJ-curve matches the
prerevolutionary experi- ence of Iran in the 1970s. To a lesser
degree, the revolution of 1905-11 may also fit the model, since some
scholars have a period of growth in the late nineteenth century
followed by economic difficulties that stemmed from the shah's



extravagance and Russia's economic and political troubles after
1904. Apart from Davies's model, the comparative pattern that best
fits the revolution of 1978-79 is Brinton's more descriptive than
explanatory typo 1- ogy.14 The political, economic, and financial
troubles of an ancien regime that made rule in the old way
impossible and forced accommodation with new groups were clearly
seen both in the lesser crises that preceded the revolution and in the
revolution of 1978-79. Such crises, in somewhat different form, were
especially characteristic of the financial situation before the English
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(seventeenth century) and French (eighteenth century) revolutions
discussed by Brinton. And political alienation of the intellectuals and
the elite, including government figures, from the court was as
characteristic of Iran in the 1970s as it was of Russia in the early
twentieth century. The gradual and somewhat unexpected
movement from demonstration to revolution, characteristic of
Brinton's revolutions, has also characterized both Iranian revolutions.
As late as the summer of 1978, after many major demonstrations
and riots, most Iranian intellectuals voiced the view that the
movement was over, having achieved its goal of liberalization with
the shah's promises, especially of free elections, and many persons
close to the Khomeini wing of the movement have insisted that he
and his followers did not expect the shah to be ousted anynme soon.
The Iranian revolution of 1978-79 does not conform exactly to the
pattern of growing radicalization fundamental to all four of Brinton's
revolutions. To locate Khomeini on a right-left scale is not as easy as
it may seem. On the one hand, he [ was] a fundamentalist, a believer
in a literalist application of scripture (except when it [did] not suit



him); on the other, he [was] not only a fierce anti- imperialist, with
particular dislike for encroachments by the United States and Israel,
but also a man with concern for the poverty-striken, a concern that
[was} manifested in such programs as free urban housing, state-
supplied utilities, and further land reform, despite their scant
success. Perhaps 'populist' is the closest political adjective-with the
simultaneous leftist and rightist characteristics and xenophobic and
sometimes fundamentalist components that that word connotes in
American history. Populist rebellions that have appealed to the
subproletariat in the West have sometimes turned into autocratic and
even fascist movements, and some Iranians and Americans would
say that this change has occurred, or is occurring, in Iran. Brinton, in
his typology of revolution, posited the fall of the radical element
during a Thermidor, in which most people, overtaxed by the rule of
virtue and justice, long for more accustomed, laxer ways. This
deradicalization is in turn often followed by autocratic, usually.
military, rule; in France Napoleon succeeded the Directory, and in
Russia Stalin replaced the NEP. Neither of these stages has
occurred in Iran as of early 1983, but both are possibilities. Indeed,
the early phases of Thermidor may be discernible; Iran has taken
major steps toward normalizing its economic and political relations
with ideologically divergent regimes-notably Turkey, Pakistan, and
some Western and Eastern European countries. And, although much
of Iran's internal and external policy has not softened as of March
1983, the growth in strength of the conservative faction in
government and Khomeini's December 1982 decrees providing
some protection for legal rights may be early signs of a Thermidor.
With the rise of social history, socioeconomic explanations of
revolutions
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have become more general than Brinton's phenomenological
comparisons. Although its revolution of 1978-79 can be explained in
terms of socioeconomic causation (as I have attempted to do above
and elsewhere), Iran fits less neatly into most existing
socioeconomic comparative schemes than it does into the basic J-
curve or more varied Brinton typology. The closest socio- economic
revolutionary model for Iran's experience appears to be the Marxist
formula, without any of the elaborations or modifications added
recently.IS This formula, in essence, postulates that revolution
occurs whenever the relations of production-particularly the control
and ownership of the society's basic means of production-have
changed beyond the ability of the old forms of political power and
state organization to subsume the new economic order. This
situation essentially obtained prior to both Iranian revolutions. During
the revolution of 1905-11 the majority of economically dominant
groups and classes-the growing and often thriving class of big and
medium merchants, the landlords, particularly those engaged in
growing cash crops, and the tribal khans-were decreasingly
represented by the QiJjars. The crown made few attempts to make
laws and create conditions under which trade could flourish or to
build up the state so as to be able to limit foreign control. At the
same time the Qajars, unlike some other Middle Eastern rulers, had
no strategy for increasing the loyalty of the ulamaj instead, the crown
added to the causes of ulama disaffection while allowing their
independent power to grow. Although Iran did not yet have a strong
bourgeoisie in the modern sense, groups whose interests lay in
rationalizing the economy, encouraging trade and manufacture, and
decreasing foreign control, were growing in size and influence. But
the last Qajar shahs tended to squander the state's funds on
luxurious living and fOreign travel for court favorites and members of
the royal family without foreseeing the disastrous financial
consequences. In the revolution of 1978-79 the conflict between
major classes and the autocracy is even clearer. The reversal of
QiJjar policy toward modernization helped create a sizable, well-
educated stratum of society, most of the members of which became



bureaucrats and technocrats; others from this stratum entered the
professions and arts or private industry. Many industrialists also
sprang from humble origins in the bazaar. In addition to the workers'
and subproletariat's grievances over the growing privileges not only
of foreigners but of the rich as well, Iran's nouveau riche--that is, the
relatively privileged new middle and upper classes and rich bazaaris-
were discontented. Their economic futures were often determined
arbitrarily and irrationally by fiat from the top, while they were denied
all real participation in self-government and the political process.
Both the successes and the failures of modernization put different
classes, from the urban poor to the
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new middle classes, at odds with the autocratic government. And
such contradictions were also felt by national minorities, which were
economically oppressed and denied their own languages and
cultures. These various disaffections coalesced in two main
ideological strains that already existed in embryo in the revolution of
1905-11: the liberal or leftist desire for Westernization, and the
fundamentalist wish to return to a 'pure' Islam, particularly as
interpreted by Ayatollah Khomeini and those around him. The latter
won out-hence the appellation 'Islamic revolution' -but the grievances
behind the revolution were at least as much socio- economic as
cuitural. I6

 

To compare the revolutions of 1905-11 and 1978-79 to each other
can contribute as much to our understanding of Iran in the twentieth



century as to compare them jointly to theories and paradigms
developed by Western scholars. Although many points of similarity
and difference can be noted, the most striking point of comparison
may be stated as an apparent paradox: the constitutional revolution,
despite the leading role played by many of the ulama, resulted in an
almost wholly Western-style constitution and form of government,
while the revolution of 1978-79, in which secular leftists and liberals-
in addition to religious forces-played a major role, resulted in a self-
styled Islamic republic and a constitution stressing Islam. This is not,
moreover, simply a matter of constitutions. The revolution of 1905-11
was clearly secularizing in a number of spheres of life and law, while
that of 1978- 79 was just as clearly Islamicizing, despite the far
greater Westernization of education, law, government, culture, and
the economy that had taken place by then. It is true that the
revolutionaries in both the first and eighth decades of this century
were fighting against autocracy, for greater democracy, and for
constitutionalism, so that there was much ideological continuity.
Nonetheless, the ideology of the revolutionary leaders was quite
different in the two revolutions. Why? The answer to this question
lies largely in the nature of the enemy perceived by each group of
revolutionaries. In 1905-11 the revolutionaries were fighting against a
traditionalist regime and a shah whose dynasty had made very few
efforts at Westernization, including reforms of potential benefit to
Iran. At the beginning of the century, therefore, non-ulama reform-
ers in particular-but also some liberal members of the ulama- found it
easy to' believe that the politically and economically encroaching
West, which was obviously more powerful than Iran, could be
combated only if some Western ways were imitated. Nineteenth-
century reformers called for Western-style armies, legal reforms, a
clearly organized cabinet system, and modern economic
development. For Muslims, many such ideas were justified by
appropriate interpretations of the Quran and Muslim Traditions
favoring
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change, acquiring knowledge from outside Islam, and taking the
steps neces- sary to oppose unbelievers. When constitutions
became a matter of interest after the Russo-Japanese war, the idea
of adopting a Western-style constitution in ord,er to limit autocracy
and achieve the secret of Western strength gained greatly. Nor was
this a ridiculous notion. Most Iranians were not yet ready to
overthrow the Qajars, but many wanted to curb their arbitrary power;
a constitution seemed-and under better circumstances might have
been- a good way to accomplish their relatively limited objectives.
Both parts of the Iranian constitution (which lasted until 1979), the
Fundamental Law of 1906 and the Supplementary Fundamental Law
of 1907, were largely derived from the Belgian constitution. The clear
intent was to have a constitutional monarchy of very limited power, a
prime minister and his cabinet (appointments to which required the
approval of parliament), and guarantees of freedom of speech, the
press, and other civil rights. The provision for an appointed senate,
half of whose members were to be designated by the crown as a
conservative counterweight to the maJ7is ('lower house'), was not
put into effect until 1950, and a key provision insisted upon by ulama
leaders-for a committee of at least five leading members of the
ulama to pass on the compatibility of majlis legislation with Islam-
was never enforced, for reasons that have never been adequately
explained. Perhaps the ulama under the leadership of Sayyed
Abdollah Behbehani already so dominated the first majlis that the
ulama no longer feared the passage of secular laws contrary to
religious doctrine, or perhaps Behbehani secretly opposed enforcing
the provision because it might have reduced his own power. In any
event, revolutionary leaders in 1905-11 found their model in
Western-style liberalism and constitutionalism, and many of the
ulama at least permitted the adoption of the constitution. Others
broke away as the implications of secularization became clearer, and



many tried to block certain aspects of Westernization.' The growth of
new bourgeois forces and of secularist ideas continued for many
decades after 1911. In 1978-79, however, the perceived enemy had
changed, and the Iranian response was correspondingly different.
For fifty years the Pahlavi dynasty had forced the Westernization of
Iran. In the course of that Westernization the customs and beliefs as
well as the prerogatives not only of the ulama but of many bazaaris
and ordinary peasants, nomads. and the urban poor were attacked.
Far more than the Qajars, the Pahlavis were perceived as tools of
Western or Westernized powers, chiefly the United States and Israel.
No longer could Iranians accept strong armies, Western-style
industries, and modern legal codes and educational systems as
solutions, in themselves, to Iran's problems. Even the liberal
constitution/had been subject to autocratic manipulation. The regime
came to be seen as, among other things, too Western, and there
developed among the alienated a search for roots and for
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a return to 'authentic' Iranian or Islamic values. The nationalism that
had read modern, liberal virtues into pre-Islamic Iran-expounded by
intel- lectuals like the nineteenth-century Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani
and the twentieth-century Ahmad Kasravi-had been largely co-opted
by the Pahlavi shahs. The shahs promoted pre-Islamic motifs in their
speeches and in their architectural styles, and Mohammad Reza
even sponsored a wasteful mythomaniacal celebration of a fictitious
twenty-five-hundredth anniversary of the Iranian monarchy and
abortively changed the starting date of Iran's calendar from
Mohammad's hijra to the foundation of the pre-Islamic monarchy.
Although many educated Iranians clung to their own liberal or leftist



versions of this pre-Islamic and Western form of nationalism, some
important intellectuals by the early 1960s began to turn to new ideas.
In a famous essay, Jalal AI-e Ahmad attacked such 'Westoxication,'
suggesting that Iranians look rather to their own and Oriental ways.
Later he tried to rediscover Islam for himself, although his critical
account of his pilgrimage makes it doubtful that he succeeded.
Clerical and lay religious opposition grew at the same time, and
some intellectuals published new essays and republished with new
introductions works by religious reformers like Jamal ed-Din 'ai-
Afghani' and the early twentieth-century Ayatollah Na'ini, who had in
1909 written the first reasoned clerical defense of a Western-style
constitution as the best protection against autocracy. The important
guerrilla group, the Mojahedin-e Khalq, combined new
interpretations of Islam with socialist ideas that were often close to
those of the great orator and hero of progressivist Islamic
revolutionaries, Ali Shariati (d. 1977)"8 Significantly, none of these
groups or individuals should properly be termed 'fundamentalist' or
even fully 'traditionalist.' Most merely wished to escape the related
evils of internal despotism and of 'Westoxication'-socioeconomic and
cultural depend- ence on the West Increasing numbers of Iranians
shifted to progressive versions of an indigenous Islamic ideology
perceived as likely to restore Iranian self-esteem and combat
Westernization. Such versions were possible because so many
liberal and even leftist ideals were contained in different strands of
the Islamic revival. Liberal ideals were perhaps best represented by
Mehdi Bazargan and, in a more traditionalist way, by Ayatollah
Shariatmadari, both of whom were important in the revolution. The
more progressive interpreta- tions of Islam came from the very
popular Ayatollah Taleqani and from Shariati, and leftist ones chiefly
from the Mojahedin. Many continued as late as 1978-79 to advocate
enforcement of the constitution of 1906-07, although they stressed
the necessity of implementing its provision for a committee
comprised of five or more of the u1ama to ensure the compatibility of
laws with the sharia.
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interpretations of the Ayatollah Khomeini, which in the end largely
won Out, were not, despite their partially 'fundamentalist' emphasis
on scriptural morality and punishments, really traditional. They
contained new ideological elements appropriate to an Islamic
revolution and to direct rule by the ulama. Khomeini's notion of direct
ulama rule is new to Shi'ism, as not only Western scholars like
myself but also a Muslim supporter of Khomeini has noted: [T]he
",ujtahids were to some extent inhibited by the doctrine of the
inherent illegitimacy of political authority in the absence of the Imam.
The usuJi position did not consider the possibility of the emergence
of one of the ",ujtahids as the ",ujtahid of the ",ujtabills, as the Imam
himself. And this confusion was there when Imam Khomeini returned
to Tehran !Tom Paris during the Revolution. For a time he was called
'Naib-i-Imam.' It was only gradually that the word 'naib' was dropped
and he became Imam Khomeini. Of course, the tide of Imam does
not mean that he is the twelfth Imam. It simply means that he is the
leader of the U"""Rh at this moment. In other words, this is a new
doctrine something akin to 'first among equals.' . . . [W]hi1e [people]
can follow other ",ujtabidr in religious matters, they can also follow
Imam Khomeini as the political leader of the Islamic State; of the
Revolution, indeed of the U",mah today. So, the Revolution has in a
sense taken the Shi'ia political thought further. An actual practical
difficulty has created a situation where it is possible for one of the
",ujtahidr to becoq1e Imam of the U",mab. And this, of course, is a
great advance on the earlier position of the Shi'ia political thought.
19 The victory of Khomeini's more absolutist version of Islam, with
the addition to existing doctrines of ulama power and the notion of
direct rule, did not come because most people really preferred this to
the more latitudinarian or progressive version of other clerical and
lay Islamic thinkers but because, as a corollary to his doctrinal
absolutism (as well as his charisma and leadership qualities),
Khomeini was the most uncompromising opponent of the Pah1avis,
of the monarchy itself, and of foreign control and cultural domination.
There is some convergence, not wholly accidental, between the
'Manichean' world outlook of Khomeini and other Muslim thinkers
and the more widespread phenomenon of ' Third W orldism.' The



Manichean trend sees the world as largely divided into the just
Muslim oppressed and the Western or Western-tied oppressors, and
the more general ideology of the Third World similarly sees itself as
economically drained and culturally colonized by an imperialist West.
Such perceptions of 'we' and 'they,' the Third World and the West,
evince little appreciation of internal problems and class and other
contradictions within either culture. Shariati, Bani Sadr, Ghotbzadeh,
and others were directly influenced by varieties of Third Worldism,
including the sophisticated version of Marxist dependency theory
espoused by Paul Vieille, long Bani Sadr's friend and mentor, and
the ideas of Frantz Fanon, whom Shariati admired. Khomeini himself
[was] probably not immune to such
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currents. At least one student of Khomeini's thought has noted the
ayatollah's brand of Third Worldism and tentatively attributed it to
contacts with Palestinians in Iraq, since such arguments entered his
talks and writings during his exile there. 20 The fusion of 'modem,'
secular Manicheanism, 'traditional' Islam, and uncompromising
hostility to monarchy, dependence, and imperialism created a
revolutionary ideology that distinguished the revolutionaries from the
Western and Westernized oppressors as much as the
constitutionalist ideology of 1906 distinguished revolutionaries from
traditional, nonmodernizing autocrats. The blend ofIslam and Third
Worldism fits an anti-Western, anti-imperial- ist mood, particularly
among students and those sections of the urban population who-in
contrast to the minority of Westernized Iranians with Western-style,
usually well-paying jobs in the government or private sector-were
either poor or in the traditional economy. The revolutionaries in 1905-



11 disliked Russian and British encroachments, but their main wrath
was directed against the Qajar dynasty and its inability to organize a
strong and functioning state and nation. Even though the main wrath
of the revolutionaries in 1978-79 was apparently also directed
against a dynasty and a shah, the cases are not really parallel. The
late shah, with whatever degree of accuracy, was seen as a willing
tool of the West, whose culture and economic control had pervaded
Iran in a way far more offensive to most than was the case in 1905.
Iranians associated things Western with their plight, and they thought
their cultural and economic problems could only be solved by a
return to what they saw as purely Islamic ways. Hence, the paradox
of a more 'traditionalist' Islamic, more 'antimodern' reaction in the
revolution of 1978-79 than in that of 1905-11 can be eXplained
primarily as a reaction to the rapid, exploitative growth of Western
influence, of Westernizing rulers, and of new forms of imperialism in
the intervening period.

 

The disillusionment with the West and the desire to return to Islam is
not unique to Iran; it is found in different forms throughout much, if
not most, of the Muslim world, sometimes in revolutionary ideologies
and movements. These movements do not reject modern technology
but call for a return to Islamic traditions, which are interpreted
differently by reformists and fundamentalists. Often, as in Iran,
enthusiasm for ideas like constitutionalism and republicanism
continues, but in an Islamic context. The independent power, wealth,
and ideological claims of the Shi'i ulama probably allowed its
members to become the first leaders of a twentieth-century Islamic
revolution. The unique strength of the Shi'i ulama and their
consequent revolutionary leadership does not, however, negate the
possibility of related revolts and revolutions in non-Shi'i lands.
Similar conditions could provide the founda-
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tion and the desire for revolt, possibly intensified by the Iranian
example and military success much as the Russo-Japanese War
and Russian revolution in 1905 contributed to the Iranian
constitutional revolution of 1905-11. The importance of the organized
network of socio-ideologjcal ties between the Iranian ulama and
Iran's urban residents bears some resemblance to the urban
organization of new Muslim groups in Egypt and elsewhere, despite
lesser participation by the ulama in non-Iranian movements. 21 And
the widespread feeling that Western liberalism and socialism have
been tried and found wanting is also important. The changes
wrought by the Iranian revolution have not run their course. Most
Iranians who fought for an Islamic republic (and many were fighting
rather for secular versions of justice, democracy, or even socialism)
wanted a well-functioning, egalitarian state-the kind of government
suggested by Shariati and by Khomeini in 1978. The growth of open
discontent and its suppression in a series of small civil wars and
rampant executions since the revolutionary victory is evidence that
many, and probably most, were not fighting for what they got. What
they did in fact get includes economic decline and upheaval, strict
laws and rules (often 'Islamic' at most in the sense that literalist
Q!1ranic and other legal punishments have sometimes been
enforced in Muslim countries), arbitrary trials and summary
punishments (not Islamic in any sense), a scramble for wealth and
power among some of the ulama, new restrictions on women, and
the like. Granted, the revolution had its more positive aspects: some
concern for the poor and for equalization of incomes as well as
limited kinds of local self-government and self management. Some
Iranians also point to the decline in US influence as a benefit of
revolution, but how much this decline is a real advance in the
absence of a well functioning economy and a united country is
questionable. The current balance has not proved satisfactory to



most Iranians, although the mullas have shown themselves far more
politically organized and capable of holding onto power than many,
both within and outside Iran, would have expected.

 

This article is reprinted from American Historical Review, 88 (1983),
pp. 579- 598. Reprinted by permission of the American Historical
Review and the author.

 

NOTES

 

1. Fundamentalism is here used for movements calling for a return to
scriptural religion. Fundamentalist movements are mostly
nineteenth- and twentieth-century phenomena, and none of them
aims at or achieves a true re-creation of the religious past. 2. Gad
'G. Gilbar has noted that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries grain production fell greatly, so that wheat and barley
changed /Tom export to import commodities. The consequent rise in
the price of foodstUffs resulted in bread riots, often led by clerics,
and
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demands rhar grain exporrs be disconrinued. Large-scale merchants
encouraged transferring producrion from grain and cottOn ro opium,
which according ro Gilbar improved rhe welfare of almost all groups



engaged in opium production and marketing. Gilbar, 'Persian
Agriculrure in the Late <1!Ijar Period, 1860-1906: Some Economic
and Social Aspects: Afian and African Studitt, 12 (1978): 321-65.
Roger T. Olson's more derailed srudy of opium growing and sale
indicares rhar opium production aided the better-off but subjected
poorer peasants and townspeople to large price tlucruatio'ns in
agricUlrural staples and, occasionally, to famine. Emphasis on opium
clearly increased social and economic stratificarion. Olson, 'Persian
Gulf Trade and rhe Agriculrural Economy of Southern Iran in the
Ninereenrh Cenrury,' in Michael E. Bonine and Nikki R. Keddie, eds,
Modem Iran: Tix Dia/ictiu ofContinuiry and Cbange (Albany, N.Y.,
1981), 173-89. Claiming 'a certain improvement in rhe srandard of
living of rhe peasants: Gilbar stared, 'First, rhere are various pieces
of evidence ro show rhat peasants in many areas had a more
diversified daily diet, consuming commodities which they could
hardly have afforded before. Sugar, tea, tobacco, and opium are
perhaps the best examples of anicles which peasants consumed in
large quanrities in rhe lare 19rh cenrury.' There are problems wirh
Gilbar's analysis. Not only has he presenrL-d evidence for four
commodiries rhar are unhealthful and should nor be cired as proof of
a 'more diversified daily dier: bur he has also failed to note rhat
rhese four items quite likely replaced nutririous ones rhar, by his
Own evidence, were becoming expensive. The experience of mosr
modem countries suggesrs thar a kind of dierary Gresham's Law
works ro supplanr fruits, vegerables, and meat when less nutritious
and less costly products become available, and British documents as
well as rravellirerarure support the conrention rhar rhe experience of
modem Iran proves no exception. Some of Gilbar's orher points are
more convincing, bur rhe argumenr is far from settled, and Willem M.
Floor, in a paper ar a 1981 conference at Harvard on rhe Iranian
revolution of 1905-11, argued for rhe general immiseration of
Iranians in the prerevolutionary period. For my arguments and
conclusions, see Nikki R. Keddie, Rootf of Revolution: An Int"pm;w
lliftory of Modem Iran (New Haven, 1981), esp. 54-57. 3. See Gene
R. Garthwaire, Kbanr and Sbahf: Tix Bakhtiari in Iran (Cambridge,
1983), and 'Khans and Kings: The Dialectics of Power in Bakhtiari
Hisrory,' in Bonine and Keddie, Modem Iran, 159-72; Willem M.



Floor, 'The Polirical Role of rhe Luris in Iran: ibid., 83-95; Ervand
Abrahamian, Iran bcrwcm Two Revolutionf (Princeton, 1982);John
Malcolm Tix Hiftory ofPcrtia, 2 (London, 1815); and Keddie, Rootf of
Revolution, chaps. 2-3. For additional information, see rhe numerous
anrhropological articles on Iranian nomads. 4. Especially see Juan
R. Cole, 'Imami Jurisprudence and rhe Role of rhe Ulama: Monaza
Ansari on Emulating the Supreme Exemplar: in Nikki R. Keddie, ed.,
Religion and Politiu in Iran (New Ha\'en, 1983), 33-46; and Mortaza
Ansari, Siratan-Najat(n.p. [Iran], A.H. BOO [1883]). 5. Especially see
Eric lloogiund, 'Rural Participation in the Revolution,' Middle FAst
RefMTeh and Information Project RCPOTtf, 87 (1980): 3-6; and Mary
Hoaglund, 'One Village in rhe Revolution,' ibid., 7-12. Ervand
Abrahamian and Farhad Kazemi in a seminal article have stressed
whar I see as partly derivarive fearures of rhe Iranian peasantry in
explaining its generally nonrevolutionary characrer-namely, rhe
absence of significanr outside marker ties and of a subsrantial
middle peasantry, which has elsewhere been found crucial in lea

ing peasant revolts; Abrahamian and Kazemi, 'The Non-
Revolurionary Peasanrry in Modem Iran,' Iranian Studia, II (1978):
259- 304. The authors have undersrared, rhough less rhan many
social and comparative historians, the roles of geography,
rechnology, and ecology. The arid climate of most of Iran has meant
rhat its peasants have always been less densely settled and, hence,
more difficult to organize; they have been, as rhe aurhors have
nored, more than usually dependenr on relatively expensive
underground irrigarion systems rhar easily came under landlord
control. Tribal khans' dominance over peasants may also have
decreased peasanr revolutionary potential. Local peasanr rebellions
have been frequenr bur could nor spread, given scattered villages
and srrong local power. The densely populared, producrive, and
organized lands of China, for example, were conductive to a far
more organized and organizable, and frequently rebellious,
peasantry. A strong middle peasantry has largely been due to such
an environment This argument based on environment is supported
by Iran's own experience; Iran's mosr revolurionary peasants are
found in the high- rainfall, densely serried, rice-growing province of



Gilan, as rhe aurhors discussed, rhough with less suess on ecology.
Abrahamian and Kazemi have covered all of rhe important
questions, but I would emphasi7.e more rhe ecological base of the
issue.
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see Hamid Algar, Mina Malkum Khan (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1973); Nikki R. Keddie, 54»id Jamal ad-Din 'aI-Afghani' (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1972); and Mangol Bayat, M;plicism and DiumI:
Sociomigious Thought in Qfyizr Iran (Syracuse, N.Y., 1982). Among
rhe importanr primary works and analyses of Qajar reformers in
Persian are Fereidun Adamiyyar, Feu-t' Azadi (Tehran, A.H. 1340
(1961)); Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani d al.. HlUht lkhelht (n.p., n.d.);
Nazem ai-Islam Kennani, Tarikb-e bidari-

Iranian (Tehran, A.H. 1332 (1953)); Ibrahim Safa'i, ilAhImrtUl-e
MlUbrulro (Tehran, A.H. 1344 [1965-66]; Sefarallah Jamali
Asadabadi, ed., MflI/alaN Jamali1eb (Tehran, A.H. 1312 (1933-34]);
lraj Afshar and Asghar Mahdavi, Majm"eh-

anllJli va INIIiartk-e chap nasboJeb Jar bardJ-

Sayyed Jamal ad-Din marhbur be Afghani (Tehran, 1963); and
Mohammad Mohit Tabaraba'i, Majm"eb-

lUar-a Mina Malkum Khan (Tehran, A.H. 1327 (1948-49 )). 7. Nikki
R. Keddie, Religion and Rebellion ils Iran: The 1'oba€(O Pro

ff of'1891-1892 (London, 1966), and rhe Persian, French, Russian,
and English sources cired rherein. 8. Richard W. Cottam,
NatWnaJirm in 1m" (2nd edn, Pittsburgh, 1979); and Keddie,
RootlofRevoIu- lion. 9. The change in Iranian attitudes ar this rime is
dear in documents pertaining to Iran in the British Foreign Office.
Also see Nikki R. Keddie, Religion and Irreligion in Early Iranian
Nationalism, in Keddie, ed., Imn: Religion. Po/itia. allll Society
(London, 1980), 13-52. 10. The Persian literature on rhis revolution



is enormous. Ir includes invaluable classics by Nazem ai-Islam
Kermani, Ahmad Kasravi, Mehdi Malekzadeh, and Sayyed Hasan
Taqizadeh as well as major background works by Fereidun
Adamiyyat and Homa Nateq. For the main books in English, see
Edward G. Browne, The Per/ials Rnxnulion of 1905-1909
(Cambridge, 1910); .nd Robert A. McDaniel, The ShUfter Mislion and
the Perrian COIIfti,utio",J RevoIuliOt' (Minneapolis, 1974). Other
Persian works I have found useful in studying the constitutional
revolurion include Amin ad-Dauleh, Khaterat-t' liyari, ed. Hafez
Farman-Farm.iyan (Tehran, 1952); Abolhasan Bozorgomid, Az mart
ke bar mart (n.p., n.d.); 'I-Iaidar Khan Amu Oghli,' Yadgar 3 (AB.
132J (1946- 47)): 61-80; and Mehdi Q!>li Hedayar Mokhber as-
Salraneh, Khatmzt va khaterat (Tehran, A.H. 1329 [1 95(}-51)). 11.
The defense of constitutionalism was written in 1909 by Ayarollah
Na'ini. Alrhough ir is discussed by H. Algar, among orhers, I have
seen no Persian or Wesrern books that refer ro ir before its
republication with an introduction by Ayatollah Taleqani in 1955; see
Algar, 'The Oppositional Role of the U1ama in Twentierh-Century
Iran,' in Nikki R. Keddie, ed, Scholars. Sailllf, and Sufil (Berkeley and
Los Angeles, 1972). Na'ini apparently wirhdrew rhe book trom
circulation shortly atrer its publication; see Abdul Hadi Hairi, Sh,'irm
and COIIflitutioltalirm in Iran (Lei den, 1977), 124, 158. . '" 12. The
economic and political events of rhe 1970s are well covered in F.
Halliday, Imn: Diaatrmhipand IHveIopmml(Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1979); R. Graham,lmn: The IIIUfion ofPO'IIXT (rev. edn,
London, 1979); and Keddie, RootJofRrootulion, chap 7. 13. See
Davies, 'Toward a Theory of Revolution,' in Davies, ed., Whm Afm
Rroott and Wiry (New York, 1971), 137-47; and Labrousse, La Crise
d( I'lconomie franfaise a fa fin de l'ancim rigime d au dflnn de fa
revolution (Paris, 1944), introduction. 14. James A. Bill has nored rhe
correspondence berween Brinton's views and rhe evenrs of 1978-79;
see Bill, 'Power and Religion in Revolurionary Iran,' Middle £art
70umal, 36 (1982): 22- 47, esp. 30. The closeness of this fir is
apparent in Brinton's own summary of the patterns apparent in the
four great revolutions he discussed: 'First, these were all societies on
the whole on rhe upgrade economically before rhe revolution came,
and rhe revolurionary movemenrs seem to originate in the



discontents of not unprosperous people who feel restrainr, cramp,
annoyance, rarher rhan downrighr crushing oppression. . . Second,
we find in our prerevolutionary society definire and indeed very bitter
class antagonisms.... Fourth, rhe governmental machinery is clearly
inefficienr, ... partly because new condirions .. .-specifically
condirions arrendanr on economic expansion and the growrh of new
monied classes, new ways of transportation, new business merhods
-. . . laid an intolerable strain on governmenral machinery adapted to
simpler, more primitive conditions. Fifth, . . . many individuals of rhe
old ruling class. . . come ro distrusr themselves, or lose fairh in rhe
traditions and habits oftheir class, grow inrellectual, humanitarian or
go over to the attacking groups... [T]he ruling class becomes
politically inepr.... (I]r is almost safe to say thar no government is
likely ro be overthrown trom within its rerritory until ir
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loses the ability to make adequate use of its military and police
powers. That loss of ability may show itself in the actual desertion of
soldiers and police ro the revolurionists, or in rhe stUpidity wirh
which rhe governmenr manages its soldiers and police, or in both
ways.... [W)irh rhe attainmenr of power it is clear that [rhe
revolutionists) are not united. The group which dominares rhese first
srages we caU the moderates, though to emotional supporrers of rhe
old regime rhey look mosr immoderare.... [A]r rhe crisis period rhe
extreme radicals, rhe complere revolutionists, are in power. . " This
pervasiveness of the Reign of Terror in rhe crisis period is partly
explicable in terms of the pressure of war necessities and of
economic struggles as weU as of orher variables: bur ir musr
probably also be explained as in part rhe manifesration of an effort ro



achieve inrensely moral and religious ends here on earth. . . . A
srriking uniformity. . . is rheir asceticism or ... condemnation of what
we may caU rhe minor as weU as rhe major vices.' Brinton, Tix
Atliltomy ofRroolufion (Vinrage Books, rev. edn, London, 1965),
251}-51, 550. 15. Marx and Engels' basic view is stated, wirh some
variations, in several works from rhe Communisf Maniftsto onward.
Recenr rheorerical works rouching on compararive revolution and
inftuenced to some degree by Marx include those by Theda Skocpol,
Charles Tilly, Eric I-Iobsbawm, George Rude, and Barrington Moore.
Alrhough rhese shed much lighr on such ropics as 'primitive rebels'
(Hobsbawm), rhe autonomy of the state (Skocpol), rhe nature of
urban and rural rebellious crowds (Rude), and the reasons why
some societies have had major revolutions and orhers nor (Moore),
rhey have less ro say rhan hs.. Marx on rhe kind of forces rhar led ro
revolution in Iran. NaruraUy, examining rhe Iranian revolution is nor
rheir aim, bur certainly more work now needs to be done by social
historians and sociologists to produce general hyporheses or
theories rhat wiU encompass the Iranian phenomenon, especiaUy
since it may not be rhe last of its type. Skocpol has modified some of
her views in rhe aftermarh of rhe Iranian revolurion; see Scopkol,
'Renrier Stare and Shi'a Islam in rhe Iranian Revolution,' Tixory and
Sociny, II (1982); 265-83, wirh comments by Eqbal Ahmad, Nikki R.
Keddie, and Walter L. Goldfrank, ibid, 285-304. 16. For an importanr
comparative discussion of rhe revolution of 1978-79, see Gary Sick,
All Fall Vow"-' Ammca 's Tragic EnCOutlfer wifh Iran (New York,
1985). He has covered some of the same points in preliminary
fashion in a recent artide; see Sick, 'Washington's Encounter with the
Iranian Revolution,' in Nikki R. Keddie and Eric Hoaglund, eds, The
Iranian Rroolufion and fhe Islamic Republic (Washingron, 1982),
127-31, and his transcribed remarks in rhe ensuing 'General
Discussion,' ibid, 155--68- 17. The role of rhe ulama in rhe revolution
of 1905-11 hs.. become a poinr of conrroversy, in part because
scholars have ler rheir inrerprerarion of history reftecr rheir view of
ulama acrion since rhe early 196Os. In 1969 Hamid Algar stated
even more srrongly rhan previous aurhors rhe general view of rhe
ulama's importance and progressivism rhen, bur Said Amir Arjomand
in various articles and Willem M. Floor in a recenr re-evaluation have



played down rhe progressive role of rhe ulama in 1905-11 as in orher
periods. See Algar, Religion and Sfafe in Iran, 1785-1906 (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1969), esp_ chap. 14; Arjomand, 'The Ulama's
Traditionalisr Opposi- tion ro Parliamenrarianism, 1907-1909,'
.""iddkF.a.rfSfuJies, 17 (1981): 174-90, and 'The Srare and
Khomeini's Islamic Order,' Iranian Sfudies, 13 (1980): 147-64; Floor,
'The Revolutionary Chara

'ter of rhe Iranian Ulama: Wishful Thinking or Reality?'
In_fionalJournal of Middle Easf Sfudies, 12 (1980): 501-24; and
Keddie, Religion and Politics, 73-98. 18. On rhese inteUectuals, see
Yann Richard, 'Contemporary Shi'i Thought,' chaprer 8 part 2 of
Keddie, ROOfS of Rroolufion; and Keddie, RoofS of Rroo/urion,
chapter 8 pan I: 'InteUecrual and Lirerary Trends ro 1960.' Among
rhe mosr importanr works of rhese inrellectuals, which give an idea
of rheir criticism of the 'Westoxication' of many Iranians and suggesr
rhe alrernative Islamic reforms rhar some ofrhem pur forth, areJalal
AI-e Ahmad, Gharbz.aJegi (Tehran, A.II. 1341 (1961- 62]), and Dar
klxdmaf t'a MitmaN raushatiftkran (Tehran, n.d.); Abolhassan Bani
Sadr, Eqfmul-e fauhidi (n.p., n.d_); Ali Shariati, 1iuhayyo'-e 'Alavi va
TashayyO'-e Saflzvi (n.p., A.H. 1352 (I 973m, and Isla/l/.fhmasi (n.p.,
n.d.); and AyatoUah Mahmud Taleqani, Islam va Makkiyyaf Jar
mlNfaycseh Ix tte"..amha-ye fqfesatii-ye gharb (n.p., n.d.). 19. Kalim
Siddiqui [sic, Siddiqi] "al., The Is/amic Revolu,iol/: AdJievmrmfs.
Obstacles. and Goals (London, 1980).16-17. 20. Gregory Rose,
'Velayat-e Ffl'iih and the Recovery of Islamic Identiry in rhe Thought
of Ayarollah Khomeini,' I'ikki R. Keddie, ed_, Religiot. a"d Polificr ill
Iran (:-.Jew I laven, 1973), 166-
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88. Also see Nikki R. Keddie, 'Islamic Revival as Third Worldism; in
).-P. Digard, ed, Le Cllmnier n Ie plJilorqpbe: H/JI/fmllge IJ Maxime
Rotiinson (Paris, 1982), 275-81. Many of Khomeini's speeches are
available in rough translations ITom rhe Foreign Broadcast
Information Service, and some of his works are translared in Hamid
Algar, ed., Mom anti Revolution: WritillKI and IXcklrations of 1/l/1l/I/
KlHntreini (Berkeley, 1981). Not yer nanslared is me very importanr
early book by Khomeini, Kashf-e Asrar (n.p, n.d [ca. 1944», in which
he anaeked borh me Pahlavi monarchy and secularist intellecruals
bur did not yer completely reject monarchy or call for roral rule by
cler- ics. 21. On me importance of Shi'i urban nerworks ro me
organization and fulfillmenr of me Iranian revolution, especially see
Skocpol, 'Rentier Srare and Shi'a Islam.' On rhe economic and
intellecrual forces in contemporary Egypt, especially see Malcolm H.
Kerr and EI Sayed Yassin, eds, Ri.h anti Poor SIiIUI in lhe Mititik wI:
Egypt and the New Arab Order (Boulder, Colo, 1982); and Fouad
Ajami, The Arab Pretiica_ (New York, 1981).

 

The Religious Right BINNAZ TOPRAK

 

A revolution based on religion is the closest equivalent to a secular
version of doomsday for many mainstream Turkish intellectuals with
a firm commitment to Kemalist principles. The vision of men of
religion assuming political posts has remained one of the most
enduring concerns of the Kemalist elite since the founding of the
republic in 1923. Successive generations of secularist elites have
seen Islam as a major impediment to Turkey's modernization and a
serious threat to central political authority. Among the tenets of
Kemalism, secularism has received special attention in terms of both
official propagation and the enforcement of a series of laws designed
to guarantee state dominance over religious movements,
organizations, and parries. Secularism as state policy has been
upheld by a central elite for whom religion became synonymous with
obscurantism. Entrusted with the duty to safeguard the secular



foundations of the republic, this elite assumed a self-image as a
progressive force in history. Reminiscent of the French secular
movement that ca

e to be identified with the Left in the French political spectrum,
secularism in the Turkish context became an axis for defining
progressive versus conservative, modern versus traditional,
enlightened versus obscurantist, and revolutionary versus
reactionary categories. The secularists in Turkey, however, were not
leftists: rather, they served the function of what might be called a
'surrogate Left.' The republican ethos excluded the recognition of
class differences in Turkish society. Of the six principles of
Kemalism,z populism was one ideological undercurrent by which this
official rejection of classes was theoretically explained. Kemalist
populism defined 'the people' as an organic unit composed of
professional groups rather than classes. As opposed to class
solidarity, populism emphasized
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the solidarity of the whole nation. There were no classes, hence no
privileges based on class differences, and hence no class conflicc. 3
In line with this perception of a classless society, secularist versus
anti secularist became substitutes for Left and Right throughout the
monoparty years (1923-46) and later. Until the 1961 constitution
liberalized the arena of political discourse, political forces were
categorized not on the basis of their ideological position but on the
basis of their stand about secularism. The mainstream of the Turkish
intelligentsia, therefore, had no scruples about their progressive role
in history. They were revolutionaries with a clear conscience, leading



the country out of its Islamic past toward the modern West.
Secularism, in this context, served to reinforce the Kemalist
understand- ing of populism to the extent that it deflected attention
from class issues. Hence the term 'surrogate Left.' The fear that
Islam carries within it the power to oppose central political authority
is not, of course, without basis. To begin with, Islam is a religion that
does not differentiate between sacred and secular. In fact, it
considers this differentiation heresy.4 Unlike Christianity, for
example, it has a theological insistence on incorporating the political
within the religious realm. Hence, it has the potential power of
replacing both secular political ideology anti secular political
authority.s Second, Islam has a unifying appeal for mass political
mobilization. To be sure, this is not a characteristic specific to Islam.
In many Third World countries, religion has played an important role
in rallying the masses around various political goals, most notably in
support of nationalist struggles against colonial regimes. 6 This
happens because religion in traditional societies is often the only
source of common identity, superseding an abstraction like 'the
nation,' which may mean very little to the mass of the population.
However, Islam is especially conducive to such mobilization because
of the importance it places on the idea of a political community
based on divine revelation. An individualistic religion such as
Buddhism, for example, has much less mobilizational appeal since
politics has no relevance for the attainment of salva- tion. 7 Third,
the Islamic impact on Ottoman social and political life serves as a
reminder that Islam can indeed be a base of resistance to
modernization efforts that follow the Western pattern. Although the
Ottoman u/ema did not always oppose sociopolitical change, they
were nevertheless the. most powerful opposition group against
Ottoman statesmen and intelleCtuals favoring the adoption of a
course of reform based on the Western modeL8 The modernizing
elite of the early republican period viewed the role of Islam and the
ukma in Ottoman society as a crucial factor in the decline of the
empire. Islam and Islamic institutions were blamed for being a major
impediment to progress. 9 Moreover, the extensive functions of the
ukma within the administrative
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setup of the Ottoman Empire, covering such areas as law, education,
and public policy, were seen as one indication of the extent to which
men of religion in Islam can assume influential positions of social
and political power. Finally, the early history of the republic
demonstrates how Islam can indeed serve as a major source of
protest and revolt against central political authority. During the 1920s
and the 1930s, a series of rebellions against the republican regime
were instigated in the Dame of Islam. Although some had ulterior
motives as separatist movements-notably the

eyh Sait rebel- lion of 1925, which aimed at establishing an
independent Kurdish state- most started as a protest against the
secularization program of the monoparty regime. The Kemalist elite
of the center has therefore been very sensitive on the issue of Islam
and has managed to impose a strict version of secularism on Turkish
society. The reforms that were undertaken after the founding of the
republic in 1923 had to do with the firm resolve of the new regime to
substitute Islamic with Western culture. Most such reforms were
designed to disestablish the institutional and functional strength of
both orthodox and folk Islam. Religious institutions and their
personnel were tied to the state bureaucracy. The brotherhoods
(tarikat) were altogether outlawed. The judicial and educational
fields, largely under the control of the ulema during the Ottoman
period, were cleansed of any Islamic intluence. At the same time, a
series of changes were initiated that aimed at transforming the social
and intellectual life of the elite into a citadel of a 'mini-West.' Hence,
secularization within the Turkish context assumed characteristics
specific to the Turkish experience. There was no separation of



religion and state; such a lack of boundaries between the state
apparatus and institutional Islam is, of course, very much in line with
Islamic theology as well as Ottoman practice. Paradoxically, the
impossibility in Islam of separating religion from the state resulted in
the subservience of the former to the latter. Although many
institutions of the Turkish republic were modeled on the West,
including wholesale acceptance of various Western codes,lo no
attempt was made to create an autonomous structure for Islam that
would be comparable to the Christian church. This unique course of
secularization has been quite successful in containing manifest or
latent demands for any regime change along Islamic principles.
Since the suppression of earlier rebellions during the first two
decades of the republic, there has been no overt threat to central
political authority based on Islamic appeals. The viability of a mass
uprising inspired by Islam has been exaggerated out of proportion by
secularist elites. However, this very exaggera- tion has probably
precluded the possibility of success for an Islamic movemem:
Kemalist secularism has been strictly safeguarded by the courts, the
mainstream of university circles, much of the press, and the military,
all of
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which are important centers of public opinion formation as well as
major sources of influence on public policy. This vigil over secularism
has resulted in state control over all political activity directed toward
the promotion of religious interests. Yet, despite this exaggerated
emphasis on secularism as the symbol of Kemalist revolutionary
spirit, Islam has remained a significant force in social and political
life; Islam-especially in its folk variant-has been an important agent in



the formation of group norms in Turkish society. II As such, it has
served the function of integrating the individual into the larger social
system. This function was probably all the more important in the
multi-ethnic and multi religious structure of the Ottoman Empire,
where belonging to a particular faith was the major determinant of
individual identity. The millet system lZ was based on the notion that
group norms and values are basically religious in origin, legitimizing
the need for particular rather than universal laws for different
subjects of the empire. The transforma- tion of the Ottoman subject
into a citizen of the Turkish republic proved much more complicated
than de jure acceptance of equal treatment before the law. The few
studies that probe the basis of self-definition for the Muslim
population of present-day Turkey indicate that a sizeable percentage
of individuals see themselves primarily as Muslims rather than Turks.
For example, a study based on survey research conducted in 1968
among workers of the Siimerbank factory in izmir found that 38 per
cent of those interviewed defined themselves as Muslims rather than
as one of the alternative choices on the questionnaire-izmir
residents, persons from their place of origin, workers, or Turks.
Those who reported seeing themselves as Turks only amounted to
50 per cent. Perhaps more significantly, when asked how they
perceived other people in society, 52 per cent answered 'religious
brothers' as opposed to 36 per cent who answered 'fellow
nationals.'u Similarly, a study based on a nationwide survey of
Turkish peasants found that nationalism was thought to be a major
characteristic of Turks by a majority only of Iycee (high school)
students in villages, whereas higher percentages of both village
literates and illiterates answered that the Turkish people was defined
by belonging to the Muslim faith. 14 At one level, therefore, Islam is
an important factor in social life as a symbolic system forming the
bases of both individual and community identity. In addition, of
course, Islam functions much like any other religion in terms of
providing meaning to human existence. In all ages and all places,
people have adhered to belief systems that imbue the tragedy of
living and dying with timeless significance. In this context, there is no
contradiction between Islam and secularism in the minds of most
Turks, who are relfgious in their private lives and secular in their



public roles. They will most likely not vote for a religious party, and
will vehemently oppose any religious reaction to
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Kemalist reforms, but they will privately observe religious duties such
as daily prayers (namaz) or fasting during the holy month of
Ramazan. In this sense, one could talk of a special kind of
'syncretism' between Kemalism and Islam: as the latter becomes
privatized, its entrenchment within the state, as well as Islamic law,
Islamic education, and Islamic precepts about social life, are
discarded. In other words, a social and political religion such as
Islam 'S has been transformed into an individualistic religion. In che
final analysis, this is perhaps the most significant accomplishment of
Kemalist secularism: it has succeeded in relegating Islam to the
position of a purely individualistic faith. There are, however, those for
whom this syncretism is not acceptable. Some are deeply pious, and
continue to see Kemalist reformism as blasphemy, especially in
matters concerning the place of women in modern Turkish society.
For others, the disappearance of the traditional Islamic community
has paralleled the disappearance of traditional economic activities.
Here is the typical case of small traders, shopkeepers, artisans, and
the like, who believe that their economic activity increasingly leads
them into a squeeze between organized labor on the one hand, and
organized business on the other. Such men are usually drawn to
ideologies on the Right, which attack big business as well as the
labor movement and the Left. As will be discussed later, the impact
of Islam in presenc-day politics is partially related to the function of
religion as a mechanism of protest against economic change.



 

ISLAM AND KEMALIST REFORMS

 

Finding its expression in the concept of ummah (che community of
believers), Islam as a source of social identity is readily amenable to
use as a tool for political mobilization. Indeed, one of the reasons for
the persistence of Islam as a political issue in Turkey is precisely the
fact ch:u a number of parties and political movements have
attempted co gain supporters through Islamic appeals. The
phenomenon goes back to the War of Independence when both
Mustafa Kemal's nationalist forces and the collaborationist Ottoman
govern- ment in occupied istanbul cried to mobilize forces loyal to
their respective causes by securing the support of religious
authorities. Indeed, the War of National Independence was fought
with the aid of local clerics in Anatolian towns and villages, as well as
through heavy use of Islamic themes in the nationalists' publicly
declared aims-much more so, in fact, than official historiography
would later admit. '6 In addition to the men of religion, the
nationalists also secured the support of local notables (efTaf) in
towns and big landowners (aga) in villages, an alliance that
continued after the nationalisc victory and the subsequent
establishment of the republicY In contrast, the cooperacion between
the u/ema and Mustafa Kemal's forces was short-lived. For example,
whereas approxi-
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mately 20 per cent of the deputies in the first Grand National
Assembly were men of religion, no new deputy with a clerical
background was elected to the fourrh, fifth, sixth, or seventh
assemblies. IS Once in power, the Kemalists immediately undertook
a program of secular reforms that dealt a heavy blow to the
institutional strength ofIslam. The secularization program of the
monoparty years was the culmination of at least a century of
modernization efforts by Ottoman statesmen and intel- lectuals via
the route followed by the West. The question of westernization
remained an unsettled issue during the Ottoman period, as opinion
was divided between those who equated modernization with
westernization (the westernists), and those who opted for accepting
Western technology while preserving Islamic institutions and culture
(the Islamists).'9 The Kemalists put an end to this controversy, as
westernization was accepted as the only means to enter the ranks of
the civilized world. ZO Hence, the Kemalist period witnessed a
series of radical changes in the value structure of society, which
created an elite committed to Western norms. A list of reforms
undertaken during the initial years of the new republic indeed reveals
a radical transformation of Turkish society from an Islamic to a
Western setting. In chronological order, these reforms were the
following: 1. The abolition of the sultanate in 1922 by a decree of the
Grand National Assembly (prior to the establishment ofthe Turkish
republic in 1923). 2. The abolition in 1924 of the caliphate, which had
symbolized the unity of the Muslim ummah. The origins of the
caliphate went back to the period after the death of Prophet
Mohammed; Ottoman sultans had assumed the title of caliph in the
sixteenth century. 3. The abolition in 1924 of the office of $eyh'iil-
isJam, the highest religious authority in the administration of the
Ottoman Empire, one of whose functions had been to oversee the
suitability of political decisions to Islamic law. 4. The abolition in 1924
of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Pious Foundations ($eriye ve
Evkaf Vekaktt). 5. The abolition in 1924 of the $er'iat courts, religious
courts based on Muslim law. 6. The abolition in 1924 of the medreie,
which had been important centers of religious learning in the
Ottoman Empire. 7. The interdiction of religious brotherhoods
(tarikat) in 1925, and the ban on all their activities. 8. The passage of



a law in 1925 outlawing the fez in favor of the western hat; the
republican regime also discouraged the veil for women, although it
did not outlaw it. 9. The adoption of the Gregorian calendar in 1925,
replacing the lunar Hicri and solar Rumi calendars.
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10. The adoption of the Swiss Civil Code in 1926, giving equal civil
rights to men and women. 11. The adoption of European numerals in
1928. 12. The change from Arabic to Latin script in 1928. 13. The
deletion in 1928 of the second article of the 1924 constitution, which
stated Islam to be the state religion. 14. The granting of political
rights to women, first in municipal elections in 1930, later in national
elections in 1934. 15. The creation of the Turkish Language Society
(Turk Dil Kurumu) in 1931, starring the ongoing process of
elimination of words of Arabic and Persian origin from the Turkish
language. 16. The adoption of the metric system in 1931. 17. The
adoption offamily names in 1934. 18. The change of the weekly
holiday from Friday (the Muslim sabbath) to Sunday in 1935. As can
be seen from the above list, the strength of Islam in Turkish society
was broken down by a number of changes that not only abolished
the Islamic institutional network in the administrative, legal, and
educational fields, but also weakened the impact ofIslam in social
life. For example, the granting of equal civil and political rights to
women was one of the most revolutionary acts of the new regime in
terms of the de-Islamization of social life. The change of the
alphabet, the weekly holiday, and the calendar, and the ban on
wearing the fez, were acts in the same direction, although they might
seem insignificant to outside observers. Taken as a whole, these
reforms aimed at destroying the symbols ofOrroman-lslamic



civilization, and substituting them with their Western counterparts. ZI
In political terms, the most important aspect of Kemalist reforms was
basing the legitimacy of political authority on the sovereignty of the
nation, rather than on Islamic law. This was first accomplished by the
abolition of the sultanate, followed by the abolition of the caliphate. In
addition, the republican regime undertook a number of legal
provisions against the use of religion for the legitimization of political
goals. For example, a number of parties have been closed down
since 1923 for alleged violations of various laws forbidding political
activity based on religious appeals: during the monoparty years, the
Progressive Repl1blican Party (TerakkiperverCumhuriyer Flrkast.
founded in 1924) and the Free Republican Party (Serbesr
Cumhuriyer Flrkasl, founded in 1930) were disbanded on charges
that they had encouraged religious obscurantism-although the main
reason behind the suspension of their activities was probably their
success in challenging the monoparty rule. ZZ Afrer the transition to
multiparty democracy, the Nation Party (Millet Partisi), established in
1948 by a group of
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dissident Democrat Party (DP-Demokrat Parri) parliamentarians,
was outlawed in 1954 by a court decision on charges of anti-secular
stand. 23 This was followed by the closing down on similar charges
of the National Order Party (NOP-Mi/Ji Nizam Partist) in 1972-rwo
years after its foundation-- by the Constitutional Court. 24 At this
writing, the most recent case was that of the National Salvation Party
(NSP-Mint SeJamet Parrist), which had been established in 1972 as
a successor to the defunct NOP, with the implicit purpose of
advancing the Islamic cause. It was disbanded by the military



government after the 12 September 1980 coup. Although all political
parties shared its fate as soon as the military took power, the NSP
was among the few that received special treatment as its leaders
faced trial by military courrs and were given prison sentences
ranging from two to four years. Legal provisions against the use of
religion for political purposes were originally included in Article 163 of
the Turkish Penal Code. This article has been kept intact despite
strong pressure from various groups for its deletion.'s Since 1949,
when it was amended in its present form, a large number of
individuals have received court sentences for violating Article 163,
including most recently the NSP leaders.'6 The spirit of Article 163
was incorporated into the Political Parties Law of 1965, as well as
both the 1961 and 1982 constitutions. Besides Article 163, Articles
241 and 242 of the Turkish Penal Code also deal with prohibitions on
the use of religion for political purposes. The foundation of
organizations based on religious propaganda is also forbid- den by
the Law of Associations. 27 It should be pointed out here that the
religious organization in the Turkish republic has been tied to the
state bureaucracy: a Directorate of Religious Affairs (Diyanet ifkri
ReisJigz), linked to the office of the prime minister, was created in
1924. It is through this directorate that religious functionaries were
put under state control, as they became civil servants. In addition, all
the educational institutions for the training of religious personnel
were connected to the ministry of education. Although the Kemalist
reforms were internalized almost immediately by the civil servants,
the military, and the urban intellectual elite, the same was generally
not true for people of peasant and small-town origins. Most of the
latter remained firmly entrenched in the Islamic ethos in social life.
For the majority of the Turkish people during the monoparty years,
Kemalism as an ideology-an imporrant component of which was the
vision of a western- ized Turkish nation-failed to become a
meaningful alternative to Islam as either a political discourse or a
prescription for a new way of life. Hence, although Kemalist
reformism was accepted at the center, there was initially
considerable resistance to it at the periphery. Islamic forces did
retaliate by launching a series of rebellions against the republican
regime,
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beginning with the

eyh Sait uprising in the east in 1925. Although this rebellion started
as an Islamic movement to restore the caliphate, it was probably
more a Kurdish separatist movement than Islamic opposition per se.
The documents issued by its leaders and later seized by the
government, the underground organization behind it (The Kurdish
Independence Committee- Kurt istikJaJ Komitesi), as well as the
proceedings of the Eastern Independence Tribunal ($ark istiklal
Mahkemesr), set up to try its leaders, showed that its major goal had
been to establish an independent Kurdish state. 28 The rebellion
lasted for two months. Toward the end of the same year, the
Nakfibendi order attempted an armed rebellion in the Black Sea
region (in a county of Rize), protesting the replacement of the fez by
the hat and the (unfounded) rumor that the government had also
outlawed the veil. Demonstrations against 'the hat' followed in
several cities, culminating a few months later in a demonstration
against secularism in Erzurum. In 1930, a group of Nakfibendi
beheaded a young officer named KubilAy during an uprising in
Menemen. The Nakfibentli were also involved in three other
rebellions between 1933 and 1936. 29 How- ever, the Islamic
opposition was unable to widen its base under the authoritar- ian
monoparty rule; all these rebellions were suppressed, and by the
mid-19 30s, the Islamic movements went for all purposes
underground. They re-emerged in a much tamer version after the
end of the monoparty period in 1946.

 



ISLAM AND THE TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY

 

The interpretation of secularism by the Kemalist elite as the
subservience of Islam to the state, as well as the corollary curbing of
individual religious freedoms such as the ban on the activities of
various Sufi orders, has been a constant source of controversy since
1946. With the coming to power of the DP in 1950, foreign scholars
of Turkish politics began to talk of an Islamic resurgence-which their
Turkish counterparts preferred to call obscurantism. What they were
referring to was the rise in popular Islam, the visibility of which could
be measured by such indicators as increases in mosque attend-
ance, visits to local shrines, publication of religious books and
pamphlets, pilgrimages to Mecca, construction of new mosques, and
founding of religious organizations. 30 This renewed interest in Islam
was no doubt prompted by the relaxation of the secularization
program of the monoparty period by the newly-elected DP
government. Before the government actually changed hands for the
first time in 1950, however, the ruling Republican People's Party
(RPP-Cumhuriyet Halk Parris,) had already taken some measures to
re-evaluate earlier secularization policies. In its seventh general
congress, held in 1947, a year after the first competitive elections in
republican history, the party's striCt understanding of
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secularism was criticized-leading to changes in religious policy. Most
of these changes were in the field of education: courses to train
religious personnel (Schools for Prayer Leaders and Preachers-



imam-Harip Kurslan) were opened, a Faculty of Theology (il4hiyar
Fakultm) was founded at the University of Ankara, and elective
courses on religion were introduced in the primary school curriculum.
In addition, the RPP government allowed individuals to take foreign
exchange for the pilgrimage to Mecca, and reopened the sacred
tombs (turbe), which had been closed down by law in 1925. 31 In the
first few years after the DP came to power, the process of
reinterpret- ing secularism continued with even greater intensity. The
Democrats permit- ted the recital in Arabic of the call to prayer
(ezan), overturning the imposition during the monoparty period of a
Turkish translation, which used the nondescript Turkic word Tann
('deity') in the place of the Islamic Allah. 32 At the same time, they
started broadcasting Koran readings over the state radio, increased
the number of schools for religious training, gave greater emphasis
to religious courses through the primary grades, and increased the
government budget allotted to the Directorate of Religious Affairs. 33
Although the DP government was initially quite sensitive to the
question of secularism, and was careful not to exceed certain
bounds,34 it did eventually begin to use Islam as a political weapon
toward the end of its rule, when economic problems started to cause
a drop in its mass supporr. For example, the famous airplane
incident of 1959-when Prime Minister Adnan Menderes escaped
unharmed a crash at Gatwick Airporr near London- was used by the
DP for propaganda purposes: Menderes was depicted as among
God's elect, and lamb sacrificial ceremonies were conducted all over
the country in his name. 35 Or, to give another example, there were
widespread rumors of an alleged link between the DP and the Nurcu
order-of which more will be said later-and indeed the Nurcu leader
often visited high government officials. 36 In any case, the decade
during which the DP remained in power witnessed major disputes
between the government and the opposition parties on the subject of
religion. The RPP, which had been the architect of secular reforms
throughout the monoparty years, but was now in the opposition,
accused the DP government of encouraging obscurantist
movements. 3 ? No doubt the DP policy on secularism was a factor
in its electoral successes during the 1950s; when it was ousted from
office by a military coup in 1960, other parties picked up its strategy



of paying heed to religious demands for electoral gain as soon as the
country returned to competitive politics.
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ISLAM AND COMPETITIVE POLITICS: THE CASE OF THE
NATIONAL SALVATION PARTY

 

One dimension of the greater visibility of Islam in Turkish politics and
society since 1946, therefore, involves a reaction toward the
secularization program of the Kemalist elite, and a search for a
redefinition allowing more freedom for those who see Islam as a way
of life. It has been suggested that the 'Great' and 'Little' traditions
have changed their meaning in the contemporary Muslim world: what
was once the Great Tradition, part of which had to do with Orthodox
Islam, has now become the Little Tradition as a result of its
replacement by secular Western thought. 3 & Following this lead, it
could be argued that what has been depicted as the 'resurgence' of
Islam in contemporary Turkey is, at one level, the reasserrion of a
historical! cultural consciousness by individuals who are
unassimilated into the modernist center, and for whom the new
'palace culture' is an anomaly. At a second level, the apparent revival
of Islam in contemporary Turkey is a reflection of social structural
differences. Here, again, it is less a question of purely religious
concerns than the expression of economic discontent through
religion. The appeal of the National Salvation Party to a sizeable
sector of the Turkish electorate is a case in point: the N SP appeared
on the Turkish political scene as a neo-Islamic party on a platform of



retraditionalization in sociocultural life along Islamic principles. Within
a very short period, it was able to get its message through to the
electorate, emerging from the 1973 elections as the third major party
with 11.8 per cent of the total vote. Although this percentage dropped
to 8.6 in the following elections (1977), its relative strength compared
to other minor parries enabled it to participate in three coalition
governments between 1973 and 1978. The ideology of the National
Salvation Party was a continuation of at least a century of debate
over Islam and the West. The controversy on this issue was fought
between the Islamists and the westernists

t the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
centuries. The westernists argued that both Western technology and
civilization had to be adopted if the Ottoman Empire was to
modernize, with the implicit assumption that the two were
interrelated; the Islamists, on the other hand, wanted to keep Islamic
traditions while adopting only the technology of the West. For
example, Mehmed Akif (Ersoy), a poet and leading member of the
Islamist school, argued that a nation that imitated others in matters
of religion, custom, mores, and social conduct, would be a nation of
imitation men and hence doomed to extinction. 39 Sait Halim Pa

a, also of the Islamist school and a prominent statesman of the
Second Constitutional Period (ikinci Meft'Utryet), authored an essay
on westernization entitled. 'Our Mimicry'; in it he argued that change
in itself did not mean progress, and that decline and disintegration
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often resulted from changes of custom and mores. 40 According to
Sait Halim Pa

a, the acceptance of the idea that progress rested in the adoption of
Western laws and institutions was a major reason for the problems
faced by the empire. 'We have imitated Western civilization,' he
wrote, 'without understanding it'41 Hence, he argued that the method
of reform that the empire had followed for half a century, and the
statesmen who had adopted westernization as a model for change,
were responsible for accelerating the collapse of the empire. Similar
views were expressed by

eyh'(jl-islam Mustafa Sabri, who saw in westernization the seeds of
the breakdown of the empire. 4z Like its predecessors, the National
Salvation Party stressed that the decline of the Ottoman Empire had
been the outcome of rejecting Islamic civilization in an effort to
westernize. According to the N SP,. the grandeur of the empire
during its periods of strength had laid in its moral and intellectual
excellence, both of which derived ftom the Islamic faith. The
modernizers of the nineteenth century had failed to see this source
of eminence, unwittingly seeking the solution to the problems faced
by the empire in Western civilization; the westernization process,
however, had created a nation which merely imitates the West in
both technology and culture. The creativity needed in science, social
studies, and the arts, to become-as stated in the NSP slogan-'a
great Turkey once again' was possible only if the nation searched for
its roOts. That is to say, the precondition for Turkey to become a
great power was a return to Islam and to the civilization it had cre-
ated. 43 Once this precondition was met, according to the NSP, rapid
industrializa- tion would follow. Indeed, the NSP put great emphasis
on industrialization, which was the second major component of its
ideology. Although the party program did not spell out a
comprehensive economic plan, its leadership continuously promised
industrial advancement if the party came to power. During its
partnership in three different coalition governments between 1973
and 1978, the NSP claimed to have started a new drive for
industrialization: its leader, Necmettin Erbakan, attended opening



ceremonies of several industrial complexes, which were much
publicized in the party daily MiDi Gazete although ridiculed as
fictitious by the rest of the press-since most did not appear in the
accounts of the State Planning Organization (Devlet Plalliama
TefkiJdtz). The National Salvation Party attempted to establish an
interesting symbiosis between industrialization and culture by
offering Islam as a psychological mechanism to ease the burden of
rapid industrialization: it argued that Turkey would accomplish
industrial growth without, however, passing through the traumas
brought about by the capitalist model, with its inherent materialism.
The Islamic emphasis on a close community based on
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brotherhood and mutual help would eliminate the atomized
individuals of mass industrial society. In this context, the party
spokesmen tried especially to appeal to the 'little man' seemingly
caught between big industry and organized labor. The party
propagandists repeatedly emphasized the economic difficulties of
underprivileged groups within the framework of a poorly
operationalized concern for social justice. 44 For example,. Erbakan
would appear on television with a shopping bag, take out its
contents, tell the audience the outrageous price he had paid in sum,
and point out that what he had there was sufficient only to feed a
family for one breakfast. Indeed, the party's stand on the issue
prompted a number of secular intellectuals to overlook its Islamic
aspect and accept the NSP as the best candidate for a coalition with
the left-of-center Republican People's Party in 1973. In the absence
of comprehensive and reliable survey data on the electoral basis of
the National Salvation Party,4S it is difficult to make definitive



statements about the characteristics of the N SP voters. The results
of the 1973 and 1977 elections show that the NSP received the
highest percentage of its votes in either the least developed, or the
most rapidly developing, areas of the country.46 In the former,
individuals who voted for the N SP likely did so as a result of the
party's appeal to traditional-Islamic sentiments; in the latter, however,
the NSP vote probably represented some form of protest by marginal
individuals who had lost their former place within the economy-small
traders, artisans, small shopkeep

rs, and the Iike. 47 The religious dimension in party politics also
includes the role played by brotherhoods in the crystallization of
votes around parties that appear to defend Islam. The brotherhoods
have remained active despite the fact that they have been outlawed
since 1925; there are no systematic studies of the brotherhood
network in republican Turkey, and information on their strength, the
manner in which they function, and the nature of their following
remains rather sketchy as it is mostly based on guesswork or rumor.
48 According to official history, some of them-notably the Nakfibentli-
were involved in reactionary movements against the regime,
including armed resistance, during the monoparty period. After the
transition to the multiparty system, they opted to operate within the
electoral framework, giving their support to those parries that
emerged as powerful opponents of the RPP. One exception was the
Ticani brotherhood, under the leadership of a certain Kemal Pilavo

lu, which gained notoriety in the early 1950s for its involvement in
several attacks on public statues of Atatiirk. It also defied the law
against reciting the call to prayer in Arabic in effect at the time-going
so far as staging a group demonstration within the Turkish Grand
National Assembly. One important religious group, not classified as a
brotherhood in the proper Sufi tradition, is that of the followers of
Said-i Nursi. Although he died in 1960, his movement, Nurculuk, kept
its strength-to such an
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extent, in fact, that it even found fertile ground in the receptive
Californian soil, as well as, it is rumored, in intellectual circles within
Turkey. In the 1950s, a period when the Nurcu movement gained in
influence, there was much talk of cooperation between the
incumbent DP government and Said-i Nursi. The RPP opposition
accused the Democrats of collaborating with the Nurcu for electoral
gain, and these accusations were backed by several visits by Said-i
Nursi to Ankara, where he contacted high government officials. 49
After the 1960 coup, the Nurcu gave their support to the heir of the
DP, the newly-established Justice Party (Adakt Partisi). They were
also active within the ranks of the National Salvation Party during its
formative years, but withdrew their support after it formed a coalition
government with the RPP, 'arch-enemy' oflslamic movements, in
1973. The Nakfibmdi were also involved with party politics within the
N SP. Erbakan and other leading party officials were known to be
among the followers of

eyh Mehmet Zahid Efendi, a Nakfibendi leader in istanbul. so
Although the connection between the NSP and the Nakfibendi was
not documented anywhere, for obvious reasons, it was widely
rumored that the electoral strength of the party in eastern Anatolia,
and its organizational network, owed much to its close association
with this brotherhood. In addition to the Nurcu and Nakfibentli, a third
group known as the SiikymallCI was also active in party politics and,
in this context, penetrated the neofascist Nationalist Movement Party
(MiOiye/fi Hare/tel PartisI).sl

 

CONCLUSION

 



Although the picture emerging ftom the above discussion
superficially sug- gests an increasing significance of Islam in Turkish
politics, there is in fact little ground to argue that the Islamic forces
could have become a viable political alternative had the military not
intervened in 1980. On the whole, it would appear that they draw
their strength ftom economic groups at the margins of a rapidly
growing industry; the development of the Turkish economy, on the
other hand, is not in a direction that would lead to an increase in the
number or size of such groups. Hence, unless one is willing to see
these religious movements qua religion alone, the main motivation
behind which is of a crusade-like quality, a mass political movement
based on religious appeals has little chance of success in modern
Turkey. In the last analysis, socioeconomic changes undergone by
the country since 1923, coupled with state dominance over religious
institutions and forces, have pushed the significance of Islam into the
background, as economic and social structural factors gained
importance both in national politics and at the individual level: Islam,
by itself, is no longer a sufficient force for mass mobilization. Islamic
'revival,' therefore, should be understood within the
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Turkish context as the outcome of an increasingly pluralist society
during the 1970s. From the mid-1960s until the military intervention
of 12 September 1980, the country witnessed an unprecedented
growth of ideological move- ments represented by various political
parties, institutions, and organizations. This period in Turkish history
was probably the most liberal in terms of allowing social forces the
freedom of expression: even the military intervention of 1971 and
various declarations of martial law did nOt succeed in stopping this



trend toward pluralism. Islamic movements were only one, among
several such forces. And they were not the most militant in
demanding regime change.

 

This article is reprinted from Irvin C. Schick and Ertugrul Ahmet
Tonak (eds), Turltey in Trallsition: New Perspectives (New York,
1987), pp. 218-235. Copyright @ 1987 by Oxford University Press.
Reprinted by permission.

 

NOTES

 

1. The term 'surrogate Left' is borrowed, with a minor revision, from
Gregory J. Massell, T

    SU/'TrJf.lllt Proktarilll: Moslem Womm and RtvOiurionary
SzraltgitS ill Sovia Cmtral Asia. 1919-1929 (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton
University Press, 1974). 2. Republicanism, nationalism, secularism,
etatism, populism, and reformism. For a brief discussion of these
principles, see Kemal II. Karpat, Tunryi Politics: Tbt T,lItllirion to a
Multi- Party System (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University Press,
1959), pp. 251-348. See also Stephane Yerasimos, 'The
Monoparty'Period,' in Irvin C. Schick and ErtUAruI Ahmet Tonak,
eds, Tunty ill Transilion:Nrw Pmptcriws(New York: Oxford University
Press, 1987). 3. See Zafer Toprak, 'Halkflhk fdeolojisinin Olu

mu' [The formation of populist ideology], in Istanbul Y\lksek iktisat ve
Ticaret Mektebi Mezunlan Derne

, AlIltiJn Diillnrlinin Elllllwmilt w TopIumsal Son",lan: 192J-1938
(Istanbul: Murat Matbaaclhk, 1977), pp. 13-31. 4. On this point, see
for example Bernard Lewis, 'Politics and War,' in Joseph Schacht
and Clifford Edmund Bosworth, eds, T



Ltgacy of Islam (London: Oxford University Press, 1974), pp. 156-57;
Fazlur Rahman, Islam (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968); H.A.R.
Gibb, MohammtJallillll (London: Oxford University Press, 1962). 5. It
has been argued that religions which, on the one hand, do not
distinguish between a church structure and the rest of society, and,
on the other, view history as theologically significant, are more likely
to be an imporrant force in politics. Islam is classified within this
category. (Donald Smith, Rtligion anJ Politual Drodopmmt [Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 1970].) 6. For various case studies, see Donald
Smith, ed., RtligiOll. Politics. a,'" Social Cbtnlgt ill tbt Tbi,J World
(New York: The Free Press, 1971). 7. See for example Peter A.
Pardue, Butldhilm (New York: Macmillan, 1968); Kenneth W.
Morgan, ed., T

Plllh ofl

BuJJba(New York: The Ronald Press, 1956). 8. U/nna was the
collective name given to the learned men of religion who had
important educational and judicial, in addition to religious, posts in
Ottoman Turkey. On instances of their tolerance for modernization,
see Uriel Heyd, 'The Ottoman 'Ulema and Westernization in the Time
ofSelim III and Ma

miid II,' in this volume. 9. Space limitations prevent a full listing of
references to support this statement: much of what has been written
on the role of Islam in Turkish society by secularist intellectuals,
including scholarly works, newspaper articles, and history textbooks,
is in line with this viewpoint Representative examples include two
works by

etin Ozek, a professor of law at the University of Istanbul: T/Jniyt'Jt
Uiltlilt [Secularism in Turkey] (Istanbul: Baha Matbaasl, 1962), and
TiJniyt'Jt Gtrici AIt,mIa, w NUfflliu/,tln ifYllzli [Reactionary currents in
Turkey and the truth
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behind the Nurcu movement) (Istanbul: Varhk Yaymevi, 1964). In
general, there have been very few systematic analyses of the impact
of Islam o'! Turkish society from a sociological point of view. A
notable exception is

erif Mardin, Di" vt ldto/Q}i [Religion and ideology) (Ankara: Sevin

    Matbaasl, ]969). 10. The Swiss Civil Code, the Italian Penal Code,
and the Gennan Commercia] Code. II.

erif Mardin, 'Uiklik Ideali ve Ger

ekler' [The ideal of secularism and the reality), in Istanbul Yiiksek
Iktisat ve Ticaret Mektebi Mezunlan Dern

, AlalM Dihlntti"i" EltOflJJII"} vt Top/umral Sorun/an: 192J-
19J8(lstanbul: Murat Matbaaclhk, 1977), pp. 381-85. 12. The lIfilkt
system in the Ottoman Empire was based on Koranic principles
involving non- Muslims. According to it, various non-Muslim
communities within the Ottoman Empire were given administrative
autonomy in the management of their internal affairs. Cf. H.A.R.
Gibb and I larold Bowen, Is!allfic Socirty aM tlM Wt:st (London:
Oxford University Press, 1957), vol. ], pan 2, pp.207-34. 13. This
survey, whose results unfortUnately remain unpublished, was
conducted by

erif Mardin. Cf. his Di" vt idtoWfi, p. 132. See also Metin Heper,
'Islam, Polity and Society in Turkey: A Middle Eastern Perspective,'
TIM Midd!t: East Journal, vol. 35, 3 (Summer 1981), pp. 355-56. 14.
Frederick Frey, 'Socialization to National Identification Among
Turkish Peasants:Jourtlll! ofPoIitiu, 30 (1967), pp. 945-46. 15. For a
discussion of this point, see Binnaz Toprak, !Slallf aM Politica!



Dt:vtIopmmt i" Turkty (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1981), chapter 2. 16. On the
role of the ukma in the War of National Independence, see ibid., pp.
6

. Also, Cema] Kutay, KunulIlfun 11<' Cumhuriyt:tin Mant:VI Mimarlan
[The spiritual architectS of the liberation and the republic) (Ankara:
Diyanet 1$leri Ba

kanh

Yaymlarl, n.d.); Kadir MlSlrh

lu, KunuJUf SaVllf",da SanH, Miieahit!n- ITutbaned holy warriors in
the War of Liberation) (Istanbul: Sebil Yaymlan, 1967). On the use of
Islamic themes by the nationalists, cf, Srephane Yerasimos, 'The
Monopany Period.' 17. See Jlkay Sunar, Statt: a"d Socit:ty ill tlM
Politics of Tuntys Drvdopmml (Ankara: Ankara Oniversitesi Baslmevi,
1974), pp. 76fT. 18. Topak, Islam, pp. 64-65, 7

71. These calculations are based on three different sources, all of
which have different figures: Frederick W. Frey, TIM Tllrkish Political
Bitt: (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1965), pp. 126, 181; Dankwan
A. Rustow, 'Politics and Islam in Turkey: 192(}-1955,' in Richard N.
Frye, ed., Islam aM tlM Wm (The Hague: Mouton, 1956), p. 73;
Kutay, Cllmbllriyt:ti" Ma"rol Milllllrlan, pp. 102-8. 19. On this
conrroversy, see Tank Zafer Tunaya, irlamctlIk Ct:rtyant [The current
of Is]amism) (Istanbu]: Baha Matbaas., 1962). 20. It should be noted
here that to the Kemalists, the term 'civilized' had meaning only
within the Western COntext. 21. For discussions of these reforms in
the English language, see Bernard Lewis, TIM Emergmct: of Modmt
Tllnty (London: Oxford University Press, 1968); Niyazi Berkes, TIM
lXvt:Iopmmt of St:cularism in Tllnty (Montrea]: McGill University
Press, 1964); Lord Kinross, AtIItlln (New York: William Morrow,
1965); Count Leon OStTorog, TIM A"gora Rt:fOnll (London:
University of London Press, 1927); Richard D. Robinson, TIM Firn
Tllnish RepJlic (Cambridge, Mass.: Havard U..iver- sity Press, 1963);
Donald Webster, TIM Tllnty of Atallln (Philadephia: The American
Academy of Political and Socia] Science, 1939); Suna Ki]i, Kmta!ism



(Istanbul: Roben College School of Business Administration and
Economics, 1969). 22. On the official reasons for the disbanding of
the Progressive Republican Pany, see

evket Silreyya Aydemir, Tt:k Adam: MlUtafa Kmtal (1922-19J8) [The
unique man: Mustafa Kema] (1922- 1938)] (Istanbul: Remzi Kitabevi,
1965), vol. 3, pp. 21(}-24. On the Free Republican Pany, see Ozek,
Gerici Ak,mlar, pp. 182-86. 23. Cf. Erdo

an Tezi

, Siyasl Pani!" [The political parries] (Istanbul: Ger

k Yaymevi, 1976), pp. 274-77. 24. For details, see Necdet Onur,
Erlmka" DosyaSl [The Etbakan file] (Istanbul: M Yaymevi, n.d.),
p.I04. 25. Religious groups, organizations, and panies have of
course been engaged in a campaign for the deletion of Anicle 163.
They have also found suppon among the Left, which has argued for
the deletion of Anicles 14] and 142 of the Penal Code-both of which
forbid the use of
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class issues for political purposes-and have also campaigned
against Article 163 for tactical reasons. 26. For a list based on official
statistics, see the series of anicles by Mehmet Cemal, 'YOzahmlfi!

' ([One hundred and sixty-three), MiDi Gazm, 10-30 April 1974),
which calculates that 1,971 people received coun sentences for
violating Anicle 163 during 1949-72. 27. Cf. Sulhi Dlinmezer, 'Dint
Cemiyet Tt1kili ve Din Propagandasl' [Establishment of religious



associations and religious propaganda), istanbul O"iwrsitesi Hukuk
Fdaltesi Me&t/1U1U1, vol. 17, 1-2, pp. 24-43. 28. For a history of the

eyh Sait rebellion, see Beh

et Kemal, $cyb Sail isya", [The

eyh Sait rebellion] (Istanbul: Sel Yaymlan, 1955). 29. For brief
discussions of these rebellions, see Tunaya, islamallk Certy;I"" pp.
18+-88; Ozck, Tariliye'de UWik, pp.95-97. 30. See for instance
Bernard Lewis, 'Islamic Revival in Turkey,' I",ernational :f/fairs, vol.
28, I (January 1952), pp. 38-48; Lewis V. Thomas, 'Recent
Developments in Turkish Islam,' The Middle Easr Journal, vol. 6, I
(Winter 1952), pp. 22-40; Uriel Heyd, Revival of Islam i" Modem
Tmry (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1968); Howard A. Reed,
'Revival of Islam in Secular Turkey,' The Mil/die Easr Journal, vol. 8,
3 (Summer 1954), pp. 267-82; Rustow, Politics a"" Islallf, pp. 96-97.
Anicles written in the influential daily Cumhuriyer are good examples
of Turkish intellectUal opinion on this issue. 31. Cf. Cumhuriyet Halk
Partisi, CHP yetlillci Kurukay 7'utanagl [Minutes of the seventh RPP
congress) (Ankara: Ulus Baslmevi, 1948), ninth session (2
December 1947), pp. 449-67; idem, CHP'de isMbat YapJIlllUI i{in
Teklif [Proposal.for reform in the RPP) (Ankara: Yeni Matbaa, 1950),
pp. 18-19. For a discussion see Toprak, lllam, pp. 76-78. 32. This
issue is of some religious significance to practising Muslims, who
atgUe that the ezan must be recited in its original Arabic version and
cannot be translated. 33. For news of these resolutions, see Vata",
6-18 June 1950, and Ulus, 6 July 1950. On the question of religious
education during this period, see Howard A. Reed, 'Turkey's New
i1ltam- Hatip Schools,' Die Wtlldes lllams, vol. 4 (1956), pp. 150-63.
For government budgets between 1950 and 1960, see Tilrkiye
Cumhuriyeti Maliye Bakanligl (Ministry of Finance), Bal{e Ka"u"u 11<'
Eklni [The budget law and supplements] (Ankara: Damga Matbaasl,
various years). 34. Toprak, Islam, pp. 72-75. 35. Cumhuriyer, 20 and
27 February and 9 March 1959. 36. Cumhuriyer, 1-7 January 1960.
37. Cf. Toprak, Islallf, pp. 83-88. 38. Ernest Gellner, 'The
Distinctiveness of the Muslim State' (Paper presented at the



Conference on Islam, Communalism, and Modem Nationalism,
Bellagio, Italy, 6-10 April 1981). The terms are originally due to
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Dilemmas of the Jewish State DAVID McDOW ALL

 

The Uprising in December 1987 brought into sharper focus problems
of great magnitude and complexity now facing the State of Israel. By
comparison, the problems the Palestinian people face may be great
but they are comparatively simple. They desire self-determination for
those already in Palestine, and the opportunity to return for those
who live outside. They must either persuade Israel to yield to their
demands or they must abandon their own identity. Having little to
concede, the choice is straightforward. In his book The New
Dipwmacy (London, 1983) Abba Eban placed responsibility for the
fate of the occupied territories firmly in the Palestinian lap. 'In the
final resort,' he wrote, 'the Arab cause in the West Bank and Gaza
will stand or fall by the decision of the Palestinian Arabs." In view of
the actual circumstances now facing Israel, such a verdict must be in
doubt It is Israel which must now decide what to do on account of its
refusal to talk with the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) and
its continued retention of the occupied ter- ritories. Today's Jewish
Israelis no longer enjoy the simple verities that carried them forward
in 1948, and which carry the Palestinians of the territories forward
today. They are painfully circumscribed by the contradictions
between Zionist ideology and growing realities, and by the
fundamental choices that they must make to determine the fate of
Palestine and its inhabitants. It is an unenviable position. No
decisions can be made concerning the Palestinian Arabs which are



not also to do with Israel's self-perception and the future of Zionism.
Zionism was the driving force of Israel's creation, the belief that the
return of the Jews from the Diaspora would rescue them from the
perils of Gentile
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rule, anti-semitism and assimilation, and that it would provide the
opportunity to create for the first time in 2,000 years a society which
was wholly Jewish in ethos and characteristics. The critical push
factor had been the pogroms and anti-semitic policies of tsarist
Russia, which caused three million Jews to migrate westwards
during the years 1882-1914. Most of these went to the New World,
some went to central or western Europe, and only a tiny fraction
went to Palestine. Those who opted to build the Yishuv were
secularists, motivated not by Judaism but by the climate of
nineteenth-century European nationalism, fulfilling 'the quest for self-
determination and liberation under the modern conditions of
secularisation and liberalism.'2 Early Zionists believed that the
Jewish nation should be based upon solidarity rather than territory,
but the pogroms of 1881 changed such thinking into ambitions for a
Jewish state in Palestine. 3 This was the dream of Theodor Herzl,
the 'father' of modern Zionism, whose great achievement was to
make the Zionist dream central to Jewish political thought. It was
inevitable that the vision of building a newall-Jewish society, which
would wipe away the odious caricatures associated with the Jews of
Europe, attracted Jewish socialists of various hues, all of whom
broadly subscribed to the idea of emancipation through labour. For
some socialist thinkers, for example those who shared the views of
Ber Borochov," this was in pan a matter of class war. For others, like



the visionary Ahad Ha'am, it was more a matter of universal socialist
redemption, but for most Labour Zionists it was 'an attempt to create
an economic infrastructure for a Jewish community in Palestine
founded on the Jews' own labour'.s The greatest practitioner of this
outlook was David Ben Gurion, who saw Jewish economic
independence as the essential precondition to political
independence. The Zionist Labour movement dramatically achieved
this precondition in Palestine during the Mandate period, 1920-48.

 

THE NEED FOR A JEWISH MAJORITY

 

From the outset Zionism was predicated upon certain principles, of
which the idea of creating aJewish majority in Palestine was among
the most imponant. 6 As a minority in Palestine the Jewish
community would lose its meaning and be like Jewish communities
in the Diaspora. The achievement of a majority was politically
necessary-'the establishment of a Jewish community large enough
to give the Arabs a permanent feeling of respect', as Ben Gurion's
colleague, Moshe Sharett, put it.' Virtually all Zionists considered a
Jewish majority 'an absolute prerequisite to Zionism,'8 regardless of
differences over how to deal with the Arab presence in Eretz Israel.
Today, however, in spite of the dramatic influx of Jews from the CIS
and Ethiopia in 1990 and 1991, the achievement of this majority
remains in doubt.
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Immigration remains insufficient so far to head off Arab population
growth. The higher Arab binh rate has been a matter for recurrent
comment and discussion in Zionist circles for over half a century,
especially at times oflow aliyah, or immigration. As early as 1924
Chaim Weizmann recognized the enormity of the challenge it posed.
'Only today,' he wrote to a friend, 'I received the health statistics from
Palestine. The natural increase in the Arab population amounts to
about 15,000 a year. The Jews brought in last year 10,000. How can
people possibly speak of ever forming a majority . . . if they don't
throw [in] every ounce of energy which they possess. . . to give us a
proper position in Palestine?'9 As the fate of Palestine approached
the moment of crisis, in 1943, Ben Gurion called on parents to fulfil
their 'demographic duty', stressing that 2.2 children per family was
insufficient and that the Jewish population in Palestine was in a state
of demographic decay.'o After the 1948 war, with the departUre of
almost all the Arabs and with massive immigration, the problem of
the birth rate seemed less acute. Even so, Ben Gurion initiated an
award scheme in 1949 for mothers bearing their tenth child. This
was terminated ten years later since the object was contradicted by
the number of Palestinian mothers claiming the award'" In the 1950s
and early 1960s there were renewed concerns over natality rates. In
1966 Professor Roberto Bacchi reported to the cabinet that by the
end of the century there would be 4.2 miJIionJews and 1.6 million
Arabs in Israel. Partly as a result of his report, a government
demographic centre was established in 1967 because 'an increase
in natality in Israel is crucial for the future of the whole Jewish
people.'12 This increase has not come about, despite repeated calls
by politicians and the worry expressed, for example, by Golda Meir
over the number of Arab babies born in Eretz Israel. During the
years of intense immigration, 1950-3, the Jewish bitch rate was 3.5
per cent, but by the early 1970s it had declined to 3 per cent and by
the end of the 1970s it had fallen to 2.8 per cent. This level is
substantially higher than the rate of 2.2 per cent in Western
industrial- ized countries, but it did not compare with Arab birth rates
of just over 4 per cent. At the end of 198'5 the Likud Knesset
Member (MK) Meir Cohen Avidor called for a year of internal aliyah,
a euphemism for more babies: 'we should aim at 100,000 additional



births in Israel next year,' he said, 'that would be more than the
number of oHm (immigrants) in a decade.'13 Exhonations to breed
more babies are not confined to Israel's Right. On 11 May 1986 the
National Unity Government met specifically to discuss the
demographic situation. By that time 60,000 Palestinian Arab babies
were bc:ing born annually in Palestine/Eretz Israel as against 50,000
Jewish ones. Speaking on Israel Radio, Prime Minister Peres
appealed to mothers to have at least four children, and reiterated the
essential imperative for Jews to remain a majority....
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The alternative and primary source of Jews for the Jewish State has
been the Diaspora. The ingathering of world Jewry was another
central principle of Zionism, the final objective after a Jewish majority
had been established in the land. It came to be believed by many
Zionists that those who failed to make the aliyab-literally meaning
'ascent'-remained unfulfilled as Jews. Even Dr Nahum Goldmann,
who disagreed with the widely held Zionist view that the Diaspora
would cease to exist by dint of the immigration of all Jews to
Palestine, clearly stated: 'Palestine and the Diaspora are two forms
of Jewish existence, Palestine the higher, the purer, the more
harmonious; the Diaspora the more difficult, the more problematic
and specific; but the Jewish people form a unity existing in two
spheres.'ls Immigration depended upon two factors, the driving force
of Jewish refugee crises and the attraction Israel offered of a new
future. In 1949 immigration almost overwhelmed Israel, but it was not
destined to last. From 1948 until 1960 870,000 Jews came to live in
Israel. During the next decade, 1961-71,338,000 arrived, and in the
period 1972-82 the number halved again to 178,000. Since the



1970s Israel has needed a net yearly immigration of 60,000 Jews to
maintain the ratio between Jews and Arabs in Palestine. Yet in the
1980s it experienced its worst immigration levels ever. In the United
States, where almost six million Jews - two-thirds of Diaspora Jewry
or just under half the tOtal world Jewry-reside, a 1982 survey
revealed that 80 per cent of Jewish Americans denied ever giving
any serious consideration to settling in Israel.'6 In 1984 there were
19,000 Jewish immigrants to Israel, but this was exceptional. Even
so, 10,000 also emigrated." The next year was the worst on record,
with only 12,000 immigrants and almost 17,000 emigrants, a net loss
of 4,700,18 In 1987 thcre was another net loss of 4,500 emigrants,19
Much emigration has represented the loss of substantial investment
in the young: 25,000 children left Israel with their parents in the years
1981-85;20 out of 110,000 Israelis who had obtained United States
citizenship up to 1986, 78 per cent matriculated from Israeli high
schools. 21 Emigration is a sensitive issue. 22 It was at its highest in
the early 19505 during the period of highest immigration, and took
place almost entirely among the recently arrived in Israel who did not
like what they found. The level stabilized but began to increase again
after 1973. Emigration today, however, occurs mainly among sabras,
native Jewish Israelis, suggesting that the Zionist solidarity of the
state is weakening, perhaps under the cumulative economic and
military burden of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 23 Between 1967 and
1988 546,000 Jews migrated to Israel, but during the same period
about 350,000, or 10 per cent of Jewish Israelis, left permanently, a
figure predicted to double by the end of the century.24 One survey in
the mid-1980s indicated that of the 18-29 age group, the group most
likely to emigrate, 20 per cent
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were considering doing so. Among high school pupils the figure was
even higher, 27 per cent. While the vast majority of Jewish Israclis
consider emigration as harmful to the country, the danger is that a
growing number of Jews 'will prefer to live with Christian European
neighbours to living in this unstable state with Muslim neighbours'.2S
For a hardened warrior like Yirzhak Rabin such emigration may be
'the fallout of weaklings',26 but his cabinet colleagues did not view
emigration with the same equanimity. In 1986 the government
offered 17,500 Israelis who had left in 1985 financial inducements to
return. 27 Between 1967 and 1990 there was a significant change in
the kind of Jew choosing to migrate to Israel. Before 1967, whatcver
their motives, most immigrants did not make the aliyah for religious
or mcssianic reasons. During the 1980s, however, 80 per cent of
immigrants were practising Orthodox Jews, and a high proportion
were from the United States. 28 It was symptomatic of their outlook
that half the recent immigrants from the United States chose to live
in settlements in the occupied territories. New immigrants make up
20 per cent of the settler population. An Israeli withdrawal from the
territories would bc a strong discouragement to aliyah, a fact
recognized since the early 1970s. 29 It would send a message to
Diaspora Jewry contradicting two principal Zionist credos, that the
Jewish State had retreated from redemption of the whole Land of
Israel, and that the ingathering of the Jewish people had ceased to
be a prime Israeli objective. On the other hand, it is likely that the
continued failure to resolve the fate of the occupied territories, and
the issue of demographic and political rights between Jews and
Arabs, would also discourage further immigration. As Ben Gurion
remarked sixty years ago, 'the feeling that Jews are sitting on a
volcano could undermine the whole Zionist movement. Jews will see
the country not as a haven but as a battlefield. 30 Even discounting
the Uprising, the lack of a solution to the occupied territories will
encourage an increasing number of Israeli Jews to emigrate. It is a
double bind. The problem was summed up succinctly in an article
entitled 'Israel's national schizophrenia' which argued that 'Israel,
which presents itself as the dcfcndcr of world Jewry, is a complete
anomaly in the international community, and its protracted conflict-
which it makes almost no effort to end- menaces Jewish



communities throughout the world. They are threatened not by any
hostility from the people among whom they themselves live, but
rather by the protracted conflict between Israel and its
neighbours.'31 At the end of 1989, Soviet Jews began to migrate in
large numbers. At first it was thought that the demographic problem
with the Palestinians might be solved. By the end of 1991, almost
exactly 400,000 had arrived, and this figure was expected to exceed
one million by the end of the century.32 But even with such a
massive influx, the proportion of Jews in Eretz Israel would be
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barely 59.5 per cent. Moreover, within the State of Israel itself the
Jewish proportion of 81.5 per cent (in 1989) would still decrease by
0.5 per cent. Even the immigration of two million Jews would
increase the Jewish propor- tion in Ererz Israel only to 62 per cent,
and in the State of Israel to 84 per cent.)) However, at the beginning
of 1992 the immigration rate dropped by 50 per cent, to a rate of
about 5,000 per month. 34 Israel faces a set of Fundamental
demographic problems to which there are no obvious solutions. The
approximately one million Jews left in the CIS reportedly have an
average age of over fifty.3s Jewish migrants still prefer to find
alternative havens to Israel, for example the United States, cenain
Latin American countries and even Germany.36 Israel itself has
reached the limit of its present economic absorptive capacity, with
approximately 40 per cent of recent immigrants unemployed.
Consequently an estimated 90,000 CIS Jews with exit visas are
reluctant to migrate. 37 Economic stress and increased competition
for jobs are likely to accelerate emigration, mainly among recent
immigrants but also possibly among sabras. 38 Unless Israel can



attract a significantly higher proponion of young Jews, the recent
immigration is bound to be eroded by the higher Arab birth rate. By
1992 Palestinians oumumbered Jews under the age of eleven in all
Eretz Israel.3 9 Within the State of Israel itself, Palestinians are a
rapidly increasing proportion of those aged under twenty, currently
25 per cent of this age group, and they may reach 30 per cent by
2010. 40 The failure to secure an assured majority in Israel is
accompanied by a greater problem: the overall decline of world
Jewry. As a result of the loss of an estimated 6 million Jews in the
Nazi Holocaust, the world Jewish popula- tion stood at 11 million in
1945. It grew to a peak of 13 million in 1970 but by 1987 had
declined to 12.8 million as a result of a Diaspora binh rate of 1.2 per
cent, well below the replenishment level (2.1 per cent).41 Diasp(){'a
Jewry currently numbering 9.3 million will decline to an estimated 8
million or below by the end of the century. and more rapidly
thereafter. 42 The natural increase in Israel, although higher than
that of most industrialized countries, will be insufficient to offset this
decline. 43 Not surprisingly, in view of such dismal prognostications,
a World Foundation to Promote Jewish Population Policies was
established in Jerusalem in October 1987 to raise money for
programmes to convince Jews to have more children.'" Just under
half of world Jewry lives in the United States, characterized by a low
birth rate and a high assimilation rate, of about 4 per 1,000 per
annu.m. 4S As a result, the present American Jewish community of
6 million is expected to fall to about 4.6 million by the end of the
century:" Partly as a result of numerical decline and also as a result
of unease concerning the occupied territories, Israel also faces the
prospect of a political and financial decline in support from American
Jewry. In the words o(the
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public relations director of the Jewish National Fund, 'the
constituency of Zionism is shrinking.'47 AmericanJewish support
seems to have been weaken- ing slowly since the early 1970s and
more rapidly in the 1980s. 48 There is increasing ambivalence on
the part of American Jewry towards Israel. 49 Probably about two-
thirds of American Jews favour a homeland for the Palestinian
people in the occupied territories, an increase of about 30 per cent
since 1983. s0 For Israel the loss of American Jewish financial
support would not be as serious as a loss of political support, for 'the
moSt effective sanction that the American Jewish community can
employ is to refrain ftom lobbying for continued US economic aid.'sl
One important factor in American Jewish attitudes is the growth in
Orthodox support ofIsrael and the decline in that of Reform and
Conservative Jews. A far higher proportion of American Orthodox
Jews visit Israel than Reform or Conservative Jews. sz There is an
increasing awareness of the conflict between Orthodoxy and
.secularism in Israel which, in the words of the president of the
United Jewish Appeal, 'has the effect of dampening enthusiasm for
the Jewish State'.S3

 

RELIGION AND THE NEW ZIONISM

 

Central to this conflict is the question of who is a Jew, one which was
deliberately left unresolved in 1948 but which goes right to the heart
of the identity of the Jewish State. The desire of the Orthodox camp
in Israel to recast the Law of Return (automatically guaranteeing
Israeli citizenship to any Jew) to deny Jewish identity to Reform and
Conservative Jews, the majority in the United States, has serious
implications. 54 The Labour Party resisted right-wing religious moves
to make observance of the Orthodox Halacha (religious law) the
essential definition of Jewishness lest it transform the secular basis
of the state and alienate the wealthy and influential American



community who would fall outside the definition. The Orthodox and
the secular Right have endeavoured to amend the Law of Return in
the Knesset on several occasions. 55 At the 31st Zionist Congress,
in December 1987, a broad coalition of Jewish organizations, backed
by the United Jewish Appeal, warned the Israeli establishment that
capitulation to the Orthodox establish- ment on the issue would
cause a severe rift with the Diaspora and would torpedo fund-raising
efforts for the Jewish Agency and the World Zionist Organization. 56
It was a similar warning from American Jewry which persuaded
Likud to form a new government, after the November 1988 election,
with Labour rather than the religious and extreme rightist parties.
The struggle over Jewish identity draws attention to a political
ideology not yet discussed. This is Messianic Zionism, which has
been growing in strength over the past twenty years, and commands
between 10 and 15 per
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cent of the Jewish vote. It claims Eretz Israel neither on the basis of
the secular nationalism of Revisionist followers of Jabotinsky (who
appealed to histOry and the use of force) nor the creed of Labour
Zionism (which would possess the land by building it). Instead, it
appeals purely to divine authority, tracing its inspiration back to the
first Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of the Yishuv, Abraham Yitzhak Kook. s7
Kook made the first systematic attempt to reconcile and integrate the
centrality of the Land of Israel in political Zionism with religious
Judaic tradition. l'lis own dream was not one of national religious
domination, though he did believe that only by the reintegration of
the Torah, the People and the Land, both physically and spiritually,
would 'all civilisations of the world' be 'renewed by the renaissance of



our spirit.,s8 Kook attracted only a small following, viewed as
somewhat eccentric by mainstream Zionists. Kook's son, Rabbi Zvi
Yehudah Kook, tOok this thinking concerning the land significantly
further: We find ourselves here by virtUe of the legacy of our
ancestors, the basis of the Bible and history, and no one can change
this fact. What does it resemble? A man left his house and others
came and invaded it. This is exactly what happened to us. Some
argue that there are Arab lands here. It is all a lie and a fraud! There
are absolutely no Arab lands here. 59 Shortly before the June 1967
war he delivered a sermon to yeshiva (religious seminary) students
bewailing the partition of Eren; Israel and 'prophesying' that the Land
would soon be one again.60 For such students the June war was a
fulfilment of prophecy. For secular Jews, toO, who had never entered
a synagogue in their lives, the capture of Jerusalem was an almost
mystical experience, and they lined up in their thousands at the
Wailing Wall to pray.61 Many religious Jews throughout Israel were
persuaded that the whole of Eretz Israel must now be possessed
through settlement and the imposition of Israeli sovereignty. Gush
Emunim is the most obvious manifestation of this outlook, but it is
the tip of an iceberg. 62 It was natural that such religious 'Whole
Land of Israel' Zionists should make common cause with the more
secular rightist Likud coalition. From this common cause a 'New-
Zionism' has emerged, one which places far greater emphasis than
previous mainstream Zionism on actillg ill religious faith to fulfil God's
covenant: 'Behold, I have set the land before you: go in and possess
the land which the Lord sware UntO your fathers, Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob, to give unto them and to their seed after them.'6J The
supposition that this view was gaining ground was confirmed in the
1988 election when the religious parties increased their Knesset
representation from twelve to eighteen seats. For Jews of the
religious Right and for some of the secular Right the Palestinian
Arab inhabitants are either usurpers or tolerated 'strangers' sojourn-
ing on the Land. It is a cast of mind accurately foreseen by Herz!. In
1902 he

 



Dilemmas of the Jewish State 651 published his novel Altneulantl
(The Old New Land), which expressed his vision of utopian
socialism, universal suffiage, and a welfare state in Palestine.
Palestinian Arabs were to belong to and benefit from the new utopia
established by Jewish settlers. Then a bigoted rabbi appears who
seeks to limit membership of this utopia to Jews only. In the fiction of
Altneula'ld the rabbi is worsted, rationalism and toleranc

trlumph. 64 In the reality of today's Land of Israel no such outcome is
assured.

 

THE DECLINE OF LABOUR ZIONISM

 

By contrast with this New Zionism, the traditional vision-certainly that
of the mainstream Zionist movement of the Mandate period-is now in
decay. Ben Gurion's agnostic vision was of physical, rather than
religious, development and redemption of the land. He saw those
areas outside Israel's coastal heartland as the scene of this
redemptive work, in particular in the Negev desert. His views of
Jewish title to the land rested on the idea of labour 'since the only
right by which a people can claim to possess a land indefinitely is the
right conferred by willingness to work.'6s Ben Gurion hoped to settle
one million Jews in the Negev, but by 1988 only 240,000, one-
quarter of his target, actually lived there. Of these no fewer than
198,000 live in towns, over half of them in Beersheba, on the
northern edge of the desert. Israel's first development town,
Yeroham, was established in 1951,35 kilometres south-east of
Beersheba. By 1965 it had 6,500 inhabit- ants, the size of the
average Arab village. Twenty years later it was struggling to maintain
this level. As the mayor of another Negev development town
observed in 1984, 'The Negev is facing disaster in terms of
popijlation growth. Many settlements will be destroyed.'" Apart from
Beersheba itself, there are few more Jewish settlers than bedouin.
The permanency of the Jewish presence in the development areas is



far from assured. Economic recession tends to hit the development
towns of Galilee and the Negev harder than the richer central coastal
area. 67 During 1986 many development towns in Galilee decreased
in population, the result of the drying up of investment in new high-
technology plants. financial difficulties of agricultural settlements,
absence of jobs for young people and lack of entertainment facilities.
68 This decline is partly a result of New Zionism's priority of
redemption of the occupied territories. Between 1968 and 1985 $2
billion was invested in these settlements, at an annual rate by 1985
of$2DO-250 million. 69 The 1984/ 85 public housing budget
allocation indicates the low priority of the Negev and Galilee: the
West Bank 29.4 per cent; central Israel 25.6 per cent; Jerusalem
23.1 per cent; Negev 7.9 per cent; Haifa 7.2 per cent; Galilee 6.8 per
cent. 70 If one looks at government per capita suppOrt for regional
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councils, those in the occupied territories fare far better than those
within Israel's own designated development areas: West Bank
settlements, Gush Erzion $230, Mateh Benyamin $245, Jordan
valley $408, Sam aria $357; State of Israel development areas,
Sha'ar Hanegev $126, Upper Galilee $97. 71 Only 38 per cent of
development towns inside the state are granted highest incentive
status for industrial development, while all eighteen industrial parks
in the West Bank settlements enjoy this statuS. 72 Redemption of
the occupied territories is being achieved at the cost of eroding the
Jewish economic and demographic hold on the Galilee and the
Negev. Since agriculture was the cenrrepiece of the young Israeli
economy, it is worth noting that the passage of land into
overwhelming Jewish control in 1948 led not to an expansion of



agricultural lands but to a massive shrinkage. On the fertile coastal
plains, large areas of hitherto Arab agricultural lands were bulldozed
for urban development or allowed to fall derelict. In the Negev,
Jewish settlers cultivate less than half the area cultivated by bedouin
before 1948, while in the Galilee the extent of cultivation has shrunk
by two- thirds since 1948. Although Jewish agriculture boasts much
higher yields, this is achieved with heavy capital inputs and over-use
of non-renewable water sources. 73 Ben Gurion's maxim, that
possession of the Land of Israel would come about by dint of
working the land, is also now in question. During the Mandate Ben
Curion argued that the Yishuv, the Jewish community in Palestine,
must not be dependent on non-Jewish labour, otherwise it would be
little different from the condition of Diaspora Jewry. Unless it ceased
to depend upon the labour of others and upon remittances from
abroad, it would be doomed to lose its political independence as
well. Today the importance of non-Jewish labour and of regular US
government funding is a measure of the distance Israel has travelled
away from the ideals of the Yishuv. The labour question is
particularly apparent in agriculture. The basis of Israel's agriculture is
the moshav and kibbutz moverpents, accounting for 90 per cent of
the country's agricultural production. The moshavim are
smallholdings which benefit from co-operative membership for the
purchase of necessities and the sale of produce. The better-known
kibbutzim are socialist collectives, closely identified with Labour
Zionism. 7 . The state, conscious of the centrality of agriculture to its
ideology, subsidizes the farming sector of the economy heavily.
Nevertheless, both moshavim and kibbutzim have employed an
increas- ing proportion of Palestinian Arab labour in order to remain
economically viable. Ten years ago the secretary of the Moshav
Movemeot saw 'the increase of hired labour in all its forms, including
organized and unorganized Arab labour, as portending inestimable
dangers to the state and the moshav'.7s Insufficient Jews were
willing to work for the low wages, and he considered the only
solution was 'to introduce new and appropriate mechanization'.
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However, increased mechanization has produced a crisis for the
moshavim. By 1987 Israel was suffering 'a farm crisis so complicated
and enormous it would make Iowans stand up and take notice'.76 By
1987 the moshav debt of $1.2 billion exceeded its annual productive
value of $1.1 billion. Over the next decade the number of moshavim
is likely to reduce from 420 (providing a livelihood to 27,000 families)
to only 100. 77 Even so, the survivors are likely to remain dependent
on cheaper Palestinian labour. In 1935, while trying to persuade
fellow Jews of the importance of expanding the Yishuv into Galilee
and the Negev, Ben Gurion warned what happened to nations
without a social and economic infrastructure rooted in the
countryside. World history recalls one frightening example which
should be a lesson to us '" Hannibal... was one of the greatest
military leaders of all times... Against him was pitted a large Roman
army, larger than his own, and he defeated them time and again. Yet
ultimately all his heroism and all his military and political genius did
not sustain him '" For Carthage was a city-slale, whereas Rome was
a village-state, and in the desperate conflict between a city-people
and a village-people, the village-people proved victorious...
Hannibal's heroism was broken by the obstinate warfare of the
Roman peasants. These peasants were not taken aback by the
successive defeats inflicted on them- because they were integrated
into their soil and tied to their land. And they overcame Carthage and
wiped it off the face of the earth without leaving a trace.?S

 

Ben Gurion, of course, had in mind the creation of a Jewish village-
state, but it is impossible to dismiss today's reality of the Jewish city-
state and the Arab village one. Was he correct, then, in his



interpretation of history and, if so, is it relevant to modern Israel? For
Labour Zionists this is a painful question, for were he still alive Ben
Gurion would see the decline of Jewish settlement, the spread of the
Palestinian presence in Eretz Israel-by its demographic growth, its
village-based society and its role in agricultural labour-as the most
profound threat to the security of the Jewish State. As General
Harkabi writes, 'it is precisely the backwardness of Arab societies
that gives them the ability to endure, because one expression of
underdevelopment is the decentralization of society-in a multiplicity
of cells which are not strongly integrated.'79

 

THE FAILING VISION

 

Unlike the Diaspora communities, Israel is much more than an
aggregate of its population. It is a symbol of collective Jewish
identity. Today that identity, which possibly came closest to the
Labour Zionist ideal in the Yishuv of 1948, is in crisis. The exigencies
of statehood and the conflict with the indigenous
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people of Palestine contradict the moral values expected by world
Jewry. Somehow Israel must still embody a spiritual dimension. 'If
Israel becomes only a mirror image of Diaspora life,' Shlomo Avineri
at the conclusion of The Makillg of Modern Zionism argues, 'if it
becomes, for example, just another Western consumer society, then



it will lose its unique identification for World Jewry.'80 The danger, as
the 1988 election indicated, is that the spiritual dimension takes
Israel towards theocracy. New Zionism has offered one way forward,
but it is one which leaves old-fashioned Zionists deeply troubled.
Whether cast in religious or secular terms, those who dissent most
strongly do so largely on moral grounds. They believe New Zionism
destroys democracy, equality and respect for all mankind-Jew and
Gentile alike. While New Zionism traces its lineage from Kook and
Jabotinsky, the peace movement which grew in the 1970s traces its
descent from spiritual leaders like Ahad Ha'am and Yit'Lhak Epstein
at the beginning of the century and from binationalisrs like Judah
Magnes and Martin Buber during the Mandate period. Judah
Magnes, rector of the Hebrew University, defined the moral position
of spiritual Zionism afrer the 1929 Hebron massacre: What is
Zionism? What does Palestine mean for us? .., I can answer for
myself in almost the same tenns that I have been in the habit of
using for many years: Immigration... Settlement of the Land...
Hebrew Life and Culture. . . If you can b'Uarantee these for me, I
should be willing to yield the Jewish State and the Jewish majority ...
What I am driving at is to distinguish between two policies. The one
maintains that we can establish a Jcwish home here through the
suppression of the political aspirations of the Arabs, and therefore a
home necessarily established on bayonets over a long period. . . The
other policy holds that we can establish a home here only if we are
truc to oursel\'es as democrats and internationalists . " and intelli-
gently and sincerely. . . work to find a modus vivendi et operandi. 81
For Yeshayahu Leibowirt, the present spiritual mentor of the peace
move- ment, Israel's physical survival remains contingent on its
moral survival. Thus 'the real black day was the seventh day of the
Six Day War. That day we had to decide retroactively whether we
had fought a defensive war or a war of conquest, and we ruled that it
had been a war of conquest. Israel's decline and fall dates from that
day.'82

 

THE IDEA OF DEMOCRACY



 

One of the essential ideas of Zionism was the revival of the Hebrew
culture. In his book, The Tragedy of Zionism, Bernard Avishai makes
an interesting argument, that 'Hebrew is so ancient that, to anyone
raised in it to the exclusion of other languages, it cannot fail to
convey archaic ways of thinking about politics. 8J 'Herue', he
continues, the biblical word meaning freedom,
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implies national rather than individual freedom, and contrasts with
European- derived words such as democratia. Avishai's thesis is that
herut has a far stronger hold on Israeli Jews than democratia. The
latter 'has seemed an added luxury free people enjoy, not a synonym
for freedom'.84 As a result democracy in Israel is predicated on a
Jewish (national) majority. This definition was explicitly stated in
1986 by Peres as Prime Minister, when urging increased natality:
'That which guarantees the Jewish character of the State of Israel is
first and foremost its democratic character: the necessity to remain a
majority.'8S This is a long-standing feature of Labour Zionism. Half a
century ago Chaim Weizmann dismissed the idea that democracy
was appropriate for the Palestinian Arabs: 'They are tOO primitive ...
and too much under the influence of Bolshevik, Catholic agitation ...
to understand what we are bringing them.'86 In 1986 Peres
perceived that anti-democratic influence as terrorist, Soviet or
Islamic fundamentalist. 87 The idea of a Jewish majority is implicit
even in the position of Peace Now. When it demonstrated in favour
of a negotiated settlement for the occupied territories on 23 January
1988, one of its slogans was 'Yes to a democratic country with a



Jewish majority and an Arab minority with equal rights.'88 As Avishai
points out, the idea of a Jewish majority is even implicit in the
policies of the leftist secularist parries like Mapam and the Citizens'
Rights Movement (now combined as Meretz), for otherwise it would
be rational to call for a binational state-embracing both the Jewish
and Palestinian Arab nations-in all Eretz Israel/Palestine (the PLO's
ideal solution) or join non-Zionist parties in advocating a secular
state in which neither ethnic group enjoyed special status. 89
Advocacy of Palestinian self- determination in the occupied
territories implies that Meretz is anxious to preserve the Jewish
character of the state, a character which would be lost if Jews
ceased to be the majority. No one has challenged the validity of this
view more strongly than the late right-wing politician, Rabbi Meir
Kahane: When his party, Kach, was banned from the 1988 election
be observed:

 

Western democracy calls for full political rights for all people, no
matter who they are, Jews or Gentiles. If the Arabs were to be a
majority here, then they have the right to plan the sort of state they
want. Zionism states that this is nonsense. It says that this country
was created as a Jewish State and a Jewish State means Jewish
sovereignry, and that non-Jews can never be allowed to have
sovereignty. There is a basic contradiction. That's why when we
speak of giving the Arabs equal rights, that's a lie, a fraud. 90

 

In view of the overwhelming appeal of a 1ewish democracy', even to
left Zionist parries, it is not surprising that only 31.5 per cent of high
school pupils think that Arabs should have the right to vote in the
event of
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annexation of the territories. 91 Up to 1984, according to Avishai,
poll after poll disclosed that about 90 per cent of Israeli Jewish youth
described themselves as democratic. However, polls in 1984 and
1987 indicate that 60 per cent would curtail the rights of Israeli
Palestinians. 92 Furthermore, 40 per cent specifically opposed the
Palestinian right to vote in Knesset elections. 93 Whether or not one
subscribes to Avishai's thesis (and there must be some caution
concerning how accurately youthful attitudes reflect either more
general adult ones, or indeed whether youths will maintain such
attitudes as they mature), there can be little doubt that the idea of
democracy is under threat as Jcwish opinion moves further to the
right. Thc threat is not solely to Arab rights. The 1982 war in
Lebanon marked a substantial increase in popular disapproval of
press freedom, and of criticism of government defence and foreign
policy, from roughly half to two-thirds of the electorate. Furthermore,
the indication was that 17 per cent explicitly preferred a non-
democratic government, while another 17 per cent did not care. 94 In
1986 a survey of adults reported growing political intolerance
towards those straying outside the national consensus. 9S Twenty-
four per cent of Jewish Israelis wished to deny Israeli Palestinians
the vote in Knesset elections. Fifty-seven per cent wished to
disenfranchise Zionist Jews (i.e. Mapam and CRM) favouring a
Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and 70 per cent
would disenfranchise all non-Zionist Jews favouring a Palestinian
state (i.e. Jewish supporters of Rakah and the Progressive List for
Peace (PLP). Furthermore, '68 per cent of the Jews interviewed in
the survey oppose an election list running for seats in the Knesset if
it "accepts the rules of democracy and recognizes Israel's right to
exist but objects to the State's Jewish-Zionist character.'" This would
deny the two parties for which Palestinian Israelis vote, Rakah and
PLP, any parliamentary legitimacy, and thereby make the vote of



most Palestinians meaningless. A Tel Aviv Univer- sity poll in 1988
revealed that 45 per cent of the electorate considered the country
was 'too democratic'.96 One of the interesting findings of the poll of
young Israelis in 1987 was that while journalists and Knesset
members were among the least trusted elements of society, combat
soldiers and army officers enjoyed the highest confidence and
respect. 97 Because of its centrality in national life, the outlook of the
army is an important register in the shift of attitudes nation- ally. For
the first twenty-five years of the state, the army was fairly solidly
supportive of the Labour Alignment. After the October 1973 war,
presum- ably as a result of the Labour government's unreadiness
and Sharon's inspir- ing generalship, most voted for Likud. 98 In the
1984 election 45 per cent of the army vote went to Likud, or to
parties to the right of it, Tehiya and Kach. Another 15 per cent of the
army vote went to messianic religious parries, giving the New Zionist
Right 60 per cent of the army vote. In
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1988 over 50 per cent of the vote went to Likud and parties of the
Right, and the vote for religious parties increased also. 99 Since the
foundation of the state the military encroachment into the political
domain has increased at an institutional level. This was, perhaps,
inevitable for a COUntry permanently at war, but it became more so
after 1967 when the army found itself governing the occupied
territories, with all the political decisions implicit in this responsibility,
for it was given free rein in the least democratic domain of state
activity. In 1978 for the first time an army Chief of Staff, Raphael
Eitan, publicly expressed his own views on the ideofogical and
political as well as security considerations regarding the occupied



territories.'OO Previously the army had acted almost exclusively at
the state level, and specific relations with individual political parties,
with the exception (to some extent) of Labour, had not really existed.
The period of Eitan's tenure, and his explicit encouragement of Gush
Emunim settlers, brought this to an end. Since 1978 the army's
scope of activity has extended into many spheres of national life, and
by the early 1980s it was 'easy to name army generals who support
or identify with the Labour Movement, or with Likud or with other
parries'.IOI The army's increasingly open ideological stance
indicated a grow- ing confidence that its political enterprises,
particularly with regard to the territories, had assumed a legitimacy
that need not remain hidden. 102 In general, the army has remained
satisfied with the way in which the civilian government has governed.
One reason for this is the existence of a military-civil establishment
which wields major influence not only in the political but also the
economic sphere. There has been a strong military flavour to the
government, with a high percentage of retired officers. Since 1967 all
lieutenant-generals (Yitzhak Rabin, Haim Bar Lev, Mordechai Gur,
Raphael Eitan) have achieved key political roles. So have some
major-generals, for example Ezer Weizman and Ariel Sharon. to3
Many others move on retirement from the forces into the arms
industry, which employs 25 per cent <>f the workforce, and accounts
for 16 per cent of Israel's industrial exports. Even Shimon Peres,
who has never served in the forces, has been closely involved in the
defence establishment since the foundation of the state. One may
imagine that this military-industrial system would have a very strong
point of view indeed regarding any policy evolved by a future Israeli
government which CUt across its own interests. For example, a
peace policy which embarked upon a major run-down of arms
manufacture could be faced with strong opposition not only from this
military-industrial system but also from the Histadrut, anxious not to
lose jobs. Military spending, it must be remembered, went up rather
than down after both the 1967 and 1973 wars. Yet the reduction of
arms expenditure is an important prerequisite to any Israeli
substantial economic recovery, for its economic fortunes can be
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directly related to the burden of war. During the years 1950-66
defence expenditure averaged 9 per cent of the annual gross
national product. During this same period annual GNP growth was
10 per cent, investment accounting for 32 per cent of GNP. From
1967 to 1986 defence spending averaged 27 per cent of the GNP,
and GNP growth steeply declined. Since 1980 GNP growth has been
1.5 per cent, and investment accOunts now for only 22 per cent of
the GNP.IO

By 1986 $500 million was being spent on military research and
development compared with $100 million allocated for civil research
and development. IDS So far the army, backed by the military-
industrial system, has played a major role in the running of the state,
but it has not openly taken over the role of government from the
elected one. However, no area of the state's activity is more liable to
precipitate military intervention than the question of what to do about
the occupied territories and their rebellious inhabitants. Furthermore,
it is by no means certain whether, if it did intervene, it would do so on
considerations purely of the strategic defence of the state or in order
to take the helm in the event of a collapse of national consensus.
This raises another issue painfully well known in Israel. Since 1948
no political party has been able to form a government without taking
other parties into coalition. This results from the almost absolute
proportional representation system which allows any party attracting
1 per cent of the vote (increased to 1.5 per cent for the 1992
election) to be represented in the Knesset. No party has ever taken
more than 38 per cent of the vote. While this may be admirable as
an exercise in democracy, it has left every single administration
compromised on questions of policy. Even at the height of Israel's
power in 1968, the senior cabinet minister Yigal Allon concluded 'the



Government contained such divergent viewpoints that every position
was cancelled out from within; it was a paralysed government.'ID6
The weakness implicit in each administration reached a climax in
1984 when neither Labour nor Likud could form a government
without being heavily compromised between constituent ideologies
and with only the narrowest of majorities in the Knesset. In the event
the rivals found it easier to form a national coalition, which brought
absolute power in the Knesset but resulted in a government unable
to agree on much. The 1988 election brought further polarization but
no improvement in the electoral outcome. It took the largest party,
Likud, seven weeks of hard negotiation before it was able to form a
new coalition government. In 1992 the Labour Party was returned to
power in the most decisive election result for a decade. Yitzhak
Rabin, returned to leadership of the party, offered the country firm
and decisive leadership combined with the prospect of a peace
settlement and the repair of Israel's damaged relations with the
United States. These were the factors that accounted for the modest
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swing in voting. However, the electorate had voted for a peace
settlement predicated on Labour's terms rather than Likud's. This
implied a form of autonomy which might lead to Palestinian
independence in barely 50 per cent of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Israelis and Palestinians may take heart from this modest
improvement in the prospects, but it must be remembered that such
a solution is unlikely to be adequate for a substantive peace either
with the Palestinian people or with Israel's neighbours. Furthermore
it remains questionable how far Labour can now resolve the long-
standing dilemmas of the Jewish state.



 

This article is reprinted from David McDowall, Palestille alld Israel:
The Uprising anti Beyond (London: LB. Tauris, 1989), pp. 163-181
and 291-296. Author has revised the original chapter for the
purposes of this publication.
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Hazards of Modernity and Morality: Women, State and Ideology in
Contemporary Iran AFSANEH NAJMABADI

 

INTRODUCTION

 

There are two periods in modern Iranian history in which the terms of
the 'woman question' (mas'alah-yi zan) have been shaped as a
central part of an emerging climate of political ideas and social
concerns. The first, in the late- nineteenth/early-twentieth century,
ushered in the era of 'modernity' and 'progress', an era during which,
despite an underlying animosity towards European intrusion,
Europe's social and political achievements provided the model for
modernity and progress. It was generally thought the intrusion itself
could be resisted through becoming like the European Other. The
'woman question', meaning the now problematic place of women in a
modern society, was for the first time posed in that context. The
second period, from the mid-1960s to the present time, marks the
rejection of the previous paradigm and the creation, reappropriation,
and redefinition of a new Islamic political alternative. 1 During the
transition between these two powerful paradigms, Iran went through
two important phases of societal change: Reza Shah's state-building
years (1926-4]) and Mohammad Reza Shah's transforrnative years
(]963-78). In order to understand the changing situation of women in



twentieth- century Iran, we need to investigate the nature of the
ideas that went into the making of each of the two political
paradigms, on the one hand, and of the transition period, on the
other, to concentrate on what kind of state and society was being
built under the rule of each Pah1avi shah. Post-]979 Iran is
experiencing a unique situation in which a very strong social
transformative experiment has been ushered in by a revolution that
above all embodied the
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new Islamic paradigm. It, therefore, has witnessed a dynamic
interaction between the exigencies of the two. The above proposition
does not deny elements of continuity between the two periods.
Indeed without important elements of continuity and common
boundaries such a colossal shift would be impossible for any society.
To anticipate a future argument, the shift in the image of the ideal
woman from 'modern-yet-modest' at the turn of this century to
'Islamic-thus-modest' within the present paradigm could only take
place because a crucial shared social boundary regarding modesty
was retained between the two. Yet in order to understand the
workings of that common boundary, we need to differentiate and
investigate the significance of each paradigm. Nor does the
proposition imply that the Pahlavi period was void of any new ideas.
The present essay, as it is devoted to the state-building and
transformarive periods, will investigate the nature of ideas and
models that provided the guidelines for these periods of change.
None the less, it is important to pull OUt of the complexities of social
change in each period those elements that proved to be more
decisively formative in the experience of Iranian society. Over the



past decade a rapidly expanding body of literature on women in the
Middle East has appeared. The massive participation of women in
the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran, the 'prized' place of the 'woman
question' within the new Islamic politics, and the general expansion
of women's studies have provided a climate of ideas conducive to
such focused attention. Within this context, contradictory evaluations
of the changes in the status of Middle Eastern women have become
commonplace. In the case of Iran, pro-Pahlavi sources invoke the
legislation drawn up under both Pahlavi shahs that expanded
women's participation in the social, economic and educational life of
the country. They point to the growing participation of women in the
workforce, to the increasing rate of literacy and the more prominent
profile of women with higher education or in professional careers.
They point to the increasing integration of women into political life,
evidenced by the granting of female suffrage by the shah in 1963,
election of women to the MaJlis (parliament) and the Senate, their
appointment as judges and members of the cabinet. They point to
the family reform legislation of the 1960s and 1970s that modified
existing laws in favour of women. 2 They point to the appointment of
the first Minister of State for Women's Affairs in 1976. 3 They refer to
8 January 1936 (when Reza Shah decreed compulsory unveiling of
women in all public places) as the day of women's liberation in Iran,
as a feminist holiday.4 The secular critics of the Pahlavis emphasize
the limited nature of these reforms, the continued legal, economic
and social inequalities of women under the Pahlavis. They argue that
these reforms were more cosmetic than
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substantive, and that the overall economic and social changes under
the Pahlavis intensified women's oppression in Iran, except possibly
for a small minority of upper-class women, Moreover, they share with
the Islamic critics a deep concern over women's 'moral corruption'
and the commodification of women's sexuality in Pahlavi Iran. s The
Islamic critics of the old regime consider the changes under the
Pahlavis completely undesirable, and responsible for moral
corruption and the subordination of an Islamic society to neo-
colonialist powers. They refer to 8 January 1936 as the day of
shame, symbolizing the assault of corrupt Western culture upon
Islamic values, whose effect has been the undermining of public
morality.6 Writers critical of the Islamic regime in post-revolutionary
Iran are similarly not short of documentary evidence to support their
view that the new regime has made a wholesale attack on women's
rights. Compulsory veiling, barring women from the judiciary,
segregation in transport, sports and many public places, and the
introduction or reimposition of discriminatory laws lead to such
conclusions as, 'The Islamic Republic in Iran has created two
classes of citizens; the male..., and the female', and that women
have become second-class citizens 'who have no place in the public
arena and no security in the domestic sphere'.? Writers sympathetic
to the Islamic Republic argue that what is upheld as equality of rights
in Western societies is in fact similarity of rights, and that women's
quest for such similarity of rights is both immoral and unjust, running
contrary to the divine plan as well as the natural disposition of
women. In their view, women and men are created differently and
are suitable for different roles in their social and private lives. a
Given such differences, equality between the sexes becomes
injustice. More significantly, they point to the roles in which women
have found a new identity under the Islamic regime. They argue that
the Islamic regime, by purifying the social atmosphere of the old
corrupt practices, has for the first time made it possible for the
majority of Iranian women to find meaningful social involvement
without demeaning themselves by becoming exposed to non-Muslim
practices. Clearly all such evaluations, explicitly or implicitly, move
from a set of notions concerning what is desirable for Iranian society
in general and for women in particular. Such desirability may have



been defined in terms of the ideals of progress, the requirements of
civilization, the needs of the modern state and the duties of the
modern citizen, the objective laws of historical development, or the
harmonious projections of divine wisdom. Since the mid- nineteenth
century, the 'woman question' has been central to notions of
progress, civilization, the developmental march of history,
'westoxication' (gharbzatligt) and its current antidote
'westeradication' (gharbzitla'l). In turn, the terms of the 'woman
question' have been defined and redefined by these
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ideas. In the earliest formulations, in the mid-nineteenth century, 'the
traditional woman' became the most visible symbol of
backwardness. Cor- respondingly the journey into modernity was
defined as one of educating and unveiling this backward subject. Yet
by the 1970s it was this very subject, now designated as
'superwesternized', who had become the site of all social ills. This
transformation was separated by a period in which, on the one hand,
the modern state appropriated the 'woman question', much as it took
over many other corners of societal space, and harnessed it to its
project of propelling Iran into the era of a 'Great Civilization'. On the
other hand, the opposition to the Pahlavi state, secular or Islamic,
absorbed this question into their respective programmes for
revolutionary transformation. 9 The present article focuses on the
appropriation of the 'woman question' by the Pahlavi state, the
interaction between the transformation of the state and the
redefinition of the 'woman question', leading to the paradigmatic shift
into Islamic politics with its own concepts regarding womanhood in a
revolutionary Islamic state. The most striking feature of the Pahlavi



period is the establishment of a modern centralized state and the
state's atrempts at transforming the society. The earlier part of the
Pahlavi period, corresponding to Reza Shah's reign, was a period of
state-building. The later part, in the 1960s and 1970s, after
Mohammad Reza Shah consolidated his power in the 1950s, was a
period in which the state took aggressive steps in remoulding the
economic and social structure ofIran.

 

REZA SHAH: CITIZENS AS SERVANTS OF THE STATE

 

Reza Shah took power in a military coup in February 1921 and by
December 1925 he had a constituent assembly deposing the last
Qajar Shah and declaring himself the shah of a new dynasty. He
rose to power in an atmosphere of political demoralization. Despite
the military victory of the constitutionalist forces over the absolutist
monarch Mohammad Ali Shah in July 1909, the following decade
witnessed such a deep disillusionment with constitutionalism that by
the 1920s Iranian reformers were talking of the necessity for a
'revolutionary dictator'.lo Most accounts attribute the impotence of
the early constiturional govern- ments (1909-20) to foreign
intervention. Indeed, there were foreign pressures and military
threats and interventions by both Russia and Britain. But more than
foreign pressure went into the failure of the constitutional
experiment. The Constitutional Movement eliminated the monarch as
the effective head of the state. It created a strong legislative body, by
transferring much of the royal prerogatives to the MaJlis, but had no
plan for building a functioning executive power. Formally the
monarch, and through him the prime minister,
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headed the government. But in fact by destroying the old authority of
the Crown, there seemed to be no executive power left in the
country. Ma}lis proceedings increasingly looked like endless
pointless squabbles, a waste of time that got the country nowhere.
While the country was burning, it seemed that the Ma;7is was
playing second fiddle to the parliaments of Europe. A series of
cabinet crises led to demoralization. The provinces, impatient with
central government, began to form their own local administrations.
Eventually localist movements surfaced in several important
provinces. By 1914, the British Minister in his Annual Report to the
Foreign Office would write that the central government had ceased
to exist outside the capital. 11 The weakness of central government
came to be seen as responsible for all ills. By the early 1920s,
important constitutionalists became advocates of a strong state. \2 In
1921, a prominent constitutionalist statesman, Mushir al- Dawlah,
put it in these terms: 'I want the Constitution for the COUntry, not the
country for the Constitution. If the good of the country requires it, I
would trample upon the Constitution'.u The first generation of Iranian
reformers had been primarily attracted to the constitutional
monarchies of Europe. Now, a new generation increasingly found
Italy and Germany more suitable models for Iran to follow: '[O]ur only
hope is a Mussolini who can break the influence of the traditional
authorities, and thus create a modern outlook, a modern people, and
a modern nation', wrote one influential journal in 1924. 14 The terms
of political discourse had drastically changed. While the early
generation of reformers saw progress as possible only through a
constitutional regime, the reformers of the 1920s began to see
democracy as an impediment to progress. This apparent
contradiction between democracy and progress haunted the country
for the next half-century. Reza Shah took power in an atmosphere of
craving for a strong central state, for statist policies, for law and
order, for a regime that got something done, almost regardless of
how it got it done. It is this political atmosphere that made it



acceptable to see the army as the agent of progress: perhaps the
army could succeed where administrative, educational, and
constitutiQnal civil reformers had failed. In other words, Reza Shah's
vision of the centrality of the army to building the country coincided
with the new orientation of a whole stratum of statesmen and
intellectuals. For Reza Shah the new state consisted above all of a
modern army. He repeatedly emphasized that 'the greatness of the
country depends on the progress and strength of its army, weakness
and decay of the country results from the incapacity and degradation
of its military forces'. IS This did not simply mean a high priority for
building a Strong army ('An army before and above everything.
Everything first for the army, and again for the army')"6 But more
importantly, for Reza Shah the army was a model for the construc-
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tion of a nation-state. His ideal was to create a nation of disciplined,
obedient, efficient citizens. His remarks about the reasons for
Ataturk's success are indicative: the Turks are more submissive and
easier to lead. The Iranians are more capable, but undisciplined." He
hoped to introduce military discipline into all other branches of
government and upheld the soldier as a model for citizenship. At a
ceremony in 1933, at the newly established National Bank of Iran, he
demanded of the Bank employees to 'act as soldiers. A soldier gives
his life for his country on the battlefield. You should do the same
thing. You must sacrifice yourselves for the prestige of your
country'.18 It is symbolic of the importance of the army in Reza
Shah's mind that he appeared on all public occasions in military
uniform}9 This vision of the army-as-model implied a strong drive
towards the creation of uniformities. The dress code for civilians



(men and women) was just one aspect. So was the abolition of
traditional aristocratic titles and the requirement for registering under
a surname. The imposition of the dress code has often been simply
regarded as the emulation of European gear. But for Reza Shah, it
was more than that. Introducing a uniform into the army had been an
important measure in constructing a modern army based on
conscription, instead of the hodge- podge of tribal levies and various
military units. In a similar vein, the introduction of 'civilian uniforms'
was not simply a discarding of traditional garb and imitation of
everything European. It signified a step towards the creation of the
citizen-soldier, those 'instruments' with which he intended to realize
his vision of Iran, 'the bones and muscles of the reconstruction' for
which 'he was its mind'.20 For Reza Shah it was a duty as well as a
privilege for a citizen to serve the state. More concretely, citizens
were expected to contribute to the building of a new society by
becoming part of the growing state bureaucracy. An attitude was
cultivated that looked down upon those not inside the state
apparatus, as if working for the state were now the ultimate
expression or test of good citizenship. The role of women in Reza
Shah's vision can be situated within this larger project of state-
building. Like men, women were expected to contribute to the
building of the new society through hard work and participation in
state- building. Here is how he put it when addressing a group of
teachers and female students on 8 January 1936: Women in this
country [prior to this day of unveiling] could nOt demonstrate their
aptitude and inherent qualities because they remained outside of
society, they could not make their proper contribution to the country
and make appropriate sacrifices and render their services. Now they
can proceed and enjoy other advantages of society in addition to the
remarkable task of motherhood . . . I believe that for the progress
and happiness of this country we all must work sincerely, there will
be progress if government employees work, the country needs effort
and work ... Now that you, my daughters and sisters, have entered
the social arena. . . you must know that it is your
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duty to work for your country. Future prosperity is in your hands. You
train the future generation. You can be good teachers and good
people can emerge from your training. I expect of you, learned
ladies, now that you are going out in the world to learn about your
rights and duties and to perform services to your country, you should
be wise and work, become accustomed to frugality and avoid
luxuries and overspending. zl

 

This is not the same as encouraging women to 10m the labour force
because of the need of an emerging capitalist economy for an
expanded labour force, as has sometimes been argued. zz Women
were urged to go to universities, become teachers, join the
expanding ministries, that is, to participate in the building of a newly
forming state bureaucracy, rather than become part of the labour
force in factories. The development of a market economy as such
was marginal to Reza Shah's project. Z3 This limited the project from
the start to certain sections of upper- and middle-class urban
women. The new state, moreover, was to be a modern one,
eliminating whatever was seen as vestiges of backwardness such as
the veiI.Z4 The model of a modern state was ultimately a European
one, but this was in great part mediated for Iran through the model of
the emerging Turkish state under Ataturk. In fact from the early
nineteenth century, Ottoman reforms and reformist literature had
provided aspiring Iranian reformers and intellectuals not only with a
model but also a certain legitimacy: that another Islamic state had
already adopted administrative, military and legal reforms to buttress
its stand against European encroachment made the argument for the
compat- ibility of reform with Islamic requirements more convincing.



Not only were Qajar reforms largely modelled after their Ottoman
counterparts, which sometimes had preceded them by several
decades, much of Persian reform vocabulary was borrowed from the
Ottomans. Despite the profound influences of the Turkish model on
Reza Shah's reforms, however, there were important differences
between the two states. The Iranian reforms remained more limited
in content but were carried out more brutally. To begin with, state-
initiated or privately backed reforms had a much longer history,
scope, and cumulative effect in the nineteenth-century Ottoman
Empire compared with the few, short-lived, and limited measures at
reform in Qajar Iran. A few comparative dates relating to women's
lives give an indication of the scale of this time gap. The first modern
school for girls was established in Istanbul in 1858, in Tehran not
until 1907. A Teachers' Training College for women was opened in
1863 in Istanbul, in 1918 in Tehran (both were called, by the way, dar
al-mu'aJlimar). The first women's magazines appeared in Turkish in
1869, in Persian in 1911. Women gained access to university
education in 1914 in Istanbul, but only in 1936 in Tehran. Moreover,
and perhaps more importantly, the Turkish state was founded on the
ruins of the Ottoman Caliphate. As such, it defined itself in contra-
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distinction to the old state as a secular state, and indeed remains the
only secular state in the Middle East There was a conscious attempt
to make a new ethnic and territorial nationalism the ideological
foundation of the new Republic. 25 This accountS for the more
thorough break of Ataturk's reforms from Islamic laws and traditions.
Ataturk's project, moreover, was to build a state resting on a political
movement, despite his own background as a military man. By



contrast, Reza Shah put the army at the centre of his project and
chose to fall back on Islam as an anchor of legitimacy.26 This
difference proved crucial with respect to the changes in the social
and legal status of women in the two states. In Iran, although in the
process of modem state- building many prerogatives of the clerical
establishment were curtailed or eliminated, the break with Islam
remained partial and tenuous. For instance, a new criminal code was
drafted largely on the basis of European codes, while the civil code
(which included family laws, inheritance, etc.) remained Islamic. The
reasons for this contrast should be sought in the different processes
that gave birth to the two states. The new Turkish state was
established after a War of Liberation, during which a political
movement and a central army were built in close association with
each other. The clerical forces had compromised themselves by
backing occupying powers, while the whole period of the Young
Turks had created wide acceptance of a new concept of Turkish
nationhood, based partially On non-Islamic definitions and
affiliations. By the time the Turkish Republic was declared, it had
become possible, legitimate, and desirable to abolish not only the
Sultanate but also the Caliphate. In Iran, on the contrary, a
significant part of the Shi'ite clergy had supported the Constitutional
Movement, and, despite periods of alienation from the secular
constitutionalists, it continued to keep its traditional legitimacy as the
voice of the people. The distinction of Shi'ism from Sunni Islam
made it possible for Iranian nationalists, at the turn of this century, to
base their nationalism on the appropriation of pre-Islamic Iran and to
integrate the presumably distinct Shi'ite Islam into that nationalism,
proving the superiority of Iranians over their Arab and Turkish
brothers. Shi'ism came to be projected as Iran's 'nationalization'
ofIslamP The specific circumstances of Reza Shah's rise to power
further accentuated this uneasy alliance between Iranian nationalism
and Shi'ite particularism. Unlike Ataturk, Reza Shah came to power
through a military coup. His new power was not consolidated on the
basis of a social movement or a social class, but by building a
modem army. While building the army, militarily and in terms of the
legitimacy of its authority, through various campaigns to suppress
provincial movements and tribal unruliness, he astutely manoeuvred



himself into the space created by the mutual hostility and suspicion
of two
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major political forces: secular democrats craving for a strong modern
leader to eradicate clerical influence and save the masses and the
country, and the Shi'ite clergy, threatened by the rising influence of
secular anti-clerical intellectuals and politicians, who were deeply
worried by the developments in Turkey. He used the former to push
through such laws as the conscription act, against the protests of the
clergy, and used the latter's support to dethrone Ahmad Shah and
clamp down on the unruly press and political debates. 28 Under
Reza Shah reformers of the constitutional era faced a dilemma:
many of their projected reforms were possible to achieve, not
through their original vision of a parliamentary system, but through
the construction of a corporatist state, that would not tolerate any
independent citizens' initiatives. For example, by the mid-1930s all
independent women's societies and journals were closed down at
the same time that the state took over the implementation of their
specific reforms, such as opening up schools for girls, encouraging
higher education for women, female employment in state
bureaucracy, open- ing some public arenas to women's participation,
and requiring the discarding of the veil. 29 We know from existing
historical accounts that many of the male reformers and intelleCtuals
faced a bitter dilemma. When for a brief period Reza Khan launched
a campaign for abolishing the monarchy and establishing hims

lf at the head of a republic, many republican intellectuals
campaigned against a republic to stop his rise to power. 3D (With



historical hindsight, the wisdom of this countercampaign is
debatable, since Reza Khan established himself as a dictator in any
case, but as a dictatorial shah rather than a president.) Other
reformers soon decided that opposition to Reza Shah was fatal and
futile, and resigned from active politics. Yet others felt whatever
reforms could be achieved through serving a corporatist state were
crucial for the revitalization of Iranian society; indeed some identified
the very construc- tion of a strong centralized corporatist state as the
embodiment of new Iranian nationhood. Did women reformers of the
same period experience similar dilemmas and face similar choices?
So far, we have virtually no accounts of women resisting the closure
of their associations and journals. Most current accounts of this
period lay heavy emphasis on repression, when discussing the
decline of independent women's groups and activities under Reza
Shah. Sanasarian, for instance, considers 'the first and the most
obvious reason' to be 'the presence of an absolute ruler willing to
use force. Reza Shah was well-known for his stern punishment of
resisters'.31 Without denying the impact of Reza Shah's pervasive
brutality, we cannot but observe that there were very few resisters
among women's rights activists to the disbanding of their societies
and curtailment of their publications. More importantly, as
Sanasarian explains, many 'welcomed the new regime's interest in
women's issues. They had
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worked alone, with no support, for too long. It was a relief to be part
of a government that possessed enforcement power. .. Feminists
such as Zandokht Shirazi were fond ofReza Shah and had high
hopes for his contribution to the women's cause. Many of these



women did not hesitate to join the new administration'.32 It would be
all too easy to dismiss these women as bourgeois betrayers of the
feminist cause. In a sense these women had gone through a double
disillusionment with constitutionalism. Not only were they influenced
by the general political mood away tTom the parliamentary
experiment towards 'the revolutionary dictator', they had been
particularly disappointed by the constitutionalists themselves. First,
the constitutionalists had rejected female suffrage. Second, while the
constitutionalists had been prepared to break from Islamic tradition
and law on a whole series of issues, such as the setting up of a
secular judiciary, when it came to women's issues they went out of
their way to defend the faith. When the issue of the legitimacy of
women's associations was debated in the Majlis, there was virtUal
unanimity that such societies were un-Islamic, dangerous to and
seditious of public morality.33 This double disillusionment could in
part explain the initial flourishing of women's societies and
publications after the defeat and dissipa- tion of constitutionalism. It
may have also made it that much easier and more plausible to look
for a 'modern leader', where the modern movement had failed. The
radical consequences o(Reza Shah's state-building period in
redefining the terms of the 'woman question' became evident after
his abdication in 1941. The rise and consolidation of a corporatist
state found its oppositional political reflection in totalizing party
political platforms. In the open political turmoil, public debates and
political recomposition of 1941-53, Iranian politics was moulded
around pany political platforms and organizations such as the Tudeh
Party, the Democratic Party, and the National Front.
Correspondingly, the 'woman question' became part of broad political
utopias, with packages for social change, rather than issue-centered,
for instance, around female education and family laws, as had been
the case during the constitutional period. More significantly, from this
period onwards, women's organizations tended to become formed
largely as de facto auxiliaries of political parties. This implied a dear
hierarchy of priorities. Subordination and absorption of the 'woman
question' into the cause of state-building under Reza Shah now
found its oppositional echo in its subordination to higher political
causes. This redefinition and hierarchization was only partial in this



period. In the subsequent consolidation of the state under
Mohammad Reza Shah, it became total.
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MOHAMMAD REZA SHAH: CITIZENS AS GRATEFUL
BENEFICIARIES OF THE STATE

 

There were important changes in the character of the Pahlavi state
under Mohammad Reza Shah, once he consolidated his hold on
power in the 1950s. The post-1953 regime in Iran is often treated as
a twenty-five-year black box of repression and/or modernization,
which we have only just begun to scrutinize. On closer examination it
is becoming evident that the 1959-63 period was politically crucial for
the Iranian state, as well as for politics and society in Iran. On the
level of the state, there was a significant change in the character of
the shah's rulej in the words of one scholar, from a traditional
monarchy to a sultanistic state. 34 What made this shift possible was
inceasing oil revenues, allowing the state to become progressively
more autonomous from civil society. No longer dependent on internal
taxation for revenues, or even on internal production for survival, the
limited level of political participation of the elite in politics diminished
drastically, eventually reducing the politically relevant body of
decision makers to the person of the shah.3S There were significant
differences, for instance, between the Majlis elections of the 1950s
and those of the mid-1960s onwards. In the 1950s, the Majlis was
dominated by landlords and notables who could, as local patrons,
muster an electoral following to whom they in turn felt some



patriarchal sense of obligation. From 1965 onwards, with the election
of the twenty-first Majlis, this 'organic' tie ceased to exist. All
candidates were selected by the Ministry of the Interior, vetted and
approved by the shah personally. If one wanted to be elected as a
parliamentary deputy, it was no longer the local landlord with whom
one had to curry favours but with the shah himsel(36 In return, the
deputies owed allegiance only to him. The old political elite ceased
to be decision makers in any sense. A new layer of co-opted
technocrats were apoliticaJ.37 The shah, in turn, came to view
himself not as the head, or even as the embodiment, of the state (as
his father had projected himself), but as the state itself.38 A reading
of his writings makes this very clear. While Reza Shah would
typically use such phrases as 'I expect my government to carry out
this reform', his son would say 'I shall carry out this reform'.39
Eventually, he came to see himself not only as the sole decision
maker, but as the architect of the society, as the omnipotent source
of benevolence from whom all progress emanated. The point is that
he not only wanted to see Iran progress to 'a Great Civilization', but
that this progress had to be totally of his making: 'There should not
even arise a case that We have not foreseen and about which We
have not made the necessary decisions'.4o In the words of Goodell,
'modernization was non-negotiable'.41 The shah's 'rigid
benevolence' prescribed the 'boundaries of freedom, initiative, and
control'j4Z the society was to be up-
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lifted according to a Grand Plan, which should never spawn
expectations, confidence, or initiative-'a control far more subtle than
"oppression"'.43 Correspondingly, citizens were no longer expected



to contribute to the building of the State, to be at its service, but to be
its grateful beneficiaries..... Loyalty to the person of the shah, the
Great Benefactor, replaced loyalty to the state as the test of
citizenship. The population itself became complacent in abiding by
the rules of gratitude, for some time, before it became convinced that
the Great Benefactor was unjust and must thus be overthrown. A
second important change in this period concerns the fate of secular
political organizations such as the National Front and the Tudeh
Party. The shah opted for a programme of socio-economic reforms,
known as the White Revolution. The Tudeh Party, with its virtual
suppon of this programme, further lost its political legitimacy as an
oppositional force. As for the National Front, it lost all political raisotl
d'etre. In 1953 it had been defeated by force. In 1962-63, it became
politically redundant; the shah's reform pro- gramme was much
bolder and radical than anything the National Front had ever
projected. Its political demise was sealed in this period, not in 1978-
79. A third imponant shift was the emergence of Islamic politics as a
new political paradigm ill Iran. Here again the confluence of two
trends occurred: the politicization of an important sector of the
Islamic clergy under Khomeini's leadership, and the Islamization of
previously secular politics, as seen in the emergence of such
organizations as the Liberation Movement oflran (NihZllt- i azatli, led
by Bazargan), and the popularity and prominence of such
intellectuals as AI-i Ahmad and Shari'ati. 4s With these shifts, the
'woman question' underwent an important change. With the demise
of secular politics, discourses on women within opposition politics
became progressively moralized, and eventually Islamicized. The
autonomous space of the 'woman question' in upper-class politics-
whence important initiatives had often originated-was eliminated
altogether and replaced totally by the initiatives of the state, or rather
the initiatives of the shah. The shah's attitude towards women's
rights was indicative of his new outlook on the nature of his own rule:
women's rights were to be royal grants. 46 All women's initiatives,
even of a charitable nature, had to be absorbed and controlled
centrally by the state-the sole authority to decide the timing of each
initiative. Put in this context, there is little contradiction between the
shah's traditionalist views on the role of women as expressed in his



early writings,47 his contempt for women as expressed in his later
interview with FaIlaci 48 on the one hand, and his reforms for and on
behalf of women on the other. As in the case of society at large, it
was he who was doing the uplifting, the timing was his, the limits
were prescribed by him. To begin with, women's organizations that
had been formed in the 1940s
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of the 1950s were gradually absorbed into a central organization
under the tutelage of Ashraf Pahlavi, the shah's sister. Initially, in
1956, a loose organization for co-ordinating activities was formed by
fourteen women's societies. Some ofthese belonged to religious
minorities, such as the Society of Zoroastrian Women, the Society of
Jewish Women, and the Society of Armenian Women. Others
belonged to the Graduates of the American College, or were more
broadly defined, such as the Society of the New Path (Rah-i Naw).49
Within two years, this co-ordinating body was dissolved into a state-
sponsored body, the High Council of Women's Organiza- tions,
presided over by Ashraf Pahlavi. The significance of this change was
not missed by the women involved: 'I think the bureaucracy
(tnshkilat) began to think that if they put Her Highness Ashraf, an
intelligent and capable person, at the head of women's
organizations, they would help these organiza- tions and bring them
under their own control, under the control of the system (tlnstgah) so
that things didn't get out of hand'. so With the increasing centraliza-
tion and takeover by the state of all public life in the 1960s, the High
Council was dissolved and replaced by a single organization, the
Women's Organiza- tion of Iran. Some of the old societies kept an
informal life of their own, but now, instead of being one amongst
several roughly equal societies, they were faced with a single all-
powerful organization, with a significant power and budget. sl
Though resentful of losing their own little autonomous domains,
women activists of these societies soon learned to adapt their cause
to suit the initiatives of the shah. Moreover, the upper-class women
activists of the 1940s and 1950s were joined, outnumbered and in



part displaced by a new group of women that was itself created by
the changes of the late 1950s and the 1960s. Prior to the 1950s,
women tTom upper-class circles did not work in the state
bureaucracy, but only engaged in voluntary charitable activities. As
far as they were concerned, only women of lower classes would
work for wages. By the late 1960s, this was no longer the case. A
whole stratum of women, from the upper and middle classes, were
working, not only as highly skilled professionals (such as doctors,
engineers, architects, pharmacists, university professors, judges),
but also throughout the various levels of governmental bureaucracy.
Paid work had become respectable. s2 It was this new category of
women that later provided the activists and leaders of the Women's
Organiza- tion ofIran (WOJ). There were significant differences
between these two generations. The earlier generation had come
from more aristocratic families, had mostly engaged in voluntary
charitable work and drew satisfaction from the personal prestige
such work brought with it. Centralization of all women's activities,
including charities, into the WOI and other state institutions, robbed
such work of its personal prestige and made it anonymous, the glory
going to the state (and increasingly to the shah). Although many of
these women became
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prominent figures in the upper echelons of the state and served as
parliamentary deputies, senators, ministers, and ambassadors, they
resented this loss of personal recognition and control. Moreover,
they belonged to a generation of the aristocracy and upper-class
Iranians that had a political culture of its own and resented its loss.
They did not share the same identity with the state institutions that



the new apolitical layer of state technocrats, and their counterparts in
the WOI, felt. For the new generation of women in the WOI,
however, the concern was to get things done efficiently. They were
the products of the process of depoliticization of the state in the
1960s; they were 'born' into the new apolitical state. Within the new
order, they 'knew' they had to depend on royal patronage to get
anything done: One phase of legal action always involved convincing
the Monarch- whose national role was the essence and symbol of
patriarchy. Since he was regularly briefed by the Queen and
Princess Ashraf (both intelligent, active, professional women),
constantly exposed to international opinion and attitudes, and
possessed by a vision of Iran as a 'progressive' nation, it would
sometimes suffice to demonstrate to him the importance of the
proposal to national development. 5)

 

The WOI became an important vehicle for projecting the shah's
image internationally as a champion of women's rights in Iran.
Internally, the organization channelled some of the women activists'
energies into local projects, while some prominent women's rights
activists felt that, in exchange for giving their monarch the image he
wanted, they could, and did, accomplish some reforms. However, no
reform was allowed even to be perceived to have resulted from
women's own initiatives. When, in the early 1960s, the government
began discussing reform of the election laws, a group of women from
the High Council of Women's Organizations were dissuaded from
lobbying by prominent members of the shah's entourage. 54 Once
the shah decided to grant the vote, however, women were required
to express their gratitude by voting in the national referendum of
1963. This pattern of the state determining the pace and details of
reforms for women became quite established. What determined the
timing was in part the international image of the state. For instance,
Dolatshahi recalls that up to 1963, the only two countries which were
represented by men in the Women's Affairs Committee of the United
Nations were Iran and Saudi Arabia. In that year the government
decided that this state of affairs was embarrassing and that from now



on a woman should be sent. ss Similarly, she traces the idea of
forming the WOI to Ashraf Pahlavi's concern that many other
countries had women's organizations whose membership numbered
in the millions while Iran did not. S6 Her own appointment as Iran's
first female ambassador (to Denmark) in 1976 she
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attributes to the government's decision that it was time to have a
female ambassador. 57 This is not to deny that a whole section of
women, through WOI and outside it, were active in pushing for
reforms. This was particularly true for reforming family laws. s8 But
what determined when and how a law was reformed was not of their
making. If a given reform, for whatever reason, was not on the
government agenda, it would have no effect. In the mid-1970s, for
instance, a woman senator and well-known lawyer, Manuchihrian,
proposed that the requirement of the husband's permission for a
married woman to obtain.a passport be eliminated. s9 The
government rejected this for no obvious reason, except that it was
not of its making and timing, causing Manuchihrian to resign her
seat. Reading the reminiscences of many of these women, one is
struck by a consistent pattern: not a single instance is recorded in
which they felt reforms for women were being held back by the
traditional- ism of the population, while repeatedly they complain
about the tokenism of the government on women's issues and refer
to the system (tIa.rtgah) as the single most important obstacle to
getting things done. Not only did the opposition view the changes in
women's status under the shah as meaningless tokenism, but
prominent statesmen from the old regime viewed, and continue to
view, them in such terms: These privileges that were granted [to



women], it was not as if this class had felt deprivation and then had
engaged in any struggles to remove that deprivation; there had been
no dialogue. The Shah just decided that Iranian society should make
use of the luxury of male-female equality as much as other countries;
this was a luxury for .our society . " In Iran they [women] were
granted these on a planer; they were given too many righrs. 60
Between the two periods of state-building, the 1930s versus the
1970s, an important shift occurred in the symbolic significance of the
women's rights issue in Iran. In the first period, women's status was
seen as a symbol of modernity of the new nation and the new state.
In the second period, it became the symbol of the modernity of the
monarch and his progressive benevolence towards women.

 

MORALIZATION OF THE WOMAN Q.UESTION AND THE RISE OF
ISLAMIC POLITICS

 

Women have acquired a very prominent position in the ideology as
well as practice of the Islamic Revolution and the Islamic Republic.
In the literature on Islam and Islamic positions on women, in sources
both sympathetic and hostile, including some of my own earlier
writings,61 there is a tendency towards an essentialist conception of
Islam, reducing Islam to a given set of doctrines, with a given set of
edicts on women, and attributing the current practices and ideology
of Islamic movements to the implementation of these
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doctrines. 62 From the outset this outlook was open to two kinds of
criticism: if the current state of Islamic politics and its impact on
women derive tTom some essential doctrines within Islam, why is it
happening now? Why were they not operative decades ago, when
societies were more traditional and more observant of religious
norms? Here sociological observations offer a somewhat
unsatisfactory explanation: urbanization has brought millions of
previously land-based peasants into the cities. These recent
migrants are more religious and more traditional. There is, therefore,
a new impetus for a religious revival. Sociologically, however, the
recent Islamic movements are not peasant-based but urban middle
and lower-middle class in composition. In the case of women, for
instance, the most militant advocates ofIslamization are among the
highly educated graduates of universities. The second problem with
such essentialist tendencies is the multiplicity of Islamic politics,
ranging from fundamentalist positions all the way to modernist
reformism. Each with equal justification claims its Islam to be the true
Islam. With such a diversity of 'essential Islams', how does one
arrive at the dominance of one on the basis of its doctrinal positions!
To overcome this problem, we need to come to terms with the rise of
the Islamic movements as a political phenomenon, rather than as
religious revival, as a conscious political rejection of the West and
the political models associated with it (be they nationalism,
socialism, parliamentary democracy, etc.) in favour of the
construction of an Islamic order, as a shift from modernization as the
central project and concern of society to moral purifi- cation and
ideological reconstruction. 63 Post-1953 Iran witnessed not only
consolidation of a new state, but also a thorough reshaping of
oppositional politics. This reshaping eventually encompassed the
whole experience of the country over the previous century,
proclaimed its rejection, and declared a shift to a new type of politics,
which was eventually embodied in the Islamic Revolution of 1979.
Central to the new politics became the concept of gharbzatligi-
westoxication or weststruckness-popularized by Jalal AI-i Ahmad. It
is important at the outset to emphasize two points. First, the concept
was accepted by a whole generation of Iranian radical youth in the
I960s and 1970s, regardless of secular or Islamic sympathies. AI-i



Ahmad's book, with the same title, was read and acclaimed by every
oppositionist. 64 The second point is that the concept and the
sentiment to which it gave such powerful expression involved a
thorough break with past politics of whatever colour. It was not
posed, from the start, as a critique of 'excesses of modernization',
but of the whole project. It did nOt oppose juSt the rise of the
'authoritarian benevolence' of the shah, but viewed the political
experience of the country tTom the Constitutional Movement itself,
through the experience of the National Front and the Tudeh Party, as
politics of alienation and subjugation. In other
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words, it became a rejection of not only the politics and policies of
the Pahlavi state, but also of oppositional and reform politics of the
whole previous century. Perhaps nowhere has this total rejection
touched popular as well as intellectual imagination more acutely than
in its rejection of the gharbzadah woman. The gharbZlltlah woman
came to embody at once all social ills: she was a super-consumer of
imperialistjdependent-capitalistjforeign goods; she was a propagator
ofthe corrupt culture of the West; she was undermining the moral
fabric of society; she was a parasite, beyond any type of redemption.
Who was a gharbzatlah woman? In its crudest form, she was
identified with a woman who wore 'too much' make-up, 'tOO short' a
skirt, 'toO tight' a pair of pants, 'too low-cut' a shirt, who was 'too
loose' in her relations with men, who laughed 'too loudly', who
smoked in public. Clearly, it signified a subjective judgement; at least
to some extent it was defined in the eyes of the beholder. While an
Islamic militant would consider any unveiled woman as t/Jarbzatlah,
a secular radical would perhaps limit the concept to what became



known as 'the painted dolls of the Pahlavi regime'. Yet both felt
comfortable in denouncing gharbzatligi and the gharbzadah woman
in a single voice. What was, then, the common thread unifying such
diversity of prejudice? Discussing what had become a common type
of over- Westernized man in late- nineteenth-century Ottoman
literature,

erifMardin argues that what 'appears as a critique of over-
Westernization at its deepest level is simply social conttol applied
against those who transgress the norms of the community'.6s
Gharbzadigi as a social and political critique in Iranian society of the
1960s was also concerned with social control above anything else.
The 'norms of the community' were different for Islamic traditionalists
and the radical secular Left. But there was some common ground.
First, and possibly most important, was the common acceptance of
the legitimacy of the community's prerogative to set the limits of
individual moral behaviour. Second, although the actual limits were
vastly different between the two extremes of political opposition,
there was a connecting thread that made sense of the common
denunciations of the gharbzatlah woman: the preservation of
'modesty' as a desirable characteristic of a woman. Here we need to
go back to the turn of the century to look at the tension between
modernity and modesty that has devastated Iranian women since
then. 1 have already referred to the image of the woman within the
new discourse of modernity at the turn of this century as 'modern-
yet-modest'. This duality became, and continues to remain, a source
of cultural, moral, social, and political 'schizophrenia' for non-
traditional Iranian women. 66 The boundary between modernity and
modesty is of necessity a socially defined and fluid one that leaves
the woman herself in a perpetual state of uncertainty. The boundary
becomes clear only in its transgression, which renders the
ttansgressor an outcast. Perhaps a few examples would
demonstrate the point
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Let us look more closely at the pair of concepts, ummuJ (tOO
traditional) and jiJf(too loose), presumably the very negations of
modernity on the one hand and of modesty on the other. Where was
one to draw the line? Wearing make-up for an unmarried girl in
traditional families was already beyond 'the norms of the community'.
In such circles, if a girl plucked her eyebrows prior to the marriage
ceremony, she was considered to have been corrupted. For others, it
was a requirement for being accepted as modern; otherwise one
would be considered ummul. And of course 'how much make-up'
was an even more hazardous terrain to tread. Similar problems were
raised by the 'dress code'. In the late 1960s, when miniskirts became
the fashion, the exact length of one's skirt posed the same
'boundary' problem: tOO long a skirt indicated an outmoded outlook;
too short a skirt was unacceptable sexual invitation. How would any
young girl know how many inches was the socially perfect-modern-
yet-modest-skirt length? The socially acceptable length became all
too evident in its transgres- sion: one young woman, with 'tOO short'
a skirt, was raped in public, in front of a circle of spectators, whose
unanimous opinion was that she had asked for it Possibly the most
dangerous domain was that of male-female sexual relations. A
woman such as Furugh Farrukhzad, who dared not only to
transgress socially legitimate boundaries of male-female sexual
relations, but also to celebrate her sexuality openly in her poetry,
became an outcast, even among the most enlightened Iranian
intellectuals of her time. Only after her death, when such
transgressions were of the past and remained only in her poems, did
she become safe to embrace as a great poet. But such breaks with
the notion of the desirability of social control of individual moral
behaviour remained on the cultural margins of social life in Iran.
Indeed, only in the post-1979 period have discussions emerged that
pose the dilemma faced by some women as one of individual choice



versus social control. In the 1960s and 1970s projection of any such
discussion would have been seen as the apogee of gharbzatligi.
Within this context, the attraction of the newly rising Islamic politics
for a whole section of Iranian women, torn by such tensions,
becomes clear. The active Islamic militant woman, simultaneously a
Fatimah and a Zaynab, 67 became the symbolic resolution of this
tension. In the new Islamic paradigm, the 'woman question' came to
acquire tremendous weight for two important reasons. First, in this
new thinking, similar to some secular Third World conceptions, the
imperialist domination of Muslim (Third World) societies is seen to
have been achieved through the undermining of religion and culture,
not through military or economic domination as the earlier
generations of nationalists and socialists had argued. Moral
corruption is viewed as the lynch-pin of imperialist designs. Within
such an outlook women as mothers and wives are seen to bear a
heavy
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responsibility for the moral health and therefore the political fate of
the country. Second, women's sexuality is accorded tremendous
power over men and provides the basis for all the arguments for
segregation and veiling of women. This new vision is amply
expressed in an editorial that appeared in the 7 April 1984 issue of
Zan-i Ruz, a women's weekly journal published in Tehran. In this
editorial many of the important tenets of the new ideology are
formulated in an interconnected manner. It begins by reiterating that
the 'hegemonic aims' of colonial powers in our time were achieved
not through force, but, in the first instance, through subversion of
culture. Women's liberation is presented as one such instance:



Colonialism was fully aware of the sensitive and vital role of woman
in the formation of the individual and of human society. They
considered her the beSt tool for subjugation of the nations.
Therefore, under such pretexts as social activity, the arts, freedom,
etc., they pushed her to degeneracy and degradation and made of
her a doll who not only forgot her human role, but became the best
tool for emptying others of their humanity. . . In Western societies
where capitalism is dominant. . . women's liberation is nothing but
the liberty to be naked, to prostitute oneself ... In the underdeveloped
countries. .. women serve as the unconscious accomplices of the
powers- that-be in the destruction of indigenous culture. $0 long as
indigenous culture persists in the personality and thought of people
in a society, it is not easy to find a political, military, economic or
social presence in that society ... And woman is the best means of
destroying the indigenous culture to the benefit of imperialists.

 

It is important to pause here and note that there is little in the
editorial so far that many radical secular critics of the Islamic
Republic would object to, apart, perhaps, from the tone. Such
identity of vision between the cur- rent regime and its critics should
make us realize what power the new ideas exerted over oppositional
social and political discourse in the last years of the shah's rule-a
power that remains largely unchallenged even after the unity-in-
opposition has broken down in the post-revolutionary decade. We
need to ask ourselves what made such a powerful identity of vision
possible in the first place. The editorial then continues by discussing
the specificities of Islamic societies in these words:

 

In Islamic countries the role of woman is even more sensitive.
Islamic belief and culture provide people of these societies with faith
and ideals ... Woman in these societies is armed with a shield that
protects her against the conspiracies aimed at her humanity, honour
and chastity. This shield is verily her veil. For this reason. . . the most
immediate and urgent task was seen to be unveiling. . . Then she



became the target of poisonous arrows of corruption, prostitution,
nakedness, looseness, and trivialities. After this, she was used to
disfigure the Islamic culture ofthe society, to erase people's faith and
drag society in her wake toward corruption, decay and degradation.
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After detailing the 'political, cultural, economic and social dimensions'
of the impact of women on Iranian society during the reign of the
Pahlavis, the editorial turns to the significance of the Islamic
Revolution: It is here that we realize the glory and depth of Iran's
Islamic Revolution. . . Today the Muslim woman has well understood.
. . that the only way for her social presence to be healthy and
constructive is to use Islamic veil and clothes. . . The Islamic
Revolution is described as a miracle, for which Muslim women must
offer thanks to God, not just in the form of uttering the words, but by
'using all their God-given possibilities and resources to consolidate
the Islamic Republic'. To make this offering of thanks possible, the
editorial, obliquely, turns to the authorities and demands of them to
make the social involvement of women in the consolidation of this
miracle possible: It is clear that an active and effective presence of
women ... in many positions such as education, medical professions,
higher education is indispen- sable. So those in authority should
prepare the grounds for women's participation in society. Faithful and
committed women should expand their abilities in order to be
prepared to carry out important social tasks and responsibilities that
the Islamic Revolution has placed on their shoulders. In this editorial,
we also find an ideological exposition of the various phases that the
policies of the Islamic Republic towards women have gone through.
os There have been two distinct phases in these policies, separated



by an interregnum. In the first phase, in the immediate aftermath of
coming to power, policies towards women were marked by the intent
to destroy what was seen to be the corrupt legacy of the past. This
included annulment of many laws seen as un-Islamic, elimination of
women from the judiciary, segregation of women in public places,
such as buses, sports grounds, beaches, and the campaign to
impose the veil. The importance given to the imposition of the veil
and a proper dress code can be seen from the above editorial,
where the veil is described as the crucial shield without which the
woman turns into the corrupt creature that opens the society at all
levels to colonial domination. The central theme of this phase was
the purification of society and of women. It was because this
purification meant an all-out attack against all that had been gained
by sectors of urban women over the previous fifty years that it looked
as if the new regime wanted women pushed back to the domestic
sphere, as exemplified by the role assigned to women in the
construction of the new order in the Islamic Constitution passed in
December 1979. After this initial phase, there were debates over the
role of women in the construction of the new order. The debates
basically revolved around how to resolve the tensions between
women's domestic role and their social responsibilities in an Islamic
order. What eventually decided the outcome of
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the debate was not the theoretical supremacy of one side over the
other, but the exigencies of the Iran-Iraq war, with its enormous toll
on male lives in Iran. Women became mobilized in a whole series of
activities: they staffed the mass laundries and kitchens servicing the
war fTont, they served as nurses in the military hospitals. They were



also given a more pronounced civilian profile in many government
offices. Contrary to the initial assault against day-care, for instance,
as an imperialist plot to separate mothers from children, good child-
care centres were now projected as a social necessity so that the
mother could perform her services with peace of mind. One might
have expected that if the Islamic regime was in need of absorbing
more women into the workforce, government offices, war-support
activities, it would relax its regulations on the veil and its strictures on
the moral codes of public behaviour. The contrary has been the
pattern. The more women have become involved in social life, the
more necessary it has become to enforce the moral codes to ensure
that such increased contact between men and women does not
unwittingly undermine the moral fabric of the Islamic community and
open it up to alien penetration. Thus over the past several years we
have witnessed both numerous campaigns to root out the smallest
manifestations of breaking the moral codes, while at the same time
prominent spokesmen and politicians of the regime, such as
Rafsanjani and Khamini'i, have expounded the necessity of women's
involvement in social tasks, within limits such as not to damage their
roles as mothers and WIVes. In the words and deeds of the Islamic
Republic, we wimess the ultimate ideologization and
instrumentalization of the 'woman question'. Since its inception in the
mid-nineteenth century, this question in Iran (and the rest of the
Middle East) has become forcefully shaped on the terrain of the
contest between emerging modern ideologies and states and pre-
modern loyalties and social hierarchies. The conflict-ridden concept
of a modern-yet-modest woman was born out of the modern man's
desire for a modern female counterpart. The traditional woman, for
the progressive man of the nineteenth century, became the symbolic
location of social backwardness. Yet the boundaries of the new were
shaped in tension with another set of symbols: women
simultaneously became the symbolic location of social morality and
cultural conservatism. To break out of backwardness without
transgressing the boundaries of social morality, without betraying the
national/Islamic culture within which the modern ideologies were
shaped, became the impos- sible task of becoming modern yet
remaining modest and authentic. Moreover, with the consolidation of



the Pahlavi state, women became objects of contestation of loyalty,
as they became crucial to the state's project of social transformation,
while remaining central to the Islamic claims of a moral community.
This contest between the modern State and the traditional
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God determined the narrow confines within which women have
attempted to appropriate the 'woman question'. Nowhere has this
space been so narrowed, to the extent of virtUal elimina- tion, as in
the Islamic Republic with the total identity of God and State. The
existential passion with which many Iranian women have noW turned
to feminism in order to carve a social space of their own has its
counterpart in the passion with which the Islamic state has set itself
to mould women in its godly image. To have a room of her own, the
Iranian woman is now faced with subverting God and State.
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